MID 2000s: (Unspecified)
TerraSave members Claire Redfield and Inéz Diaco visit Sanahoria Island in the Caribbean
Sea and give a lecture at the local high school about the dangers of bioterrorism. They keep in
touch with one of the more enthusiastic students, a young girl named Marilou Mabou.
Presumably using a well-sourced pseudonym or a trusted associate,
Albert Wesker arranges for a Chapter 11 petition to be submitted
to the bankruptcy court to preserve and build Umbrella’s assets
through the process of reorganisation. He is able to achieve this by
capitalising on a growing number of former Umbrella employees
coming forward who were unaware of the corporation’s dark
legacy and now want to dedicate themselves to redeeming said
legacy by exclusively combating biological weapons and the
engineered viruses responsible for their creation. It is a very
audacious and ambitious plan, certain to attract extreme public
scrutiny, but the former employees are confident that if they can
appease the creditors and the courts, they can become new chief executives and begin work
creating anti-B.O.W. measures solely for cleaning up the mess the original company made.
Wesker’s pseudonym or chosen source, will become the debtor responsible for all the legal
fees and miscellaneous costs to finance the ongoing reorganisation proposal, but the former
Umbrella employees will perform the bulk of the plan, completely unaware that their good
intentions are once again being used for more nefarious purposes. But the most decisive action
will be persuading the U.S Government of their honourable motivations, for they hold the
seized Umbrella assets indefinitely. Once the controversial application is submitted, the preconfirmation phases begins and will take an undefined period of time to assess based on
Umbrella’s current condition, the type of reorganisation plan, the reaction of the creditors and
an assessment of whether said plan is feasible.
In Southern Europe, locals and families of those
lost during the Los Illuminados incident bypass the
quarantine blockades and return to their ancestral
home. Soon they reclaim their normal lives and
begin farming and living at the village once again.
But their sweet solitude is destroyed when over time
they fall victim to wild, ‘recessive Plaga’ still
occupying the region having survived the purge in
the aftermath of the incident. These are a weaker
form of the original Subbordinate Plagas. Because
they are not influenced by a Dominant Strain carrier, the resulting Ganados are much more
docile and cannot be controlled. They will live out their lives in relative privacy, but should
outsiders ever appear at the village they will instinctively attack without discrimination. Over the
better part of the next decade this settlement will exist unopposed until corporate mercenaries
get wind of its existence and look to secure Plaga samples of their own.
By now, Oswell Spencer has eliminated almost all the surviving Level 9/10 former Umbrella
executives with knowledge of the Progenitor Virus source location in Kijuju, including Brandon
Bailey. Only three Level 10 individuals escape his grasp. Henning P. is currently imprisoned
and inaccessible, and Jenny K. and Carlos M. are ghosts and have yet to be traced. Having
been on the run since the corporation’s collapse it is unlikely they will be found easily.
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2005:

NTS News run a special retrospective report from the ruins of Terragrigia in the aftermath of

the large-scale bioterrorism incident orchestrated by Il Veltro. A reporter walks along a golden
beach where the tips of the ruined skyscrapers are still visible above the water several miles out.

"This sunny and idyllic Mediterranean coast was
the site of one of the world's greatest structures.
It took a full eleven years to complete
constructing the world's first Aquapolis; the
floating city of Terragrigia. A sustainable
metropolis, operating on a massive solar energy
matrix and equipped with the latest green
technologies. Never before had solar energy
been used to supply power to an entire city. But
in 2004, Veltro, a terrorist group opposing the
city's development launched a bio-terrorist attack. They not only released a virus, but also
several creatures, known as bio-organic weapons, further complicating the situation. This
launched one of the worst tragedies the world has ever seen. The FBC, the world’s leading
counter-bioterror organisation operating under the auspices of the U.S., was called in to direct
efforts to contain the attack. The BSAA, a counter-bioterror NGO which operates
independently of the interests of any one country, went in as observers to assist the FBC.
Realising the need for immediate and decisive action, Supreme Local Headquarters issued the
order to use the city’s solar energy matrix on itself. Media outlets around the world began to
refer to the incident as the 'Terragrigia Panic'. Following the incident, the FBC announced it
has successfully disbanded the terrorist group called Veltro.
It is now 2005. As you can see, the lost city of Terragrigia remains inaccessible. A silent and
potent symbol of the threat that bio-terror poses for people around the world."
-REREV: News Report; 2005.

General Miguel Grande, military leader of the Republic of Bajirib, makes a public
announcement declaring his country as a sponsor of terrorism. He is extremely interested in
the use of biological warfare and for the last several years now has been in secret contact with
WilPharma researcher Frederic Downing. He has an agreement in place to buy large stocks of
the t-Virus and its vaccine once it is complete and also has an interest in the G-Virus. Now the
t-vaccine is almost complete, he feels confident enough to declare his support for terrorism
publicly as a way to intimidate his enemies. In the U.S.A., President Graham relays this
information through a press conference and condemns his words.

"The President announced that the Republic of
Bajirib led by General Miguel Grande is the latest
addition to the list of countries that sponsor
terrorism."
-REDEG: News Report; 2005

The Pentagon announces plans to put tax payer’s
money to work by allocating one billion dollars for
an anti-bio terror program. Part of this agreement
is the secret contract with WilPharma to continue funding for the t-Vaccine. The news is
announced on Network 23 by leading newscaster Marquis C. West. This announcement is
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warmly received by a paranoid public still living in fear following the recent incident at
Terragrigia and public admission of the existence of B.O.W.s.
After three years of development, WilPharma
announce completion of their state of the art
research and aerodrome facility in the suburbs of
Harvardville. The company President is alongside
head researcher Frederic Downing at the official
unveiling where gathered media assemble.

"Pharmaceutical company WilPharma issued a
press release on establishing a new research
facility in Harvardville, home to 100,000 residents."
-REDEG: News Report; 2005

The company president issues a statement from outside the new facility. He wants to ease
citizens' concerns that security safeguards have improved tenfold since 1998 and that a repeat
of the Raccoon City tragedy will not be possible given Harvardville’s proximity to the ruined
town.

"We've taken every possible precaution to ensure that a catastrophe such as the one suffered by
Raccoon City is never repeated."
-REDEG: WilPharma President statement; 2005

LOCATION PROFILE: WILPHARMA RESEARCH FACILITY (HARVARDVILLE)
Construction of this multi-million dollar facility began in 2002 and took three years to complete. The plans
were controversial to the residents of Harvardville with many still harbouring a deep mistrust of large
pharmaceutical firms following the Raccoon City tragedy and what became of Umbrella Corporation. But
WilPharma were able to push the move through thanks
to the political might of Ron Davis who had ties to the
White House and was a major company stockholder.
The new headquarters was located in a picturesque
mountainous region some distance away from the
town’s residential areas. The complex housed office
buildings as well as an expansive research facility. A
card key or master code was needed to access the outer
car parking area. There was also interior staff parking
and helicopter landing pads. The main research facility
was split into two sections; the research block and the air dome. The air dome supported its circular roof by
using fans to balance the difference between the interior and exterior air pressure. At the centre of the dome
was a large garden meant for the relaxation of the researchers, and all the labs were set facing this garden which
was managed by an automated sprinkler system. A narrow central elevator extended from the centre of the
garden to the Air Dome’s roof, with hallways branching outward on each floor to convey the researchers to
their laboratories and offices. The main building was separated into five separate parts, with the viral research
labs divided among four levels, with ascending levels designated a number indicating the danger level for that
particular area according to the microbes being handled in each section. Level 0 was the safest, and Level 4 was
the most hazardous. Each level was then split into six individual floors. Level 0 was the safest area and remains
open to most personnel. It contained offices and meeting rooms. Floors 1 and 2 were research centres, Floor 3
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were offices, Floor 4 meeting rooms, and Floors 5 and 6 laboratories. Level 0 was also where Frederic
Downing's office was located on the third floor. His office overlooked the beautiful inner botanical garden.
The air dome also had four sub-basement levels, and levels B-2 and B-4 contained connecting underground
tunnels that led back to the adjacent research block. The
research block was made up of 22 floors. A majority were
used for administration purposes and at the top of the
building, floors 19-20 were Conference Rooms, Floor 21
the Center Control Room and Floor 22 was the
President's Office. From the Center Control Room, the
rest of the facility including the air dome could be
monitored and controlled.
The unique design of the air dome was constructed with
safety in mind, and allowed for the quick isolation of a
biohazard outbreak on the premises. If a biohazard was detected, the entire area would be automatically
sprayed with anhydrous ethanol which was used to re-sterilise the building. Precisely five minutes later the
contaminated sections were incinerated to vaporise any infectious agents. In a sequential order, the garden area
would unlock and drop down into a deep underground pit 300 metres below. During the 2005 outbreak with
the G-Curtis creature, the inner-garden was the first level to fall, closely followed by Level 4 and so on in
sequential order until the entire facility and the biohazard itself was safely sealed up underground. When
WilPharma were later bought out by Tricell Inc, it was suggested this facility was re-purposed and reopened
under the Tricell banner.
FACILITY STRUCTURE:
Level 0: Offices and meeting rooms.
Level 1: Low risk for individual specimens; low risk to society. Minor viral agents only. No lasting effects.
Level 2: Medium risk for individual specimens; minor risk to society. Will cause mild illness to humans and
animals but will not result in serious hazards for society, livestock and the environment. Effective cures and
prevention methods exit and widespread is unlikely.
Level 3: High risk for individual specimens and low risk level for society. Will cause serious illness to humans
but its widespread is not likely. Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza, HIV, Anthrax, Bubonic Plague.
Level 4: High risk for individual specimens and society. Will cause serious illness to humans or animals. Highly
contagious. Ebola Virus, Marburg Virus, Smallpox, Yellow Fever Virus, t-Virus, G-Virus.
There has been a huge jump in worldwide bioterrorism victims in recent years, most notably
because of the Terragrigia Panic which took
place last year resulting in the loss of the entire
city. The total number of victims has now passed
one million.

"The estimated number of bio-terrorism victims
has skyrocketed from hundreds of thousands to
over one million."
-REDEG: News Report; 2005.

In just over a year’s service to the F.B.C., Raymond Vester has rapidly risen to prominence
within the organisation yet has faced criticism every step of the way due to his forceful
interrogation techniques and tendency to use any means to raise his profile, fair or foul. His
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methods have led to clashes with the B.S.A.A. on numerous occasions, and his flagrant
sabotage has led to the B.S.A.A. being unable to intervene multiple times over the last year.
Vester, a man with his own agenda, approaches B.S.A.A. Director
Clive O’Brian about his reservations about Morgan Lansdale,
knowing O’Brian has similar misgivings about the F.B.C.
Commissioner. Vester was disgusted by what happened at
Terragrigia and had his suspicions about Lansdale ever since he
stumbled into the command room and overheard his private
conversation with Jack Norman. O’Brian believes Lansdale’s true
motivation in destroying the city was not to rid the biohazard, but
to cover up something he didn’t want the world to know about.
Both men believe Lansdale was somehow involved in the
orchestration of the incident and now they need to find proof.
O’Brian agrees to co-operate with Vester and the pair continue to have secret meetings,
although the B.S.A.A. director is unaware of Vester’s status as a secret Tricell spy.
B.S.A.A. technical agent Quint Cetcham completes a prototype of a portable scanning device
which he names the 'Genesis Scanner'. It will allow for operatives to scan for objects not
necessarily visible to the human eye but its primary function is to scan for any viral infection.
The device is presented to the Global Pharmaceutical Consortium for testing and analysis in
hope they will eventually approve and fund the project, allowing for mass production and
standard-issue availability to all field agents.

"Genesis Manual Version 1.0.9.’Genesis'
The nickname of a high-level bio scanner currently being tested and developed by the Global
Pharmaceutical Consortium. It bounces special synchrotron radiation off of a target in order to
analyse it.
'Viral Analysis'
It is possible to detect and analyse even the smallest amount of viruses.
"Vaccine Manufacturing"
Since ver.1.0.4, it has been possible to produce simple vaccines from the viral analysis data.
"Detection"
Using synchrotron radiation, it is possible to detect specific objects. The data for bullets,
medicinal herbs, etc., are registered within the internal memory for testing. If a detectable
object is nearby, the indicator in the lower-right area of the monitor will light up."
-REREV: Genesis Manual; undated.

As Wesker continues his research into Las Plagas, a bitter power split
remains at the heart of the rival company between followers loyal to
Wesker and others who want him out. But with Umbrella’s stolen data,
Wesker emerges from the power struggle as the new leader of the
organisation. With power, wealth, honour and practically unlimited
resources at his disposal, he has everything he needs. Crucially he now
holds the status to shape the entire rival company into his new Umbrella.
But something still eats away at him and slowly manifesting itself is his
failure to uncover the true motivation and goals of his former mentor;
Oswell E. Spencer. He recalls his days back at Arklay labs in the 1980s where they created
successful t-Virus strains and B.O.W. organisms that could have been sold for millions in
profit, yet Spencer wanted them to continue researching the virus further. Wesker could never
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work out why at the time. Why waste further financial capital developing weapons systems that
were unnecessary? Why was he unsatisfied with a t-Virus that had a 90% infection rate? What
was it he truly wanted? These questions continue to haunt him and seem to tug even more ever
since Spencer disappeared shortly after Umbrella’s collapse two years ago. Frustrated, Wesker
takes steps to allocate a significant amount of funds from the rival company’s finances to track
Spencer down. Funds are diverted from allocated areas and entire research projects are
suddenly cancelled as Wesker focuses on locating Umbrella’s only remaining founder. The
entire planet will be scowered for the man who so far has eluded both the F.B.I. and the
Russian authorities. Wesker will not rest until he finds him.
This frustration and anxiety Wesker feels about Spencer is part of the internal programming
indoctrinated into him from a young age as a test subject for Project Wesker. All candidates are
designed to ‘seek out their father.’

Back on the stricken wreck of the Queen Dido resting on the bottom of the Mediterranean Sea
near the ruins of Terragrigia, the last pocket of Veltro survivors continue the daily fight to
survive. They are forced to inject themselves regularly with the t-Abyss virus to stay alive, taking
a gamble that they can stave off mutation and not transform into monsters. The virus has a
99.76% of infection when transmitted through blood, but there are documented cases where
oral ingestion of the virus does not bring on excessive mutation. However many have perished
through the effects of the virus, developing hideous tumours and fleshy growths that eventually
take over their entire bodies. Some have lived for months with strange mutations growing out
of their bodies, coping with extreme pain. They continue to live out of devotion to their leader,
Jack Norman, who promises to lead them all to salvation. Norman’s own desire to keep on
living is fuelled by a burning desire for revenge against F.B.C. Director Morgan Lansdale.

“Dante Alighieri's La Divinia Commedia.
An offering to the dead.
(A passage has been underlined.)
Howl the rain maketh them like unto dogs; one side they make a shelter for the other; Oft turn
themselves the wretched reprobates.
Dante Alighieri's La Divinia Commedia.
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Inferno Canto VI
(There is something written at the edge of the page in sloppy handwriting.)
Those who offer their lives to the doctrine, forever walk the path with the great Jack Norman.”
-REREV: Dante Alighieri’s La Divinia Commedia; undated.

As his loyal subordinates begin to die, he holds funerals and writes eulogies for each one
before laying them to rest on the table in the dining room, covering their mutated bodies with
cloths draped with the Veltro crest. Cafer Tokush was just 19 years old when he passed and
was a true martyr who died for the Veltro cause. Ekrem Ataizi was 28 years old and the entire
lower part of his body had mutated through his successive injections of the virus. He showed
such strong will he almost fought off his mutation and in the end he was more monster than
human. Ugolino Baronio was 44 when he died and one of Jack Norman's closest friends.
Gilberto Leone was 37 and his love for his wife was matched only by his love for Veltro.
Hashim Kadar was 29 and had vowed to always serve the cause even if the virus robbed him of
his humanity. Lidiya Leone was the wife of Gilberto and was 35 years old. Norman's wish is
that their sacrifice will result in their children growing up in a world not corrupted by lies and
deceit.
As each day passes he continues to keep a tally of their purgatory by scratching a notch into the
wall of the dining room. Some Veltro members have mutated completely and evolved into
creatures known as 'Globsters'.
IRREGULAR MUTANT PROFILE: GLOBSTER
Globsters are mounds of soft, pink fatty tissue and are the result of
prolonged exposure to the t-Abyss virus. Although originally
human, they have no defining human characteristics, no trace of
any remaining limbs and no discernable sensory organs. They have
no noticeable head and it remains unknown whether any bone
structure still remains present beneath their flesh. Their name is
derived from the abbreviation of the Grotesque Blob Monster, the
general/popular term for any unidentified organic mass
documented around the world. Not much is known about these
creatures other than they are amorphous and move around on
land by awkwardly undulating their bodies. But their speed and
movement is restricted thanks to the excess fatty deposits and salt in their flesh. They are much more
comfortable under water and can swim gracefully and attack their prey with more ruthless efficiency. The most
distinguishing feature of a Globster is its distended mouth full of large, razor-sharp teeth. Following
observation by F.B.C. scientists, it has been determined the Globsters possess no intelligence but retain a
carnivorous predatory instinct and will attack any nearby prey. It appears to track its target based on their
nearby proximity and movement. Just like an Ooze, these former humans are an incomplete mutation and have
a whitish appearance like a drowned body. Because Globsters have been floating in the water for a long time
their flesh is rotten. Patches of skin have come off completely and rotting flesh and organs are exposed. The
surface texture of their skin also varies from wrinkly, rough and dirty.
Back on the Queen Zenobia, work continues in the laboratory areas on creating a vaccine for
the t-Abyss Virus. The ship itself has been officially declared as lost at sea and has its place in
history as a ghost ship that seemingly disappeared, adding its name to a long list of ships that
vanished in mysterious circumstances. In reality is on a rotating course around the
Mediterranean travelling alongside its sister ship, Queen Semiramis, also completely infected.
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The ships are tracked by Morgan Lansdale but to any outside agencies they will be almost
impossible to find given the vast size of the Mediterranean. The laboratory on the Zenobia is
the only source of the t-Abyss Virus. Due to
Lansdale's position as F.B.C. Director, he
cannot afford to be linked to its existence
therefore all research on the virus takes
place exclusively on this site. Large sections
of the Zenobia crawls with its former crew
and Veltro members transformed into Ooze
specimens in a controlled infection
environment where combat data and
developmental observation takes place. The
researchers are safely sealed away in the
lower labs decks and other sections of the
ship that are infection free. With armed escorts they will venture out in haz-mat suits to the
infected areas to gather data and collect samples. Their work has resulted in several differing
prototype B.O.W.s being developed through use of the t-Abyss Virus, amongst which are the
‘Ghiozzo’ and ‘Sea Creeper.’
B.O.W. PROFILE: GHIOZZO
A Ghiozzo is born when a deep-water fish is infected
with the t-Abyss virus and instantaneously mutates
into a fierce carnivore within a number of seconds.
They resemble the deep-sea fish that were the
vectors of the original Abyss Virus discovered in the
Kermadec Trench. The effects of the virus include a
significantly increased appetite, sharp fangs and a
powerful jaw which allows them to chew their way
through practically anything. A group of Ghiozzo
are capable of reducing a large mammal to bones within a few seconds. As a fish-type creature, Ghiozzo spend
most of their time in the water but are capable of leaping out and repeatedly gnashing at targets lurking too
close to the water’s edge. Even more impressive, Ghiozzo can actually jump out of their water environments
completely and writhe around on dry land, giving any nearby prey the misconception that they are struggling,
only to snap at anything curious that moves within range. Their skin has developed spikes along the ridge and
its fins have enlarged talons and spines, meaning extreme caution is required when handling these specimens.
Its genetics are modelled from Ancanthodii and Placodermi. It also has bioluminescence similar to a lantern
fish or dragon fish. The bioluminescence appears down its body as an uninterrupted line. Researchers also
noted the inside of its body is full of aggressive parasites. Although individual creatures are only a mild threat,
Ghiozzo typically travel in groups and like to swarm their prey. Their name comes from the Italian word for
Goby. Gobiidae is one of the larger fish families comprised of over 2000 species.
B.O.W. PROFILE: SEA CREEPER
The Sea Creeper is a specific mutation of a t-Abyss infected human and lives under water. This mutation tends
to be seen in female hosts only. The carapace covering the whole body is reminiscent of a woman’s long hair,
helping to reduce friction and allowing it to swim quietly and gracefully when approaching its prey. This shell
alternates between smooth and rough surfaces. It is not hard, but slick like a squid. When it is close enough, it
catches and secures its target with six arms in order to consume it. The arms will wrap around and hold the
target whilst its rib cage opens up like a mouthful of sharp teeth. This embrace reminds the organism of a
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‘mother’s love’ ensuring it is extremely strong and almost impossible to escape from. The look of the creature is
graceful and elegant, with the final mutated appearance resembling a cross between a mutated female Ooze and
a horseshoe crab. It is reminiscent of a Nostostraca organism. When it attacks, spines and ribs can be seen
through the carapace which becomes almost translucent, leaving a
revolting texture. Flexible joints at the bottom of the carapace
allow the creeper to swing, resulting in efficient mobility under
water. Much of the creeper’s face is covered and it has no
discernable eyes or ears. Its skin has wrinkles that display a variety
of colours and the claws, heels and ankles on their feet are all
made of bone. When observed underwater they emit a distinctly
feminine noise and researchers have theorised this is how they
communicate with each other in a manner similar to whale-song.
As a water-based B.O.W., Sea Creepers show much potential. The
murky depths can make it hard to discern how near they are with
the naked eye and whilst underwater no weapons can fatally
damage them. Pulse grenades can disorientate them, but only for a few seconds.
One of the more promising subjects is the ‘Scarmiglione’; a creature born by fusing the human
genome with shark DNA and incorporating the t-Abyss Virus. The result is an extremely
vicious and well-armoured creature. One researcher notes down its development progress.

“Scarmiglione is a B.O.W. that utilizes the well-suited DNA of a shark.
The genetic make-up of sharks has changed very little during their history as predators for
millions of years, and the use of that DNA provides the fierce aggression in these weapons.
The Scarmiglione form and colour resembles that of its shark ancestors, and its spiny
appendages resembles lances.
The spines are a characteristic of cartilaginous fish. They form when an area of placoid scales
mutate and combine with hardened muscle fibre. This allows the creatures to use piercing
attacks and move with as much agility as land animals. On top if this, the scales are as strong as
an armoured car, far surpassing the scales of a normal shark.
This gives them unparalleled frontal defences.”
-REREV: Scarmiglione Development Report; undated.

B.O.W. PROFILE: SCARMIGLIONE
The Scarmiglione was developed by combining the t-Abyss with shark
DNA to develop an entirely new organism. It has been manipulated to
function in a non-water environment, lending it several human traits
including legs and arms. Its movements are awkward and slow but it has
a tendency to spread its bulk to make it a dangerous adversary in close,
confined quarters. Its spear-like sharp arm derives from part of the
spinous placoid scales, which are unique to cartilaginous fishes, mutated
and joined together with the muscle fibre. The spikes are reminiscent of
various shapes of shark teeth and a saw shark’s snout. The hardness of its
skin on its left arm is almost equivalent to the front of an armoured
vehicle, and can be used as a weapon to kill prey or as a shield to protect itself. Its weak point is its belly where
the properties of the t-Abyss virus have nectrotisized the flesh to the point where its grotesque intestines are
visible. Gills are also visible through the gap in its chest. X-rays of the fully developed creature reveal a shark’s
internal skeleton ending at the chest area. Because shark skeletons are comprised purely of cartilage and
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connective tissue, there are no bones, allowing for more flexibility. As a consequence, the upper skeleton is
joined to the lower body via a fleshy tentacle that carries internal electrical properties. This unique trait can
allow the Scarmiglione to function as two separate halves if enough damage is caused. If the upper body of the
Scarmiglione is destroyed, the legs will continue to function and the tentacle acts as a whip, giving off an
electrical discharge. This unique property is part of the ‘Ampullae of Lorenzini’, which are special sensing
organs called electroreceptors, forming a network of jelly-filled pores. This is how a Scarmiglione can detect its
prey, by detecting the electric signal produced by the motion of a creature. Alternatively, if the legs are
destroyed, the creature will crawl along on its torso using its arms. Much of the Scarmiglione’s body is
armoured with a large carapace that gets gradually harder and spikier. As it moves down the body it becomes
harder and finer and joins the shield. The organism retains enough intelligence thanks to its DNA to shield its
weak areas of chest and head as well as its hunting skills and increased ferocity and aggressiveness. Its B.O.W.
name comes from a demon in Dante Alighieri’s The Divine Comedy and is ranked as the pinnacle in the
evolution of t-Abyss creatures.
One day, during a routine experiment to infect
differing species of fish with t-Abyss in the
Zenobia’s laboratory, a curious thing is
discovered when one of the infected fish is found
to be riddled with parasites. The fish and the
parasites are both infected and the scientists are
able to extract a sample. This parasite is named
'Malacoda' and researchers believe it could be the
key to advancing B.O.W. development with the
t-Abyss Virus due to its curious ability to secrete a liquid containing the virus. Several
specimens are bred and grown in lab conditions kept in water tanks in the lab. The Malacoda
can be used to infect any organism, even one as big as a whale, and the parasite will grow inside
to adapt and control it.

“Development of codename "Malacoda" began entirely from pure chance. In the process of
marine organism B.O.W. research, we conducted infection experiments with t-Abyss on
various fish, but one of them was infected with a skin fluke affliction.
The skin fluke ailment is famous as a fish parasite infection caused by a monogenean
Capsalidae Benedenia skin fluke. This skin fluke was infected with t-Abyss together with its
host and specifically altered the base B.O.W., improving development.
The Malacoda larva is approximately 1cm small. If its small body is employed efficiently and
parasitizes a host, the larva will first secrete a particular kind of bodily fluid and transmit the
virus to the host. Then it will mature into an adult form itself and become gigantic together with
the host.
It's believed that depending on the host's size, t-Abyss and the secreted fluid probably boost
metabolism via a synergistic effect. There are no experiment cases since it's dangerous, but if
huge creatures such as the Cetacea family were hosts, I can't imagine how big they'd grow.”
-BIOREV: Malacoda Development Materials; undated.

PARASITE PROFILE: MALACODA
The origins of the Malacoda were discovered by pure chance when scientists were conducting routine t-Abyss
experimentation on various fish, only to find one of the specimens was infected with a skin fluke. The
Capsalidae is a family of monopisthocotylean monogeneans; a group of ectoparasites commonly found on the
skin, gills, or fins of fish. They have a direct life cycle and do not require an intermediate host. Adults are
hermaphrodites, meaning they have both male and female reproductive structures. Monogeneans have a series
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of hooks which are used to attach onto fish and as a result, could lead to infections. These organisms can be
found in small numbers on healthy fish, living on mucus and skin debris, without apparently causing any
harm. Alongside its host, this skin fluke was also infected with the t-Abyss Virus and specifically altered the
base B.O.W. fish, significantly improving its development. The Malacoda
larva is approximately 1cm small. If its small body is employed efficiently
and parasitizes a host, the larva will first secrete a particular kind of bodily
fluid and transmit the virus to the host. With t-Abyss and its secretions, it
stimulates the host’s metabolism, and as it enlarges the host, it grows into
an imago. Therefore the size of the imago depends on the size of the host.
A matured Malacoda parasite has a long eel-like body with a head and
mouth textured like a bed bug. A circular appendage extends from its
head with a ring of sharpened teeth. These are accompanied by two large
mandibles that allow the parasite to clamp onto its prey. This organism is
a similar shape to a parasite copepod and has numerous phrixocephalus
triangulus egg sacs.
Because the t-Abyss virus stimulates metabolism growth via a synergistic
effect, no planned experiments were carried out for researchers
hypothesised that if any cetacean species became infected, the growth possibilities could be limitless and
extremely dangerous. In 2005, several mature parasites were isolated in storage inside the labs on board the
Queen Zenobia, but during the crisis when the ship was damaged thanks to a strike from the Regia Solis
satellite, the parasites escaped and infected a nearby whale. This enlarged the creature and caused it to become
drastically deformed. Instead of water, the whale sprayed an infected red fluid, becoming a red cloud that
hovered and mutated into an airborne virus. Its skin was dark green and stretched to the point where it had
split down the vertebrae, exposing deformities within. Its fins were covered in barnacles and the Malacoda
parasites burrowed holes between the wrinkles of the whale’s skin. When under threat, the parasites would
emerge from the whale and shoot out small eggs as projectiles. Fortunately this creature was destroyed by the
B.S.A.A. quickly after initial infection and before it could do more significant damage and spread its infection
to further marine life. The name Malacoda is a character reference to the leader of the Malebranche, the nine
demons who guard the eighth circle of hell in Dante’s Divine Comedy.
FRIDAY MARCH 25TH 2005
Despite the unique circumstances on
board the Queen Zenobia, the ship still
needs to be manned as it sails around
the Mediterranean. Many areas are still
infection free and are being serviced as
usual. During a regular cleaning of the
pool area, one of the maintenance
workers notices a strange growth on the
bottom and asks the next on duty to get
rid of it. This is the first sign the t-Abyss
virus infection is spreading outside the quarantined sections and laboratory areas.

“March 25th
There were some kind of barnacles sticking to the bottom of the pool.
Didn't know where they came from.
Please take care of them.”
-REREV: Cleaning Report for Next on Duty; 25/03/05
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WEDNESDAY MARCH 30TH 2005
Despite being removed, the strange barnacles that sprouted at the bottom of the swimming
pool have returned and grown larger. The maintenance worker wonders if they may be a new
species but in reality this is further warning that the t-Abyss infection across the ship may be
spreading beyond the quarantine zones.

“March 30th
The barnacles are back again.
Looks like they are all grouping together into a little colony.
Maybe they are a new species?
Might be fun to keep some as a pet.”
-REREV: Cleaning Report for Next on Duty; 30/03/05

SUNDAY APRIL 10TH 2005
The water distribution pipes are damaged where water from the swimming pool is circulated in
and out for drainage and refilling. Contamination and debris from the pool has blocked the
pipe and damaged the equipment. Although it has been fixed, the head of security is furious
and demands the pool be cleaned more often from now on. The maintenance staff wonder if
the barnacles have come loose and blocked the pipe.

“April 10th
Looks like the pipe that distributes the water was damaged.
It was fixed, but there's a chance there was some contamination on this end.
The guy in charge of security wasn't very happy.
Maybe it has something to do with that new species of barnacle?”
-REREV: Cleaning Report for Next on Duty; 10/04/05

TUESDAY APRIL 12TH 2005
The strange growth in the swimming pool continues to grow and displays signs of sentient
activity. The maintenance crew quickly abandon their work and leave the area.

“April 12th
Yikes. That's no new species of barnacle, that's for sure.
(The report ends here.)”
-REREV: Cleaning Report for Next on Duty; 12/04/05

After reporting the incident, the researchers order the pool area off-limits now that the virus
has somehow spread to that area. Over time, this growth will slowly spread and consume most
of the room. The sentient barnacles are the beginnings of a new irregular mutant that will
become known as the ‘Wall-Blister.’
Raymond Vester and Clive O’Brian continue to meet in secret to discuss their plans regarding
the exposure of Morgan Lansdale. They believe his secret is somehow tied to the defunct
Veltro terrorist group and so they formulate a plan to stage a fake revival of the group in the
hopes of spooking Lansdale into making a rash move that could leave him exposed. A new
Veltro manifesto will be written to attract sympathisers and copycats to the cause. O’Brian will
be the author and adopt the alias Earl Brinvico which is an anagram of his own name.
On the Queen Zenobia after months of tiresome work, the research team are finally successful
in creating a vaccine for the t-Abyss Virus. When they report to Morgan Lansdale with the
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news he is extremely pleased and not at all upset that several researchers have been killed
during the project. With their work complete, plans are put in place for the Zenobia to be
abandoned and destroyed to wipe out all evidence of the experiments. But as everything is
packed up and powered down, Morgan demands all the research data be sent over to him
before the research team is extracted. The researchers suspect nothing is amiss at this point.

"Certain Day in 2005
Progress observation on the virus went smoothly and the special drug vaccine has also been
completed.
We have no business here anymore.
Today, we resolved to abandon the facility and withdraw.
We researchers incurred quite a few casualties, but we forgo them as necessary sacrifices.
Mr. Morgan Lansdale, with his always phlegmatic silver beard, should be pleased with the
report of the vaccine's completion.”
-BIOREV: Infection Log of the Queen Zenobia; 2005.

The research team transmit all the vaccine
development data across to Morgan and plans
for the new t-Abyss B.O.W.s including the
Ghiozzo, Scarmiglione and Sea Creeper.
However once the data is successfully
uploaded, Morgan suddenly breaks
communication and no recovery team is
dispatched to extract the researchers from the
ship. Instead, the automated doors to the
laboratory seal shut and the B.O.W.s held in
frozen storage suddenly defrost and begin to
run amok, wiping out most of the researchers.
Several Scarmigliones are also released. The survivors who make it out into the lab desperately
try to find places to hide as the monsters spread throughout the ship, tearing apart the hapless
crew members. Soon the quarantine is breached in the panic and numerous Ooze spill into the
uninfected crew areas, mainly using the ventilation system to move around.
The communications officer abandons his post as things slowly go to hell. He knew this was
going to happen eventually. Soon the creatures will be swarming round the entire ship. He
gathers supplies and heads to the promenade, planning to barricade himself somewhere to
hide out until help arrives. He advises his fellow crew members to do the same and scrawls a
message underneath the note left on the Emergency Communications Room entrance.

“This is the emergency communication room. No one gets in without my permission, and not
without my key! If you want in, come find me at my usual spot on the promenade deck.
Your comms officer
(There's a message scrawled underneath.)
This is crap. The ship is crawling with freaks and monsters. I'm going to the promenade, cause
at least I can find food there.
Anyone who's still alive can meet me up there. You know where to find me. I am not going out
like that, I can promise you that. Hope I'm not the only survivor.
Your friendly neighbourhood comms officer.”
-REREV: Note Left in Front of the Emergency Communications Room; undated.
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He soon barricades himself inside a small storeroom on the upper Promenade level above the
restaurants and shops. He has enough supplies to last him a long time and he can already hear
the various creatures milling around outside. He cannot hear anyone else from the crew.

“Day 1
I made the right decision coming up to the promenade. I've got food and beverages to last me a
long time. I can still hear those things out there, clawing on my door or looking for prey. Too
bad they ain't getting in here!
I have no idea if anyone else is still alive, but I know I'm going to make it through this alright.”
-REREV: Communication Officer’s Journal; undated.

The next day the comms officer is ambushed when several Ooze drop into the storage room
via an overhead air duct. He manages to fight them off with his weapon but not before one
manages to strike him on the head. With no way to seal off the duct, he is going to have to cut
down on his sleep from now on. He believes he has had a lucky escape, but his encounter with
the B.O.W. has left him infected with the t-Abyss Virus.

“Day 2
Shit! Those damn things got in through the air ducts! But I put them all down before they
could do any real damage.
I've trained for this, and I trained hard. Hats off to me.
Good thing I was up when it happened. No more deep sleeps for me.”
-REREV: Communication Officer’s Journal; undated.

The next day, the comms officer feels unwell and puts it down to lack of sleep due to his frayed
nerves. He saw how quickly the virus transformed his infected colleagues into Ooze monsters
but believes he is safe because of the amount of time passed. However, he remains unaware he
is in actual fact a rare human host with a naturally stronger resistance to the t-Abyss Virus. Only
1 in every 1000 people carry this natural resistance, but it only slows down the infection process
and does not eradicate it. Initial symptoms include fever, followed by slow loss of
consciousness.
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“Day 3
After yesterday's surprise party, I haven't been able to sleep a wink. My nerves are frayed. I
wish I wasn't the only one here.
Pretty tired today. Don't feel well. I better not get sick. I shouldn't move.
Need to conserve energy. Just hang in there.”
-REREV: Communication Officer’s Journal; undated.

The Comms Officer has a bad 24 hours. He cannot remember what day it is anymore or how
long he has been hiding away in the storage room. His body has reached the second stage of
infection with the appearance of tumours on his head, shoulders and neck. He begins to get
really upset and longs for some fellow survivors to come and help him.

“I think this is Day 4.
I got a fever.
Hope those monsters don't find me like this. I'm so out of it. Am I infected? Is it just a cold?
There's a big lump on my head. It hurts. Wish I had someone to talk to. So alone.”
-REREV: Communication Officer’s Journal; undated.

The Comms Officer is now rapidly losing his intelligence. The next stage of the infection has
his body mutating and a second head growing out of his shoulder. His body becomes large and
bloated, yet he feels no pain. He is delirious and believes his new face is someone else he can
talk to. He is becoming what will later be classified as a 'Scagdead'.

"How many days is it?
I found someone to talk to. So happy. He's very funny. Tells lots of jokes. Lots. They're funny.
I laugh...laugh
His face is too close... In my face..."
-REREV: Communication Officer's Journal; undated.

IRREGULAR MUTANT PROFILE: SCAGDEAD
A Scagdead is a mutant species of Ooze and a direct result of a spontaneous mutation in individuals with a high
resistance to the t-Abyss virus. This resistance is only seen in approximately one in a thousand individuals and
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even those individuals highly resistant are not completely immune. Within a few days after infection, the host
develops a high fever and a lump between the shoulder and the neck. As the lump grows, the host’s willpower is
diminished, resulting in a loss of bodily control – but still with complete awareness that they are powerless to
their body being hijacked. The head of the person whose body is being taken over by the virus will remain
conscious throughout the entire mutation process. Pain perception is
dulled and eventually they succumb to virus-induced madness,
although the unconscious mutterings of a Scagdead’s human head
are eerily similar to those of a sleepwalker. The virus causes their
bodies to swell and bloat, and the human head is pushed to the left
shoulder and replaced by a new growth, not entirely dissimilar to the
G-Creature symptoms recorded from the infection profiles of
William Birkin and Curtis Miller. This new growth is not so much a
replacement head but more of an enlarged mouth full of razor-sharp
teeth. Its left arm retains the most human appearance, but has still
undergone significant transformation to resemble more of a spiked
flipper. The Scagdead’s right arm is the most impressive mutation, growing a flexible blade-like appendage that
can be manipulated at speed like an organic buzz-saw. The creature’s enlarged bulk thanks to high levels of
fatty deposits and water retention means it is quite slow and cumbersome, but it is still capable of short bursts
of speed. A secretion of extra growth hormone is responsible for its larger appearance compared to regular
Ooze. Once infected for a sustained period of time, the Scagdead’s original human host can no longer be
identified and the blue tones of the skin are replaced by the more regular grey colour of an Ooze, though
reddish portions remain near the human head where the skin has peeled. It is also capable of secreting organic
‘bear-trap’ organisms to trap nearby prey. The process for how a Scagdead produces these is still undetermined
by researchers but it is believed the process is similar to that of a jellyfish’s cycle of strobilation to the ephyra,
mixed with shark’s teeth that constantly replenish themselves. The direction of the fangs is random to give
more of an impression of an organic entity. It is circular in structure with a notional skeleton. The central
point has a concentrated nerve system. If a person steps on it, the jaw muscles immediately contract and close,
trapping them instantly for the Scagdead to then approach.
The Comms Officer has fully degenerated into a Scagdead. The main 'head' grown out of his
shoulder has taken over and eats all the food in the pantry. But despite being fully mutated the
officer still regains some sentience and is confused and scared by what is going on. All he can
do is repeat his emergency message and hope that someone will come.

“He thinks so too
No room to move
Had a fight
He wanted all the foods
He was eating meat... Good, tasty meat
I saw his face... Chewing... Eating...
No meat for me... Looked tasty...
His head looks tasty...
Help
cant move
trapped
me not me
who is me
help please help
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mayday maydayyyyyyy
maaaa aa aa aaa y
daaaaaaaaaa a aaay
meat meat
eat eat eaty
meat”

-REREV: Communication Officer’s Journal; undated.
Sometime later, several survivors hear his calls for help. But the strange noises coming from
the storage locker and the distortion in his voice means they decide to leave him locked inside.
They believe the comms officer is now a dangerous monster and barricade the door using a
steel lock and chains.
Meanwhile the barnacle growth that is slowly expanding and taking over the swimming pool
and solarium has spawned another irregular mutant the survivors have nick-named ‘WallBlister’. It has the appearance of an enlarged shell or barnacle that secretes to the wall or
ceiling before spawning a hideous slug-like creature. Because the barnacles spreading in the
pool eventually caused damage to the water distribution pipes, contaminated materials have
been pumped into the water which has accelerated the growth of the barnacle mutations.
IRREGULAR MUTANT PROFILE: WALL-BLISTER
The Wall-Blister is a strange mutation that originated from a colony of barnacles being infected by the t-Abyss
Virus. They use stealth-like tactics and cling to the walls and ceilings of rooms like an immobile, large shell.
However when it unfurls to attack, it resembles an enlarged humanoid spliced with the appearance of a blueringed octopus. It has the light-emitting organ of a
vampire squid and kills its enemies by luring them
into believing that they are stealthily approaching
it from behind, when it in reality it is in front of
them. The creature appears to have two enlarged
arms and draws comparisons to the Umbrella
Bandersnatch B.O.W., although the Wall Blister is
actually comprised of 10 arms, but these are
difficult to make out unless extremely up close.
Their arms are made of fused tentacles and
developed sharp claws for attacking, however their humanoid form contains little in the way of natural armour
plating and despite its large size, the Wall-Blister is extremely vulnerable to gunfire. When lying dormant, the
creature prefers to remain inside its shell where it is invulnerable from harm, but its body contains evolved
sensory preceptors causing them to immediately drop down and attack whenever a target is close by.
Interestingly researchers have pondered about the organism’s green-tinted skin making it somewhat unique in
appearance compared to other t-Abyss related infectants. Unfortunately further analysis is impossible at this
stage. Data on the creature is extremely rare and they have only ever been documented on the Queen Zenobia
in 2005.
One survivor decides to abandon his friend by making a daring bid to escape through the
freight areas while the Wall Blisters infesting the areas are sleeping. Feeling guilty about leaving
his comrade behind, the survivor leaves a note behind in the VIP room of the casino.

“Dearest friend,
I am at my wits end. I am sorry, but I must go on ahead.
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They are sleeping, but they will wake up eventually. Now's my chance.
Just thinking about them makes my hair stand on end...
Their ugly bodies are not of this world; their stench, like rotting organs; and their screams, like
echoes from Hell itself. I'm so frightened that I can't stop shaking, even now, as I write this.
Be careful--the bloated blisters on the walls are their eggs.
They can regenerate from them.
Please, don't think that I've abandoned you.
I did it for my family.
I pray for your safety.”
-REREV: A Scribbled Memo; undated.

In the unspecified number of days since Lansdale betrayed them all and released the B.O.W.s
from cryogenic storage, the B.O.W.s have spread throughout the entire ship and every
quarantine zone has been bypassed by the t-Abyss virus. What few survivors there are hide out
as best they can but are only delaying their inevitable demise…
Down in the bowels of the lab, an injured Ryan flops
down near a laser security grid and he contemplates
the genius of how Lansdale has orchestrated this
whole thing with meticulous planning and detail right
from the very beginning. The creation of t-Abyss,
Terragrigia, the destruction of Veltro, and now he
has the vaccine and will be hailed a hero, all after
eliminating the very people who worked so tirelessly
under his command. Ryan cannot help but admire
him, but also curses his own foolishness for not
figuring it out sooner. Lansdale used Veltro as his
pawns in Terragrigia and now he has done the same with his own researchers. Once they are
all dead, Lansdale’s secret behind t-Abyss will be preserved and he can use the virus and its
vaccine to further strengthen the F.B.C. Ryan scribbles his thoughts down in his diary in the
hope that someone will eventually discover it.
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"As soon as the research data was sent, the doors to the facility were shut and the B.O.W.s
awakened from their cryogenic sleep.
I don't understand how I could have missed seeing that Veltro wasn't the only disposable pawn
in all of this... Almost funny, really.
I see now that it was he who arranged for all these things to come to pass. He gave the terrorists
the t-Abyss virus, which led to the Terragrigia Panic. That gave us lots of valuable data on
infection, which led to the eventual development of the vaccine.
And thanks to his position of authority, he used the Regia Solis to eradicate the virus, the
terrorists, and all the fools in that city. Any traces or links to us vanished with it. The end result,
however, is that the world is now afraid of the virus, and the FBC's charter has been
strengthened and expanded.
I am awestruck with the degree of perfection with which Lansdale orchestrated all these events.
This is one for the history books to be sure.
And since our lives will perish, the truth will be completely hushed up in darkness…
(The rest of the scribble is illegible.)"
-REREV: Infection Log of the Queen Zenobia; 2005 (scribbled in after an area where pages
are torn out)
Soon enough, the research team are all but dead
and the Queen Zenobia is a ghost ship once
more. It remains on an automated route around
the Mediterranean alongside its sister ship,
Queen Semiramis, also completely infected. Its
former research crew now stalk the halls as
Ooze and the lower laboratory areas contain
dangerous creatures such as the Scarmiglione.
Hunters have been released into confined areas
and only the mature Malacoda parasites remain
in lockdown. But amongst the most dangerous
creature roaming loose is a curious organism
known as a Draghignazzo.
IRREGULAR MUTANT PROFILE: DRAGHIGNAZZO
Despite having the appearance of a humanoid shellfish, the
Draghignazzo is built up of a colony of other organisms, in which
various creatures work together and act as a single life-form. The
individual zooid replicates through asexual reproduction and repeated
multiplication forms the colony like urochordates, otherwise known as
sea squirts. The zooid secretes a peculiar calcium from its body, which
covers the whole colony with hard skin. Its length can reach more than
ten metres. Most of its skin was hardened in armoured shell and was
impervious to conventional gunfire, but there were patches of exposed
skin that were vulnerable and gradual destruction of the shell will leave
more weak points. Its form is vaguely humanoid with elements of
barnacles that are in a constant state of reproduction. Its main point of
attack was its huge arm which could be used as a battering ram or club.
The name Draghignazzo means ‘savage dragon’ in Italian and derives
from one of the demons in The Divine Comedy.
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Lansdale comes to blows with Excella Gionne after he refuses to hand over development data
and samples of the t-Abyss Virus and its vaccine to her, despite her Tricell research team being
partly responsible for the creation of the virus in the first place. She is furious with Lansdale for
renegading on their agreement yet is powerless to take action as the only source of the virus is
on the Queen Zenobia, and Lansdale is the only one knows of its present location. Without
access to the virus and vaccine, Excella cannot move forward with her plan to monopolise the
marine bio-weapons industry.
Excella orders Tricell operatives planted inside the F.B.C. and the B.S.A.A. to recover a
sample of t-Abyss from Lansdale and ‘hang him out to dry’ for his role in orchestrating the
Terragrigia Panic last year. Both Raymond Vester and Jessica Sherawat accept this mission and
will work separately towards the same objective. Vester in particular is hungry to expose
Lansdale for his role in the disaster. He just needs proof – which is where his secret plan with
Clive R. O’Brian comes in. Jessica is less certain about exposing Lansdale as she is enjoying the
influence afforded with being Lansdale’s ‘bright young assistant.’
Some of the Globsters in the sunken Queen Dido escape the confines of the ship as the
wreckage continues to weaken and decay under the water. Now swimming freely in the shallow
waters of the Mediterranean only a few miles from the coastline, it seems inevitable they will
eventually make it to the mainland.

Clive O'Brian continues to meet secretively with Vester to work together on a plan to expose
Lansdale as corrupt. They move their Veltro revival plan to the next stage by setting up a fake
base of operations high up in the mountains of Finland at a disused airport called Valkoinen
Mokki. There they begin to subtly spread rumours of Veltro’s resurrection. They use
propaganda and manipulated videos of Jack Norman to recruit copy-cat operatives,
sympathisers and former members left alone after the group was originally disbanded. O’Brian
uses his alias of Earl Brinvico (anagram of his own name) to pen a new mandate and manifesto
for the group.

"Destiny, and I do not mean to sound flippant, is made before we even get a say, and is the will
of a higher power.
The impure will not be cursed; it is their destiny to be torn apart by the fangs of the hounds.
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I cannot spare sympathy for the victims of this world: they are the ones who created it. It is the
same world that robbed this dog of its bite.
No longer will I howl; I will sharpen my fangs. No longer will I roar; I will sharpen my claws.
All our comrades are waiting for the time when they may sacrifice themselves to the cause.
Only the hounds are pure of purpose, and it is only they who may purge the world.
We do not hunt alone. We hunt in packs. We are Veltro.
Earl Brinvico."
-REREV: It looks like a piece of a manifesto; undated.

O'Brian and Vester watch from a distance to make sure the group does not grow beyond their
control as a new Veltro begins to form. This plan is top secret and no one else within the
B.S.A.A. is aware as O'Brian fears Lansdale has planted spies within his organisation and
therefore cannot disclose this audacious plan to anyone.

A strange carcass washes up on the beach of a small coastal town in the Mediterranean, just a
few miles away from the quarantined site of Terragrigia. A couple strolling along the beach with
a video camera spot something that looks like a skinned leg or tentacle lying on the sand. A
young boy comes over and starts to prod it with a stick. They have never seen anything like it.
This is actually a mound of flesh from a Globster that has broken free of the Queen Dido. The
authorities are alerted and as the days go by, more of these strange carcasses wash ashore
alongside dozens of dead fish. Fearing the water may be contaminated and a link to the
Terragrigia site, the F.B.C. arrive and seal off the beach to the public, opening up an
investigation into the dead creatures. It does not take them long to confirm contamination of
the t-Abyss Virus infecting the fleshy growths. The coastal town itself has been left desolate and
polluted thanks to the fallout from bioterrorism last year.
Using his various intelligence sources, O'Brian spreads rumours of a big operation Veltro is
planning to the B.S.A.A. This is top secret and knowledge is restricted to personnel inside his
organisation. The F.B.C. cannot be made aware as it is part of a ruse to smoke out Lansdale’s
mole within the B.S.A.A.
Oblivious to what is really going on, the B.S.A.A. take the claims seriously and immediately
begin an investigation into a possible Veltro revenge plan. If the F.B.C. find out about this it
will prove to O’Brian that his organisation has been infiltrated.
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As the B.S.A.A.’s investigation begins, Jessica Sherawat, Lansdale's mole, reports back to him
with this information. The news of a possible Veltro revival could be extremely damaging and
expose his involvement in the Terragrigia Panic. Morgan begins to sweat and orders Jessica to
uncover everything she can about the B.S.A.A.'s investigation.

Meanwhile, Vester reports back to O'Brian confirming their plan has worked and that they
have Morgan in a panic. This also confirms to O’Brian that he has at least one mole working
inside the B.S.A.A. This ensures the need for secrecy surrounding the plan to be even more
vital, meaning he cannot even confide in his most trusted operatives, fellow Original 11
members Chris Redfield and Jill Valentine, about what he is planning.
Privately, Morgan Lansdale wonders if this Veltro revival is linked to the creatures washing up
on the beach. For the first time he actually begins to wonder if there may be survivors on board
the sunken Queen Dido and orders a team of divers into the sea to try and locate the
wreckage. At the same time he becomes paranoid about survivors linked to Veltro on the
Queen Zenobia possibly seeking their revenge after he double-crossed them following the
completion of the vaccine. He needs to send a team there ASAP to check it out. It is a big risk
revealing the location of the ship to anyone but he has to be sure there is no one left alive that
could expose him for his role in Terragrigia. He orders Raymond Vester and his partner,
Rachel Foley, to head out to the ship and investigate, providing them both with the classified
co-ordinates of the ship’s position.
During the B.S.A.A.'s investigation into Veltro's
revival, intelligence leads them to the possible
hideout of the group; the Valkoinnen Mokki
airport in Finland. Feigning ignorance at the
revelation, O'Brian assigns agents Chris
Redfield and Jessica Sherawat to check it out.
Prior to setting off with Chris, Jessica secretly
relays this information back to Lansdale, who
seizes the opportunity to wipe the new Veltro out by loading up a plane with B.O.W.s and
sending it to the airport at the mountain hideout. The two B.O.W.s he plans on deploying are
both prototypes, designed to see how effective the t-Abyss virus can be on land-based animals.
B.O.W. PROFILE: FENRIR
The Fenrir is an experimental B.O.W. designed to test the effectiveness of the t-Abyss virus on land-based
animals. This was a wolf-based B.O.W. developed for deployment in mountainous regions. The base specimen
was a Eurasian Wolf. The t-Abyss virus rots away the specimen’s chest cavity to reveal exposed ribs though any
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further skin necrosis is shielded by the wolf’s thick coat of fur. In addition there is also a unique discolouration
around the eyes.
Compared to the Doberman-inspired Cerberus, the
Fenrir is less controllable, but excels in savagery and
fighting power. It is also extremely aggressive.
Retaining many lupine features, Fenrirs hunt in packs,
surrounding their prey and cutting off escape routes
then circling and tormenting before striking. They
wear their target down, allowing it to slowly exhaust
itself in futile attempts to escape the closing pack in
what is a long, torturous procedure. The howling of a
Fenrir echoing in the mountains is a terrifying sign that they have started their hunt. There are two variants
and the black Fenrirs are the leaders in Fenrir packs, and are far larger than their regular cousins, standing
easily taller than a person. They summon the pack with a howl upon sighting prey.
The second creature is actually a MA-121 Hunter created by the t-Virus. As an experiment, the
Hunter has been further infected by the t-Abyss virus, generating unfortunate side-effects
alongside an impressive new ability.
B.O.W. PROFILE: FARFARELLO
This B.O.W. was developed by the F.B.C. as part of an experiment to test the effectiveness of the t-Abyss virus
on pre-existing t-Virus creatures. The base organism was a standard MA-121 model Hunter and was named
after Farfarello (Slanderer), one of the twelve Malebranche (Evil Claws) demons in The Divine Comedy by
Dante Alighieri. As a consequence of this new virus the creature
now has the ability to mimic its surroundings. This is a unique
trait found in certain aquatic species which enables it to
camouflage itself against its surroundings and become
transparent. Other physical changes recorded is the Hunter’s
reptilian skin becomes a darker shade of green and curious spines
appear at random over its back. The chest and belly of the
creature is white and smooth with a very small amount of black
mottling at the edge of the chest. Unlike other Hunters its eyes
become bright red as a side effect of t-Abyss infection. But
although impressive as an attacking specimen, a severe side effect was recorded as a result of the Farafello being
injected with more than one virus. Although its overall aggressiveness increased, its control characteristic
deteriorated rapidly more than ever before and it struggled to follow even the most basic orders. Once it
manifested its cloaking ability the organism becomes almost impossible to control. Strangely the Farfarello will
decloak when attacking or taunting. It will also lose transparency when taking damage or affected by a pulse
grenade. Whilst in this state its behaviour reverts to that of a standard Hunter also.
Before she leaves for the mountains, Jessica is contacted by a special representative of the
Global Pharmaceutical Consortium with an interview request based on her experiences in the
Terragrigia Panic last year. The GPC officer is actually Excella Gionne of Tricell and the one
who supplied her research team to Lansdale to assist with the secret development of t-Abyss.
Excella interviews Jessica for the record, but her real intention is to ensure everything goes
smoothly in her upcoming mission to recover a t-Abyss sample. The code for mission approval
is ‘leave request’ and acquisition of the sample is ‘turn in some homework.’
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"The case of Terragrigia
It happened in 2004 at Terragrigia, the mega float city on the Mediterranean coast. By
releasing the t-Abyss virus rain from an unmanned aircraft over the city, the terrorists turned
the sea Utopia into hell on earth. The organisation claiming responsibility called themselves
Veltro in Italian, like the great greyhound from Dante's "Divine Comedy." How this
internationally unknown group came to possess
bioweapons... no one knows even today. At the
time, the only thing known about Veltro was that it
was nothing more than a student group that had
turned into a radicalized guerrilla group. According
to their statement, it was a terrorist act in protest of
development, but was this the truth? There is no
longer any way to tell. This unprecedented
bioterrorist attack that changed the worldview was
reported by the mass media as the Terragrigia
Panic. The name "Terragrigia" would be forever remembered as synonymous with sadness.
It has been one year since that day. A piece of information was leaked by an organization
considered to be credible by the BSAA: reliable information about the existence of a terror
plan that could be launched any day, and sufficient reason to suspect the involvement of
Veltro. Unbelievable, as according to official reports, all key Veltro members had been
confirmed killed in an FBC clean-up operation of their hideout. But in reality, there remains
one exception. Jack Norman, their de facto leader. There is a story that his body has not been
confirmed until now. This information was not made public. Jack Norman, who was believed
to have led Veltro with his absolute charisma... The video he left which claimed responsibility
was used to raise him up as a martyr by certain extremists, and is available even today on video
sharing websites. Whichever the case, we need to take action quickly. It is in our power to
determine the truth or falsity of this information. We cannot allow this tragedy to be repeated.
Agent interview. Interviewee: Jessica Sherawat. Recorded by a special investigator of the Global
Pharmaceutical Consortium.
Excella: - Please tell me about agents involved in this mission.
Jessica: - Is it OK if I speak subjectively?
Excella: - Feel free to speak your feelings.
Jessica: - Chris Redfield. He was one of the original members when the BSAA was founded.
He has exceptional capabilities and close combat skills. He was a member of the United States
Air Force and can also fly aircraft.
Excella: - Were you ever teamed up with him?
Jessica: - No. Not until this mission. But don't you think this is the perfect role for me? I'll
protect his back, and he'll protect mine. "Jessica, are you OK?" "Yes, Chris. I'm fine." It will be
like a scene in a Hollywood movie.
Excella: - Next, could you tell me about his background?
Jessica: - All right. Chris's battle with bioweapons began in 1998 with the t-Virus leak at the
Umbrella Arklay Laboratory, commonly known as the "Mansion Incident."
Excella: - I see - it was during the time of the Raccoon City Police S.T.A.R.S. This is one of his
experiences that interested us.
Jessica: - He's a modern day superhero... but without a mask or cape. He always came out on
top even in the fiercest battles. He honed his combat skills and eventually brought down
Umbrella. His record is at the top of even the BSAA.
Excella: - I am especially thankful to him, as a member of the GPC. The situation would have
been much worse if he had not gone after Umbrella.
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Jessica: - It was for this reason especially that the GPC created the BSAA and invited Chris to
be a member.
Excella: - Yes, we needed an organization that was capable of fighting against bioterrorism... as
the responsibility of a skilled member.
Jessica: - Jill Valentine. Jill Valentine is one of the Original Eleven and, like Chris, came from
S.T.A.R.S. She is skilled with heavy firearms, comfortable in actual combat and can even pick
simple locks. Oh yes, I have also heard that she is skilled in defusing bombs. Frankly, I'm not a
big fan of Jill's "goody two shoes" reputation. But I think her skills are deserving of respect. It's
just business, so there's nothing wrong with that, is there?
Excella: - Absolutely. No problem if the results are delivered.
Jill Valentine is one of the few survivors of the "Raccoon City
Nuclear Incident," correct?
Jessica: - Yes. After the Mansion Incident, she remained in
Raccoon City and continued investigating on her own. It was
two months later that the entire city became a biohazard.
According to the public reports, the "t-Virus" had been
cleanly eliminated.
Excella: - But it would have not been convenient for anyone
if the existence of bioweapons had been made public at that time.
Jessica: - "For anyone" - that applies to the government as well. It was just after she had escaped
from Raccoon City that the government launched a missile and destroyed the city, calling it a
"sterilization." I'm sure she will never forget that spectacle.
Excella: - Is this because you experienced the same thing?
Jessica: - Yes. But the only thing I felt then was a feeling of helplessness.
Jessica: - Parker Luciani. He's an FBC trained agent.
Excella: - Like, you, right?
Jessica: - He was a colleague from the FBC, so I know him well, good or bad. He is stubborn
and doesn't listen to reason... Excuse my language, but he is a clumsy shit.
Excella: - I see. So, why did he join the BSAA?
Jessica: - Parker joined the BSAA one year ago. I think you know the reason - the Terragrigia
Panic. Unable to deny the truth that that decision was made there was to save the face of the
FBC, this left him wondering. He tried to drown his problems with alcohol at that time. In the
end, he decided to transfer to the BSAA, in order to fight to protect even more people.
Excella: - Yes, he certainly is a clumsy shit.
Jessica: - Sort of endearing, but still... Keith Lumley and Quint Cetcham. It's easier to describe
these two people together.
Excella: - It's fine if you talk about them as a pair.
Jessica: - Indoor versus outdoor. Thinker versus doer. Cautious versus impulsive. To
understand them, pair up every opposite that you can think of. Quint, who specializes in
information analysis and is good with machines, and Keith, who is experienced in Special
Forces operations and experienced in battle. They are always having a difference of opinion
and may appear to be fighting, but their skills are best utilized when they work together as a
team.
Excella: - What a perfect team, compensating each other's shortcomings.
Jessica: - Clive O'Brian, director of the BSAA. He took direct control for this operation. So
everyone was really nervous.
Excella: - That's unusual. Until now, he had hardly ever taken the lead.
Jessica: - He prefers to stay behind the scenes.
Excella: - He would always say, "Let not your left hand know what your right hand does."
"Matthew 6:3" from the Bible... The motive to seek fame, is impure in itself.
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Jessica: - That's not all. "The wise pierce the silence." He used to walk around all high and
mighty and not show his hand. His clothes are rough and always messy, but he's actually quite
crafty.
Excella: - He wouldn't be able to lead the BSAA if he wasn't. Wasn't he the only directly
dispatched member of the BSAA during the Terragrigia Panic? But I hear that there was some
feuding with the FBC about the solution.
Jessica: - Hmm. The FBC should have had
control on the ground. O'Brian's opinions as
an observer could have been ignored.
Excella: - Can you also speak about the FBC?
Jessica: - The director of the United States
anti-bioterrorism agency, the Federal
Bioterrorism Commission, or FBC. Morgan
Lansdale. He was the FBC's first director,
and is the only director the FBC has ever
seen. In other words, his power at the FBC is absolute.
Excella: - You could call him a dictator. Nothing at the FBC, no matter how small, happens
without his approval. There is probably a lot of information that only he knows.
Jessica: - But in the end, the FBC is the world's largest anti-bioterrorism organisation. By
working for the public, having newly learned of the threat of bioterrorism, he won Congress
approval for a major strengthening of the organization. You could say that even this was
possible only with the strong will of Morgan Lansdale.
Jessica: - FBC agent, Raymond Vester. When Parker and I were at the FBC, he was a brighteyed new recruit. There are still stories about him sometimes.
Excella: - I don't hear much of anything good about him. Forceful searches, and exclusive and
non-cooperative with local law enforcement. I hear that he has also interfered with BSAA
operations, and not just once or twice.
Jessica: - It certainly seems that way. I haven't contacted him since joining here. So I don't know
anything more than this.
Excella: - Thank you. Your comments are very interesting. It's been a great help - including
getting to understand you better.
Jessica: - You’re welcome. And my reward? Oh yes. Could you approve the leave request I
recently submitted?
Excella: - .... All right then. But under one condition - you turn in some homework.
Jessica: - Wow, I didn't know this was a high school. All right then. Look forward to a great
report.”
-BIOREV: Jessica’s Report; 2005.
THE QUEEN ZENOBIA INCIDENT: 2005
Morning:
Morgan's plane containing the sedated B.O.W.s takes off from Redecilla Del Monte Air Base
containing the Fenrir and Farafello specimens and heads for the Veltro base in the mountains
of Europe. The wolves will be deployed in the nearby mountains and the new variant Hunters
will run riot on the airport.

"Type of Flight: IFR
Aircraft Identification: EC6177
Type of Aircraft: c-1306
Departure Point: Redecilla Del Monte Air Base
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Destination: Valkoinnen Mokki Airport"
-REREV: Flight Plan; undated.

The B.O.W.s on board have been instructed to wipe out everyone at Valkoinnen Mokki and
as this will be the first time they are utilised, this mission will also act as a test run for their
performance. Because of the dangerous nature of both organisms, they are sedated during the
journey and are given further inoculation every hour.

"There will be a new prototype introduced on this mission. All mission participants are urged
to use extreme caution!
1. When handling the special prototype, all instructions by the handler must be followed to the
letter.
2. In the event of an emergency, follow the contingency guidelines in the Hazards and
Emergencies Manual.
3. Once the prototype's abilities have activated, it will be impossible to control them. The
proscribed sedative must be administered every hour during transport.
4. While it is possible to control the special prototype, its behaviour in the field cannot be
accurately predicted. When control is no longer viable, please contact HQ on the dedicated
line."
-REREV: On handling the new Prototype; undated.

Morgan Lansdale passes the co-ordinates of the Queen Zenobia's
location to Raymond Vester and he and Rachel Foley set off for the
ship. Although he plans to thoroughly search the ship for evidence on
Morgan's misdeeds, Vester doesn't expect to find anything as Lansdale
would have been careful to cover his tracks. Instead, he intends to play
the part of Veltro himself by donning a disguise and faking their
presence on the ship. This will increase the heat on Morgan. To further
enhance the deception, Raymond plans to lure the B.S.A.A. to the ship,
which will force Morgan's spy into action and panic the man himself
into finally making a rash move that could expose him. The only
sticking point in this plan is Rachel, who is just an innocent bystander in
all this. He has to execute his plan whilst trying to keep her safe as well.
Chris and Jessica arrive in Finland and begin their trek up the mountains to locate the airport
base. Due to adverse weather conditions, they lose radio contact with the B.S.A.A.
headquarters.
The F.B.C. locate the wreckage of the Queen Dido
and mobilise a team to board her. With Morgan on
edge and anxiously awaiting reports on Valkoinnen
Mokki and the Zenobia, his team abandon the
investigation of the beach where the Globsters have
been washing ashore and focus instead on raiding
the Dido to wipe out any Veltro survivors. Leading
the operation is Agent Dario Barioni. Because their
investigation of the beach has been cut short, they
are unaware several of the Globster corpses are
actually still alive and remain dormant.
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The C-1306 transport plane arrives at Valkoinnen Mokki airport and the Farafello Hunters lay
siege to the base. Some of the Fenrir are still sedated and remain comatose on the plane. The
Veltro members at the base try to fight back but are soon overcome by the invisible creatures.
A panicked report is made to O'Brian before contact is lost with the base.
With the F.B.C. having left the scene, O'Brian decides to conduct his own investigation into
the strange corpses washing up on the beach near to the Terragrigia ruins. He personally heads
down to the site and asks field agents Parker Luciani and Jill Valentine to join him. He leaves a
message reminding them to pick up their new Genesis scanners from Quint Cetcham prior to
leaving HQ.
As they reach the Queen Zenobia, Raymond reads instructions given to him by O’Brian. They
are to secure a room in the crew quarters set up a fake dummy of Chris Redfield in order to
lure Jill and Parker into a trap to incapacitate him temporarily whilst the next stage of the plan
can get underway. It is vitally important they believe Veltro are back from the dead and hiding
on the ship.
“After boarding the Queen Zenobia, move to carry

out the mission as soon as possible.
There's little time until the two targets arrive.
Failure in this mission is unacceptable.
I expect calm judgments and action.
1. Securing the Room
First go to the crew quarters to secure a nearby
room.
The ship is expected to be filled with unidentified
monsters. Take full advantage of the surroundings
to avoid being found by them.
2. Prepare Imitation Deception
Use the tools delivered in advance for impersonation to confuse the targets.
Install it immediately according to the manual.
In addition, after installation, leave the room immediately.
※Leave no traces!
Confusing the targets is the whole purpose of this mission.
Conduct the mission quickly in secret.
You must not be found by the targets. Direct combat should be avoided when approaching,
assume that hiding yourself is top priority.
Then I'll handle things here.”
-BIOREV: Mysterious Instructions; undated.

Once on board, Vester sends Rachel off to explore the
ship. At some point she finds the freight key for the
main lift and intends to access the bilge. Alone, Vester
dons his Veltro disguise and proceeds to set up the
Chris mannequin in a vacant room beyond the kitchen.
He promises ‘Mr Redfield’ that the show is about to
begin.
Vester then heads for the bridge and steers the ship away from the Queen Semiramis which up
until now had been on a parallel course. He then receives word from O'Brian that Lansdale
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has attacked the fake Veltro base. So far everything is going according to plan. Vester knew this
mission would be risky, but the only way to expose Lansdale once and for all would be to get
his hands dirty. He activates a fake transponder for 'Chris' and waits...

"He's finally made his move. I don't even know how long I've been waiting for this. My mission
is the key to the success. It's the reason why I've given up so much already. In order to get
incontrovertible evidence to use against Morgan, I had to bring Veltro back to life. I thought
this plan was weak - dangerous even - when O'Brian first brought it to me, but we couldn't
figure out any alternative that would work.
We set up a fake base of operations for Veltro in the mountains of northern Europe, and then
we spread rumours of a big op Veltro was planning to the BSAA.
When the BSAA began their investigation, Morgan started to panic. Those spies of his must
have tipped him off.
Morgan is very careful and he's suspicious by nature. I suspect that everything went well
because we didn't leak the news of Veltro directly to the FBC.
It's like the saying goes: be careful of the web you weave. I was able to hijack the Queen
Zenobia before Veltro could do anything to it. Even still, I could not find anything to link
Morgan to his illegal activities. As such, it has come time to become more proactive in this
mission. I must bring the BSAA agents here, and then disguise myself in order to deceive them
into thinking that Veltro has managed to survive. Any of Morgan's spies in the BSAA will try to
contact him, and that's when we'll get our chance. According to O'Brian's report, Morgan's dogs
already attacked the fake base we set up. The parameters of this mission are quite fluid, and, as
such, leave lethal options on the table.
I will do whatever it takes to see this mission through, even if it costs me my life."
-REREV: Mysterious Journal; undated.

The events of RESIDENT EVIL: REVELATIONS begin.
3:50PM – MEDITERRANEAN COASTLINE
– NEAR THE RUINS OF TERRAGRIGIA
B.S.A.A. Director O’Brian meets with field
operatives Jill Valentine and Parker Luciani on
the beach recently sealed off to the public by the
F.B.C. thanks to the strange corpses that have
been washing ashore in recent weeks. The
F.B.C. have left in a hurry, but some of their
equipment cases are still present. Several
Globster corpses litter the beach and schools of
dead fish have also washed up on the sand.
O’Brian normally doesn’t come out into the field but notes his doctor said he needed some
exercise. The afternoon air is thick and musty. The sea looks cold and uninviting and the ruins
of Terragrigia can still be seen several miles out above the surface.
Using their new Genesis Scanners picked up from Quint Cetcham, Jill and Parker scan the
corpses and Jill finds a used t-Abyss vial inside one of the creatures. O’Brian will take it back to
HQ for analysis and orders them to scan more of the carcasses to gather more data. Some of
the Globsters are still alive and O’Brian urges caution, insisting they don’t yet know what kind
of virus they are dealing with. Parker remarks this sort of work must be a cakewalk for Jill
compared to Raccoon City. In turn, she asks him why he quit the F.B.C. for the B.S.A.A. and
he explains he simply wanted to be more involved. He wanted to fight.
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As they go about their work scanning the various carcasses they are stark reminders of
Terragrigia everywhere. From the crumbling tops of the skyscrapers still visible above the waves
several mile out, to a ruined, muddy signboard on the beach advertising ‘Terragrigia: The
Mega float City.’ Parker also finds the remnants of
an old edition of ‘La Revelazione’ newspaper from
last year; infamous for being the first article to
confirm conclusively the existence of B.O.W.s to
the wider public after six years of only rumour and
speculation. The sky above is cloudy and
windswept, and the beach is pockmarked with
mud and an old wooden jetty hides amongst
several large rocks. Up above the craggy walls
behind them is the coastal town looking out to sea.
Once they have the required amount of data from the Globsters, Jill and Parker regroup with
O’Brian. The creatures are definitely a result of viral infection but they will need to wait for the
data to be analysed by HQ in order to determine the exact strain. Just then O’Brian’s phone
suddenly rings on the emergency line. The B.S.A.A. have lost all contact with Chris and Jessica
and their GPS signal shows them to be somewhere
over the ocean. This is puzzling to Jill as they were
originally sent up into mountains to look for the
rumoured Veltro hideout. O’Brian confirms he
will return to headquarters and immediately take
charge of search and rescue operation. He orders
Jill and Parker to head out to Chris and Jessica’s
last known coordinates which now must be on a
ship. Time is of the essence. As Parker and Jill
hurry to get ready, O’Brian looks out at the ruins
of Terragrigia several miles out where a storm is gathering. It’s too late to turn back now and
the chess game has begun. He knows he is gambling with the lives of his operatives but is
determined to expose Lansdale. He just hopes the enigmatic Raymond Vester will live up to
his end of the bargain.
APPROXIMATELY 6PM:
Darkness has fallen and a storm has swept over the
area. Back on the Queen Zenobia, Raymond
Vester has secured several t-Abyss samples in an
attaché case from the lab. Upon his return to the
bridge he actually comes across several survivors
from the unfortunate research team who worked
on the vaccine for Lansdale. Vester quickly shoots
them all and as they lay dying and bleeding on the
floor he injects each one with the t-Abyss Virus to
slowly transform them into Ooze. As he stares out
of the window the rain lashes down outside and the wind churns the foamy crests of the ocean
waves relentlessly. Thunder rages and lighting flashes in the blackened sky above, dramatically
setting the scene for what is to come. After injecting the last survivor, Raymond tosses the
empty sample away and walks away. Now fully in character he says ‘Abandon Hope All Ye who
Enter here’ and awaits Jill and Parker’s arrival. Shortly after he has left the bridge
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Separately, Rachel has searched the foredeck and discovered the UAV used by Veltro to attack
Terragrigia last year.
6:08PM – MEDITERRANEAN SEA
The sky is dark and a heavy rain cascades down onto
the swirling Mediterranean as Jill and Parker’s small
tugboat negotiates the choppy, foamy waves. They
are approaching the GPS coordinates and Jill takes a
moment to calm her nerves. She stares down at her
new Samurai Edge A1; one of several early projects
instigated by Quint to improve the B.S.A.A.’s base
weaponry against B.O.W.s. Parker gazes through the
rain-splattered windows and is the first to spot the
looming silhouette of the Queen Zenobia appear out
of the shadows. It is huge yet there is no sign of life. No guide lights, no activity on the decks,
nothing. It is a modern-day Mary Celeste and a real-life ghost ship.
After circling and finding a suitable boarding point, they anchor the tugboat and use
mechanical zip wires to latch onto the main deck and rappel themselves up. The Zenobia is
like a ghost ship and lucky to still be afloat. Chris and Jessica should be somewhere on this ship
and it has now been 94 minutes since contact was lost. The rain drums off the smooth floor
and the ship rocks from side to side. Already soaked through from the storm, they prepare to
begin their investigation.
They negotiate round some cargo containers as the rain
continues to lash down and large waves crash against
the ship, tilting it from side to side. The wind is fierce
and a bell tolls ominously by the entrance to the hold.
Strangely, the door is chained up and they have to
shoot the padlock off to get inside, emerging into an old
storeroom full of damp sacks and cardboard boxes. It
looks to have been abandoned for a while and part of
the overhead ventilation ducting has collapsed. Closer
investigation reveals a strange fluid seeping out of it.
Further inspection with their torchlights reveals two
broken extractor fan units on the back wall; the first contains several human skulls and a
severed hand, and the second a rotting, human corpse. Another body is slumped on the floor
next to a door leading deeper into the ship. It seems as though the crew are all dead and Jill
wonders what happened.
They move further inside down several gloomy corridors and Parker gets the feeling they are
not alone in here. This is confirmed when Jill spots movement behind a metal shelving unit in
the next room. But when they head around, there is nothing there, only another empty
ventilation opening with the same sickly fluid dripping out. Jill has a closer look and has her
doubts this stuff is only water. Moving on, they head down darkened stairways and small,
confined corridors. The ventilation duct overhead vibrates and clangs as if something is
scrabbling along inside.
The passageway eventually opens up and they find an elevator with no power. A second
elevator in an adjacent shaft has collapsed completely and its doors have been prised open. Jill
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spots blood dripping out of the ventilation ducts and it suddenly collapses and exposes a very
bloated human corpse wearing an orange life jacket. Its right arm is skeletal thin, but its left arm
is massively swollen and has developed claws. Jill is curious and has never seen a mutation like
this before.
They follow the passageways around and hear more
clanging from the ductworks above. Something is
definitely using them to move around the ship.
Sections of the corridors have been blocked off with
tables, trolleys and boxes to create makeshift
barricades and there are fresh bloodstains evident on
the floor. Soon, they come to the mess hall and one
of the doors has been crudely blocked up with boxes
and overturned metal tables. The room soon opens
up into a large cafeteria full of stainless steel units and
the floor is covered with grime and dirt. Like the cargo area above, part of the ventilation
system has buckled with the weight and collapsed. A couple of vending machines light up the
back wall and a junction box fizzes nearby. Several rats have been chewing through the wiring
and they scurry away when the two B.S.A.A. operatives approach. This area seems to still have
power at least.

A door near the back leads into the staff kitchen area. A large counter has another dead man
sprawled across it and Jill notices his head has been smashed in completely. The room is full of
stainless steel cooking implements and large ovens, fryers and pots. Dirty tea towels are draped
over the railings and there is something that looks very much like blood and mounds of flesh in
the sinks. There is a drainage grille on the tiled floor and something underneath catches
Parker’s attention. They lift up the grille and Jill probes the area with her Genesis scanner. The
machine locates what appears to be a handgun and she delves her hand into the muck and
slime to retrieve it. Parker retches at the smell but Jill seems used to it and soon produces a gun
that unfortunately still has its owner’s severed hand attached to the barrel. The gun is not
standard B.S.A.A. issue so they can rule out the hand belonging to Chris.
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Preoccupied, neither agent notices an Ooze B.O.W. silently drop out of the ventilation duct
behind them. As it rears up behind Jill to strike, she instinctively senses its presence and whirls
around. Both she and Parker open fire on the creature and it absorbs their bullets like a wet
sponge. It swipes at them with withered, saturated talons and a razor sharp proboscis emerges
from its mouth. Several rounds later however and it eventually drops down into a melting mass
on the floor. This is unlike anything Jill has ever encountered before and Parker correctly
surmises the presence of these creatures explains the Zenobia’s missing crew.
At the same time, Rachel Foley is exploring the bowels
of the Queen Zenobia on an errand for her partner,
Raymond Vester. Vester has been extremely vague
about the details of their mission and she is quite
confused about what is going on. She has already
explored the foredeck and found the dismantled UAV
the Veltro agents had used to disperse the t-Abyss
Virus across Terragrigia. Now she had found the
freight key and was on her way to the bilge. Raymond
checks in via radio for a status update and she
confirms all is proceeding as planned. She hasn’t hit any snags yet but cannot wait to get off this
godforsaken ship. She spots some of the strange fluid coming from a vent and tells Raymond
she’ll call him back. But as she investigates the slime, she is attacked by an Ooze who collapses
to the floor from the vent opening. It awkwardly gets to its feet and shuffles towards her with an
unsteady, stilted movement. She shoots it four times but her bullets have little effect. Its right
hand has mutated into a spiked talon and it lunges for her. Terrified, Rachel runs from the
room.
6:20PM – KITCHEN
Meanwhile, Parker and Jill continue to study the slowly liquefying corpse of the Ooze and
Parker wonders if these things got to Chris and Jessica. Jill is unsure and notes this creature
bears a lot of similarities to the Globsters they found earlier on the beach.
Raymond, in his mock-up Veltro gear, unlocks the other door to the kitchen so the two
B.S.A.A. agents can get out, before quickly slipping away into the shadows.
Hearing the door unlock, Jill moves to investigate
further whilst Parker remains behind to take
readings on the dead Ooze with his Genesis scanner.
Moving through the door, Jill explores the nearby
corridors full of grime and rusty bolts and rivets. A
looked door up ahead has a metal flap she can lift
up to look inside. The room on the other side is
dark, but a light swinging on the ceiling illuminates a
shirtless man bound to a chair. She recognises him
as Chris and calls out his name, but he doesn’t
respond. The door is held tight with a sturdy lock
and she cannot get inside. She contacts Parker, they will need to find the key.
She retreats back and takes an offshoot in the corridor leading to a rusted, blue door and soon
she comes to a main stairwell that branches off to various levels of the ship. She tries to head
downstairs but a little further down the stairs have collapsed completely, preventing any further
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access. Instead she makes her way back up, feet clanking on the metal steps and avoiding the
grimy, yellow hand rails. A light suspended from the ceiling sways with the movements of the
ship, casting ghostly shadows across the walls and highlighting the rusted bulkheads and
scorched welding marks on the seals. The whole ship rumbles and she can hear the hull
groaning and stretching amidst the pressure of the waves.
On the upper level she finds evidence of the
corridor being barricaded. The wind and rain
can be heard from a smashed window up ahead.
The floor is covered with the same sickly
substance she’d found earlier in the storage area
and is trickling out of a ventilation hole by the
door. The way ahead is blocked so she is forced
to take a detour through the crew quarters. It is
dark in here so she activates the lamp on her
wetsuit. She passes several bunk beds before
emerging into the shower room where a sudden ominous moaning puts her on guard. The
shower room has six cubicles and one of them is still turned on as she can hear water running
into the drain. As she moves forward, an Ooze emerges from its hiding place, ironically the
cubicle with the shower still running, and attacks. But Jill is equal to it and it soon dissolves into
a pile of slush on the floor. This place is dark and grimy, and the other side has more crew
bunks, some of which have collapsed. There are some empty shelves and banks of lockers. A
cabinet full of paperwork has also been smashed up.
She soon emerges back out into the corridor on the other side of the barricade and can hear
rumbles of thunder outside the broken window and spray hitting her in the face. On the left is
a sturdy-looking steel door but it is locked with an anchor emblem etched onto it. Further
down the passage turns left and she passes another door blocked off with some wooden crates.
Another door a little further on is locked and the corridor ends at another door leading to
some stairs going down to the next floor.
Meanwhile, having been hunted by the Ooze
creatures across the ship, Rachel narrowly
escapes an encounter in an elevator which
saw her receive a nasty deep laceration to her
leg and now she seeks sanctuary in a small
infirmary. There are x-rays visible and a
stainless steel table in the centre of the room.
Plastic privacy curtains have bloodied
handprints on them and a monitor affixed to
the wall hisses out static and lights up the
room. Wounded and bleeding, Rachel believes she is safe only for two other Ooze to rise up
from their hiding places in the corner. As she backs away in horror, another drops from an
overhead vent as if they can smell the blood from her wounds. Rachel is picked up by the neck
and held firm as a leech-like protrusion used for sucking blood emanates from the mouth of
the creature. It bites into her flesh before slamming her against the glass window in a shower of
blood.
In the corridor directly behind, Jill bears witness to Rachel’s final moments. She enters the
room to find two of the creatures sucking the blood and bodily fluids from her corpse. They
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sense Jill and move to attack but she is able to take them both down. Parker gets in touch via
radio and asks for a sit rep. Jill responds she has found a survivor but the B.O.W.s got to her
first. It’s unclear at this point who she works for as her wetsuit has no identifying markings. She
searches the body and finds the crew quarters key which she takes. She informs Parker who
suggests they meet outside Chris’s room and try it out. A search of the room reveals nothing of
interest other than a monitor hissing static, some x-rays and medical implements on the
counter. She then retraces her steps back to towards the kitchen area, coming across several
more Ooze who seem to be increasing in number as they awaken from their slumber across
the ship.

When she returns upstairs she finds Parker waiting for her outside the locked room. The key
works and they burst inside, but it soon becomes apparent that all is not as it seems as ‘Chris’ is
made out of plastic and his head falls off when she grabs him. It is a mannequin. A fake.
Parker turns his attention to a big yellow flag draped over the wall with the unmistakable black
emblem of the Il Veltro terrorist organisation. A message has been scrawled across it in red
paint. 'E più saranno ancora, infin che 'l veltro. Verrà, che la farà morir con doglia.' Parker
translates as 'Many the animal she has mated with, and will with more to come, until the
Greyhound that shall painfully slaughter her arrives.' It is a quote from Dante Alighieri's 14thcentury epic poem “Divine Comedy.”
Suddenly, gas is emitted into the room and both Jill
and Parker are incapacitated after realising they
have walked into a trap. Moments later Raymond
Vester calmly walks into the room, his face
concealed via his Veltro gas mask and informs Jill
that it is time she learns the truth shortly before her
consciousness fades and she blacks out.
Raymond picks up the unconscious forms of Jill
and Parker one by one and hauls them up to the
guest cabins. He locks Parker inside Room 200 in the Lower Cabins and lays Jill on the bed
inside Room 301 in the Upper Cabins. He takes all their weapons and locks them in a storage
room. With everything going as expected, he quickly moves onto the next phase of his plan.
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6:38 PM APPROX
Meanwhile, chaos ensues at Valkoinen Mokki airport as the B.O.W.s delivered by the F.B.C.
continue to ransack the base. The invisible Farafello Hunters and their regular MA-121
counterparts have wiped almost everybody out. One survivor makes it to the meeting room but
is attacked and killed, dropping the control key for the computer on the plane. Outside, a few
of the Veltro contingent desperately try to escape on the plane. The pilot gets in and fires up
the engines and two other men running for the plane are attacked by the B.O.W.s. One
Hunter even climbs on top of the plane and damages one of the engines as the plane takes off.
6:42PM – MOUNTAINS IN EUROPE
As Jill and Parker slumber in their respective
rooms, Chris Redfield and Jessica Sherawat are
high up in the mountains of Finland, making
their way towards Valkoinen Mokki Airport.
Although the snow-laced valley shields them
from the icy wind, it is still bitterly cold. Jessica
carries a heavy sniper rifle and asks Chris to slow
down. He reassures her there isn’t much further
to go and that according to their source the
rumoured Veltro camp is on the far side of this peak. They are so deep in the mountain range
that their signal is distorted and Jessica cannot get through to HQ. The falling snow and dense
fog is making visibility extremely limited. Progress is steady and the temperature is dropping.

A little further on, they see the damaged cargo plane pass overhead and flying extremely low. It
is fast losing altitude before disappearing over a bluff and crashing, going up in a ball of flame
and smoke. Jessica is puzzled as there are no scheduled flight paths in this area and for Chris it
can only mean that their Intel on Veltro is on the money. They quickly continue to scale the
mountain, following the path running between the craggy, black cliffs protruding out of the
snowfield where numerous pine trees are dotted about. Soon, they arrive at the crash site and it
is a mess. The plane has carved a great hole in the surface rock beneath the snow and split in
half. Numerous chunks of wreckage are scattered around and several small fires are burning.
Nobody could have survived such a landing. Quickly, they head down to investigate the site.
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Near the rear wing, Chris finds a large cage used for transporting living organisms. The bars
have all been bent backwards and smashed open. Looking closer he finds a silver container
marked with a biohazard symbol. Lumps of infected flesh are inside and he reports to Jessica
he has found faint traces of a virus. Jessica
investigates what remains of the fuselage some
twenty feet away. Huge drag marks are in the
snow and rock from where the cockpit and
fuselage scraped along the ground before coming
to a stop next to a rock face in the mountain. As
Chris comes over to join her she asks if they
really could be dealing with Veltro again. He is
uncertain, although it is hard to believe that such
a small group could have survived the aftermath
of Terragrigia, especially following the reported death of their leader, Jack Norman. Jessica
ponders whilst silently enjoying the warmth from the fires that burn around them, a stark
contrast to the wind, snow and ice they have spent the last several hours walking through.
Amidst the charred metal and one of the wing propellers, they find a file detailing how to
handle the specimens during transport. It talks about a prototype special subject, and that they
must be sedated every hour during the flight. This confirms Chris’s suspicions that the plane
was transporting B.O.W.s. Inside the fuselage, they find the main computer but it is locked out
and they don’t have the activation key. Chris pries open the cockpit door and they both get a
shock when a man dressed in a balaclava and military fatigues falls out – recognisable Il Veltro
gear. They search his body and find the flight plan, confirming the plane was originally heading
for Valkoinen Mokki Airport. They should be able to get there quicker by passing through an
old, abandoned mine through the mountain.
After working together to open up the gate, they move
down through the mine. The tunnels are narrow and
the air is even colder. Jessica complains of the cold
and Chris quips that she should have worn her
thermal underwear. A low growling reverberates
through the passage and as the cavern opens up they
are set upon by a pack of Fenrir; wolf-based B.O.W.s
created using the t-Abyss virus. Chris warns Jessica to
be careful as these pack animals are clearly infected.
He raises his shotgun and fires at the closest one,
sending it sprawling back across the snow. The other two try to flank them but Jessica quickly
takes them both out with some impressive shooting skills. She wonders if the plane was
transporting these wolves and Chris suggests it would seem so, lending more credence that
Veltro is indeed back from the dead.
They move around a giant rock in the centre of the ice cave and shafts of light pour through
from holes in the ceiling. Primitive wooden beams and bits of tin have been nailed to the walls
and ceiling for support. A rickety old bridge crosses over a chasm but it looks rotten and is
covered in frost. Several more Fenrir lurk in the shadows. They are incredibly fierce and have
their rib cages exposed. Chris is glad he chose an assault shotgun as his primary weapon for this
operation. They soon find evidence of old mining equipment with discarded carts, tools and
implements scattered around amidst old boxes and planks of wood. Jessica begins to ask him
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about Jill Valentine but he shrugs off her questions and tells her to remain focused on their
mission.
Finally they reach the other side of the cave and emerge back outside into the early evening air.
The wind has subsided a little and it has stopped snowing. There is a valley down below and
they have to make their way round an outcropping to the left to get down. Jessica goes ahead
and jumps over a small gap onto the other side. Chris goes to follow but the ground gives way
beneath his feet and he falls, hitting his leg hard on the rocks and tumbling down to the floor
some fifteen feet below.
He has hurt his leg and cannot get up. More
howling from adult Fenrir signals to their brethren
that their prey has been located and the hunt can
begin. Chris shoots them away and uses decoy
grenades to buy himself more time, although
soon there are too many of them. Jessica keeps
the wolves at bay with her sniper rifle and begins
to make her way down the cliff, promising that
her ‘sweet ass’ is on the way. She manages to
shoot the last ones dead before they can get to
Chris. He is grateful for her assistance and he
gingerly gets to his feet. After a little bit of hobbling he is able to put his full weight on his leg
and walk around properly. He retrieves his shotgun and they prepare to move on. Jessica
curiously asks him about Jill again, wanting to know if he trusts her as much as he did his
former partner. Chris reassures her that there is no need to compare, he trusts them both.
They continue on, climbing up a ladder that leads into the next tunnel. Another gate blocks
their way and they have to work together to open it. Eventually the snowy trail leads them up to
the side of the mountain where they can look down on the huge valley below. There hidden
within a forest is Valkoinen Mokki airport. They have found the hideout.
7:07PM
Now they are on top of the mountain their signals
are unscrambled and they are able to make
contact once more with B.S.A.A. headquarters.
O’Brian answers with the call sign Fork Ball and
Chris acknowledges his transmission, explaining
that the interference killed their signals and they
are now at Valkoinen Mokki Airport. O’Brian
continues his act and claims they have been set
up, explaining he sent Jill and Parker to the
Mediterranean on faulty intelligence and now he’s
lost all contact with them. Jessica interrupts them and hands Chris the binoculars. Although the
compound looks to be deserted with no visible activity and a second cargo plane docked on the
runway, they have spotted the Veltro crest flying from atop the airport’s control tower. It seems
to be impossible but O’Brian’s voice crackles over their ears that the stories of their
resurrection appear to be true. This means the set-up that got Jill and Parker was a trap. Chris
requests permission to go after Jill and Parker and O’Brian permits them to head straight to
their last-known location. Quickly, they double back and head back down the mountain. Their
investigation of the airport base will have to wait.
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Back at headquarters, O’Brian breathes a sigh of relief. At least this part of his plan had
worked without a hitch. But putting his own operatives in danger and keeping them in the dark
about what is really going on is beginning to affect him. But he cannot afford to change his plan
now if they are to expose Morgan and uncover the mole within the B.S.A.A. Once Chris and
Jessica reach the Zenobia, it will all be up to Raymond…
7:30PM approx.
Meanwhile, a covert and heavily armed team of
F.B.C. agents led by Dario Barioni have
successfully located the sunken wreck of the
Queen Dido near the submerged site of
Terragrigia in the Mediterranean. The team
penetrate the sunken ship and their suspicions
about possible Veltro survivors seem to be
confirmed when they find several air pockets
within the interior, indicating that people could
still be alive inside, even after all this time. The
team search all the rooms and compartments and a very eerie atmosphere is present. They find
bodies of deceased Veltro members and Globsters in the corridors. Some of the humans have
part-mutated and the agents theorise the trapped survivors may have resorted to injecting
themselves with the t-Abyss Virus in a bid to stay alive. They find a dining room with several
dead members laid out on it. A tally of notches have been scratched onto the walls indicating
just how many days the remnants of Veltro had been trapped down here. Candles are lit in
silent vigil of the dead.
As the F.B.C. team move deeper inside, they are suddenly set upon by several armed Veltro
survivors, including their leader Jack Norman himself. After a brief fire fight, several F.B.C.
agents lay dead on a staircase leading down to one of the lower rooms. All the Veltro members
are also killed apart from Norman. Dario Barioni is wounded but manages to escape back
upstairs. Bleeding badly, he retreats back through the ship with Jack Norman in hot pursuit.
7:48PM
Mortally wounded and with the rest of his team dead, Dario Barioni staggers back through the
Dido, knowing escape is futile. He comes to a storeroom full of old cupboards and tables
covered in dusty paperwork. The whole place is laced with cobwebs and he slumps down to
the floor, knowing his time is up. With no way to contact HQ he takes out a Dictaphone to
record his final thoughts.

"This is agent Dario Barioni of the F.B.C. armed forces. The
time is 19:48. I request that this recorder be handed to
General Lansdale if found by the next team. Everyone on my
team is dead, killed by the devil himself. We were unable to
retrieve the video log. Our mission has failed. Veltro... They
weren't sitting around waiting for death to come to them.
When the F.B.C. arrived, they were waiting for us. Even
though Terragrigia was a year ago. Thoughts of revenge kept
them alive..."
-REREV: Dario Barioni audio recording; undated.

He is suddenly cut off when Jack Norman appears in the room and kills him.
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After reporting back to HQ, Chris and Jessica set off via helicopter to the Mediterranean Sea.
But their progress is hampered because after capturing Jill and Parker, Raymond Vester
switched off the transponder he used to lure them there in the first place, meaning the
B.S.A.A. lose all track of the Queen Zenobia. Searching for it now is going to be like finding a
needle in a haystack.
8:25PM Approx.
Parker Luciani regains consciousness to find himself inside one of the guest bedrooms on the
Queen Zenobia. His weapons have been taken and he is unarmed. After searching around, he
randomly finds a screwdriver attached to the underside of the toilet seat in the en-suite
bathroom and uses it to open the door panel and short circuit the electronic lock. He emerges
into a corridor resembling something right out of an old stately home. Framed pictures and old
oak cabinets line the walls with lime-green patterned wallpaper running throughout. He finds a
locked storeroom and through the bars he can see his weapons, but he cannot open the door.
He needs to find Jill ASAP. He tries the radio but she is not responding. Instead he begins to
explore his surroundings, noting the mansion-esque décor of the guest quarters. Somewhere
along the way he finds three B.O.W. decoy grenades.
8:32PM – GUEST CABIN
Jill wakes up to find herself lying on a large bed
in one of the staterooms. The room is dimly lit
and static blares from a TV on a wooden
cabinet in front of the bed. The green
wallpaper is peeling in some places and a
stuffed deer’s head is mounted on the wall.
Parker suddenly calls her over the radio. He
wants to know her location but she is unsure.
He confirms that his weapons have been taken
and that they should regroup as soon as possible. Jill quickly gets up to find a way back to him.
She starts to search the room to look for a way out but the door is electronically locked. A
panel is on the wall but is screwed up and she has no way of opening it. The room is
traditionally furnished with antique cabinets and a large oak wardrobe. There is also an en-suite
bathroom that is dirty, grimy and hasn’t been cleaned in a while. After draining the bathtub full
of dirty water she finds a screwdriver on the bottom. But as she returns to the bedroom, a lone
Ooze suddenly comes lurching out of the wardrobe; her movements around the room must
have awoken it. She ducks out of the way as it awkwardly lunges for her and goes crashing head
first through the TV on the cabinet. Whilst the creature is temporarily incapacitated, Jill uses
the screwdriver to unscrew the panel by the door to bypass the electronic lock and leave the
guest room.
She is now in a corridor decorated with framed
pictures of Terragrigia and ancient ruins. Shelves
on the wall contain small trinkets and the door
leading towards the ‘Ponte’ or ‘Bridge’ is
padlocked and cannot be accessed. She wishes
she had her weapons and Parker calls over the
radio and reiterates she cannot fight the Ooze
without her guns and will need to do her best to
dodge. Jill begins to explore, heading through a
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balcony with a large chandelier overlooking a library below and encountering a new type of
Ooze known as a ‘Pincer’. She also searches a bathroom and several other corridors, finding
abnormalities such as broken glass and bloodstains as well as a hidden safe behind a painting of
a robed man standing in front of some ruins. The safe has the Veltro crest on it.
She explores more of the cabins and finds a locked shotgun affixed to the wall in Room 302
which requires some sort of round emblem to release. An exhibition room houses various glass
display cabinets holding priceless urns and several bits of pottery. There is a large pool of
blood on the floor here and an Ooze is bent down, slurping it all up eagerly with the
appendage hanging out of its mouth.
Eventually she finds herself on the upper level of a
beautifully decorated dining hall. A huge, golden
chandelier looks down upon five fully set out tables
that look strangely abandoned just as a banquet was
about to be served, although the meat is rotting. A
strange mist permeates the floor and several
candlesticks flicker on the walls. A portrait of
Beatrice by Angelo Asti is on the wall above the
main staircase and a metal gate blocks access to a
set of double doors to the right which requires the
Helm key to unlock.
Parker suddenly enters the room from the door opposite and is relieved to see her. Jill doesn’t
seem surprised that the Queen Zenobia is crawling with B.O.W.s and Parker reaffirms they
need to retrieve their weapons. He leads her back the way he came and warns that more
creatures lurk this way and hands her the decoy grenades he found. They soon move through a
well-stocked library. There are bookcases everywhere all stacked to the brim with dusty old
tomes covering numerous subject matter. One such book catches her eye;

"Botany: Plants with Medicinal Properties - 3rd Edition
Humans have been using plants to heal wounds and cure diseases ever since ancient times. An
example of one of these types of plants is a herb that grows wild in the Arklay Mountains area.
The bright green herb not only heals fatigue, but it also helps to strengthen the natural healing
process so that wounds heal faster. In addition, it has an active immune function that can be
extremely useful against viral infection. The medical applications are vast, and they are already
starting to be used in the field. Please consider supplying yourselves with these herbs in order
to protect you and your family from the recent threat of bioterrorism."
REREV: Botany: Plants with Medical Properties - 3rd Edition; undated.
A single Ooze is stood by a writing desk with its back
to them so they slip past it and through the door into
the second library area. In here some books have
fallen off the shelves and lay scattered across the
floor. Up above she can see the balcony of the upper
cabins where she moved through earlier. Two more
Ooze are in here so she rolls a decoy grenade under
a bookcase where it clunks along the dusty wooden
floor. It emits a high-pitched beep and attracts the
B.O.W.s to its location, detonating thereafter.
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Beyond the library is another corridor with peeling green wallpaper. A large oak chest runs
down the left wall and a smashed china plate is on the floor. Parker leads the way down
towards a locked door to a storage room where they can see their weapons and equipment laid
out. A plaque on the wall reads ‘Magazzino’ meaning warehouse or storehouse in Italian.
Through a combined effort they are able to break the door down and retrieve their gear.
Relieved, Jill decides their next move should be to re-establish contact with B.S.A.A.
headquarters and provide a mission update. Parker concurs and says they should be able to do
that from the bridge. He also wants to know who the guy in the gas mask was and what his
game is.
Meanwhile, satisfied his charade is playing out as planned, Raymond Vester ditches his Veltro
gear and heads towards the bridge, cutting the padlock that blocks the way in the bulkhead
corridor. He has laced the tugboat with explosives, meaning Jill and Parker won’t be able to
escape the Zenobia. His next move is to sabotage the bridge controls and communications
equipment.
Jill and Parker backtrack to the upper cabins,
avoiding more Ooze that lurk underneath
furniture and inside ventilation ducts. Soon they
are back in the corridor outside Room 301 where
Jill was originally imprisoned and Parker uses his
axe to break the padlock blocking the door
leading to the elevator. This one is still running
and Jill flicks the switch to bypass the lower cabins
and head straight for the bridge. The doors soon
part into a dimly lit corridor made up of steel
sheets and welded bulkheads, a far cry from the more luxurious areas of the ship up above.
The tunnel is so dark they are forced to use their flashlights. They soon come across a door
with a broken chain and padlock lying on the floor, someone has already passed through here.
This door leads into a crew locker room where most have been ransacked and some of the
doors are bent inwards. Documents and paperwork are scattered across the floor and a
noticeboard is full of memos and regulations on the wall. A door with a bright green light above
takes them into an outer corridor then through to the bridge itself.
The bridge is empty and an examination of the instruments and control panels reveals the
communication link controls have been pulled out and ransacked. Jill notes the controls have
been locked, meaning they cannot change their course and are completely adrift. Parker
observes the damage and points out that this has been done recently and that the perpetrator
cannot be far away.
Suddenly there is an explosion from somewhere
outside and they both rush to the viewing
window to see the remains of their small tugboat
sink beneath the choppy waves of the
Mediterranean. They turn and run for the door
when Vester suddenly emerges from the shadows
and takes hold of Jill. They struggle for several
seconds until she is able to use her athleticism to
wriggle free of him. Parker orders him to drop
his weapon but is a little taken aback when Vester
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suddenly addresses him by name and raises his weapon regardless. Parker fires a warning shot,
hitting the wall behind him as he suddenly recognises the man’s face; Raymond Vester from
the F.B.C.
Vester mocks the B.S.A.A. for arriving too late as
usual. Parker demands to know why the F.B.C. are on
board the Zenobia but Vester claims he does not have
to answer any questions as the B.S.A.A. have no
authority over what’s going on here. He mocks them
both by saying they don’t even know why they are
here or who they are fighting, warning that nothing
will change unless they are willing to get their hands
dirty. He then walks away and exits the bridge, leaving
Parker and Jill with no idea what is going on. They
are even more confused now that the F.B.C. are confirmed to be also on board the Queen
Zenobia. Parker confesses that they are operating without any Intel and need to search the ship
for answers, not that he relishes the idea.
Meanwhile, Vester’s next step is to head to the communications room where he will transmit
the fake threat from Jack Norman to B.S.A.A. headquarters. This footage is fake, compiled
and edited from archive footage and other technical wizardry. Aside from himself, only Clive
O’Brian is aware the video is a hoax. But once Morgan Lansdale hears of this new threat via his
B.S.A.A. spy, he will be forced to step out into the open and then the game will really be afoot.
Once the video is sent, he will destroy the controls, preventing Jill and Parker from calling for
help or revealing the Zenobia’s location.
Jill and Parker conduct a quick search of the bridge
but come up with nothing useful. Some stairs lead
underneath the bridge where they find another
corridor. There is an elevator next to a shattered
filing cabinet but it has no power. Down the
passage past several commemorative plaques on
the wall they find the Captain’s quarters which is
locked up and requires the Helm key for access. A
door opposite leads to a conference room with a
large meeting table dominating the room
surrounded by eight chairs. Books and file folders
are spread across as well as a document about the ship’s layout, detailing some of the features
such as the Promenade, casino and shopping areas. It confirms the emergency
communications room is located next to the Promenade. Another locked Veltro safe is on the
wall amidst numerous noticeboards, photographs and certificates aligning the walls. On the rail
by the window Jill finds the Helm Key.
They search the Captain’s office which is decorated exquisitely with an antique coffee table and
comfortable-looking leather armchairs. A stag’s head is mounted on the wall and the back of
the room has been converted into a study with several bookcases stacked to the brim, including
the ‘History of the Queen Zenobia; 1995 edition.’ A lamp glows warmly on the table. Nearby a
red, leather-backed chair faces an ornate writing desk and when Jill spins it around she gets the
shock of her life to find a rapidly decomposing corpse sat in place with maggots falling out of
his mouth and flies buzzing around. He looks to have suffered a horrible death. On the shelves
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she finds a sailboat relief shaped in a circular crest. It looks as though it could fit the hole in
Room 302 in the upper cabins which will release the shotgun.
Back in the main room, Parker has found a map
of the upper interior of the ship. Jill traces her
finger across the schematic and determines they
will find the comms room if they go through the
hall. They also find a note on the table left
behind by a frantic passenger who talks about
monsters overtaking the ship. It is not dated.
They begin to backtrack through the service
corridors and Parker reaffirms Jill’s plan of
getting to the comms room and contacting
B.S.A.A. HQ, adding that they needed to find
Vester. She asks how they know each other but Parker is a little evasive, only stating that they
used to work together.
They use the elevator near the bridge to detour back through the upper cabins. Jill successfully
retrieves the shotgun and they use the Helm Key to unlock Room 303. Inside they find a
journal written by a member of Veltro, detailing an attack upon his person by an Ooze
creature. Using their map, they navigate back down to the main dining room, encountering
another new Ooze variant along the way. This one is known as a ‘Tricorne’ and it possesses
only a single arm, but with the ability to launch projectiles made of solid bone.
Thanks to the Helm Key, they unlock the gates
preventing access to the great hall. It is
magnificent to behold and Parker likens it to an
opera house. It is a vast, circular hall, running up
three stories to the foredeck at the very top of
the ship where a huge golden chandelier is
suspended. There are solid marble pillars,
pristine flooring and the centre piece is a huge
golden clock tower that stands behind the stairs
with a large pendulum swinging back and forth.
Portraits and decorative art pieces sit in stone
reliefs in the walls and the occasional table and lamp are scattered at sparse intervals. The
Emergency Communications Room is located behind the clock tower but it is locked up. A
note has been pinned to the wall from the communications officer, explaining he has hightailed it to the promenade deck when the outbreak got out of control. Parker confirms the
promenade to be next to the hall and he leads the way down.
Once inside the promenade, the steps leading down to the main shopping precinct are blocked
off thanks to a large metal shutter. They are forced to detour round the side and through the
upper floors of one of the restaurants. They can hear a strange-sounding voice somewhere in
the distance constantly shouting mayday and the ship’s name and emergency call number.
There are several Ooze shuffling about the place including a Tricorne standing on an opposite
balcony, clumsily firing bone projectiles at them. Parker comments that there are seemingly
monsters in every corner and Jill is concerned they are yet to come across even one survivor.
The voice is getting louder and a series of loud bangs can be heard, as if the comms officer is
trapped inside somewhere.
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They search the upper walkways and eventually come across a room marked ‘staff only’ where
a series of heavy chains have been laid across a storeroom door. The banging is coming from
the other side where again they can hear a desperate shout for mayday. Parker shoots the lock
off the door to let him out only to find the man
has mutated into a Scagdead; a unique reaction
to the t-Abyss virus that affects humans with a
strong natural resistance to the virus. This
resistance only slows the infection down and
symptoms include high fever then tumours
around the shoulders and neck. These
symptoms happen a few days or weeks after
infection. Even after the virus has completely
infected the host and taken complete control,
the head of the host mutters words
unconsciously, as if they are sleepwalking. In this case, the Zenobia's communications officer
has been taken over without even knowing it, still hopelessly ringing out a distress call for help.
It is severely bloated and one of its arms seems to have degenerated into a crude, fleshy buzzsaw.

As the creature comes after them, Jill and Parker split up and retreat further into the
promenade amidst all the shops and cafes. More Ooze emerge from nearby slumber and join
the fray. Somewhat creepily, whenever the Scagdead is shot, it mutters out cries for help in its
human voice. Eventually, they are able to take it down thanks to blowing up several strategically
placed red gas canisters. Searching its remains they find the Life Buoy key. They do a quick
search of the area before retreating back upstairs. Jill checks the storeroom where the Scagdead
had been locked up and finds the comms officer’s journal which documents his slow descent
into madness. It seems he became infected when an Ooze got inside his room via an air duct.
Still downstairs, Parker finds some more ammunition inside ‘Café de Louvre’ and notices the
surviving crew had tried in vain to keep the creatures at bay by barricading the promenade
entrance with boxes, furniture, sign posts and anything else they could get their hands on. Next
to the barricade is a metal door that the Life Buoy key unlocks. This takes them through a staff
only area and to the other side of the entrance with the large shutter. As they head back
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upstairs towards the grand hall, Jill expresses hope that the communications equipment will still
work, but Parker warns her against jinxing them as her bad predictions often tend to come true.
Soon they arrive back and use the Life Buoy key to unlock the gate. But they are shocked to
find Raymond already inside the emergency communications room and waiting for them.
Unbeknownst to them both, he has just transmitted the fake Veltro video to B.S.A.A.
headquarters and trashed the controls. Raymond bluntly says they are too late, indicating the
wrecked communications panel. Jill notices a video playing on one of the monitors of a
masked Veltro man, who Parker incorrectly guesses is the same man who gassed them earlier.
He is quoting Dante’s Inferno.
Simultaneously, the video is also playing on a large
screen at B.S.A.A. headquarters where all the staff
are watching with interest. O’Brian stands at the
back of the dimly-lit, open-planned room,
illuminated primarily by computer screens. He
strokes his chin and watches in silence, aware the
video is a cleverly put together fake made from
stitched together clips of Jack Norman. The
masked Veltro man demonstrates the properties
of the t-Abyss Virus by infecting several Guppies
in a tank, almost instantly transforming them into Ghiozzo creatures. He goes on to state that
they are equipped to infect one-fifth of the earth’s waters and that even a child can guess what
will happen next. He removes his mask and shows his face to the world. It is Jack Norman,
leader of Veltro. He and his followers are vengeful messengers from the depths of the inferno.
Abandon all hope ye who enter here.

Quint realises Norman is quoting Dante as Chris gets in touch over the radio. He and Jessica
have viewed the video from a laptop on their helicopter. Chris requests O’Brian send a team to
the Veltro hideout at Valkoinen Mokki Airport and look for a link to the Queen Zenobia.
O’Brian agrees and will dispatch Quint and Keith, prompting protests from Quint as he hates
snow. Their objective is to find out as much information as possible on Veltro. An initial recon
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team will secure the exterior of the airport, and once Quint and Keith arrive on site, they will
storm the inside.
Back on their helicopter, Jessica observes the vast Mediterranean Sea with her binoculars as
Chris sits on the laptop watching the radar. The storm has now subsided and the sea is calm.
The moon shines down brightly in the sky, shimmering across the dark waves like a mirror.
Jessica bemoans their plight in finding the Zenobia but Chris urges patience. Finding a ship at
sea is like finding a needle in a haystack. Quietly, he makes a private promise to Jill that he will
find her.
9:28PM
Back in the Zenobia’s emergency communications
room, Parker tightens his fist as the terrorist threat
video ends. Raymond insists they killed Veltro
already, but Jill retorts that they obviously missed a
few, and now they’re somewhere on this ship.
Parker deduces they want to use the t-Abyss virus
to stage another attack, just like Terragrigia.
Raymond agrees, stating that Veltro seek the secret
truth about Terragrigia and they want vengeance.
He abruptly leaves the room, and neither Jill nor Parker make any move to stop him this time.
Parker spends a few moments studying the control panels. The whole ship is out of power and
operating on back-up emergency generators. But the communication system requires the main
power to be operational. They need to bring the engine room back online. Jill finds a useful
file on the desk that should help them.

"Safety Procedures
Because this vessel was involved in a prior accident, safety standards that go beyond those
outlined in the Maritime Safety Act have been introduced.
All crew must read and study this manual to be prepared to act in case of an emergency.
1. The Queen Zenobia has two unique power generators.
If the main power generator should fail, the back-up generator in the bilge will compensate for
its loss and supply the entire ship with operating power.
2. This ship contains vertical and horizontal bulkheads that automatically divert water in case of
flooding.
In the event of an emergency, the bulkheads can be operated by the control system in the bilge.
This system will continue to operate even after sustaining minimal damage."
-REREV: Safety Procedures; undated.

They need to head to the bilge and as they leave the room they find Raymond still waiting in
the great hall. He offers the Anchor Key to Jill and explains it will get them through the casino
on the first floor. Beyond there they will find an elevator that will take them down to the bilge.
But turning on the power won’t be easy. He also asks them both if they’ve run into any other
F.B.C. members on the ship as he has lost contact with his partner, Rachel. He hasn’t heard
from her since she went to the bilge herself. Jill and Parker haven’t seen anyone and begin to
head for the casino. After leaving Raymond behind, Jill asks if they should look for Rachel, and
Parker replies they need to get the main power up and running first.
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They soon locate the casino entrance and use the Iron Anchor key to get inside. The place is
powered down and all in darkness so they use their flashlights to see. Two escalators run down
to the main floor full of slot machines and some blackjack and poker tables. An ornate
fountain dominates the centre of the room with
several tropical fish swimming in a pool of
filtered water. There is a switch built into the
marble covering of the fountain but it does not
work without any power. A pillar rises out of the
water with a neon casino sign and small
spotlights around the pool illuminate the
darkened room in a cool, blue light. Several
playing cards have been left scattered and
discarded on the deep red carpet on the floor.
All the doors in here are locked and upstairs Jill
finds the circuit breaker and flips the switch to turn on the power. Immediately the room lights
up in a wash of colour with bright neon lights and the slot machines firing up. Soothing music
begins to play and water flows out of the fountain and into the pool. Parker finds a file resting
on the marble.

"Casino Staff's Report
I finally found out how to bypass the security on the VIP room.
That room's reserved for all the high rollers, so I've always been curious what goes on in there.
It's so easy.
All you have to do is feed coins to the casino girl next to the door and you can bypass any
security.
You have to hit the precise weight - 107 grams. A small price to pay for access to the V.I.P.
room."
-REREV: Casino Staff's Report; undated.

Jill’s curiosity gets the better of her and she presses
the button on the other side of the fountain. This
makes the water coming out suddenly turn red and
flood the pool, infecting the fish inside with the
t-Abyss virus and transforming them into Ghiozzo.
They jump out of the water and attack with sharp
fangs, but Parker is able to shoot them down.
Another little trap from their friend in the gas mask
he suspects. They spend the next few moments
collecting coins from the slots to feed the cardboard
cut-out of a blond woman holding a tray. Once they
have exactly 107grams in weight, the doors unlock and they gain access to the VIP area. This is
a beautifully decorated private room with a private bar and poker table. Monitors are set up
depicting black and white CCTV images from the main casino floor. A locked Veltro
equipment chest is in here as well as scribbled memo left behind by a former member. He
talks about abandoning a friend and moving on whilst certain creatures are slumbering. He
speaks of bloated blisters on the walls being their eggs; - a reference to the Wall Blister.
Parker finds a hatch that leads down into a circular utility tunnel with giant fans on either side
of the metal walls. Another ladder leads further down, deep into another rusty tunnel. An
abandoned torch on the floor connected to a long wire lights up the way ahead. Following it
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down they eventually emerge into a large room full of machinery, cranes and pulleys and the
main freight elevator. Parker inspects the controls only to find the activation key is missing. Jill
decides to go and look for it while Parker remains behind. She’ll radio if she finds it.
Heading down one of the offshoot corridors, she comes across an elevator that leads down to
the bilge. She has to bypass the control mechanism on the wall to gain access and heads down
in the elevator before emerging into the same area where she and Parker had first entered the
ship some three hours ago now. It is dark and she needs to switch on her light. Parker’s voice
rattles through her ears once again, asking about Raymond saying his partner Rachel was
somewhere in the bilge. That means she might have the key they need. Jill has a feeling she
knows where to find her, suddenly remembering about the female corpse she’d found earlier.
Retracing her steps, she moves through the
darkened corridors, avoiding Pincer Ooze
stalking the passage and more of them hiding in
the vents. She moves through the kitchen, the
cafeteria and back to the room where they
found the mannequin of Chris. The door is
now unlocked but another Ooze is inside and
shocks her when she peers through the spyhole.
After taking care of the creature she searches
the room. The Veltro flag is still draped across
the wall and amidst the boxes and dust sheets
she comes across a very interesting note left behind on a table. It seems to be a set of
mysterious instructions and implies a third party presence on the ship. It talks of how ‘two
targets’ have been lured here, meaning Parker and herself, and that the fake Chris mannequin
was used as bait deliberately to confuse them.
Trying to remember which way she went earlier, Jill heads upstairs and moves through the crew
quarters and shower room. Thanks to the Iron Anchor key, she is able to access a door that
had been locked earlier. Inside she finds more lockers and bunk beds. The stink of pale,
sweaty laundry hangs in the air and dirty sheets drape off the sides of the beds. Soon another
door at the end leads into a small storage area full of old boxes and wooden pallets. On one of
the shelves is a fully loaded MP5 machine gun left by a Veltro operative which she gladly picks
up.
Returning to the outer corridor, she rounds the corner and moves past the laundry room, only
to be put on guard by what sounds like a female voice talking. Downstairs she can still see the
blood on the lab window from where Rachel was thrown against the glass by the Ooze. Inside
the lab, she is shocked to discover Rachel’s corpse is nowhere to be seen. But amidst a pool of
drying blood on the floor, Jill finds a discarded note.

"(NO CLUES AS TO WHO LEFT THIS NOTE.)
I was forced on this mission. I had no desire to come here for a job that could get me killed. At
any rate, stage one is complete.
I got the key for the freight lift.
Now I can access the bilge.
This ship was used as the base of operations for the terrorist attack on Terragrigia one year ago.
I found the UAV in the ship's foredeck that was used to disperse the virus.
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Finding the UAV was good; getting attacked out of nowhere by an ugly monster was bad. I
knew this mission would suck from the moment I took it.
My head feels like it's going to split open. I lost an eye already. It's hard to see. I feel like crap.
Arms are starting to feel weird too.
My right arm split into two.
Blood all over my body, can see my bones need doctor bad"

-REREV: No Clues as to who left this Note; 2005 (The writing is obscured by blood); undated.
Before Jill can fully digest the words, the mutated remains of Rachel appear in the corridor on
the other side of the glass. She doesn’t look like a regular Ooze and has clearly suffered some
kind of unique reaction to the virus. The Rachel creature scrapes her nails across the glass
before giggling to herself and turning to run away. Parker comes over the radio and asks for a
situation update. Jill replies she has found Rachel, but she has turned. Steeling her nerves, she
heads out of the lab to go after Rachel. If her note is anything to go by then she has the freight
elevator key.
She finds Rachel at the top of the stairs muttering
to herself. She begins to move towards Jill but she
fires a volley from her rifle in return. Rachel
screams that it hurts in a strangely distorted voice
before jumping up and disappearing into one of
the ventilation ducts. Jill updates Parker that
Rachel is hiding in the ventilation system and he
tells her to go after her. All the ducts are
connected and she may have the key they need.
He will make his way over to her position in the
meantime.
Jill heads back upstairs and follows the corridor down, passing the smashed window that blows
air and spray from outside into her face. Stepping back into the crew quarters and shower
room she pauses when she hears Rachel giggling once again, the sounds coming from
somewhere inside the vents. She next attacks in the shower room, but another burst from Jill’s
MP5 sends her scurrying for cover once more. She attacks again in the corridor outside and Jill
notices she looks much different from a regular Ooze and must have had a unique reaction to
the t-Abyss virus. She is astonished that she has mutated so much in such a short space of time.
She attacks again in the corridor outside the room with mannequin Chris and keeps repeating
the words ‘Kill you’ over and over. Jill uses an Anti-B.O.W. grenade to distract her and move
on.
She soon arrives back in the kitchen and cafeteria
and can hear Rachel giggling but cannot pinpoint
her location. As she negotiates her way round
pool of drying blood a couple of Ooze drop into
the room. She gets a welcome sense of relief
when Parker also steps inside from the opposite
door. Suddenly Rachel attacks one last time but
the two of them manage to put incapacitate her
completely using their combined firepower. Jill
retrieves the freight key from what remains of her
mangled wetsuit and they retreat back up to the
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utility tunnels where the main elevator stands waiting to take them down into the bowels of the
ship.
Jill surmises the Veltro revival has fooled the F.B.C. as well as the B.S.A.A., but Parker isn’t
sure and suggests their priority for now should be getting the Zenobia operational once again.
They use the key to power up the freight elevator and begin their descent down. As they move,
Jill can hear something and has an ominous feeling in her gut. Parker chambers his weapon
and peers down through the rusted metallic grating on the floor to see the blackness below
coming closer to envelop them. They are going straight into the depths of hell.
1020PM.
Meanwhile, Quint and Keith arrive at Valkoinen
Mokki Airport and link up with the B.S.A.A.
unit securing the facility. It is now pitch black
and frightfully cold with the temperature well
below zero. Quint contacts O’Brian and informs
him of their arrival. He instructs them to get the
layout of their surroundings and proceed on
their own judgement. Keith speaks with one of
the other team members for a sit rep. The
airport seems deserted and they haven’t heard
anything at all from Veltro, although they have
discovered an underground chamber and are preparing to storm it now. They are just waiting
on final authorisation. Quint and Keith decide to take over and will infiltrate alone. As Quint
inspects the main entrance, Keith teases him about following Jessica home and he admits he
did once but he lost her somewhere along the way. He suddenly gets paranoid and asks Keith
if he thinks he is a stalker. Keith laughs it off and together they open up the bunker door.
The interior looks like some kind of storage facility with bare concrete walls and floor. A low
mist hangs in the air at the bottom of a small set of stairs in front of them. Blue oil barrels,
boxes and sacks of other materials are piled up in an alcove on the right hand side of the room.
Keeping quiet, they both proceed down the steps, sweeping the area with their weapons. Keith
remarks he feels like something is about to jump out at them but Quint urges him to keep
quiet. They don’t know what may be lurking in the shadows. All seems well until Quint
clumsily bumps into something and makes an almighty racket, dropping his screwdriver in the
process. Keith chastises him but luckily nothing comes down the corridor to investigate the
noise.
The corridor ahead is blocked as if something
powerful had slammed into a locker and
knocked it over against a couple of crates,
spilling tins of paint everywhere. Luckily they
can cut through a room on the right hand side.
It is a small dormitory with triple bunk beds set
up in a confined but otherwise very bland space.
They spot three huge claw marks gouged into
the solid concrete wall. Judging from the size of
these marks, the creature that made them must
be over 10 feet tall. Quint tries to lighten the
mood by making a cheap reference to a horror movie known as The Thing, but Keith doesn’t
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really appreciate it given the circumstances. The next door takes them back into the corridor
on the other side of the blocked shelf. There are dried bloodstains everywhere and instrument
panels on the wall with wires and cabling criss-crossing along the bare concrete.
They soon find another door but this one is
electronically locked. Keith goes to bypass it but
they cannot unscrew the panel as Quint lost the
screwdriver. Keith suggests to look where he
tripped over earlier and so he backtracks and is
able to locate it with the help of the Genesis
Scanner. Soon, Keith successfully bypasses the
door lock and they emerge into a small, dimly lit
control room with a control station and a bank of
security monitors. Storage shelves contain
archived files and a noticeboard on the wall has
all manner of documents and memos pinned onto it. Keith looks at the controls and suggests
they might be able to open up the area that has been sealed off. He begins tapping away on the
keyboard and soon the electronic locks on the other door are disengaged. He also notes that
the security cameras have recorded something of interest.
Quint punches up camera 1, which gives a black
and white view of the exterior of the airport
from earlier today. Two large freighter planes
can be seen on the runway and the first one is
turning round as if preparing to take off. Several
armed men wearing Veltro uniform can be seen
milling around in the background. He switches
to camera 2 which provides a view from the rear
of the plane. Its rear cargo ramp is open and
two Veltro men are running for it as the plane
moves off down the runway. Suddenly a Hunter
type B.O.W. leaps into frame and cuts the first man down. The other man runs off as a second
Hunter goes after the plane. Quint quickly switches to camera 3 which is another rear view only
this time from further back and showing the plane taking off from the snow-ridden runway that
is now barely visible. A Hunter is hanging onto the left wing and another on the right-side
engine. They watch in horror as the engine suddenly explodes and the plane begins to veer out
of control before the image shuts down. Quint confirms the timestamp on the video places the
crash at the same time as the one Chris Redfield reported. They check more camera feeds, this
time of inside the facility and discover ghostly images of something invisible causing havoc
around the base. One hapless Veltro member is even grabbed and thrown around the room by
an invisible enemy. Quint notices the man drop something before his corpse is hurled straight
at the camera.
They decide to move on through the base and soon come to the very room they just watched
on the video. Keith spots the corpse of the dead Veltro operative on the floor and the dusty
Veltro flag draped over the back wall. Nothing else moves in the room and it seems whatever
killed him is long gone. It is eerily quiet. Several desks are cluttered with paperwork and a
projector is switched on and lighting up a white screen on the wall, but no slides are attached.
Keith searches through the paperwork and comes across an interesting file that seems to be
part of a new Veltro manifesto. Written by an Earl Brinvico; their main motivation seems to be
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revenge and wanting the world to burn. This is the fake document created by O’Brian used to
attract Veltro copycats to the base. Quint meanwhile, scans the room with his Genesis Scanner,
looking for whatever is was the dead Veltro operative dropped when he was attacked. The
machine beeps and he finds a computer token that looks to be compatible with the computer
on board the crashed plane. Quint holds it up to the light and suggests he can breach the
master network and scavenge any useful data. Quickly, they head for the crash site.
10:25PM
Back on the Queen Zenobia, Jill and Parker have reached the bottom of the freight elevator
and are now in the lower bilge passageway. They can hear water rumbling behind the steel
bulkheads nearby. Parker indicates a door up ahead and they emerge into a corridor. The
lights above give off an orange glow, lending the reinforced metallic walls a dull, bronzed look.
A ladder at the far end leads down and the water comes up to their knees. The ship is slowly
flooding and they need to find the leak. Parker suggests Veltro must be trying to intentionally
sink the ship.
They slosh through the coldness and up some steps
back onto dry land. A door ahead leads into the
main control room. There are three monitors on
the wall here depicting schematics of the ship and
they are all flashing red. Jill presses some controls
to try and lower the emergency bulkheads but they
won’t work while the power is out. A female
computerised voice announces that there is
flooding on the ship and that the emergency
bulkheads cannot be lowered during a power
outage. Power can be restored from the engine
room. Parker leads the way ahead, they need to find the engine room on the double. They
have to get the bulkheads sealed before the ship takes on too much water.
They pass through the open emergency bulkhead,
down some stairs and back into the water which
now comes up to their waists. The lighting is
dimmer down here and they use their flashlights
to negotiate round some large water tanks with a
network of piping protruding from them. They
spot a disturbance in the water up ahead and are
attacked by a Sea Creeper; an aquatic organism
resulting from a unique mutation of a human
female exposed to the t-Abyss Virus. The creature
has developed a carapace shell resembling the
long hair of a woman that covers their entire body, reducing friction and allowing them to move
freely through the water. Parker fires a single shot which bounces harmlessly off its carapace
and it sinks back into the water. A doorway ahead leads into a small office and through a
barred window, Jill can see a cog on a table. Unfortunately she cannot get to it as an exposed
vent blows scalding hot steam over the doorway. They need to find a way to shut it off.
They push on through the bowels of the bilge, avoiding Sea Creepers hiding under the water
and eventually come across the main engine room. There is a control panel on the gantry in
front of them to reboot the power, but it is stuck. On the wall is a large steam pressure gauge
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and a lever. Further round, steam pours out of another vent and as they peer over the railing
down to the lower level, they spot more steam hissing out of unsealed vents. As Jill walks down
the gantry; she spots a note taped up to the wall.

"Steam Pipe Maintenance Report
To All Maintenance Staff
One of the covers came off of the pipes in the bilge passageway, and now there's steam pouring
out of it. The steam is scalding, so you'll have to do a little workaround to get by it. In the
engine room there are two levers. Use the levers to match the needle on the meter to the
proper letters. This will stop the steam from spilling out of the pipe.
The letters and corresponding locations are as follows:
A: Maintenance Room
B: Engine room, upper level
C: Engine room, lower level
Remember if you stop the steam from leaking in one area, it will leak out of another. Keep this
in mind when adjusting the needle and using the relevant areas."
-REREV: Steam Pipe Maintenance Report; undated.
After reading, Jill pulls the lever to reduce the
pressure and stop the steam flow on the lower level
of the engine room. She is going to have to
manipulate all three to shut off the steam flow and
gain access to the second control panel on the other
side of the gantry. Parker remains behind to try and
figure out the controls whilst Jill heads for the lower
level. Back in the water and avoiding the Sea
Creepers, she pushes on through the endless maze.
She comes across a map of for the ship’s lower
levels and a huge mechanism made up of six cogs.
One of them is missing and is no doubt the one she’d spotted earlier.
After negotiating her way round several more submerged chambers full of Ghiozzo and Sea
Creepers, she makes it back upstairs and back into the engine room, now on the opposite side
of the steam flow to Parker. She inspects her control panel but the key is missing. Parker
surmises they need to activate both panels simultaneously. They need to find that key. Just as
Jill sets off to look, she notices another file next to the control panel.

“Timing is needed to restore power. Two keys must be used at the same time. Just in case, I
put the restart key "you know where"... Know where I'm talking about? You don't? Geez, you
really need to "get it in gear"!”
-REREV: Memo Left in the Engine Room; undated.

This is the only clue she needs and after manipulating the steam valves on her side of the room
she returns to Parker and stops the flow there. Hopefully now she can access the office
downstairs and retrieve the missing cog.
10:48PM
As Jill tries to retrieve the cog in the rapidly flooding bilge of the Queen Zenobia, Quint and
Keith are trekking from the airport hideout in the mountains to the co-ordinates where the
crash site should be. It is colder than ever now and the wind whistles loudly as their feet
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scrunch through the snow underfoot. As they walk, they are in contact with O’Brian who is still
pacing around his office at B.S.A.A. HQ, overlooking the main operations room. Quint has
just explained they have found a data chip to access the computer on the crashed plane. He
also enquires about Jill and Parker and O’Brian confirms he hasn’t heard anything from them
yet. Their investigation took them out to sea, but they’ve lost track of the Queen Zenobia. He
orders them both to scour the computer on the plane for answers. They need to learn as much
as possible about Veltro’s plans.
Jackass and Grinder continue on into the night with the wind howling all around them. The
crash site is just up ahead. The moonlight reflects off the icy peaks and makes the whole
mountain light up, and Keith remarks this must be why it is known as the ‘midnight sun.’ They
begin to head up a valley between two large cliffs, their sharp gradients still exposed from the
snow that has fallen around them, when suddenly they are attacked by the remainder of the
Fenrir in the area. They both open fire with their rifles, keeping the wolves at bay long enough
to proceed up the mountain. Soon they reach the crash site. Several small fires still burn
around the fuselage but most of it has extinguished thanks to the cold and the wreck is only
slightly smoking.
It is here they are attacked by the invisible
Farafello B.O.W.s; the same creatures that
wiped out the Veltro base and caused the plane
to crash. They fire blindly for several moments
to dry and drive them away, unsure of just
exactly how many there are. Eventually, it is
only thanks to their use of the Genesis Scanner
which reveals the translucent outlines of the
nightmarish creatures, are they then able to
take them all out. Once the area is clear, they
head over to the fuselage. The small burning embers of the fire provide some much-needed
light and the two men are glad of the extra heat source in the sub-zero temperatures. Keith fires
up the on-board computer and confirms it is in working order. He then steps aside to let Quint
do his thing.
Jackass begins to play around with the computer,
and appears to struggle at first before eventually
being able to get inside the system. He brings up
a live-feed radar screen of the Mediterranean. A
single ship is being read via its transponder.
Quint immediately contacts O’Brian, believing
he has found the co-ordinates of the Queen
Zenobia and immediately sends them through to
HQ. O’Brian is pleased and once the
co-ordinates are through, he will send them onto
Chris and Jessica. Keith is impressed with
Quint’s work, but Quint himself seems puzzled. He didn’t have to do any calculations to work
out the ship’s position because someone else was already looking for it. Keith is really confused
now and wonders why Veltro first of all tried to run from their own hideout and now are
seemingly looking for their own ship. Quint doesn’t know if any of the information he just
found is actually real or not.
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On the helicopter still traversing the Mediterranean, Chris and Jessica receive the co-ordinates.
The ship is not far from their current location and they can be there in no time. They are on
their way.
Aside from O’Brian, they are all unaware that
the crashed plane does not actually belong to
Veltro, and was actually sent by the F.B.C. to
attack Valkoinen Mokki with a shipment of
transported B.O.W.s. This attack has proved
to O’Brian and Raymond Vester that Morgan
Lansdale evidently believes their fake Veltro
revival is the real deal. When the Farafellos
attacked the airport, the copycat Veltro
members stationed there had tried to use the
plane to escape and subsequently crashed. The on-board computer was originally tracking both
the Queen Zenobia and its sister, Queen Semiramis, as they had both been travelling together
along the Mediterranean on an automated course. This was how Lansdale could keep track of
their exact position and the source of the t-Abyss Virus. But when Vester earlier boarded the
Zenobia, he stopped its transponder and steered it away from the Semiramis, leaving both the
F.B.C. and the B.S.A.A. unable to locate it, buying time for him to play out the Veltro revival
bluff to Jill and Parker. Now the plane’s computer shows only the live co-ordinates for the
Queen Semiramis, meaning Quint and Keith are unwittingly sending Chris and Jessica to the
wrong ship.
11:16PM
Before long, Chris and Jessica get visual contact
with the Queen Semiramis, still believing it to
be the Queen Zenobia. After circling round,
the pilot hovers above the foredeck and Chris
and Jessica rappel down. The ship is huge, and
with no idea where Jill and Parker may be,
Chris’s plan is to simply search every room,
deck by deck. They start by entering a
luxurious-looking lounge bar full of armchairs
and coffee tables with lime-green patterned
wallpaper and wooden oak panelling. There
are signs of a struggle in here with chandeliers collapsed and books scattered haphazardly
across the floor. Jessica finds a safe on the wall with the Veltro mark upon it and she asks what
will happen if the terrorists find them first. Chris confidently responds that they simply capture
and interrogate them. A working elevator takes them three floors down to the promenade
deck. Amidst the main shopping precinct they come across the first of the Ooze who emerge
from their slumber. Chris shoots the first one down and concludes they are a new mutation, a
reaction to a new virus.
Meanwhile, back on the Zenobia, Jill has managed to retrieve the missing cog from the office.
She has then dodged Ooze, Sea Creepers and Ghiozzo to get back to the upper walkway of the
bilge block. She sets the cog into the mechanism and this opens up a small compartment
containing the restart key. Parker radios through and confirms he has completed repairs. She
needs to get back up to him as the flooding is rising and they don’t have much time left.
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At the same time, Chris and Jessica reach the grand hall of the Semiramis, an exact replica of
the same room in the Zenobia. Quint calls them for a sit-rep and Jessica asks him for ideas on
where to find Jill and Parker. Flustered that she is even talking to him, Quint puts on a macho
voice and suggests that due to the ship’s condition there may be a problem with the engine. He
recommends they may be somewhere in the bilge area trying to make repairs. Chris
acknowledges and they start to head through the casino area towards the lower levels.
Inside the casino they are stopped in their tracks
by a loud banging on the door where the chips
office is right before two Scagdeads come
bursting through. Once both creatures are dead,
Jessica discovers one of them dropped a key
with a Trident mark on it. Inside the croupier’s
office is a desk with a computer and random bits
of paperwork in a filing tray. There is also an
open safe in the corner. At the back of the office
is a metal door which the Trident key unlocks.
This leads into a small storage room full of
boxes and also an open hatch with a ladder leading down into the lower levels of the ship.
Back on the Zenobia, Jill arrives safely back to the engine room to link up with Parker. They
take up positions at each control console and turn their keys simultaneously to restart the
power system. Immediately the electronic schematic of the ship on the wall begins to light up
blue as power is restored to various sections of the vessel. But suddenly an alarm begins to
sound and both doors to the engine room are suddenly blocked off with steel bars as an
automated response to the flooding now that power has been restored. A yellow klaxon whirls
and two large intake pipes on the ceiling suddenly start jetting out water at an incredible rate.
The water level in the room quickly begins to rise and as Parker wades across, they soon realise
it is not stopping.
Meanwhile Chris and Jessica head down the ladder to the basement underneath the casino.
Jessica is guessing that Veltro want to unleash this virus on the world and Chris agrees, saying
they have already started with this ship, leaving a nice welcoming party for Jill and Parker.
There are no lights on down here so they use their flashlights to navigate round the cramped
rooms and numerous shelving units containing chips, dice and playing cards for the casino
upstairs. There is also another Ooze mutation lurking in the darkness known as ‘Chunk’; so
called because it has absorbed more water than its body can sustain and malformed into a blob
of flesh and liquid. Jessica shoots it from distance and it explodes like a balloon. An open vent
shaft on the wall has the sinewy remains of a decomposing corpse hanging out and there is a
huge pile of dried blood around some kind of tumour on the floor. A storage room up ahead
contains the remains of several more humans, their skulls clearly visible and their bodily fluids
sucked dry by the pulsating Chunk Ooze that dwell within. They soon find an entry point to a
large circular ventilation tunnel that leads to the freight elevator. From there they begin their
descent down to the bilge.
In the Zenobia’s engine room, the water level is now dangerously high. Jill is holding onto the
mesh railing and Parker is beginning to panic as there is no apparent way to be a way to stop
the water flow.
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Chris and Jessica reach the bilge and head through the bulkhead corridors to the control room,
which unlike the Zenobia is devoid of any flooding. The computer reports a problem with the
engine and that personnel need to report to the engine room immediately. They move on
through the maze-like corridors of the engineering compartments, taking out Chunk and
Tricorne Ooze along the way. But when they finally reach the engine room it is empty. As
Chris walks along the catwalk, he fails to notice the schematic on the wall that reads; ‘Queen
Semiramis.’ They are on the wrong ship.
In the engine room of the Zenobia, Jill swims
around underwater looking for a possible way
out. A large pipe running along the ceiling
has a ventilation cover on it but she cannot
get it open. Swimming around she finds a
metal bar by one of the submerged control
stations. She takes it and tries to unhinge the
ventilation cover. It starts to come free, but
the bar buckles and becomes useless. She
surfaces for air then heads down again,
swimming all the way down to the bottom of the room to retrieve another metal bar. This time,
she is able to prise the vent open successfully and she and Parker climb up into the pipe,
gasping for air. They switch on their lights and walk down the pipe, dropping back down into
the bilge block at the end. The flooding is now coming up to their waists and Jill is concerned
the ship is still taking on water, but Parker assures her that with the power now back on they
can bring down the emergency bulkheads in the control room.
When they arrive, Jill immediately checks all the instrument panels. They are now all lit up and
operational, confirming the power is now fully online. Parker activates the controls and watches
through the glass window as the six-inch thick steel bulkhead closes to stem the flooding at bay
and safely seal off the rest of the bilge area.
Jill checks the control system and begins pushing buttons. Everything seems to be working, the
radar is reactivated and power is restored. But Parker still cannot get a signal on his PDA to reestablish contact with B.S.A.A. headquarters. The antenna array at the top of the ship may be
damaged and is still offline. Jill looks over the map of the ship. The antenna array is located
above the observation deck. They can use the elevators in the great hall to ride all the way up to
the top. They have to try and fix it, and at least the view will be nice from up there.
CURRENT TIME:
A secondary B.S.A.A. team has arrived on board
the Queen Semiramis to secure it. They have
conducted a thorough search of the vessel from
top to bottom and found an abandoned
laboratory on the bottom level. There was
nothing inside and it has been completely
cleaned out. Chris has taken the Trident Key
used to gain access to the lab and believes it
should work for the lab on the Zenobia if the ships are identical.
In secret, Jessica has planted times explosives all over the ship in order to sink it and destroy
any evidence linking back to Morgan Lansdale and the t-Abyss Virus.
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On the foredeck, Chris is in conversation with O’Brian over the radio. Evidently they are on
the Queen Zenobia’s sister ship and Jill and Parker are probably still being held on the
Zenobia itself. O’Brian still hasn’t been able to locate it but assures Chris he’s got his top
people working round the clock. It is possible that up until a few hours ago the ships were
travelling together so they need to search the area again. Chris and Jessica take to the air to
resume their search, but Chris, O’Brian and the rest of the B.S.A.A. are unaware of the trap
Jessica has just set.
Meanwhile, as Jill and Parker make their way back
up through the ship towards the grand hall,
discussing Veltro’s possible motivations as they go.
Parker has all but given up on what they are
planning, other than constantly jerking the BSAA
around so they don’t know what they are doing.
Jill is equally confused, they haven’t heard a thing
from the man in the gas mask since that threat
video. The sooner they re-establish contact with
HQ, the better.
Soon they are back in the grand hall. It appears empty and the only sound is the soothing
ticking of the golden clock. A loud crash suddenly puts them on guard but nothing emerges out
of the shadows to attack them. Because the power is now restored the glass elevators are
operational and they can ride all the way up to the observation deck.
They ride in silence for a few moments until something heavy lands on the roof, causing the
elevator to buckle and the glass walls to shatter. The unseen creature above attacks them with a
spiked barb reminiscent of a flower petal. The two agents beat it away as best they can until
their strange assailant seemingly retreats and the elevator resumes its climb. They watch
through the shattered glass to make sure the creature is gone, getting a fantastic view of the
beautiful, domed ceiling and the golden chandeliers that illuminate the grand hall. Everything
then goes black as they move through the foundations and into the uppermost part of the ship.
The elevator doors part to let them out into a semi-circled shaped room with transparent walls
affording a panoramic view of the sea outside. It is still dark and cloudy, but the driving
rainstorm has long ceased. A few simple carts and food stalls are set up and some black leather
seating areas afford maximum viewing pleasure. At the opposite end of the observation deck is
the second elevator leading down to the grand hall. There is also an access ladder leading up to
the roof of the ship.
Suddenly, the creature that attacked them on
the elevator returns. This is the
Draghignazzo; the remains of a humanoid
shellfish, covered in scaly armoured skin and
at least twice as big as the two agents. It is
large and extremely resilient, but fortunately
Jill and Parker are able to defeat the
monstrosity by targeting several gouts of
exposed flesh on its outer shell and with the
aid of several flammable gas canisters
hooked up to food trolleys.
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Quickly, they head up the service ladder towards the roof and emerge into another storage
room full of boxes and crates. Amongst the junk, Jill comes across a Veltro key card on one of
the crates which should help them gain access to some of the restricted sections of the ship.
There is also a journal left behind by a Veltro agent named Bernard Corti. Its entries date back
to 2004 when the group were preparing to attack Terragrigia and makes mention of a
mysterious ‘grizzled financier’ who was apparently funding their organisation, but mentions no
names.
Using the key card, they are able to unlock the door on
the right and get outside the ship. Parker is relieved to
be out in the fresh air again and Jill hopes they will
have time to rest once they contact HQ. She leads
them round the walkway, up some metal steps and
then finally up a ladder to where the main antenna
array is installed. She uses her screwdriver to unscrew
the latches on the panel to check the wiring. After a
few moments, the unit bleeps in response and the
spinning antenna on the highest point of the ship
begins to turn, scanning the horizon at a 360 degree angle to pick up any radio magnetic signals
from objects within its range. The ship immediately begins broadcasting its position in the
ocean.
Meanwhile, at F.B.C. headquarters, Morgan Lansdale cannot believe his luck when the coordinates of the Queen Zenobia suddenly and unexpectedly ping up on his screen. With no
time to waste, he makes preparations to reactivate the Regia Solis satellite. He needs to destroy
the ship as soon as possible and get rid of what he believes are the last pockets of Veltro.
Losing the t-Abyss source is an acceptable risk to stop his own exposure to the world over
Terragrigia and his secret dealings with Veltro.
Jill uses her call sign of Vermillion to contact
B.S.A.A. headquarters and is pleased when a very
relieved O’Brian answers their hail. He is
genuinely relieved they are still alive. Parker
explains that things have gone to hell on the
Queen Zenobia and O’Brian responds that the
whole thing has been a set-up right from the very
start, and the B.S.A.A. fell for it. Jill asks how he
could possibly know such a thing and there is a
long pause on the other end of the radio as
O’Brian ponders how to explain himself. He is interrupted suddenly when his emergency call
line starts to beep and he asks Jill and Parker to standby while he answers. One of the admin
staff reports that the EU Foreign Affairs Ministry have been in touch to report satellite
movement. The Regia Solis sat system has been reactivated. O’Brian checks his computer and
the screen switches to show the projected trajectory of the satellite. It is moving towards the
Mediterranean.
O’Brian is taken aback and this news confirms Lansdale has finally located the Queen
Zenobia. Despite Raymond’s best efforts in moving it off its projected course, they are now out
of time. Lansdale plans to destroy the ship, along with any hard evidence Jill and Parker are yet
to find. He spills a cup of coffee on his desk next to a copy of Dante’s The Divine Comedy
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and a framed photograph of himself and Lansdale from happier times. He gets back on to Jill
and Parker who are still confused and wondering just what is going on. He tells them all hell is
about to break loose. The solar energy satellites have been reactivated and he quickly
improvises another lie by saying they are aiming at the Veltro hideouts on the Mediterranean
disguised as cruise ships.
Both Jill and Parker are still under O’Brian and
Vester’s ploy that the Veltro revival is real and
Jill panics, believing that the authorities could
never simply ignore Jack Norman’s ultimatum
and destroy the ship as it would mean Veltro
releasing the t-Abyss Virus into the world’s
oceans. Parker demands they be rescued but
O’Brian cannot authorise that. A mobilised
rescue team would never get there in time.
Chris Redfield and Jessica Sherawat are already
travelling by sea, but even they won’t make it to the ship in time to rescue them. Jill seems
relieved that Chris is okay at least but O’Brian has no time to explain the details. He will do
what he can to delay the satellite blast and give them more time to get off the ship. He then
terminates the call.
O’Brian contacts Quint and Keith who are still at the mountain crash site and informs them of
the situation with the satellite. He needs them to help Jill and Parker in any way they can. He
also contacts Vester who is still on the Zenobia. Finally, he needs to reach out to Morgan
Lansdale himself at F.B.C. headquarters to try and delay his plan.
As Jill and Parker head back towards the Observation Deck, Quint contacts them over the
radio and suggest the only chance they have is to disrupt the Regia Solis’ targeting system. He is
working on the details and will get back to them soon. They use the still functioning glass
elevator to ride back down to the grand hall but it malfunctions hallway down and shudders to
a halt. They are just passing beneath the second floor and luckily are able to pull themselves up
onto the red carpet of the circular balcony. The relentless ticking of the golden clock can be
heard even from up here and the immaculately painted walls are lined with golden-framed
pictures and portraits. This place would be so serene under different circumstances.
Quint gets back in touch and explains they are
going to have to use the UAV. It is located on
the foredeck and is the very same one Veltro
used to disperse the t-Abyss Virus down into
Terragrigia last year. It can be used to deploy
chaff that will throw off the satellite’s targeting
system. As they continue to follow the corridor
round, they ignore the door leading to the
solarium and swimming pool and continue
round, taking the stairs back down to the lower
floor. Raymond Vester is stood on the marble
floor of the grand hall and is on the phone to O’Brian, who has just informed him of
Lansdale’s plan to destroy the ship. He is in mid-conversation about doing what he can to stop
the Regia Solis when he spots Jill and Parker coming towards him, so quickly ends his call. He
shouts at them to continue on to the foredeck. He will do what he can from here.
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As Jill and Parker rush past and look to cut through the Promenade deck, Jill asks aloud how
Raymond could possibly know what their plan is to stop the satellite. Something is not all as it
seems, but they have no time to worry about that now. They quickly move through the shops,
cafes and restaurants of the Promenade, awakening all of the slumbering Ooze. The black and
white tiled floors are now also populated with MA-121 Hunters thanks to more remote
activation from Lansdale. They use the Lifebuoy key to unlock the double doors at the far end
and from there an elevator will ride them all the way up to the foredeck via the VIP lounge
area. The foredeck has more Hunters scowering the helicopter landing pad, but after taking
care of them they heave open a large shipping crate and find the dismantled UAV inside.
01:07AM
At that moment, F.B.C. Commissioner Morgan
Lansdale strides confidently down one of the
corridors of F.B.C. headquarters towards the
main operations control room. His feet echo
loudly off the marble tiles on the floor and the
F.B.C. logo has been etched into them. His
phone rings and the caller ID shows Clive
O’Brian. He has been expecting this call.
Lansdale answers, wondering what the B.S.A.A.
could possibly want with him. O’Brian tries small
talk, asking if it has really been one whole year since they last spoke. But Lansdale is in no
mood for games. He has already received word from Jessica that the Queen Semiramis is ready
to blow and once he destroys the Zenobia, all evidence of his involvement with Veltro and the
Terragrigia Panic will be up in smoke. He has no intention of stopping Regia Solis.
01:08AM
Parker and Jill have finished constructing the
UAV. They need to launch it as far as
possible. Jill radios Quint and states they are
good to go, but Jackass replies the remote
pilot controls are in the ship’s hold. They
need to go through the side deck. Parker is
already on the move and chastises him for
not telling them sooner. Back across the
helipad and on the right hand side beyond
the lounge door is another entrance that will
take them around the bow of the ship. They haven’t a second to lose.
CURRENT TIME
In the serenely quiet confines of F.B.C. HQ, Lansdale has almost reached the control room
and is still talking with O’Brian, who wants to know why he has activated Regia Solis. Is it not a
bit premature to call down the wrath of god? What has him so spooked? But Morgan does not
answer. He stops by the main door and uses his palm print on a hand scanner to permit access
to the control room. Inside a conference table is flanked by a bank of monitors on the back
wall. A large screen depicts an electronic map of the Earth with the Regia Solis’ position and
targeting coordinates. A computerised voice tells him to enter authorisation for the satellite
targeting system. Morgan informs O’Brian that the time has come. Quoting Dante, he tells him
to abandon all hope ye who enter here before pressing the execute button on the main
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keyboard. The computer verifies his authorisation and announces the laser will be fired. A
seven-minute digital countdown starts as the satellite begins its arming sequence in orbit.
Back on the Zenobia, Quint calls them again. He has calculated how much time they have and
sends them the information digitally. Jill checks her PDA and notes they have six minutes to
launch the UAV. Parker is not sure they will make it in time but Jill ignores him as they run
down the wooden walkway of the bow alongside the railing looking out to sea. Numerous
lifeboats are hanging overhead. The bow is populated with several Hunters but they have no
time to be cautious and risk serious injury by quickly blasting them out of the way and sprinting
past. They also deploy decoy grenades to keep the creatures busy.
Eventually they locate an elevator that rides them
all the way down to the ship’s hold which is
essentially a large storage warehouse with a maze
of latticework gantries running above and across.
Below are some large shipping containers and
numerous steel cranes hang overhead, all
operated via a single control booth overlooking
the whole storage bay. As they start to cross one
of the walkways, the mutated Rachel Ooze
comes at them once again. Parker fires off a few
rounds before they turn and run the opposite
way, heading down the gantry to the left and following the yellow hand railings to the right.
Soon they find themselves inside the crane control room. In here is a table with some shotgun
shells, a noticeboard full of stuffed memos on the back wall and numerous control panels
facing the glass windows looking out across the warehouse. The remote pilot controls are not in
here so they head out the door on the other side. The way ahead is blocked by a metal
container and they are forced to backtrack all the way around, using anti-B.O.W. grenades to
subdue Rachel.
They drop down below into the main warehouse
amidst all the cargo and shipping containers.
There are a few doors but they are all locked
with the exception of one which is guarded by a
Skagdead. With time running low, and Rachel
and numerous Ooze Tricorne’s on their tail, Jill
and Parker bypass the Scagdead and head
through the door. They move down another
corridor and soon Rachel is on their tail again,
cackling manically to herself. A door at the far
end takes them into another storage room with some computer terminals hooked up to a desk
next to a metal shelving unit on the right hand side. Another large Veltro flag is draped on the
left hand wall here. These are the controls for the drone and Jill quickly activates the launch
sequence.
Back on the foredeck, the UAV’s thrusters begin to fire and it launches into the night sky,
picking up speed and heading away from the ship. Jill and Parker watch apprehensively on the
computer screen as the little image of the drone moves steadily away from them. It soon
releases its payload of glittering, sparkling chaff which sprinkles the air like an exploded
firework.
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At F.B.C. headquarters, Lansdale watches closely as Regia Solis suddenly makes a calculated
last second adjustment to its firing course.
At the Zenobia, night suddenly turns to day as
an intense beam of solar energy is projected
down from the satellite far above, striking the
ocean no more than 100 yards from the ship.
Immediately the ocean begins to churn and
sway due to the high energy force being
pumped into it. The UAV is also caught in
the beam and immediately disintegrates. The
force of the blast generates a powerful rippling
effect creating a 100ft tidal wave that rushes
straight for the Queen Zenobia. Within seconds, the ship is consumed and capsizes.
The pulse from the blast also fries the circuits of Chris and Jessica’s helicopter, forcing them to
ditch and continue their search via hovercraft.
The damage to the Zenobia includes multiple hull breeches and this causes adult Malacoda
parasites to escape into the open ocean from the lab.
01:17AM
In the immediate aftermath of the blast and revelling in his apparent success, Lansdale tries to
justify his actions to O’Brian. Following Veltro’s new threat, immediate containment was
imperative. Far too much is at stake here. He accuses O’Brian of being blinded, a humanist
with no cause. But his opposite number is exasperated and tells him to cut the bullshit.
Lansdale is playing with fire again and this time he will get burned. Lansdale is unrepentant,
claiming that any loose ends will only exacerbate the situation. He tells O’Brian to think twice
about his actions, or he may regret it. He then ends the call. Angry, O’Brian vows that once
they finally have the proof they need, Lansdale’s mistakes will never be repeated.
Back on the Zenobia, gallons of water have flooded the
ship and breached multiple compartments. Alarms ring
and sirens wail as the whole ship shakes and buckles.
They can hear the groaning of the hull straining against
the sheer volume and pressure of the water. Jill and
Parker hold onto each other as boxes and other items
career off shelves and the whole room shakes. As they
head for the exit, the door begins to buckle and water
sprays out from the rivet seals before ripping open and
flooding the entire compartment. Underwater, freezing
and panic rising, the two B.S.A.A. agents desperately swim out the door and down the corridor
back towards the warehouse. The whole lower section of the warehouse is already flooded and
rapidly rising. Jill and Parker come up for air, coughing and spluttering. Sections of ventilation
shaft fall down into the water from the ceiling and they are forced to dive back into the depths
and swim under submerged and sinking cargo containers to find somewhere safe to surface.
After hauling themselves up onto the gantry, they head back towards the elevator only to find it
is now offline. They need another escape route. Heading back into the water, they manage to
find a door that was blocked off earlier and swim through. Following the power conduits and
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cables that run down the wall, they swim down the passage and emerge into a stairwell. Looking
down, the stairs descend down another two levels, whilst up above is the water line and the
bottom rungs of a ladder. Surfacing for air, they climb up the ladder and happen upon a locked
door marked with a Trident emblem. Parker says they are blocked in and suggests heading
down and swimming through the bilge to look for another exit.
They take a deep breath and submerge once again, swimming all the way down to the very
bottom. An unlocked door takes them back into the brown, rusted tones of the bilge area, now
fully underwater. As they swim down the cramped tunnels, Chris sends them a transmission
over the radio. He tells them the Queen Zenobia is done for, but they cannot allow the virus to
contaminate the oceans. He and Jessica are heading to their location now. He just needs them
to hang on for a little longer.
They soon come across the engine room areas they
were in earlier and navigate round collapsed piping.
Fortunately, there are several air pockets in the area
they can stop to catch their breath, but they need to
keep moving. Jill tries to remember the layout from
when she was in here before shutting off all the
steam valves. The emergency bulkhead they closed
earlier prevents them from gaining access to the
control room, but after several minutes of
swimming through flooded rooms, gantries, and
ventilation tunnels, they manage to get back inside and swim through the broken window. Soon
they emerge back into the freight elevator shaft and see that the water has risen almost to the
very top. Lungs burning, they make for the surface, ignoring the calling of the Sea Creepers
swimming around them.
Eventually they reach the top and both break the surface, taking in huge lungful’s of air and
coughing relentlessly. Exhausted, they haul themselves up out of the water and onto the
latticework gantry. Chris contacts them again, asking for a sit-rep as they could not respond to
his previous message due to swimming underwater. Jill is relieved to hear his voice and
confirms they are both fine, although the Zenobia is sinking fast. Chris confirms he and Jessica
are approaching the ship now. He wants Jill and Parker to rendezvous with them at the ship’s
hall. Jill confirms that they will be waiting. With renewed purpose and energy, they wearily start
to make their way back towards the grand hall.
CURRENT TIME:
Chris and Jessica continue to race towards the
Zenobia on their hovercraft. They can see it in the
distance and it is already starting to sink. It looks in
bad shape. As they continue to gaze, Chris notices
a disturbance in the water and warns Jessica to stay
sharp. They both take up positions on mounted
turrets equipped with Gatling guns. Their foes are
eel-like creatures with barbed tails; a collection of
Malacoda parasites that must have escaped the ship
when it capsized. The agents fire short, controlled
bursts to keep the parasites at bay who keep spitting out spiked projectiles that need shooting
out of the air. Jessica asks again why they are not still in the helicopter but Chris confirms the
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satellite laser fried all the electronics. As they move closer to the ship, Chris steers them to the
right and they spend the next several minutes bouncing off the waves and avoiding the snapping
Malacodas. They can see the whole left side of the Zenobia is protruding out of the water and
the right hand side is partially submerged. The emergency bulkheads will slow the flooding
down somewhat, but the ship will inevitably sink. Soon they leave the escaped Malacoda
parasites behind and head towards the left hand bow of the ship. They need to find a good spot
to board the Zenobia and move alongside the hull until they locate a suitable boarding point.
Chris brings the hovercraft to a stop and says they can board from here, reminding Jessica that
they have a promise to keep. Jessica stretches her legs and sarcastically comments about the
two of them going on their own little cruise, only the cruise ship is sinking. She is not afraid to
flash her flesh in front of Chris but he isn’t falling for it. Quickly, they board the ship.
Meanwhile, with the Zenobia creaking and groaning
all around them, Parker and Jill make it through to
the casino and are almost at the grand hall. But a
disguised Vester is waiting for them. As they make
their way down the stairs from the VIP room
towards the fountain and spinning neon casino sign,
the masked Veltro man appears on the balcony
above and applauds their efforts in stopping the
Regia Solis. Parker aims his weapon and shouts that
Veltro almost missed the party. The mysterious
man promises to reveal what he knows about the
Queen Zenobia and the secrets she keeps. He asks them both to consider why it took so long
to find the Zenobia and just how was it able to float around the Mediterranean undetected? It
certainly wasn’t down to magic. And secondly, why did all traces of Veltro vanish after the
Terragrigia Panic? And third, why is someone trying to use Regia Solis to destroy the Zenobia?
He is talking in riddles and promises the answers to these questions will lead them all to an
inconvenient truth, a truth Jill and Parker were supposed to uncover.
Suddenly, the masked man is cut off when he is
suddenly shot in the chest. He topples over the
balcony and drops down to the floor, seemingly
dead. Jill looks over to see Jessica stood at the
top of the escalators, smoking gun in hand.
Chris appears behind her and angrily slaps her
gun down, demanding to know why she fired.
But Jessica protests her innocence, claiming she
was protecting their friends. Is that not why they
are here? Parker runs over to the Veltro
operative, determined not to let him take his
secrets to the grave. He rips off his mask to reveal none other than Raymond Vester. Everyone
looks down in shock and Parker is beyond confused. Why would Raymond play the part of
Veltro?
Vester, who has been saved from Jessica’s bullet thanks to his concealed body armour is forced
to improvise. He pretends to be mortally wounded and whispers in Parker’s ear that Morgan
Lansdale is responsible for everything and that Jessica is his mole within the B.S.A.A. Parker
struggles to take this all in and louder, Vester tells him to find the truth about Terragrigia,
before feigning death.
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02:14AM
As Chris, Jill and Jessica stand watching, Parker gazes over Raymond’s body and laments such
a terrible loss. The ship buckles suddenly and Jessica somewhat overdramatically falls into
Chris’s arms. He gently pushes her aside.
Jill warns that the ship won’t last much
longer. They cannot let this virus
contaminate the sea. Chris tells her they
have already searched the Queen
Semiramis, so he believes he knows where
to look to find the laboratory where the
t-Abyss virus is stored. He is going to head
down there now. Parker offers to try and
find a way to delay the sinking and asks
Jessica to accompany him. Heeding
Raymond’s warning, he wants to keep her close. She doesn’t seem too keen but agrees
nonetheless. Chris nods his approval. He and Jill will take care of the virus, Parker and Jessica
can buy them more time. As they set to work, Chris hands Jill some anti-B.O.W. pulse
grenades that work underwater. He’s also marked up all possible locations for the laboratory.
Jessica watches as they disappear out of sight and laments her flirting did not have any effect.
Chris never got the hint, but Parker gently suggests he may already be taken. They start to
move back out to the grand hall. They’ve been through hell together before so this will be
nothing new for them. Jessica remarks it will be just like old times; the good old F.B.C.
The grand hall is empty upon their arrival, but
they can immediately hear the ship’s hull groaning
under the buckling pressure of the water. In less
than an hour this beautiful, ornate opera-style hall
and its expensive golden clock will soon be at the
bottom of the ocean. Jessica leans on the wall next
to a portrait of the Zenobia during its prime and
asks what the plan is. Parker states they need to
get to the bridge and activate the bulwarks, then
pray that will stop the sinking. Now the power is
back online, they should be able to access the
maintenance system. Jessica agrees and suggests they split up. There is something she needs to
check on first. Parker hesitantly agrees and tells her to meet him on the bridge. She notices
him watching her closely and asks him what the matter is. Is he wanting to ask her out on a
date? Parker blushes and moves off, he needs to get to the bridge ASAP and hasn’t the time to
question her true intentions right now.
Meanwhile, Chris and Jill are moving through the VIP room in the casino, looking for the
access hatch that leads back to the freight elevator. Jill ponders recent events and cannot
believe this is all Raymond Vester’s doing. But Chris isn’t so sure and believes they have only
uncovered half the story. Vester may have orchestrated events on the Queen Zenobia over the
last several hours, but what about Valkoinen Mokki and the ocean contamination threat? He
wasn’t the man on the ultimatum video. There’s still a lot about this mission which doesn’t
make sense yet.
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They access the ventilation tunnels and soon meet the rising water line. They need to cut
through the bilge to get to the lab. Jill doesn’t relish the prospect of swimming all the way back
down but knows they have little option. Before they submerge down the freight elevator shaft,
she shouts a warning that the water is infested with infected. Chris acknowledges and they take
the plunge, swimming deeper and deeper down into the depths.
Parker meanwhile contemplates which way to head
back to the bridge. He initially elected to go
through the promenade and take the elevator at
the far end before remembering it is now infested
by a pack of Hunters. It may be safer to head
upstairs and move through the guest cabins instead
where only the slow-moving Ooze are shuffling
around. However, as he crosses back along the
marbled floor of the grand hall, he spots a
mysterious journal on the floor, right next to the
pillar Raymond had been stood against the last
time they saw him when they went to activate the UAV. It makes for very interesting reading.

“He's finally made his move.
I was tired of waiting for this day.
I must lead the mission to success at any cost.
I threw everything away for this moment.
In order to shake Morgan and uncover true evidence, we had to revive Veltro.
When I heard the plan from O'Brian, I thought it was a dangerous and reckless gamble, but we
couldn't figure out any alternative that would work.
I disguised a hideout in the Scandinavian mountains and spread a rumour through a wellinformed source to the BSAA that Veltro had revived and were planning a new terrorist plot.
Sure enough, almost as soon as the BSAA's investigative activity began, activity surrounding
Morgan became hectic.
His dog probably informed him.
Morgan is careful and suspicious.
Things wouldn't have gone like this if we passed the information directly to the FBC.
As the Oriental saying goes, be careful of the web you weave.
I successfully captured the Queen Zenobia.
He was going to transfer the ship for disposal for fear of it being targeted by Veltro.
But no decisive evidence is left here.
From hereon, I must stand on the front stage of this grand opera myself.
I'll gather the BSAA members on the Queen Zenobia and play the gas mask myself in order to
prove and show them Veltro's existence.
The spy will believe Veltro's existence and definitely contact Morgan.
That should present an opportunity.
In O'Brian's report, there appears to be evidence of that man commencing an attack on the
disguised hideout.
This mission's in flux. Depending on the situation, severe judgement may be necessary.
But I'll finish it.
Even if it costs me my life.”
-BIOREV: Mysterious Journal; undated.
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Parker is shocked. The whole Veltro revival has been a false scam set up by Vester and Clive
O’Brian to snare Morgan Lansdale who has been involved in illegal activities. Vester’s actions
have allegedly caused Lansdale to panic and he has already attacked the fake mountain
hideout. Head spinning, Parker returns to the first floor dining hall. Using the Iron Anchor key
he is able to unlock the one door they previously didn’t have access to. But inside there is
nothing except a private dining table for the more distinguished guests of the ship. He heads
back through the lower cabins and is dismayed to find himself under attack by Rachel Ooze
once again. He passes through the library and on the other side is able to use the Veltro key
card to unlock a previously inaccessible room.
Inside is a small study crammed with bookshelves.
A single porthole looks out to sea and a shaft of
silvery moonlight beams into the room. He
notices a suicide note has been pinned to one of
the bookshelves where the author explains he is
down to his last bullet and plans to use it on
himself to prevent him from turning into a
monster. Near one of the bookshelves is a small
desk with a table lamp giving off a warm glow. A
Colt Python magnum is resting on the desk.
Checking the speed loader he notices it has one round left and must have belonged to
whomever wrote that note. As he leaves the room, he gets a shock when an Ooze tumbles out
of an overhead ventilation shaft and lands on top of him. Disgusted, he rolls away and
decapitates it with his axe. Quickly, he heads for the door.
Meanwhile, after a long and painful swim down through the bilge, Chris and Jill are able to stop
for air in the flooding warehouse area that is still not quite fully submerged. Chris insists the lab
is just ahead and dives back underneath the water, leading Jill down into the flooded stairwell
and up the ladder with the shiny, hydraulic steel door. He hands her the Trident key, stating he
found it on the Queen Semeramis. If the two ships are identical, then the lab should be this
way.
The door unlocks and leads into them into a sleek-looking airlock with bright lights and white
wall panels, a stark contrast compared to the rest of the ship. A few more doors later and they
emerge in another brightly lit room with a locked door requiring a fingerprint ID for access.
Beyond the lab door is a small records room but one of the cabinets on the other side has
toppled over and is blocking the door shut. However, the glass window is broken and they are
able to climb inside.
The darkened room is full of archived files in
cabinets and research reports all arranged in
order on the shelves. As well as numerous
biology and chemistry books, there are monitors,
recording equipment and a large computer on a
desk. They peruse over some of research notes,
including a file documenting an expedition by a
French university to the Kermadec trench where
they discovered a new species of deep-water fish
9000 metres down. Upon examination, this fish
demonstrated a unique behaviour and several traits not usually associated with aquatic
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organisms of its type. This was thanks to infection with a new type virus the researchers
extracted and named ‘The Abyss Virus.’ Another file states the Abyss was later spliced with the
t-Virus to create the variant known as t-Abyss. This was suggested by an undisclosed
international pharmaceutical company.
Jill meanwhile registers her fingerprints on the machine before returning to the main room.
Her fingerprint is now recognised and the main pressure door to the outer laboratory opens.
Inside is a changing room for the researchers. There are racks for hanging clothes and several
biohazard suits hang on the walls near a rack of shelves with individual square-shaped slots for
storage of footwear and personal effects. On one of the benches, they find a development
document for one of the B.O.W.s. known as a Scarmiglione. Reading the report the creature
sounds incredibly dangerous and was created using the DNA of a shark. Directly ahead are
entrances to two decontamination chambers they need to pass through in order to access the
laboratory. Jill takes the left chamber and Chris the right as the computer asks them to enter
one at a time and begins the sterilisation process.
As the lights inside turn to a blue hue, the
cleaning process begins and they are screened
for contaminants whilst separated by a
transparent Plexiglas wall. Suddenly there are a
series of large bangs before a sharpened blade
cuts through the metallic compound of the wall
and slices a large hole. Through it emerges a
Scarmiglione; a fearsome t-Abyss type B.O.W.
created experimentally by the research team
stationed on this ship. As the computer reports
an emergency malfunction, the Scarmiglione
walks towards Jill, using the hardened shell of its left arm as a shield from her weapons fire.
Chris can only beat his fists helplessly on the other side of the glass wall, unable to get inside
until the sterilisation process is complete. With her bullets bouncing off harmlessly, Jill tosses
and Anti-B.O.W. grenade underneath its shell. The resulting explosion causes the creature to
roar in pain and leave itself exposed, allowing her to step in and finish it off with her MP5.
Eventually the monster’s upper torso explodes, leaving just its legs and an electrified spinal
cord waddling around before another quick first finishes it off for good. As Chris comes to her
aid, Jill reassures him that she is fine.
They are now in a large room dominated by a huge
water tank bathed in a soft blue hue thanks to the
reflective wall panels. Inside the tank are two large
fish swimming around serenely. These are
specimens of the original deep-sea fish species
recovered from 9000m deep in the Kermadec
Trench that were infected with the original Abyss
Virus. A large monitor near a computer displays
numerous readouts and data. On a stool nearby
rests a Magnum L. Hawk which Jill takes with her.
There are blood splatters on the wall but other than
that, nothing looks out of the ordinary. At the back of the room is an elevator which takes them
back up one level, opening up to reveal an oval-shaped, high-tech tunnel that would look more
at home at NASA rather than a cruise ship. The lights are bright and the transparent walls are
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insulated and blacked out. Jill asks why such facilities would be hidden on a cruise ship but
Chris replies it is the perfect cover. Who would ever suspect it? They just need to concentrate
now on uncovering what exactly is going on. They pass several small mounds of flesh, similar to
the Globster corpses she’d found earlier on the beach with O’Brian and Parker and takes a
moment to scan them with the Genesis machine. At the end of the oval corridor is a huge
chrome steel door that leads into the inner sanctum of the laboratory. Chris suggests the virus
will be somewhere in this research area and flicks the controls to spin the mechanism and open
the pressurised hatch. Jill can feel her heartbeat rising. This is the secret of the Queen

Zenobia…

02:50AM
Back at the aircraft crash site in the North
European Mountains, Quint still works hard to
extract data from the on-board computer as
Keith sits and shivers on one of the seats behind
him, trying to keep warm in the sub-zero
temperatures. The wind whistles and howls
around them but they are shielded from the
brunt of it thanks to the protection of the valley.
Quint types at a frantic speed and prepares to
download files full of sensitive information when
suddenly the screen goes blank and the computer powers down, prompting him to bang the
keyboard in frustration. He chuckles at the situation, and Keith opens up the panels to inspect
the internal wiring and circuitry. It’s possible the battery could be dead. Quint steps aside and
pours himself a cup of hot coffee from his flask. He mumbles that this whole conspiracy may
becoming clearer, but he needs more data to verify his theories. What he has uncovered seems
to imply that Veltro have not been resurrected at all. He suddenly tells Keith that they need to
get back to the airport on the double before taking off into the night. Bemused, Keith grabs his
rifle and follows his partner back out onto the snowfield as a wolf bays somewhere in the
distance. There may be other computers inside the complex they can use.
Morgan Lansdale realises someone in the crashed plane is trying to access the F.B.C. internal
servers. Becoming more desperate, he scrambles together an aerial team to obliterate the plane
and Valkoinen Mokki to destroy what he still believes to be any final Veltro members left
standing.
APPROX 03:00AM
Quint and Keith arrive back at the now deserted
airport as the B.S.A.A. containment team has
long since pulled out. Icicles hang from the
buildings and frost has covered the numerous
fuel barrels dotted around. Keith asks what they
are doing back here considering the other team
has already left. Quint assures him he has set up
a back door and gets them back inside via his
PDA. He has a theory on the truth about Veltro but it is too early to say if he is right or not. He
still needs more Intel. They head back inside the deserted bunker beneath the airport.
Keith takes point and probes the darkened corners with his assault rifle. They move back
through the corridors and Quint says they will soon come to an area they haven’t explored yet.
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Hopefully they can find a computer with a high-powered CPU. Suddenly, they are attacked by
several Hunters. This makes Keith convinced Veltro are still here, but Quint counters by
cryptically saying they haven’t been here the whole time. Once the corridor is clear of danger
they press on, moving through the room with the projector and the dead Veltro man on the
floor. From there, they ride the elevator back up into one of the main hangars.
This large warehouse is full of metallic shipping
containers and shelves full of boxes and various
maintenance equipment. All the windows high
up on the walls are laced with frost and smashed.
Quint gets excited when he spots a large
computer on a desk on the opposite side of the
room. He cannot believe this is a real, in the
flesh MB-28. This is just what he has always
wanted. Keith is less impressed, it’s just a
computer at the end of the day. It is not working
at the moment and they need to find a generator
to boost the power. Keith begins to search the hangar and follows the wires from the computer
that snake across the floor and round the containers towards a generator on the back wall. He
pulls the lever to activate the power and one of the two main computer towers fires up. But
Quint shouts that there’s still not enough power. There must be another generator somewhere.
Keith locates a second one on the on the opposite side of the room and Quint soon confirms
they have full power. He boots up the machine and initiates analysis. There are several layers
of encryption to break through before he can hack into the F.B.C.’s secure servers. As he types
away they can both hear the unmistakable call of a nearby wolf and before long, several large
Fenrir jump through the exposed windows and into the hangar. Keith takes care of the
B.O.W.s whilst Quint continues to type frantically. It seems the F.B.C. do not like his
unauthorised access. He found a link to their secret servers on the computer on the plane
before the battery died. If he can get inside again now, he can get proof they are involved in this
whole incident.
Keith uses anti-B.O.W. grenades and watches as several
Hunters enter the fray. He also has to restart one of the
generators when it goes down and revert to the Genesis
Scanner when he spots the shimmering form of a
Farafello. But eventually, all the creatures lie dead on
the floor and nursing a few superficial wounds, Keith
comes over to Quint who announces he is inside the
F.B.C. server. He reads over the action logs and
intelligence reports, finally putting the pieces of the
puzzle together and discovering the existence of a third queen ship; Queen Dido. He believes
now he knows exactly who is behind Veltro and calls up O’Brian to ask him himself, leaving
Keith more than confused.
With O’Brian on the line, Quint calmly announces that he believes he has put it all together.
Veltro was never back from the dead, it was all smoke and mirrors orchestrated by him, all to
get into the head of Morgan Lansdale. O’Brian congratulates him for figuring it all out, glad he
is not paying them for nothing. Quint says he has analysed all of Lansdale’s logs and that
O’Brian will want to look at the contents. He begins to upload the data only for the computer
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to flash up a sudden error message. They have been detected. Suddenly the whole hangar is
rocked by nearby explosions from outside. Support girders squeak and groan as dust rains
down from the rafters. The F.B.C. have arrived and begun the airstrike. Keith tries to drag
Quint away but he continues to type, undeterred by the constant boom of the blasts getting ever
closer. He thumbs the execute button and the upload reaches 88% before the whole hangar is
torn apart in a thunderous explosion.
Back at B.S.A.A. HQ, O’Brian gasps as the download on his computer stops at 20%. He
desperately shouts for Quint and Keith down the microphone but gets nothing back except
static.

Above the airport, several F.B.C. fighters firebomb the whole complex, destroying the runway,
the other cargo plane and all the outbuildings. Several bright fireballs light up the snowy night
sky in a devastating attack that lasts no more than a few moments. Lansdale can only hope this
has prevented any sensitive data leaks.
In his office, O’Brian reflects on just what a disaster this mission has been since the start. He
has put his own operatives in jeopardy and for what? But he fails to notice on the computer
screen behind him that the download suddenly resumes and soon reaches 100%. The data has
been received.
03:16AM
Meanwhile Chris and Jill have breached the inner door of the central laboratory and emerge
into a large circular room full of chromed walls and machinery. They stand overlooking a
filtered pool of contaminated t-Abyss water. Further on is a central island dominated by a large
glass tube full of pure t-Abyss Virus. This is where it is manufactured and it looks like the
whole operation is now automated with various control panels and instruments monitoring and
checking everything over. Jill looks the room over and announces they need to stop the virus
from getting out. Chris deduces the control system will be in the lab. Although the layout seems
the same, the laboratory on the Semeramis was powered down and completely empty whereas
this is still fully operational. They walkways running down the back of the lab are protected by
an intricate laser grid system which they can detect with their Genesis Scanners and soon power
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down. A bronze door marked with a biohazard symbol is locked, so they try another door after
Jill presses her thumb print to the scanner and it grants them access.
Inside is a dull, grey-looking room full of tables and shelves stacked with research notes and
files. There is a stainless steel trolley and rows of cupboards and refrigeration units containing
specimens and research samples. They find an interesting file that confirms the t-Abyss Virus is
derived from the t-Virus spliced with the deep-sea virus infecting the fish found in the
Kermadec trench. The virus thrives on all marine life and if a concentrated liquid form of the
virus were to be released in a large enough volume of water, it would contaminate all of the
world’s oceans in a very short space of time.
A door at the back of the room takes them into a
small corridor full of chrome wall panelling.
Another door marked with a biohazard symbol
leads into a morgue that has been modified to set
up several experiments. Seven refrigeration units
store bodies, some containing fully-preserved
Ooze and a gurney holds a human skull and
samples of rapidly degrading tissue. Chris finds a
file about the Malacoda; a secondarily-infected
parasitic organism that had been found inside one
of the infected fish. As Jill opens up the fridges,
one of the Ooze specimens suddenly reanimates and she is forced to put a bullet in its head. In
the far right corner of the room is a desk with a large computer. A file on the desk is another
diary written by Veltro member Bernard Corti during the Terragrigia Panic. In its pages he
praises the success of the mission, about how they infected the whole city and slaughtered the
F.B.C. troops. But later entries speak of how the Queen Zenobia and Queen Semiramis
became deliberately contaminated by someone who has betrayed Veltro. The later pages of the
journal are missing and the only reference to this individual is their ‘mysterious financier.’
Another door takes them out onto the central
island surrounded by the contaminated water.
The giant tube full of the virus is right in the
centre next to a large control panel. This is the
lab’s control system. Chris taps several controls
and they will need a passcode to activate the
neutralising agent. Chris will figure out the
controls whilst Jill sweeps the lab to find the
passcode. Neither of them notice all the
instrument panels and readouts monitoring the
culturing of the virus are marked ‘Tricell Inc.’
Chris cracks the code on a nearby door, allowing Jill to ride down a small elevator to the lower
level. She is now under the water level and the red tint of the contaminated water can be seen
through Plexiglas windows. A series of pylons signify another laser grid system and she carefully
uses the Genesis Scanner to navigate around them. On the floor is the body of a decayed male
researcher but she cannot get to him at present. She examines a control panel and pushes
buttons to change the configuration of the lasers in the room. She can now navigate round to
the door at the far end, pausing only when something large in the water outside bangs against
the windows, causing spider-web cracks to form all over the glass. Chris contacts her over the
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radio and warns her to be careful, they don’t know what kind of B.O.W.s they may be up
against.
The next area is guarded by two Scarmiglione and
an Ooze Tricorne and after negotiating them she
uses her fingerprint to access the central atrium
full of monitors displaying readouts and static. A
door to the left takes her into the control room
for monitoring the virus. There are some pressure
canisters and a map of the lab on the wall which
she takes. The right hand wall has seven flat
screen monitors and a vaccine synthesis machine
in the corner for administering inoculations. At
the main control panel overlooking a large viewing
monitor, she cannot access the system to get the passcode for the neutralising agent without an
employee ID number. At the back of the room are more controls to switch the laser grid
round in the other room. Now she can get to the corpse of the researcher and retrieve his
employee ID.
She retraces her steps and watches carefully as what must be a Malacoda parasite smash against
the glass once again. She uses the Genesis Scanner to reach the body and discovers his name
was Ryan. He has a journal which she prises out of his hands and his employee number is
logged inside. It seems Ryan was part of a clandestine research team that boarded and took
control of the Queen Zenobia following the Terragrigia Panic. Because all the infectants were
destroyed in the Regia Solis blast, the infected Veltro members left on the ship were the only
subjects they could observe and collate data on the t-Abyss infection. The ship served as a
controlled environment and the Ooze which were once Veltro members were recorded and
studied by the researchers. By 2005 the researchers had used the data collated from the
Terragrigia Panic and the infected subjects on board ship to successfully create a vaccine and
prepared to abandon the Zenobia only for them to be double-crossed and killed. The journal
reveals Morgan Lansdale as the mastermind of the whole thing and directly responsible for the
infection of Terragrigia by supplying Veltro with enough samples of the virus. The infection of
the city enabled them to gather plenty of data for a vaccine, then Lansdale was able to destroy
the city to erase any evidence of his involvement and make the F.B.C. look like heroes.
Jill contacts Chris with her findings. Lansdale is
the one responsible and that must be what
Vester meant by the secret of Terragrigia. But
all they have so far is circumstantial evidence.
Nothing to nail him for it yet. She takes a vial of
green liquid from Ryan’s hand; it is the
prototype vaccine. She returns to the control
room and places the sample inside the
synthesiser. Inserting her arm, the machine
calibrates before injecting her with the vaccine.
She is immune to any exposure to t-Abyss.
Moving to the control panel she inputs Ryan’s employee ID to access the network. As the
computer announces the data is being downloaded, the room suddenly shakes several more
times as the Malacoda parasite swimming around outside becomes ever more aggressive.
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When the download is complete, the computer spits out a USB key containing the passcodes
for the neutralising agent. Suddenly the room begins to shake and the doors buckle as
thousands of gallons of uncontaminated water flood into the facility, submerging Jill in seconds.
Chris contacts her frantically asking if she is okay but she cannot answer. He tells her to get
back to him now for this is an emergency. She swims her way out and heads for the exposed
windows only for the emergency shutters to come down and block them off. She has to go into
the next room and swim over the top of the laser grid and out of the smashed windows.
Surfacing, she finds a nearby ladder and is able to re-join Chris at the console who is relieved
she is still okay. He inputs the password she recovered and starts the virus neutralisation
program. Up above, steel cylinders attached to machines on the ceiling hook up and connect
with the large culture tube full of the virus. But before the process is complete, the image of
Morgan Lansdale flashes up on all the monitors.
He congratulates them on their eye-opening
activities and confirms he knew O’Brian and that
traitor Raymond Vester had been sniffing
around his affairs. But he didn’t account for
Chris and Jill’s involvement. That was his only
mistake. Jill accuses him of attacking Terragrigia
but he ignores the question and Chris shouts a
warning as several Ooze creatures swarm into
the room. Lansdale mocks that his mistakes are
about to be remedied. He calls them stowaways
on board the Queen Zenobia and plans to watch
them die. But Chris and Jill defy him by spending the next several minutes incapacitating all the
Ooze and Scarmiglione that attack. The virus neutralisation program also completes and the
fiery red liquid inside the tube turns to harmless ionised water.
Lansdale doesn’t seem surprised and admits he
should have expected as much from the duo
that brought down Umbrella, but he warns that
their days of playing cops and robbers are over.
He now making a personal appearance to
speak with them direct means he cannot let
them leave the ship alive. He admits to a great
weakness of fearing things, even little things, so
much so that he must clean up every last
imperfection. Director O’Brian and the whole
B.S.A.A. organisation have caused nothing but trouble. Surely they didn’t think he was just
going to let them snoop around the Zenobia unbridled? To prove his point, Lansdale projects
a satellite image locked onto a cruise ship that they believe is the Queen Zenobia. Their destiny
is in his hands… But in reality Lansdale is bluffing and the image actually shows the Queen

Semiramis.

Meanwhile, whilst Chris and Jill were facing down B.O.W.s in the laboratory under Lansdale’s
watchful eye, Parker is still on his way up to the bridge to try and find a way to slow down the
flooding. O’Brian calls him on the secure channel and simply asks if Raymond told him
everything, unaware of his apparent death at the hands of Jessica. Parker simply responds that
he did and O’Brian tells him that he knows what he needs to do now.
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Jessica reaches the bridge and starts prepping the self-destruct system under Lansdale’s orders.
Parker passes through the library and battles several Ooze Chunks, using the bookshelves for
cover when they eventually burst and explode. He moves through the lower cabins and into the
elevator up towards the bridge when Jessica contacts him. She is already on the bridge and is
going to start lowering the bulwarks. He is surprised she got there so quickly but she suggests
he is just slow and owes her another dinner. He promises to get her that drink he still owes her
and will be on the bridge soon. The elevator doors eventually part onto the darkened service
corridor so he flicks on his shoulder lamp and moves forward. He heads through the locker
room and then onto the bridge where he finds Jessica at the controls with her back to him.
Parker immediately tells her to stop and holds her
at gunpoint. She stares at him in confusion and he
explains that Raymond told him a spy has
infiltrated the B.S.A.A. and is Morgan’s mole. He
now believes it may be her. She tries to distract
him and reach for the self-destruct activation
button only for a gunshot to suddenly ping off the
controls. They both look up and see Raymond
walk into the scene. He has his gun pointed at
Jessica and tells Parker to subdue her as she is
trying to activate the ship’s self-destruct mechanism to destroy the evidence. He is annoyed
Jessica has forced him into this position. Their combined mission for Tricell is to recover the
virus sample, yet working for Lansdale also benefits Jessica’s personal goals and she is trying to
disrupt his plans to bring Lansdale down, so he is now being forced to improvise.
Jessica pleads with Parker and says this is not
funny. They have closely worked together
for years after all. This seems to do the trick
and he hesitates. He cannot trust Vester
completely after everything that has
happened and tells him to lower his gun. But
Vester accuses him of being too soft and tells
him not to be fooled. Jessica takes advantage
of the distraction to grab her weapon and fire
at Vester, only for Parker to leap in the way
and take the bullet. She calls them both stupid men and activates the self-destruct system. As
she moves towards the door she keeps her gun trained on Vester and mocks that she knew
O’Brian had a lapdog and will be sure to tell Lansdale it was him. She is still playing games it
seems and tells Parker not to worry about their dinner before disappearing out of the door.
Parker is in pain and cannot stand, furious at himself for letting Jessica get away. He shouts at
Vester to go after her and pushes him away when he tries to help. Quickly, Vester takes off
after Jessica, but he has no intention of catching her.
Although they are working together on a combined goal of securing a t-Abyss sample for
Excella Gionne and Tricell, there is a source of conflict between Jessica and Vester. He
desperately wants Lansdale to pay for what he did with Veltro in Terragrigia – a goal he
genuinely shares with Clive O’Brian. But Jessica on the other hand has no intention of seeing
Lansdale exposed for his crimes because she is enjoying being his trusted protégé and the
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perks it provides. She shot Vester to prevent him from revealing the truth about Lansdale to
Chris and the others and now both of them are being forced to improvise.
03:50AM
Whilst the little stand-off on the bridge was taking
place, Chris and Jill watch the cruise ship on the
monitors burst into flames, quickly realising it is
not the Zenobia. The explosives planted by
Jessica mean that the proud Queen Semiramis is
no more, with Lansdale suggesting she is
choosing death rather than suffering indignity, as
will the Queen Zenobia very shortly. As if on cue,
a ship-wide warning begins to sound, a
consequence of Jessica’s actions on the bridge.
This sequence cannot be aborted and all personnel need to evacuate immediately. Lansdale
calls the situation ‘checkmate’ and reveals his bright young assistant, meaning Jessica, has made
the last move. He asks if the situation is now clear enough and Chris retorts that things are clear
as day. They finally have a target and he warns Lansdale to start counting. The F.B.C.
Commissioner seems untroubled, calling them not the most original last words but he wishes
them luck nonetheless before severing the communication link.
With the self-destruct system blaring around them, all electronic doors are automatically
unlocked and Chris and Jill are able to retreat back through the research areas. They need to
get out of here fast. Kirk Matheson suddenly gets in touch over the radio using the call-sign of
Hat Trick. He has come to the Queen Zenobia via helicopter to evacuate them and is currently
circling up above. He tells them to rendezvous on the foredeck where he’ll be waiting. But
there isn’t much time…
Chris leads the way, having explored this area of the ship on the Semeramis and takes them out
of the lab via an alternate exit. They move through some pressure doors and down some stairs
to where an open vent hole leads back down into the water. Sudden vibrations almost make Jill
lose her footing and Chris notes the explosions have already started. They are out of time.
Quickly, they plunge into the water and swim beneath the surface, past falling beams and
sunken pieces of debris. When they surface, they move up the stairs of the emergency
passageway. Numerous fires burn and far away explosions reverberate around the entire ship.
Soon they are wading through more flood water, and Jill is singed when several gas pipes
explode, showing the corridor in flaming heat before dissipating quickly.
Chris waits up ahead by a door but they are
separated when some falling beams block the
corridor between them. He is okay and will try
and find another way around to meet back up with
her. Jill takes the door to her right and spots a
wounded figure up the stairs ahead. It is Parker,
and he has been shot. She helps him up and
together they slowly move down the corridor.
Parker confirms Jessica shot him and is working
for Lansdale. In the next room they are halted in
their progress by a busted steam valve. After shutting off the controls they are attacked by more
Ooze and whilst supporting Parker, Jill demonstrates impressive marksmanship to shoot a gas
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pipe one handed to destroy them. Together, they limp forward and Parker grits his teeth to
manage the pain.
Through the next door the passage is dark and they are forced to switch their lights on. Chris is
waiting in here and Jill asks him to back them up. He acknowledges and takes the lead, moving
forward and ducking round numerous bits of ruined piping and debris protruding out of the
water. As Chris shoots any lurking Ooze up ahead, the explosions are becoming closer and
more frequent. Delirious with pain, Parker mumbles that he should have trusted Raymond. Jill
is worried that they may not make it, but Chris is defiant. They will not leave anyone behind.
Parker apologises again as he is really slowing them down.
Eventually, they cross over a gantry situated above
a torrent of burning fire. However, the gantry
collapses and Parker falls through, only to be
caught by Jill at the last second. She cannot hold
him and Chris is there in an instant to take his
weight. But Parker is weak from his gunshot
wound and cannot haul himself up. More
vibrations and explosions rattle and debris falls all
around them. He thanks Jill for the good times
and purposefully releases his grip, falling into the
fiery abyss below so that Chris and Jill may have a chance to escape. But after a few seconds of
searing heat and blinding light, Parker unexpectedly lands in water, breaking his fall. The fire is
actually just burning on the surface thanks to an oil spill. Alive and still fighting, Parker looks
for somewhere safe to surface.
After watching Parker disappear into the flames and believing him to be dead, Chris gently
urges Jill that they need to move. They now only have five minutes to get off the Queen
Zenobia before she goes down. They quickly sprint through the burning corridors, avoiding
more Ooze, Scarmiglione and a Wall Blister before climbing up a large ladder up an atrium
and onto the side deck. They can see Kirk’s helicopter hovering to their left. He spots them
and confirms he’ll head up to the foredeck.
The Zenobia buckles and lurches, tipping at an
awkward angle as the rear side of the ship dips
beneath the waves, sticking the opposite side up
into the air. Loose barrels clatter and roll down
the deck towards them at speed and lifeboats
become dislodged and tumble down around
them. Struggling to keep their balance and to
dodge the falling debris, Chris and Jill press on,
the climb becoming ever steeper. With less than
a minute to spare they reach the foredeck. Kirk
is still circling overhead but a second B.S.A.A. chopper awaits on the helipad. The female pilot
inside screams at them to get over to her now. They are running out of time.
Suddenly a series of explosions rock across the whole ship, causing the port side to buckle up
out of the water. Chris and Jill are thrown to the floor and roll down the deck as the helicopter
tries to make an emergency take off only to be crushed by a huge Malacoda parasite now
attached to an infected whale. The whale is severely mutated thanks to numerous parasitic
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organisms writing inside its body mass. It settles onto the prow of the ship, using a second
mouth appendage on its lower stomach to clamp onto the end, its internal fluids running down
the deck like a waterfall. Jill worries about the female pilot but Chris raises his weapon. There
is no time.
04:28AM
From his position in the sky, Kirk can see the full
extent of the infected whale tearing into the ship.
Numerous matured parasites have sprouted from
various appendages on its body. He calls Chris
and Jill to say that extraction is not possible at this
time but he will continue to execute a holding
pattern. On the ruined foredeck, Chris and Jill
open fire on the whale, but their small-arms fire
is not causing anywhere near enough damage.
Kirk repeats his last message that he is unable to
make an approach and Chris shouts at Jill to aim for the parasites. Kirk cannot believe such a
large creature is under the control of a parasitic organism. They have roughly four minutes
before the ship is consumed.
As the two agents desperately try to avoid the spiked barbs spat out by the Malacoda parasites,
Kirk drops a rocket launcher and some ammunition down onto the foredeck. Using the RPG,
they are able to destroy the Malacoda and incapacitate the whale long enough for Kirk to throw
them a rope ladder. But as they climb up, more parasites sprout from the mouth and sides of
the whale and one takes hold of the helicopter’s rope ladder in a bid to drag them down out of
the sky. Using brute strength, Chris is able to hold on long enough to reach the top and use
Jill’s gun to shoot the bolts holding the ladder in place. Kirk regains control of the helicopter
and prepares to pull out of the area but Chris belays that order; they cannot let the infected
whale roam free and Jill is in agreement. Together they each mount a Gatling gun turret and
open fire on the creature, targeting the parasites as Kirk takes evasive action to avoid any
projectiles.
Meanwhile, back inside the stricken ship, Parker drags
himself along the corridor, almost delirious with pain
when he comes across Vester once again, who
confirms Jessica has gotten away and that they were so
close to exposing the truth. Parker apologises and
admits he should have listened to him all along. Vester
tells him not to be so hard on himself and picks him
up. Now it is his turn to save Parker’s life.
Back outside, the aerial battle between the Malacoda
whale and the B.S.A.A. continues. After causing enough damage, Kirk hands Jill a lasertargeting rocket launcher and she aims for a major organ inside the whale’s throat. The
resulting explosion finally destroys the creature.
5:02AM
Chris and Jill watch as the corpse of the dead whale smothers the remains of the Queen
Zenobia, now barely visible above the water line. O’Brian contacts them for a situation report
and Jill confirms they are on their way out, but they lost Parker. Chris goes on to say that
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Jessica took the whole ship down and that Morgan Lansdale has been one step ahead of them
the whole time. O’Brian concurs, and confesses this whole mess might be a mistake of his
making. Chris asks for clarification, wanting the whole details with nothing left out. O’Brian
goes on to explain that this whole thing started one year ago in Terragrigia. During the final
hours of the Panic, Lansdale had given the order for the F.B.C. to withdraw from the
quarantined infection zone and made preparations to deploy the Regia Solis satellite. After
being rescued by Parker and Jessica, Raymond had made it back to the command room and
noticed Lansdale acting very suspiciously on the phone. Vester had his suspicions throughout
the whole incident that Veltro were too small and too inconsequential to carry out such a largescale terrorist attack on their own. Someone powerful was helping them, providing funding and
supplying them with B.O.W.s.
O’Brian goes on to explain that in the aftermath of
the Terragrigia incident, Vester realised Morgan
Lansdale was not who he seemed, and so they have
been working together ever since to set up a trap
for him that resulted in the events of today. The
whole Veltro revival act has been a sham. Chris
cannot believe it. The mountain hideout, the coordination of the ships, all that planning, just to put
heat on Lansdale? Couldn’t he at least have told Jill
and himself? But O’Brian apologises and says he
couldn’t risk it, not with a mole somewhere inside
the B.S.A.A. Jill laments all that work, and the destruction of both the Queens’ Zenobia and
Semiramis. O’Brian understands, but he hasn’t given up hope yet. The data Keith and Quint
managed to send before Valkoinen Mokki was destroyed has finally been analysed and the
results show that Veltro had actually used three ships during the Terragrigia Panic, with the
final ship named Queen Dido.
5:35AM
O’Brian explains about the Queen Dido and how she’s been resting on the ocean floor since
the day Terragrigia was destroyed which means they will find her amidst the ruins of the
sunken city. He reminds them both that they have a responsibility to see this mission out
before signing off.
A short time later, B.S.A.A. headquarters is raided
by the F.B.C. All operatives and support staff are
detained and Morgan Lansdale himself pays
O’Brian a visit in his office. He is taking this show
over and from this moment on the B.S.A.A. is
hereby under the direct supervision of the F.B.C.
Lansdale has O’Brian arrested for collaborating
with the terrorist organisation Veltro and as he is
placed into custody, O’Brian silently prays that
Chris and Jill are now his only hope for the truth
to come out.
As the sun rises into the early morning sky, Kirk’s helicopter arrives at the off-limits site of
Terragrigia and he confirms they are approaching the drop-off point as Chris and Jill suit up in
diving gear. Once ready, they drop down into the ocean depths and make their way down.
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They swim for several minutes in silence, going ever deeper and watching the light fade as an
abundance of sea life swims around them. Soon they reach the sandy ocean floor and come
across the heavily rusted remains of the third queen; the Queen Dido. She has sustained heavy
damage and is covered in barnacles and decay from over a year under the water. Jill locates an
old hatch and turns the valve handle to get them both inside.
They emerge into a flooded compartment with a few
old shelves. A sealed door is up ahead and they need
to use cutting equipment to get inside. They swim
downstairs and due to the decay covering every
surface, the ship is unrecognisable from its two
counterparts. Jill mentions through her mouthpiece
that it is so quiet, like time itself has stopped. They
soon come across the floating, immobile body of a
Globster and Jill realises the corpses she, Parker and
O’Brian investigated on the beach all came from this
ship. Chris remarks how that explains why Lansdale
had the area cordoned off. He was looking for this place, meaning it must be important.
Jill cuts through into a storage room and finds more heavily eroded furniture. A barred window
looks out into the deep blue of the ocean and several sharks can be seen swimming by. Cutting
into the next room they get a shock to find a room full of Globster corpses, including one poor
unfortunate soul whose lower half had completely mutated but his upper body remained
human. He is wearing standard Veltro gear and Jill wonders if those corpses washed up on the
beach were all former Veltro members. As they swim down more corridors, Jill spots a floating
human body up ahead decked in Veltro gear, but as she gets closer a swimming Globster eats
the corpse whole and disappears out of sight. She warns Chris that there are still creatures alive
down here and advises her to be careful as they won’t be able to fight them off underwater.
Cautiously they move on, passing fallen girders and
scales on the walls. Extensive damage has left holes in
the structure enabling them to see out into the open
water. Soon they come to a locked door with an
electronic lock. They can only hope the emergency
power still works. Chris spots that the wires are all
pulled apart and he sets to work fixing them whilst Jill
searches for a way to get the power going. She opens a
door opposite and swims through the narrow
passageway. Exposed holes in the walls show Globsters
swimming around in the various rooms and she has to
be very careful to avoid them. They are far more formidable in their natural habitat than the
ones washed up on the beach. She has one pulse grenade she can use to momentarily distract
them to get past. She soon locates the emergency power controls bathed in a volatile red light
which changes to a soothing green once reactivated. Chris soon confirms the door is unlocked
so she starts to head back.
Once reunited, they move inside and find a ladder that leads upwards to a small air pocket and
a sealed hatch. Pushing it open they emerge into a small office and are amazed to find there is
still oxygen inside the ship. Closing the hatch they strip off their diving equipment and move to
investigate. A buzzing red light confirms this area still has power and amidst all the dusty
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equipment and boxes laced in cobwebs they find the body of an F.B.C. member in the next
room, and Jill notes he hasn’t been dead for long. This is Dario Barioni who led the failed
incursion mission yesterday evening to retrieve Jack Norman’s video log, but his team were
wiped out. They listen to the message on his Dictaphone and are disturbed when he explains
his men were killed by ‘the devil himself’ and that Veltro were down here waiting for them all
along. Thoughts of revenge after being double-crossed at Terragrigia had kept them alive all
this time.
Moving on they head into one of the mansion-esque
corridors with portraits hanging on the walls and
blood-splatters smearing the carpets. As they creep
forward there is an electrical fizz and all the lamps
mounted on the walls suddenly go out. The whole
ship creaks and groans and a Globster corpse slides
down the wall up ahead. Turning left they soon
arrive in a stately room full of cluttered furniture. A
grandfather clock has toppled over and its glass
panels have smashed. Chairs and tables lay broken
and discarded and a glass cabinet on the back wall is
also smashed. Fresh bloodstains cover the floor and there is another Veltro corpse in here. He
has not been dead long and appears to have succumbed to gunshot wounds.
The next room is a dining room lit by soothing
candlelight and Jill gasps in shock when they
see six dead bodies of Veltro members lying
on the table, their torsos covered by the Veltro
flag. The first one is identified as Cafer
Tokush. He was just 19 years-old and a small
note reads; ‘A martyr who died for the Veltro
cause.’ The next is 28 year-old Ekrem Ataizi
and he was in the advanced stages of becoming
a Globster. An inscription reads; ‘This one was

of strong will and almost fought off his
mutation.’ The third body is Ugolino Baronio; 44 years old. ‘Not only a loyal to Veltro, but
also a loyal friend. R.I.P.’ Jill is taken aback at this makeshift mausoleum but a morbid curiosity

compels her to look over the remaining corpses in the flickering candlelight. The next one is
identified as Gilberto Leone; 37 years-old. ‘His love for his wife was matched only by his love
for Veltro. R.I.P.’ The fifth corpse is Hashim Kadar; 29 years-old. ‘I will always serve the cause,
even if I am no longer myself.’ The sixth and final body is Lidiya Leone; 35 years-old and wife
of Gilberto. ‘May your children grow up in a world not corrupted by lies and deceit.’ The
candlestick illuminates blood on the tablecloth and Lidiya’s right arm is horribly bloated and
mutated.
Chris notes they all died earlier this year and were all martyrs to their cause. Jill spots a tally
chart written in blood on the back wall. They were counting the days since the ship was
wrecked. How have they managed to stay alive down here for so long? Next to a large white
dust sheet draped over a wooden cabinet, Chris examines a writing desk and finds an open
journal. Amidst the dim flames of the candles, he peruses the last page.

“Dante Alighieri's La Divinia Commedia.
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An offering to the dead.
(A passage has been underlined.)
Howl the rain maketh them like unto dogs; One side they make a shelter for the other; Oft
turn themselves the wretched reprobates. Dante Alighieri's La Divinia Commedia. Inferno
Canto VI
(There is something written at the edge of the page in sloppy handwriting.)
Those who offer their lives to the doctrine, forever walk the path with the great Jack Norman.”
-REREV: Dante Alighieri's La Divinia Commedia; undated.

The next room has been set out like a theatre with a
large blood-splattered projection screen on the back
wall. Video recording and lighting equipment have
been set up and this must be where Veltro recorded
their ultimatum and propaganda videos during the
Terragrigia Panic. Cobwebs cover everything and it
doesn’t look like it has been used in a while until it
suddenly fires up of its own accord and plays the last
recorded video. Jack Norman comes into shot and
reports that the Queen Dido is already deep below
the sea and that there is no chance of escape or
survival unless they rely on the t-Abyss Virus which he pulls out of his pocket. He sits on a
chair and injects a shot into his arm before beginning to cough violently. He praises Veltro’s
doctrine and quotes Dante’s Inferno before directing his anger at Morgan Lansdale. There will
be no rest for their tormentor. He produces a PDA and announces that all of their interactions
have been recorded on this device and that Veltro will be guardians of the truth for as many
years as it will take. The video ends abruptly shortly afterwards. Jill notes that Jack Norman was
the leader of Veltro and Chris realises that he is in possession of the video proof they need to
nail Lansdale. The video also revealed that Norman and his men had been injecting
themselves with t-Abyss in order to survive this last year, explaining the partly mutated bodies
on the dining room table.
Moving on, they enter an exquisite looking staircase
leading down to the main hall. Golden candelabras
adjoin either side of the room and a draped red rug
muffles their footsteps. There are three dead F.B.C.
agents on the stairs and as they get closer they can
hear an eerie male voice reading off quotes from
Dante. At the bottom of the stairs the double doors
lead into what is left of the Queen Dido’s grand
hall. It has suffered major damage and Jack
Norman himself sits on a throne at the top of the
room, the Veltro flag draped on the wall behind him and illuminated by two candlesticks on
either side. He barely registers Chris and Jill and seems to be in pain. He keeps cursing
Morgan Lansdale and how he had no right to ever double cross Veltro. He then convulses and
cries out in agony as if he is fighting off imminent mutation in his body. Disorientated, he now
believes Chris and Jill are Morgan Lansdale.
He pulls out his PDA and taunts them, telling them this is what they seek. He starts laughing
and confirms that this little machine contains the truth; all the truth needed to bring down
Lansdale’s entire charade. He convulses again and drops the PDA at Jill’s feet. She quickly
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picks it up as Chris realises Norman is about to transform and insists they get out of here. They
don’t want to wait around for what comes next. But Norman stops them by the door having
temporarily regained his composure. He produces a vial of t-Abyss and tells Morgan to behold
the terror he has unleashed. This time he bites down on the vial and ingests the virus orally,
causing him to mutate instantaneously. Thanks to his repeated injections and his body slowly
adapting to the virus over a long period of time, his body does not liquefy like that of an Ooze
and instead results in increased muscle mass and an extended, hardened bone structure. This
is the ultimate representation of the t-Abyss Virus.
06:40am
Chris tries to reason with him by shouting that
Lansdale is not here, but it’s no use. He is too far
gone over the edge. He now has the muscular
appearance of a Tyrant and an appendage on his
face emits a blinding light that disorientates the
two agents and makes them believe he is
teleporting around the room. He can also emit a
gas which clouds the mind and creates the
illusion there is more than one of them in the
room. They both fire blindly and eventually work
out that whenever the real Norman attacks he
emits a purple gas from his mouth and whenever he launches an attack, his internal organ
becomes exposed which is his primary weakness. But Norman’s antics make it difficult to see
and the battle rages for so long that Chris actually wonders if he may be immortal. But
eventually, the creature falls and Norman staggers back towards his throne, muttering that
everything is finished and now he can finally die. As he collapses in death he knocks over his
throne, spilling the candlesticks over and igniting the Veltro flag which goes up in flames. Jill
hopes he will find more peace in death than he did in life.
After recovering their diving gear and escaping
the Queen Dido, the video on Norman’s
PDA is played and uploaded to B.S.A.A.
headquarters, showing one of Lansdale’s
meetings with Jack Norman and how he
helped plan the Terragrigia Panic and provide
Veltro with the t-Abyss Virus. After the video
is played, all the F.B.C. agents look around in
confusion. In O’Brian’s office, Lansdale leans
against the desk and picks up the copy of
Dante’s Inferno, knowing the game is finally
up. O’Brian says it is not likely he’ll wriggle his way out of this one. Lansdale admits he has
seemingly underestimated the B.S.A.A, perhaps O’Brian as well. Now free from custody, the
B.S.A.A. director hands Lansdale the evidence bag containing the used t-Abyss vial they found
on the beach at the off-limits site near Terragrigia. They have finished analysing it so he can
now have it back. Lansdale tries diplomacy and asks O’Brian to understand his dilemma.
Without the Terragrigia Panic, the ignorant masses would be unaware of the threat of
bioterrorism that lies before them and O’Brian admits he is correct about that. Defiant,
Lansdale announces that no one has the right to detain him. The world required his guidance
and it was all for the greater good. But O’Brian believes he is only fooling himself. He is not
Dante, and Lansdale is not Vergilius. He relieves Lansdale of his position as F.B.C.
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Commissioner and places him under arrest on suspicion of conspiring with Veltro in the
planning and execution of the Terragrigia Panic. As Lansdale is led away by his own men, he
has one last message for O’Brian; the B.S.A.A. are making a huge mistake.
Back in Kirk’s helicopter, Jill stares out at the beautiful,
serene ocean as Chris comes to join her. Finally, they
can reveal the truth to the wider public about what
really happened at Terragrigia, but she laments that the
cost was high. With the inevitable demise of the F.B.C,
the B.S.A.A. will need to be overhauled and expanded.
Although the storm has gone for now, she wonders
how long will it last…
Despite the destruction of Valkoinen Mokki airport, Quint and Keith have survived.
A few days after the incident, a wounded Parker Luciani is found adrift offshore the Republic
of Malta and rescued, his life ultimately being saved by the mysterious Raymond Vester.
As charges are levelled at Morgan Lansdale and a date set for trial, Excella Gionne refuses to
defend the F.B.C. Commissioner and instead support the prosecution in revenge for him
renegading on their deal over the t-Abyss Virus. Tricell do not fear Lansdale implicating them
as he has nothing but hearsay and inadmissible evidence regarding their involvement with the
production of the virus.
Despite his incarceration, Lansdale has his ‘Silver Foxes’ and Neil Fisher to carry on his work
and the TerraSave representative is determined to show the world how dangerous bioterrorism
can be He will turn the tables on all bioterrorists by ruling through fear, disguising this
motivation with faux attempts to revive the F.B.C. in later years.
In a small coffee shop at an undisclosed location,
Jessica Sherawat sits reading a copy of Dante’s
Inferno and watching the world go by. She wears
a lilac coat and hat to conceal most of her face.
The rest of the customers are oblivious to her
and outside a tram passes by. Raymond Vester
suddenly walks into the café, wearing a leather
jacket and sunglasses. He moves immediately
over to Jessica and places a vial of t-Abyss Virus
on the table. Jessica remarks that the whole thing
was almost too easy, reaffirming that Tricell let the prosecutors take Lansdale out with the
trash. Raymond simply remarks that the world can be tough and nods when Jessica asks him to
file the mission report. He turns to leave but she wants to know why he bothered saving Parker,
but all he will say is that he had his reasons. Jessica changes the subject and suggests the
B.S.A.A. are not as useless as they first thought. Vester concurs and suggests the fun is just
getting started. He takes his leave, and once he has gone Jessica turns back to her book, the
t-Abyss sample glinting in the light from the window.
In the days that follow, Jessica delivers the t-Abyss sample to Tricell and uploads her full
mission report and evaluation of the creatures she encountered during the mission. This data
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will allow Tricell researchers to move forward with creating weaponised marine B.O.W.s using
the virus and further Excella’s own power play.

“t-Abyss Report:
OK, let's get started.
Sometimes, trivial things can grow into huge
things in this world. Perhaps because the true
nature of humans is trivial. A viral weapon is
one of these huge things.
Most people have probably heard of the name
"t-Virus." This viral weapon, developed by the
former giant pharmaceutical company
Umbrella, was famous in the industry. The
t-Virus has a special characteristic of rewriting the DNA of the creatures that it infects. The
most prominent example of this is the infection phenomena of humans, commonly referred to
as "Zombies." The true purpose behind the development of this evil virus was the manufacture
of "B.O.W.s" by re-sequencing DNA using the t-Virus, and the subsequent domination of the
weapons industry. Hunter. Nemesis. Tyrant. Until now, a huge number of B.O.W.s were
developed.
For the researchers, their upward aspirations - leaving aside whether this is the right word to use
- knew no bounds. Even today, after the collapse of Umbrella, research and development on
viral weapons is certainly still continuing somewhere. Then, a viral weapon worthy of being
called an improved version of the t-Virus was born: t-Abyss, used in the Terragrigia Panic.
t-Abyss is a viral weapon developed from a new virus called "The Abyss," discovered during
deep-sea exploration, and a re-sequenced t-Virus. At the present time, t-Abyss is still a virus
surrounded by mystery. I was fortunate enough to have the opportunity to obtain some data
regarding a rare case of infection.
Ooze. This is the name we call persons infected with t-Abyss. Dripping, just like the meaning
of the word. I agree with the thoughts of the researcher who gave this name. They look like
bloated corpses. Ooze are most skilled at appearing in unexpected places. They use the
flexibility of their bodies to move through various cracks or gaps and chase their prey. Their
movement patterns are unpredictable. Their behaviour patterns are believed to be rooted in
instinctive desire, based on the drying up of liquid. This is thought to be due to the unusual
consumption of body fluids during the spread of t-Abyss throughout the body. They don't eat
flesh, but rather drink the blood of their victims, to replenish their body fluids. t-Abyss infected
persons and zombies differ on this point. This leech-like organ inside their mouths is an
evolved tongue for sucking blood. After capturing their prey, the Ooze bite into their victims
with this tongue and suck the body fluids. There are hundreds of small teeth at the end of the
tongue, capable of individual movement. They cut apart the skin of their prey with these
hundreds of teeth to drink the blood and bodily fluids.
This is Skagdead, a mutated variant of an infected victim. It occurs in cases where the victim
has a stronger resistance to the virus than usual. It is thought that mutation occurs because the
virus takes much longer than usual to spread. The incidence rate is one out of a thousand.
There is a limit to luck. Unfortunately, or perhaps fortunately, they have no consciousness.
Like a mis-wired mechanical doll, they only repeat meaningless words again and again. They
have very high physical stamina. Their fat, swollen exterior provides superior protection from
damage for important body organs.
Data number 2 of mutants of infected persons: Sea Creeper. Like the name suggests, a sea
creature. She is unrivalled in the water. Yes. The mutation of the Sea Creeper that is called
"Eve" is only expressed in some infected females possessing the XX type chromosome. The
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Sea Creeper silently creeps up on victims in the water and using 6 arms that grew from the
effects of the virus, captures victims and uses its entire body to eat them. There is no way to
escape from her arms once captured. It is difficult to determine whether Sea Creepers are
hiding in a body of water. But it might be
possible to detect their presence with a bio
scanner.
That is all of the data that I was able to obtain
about the t-Abyss virus. I was able to obtain data
about infected cases only, and was not able to
verify the existence of any weaponised
B.O.W.s. But, considering past history, it is not
difficult to imagine that bioweapons research
and development were already underway. It is
not long before we encounter a B.O.W. that incorporates the DNA of sea creatures. There is
currently virtually no actual t-Abyss combat data available. If it were to be made available, the
research would surely rapidly advance.
Signed, Jessica Sherawat.
I'm not sure if this is a good report... I'll send it later... Sorry -it's almost time for my meeting.
Let me take a quick break. All right then, bye.”
-BIOREV: Jessica’s Report; undated.

In the post-incident investigation, Clive O’Brian
cannot shake the guilt of the risks he took to
expose Lansdale and placing his own operatives
in harm’s way. Despite protests, he makes a
decision to step-down from his role as B.S.A.A.
Director with immediate effect. He plans to
retire and write a detective novel.
After a month of medical treatment, Parker Luciani returns to his position as a Special
Operations Agent at the B.S.A.A.’s main headquarters.
Following Lansdale’s arrest and the subsequent inquiry into his true role in the Terragrigia
Panic, the F.B.C. are irreparably tarnished and the U.S. Government take the decision to
dissolve the organisation completely.
The B.S.A.A. begin a major process of reformation and
restructure under the direct jurisdiction of the United Nations,
expanding operations globally and becoming a dedicated antibioterrorism Special Forces organisation divided into eight
branches covering the entire globe. 70% of member states
automatically accept B.S.A.A. activities on their soil, with the
remaining 30% on a conditional basis. Each branch has a
considerable number of people on their tactical teams, most of
them coming from police special forces and militaries around
the world. The support staff for the teams is also large, coming mainly from government
organisations in different countries, providing technical, medical, physical, and mental support
to the teams. The newly reformed B.S.A.A. is managed by the Bioterrorism Assessment
Committee, established by the European Headquarters housed in England to be the
organisation’s decision-making body. Although funding is covered primarily by U.N. member
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nations, the B.S.A.A. still relies on heavy sponsorship from the Global Pharmaceutical
Consortium to operate. This reformation process will take time and the organisation is
temporarily inactive until the various changes and expansions take hold. Many of the F.B.C.’s
former agents and resources are transferred and incorporated into the new B.S.A.A.
restructure.
Clive R. O’Brian becomes an advisor to the newly formed B.S.A.A. and is currently writing a
detective novel from the comfort of his own home. It is titled ‘The Unveiled Abyss.’
Keith Lumley moves to the Eastern African branch of the B.S.A.A. and is a leading figure
thanks to his accomplishments at Valkoinen Mokki Airport during the Veltro crisis.
Quint Cetcham continues to refuse promotion to any leadership position, but still works at the
B.S.A.A.’s main headquarters in the R&D department.
SUMMER 2005
Sheva Alomar graduates from university. Her legal guardian from the U.S. Government
suggests she join the newly reformed B.S.A.A. to help others as she has been helped. She
agrees and undertakes a basic training program.
A t-Virus outbreak occurs at St. Cloud, Minnesota. The cause
and scale is undetermined but the group responsible are the exUmbrella researchers Professor Ryan Howard is currently
associated with. A large number of the town’s residents have
been infected and become zombies. With the F.B.C. now
dissolved, the newly revamped B.S.A.A. are called in to coordinate containment and rescue procedures. Although neither
Chris nor Jill are involved, Rebecca Chambers is present and
fighting in the field. The B.S.A.A. are working closely with a
number of Rochester City Police Officers seconded to act as
advisors due to their knowledge of the local area. One of these
officers is Tyler Howard, Ryan Howard’s son.
At one point, Tyler finds himself alone after injuring his arm and
doesn’t understand what is happening all around him. The dead
are walking the streets and yet when he shoots them they don’t
stay down. Lying on some steps he finds a discarded data pad
containing pictures and data of horrific human experiments, all
sanctioned by Umbrella Corp. When another zombie attacks he
is saved by Rebecca who introduces herself as a B.S.A.A. advisor
and she tells him to always shoot the infected in the head if he
wants to stay alive. Tyler is grateful and shows her the data pad he
found, wanting confirmation that ex-Umbrella researchers are
behind this latest bioterrorism incident. He is seething because he
thought the corporation was long gone, and yet they were
responsible for taking his father, Ryan. He was a professor of molecular biology but he never
came home after getting involved with Umbrella a few years ago. Tyler explains the only reason
he became a police officer was to find him and reveal the insidious secrets of Umbrella. He
believes the corporation have just been using them all along. Shortly afterwards, Tyler and
Rebecca are attacked by a large group of zombies and fight together to kill them all. But they
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are eventually separated and Rebecca makes him promise not to reveal anything about his
father to anyone but her. He agrees and they go their separate ways.
The outbreak at St. Cloud is also being monitored by the U.S.
Government and Adam Benford’s Secret Military Agency.
They approach Tyler Hamilton directly after learning he is in
possession of evidence linking former Umbrella employees to
this incident. Because he has now seen data relating to
Umbrella’s bioterrorism and demonstrated impressive
survival skills, Tyler is recruited into the agency and becomes
a U.S. Government agent, just like Leon S. Kennedy was
seven years earlier. Because of the agency’s secretive
existence, it is arranged that Tyler was ‘officially’ killed in
action during the St. Cloud incident as a cover story to protect
his new identity and new role in fighting bioterrorism from within. Tyler accepts the offer
believing the new resources available to him will help track down his father and make those
responsible for his disappearance pay.
The incident at St. Cloud is eventually brought to a safe conclusion with the B.S.A.A.
successfully preventing the outbreak from spreading further afield. But those responsible for
the incident are never found.
By pure coincidence, Ryan Howard discovers through the media that his son was killed in the
line of duty during the viral outbreak in St. Cloud. He is devastated and was unaware his son
had even joined the police. He becomes bitter and blames the Rochester City Police
Department for his son’s death, holding them responsible.
Professor Howard soon harbours delusions of recovering his son’s
body and resurrecting him from the dead. His research for Umbrella
was based upon the resuscitation and revitalisation of DNA, using
samples taken from the Irish Giant fossil. His work, along with the
t-Virus, will be all he needs. All that remains is to find his son’s body.
After securing all his data, he flees the contingent of ex-Umbrella
researchers he has been working with since the dissolution of the
company and goes into hiding, taking Mary Gray with him.
To make up for the loss of Tyler, Howard begins to see Mary as his
own daughter and is willing to do anything she asks, remaining
completely unaware that the virus inside her is making her stronger
and slowly robbing her of her humanity.
In the two years since Umbrella's demise, Oswell E. Spencer has been living as a recluse in his
European estate. He is a wanted fugitive by the U.S. Government and Russian Ministry of the
Interior to be held accountable for Umbrella's actions in the destruction of Raccoon City seven
years ago. He never leaves the estate anymore and his every need is tended to by loyal butler
and master servant, Patrick. But the stresses Spencer has put himself under since Umbrella's
troubles have begun to take their toll on his ageing body. He is now practically confined to a
wheelchair and hooked up to a breathing respirator. He never socialises and the only other
people living at the estate are Patrick and a small contingent of bodyguards. Spencer still
harbours grand delusions of someday being a god, rising up to lead a race of genetically
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superior human beings into a new age. It’s a vision he has had for over 40 years now but it has
never materialised and the fallout from Raccoon City put paid to the research. He spends his
days locked away in his private study, usually on the phone to Alex, one of his two remaining
Wesker Children. Spencer knows Alex is a final hope of his ailing dream ever becoming a
reality.
Patrick does what he can to make Spencer's existence comfortable.
He is an excellent cook but the exquisite meals he enjoys
preparing for his master are no longer required for he is too weak
and frail these days to manage anything other than soup and other
liquids. Spencer doesn't even come to receive his meals in the
dining room anymore and spends all day in his study before
retiring to his bedroom on the second floor eastern wing of the
grand old house, his cupboards stocked with various forms of
medication. Patrick recalls happier times of years ago when the
estate was in full swing and the Spencer family was the pinnacle of
European society. He also worries about his own future once his
master finally passes on.

"For a time, it appeared as if Master Spencer would recover his former health, but fate was not
so kind, and now he confines himself to his study for days on end. It has been ages since I have
seen him take his meals in the dining hall. I have endeavoured to prepare meals to his liking,
and I bring them every day to the study. Unfortunately, he lacks the strength to eat anything but
soup and other liquids.
I cannot recall a time in the history of this household when the situation was as dire as now. In
generations past, the Spencer Estate was the nexus for only the most well-to-do European
socialites. Now only a skeleton staff remains to look after a man who keeps himself in virtual
seclusion at one of his many residences.
My family has been in the Spencer household’s service since the time of his great grandfather.
This rapid state of decline would have been unimaginable even just one generation prior.
I remember fondly the days of my youth; but that seems like a lifetime ago now. It was about
50 years ago, back when my father was the head butler of the household. At that time I was
learning his duties in preparation to succeed him, and there was always some chore or errand
that would keep me running around the house.
I remember how Lord Ashford, another aristocrat from a storied family, and one of Master
Spencer’s schoolmates, Doctor Marcus, would find refuge from the summer heat at this villa.
My father and I would accompany them and do our utmost to see that they wanted for nothing.
Perhaps because I was the youngest person there, they would take to teasing me as one of
them. I remember the time Lord Ashford gave me my first taste of brandy. It was on the
second floor of the dining hall, behind the stone statues lining the room. I will never forget the
mellifluous scent when he opened the bottle. But those cherished times are only memories
now.
Lord Ashford, Doctor Marcus, and of course my father have all already passed on. Only
Master Spencer remains, and I’m afraid his days may be few.
When Master Spencer dies, it will mark the end of his illustrious family, as well as my family’s
service to his. From now, I can only wait for the inevitable."
-RE5: Patrick's Memoirs 1; undated.

Spencer spends day after day locked away in his study on the first floor. Sat at his computer
desk he is surrounded by bookshelves and the lamp on the left corner of the desk emanates a
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calming feeling into the room. The walls are decorated with framed black and white
photographs from the African dig site where he and his colleagues first discovered the
Progenitor Virus almost 40 years ago now. He remembers it like it was yesterday. At this time
he is busy making notes to pass onto Alex regarding their latest
project. As Spencer gradually succumbed to age he began to
cherish his own existence more. He still so desperately wants
to stand as a god in front of humanity but he is fast running out
of time now his mortality is catching up with him. Whilst in
total isolation over the last two years he has begun to obsess
over finding the secret to eternal life. He has read every
possible book on the subject as well as various myths and
folklore surrounding it. He even pulled down his extremely
old and dusty copy of the Natural History Conspectus written
by Henry Travis, for it was this book that first put him on the
path to Umbrella and beyond. He has no doubt that
immortality is entirely possible. The Progenitor Virus proves it.
He recounts tales of Ndipaya elders describing a king that
ruled their royal city for centuries. Even one of Umbrella's own early experiments, Lisa Trevor,
developed an uncanny ability to survive every single horror and inhumane experiment she was
put through. He vaguely recalls a time when a team of researchers in the mid-1990s went over
to the old Arklay Labs site to terminate her yet they still failed. The connection to both the
Ndipaya king and Lisa was the successful application of the Progenitor Virus; that is the key.
All the research he possesses on the subject has been turned over to Alex Wesker, the last of
the Project Wesker subjects left alive, barring Albert. Alex had joined Umbrella in the early
1990s and Spencer has nothing but total admiration for her abilities. If anyone can unlock the
secret to immortality, it is Alex.

"I, Oswell E. Spencer, founder of Umbrella as well as its chief
executive officer, hereby proclaim myself as ruler of all mankind.
Everyone shall prostrate themselves before me as they once did
for the ancient false gods.
At least, that was what my destiny should have been.
But I did not become a god; I could not server my ties to my own
weak humanity.
Instead my body is being destroyed by this damned disease, the
disease of age. It has carved wrinkles in my face like a wellweathered canyon, and my arms are like the thin withered
branches of a dying tree. Age has even deprived me of the use of
my legs.
The only chance I’ll ever have of becoming a god and shaping humanity’s destiny, is to stop
this disease from continuing to ravage my body.
I believe there’s a saying about realizing the joys of life when one is at death’s doorstep.
Sayings like that are for the weak who are going to die. They attempt to mask their fears with
pithy aphorisms. Mortals can’t comprehend what life means for those who death is not a
concern. The ignorant are fond of making generalizations to include those who would not be
party to their pedantic musings.
I will undo this unjust travesty done to me by time, and I will present myself as the perfect
being that will rule over all mankind.
I will give them a new set of commandments to govern their lives.
All that remains is to find the key to eternal life!
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The virus manufactured by Umbrella is that key. It suppresses telomere shortening which
negates the function that limits cell division. Somewhere in that process is the key to
immortality. If the process could be perfected, that key would be mine.
I have the means available to me. I can realize my ambitions, thanks to Alex.
I lost much in human capital following Umbrella’s bankruptcy, but I still have Alex, the best
and brightest of them all, and the last of my children.
I have faith that if anyone can find a cure for the ailment of time that keeps me from assuming
my roles as the head of mankind, it is Alex.
Alex will find a way."
-RE5: Spencer's Memoirs 1; undated.

After researching Spencer's request, Alex Wesker agrees to
undertake the immortality project, outlining a number of
requirements. The old man responds by ensuring she gets
everything she needs. They need to be discreet as it is imperative
this endeavour remain a secret not just from the authorities but
anyone else Spencer has had past dealings with. Firstly they pick
out a location for which to perform the experiments, eventually
settling upon a small island in the Caribbean Sea and home to an abandoned military
installation from a neighbouring country. The island is called Sonido de Tortuga and is home
to a secret Umbrella facility underneath the former military base. The facility was originally
opened in the late 1990s but closed after Umbrella’s collapse and has remained dormant ever
since. Spencer uses a mix of dummy corporations to place orders for specialised research
equipment to be bought and shipped to that location. Alex Wesker then recruits a team of
hand-picked, trusted researchers ready to work under her, amongst which is a German scientist
named Dirk Miller. Using some remaining contacts from Umbrella, she gathers hundreds of
test subjects and has them sent to the location before flying over to the island herself to begin
her work.
Now the immortality project is underway, Spencer can do nothing except sit and wait back in
Europe for the results. He has every faith that Alex will succeed, but will she succeed on time?
After only a month, Alex contacts Spencer with a request for more test subjects.

"I have done everything Alex has asked of me.
Alex’s ingenuity far surpasses those of normal people. We wait
for the appropriate time, gather the necessary materials, and
Alex continues to keep the operation running smoothly.
Most children are held back by the limits of their own intellect,
but not so with Alex. I’ve never witnessed anyone so adept at
absorbing the talents of others simply by observing them. I
could not be more pleased.
Alex displays superior qualities to everyone else.
I’ve provided everything Alex and the other researchers would
need to conduct their research: unlimited funding, top-of-theline equipment, research materials, and an endless supply of
test subjects. The only thing wanting is time.
They will conduct their research on an isolated island in the South Seas that is home to an
abandoned military installation from a nearby country. Alex has already gone there with a
group of research assistants, research materials, and hundreds of test subjects. I waited in
earnest for good tidings of their research. Instead I received only a phone call a month later
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asking me to send more test subjects. How was it possible that they had gone through hundreds
of test subjects in only a month? As my frustration rose, Alex attempted to reassure me.
“You’ll be pleased to hear that all experiments are running smoothly.”
And so I continue to wait…"
-RE5: Spencer's Memoirs 2; undated.

After three years of clinical trials in India, WilPharma successfully
manage to perfect the t-Virus vaccine. Once it is reviewed and
sanctioned by the U.S. Government, it will be distributed to key
locations across the world with a mandate of samples being
available globally within twelve hours should they be needed.
There have been a few innocent casualties during the experiments
in India, but the U.S. Government have overlooked these failures
so long as the end result was successful. But given the nature of
the experiments it is extremely important that the results of these
trials are kept an uttermost secret. The last thing both the
government and WilPharma need is the truth being revealed behind the vaccine research. Ron
Davis has also been an advocator of the human trials, regarding the casualties as ‘necessary

evils.’

Building on the information Albert Wesker provided her from the
Umbrella archives and her subsequent recovery of the t-Abyss
Virus, Excella Gionne is now able to take a much more influential
role in Tricell. Over the last two years she has successfully
restarted Tricell's B.O.W. development using Umbrella's
technology, significantly improving the bioweapons business of the
pharmaceutical division. Her research teams are already underway
with extensive t-Abyss Virus experimentation with the goal of
monopolising the marine B.O.W. industry. Because of these
achievements, Excella has become a valuable member of the
company in a very short space of time, strengthening her influence and rising to the post of
project leader whilst still in her mid-twenties. She has expanded Tricell’s market share and is
now given freedom to make key decisions that will affect the fortunate of the pharmaceutical
divisions.
On Sonido De Tortuga Island, Alex Wesker deviates from the immortality virus research and
begins work on a new project based upon Charles Darwin’s ‘Survival of the Fittest’ ideology to
create the ultimate B.O.W. with unprecedented intelligence and combat abilities. This work is
being done without Oswell Spencer’s knowledge and is known as the ‘Kodoku Project’, named
after an ancient Chinese curse. Wesker will work closely with Dirk Miller on this and their
research takes place in a section of the hidden facility they have converted into a testing arena.
They will use the test subjects provided by Spencer to battle to the death in a variety of
simulated conditions. The ultimate victor will then have blood samples extracted and
combined with a base template to create a new virus.
PROJECT PROFILE: THE KODOKU PROJECT
This research venture was initiated by Alex Wesker following her migration to Sonido De Tortuga Island with
orders and resources provided by Oswell E. Spencer to create a virus that would grant immortality to those who
used it. This was an extension of the now defunct t-Virus project to create what was essentially a neutered
variant of Progenitor which would be adaptable to modern humans. Wesker was provided with numerous
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resources including thousands of test subjects and top of the line equipment and funding. But due to her
feigned loyalty to her former master, Alex instead focused her resources on developing an experimental virus
with the hope of creating the perfect B.O.W., something with unmatched combat abilities and intelligence
levels to allow for complete control and versatility. In researching methods for
the proposed immortality concept, she became influenced by Charles Darwin’s
concept of ‘natural selection’ and the biological concept of fitness described as
reproductive success and the preservation of favoured races in the struggle for
life. This provided the template to use the experimental virus on creatures
only to pit themselves against each other in combat in a confined
environment. The ultimate survivor would have a sample of its blood taken
and then recombined ready for the next round of trials which would be
repeated over and over again until only one subject remained. This process
was similar to how the Hypnos Gene was developed by Dr. Klein in 1998 during development of the Hypnos TType Tyrant on Sheena Island. The project was named Kodoku after a type of poisonous magic found in
Japanese folklore. To create Kodoku, sorcerers would mix several insects in a jar, and let them kill one another
until only one survived. The fluids of the insect that survived would be used to poison an individual with a
curse that would control them, cause them misfortune, or kill them. The remaining insect could also be used as
a sort of "luck charm" granting the one who performed the ritual great wealth. In return the owner is supposed
to feed the bug. Neglecting to do so would enrage the insect. If the owner did not equivalently repay the insect
by placing all his or her riches beside a road, plus interest in gold and silver, the insect would devour the home
owner. Therefore, this ritual could also be used as a death curse by giving the riches to an ignorant individual.
Alex Wesker used Tortuga Island as a testing ground for the Kodoku Project and worked closely with a
researcher named Dirk Miller. But instead of putting insects, snakes and small animals into a jar and letting
them fight it out, Wesker used her experimental virus to create primitive B.O.W.s using the test subjects
provided by Spencer and then had them fight each other under various controlled conditions. After each trial,
the recombinant strain would be extracted from the victor and injected into the next batch of subjects. These
trials would continue until only one test subject remained out of the 1000s that originally began. Once the lone
survivor was acquired, she could make the most powerful virus from its blood and the ultimate B.O.W. would
be born based on Survival of the Fittest doctrines. Wesker
worked on the project for over a year until she suddenly
abandoned the project as part of a pre-planned betrayal
of Oswell Spencer. In 2006, she left Tortuga and relocated
to her new empire on Sushestvovanie Island on the Baltic
Sea, a place she and her trusted associates had been
building ties on since 2000 by revitalising industry and
winning the trust and support of the locals. This was a
place she could continue her work away from the prying
eyes of Spencer. To cover up her disappearance from
Tortuga, she applied the Kodoku principle not just to the B.O.W.s, but also to the research staff to weed out
those unworthy. Throughout the trials Dirk Miller emerged as the only survivor and therefore won the
complete trust of Alex and became guardian the experimental virus they had developed. He then took sole
charge and became the consummator of the Kodoku Project. He reported Alex’s betrayal back to Spencer but
as instructed, did not elaborate on why and where she went. But with Wesker gone and Spencer’s resources
used, Miller was forced to improvise to gather new test subjects and began to locally source his materials and
manipulated the superstitious natives of the island by disguising himself as a Shaman. He was able to recruit
followers and used them to capture innocent villagers. He produced more B.O.W.s by injecting the human
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natives with the special virus and thus the Kodoku trials began again. One such subject chosen was a villager
named Lopez. He was given the virus and was horribly mutated, undergoing surgery that saw him grafted with
two extra arms and mechanical propellers. He became known as ‘Subject 228546’ or the Schraube Damon.
Another promising subject was Marilou Mabou’s former brother, Eliseo, who demonstrated tenacity and
intellect. This B.O.W. was designated ‘Subject 001193’ and was programmed to target the most powerful
fighters. The trials expanded outside of the research area and instead of a jar like the original curse, the whole
of Tortuga Island became the Kodoku Pot.
The Kodoku Plan continued in secret for the next eight
years. Miller created superior B.O.W.s with heightened
strength and combat abilities and imprinted key words to
retain an element of control and an instinct to remain on
the island and not let others leave. As expected, rumours of
black magic and curses from the Shaman kept people away
from Tortuga Island and the program continued
unperturbed. But the project was not without its hardships.
Because Miller was on his own without Wesker and the other researchers, he failed to retain control of the
experimental bodies and many subjects escaped. As a consequence of its foundation, the Kodoku Virus was
able to retain higher levels of intelligence compared to previous t-variants and this meant memories of their
time as humans periodically resurfaced in some test subjects. This was the case with Subject 001193 who fled to
the caves and began capturing natives and infecting them, intending to reclaim his time as a human by setting
up his own village community. Additionally many agents from opposing organisations would often come to
the island searching for Umbrella’s hidden legacy.
By 2014, only two subjects remained as part of the Kodoku Plan and both became entangled in a TerraSave
investigation of the island and an audacious plot by Shen-Ya Pharmaceuticals to steal the Kodoku Virus.
During the final battle, Subject 001193 Moiro defeated the Schraube Damon and was confirmed as the last
surviving specimen of the Kodoku Project. Shen-Ya agent Zǐlì used Dirk Miller’s S-class security rating to
initiate the final experiment. This isolated Subject 001193 and extracted the latest strain from its bloodstream.
This virus was the ultimate result of the Kodoku Plan. Zǐlì planned to return the virus sample to Sheng-Ya
Pharmaceutical for further research but she was ultimately fatally wounded and chose to use the virus on
herself instead, transforming into a hideous creature. The main trait of the virus was it ability to limit necrosis
to the cerebral cortex which enabled B.O.W.s to be programmed to follow more commands, retain memories
of their former lives and establish a system of control never before seen in t-Virus subjects. It also contained a
genetic mix of superior DNA taken from all promising subjects in the Kodoku trials. For the first time zombies
could carry out somewhat complex tasks and even attempt primitive communication. Zǐlì estimated even just a
single drop of the completed virus would be worth tens of millions of dollars.
The test subjects are divided up into groups then made to fight each other to the death in arena
conditions. The sole survivor has blood samples extracted and mixed with the base virus
template. With each successive round the blood of the strongest competitors is added and the
virus recombined. It is then injected into human corpses who reanimate as zombies but
demonstrate unique traits such as increased intelligence and stronger aggression. It is only early
days, but Alex believes the virus will only get stronger with the more Kodoku trials they
perform. Eventually they will be able to create the perfect B.O.W.
AUGUST 2005
TerraSave make a breakthrough in their ongoing struggle with WilPharma Corporation when
one of their members comes forward with photographs of alleged human victims from the
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classified WilPharma clinical trials in India. After much discussion and realising the public
outcry it would generate, TerraSave agree to publish the photographs on their official website.
What follows is a national scandal, with the pictures appearing on every major news channel
and newspaper across the world. Leading WilPharma officials try to deflect attention by
claiming the photographs are fake whilst representatives from the Global Pharmaceutical
Consortium are called in to investigate the matter. Protestors began to demonstrate outside the
new research facilities in Harvardville, and TerraSave openly accuse WilPharma of causing
genocide in India. They also demand that the United States Government launch an immediate
investigation into WilPharma, otherwise they will appeal to the International Criminal Court.
As days go by, these accusations and scandal cause
WilPharma stock prices to fall dramatically,
leading to the U.S. Government having second
thoughts about approving the t-vaccine. The
government have worked tirelessly over the last
seven years to rebuild their reputation and regain
public trust following the Raccoon City disaster,
but if the truth was revealed they had approved
WilPharma’s human testing in India then all that
work would be undone. Under no circumstances
can that be allowed to happen.
TerraSave organise huge protests at the new WilPharma research facility in Harvardville.
THURSDAY AUGUST 11TH 2005
At Harvardville Police Station, many officers are working overtime to quell the impending
protests in town near the new WilPharma facility. In the Special Response Team [S.R.T.}
office, Captain Angela Miller studies a printout of the pictures from the TerraSave website.
The Chief is going to have them plan a major operation to ensure the protection of WilPharma
employees over the coming months. In the meantime, Angela writes in her diary about her
estranged brother, Curtis, and wonders if he were right about WilPharma all along. Curtis had
always been an opponent of the corporation, his anger stemming from the irreplaceable loss of
his wife and child in Raccoon City seven years ago. He had become a member of TerraSave
himself and was acquainted with Claire Redfield, but he was expelled from the group in 2002
when his protesting got out of hand and he was arrested for obstruction of business. He
became a recluse and Angela has not seen him since. People at WilPharma refuse to have
dealings with Angela due to the actions of her brother and there are even colleagues in the
police that dislike her for being the sister of a criminal. But these cruel jibes only strengthen her
resolve.
After studying the pictures at length, she decides to open her own discreet investigation into
WilPharma and their dealings. But she needs to keep this quiet and doesn't tell even her
closest colleagues. She decides to try and make contact with someone from TerraSave to find
out more. It may even help her discover more about her own brother and why he did the
things he did. Before her death, Angela was extremely close to Curtis' young daughter and
often wrote her letters. As if to keep a piece of her alive, Angela always addresses her diary
entries to her niece as a kind of letter. It helps to keep her going.

"I saw those pictures today. The pictures that were uploaded on the TerraSave homepage. It
was a picture of the victims from the clinical test WilPharma conducted. Why would they
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conduct something so horrible? Why didn't someone stop it before it got so out of hand? This
obviously goes beyond a clinical test. If what's seen in the pictures is real, WilPharma cannot be
forgiven. Even it was a legal test. According to TerraSave's website they are going to get help
from the International court should the US government not investigate and punish WilPharma.
My Dear.
I'm wondering if I should have paid more attention to your father's words... When your father
thought WilPharma was a problem... But I have to know the truth. Why did WilPharma have
to do the test in India? Why are they being silent about it?"
-BIODEG: Angela's Diary; 11/08/05

MONDAY AUGUST 15TH 2005
The Police Chief calls Angela into his office.
Word of her secret investigation into WilPharma
has got back to him and he advises her to cease
the investigation immediately or her colleagues
on the Special Response Team may suffer for it.
Angela has long come to terms with her own
professional misfortune from being the sister of
Curtis Miller, but will not allow her own team mates to suffer because of it. They are a close
knit unit in the S.R.T. and despite knowing they are unlikely to ever receive commendations or
promotions whilst serving under her, it is something her colleagues have accepted and she is
grateful for it. It is a sign of true loyalty. She accepts what Curtis did was wrong, but at the end
of the day he was protesting over corporate wrongdoing, and now it looks as though he may
have been right.

"The Chief called to talk to me. Apparently, someone informed him about me investigating
into WilPharma. I knew this would happen. They don't think well of me since your father went
to WilPharma and got arrested. They don't like me, the sister of a criminal, being a Police
Officer. I don't care about their childish actions in an attempt to make me feel bad. I don't care
if they mess with me, but it’s a different story when they mess with my subordinates. It’s
absolutely out of the question. They all knew when they joined my team, knowing I wasn't
liked, that their promotions wouldn't happen and they were fine with it. I'm happy they are on
my team but they have family and they deserve their promotion. I absolutely don't want to put
them under because they are kind enough to like me. Curtis wanted WilPharma to clear some
up things up about their facilities. I don't feel Curtis was wrong for wanting that. However, it’s
true that what he did was inappropriate. It’s not surprising he got arrested for his actions. If I
were to believe otherwise I would not deserve to have my job."
-BIODEG: Angela's Diary; 15/08/05

FRIDAY AUGUST 19TH 2005
Angela does more digging and discovers WilPharma is just one of a handful of pharmaceutical
companies conducting clinical trials in Asian territories. It's no wonder nobody is willing to talk
about the incident because if WilPharma is suddenly implicated, then so will several other
companies. It is spookily similar to when Umbrella were being investigated and ties were
uncovered to several other major pharmaceutical corporations. The Global Pharmaceutical
Consortium have yet to make any comment on the matter and WilPharma themselves have
issued no statement. She wonders what exactly Curtis knew about them.

"Developing medicine costs a huge amount of money. It also takes a long time. Researchers
start with researching the chemicals, they then repeatedly experiment with animals until they
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find the medicines that are safe enough to be used for clinical tests. It costs about 10 billion and
takes about 10 years of devotion.
The investment is worth it. Of course there are financial risks. The less risks the better.
Everybody is trying to spend less time and money to reduce these risks. They find doing
clinical tests overseas is cheaper. Especially Asia. One company's website has stated that Asia is
not only cheaper but has a lot more people to work with. This is not in just WilPharma's case.
This is seen in other pharmaceutical companies as well. Since so many other companies are
doing clinical tests should an incident like WilPharma's occur it affects several other
companies; therefore, it makes sense for them to be quiet about it. Because so many other
companies are doing the same clinical testing, we cannot place all the blame solely on
WilPharma.
Did Curtis know something?
WilPharma is still being silent. In this town people don't even
mention this subject."
-BIODEG: Angela's Diary; 19/08/05

TUESDAY AUGUST 23RD 2005
The S.R.T. are called to a local bar in Harvardville town centre
and forced to arrest six college students who have come to
protest against WilPharma. After they have been taken back to
the station and processed through custody, Angela slumps down into her chair and writes up
journal once more. Whilst she sympathises with the students' plight, it is never a good idea for
locals to slander the corporation. Many residents are obviously disgusted with their actions if
the TerraSave photographs turn out to be genuine, but at the same time they won't publically
admit their displeasure given how much the town has transformed for the better since
WilPharma first arrived, rejuvenating the economy and creating many local jobs. Senator Ron
Davis is a repulsive man but he will no doubt be voted into Washington again once the annual
elections come round.

"Some people have been arrested today. Six college
students who came from the East attempting to
accuse WilPharma, got into an argument with a
carpenter whilst they were having some drinks and
it turned into a fist fight.
It's not a big city here. It might not sound fair for
those college students, but accusing WilPharma
here in this town is not a good idea. WilPharma is
something people here would admire but not
accuse; it was a company that brought hope and
wealth to this small, old town that was almost dying ten years ago."
-BIODEG: Angela's Diary; 23/08/05

FRIDAY AUGUST 26TH 2005
Angela is not on duty today so she travels over to Washington D.C. to meet with a
representative from a local pharmaceutical company. She interviews him and he admits that
any more negative exposure for WilPharma could signal the death-knell of the company, it is
that serious. He cryptically talks of numerous accidents occurring behind the scenes at various
pharmaceutical corporations and that these deaths are often covered up. When Angela asks if
any products causing the deaths of innocent people actually make it onto pharmacist’s shelves
he dodges the question. He does say that WilPharma are the talk of the pharmaceutical
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industry right now and there are rumours they signed a top-secret contract with the Pentagon a
few years back. This is a serious accusation and if true, it means the conspiracy is far deeper
than she ever imagined.

"I went to Washington D.C. on my day off. An old friend networked me to someone who was
in charge of the development department of a pharmaceutical company. According to him, it's
rare for a mass side effect outbreak to occur like the one in WilPharma’s case. He couldn't
deny the possibility that it could happen. In fact, there was a mysterious case that occurred
when he was new at the pharmaceutical company. He hesitated to talk about the details of the
case. I asked half-jokingly if perhaps the medicine {one that they tested on when the mysterious
case happened} is actually sold at the drug stores now. He just smiled bitterly.
Apparently, people in the pharmaceutical industry often talk about WilPharma. It is obvious
that the company's existence is in danger after the accident was revealed, though still there
might be some other reason for them to be silent."
-BIODEG: Angela’s Diary; 26/08/05

SATURDAY AUGUST 27TH 2005
Whilst still in Washington, Angela stops by Kato's Bar, a favourite of hers every time she
comes to D.C. Kato's English hasn't improved and he moans about the lack of trade. Angela
gets chatting to a man from Mexico, a driver who travels across the whole of the United States.
In desperation at her lack of leads, Angela asks him if he has ever seen her brother. He replies
no.

"I stopped by at the Kato's bar. He kept saying that his bar is almost broke with his accented
English. He hasn’t changed since I saw him last time at all. I met an interesting guy while I was
there. His family is from Mexico, and apparently they are one of the millionaires there. He said
proudly that he has visited over 132 countries. He currently is working as a driver who drives
abandoned rented cars back to the offices. I get paid for traveling all around the States, he said.
I asked if he has seen your father by any chance, but he flatly said no. Of course he hasn’t."
-BIODEG: Angela's Diary; 27/08/05

SEPTEMBER 2005
Preparations are underway for the annual memorial
service in remembrance of the victims of Raccoon
City. This will be the seventh service since the
disaster and will take place in a small town as close
to the quarantined exclusion zone as possible. The
area around ground zero is closed for a 100 mile
radius in every direction and still under
investigation by the United States Congress.
MONDAY SEPTEMBER 5TH 2005
With Raccoon City in the news again as it is every year around this time, Angela finds herself
remembering the happy times she spent there with Curtis and his family. She soon receives a
phone call from an old friend urging her to leave the past behind and move forward with her
life, otherwise she will never find happiness and settle down. He has done this and is now
happily married with three children. Angela knows her friend is right but strongly believes the
only way she can get over the past and move on is to find out the truth about her brother and
what is really happening with WilPharma.
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"There has been some news about the town today. It seems like they are doing the memorial
service this year again.
Before winter comes, a ceremony will place every year to lament the victims in that disaster.
To this day, about 100 miles around that city is off limits to people, it's a nameless and forsaken
city.
About the incident occurred in that city, the government and congress are still keeping on their
investigation and researching the town.
But nothing has been announced to the public, even to us survivors.
7 years has passed since that incident.
Time keeps passing us by, but I still remember the happy days with you that we spent together
like they were yesterday, they never fade away in my mind.
Today, I got a phone call from an old friend. It seems that he got my address through one of
our mutual friends after I came back from D.C. several days ago.
He told me that he is now the father of 3 little girls, and has settled down completely.
We had quite a long talk, he said I should accept what happened in the past and should have a
good life and start searching for my own happiness. Maybe he is right and I haven't made freed
myself from the shadows of the past. But how can I just accept this past and get over it, when I
know nothing about the truth of what happened?
I can’t do that; I can’t just pretend that I’m fine with it."
-BIODEG: Angela's Diary; 05/09/05

TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 13TH 2005
In a bid to overcome the past, Angela arranges to a real
estate agent to come down and value Curtis' house in
Harvardville. However, at the last moment she backs
out of the deal and refuses to put it on the market.

"I brought a real estate agent to your house to have an assessment. But I ended up deciding that
I can't do it. I will sleep in your bed tonight, like I used to."
-BIODEG: Angela's Diary; 13/09/05

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 17TH 2005
Angela finally manages to arrange a meeting with a representative from TerraSave. He is the
former Secretary General who was in charge a few years back. She questions him about what
really happened with the clinical trials conducted by WilPharma in India, but the rep is coy
with his answers and doesn't trust Angela because she works for Harvardville Police, who work
closely with WilPharma. He knows she is Curtis Miller's younger sister and accuses her of
trying to win back support from her superiors by questioning the organisation that expelled her
brother.

"Finally, I had the chance to meet an official from TerraSave. When Curtis was still here
working for them, this man was the Secretary General and chief of its Service Bureau. I never
liked him, for he always acts as if he thinks he is really smart, but I thought he would know the
details about the WilPharma trials conducted in India and I intended to obtain them from him.
But he somehow thought I was a spy sent from Harvardville Police.
People who dare to fight against WilPharma will find it hard to live in this city, he knows that.
He knows that this town is closed to those who have different views. Because of this, he
misunderstood the purpose of fishing information from WilPharma’s biggest opponent was I
wanted to redeem myself from my brother's reputation by trying to show off what I got to them
by asking questions to TerraSave.
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In the end, I couldn't ask him any of the questions I wanted to ask and was just sitting there.
What am I doing here?"
-BIODEG: Angela's Diary; 17/09/05

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 29TH 2005
A new team member joins the Harvardville S.R.T so the team take him out for a night on the
town to celebrate. Greg Glenn gets really drunk but Angela is too distracted about WilPharma
and Curtis to celebrate too much. Greg reassures her that Curtis did the right thing but just
went about it the wrong way. If he had lost someone in a tragedy like Curtis did with his family
and there was a danger of this tragedy repeating itself, then most people would do whatever it
took to prevent it from happening, including getting arrested. His words make Angela feel a
little better and they decide to stop talking about it out of respect for the new colleague and not
spoil his party. But she is still distracted and doesn't even speak to the new guy, making her feel
a little guilty.

"I went out with SRT members tonight. Part of it was for the new member who just joined our
team. Greg said something he always says when he is drunk.
'What Curtis did was a bit too much, but he did the right thing. If I lost someone important like
he did, and know that it might happen again, I would do whatever it takes to stop it, whether I
am in danger of getting arrested or not. If going up to talk to someone that is causing it is the
only way, I would do that, too, as he did. For the people in this town, Curtis might be just
another alcoholic who goes into fights with anyone he doesn’t like, but I remember him as a
decent doctor, who saved lives.'
It wasn’t the best subject to talk about in front of the new comer, so I didn’t continue. But it felt
good to know that there is someone who still believes in him. I didn't have a chance to talk with
the new guy, a little disappointing."
-BIODEG: Angela's Diary; 29/09/05

OCTOBER 2005
WilPharma head researcher Frederic Downing has been in constant communication with
General Grande over the last several months in regards to selling him the t-Virus and the
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t-Vaccine as a set, making him the only terrorist leader in the world to be in possession of both.
However, their deal has been put on hold because of the public uproar over the WilPharma
trials in India and the government's refusal to sanction the vaccine. Grande also requests
information about the G-Virus WilPharma also have in their
possession, something that is not common knowledge.
Downing had stolen the G-Virus from William Birkin's lab
in Raccoon City back in 1998 with the intention of creating a
vaccine based on the prototype DEVIL developed at the
same lab. But the virus is so wickedly volatile that plans were
scrapped at a very early stage and the sample has remained
in lockdown ever since. Not even the higher-ups of the
company, nor even Senator Ron Davis know of its existence.
Downing has already warned General Grande about just
how dangerously unstable the G-Virus is with its tendency to mutate uncontrollably until the
subject is completely destroyed. But Grande believes it will be a key weapon in terrorist circles
and offers a high price to Downing for development data and a field test.
The first thing Downing needs is a willing subject to inject themselves with the G-Virus and his
search soon leads him to Curtis Miller. Miller proves to be a hard man to track down, having
been living as a recluse for the last three years since his expulsion from TerraSave and not even
his police officer sister has been able to find him. However, Downing puts a few feelers out and
the promise of the truth behind the government's link to Umbrella in the Raccoon City
incident is enough to lure Curtis out of hiding. After a few phone calls, Curtis agrees to meet
Downing at the Savoy Hotel in Chicago after he promises to reveal the full details to him.
Whilst on his way to the hotel, Curtis passes the former secretary general of TerraSave who
seems to recognise him but cannot be 100% certain. Curtis walks by without a second glance.
Once at the hotel, Downing explains everything to
Curtis, about how the U.S. Government had been
in collusion with Umbrella Corporation for years
and was one of their main customers in the
purchasing of illegal biological weapons. He
explains about the mansion incident and the build
up to events in Raccoon City, revealing how the
decision to destroy Raccoon City and its 100,000
inhabitants was not just to wipe away the infection
but also to destroy all evidence of the
government's unholy alliance with Umbrella.
These revelations only confirm what Curtis has always suspected and he vows to expose this
truth no matter what it takes. The time for peaceful protest is over and he is now desperate
enough to resort to terrorism, but refuses to cause an incident in Harvardville similar in scale to
the Raccoon City disaster. He won’t cause suffering to the people living in the town where he
was born and raised. Downing suggests that rather than infect the whole town, they target a
single key location. With Senator Davis planning a National Pharmaceuticals Conference in a
month's time, he will be arriving at Harvardville airport with the media spotlight firmly upon
him, and Downing stresses to Curtis that Davis was one of the government officials who voted
to bomb Raccoon City. He asks for Curtis' help in infecting the airport with the t-Virus, to
which he agrees.
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In reality however, Downing is not interested in Curtis or exposing the government's link to
Umbrella, he just wants to showcase the t-Virus on a grand scale for the purposes of General
Grande, but he needs Curtis on board if he is also to show off the G-Virus. In order to do this,
Downing fabricates the terrorism angle further by bluffing to Curtis they will set a deadline for
the government to reveal the truth otherwise they will infect key locations across the United
States with the t-Virus, something Downing has no intention of doing.
WilPharma stocks continue to decrease in value due to the scathing accusations continued to
be flung at them from TerraSave.
FRIDAY OCTOBER 7TH 2005
The former TerraSave secretary general contacts Angela to tell her he believes he saw Curtis in
Chicago. He cannot be completely certain it was him but is pretty sure. Initially, she is angry at
him because if Curtis ever came out of hiding it would be to Harvardville and nowhere else.
But after calming down, she looks on the positive of finally having a lead to her elusive
brother's whereabouts. She makes immediate preparations to leave for Chicago.

"I got a phone call from that TerraSave guy I met last time this morning. He told me he saw
Curtis. He just passed by him, but he was sure it was Curtis. He saw him going into the Savoy
Hotel in Chicago. I ended up yelling at him that there won't be any other place besides here
that he would come back.
'There is no other place for him to live, is there?'
I just couldn't help but blame myself."
-BIODEG: Angela's Diary; 07/10/05

SUNDAY OCTOBER 9TH 2005
Angela arrives in Chicago and immediately makes for the
Savoy Hotel. She requests to look at the guest list but Curtis'
name is nowhere to be found. She shows a picture of him to
the receptionist who confirms that a man looking exactly like
Curtis had been staying here. She takes the room key and
goes upstairs for a look around but his room has been cleaned and there is no evidence her
brother had ever been there. Doing a background check from the occupier's traveller's forms
points to an address in St. Louis, but further enquiries show that the address doesn't exist.

"Curtis' name was not on the guest list of the Savoy Hotel. But a housekeeper told me she saw a
man who was quite similar to Curtis, after I showed her his photo. She said that man was
staying in Room 1438. According to this information, I went to the reception desk again. I got
the address of the man who stayed in Room 1438 from the traveller's form, it was from St.
Louis. So I made a call to St. Louis to ask about, but I was told the address didn't exist at all.
The thing I've been chasing is really a phantom."
-BIODEG: Angela's Diary; 09/10/05

SUNDAY OCTOBER 23RD 2005
Angela receives a letter in the post from one of Curtis' late daughter's school friends. The letter
cheers her up greatly and leaves her in the best mood she has been in for weeks. Although she
never met this boy, she wishes she had and is pleased his ambition is to become a good doctor
just like Curtis was. She sleeps easily tonight.
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"A received a letter from your good friend this morning. Do you remember a guy called
Forrest? He wrote you the letter because he heard the name 'Harvardville' while listening to the
news on the WilPharma incident, and it reminded him of you.
He said that because his father got transferred on business, his family moved to Chicago a year
after you left this town. It's really a pity I don't know very much about him. He said his dream is
to become a doctor, like your father. It seems that he is going to come visit this town with
friends at the end of the year.
At this moment, I'm trying to forget about everything for now by reading this letter over and
over again. I'm thinking of the part of you that I didn't know, because it makes me happy for a
short while.
Good night."
-BIODEG: Angela's Diary; 23/10/05

Today Senator Davis is sent several important documents
regarding his trading of WilPharma stock which are stored
on his personal computer in his office.
MONDAY OCTOBER 31ST 2005
Three main news networks report further on WilPharma's
clinical trials and this puts the citizens of Harvardville on edge.
NOVEMBER 2005
TerraSave continue their protests and refuse all requests to remove the photographs of the
clinical trials in India from their website. The U.S. Government are yet to comment and have
not made any attempts to investigate WilPharma's activities, still desperately hoping that any
revelation they sanctioned the trials and tolerated the human losses never becomes public
knowledge.
As a compromise and to alleviate public pressure, WilPharma immediately donate their
supplies of t-Vaccine to the Strategic National Stockpile.
Senator Ron Davis tries to deflect the criticism by announcing a National Pharmaceutical
Conference due to take place in Harvardville on November 14th. But this announcement
backfires when TerraSave decide to use the impending conference to organise a mass
demonstration. Claire Redfield wants to attend the demonstration and makes plans to fly into
Harvardville on the morning of the 12th. She is currently up to her neck working on reports
for the Food and Drug Administration.
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 1ST 2005
Senator Davis comes down to Harvardville police station and demands a meeting with the
Chief. The town is full of uneasiness following all the news reports about WilPharma and he
wants some high-visibility police patrols around the research facility and his own residence to
keep protestors away. Meanwhile Angela and her team continue to hear whispers that
TerraSave is planning a big rally in the town in the near future.

"Davis came to visit our Chief today.
He stormed into the office, no idea what happened. He had a furious look. I am assuming his
purpose might be asking for us to strengthen the patrol around the WilPharma buildings and
his own house. Since the three main networks reported WilPharma's clinical trials yesterday,
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this city seems to have become a little restless. I heard a rumour that TerraSave is planning a
mass demonstration soon."
-BIODEG: Angela's Diary; 01/11/05

NOVEMBER 2-6TH 2005
Harvardville Police and the Special Response Team have been having long meetings every day
to plan a police operation to deal with the TerraSave protest and increase security around
Senator Davis and the research facility for the upcoming pharmaceutical conference. Davis’
decision to hold the event in Harvardville is very ill-advised.
MONDAY NOVEMBER 7TH 2005
The police continue with their preparations and the Chief seems
under pressure with the timing of the protests. The National
Pharmaceutical Conference organised by Davis will take place in
a week's time with representatives from pharmaceutical
companies around the world and officers of the Global
Pharmaceutical Consortium in attendance. Police resources will
be stretched to the limit and the timing of the conference could
not be worse given all the aggravation WilPharma are
experiencing with TerraSave. The citizens of Harvardville are
maintaining a dignified silence about the whole thing, with no one
willing to comment on either side for fear of speaking out of place. Angela is thankful for their
attitude as it makes her job as a police officer so much easier and reminds her why she has
never left Harvardville.

"We’ve been having so many meetings around these days, one
after another.
TerraSave is planning to hold a protest demonstration before the
Conference of the American Medical Drug Association, which
will be held a week from now.
This made the chief very nervous.
But this city didn't change at all.
Most of the citizens still keep silent about it, like it doesn't matter
to them at all...
No matter how the networks or mass media publicized this
incident, it seemed like the citizen’s lives are not influenced at all.
If the report is stopped, it will come to an end very soon.
Thanks to that, as a police officer, today's work also ended
without a hitch.
Thank God.
The whole city is still in peace, as always."
-BIODEG: Angela's Diary; 07/11/05

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 12TH 2005
Claire Redfield takes a chartered flight to Harvardville. Senator Davis takes a separate flight in
first class. Protesting members of Terra-Save begin gathering outside Harvardville airport to
await his arrival.
WilPharma begin shipping quantities of the t-Vaccine to the government's Strategic National
Stockpile, but protests from TerraSave disrupt the delivery and therefore the government
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cannot guarantee the vaccine can be shipped to anywhere in the U.S.A. within twelve hours as
per agreed procedure.

THE HARVARDVILLE INCIDENT: NOVEMBER 12-13TH 2005
Morning:
Frederic Downing manipulates a fellow WilPharma employee which somehow results in him
becoming infected with the t-Virus. He is on Flight N538-GA which is due to arrive in
Harvardville at 3PM. Downing believes that by the time the plane arrives, the man will have
become a zombie and attacked the rest of the passengers. This is Downing's back-up plan to
infect the airport in case Curtis Miller fails to live up to his end of the bargain.
News crews and media descend down to Harvardville
airport to report from the scene as the place is awash
with demonstrators and protestors holding up signs,
banners, pictures of the clinical trials and some are
even dressed up as zombies themselves. A reporter
from TV27 conducts a live report as the protestors
can be seen behind her chanting 'We say no!
WilPharma must go!'

"WilPharma stock fell sharply as a result of scathing accusations hurled at them by Terra-Save."
-BIODEG: TV27 News Report; 12/11/05

The entrance to the airport terminal is cordoned off by Harvardville Police who work in
conjunction with Airport Security to keep the protestors back. Another female reporter, this
time from PFBC news, reports live from the scene.

"Members of TerraSave lie in wait here in front of Harvardville airport in anticipation of
Senator Davis' imminent arrival. The group hopes to confront the politician who will be
attending the National Pharmaceutical Conference."
-REDEG: PFBC News Report; 12/11/05
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Curtis Miller makes his way to the airport with a sample of the t-Virus.
To time with the arrival of the Senator's plane at the airport, an anonymous letter of
responsibility arrives at the White House addressed to President Graham. The letter demands
that the President himself make public the truth behind the destruction of Raccoon City. If that
demand is not me, then terrorists will unleash the t-Virus at major cities all around America.
The deadline is midnight tonight. The government takes this threat very seriously and
President Graham will send his most trusted man, Leon S. Kennedy, to mount an immediate
investigation. The President has total faith in Leon ever since he successfully rescued his
daughter from the cult of Los Illuminados in Southern Europe last year. Details of this terrorist
threat are kept secret from the public to avoid a mass panic.
Just before 3pm, both Senator Davis and Claire
Redfield arrive at Harvardville Airport on
separate flights. Claire is due to meet Rani
Chawla and her aunt, also a member of
TerraSave, and join in with the demonstrations.
Frederic Downing is also at the airport to make
sure events play out according to plan. But he
plans to leave before Flight N538-GA carrying
the infected passengers arrives.
At the airport, Curtis Miller subdues an unfortunate traveller by the name of Wolfgang
Johnson and injects him with the t-Virus sample. He is patient zero for the infection to spread.
The perfected strain t-Virus can turn an infected human into a zombie within just a few
minutes of exposure, meaning the outbreak will quickly spread.
The events of RESIDENT EVIL: DEGENERATION begin.
Despite the huge demonstration occurring outside, the interior of the flight terminals are a hive
of activity, filled with the usual hustle and bustle of holidaymakers and business commuters. A
public service message announces that Flight 349 from Newark, New Jersey is arriving at Gate
31A and Flight 89 from Columbus at Gate 17. A passenger named Brock Silverstein is asked
to make his way immediately to Gate 7.
Rani Chawla and her aunt are currently waiting for Claire
Redfield to emerge from Gate 5. She is in town to take
part in the TerraSave demo when the National
Pharmaceutical Conference begins in two days’ time.
Although protests are currently ongoing outside the
airport, the real mass-demonstration will be at the
conference. As another public service message
announces the arrival of a flight from Connecticut at
Gate 16, Claire emerges out of the crowd pulling a
suitcase on wheels. Aunt walks over and they embrace.
Claire says it’s been too long and that she is looking great. Aunt says Claire is looking tired and
she blames it on the hours she has spent working on the F.D.A. report. Rani complains that
she is feeling tired so Aunt leaves her with Claire while she goes to bring the limousine around
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to the front. Claire shakes her hand and introduces herself, telling her that Rani is a very pretty
name.
At that moment, approaching Harvardville airspace is Flight N538-GA. The male passenger
deliberately infected with the t-Virus by Frederic Downing is beginning to show physical
symptoms and is feeling very unwell. A flight stewardess is concerned and offers to bring him
some water. The passenger hands over a business card and pleads with her to urgently get in
touch with Downing at WilPharma. His hand is showing signs of necrosis. Frederic has
calculated an appropriate time window for this man to become zombified and infect the rest of
the passengers before the plane lands at Harvardville Airport. This is his contingency plan
should Curtis Miller back out of his part of the deal to infect a passenger inside the airport
terminal.
Claire and Rani are sat in the arrivals lobby and
waiting for Aunt to return. They are watching a
PFBC news broadcast with live pictures of the
demonstration outside. The protest is in full
swing. Rani asks Claire if she works for
TerraSave as well like her aunt. She likes
everybody at TerraSave because they fight bad
guys. Rani points at the screen where Senator
Ron Davis is being interviewed, identifying him
as a bad guy. He is being asked his opinion on
the leaked photographs of the human trials considering he is a special advisor to WilPharma
Corporation. Claire grimaces when he responds rather sarcastically by suggesting that
Halloween is perhaps celebrated earlier in India than in the U.S.
Frederic Downing is sat nearby and states out loud his dismay that he simply doesn’t
understand American humour. He makes small talk with Claire and Rani and asks if they are
waiting for someone as well. He jokes that the local asylum must have let their patients out for
the day given all the craziness that is going on outside. Because he knows Flight N538-GA is
arriving imminently, as should Senator Davis, Frederic politely makes his excuses and leaves,
wanting to leave the airport before the biohazard breaks out.
In one of the VIP lounges, Ron Davis and his
entourage are sat figuring a way to get him out of
the airport without being spotted by the protestors
outside. Also present is the airport police chief.
Davis is livid that someone has leaked details of
his arrival. A female waitress brings him a cup of
coffee to calm him down, but the sourness of the
beverage only angers him further. He addresses
the police chief and orders him to get rid of the
protestors, even if it means arresting them. The
chief tries to be patient with the senator and explains peaceful protesting is not illegal and they
have no grounds for arrest. Davis’ secretary suggests simply slipping out of the regular entrance
as no one would suspect that, but Davis scoffs at the idea, stating he is an elected official and
will not walk out of here like some whipped dog. He again asks the chief of police to clear that
‘swarm of vermin’ out of the building before he moves.
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However, minutes later, Davis and his minders are walking through the main arrivals lobby
towards the main exit. As a disguise he is wearing a baseball cap of a local Harvardville sports
team hastily bought from one of the souvenir shops. But as they walk by, Davis is recognised by
the keen eye of Rani, who has just seen him on the television. She calls him the bad guy and
shouts so loud it catches the attention of Claire and several passers-by, including a news crew.
The Senator’s party quicken their pace and hustle towards the exit but they are soon ambushed
by the news crew who demand another quote, but one of his bodyguards fends them away and
another blocks the cameraman from getting any shots.
Their progress is ground to a halt when they come
across a man wearing a zombie mask and a sign
draped over his neck reading ‘Save Humans!’ The
sight of the ‘zombie’ infuriates Davis further and
he accuses the man of setting this up as a publicity
stunt whilst at the same time cowering behind his
two bodyguards. The ‘zombie’ comes closer and
Davis shouts at him to just say what he wants to
say and move on. Clare walks over and snatches
the zombie mask away, revealing a very sheepishlooking young man underneath. He panics as the Senator’s minders glare at him and turns to
run away, straight into the waiting arms of the police chief. The chief arrests the man and turns
to Claire, wanting to know if she is involved in this little stunt. But their conversation is cut
short when Davis’ secretary points out another ‘zombie’ shuffling towards them, this one
wearing a red jacket and beige trousers. The Chief assumes this to be another prankster in a
costume and walks over, unaware that this is a real zombie; the infected Wolfgang Johnson.
The Police Chief tries unsuccessfully to remove the ‘mask’ and cries out in fright when the
zombie suddenly leans in and bites him on the neck, spraying blood everywhere. Claire gasps
in shock and Rani screams out loud behind her.
Davis stumbles back into the camera crew and
pandemonium breaks out as all at once people try
to run away from the ghastly scene. One of the
bodyguards quickly draws his sidearm and waves
people out of his way. He finally gets a clear shot
at the zombie and orders him to move away from
the hapless police chief. But the t-Virus carrier
ignores him and continues to tear at the flesh. The
bodyguard instead grabs the zombie and shoves it
to the floor as the police chief also crumples in a
pool of his own blood. The zombie suddenly lurches up and the bodyguard shoots it twice in
the chest, putting it back down. He checks for a pulse on the fallen police chief but he is dead.
The zombie starts to rise again and the bodyguard glances at his colleague who is busy shielding
Davis. He looks back at Claire who waves at him and shouts a warning to get away but it is too
late. The police chief’s eyes suddenly snap open and he bites into the bodyguard’s lower leg.
He screams in agony and fires randomly at the chief, failing to notice Wolfgang Johnson
approach from behind and bite him in the neck. The other bodyguard tries to help, but he is
bitten on the arm by three other zombies that have seemingly appeared from nowhere.
As the crowd begins to panic, the secretary tears away from the melee and flees. Davis calls out
after him but he is soon lost in the crowd as the camera crew make a live report on the events
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that have just played out, reporting that a protestor demonstrating against WilPharma has
attacked and killed a police officer only for that same officer to attack Senator Davis’
bodyguards in a similar manner. Eddie the cameraman suddenly drops his camera and runs
away as seconds later the bemused female reporter is attacked and killed by the zombies.
At this moment, all the passengers and crew of Flight N538-GA have been infected. The plane
is making its automated descent into Harvardville Airport. It will land safely but the pilots are
both dead and no one will be able to bring the plane to a halt. It is not responding to any hails
from the tower.
Rani stands amidst the panic, frozen in shock.
Claire calls out her name and makes her way
through the crowd towards her, briefly
bumping into an individual she recognises as
Curtis Miller. But he is soon lost in the sea of
bodies struggling to flee the airport terminal.
Collecting herself again, she has briefly lost
sight of Rani only to find her in the hallway
connecting the restaurant and shopping areas
located near the VIP lounge. She breaks into
a run to get her only for Senator Davis to grab
her and plead for her help. He is terrified and in the background, another public service
announcement demands all persons inside the terminal need to evacuate immediately. They
both turn and look in horror through the large glass windows to see the plane hurtling towards
them at high speed. There is no time to react as the huge airliner tears into the terminal
building at high speed, destroying everything in its path and sending debris and fragments of
glass in all directions. It ploughs through the terminal, tearing up the ground and mowing down
hapless civilians and zombies alike until it eventually crashes into a huge pillar, sending the
fuselage sideways and causing the huge wing to shatter through the window.
Plumes of dark smoke pour out of the wreck
and there are multiple fires out on the
runway. Inside, the terminal areas have been
completely destroyed and the survivors are
too shell-shocked to speak as dust and debris
continues to rain down everywhere. There is
a hissing noise as the plane’s hatch opens
and the zombiefied passengers slowly begin
to file out, dropping clumsily to the floor like
lemmings. Claire and the Senator watch in
horror as the stiffened corpses shamble to
their feet and begin shuffling awkwardly
towards them. They are also blocking the exit. Quickly, Claire grabs Rani and she, Davis and
several other survivors retreat and lock themselves away in the VIP lounge for Atmos Airlines.
They find a phone and make a call to the emergency services for help.
Outside, the National Guard soon arrive and set up a perimeter around Harvardville Airport,
locking down the area and deploying barricades, trucks and ground troops. The State Board of
Health and Center for Disease Control also arrive on site, as do local police, fire and medical
crews. Harvardville Police assign their Special Response Team commanded by Captain Angela
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Miller to lead an incursion inside to rescue any survivors. The SRT also help to seal off the
area and several members are attacked by people trying to escape the quarantined zone,
including two civilians who were recently infected. Greg Glenn is one of the operatives who
helps restrain them and lock them away in a task force vehicle.
Officials from the U.S. Government have also been in touch and after intelligence analyst
Ingrid Hunnigan has confirmation the t-Virus is the viral agent involved, she submits a proposal
to President Graham who responds by sending in Leon S. Kennedy to work with local rescue
teams. He has also authorised a platoon of U.S. Marines to be put on standby, all of whom will
be administered the WilPharma t-Vaccine before being sent inside. However, the disruption
operations by TerraSave have caused a delay in the transportation of the vaccine, meaning the
initial rescue team will have to go in without any immunisation.
Approx. 1830hrs.
The scene at the locked-down airport is
spectacular as helicopters with searchlights
hover over the area and medical tents and
isolation chambers are set up all over the
runways and car parks. Both local and
national media have descended on the area
and the police try to keep them and the
local civilian population back from the
cordon. Network 23 make a live news
broadcast from the area, stating that
authorities are not willing to release any details but according to unsubstantiated reports, a bioterror event has occurred inside one of the airport terminals. Senator Ron Davis is among
those confined within the airport and his present condition is unknown. In the quarantine
zone, medical teams work on the injured as emergency service vehicles drive by. Outside,
police officers are clearing away the dead bodies and other civilians are sealed away in
overcrowded isolation chambers awaiting to be tested for infection. SRT member Greg Glenn
is carrying his equipment bag towards the operations test set up as their temporary
headquarters. He watches as two medical personnel remove a sealed up body bag from one of
the tents. Another SRT member walks past, warning that Captain Miller is in a foul mood.
As he walks into the tent, he can hear Angela
on the phone with their chief of police,
someone she doesn’t get along too well with.
She wants to start immediate rescue
operations of the people trapped inside the
VIP lounge but the chief is blocking her
request until the President’s U.S. agent
arrives on scene. He then cuts her off.
Frustrated, she asks Glenn for a sit rep and
he replies the airport is now completely
blockaded, explaining how they were
attacked by two zombies but managed to contain them. He compares the infectees to
something out of a horror movie. He jokes at first, but then in all seriousness wonders if the
biohazard is something to do with the new WilPharma drug. Angela is not sure and believes
this whole incident reeks of terrorism. Greg asks her opinion on what she believes the top-brass
are trying to cover up. She doesn’t know, but confirms the imminent arrival of a U.S. special
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agent to the scene, so he can ask him when he gets here. But Leon has already arrived and has
listened to their conversation. He says there is nothing to say on the subject, there is no coverup.
Minutes later they are all gathered around the computer and replaying the 911 call that was
received from inside the airport.

"OPERATOR: How many are alive?
CLAIRE: Four, including me. One's wounded. The Senator.
OPERATOR: Can you give me your location?
CLAIRE: We're in the VIP lounge on the west end of arrivals lobby. Listen, I don't know how
long we can hold up in here. Send help now before those...things get at us! Please hurry!"
-REDEG: Playback of emergency 911 call; 12/11/05

Angela uses a red marker pen to circle an area on
the airport schematic laid out on the table before
them. This is the Atmos Airlines VIP area, where
they believe the civilians are trapped. She
confirms that as of right now, the State Board of
Health and airport police are the first responders
and have completely shut down the main
entrance and both side entrances. Therefore,
their best option is to fly in by helicopter and
enter through the roof of the main building. She
is about to select her team members when Leon
cuts her off, he will take her and Greg with him, no one else. The higher the number of
operatives only increases the risk of more infectees and the prospect of them having to shoot
their own friends. Leon walks out of the tent and Greg protests, but Angela says they should
just go along with what he says, for now.
Within ten minutes, an SRT helicopter carrying
Leon, Angela and Greg is making its way towards
the terminal building. Below they can see the
wreckage of Flight N538-GA down below,
protruding out of the complex. Leon checks over
his Silver Ghost handgun, the weapon custom
made for him by Joe Kendo before he left on his
mission to rescue Ashley Graham in South
Europe last year. He briefs the two SRT
operatives, explaining that anyone infected will
attack others without exception. In all cases, anyone bitten become infected themselves and will
go on to attack others. The only way to prevent the spread is to destroy the infectee’s brains. In
other words, shoot them in the head. The helicopter hovers over the terminal building and the
three of them rappel down onto the roof. A single door leads to a darkened stairwell. Leon
takes point, using hand-signals to relay his orders. It is dark inside the building and they use
flashlight attachments on their weapons to progress.
Together, they descend the stairs, each taking it in turn to take point then stopping and
covering the rear on each floor down. Eventually they come to the right level and open the
door into a corridor beyond. The power has been shut off and it is in total darkness. It is quiet
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and there is no sign of any hostiles. Greg is eager to continue and ignores Leon’s order to wait.
They proceed forward and soon reach the powered-down escalators that lead to the lower
floor. Angela suddenly stops in her tracks and signals them to wait. She can hear something.
Leon concurs. ‘The song of the infected.’ Without warning, Angela suddenly ignores the
escalators and takes off down the passage. Greg tries to stop Leon following but he elbows him
in the chest, knocking the wind from him.

Angela comes to an office where she can hear the moaning much louder now. She spots a man
in a suit fallen on the other side of a row of desks. She shoulders her weapon and immediately
goes over to help him, unaware he is a zombie. Luckily, Leon arrives just in time and pulls
Angela away before the zombie can bite her. Angela is angry until Leon points around the
room and they can see a number of silhouettes in the darkness, moving closer towards them.
The man in the suit stands up to reveal a bloodied and rotting face. Leon quickly shoots him in
the head and turns on another whilst Angela stands there, transfixed. A female zombie
approaches her. This one was a former 28 year-old airline employee named Isabel Demas. She
is hungry for blood and although Angela points her weapon, she cannot bring herself to pull
the trigger. But as the woman gets closer, Angela finally gets some resolve and shoots her in the
knee. The zombie collapses but continues to crawl towards her.
Greg appears at the door and calls to Angela to get
out. She runs out of the room followed closely by
Leon and then Greg open up on the zombies on
full auto with his rifle. After a few moments he
seems to be enjoying it and shrugs Leon away
when he tries to stop him. Greg steps further into
the room and continues to waste his ammunition
and eviscerate all the zombies in the office. Soon
all the zombies are on the floor and he again has
an angry exchange with a disapproving Leon. He
goes to reload his weapon when zombie Isobel presses up against the glass window, causing it
to crack and she tumbles through and lands on top of him. They struggle on the floor until
Leon shoots the zombie in the head, splattering Greg’s face with its blood. In shock, he drags
himself away from the scene, hastily wiping the blood off his face and not understanding how
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she could still be alive after he’d shot her point blank. An unsympathetic Leon grabs hold of
him and angrily points out he already explained the only way to kill the zombies was to shoot
them in the head. Wasting time and ammunition can prove to be fatal.
Angela meanwhile stares through the hole in the window and notices the zombies have begun
to reanimate on the other side. She taps Leon on the shoulder and they all look to see the
zombies crawling over one another trying to get at them. They retreat back down the hall, Greg
stopping momentarily to give Isobel Demas’ body a good kick before following. His fright
means he will follow Leon’s orders without question from now on.
Meanwhile, in the Atmos Airlines VIP lounge, Claire
and the others have been anxiously awaiting rescue.
All the doors are locked and there are no sounds
coming from the other side. Claire is still trying to
comfort Rani and Senator Davis is slumped on a
chair. Also here with them is the waitress who served
Davis his unsavoury cup of coffee earlier. There is
still no power and the room is in darkness. The
waitress pipes up that she heard the sound of distant
gunshots and Claire is hopeful it means a rescue
team isn’t too far away. Davis mockingly tells them that they are lucky he is stuck here with
them, otherwise they would have ignored their emergency call. Claire isn’t too sure of that,
retorting that even Davis’ own secretary abandoned him to die. Suddenly, a high-pitched
scream rings out from somewhere close by. It is another survivor and they have to help. Davis
doesn’t want to help, and the waitress insists that if Claire leaves, then she goes too. Rani is also
anxious, but Claire reassures her she’ll come right back. But Rani says that is exactly what her
father said just before he left to find her mother. She never saw either of them again.
Minutes later, Claire is stood outside the VIP lounge
door somewhat ironically brandishing a red and
white striped umbrella for a weapon. Rani looks
anxious and the waitress gives her one last look
before locking her outside. Alone, Claire begins
slowly making her way down the dimly-lit corridor.
She calls out to any survivors but receives no
response, not a good sign. She peers round the
corner to see the next passageway is also empty and
dark save for a row of emergency lights running
down the walls. She jogs down towards the next bend and almost walks into the sight of a man
pointing a gun at her with a flashlight attachment that is temporarily blinding. He tells her to get
down and as she ducks out of the way, he shoots three times and three zombies crumple
behind her. She looks up at her saviour who gives her a hand up. It is Leon. She is both
shocked and pleased to see him, wanting to know what he is doing here. He could ask her the
same thing. Greg and Angela appear behind Leon, along with the senator’s secretary they’d
found a little earlier. He was the person that had screamed earlier. Claire leads them back to
the VIP lounge to get the others.
Minutes later, they are back inside the Atmos Airlines lounge. The assistant makes some coffee
for Davis’ frightened secretary in a bid to calm him down. Davis meanwhile, is speaking sternly
with Leon, unhappy at the rescue effort being comprised of just three operatives. Leon
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confirms there are no reinforcements and when Davis asks what his escape plan is, he calmly
replies that they will all run together across the lobby. Davis calls him insane for the lobby is
crawling with those creatures, but Leon points out that it is also the widest area and it is too
dangerous to go the long way around. Claire
concurs with Leon’s plan, arguing that the
zombies are slow and they can get by them.
Davis scoffs, wanting to know why the NGO
member is suddenly such an expert on the
subject. Leon steps in and points out Claire is
one of the few survivors of the Raccoon City
incident, and that she has more experience of
this type of hellish nightmare than anyone else
here. Greg and Angela exchange a glance,
confirming with one another that Raccoon City was the source of the infamous viral outbreak
back in September 1998.
After taking a moment to compose themselves, they begin their daring escape attempt. Leon is
in the lead and they soon arrive at the restaurant and shopping area. The crash of the passenger
jet has knocked the power out here too and plenty of zombies lurk in the darkness. Leon takes
a few out with perfect headshots to clear a path through. He urges them to run and leads the
charge, followed closely by Angela, then Claire and Rani, the waitress, the secretary and Davis
and Greg bringing up the rear. Greg is supporting the injured senator with one hand whilst
firing one-handed at the zombies with the other. Leon continues to fire and Claire drags Rani
along by the hand. They are suddenly attacked by the zombie police chief from earlier but
Angela saves them by shooting its legs out from under it. She takes up a defensive position to
allow Claire and the girl to get away.
At the back of the group, Davis stumbles to the
floor. Greg helps him up before handing him
over to his secretary. A zombie attacks Greg
from behind but Leon blows it away. They
make eye contact and nod at each other, a
growing respect now emerging between them.
Greg stops to lean against a pillar and reloads.
The zombies are closing in from all sides so he
holds position and fires in controlled bursts to
buy the others enough time to get clear. But as
he fires in all directions, a single zombie manages to attack from a blind spot and bites him on
the arm. Greg screams in pain before drawing his sidearm and shooting the virus carrier in the
head. Angela shouts out to Greg and Davis barges into her, warning that he’s been bitten. She
and Leon begin to rush to his aid but Greg shouts at them to stay back and go on without him.
Leon understands what he means and asks if he’s got this place covered. But Greg has already
turned his back and resumed firing at the zombies. Leon struggles to drag Angela away as she
screams out Greg’s name over and over again. Greg fights on valiantly, cutting down many
zombies until eventually he is overwhelmed and killed.
The others soon arrive at the remains of the main lobby. Claire stands on the wreckage of the
crashed plane and helps Davis climb up. He rebuffs Claire’s offer of help and is taken aback at
the number of zombies standing between them and the exit. Leon calmly observes the scene,
stating that they have a clear view and a straight path to the exit. He takes aim and shoots one of
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the zombies down with a precision headshot. He says they will take out as many as they can
and then run like hell. He tells Angela to back him up. Angela nods and takes up a firing
position, glancing round to see the zombies advancing from behind where they left Greg
behind…
Leon and Angela fire sporadically, trying to clear a path through the zombies for them to run
through. But it is taking time and David is getting impatient with their efforts. Claire also warns
the zombies are gathering. Davis is defeatist and believes they are not going to make it out.
Leon and Angela assess the situation. By the time they clear a path through the front, the
creatures will be on them from behind. They don’t have enough guns. Leon reloads with a
fresh clip and insists they need to move, now. Suddenly, the waitress screams as more zombies
emerge from the wreckage of the plane. She falls over and Claire helps her back up as Leon
and Angela open fire. The secretary is there too.
Amidst the chaos, Davis looks ahead and sees the
way ahead is now more or less clear. He decides to
abandon the others and save himself, jumping off
the plane and sliding down the rubble. In doing so
he also knocks little Rani off the edge, but luckily a
suitcase breaks her fall and she is dazed on the
floor. Ignoring her, Davis holds onto his injured
hip and limps towards the main exit as a zombie
moves towards Rani. Claire spots the danger and
screams Rani’s name before jumping down into
harm’s way to save her. She hugs Rani and shields her as the zombie closes in. Up above, Leon
sees them in trouble and runs over only for another zombie to fall onto him and pin him to the
floor. He struggles to keep the snapping jaws away from him and sees that Angela is busy
shooting at zombies on the other side. Quickly, she shouts down to Claire and throws her his
gun. She acrobatically kicks the nearest zombie out of the way before expertly pivoting her
body around and catching the Silver Ghost perfectly. In one smooth movement she spins and
shoots the nearest zombie in the head. She kills two more and then finally the one she kicked
down to the floor. Up above, Leon manages to throw the zombie off him and kill it with his
reserve sidearm. He turns to aid Claire only to find she has resolved the situation herself. He
and Angela help them back up the rubble and she hands Leon his gun back, expressing her
thanks. She then notices that Ron Davis has abandoned them.
At that moment, Davis reaches the exit and is
suddenly bathed in a haze of powerful
floodlights. Outside, a group of 28 wellarmed U.S. Marines are waiting. They move
to secure the senator and take him to one of
the tents for medical attention.
Leon and his party are also running for the
exit, shooting the zombies as they go. He
spots the floodlights up ahead and tells them
all to run for the lights. Angela turns to look
back and sees a horde of zombies climbing up and above the plane. One of them is Greg…
Finally they make it outside the terminal building and out of the nightmare. Leon leads them
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down towards the medical station. A group of police officers and medical specialists await with
blankets and stretchers.
The U.S. Marines move into the airport, beginning
a systematic sterilisation of all the zombies inside.
The marines have all been inoculated with the
t-Vaccine. As they all listen to the staccato of the
gunfire inside, Angela watches on sorrowfully. Rani
looks over to the chain-link fence marking the
quarantine zone where Aunt is stuck out on the
other side, being restrained by two S.R.T. officers.
Rani tries to run over only to be restrained by the
medical officers. Aunt is so relieved Rani is safe
and honestly believed she would never see her
again. Davis, wrapped in a blanket, watches the scene unfold next to a waiting marine. He
scoffs that he cannot stand kids and that they are such a pain in the ass. Claire hears the remark
and it infuriates her to the point where she strikes the senator across the face. She runs over
and takes Rani from the medical officer to comfort her. Aunt is relieved Claire is still with Rani
and they just need to wait a little while longer before they can all be reunited.
Approx. 1945hrs.
In the residential suburbs of Harvardville,
Curtis Miller arrives back at his home. The
interior is all in darkness and he is currently
on the phone with Frederic Downing to go
over the next phase of their plan. They are
discussing the G-Virus and the sabotaging of
the t-Vaccine shipments. Curtis assures
Downing that he will take care of it and he
looks over to the wall where detailed
schematics of the WilPharma air dome facility have been laid out. Red pins and numerous
notes are scribbled all over them. He informs Frederic that he has no intention of letting
WilPharma end up looking like a saviour. His plan is to destroy the trucks carrying the vaccine.
In Los Angeles, the U.S. Government capture a prominent member of General Grande’s
army. He is to be taken in for interrogation where it is hoped they will obtain information that
will establish a link between the Harvardville terrorist attack and the one in India.
Back at the airport, Claire emerges from one of the medical tents, rubbing her arm where she
had just had a blood test to check for t-Virus infection which was thankfully negative.
Three WilPharma trucks arrive at the airport carrying large quantities of the t-Vaccine.
Leon is speaking with Ingrid Hunnigan via his PDA. She is relieved that the U.S. Marines
arrived in the nick of time to save the day. Leon is impressed she got authorisation for such an
operation and she confirms that once USAMRID confirmed the t-Virus was used in this attack,
she submitted a plan to President Graham who pushed it through in a special emergency act.
Every marine involved was vaccinated. Leon asks if the terrorists have made any demands and
she replies nothing has been heard from them so far, though she informs him of their capture
of one of Grande’s men in Los Angeles just moments ago. Hopefully his interrogation will
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provide some answers. Leon hopes this information will lead to a solid lead on the
whereabouts of former key Umbrella Corporation employees. They have to be the ones
supplying the t-Virus on the black market.
Claire meanwhile is angrily questioning the medical
officials, demanding to know why WilPharma
drugs are being brought to the airport. Frederic
Downing steps out from the crowd and interjects.
Claire recognises him as the man she spoke to
earlier in the airport just before the first zombies
emerged. Ron Davis introduces him as the head
researcher of WilPharma corporation and Frederic
explains the three trucks contain the t-Vaccine. Davis openly mocks Claire when he realises she
thinks the outbreak inside the airport was WilPharma engineered. Instead they have spent all
this time secretly working on the vaccine, as a way to prevent further biohazard outbreaks.
Claire is stunned by this news, even more so when Leon confirms that he knew about it. He
hadn’t said anything because he didn’t think its use would be sanctioned this quickly. He goes
on to explain that the human trials were as a result of a terrorist attack dating back to 2002 by a
terrorist group loyal to General Grande. But all members of the terrorist group were also
infected, meaning the U.S. Government couldn’t obtain the necessary details at the time. But
permission was obtained from the appropriate Indian authorities to administer the t-Vaccine,
and it was a success.
Angela is livid, wanting to know why the hell
they were not all given the t-Vaccine before
they went into the airport, that way Greg
would still be alive. Frederic then steps in
and regrettably says they would have been
had TerraSave’s protests not piled on public
pressure and backed them into an adversarial
corner. The public outcry against
WilPharma meant the vaccine was shelved,
when it should have been readily available to anywhere in the United States within 12 hours.
Claire realises in sudden horror that it is TerraSave’s fault that people have died in this
incident. Davis sneers that he certainly wouldn’t disagree with her there. Upset, she retreats to
one of the nearby tents to gather her thoughts. Leon goes over to reassure her.
Claire is slumped on a chair, head in her hands. She
now believes TerraSave’s activities have just made
things worse. Leon counters and says that is simply
not true. The real enemies are the terrorists who
used the virus, and worse than even them are the
ones who made it; Umbrella. The incident that
happened in Raccoon City seven years ago has
changed their lives forever. Umbrella might have
collapsed, but their viral legacy lives on. He is
defiant, vowing to scrub the t-Virus from the face of the planet. Claire looks at him with
admiration and he again reassures her by saying they simply chose different paths. He is a
fighter, just like her brother, Chris. But she is a rescuer. It’s not the wrong choice, just a path
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that he and her brother could not follow. She thanks him for his words, always perking up at
any mention of Chris.
Outside the tent, Angela has been
eavesdropping on Leon and Claire’s
conversation when a colossal explosion
suddenly rings out and all three WilPharma
trucks carrying the t-Vaccine are destroyed.
Claire and Leon emerge out of the tent to see
what is going on as emergency service
personnel scramble to put the fires out and
clear the area before the gas tanks blow. One unfortunate doctor has been consumed by the
flame and suffers severe burns. Leon, Claire and Angela soon find their way blocked by an
invisible shield of intense heat as doctors, CDC personnel and soldiers tackle the blaze with
extinguishers.
Frederic feigns shock at what just happened. Leon asks how much vaccine is left and Downing
replies that everything they brought today was all they could scrape together from vaccine
samples inside the company, and most of that has just been lost. Leon asks about the
manufacturing data and Frederic wonders if the terrorists could be after the vaccine data as
well. He has a look of feigned horror on his face, but so far all is proceeding as planned for
him. The Senator is equally concerned, though his concern is at least genuine. Davis has
already guessed Leon is keeping some details from them and threatens that if he doesn’t talk,
he will go over his head and directly to President Graham himself. Leon calmly explains that
the terrorists want to know the truth behind the events in Raccoon City. They want to know the
link between Umbrella Corporation and the U.S. Government and their role in the biohazard.
Angela asks if the government really were involved but Leon admits if they were then all the
proof went up in smoke along with Raccoon City.
Senator Davis suddenly gets all defensive, saying
that the proof didn’t disappear because there was
none to begin with. Leon sarcastically tells him to
convince the terrorists of that. If they don’t get
the information they require, they have
threatened to disperse the t-Virus to every
populated area of the United States. The
deadline is midnight tonight, giving them only
four hours and with no vaccine left. They try to work out who the mysterious terrorists are and
Claire believes Curtis Miller may be involved, having briefly spotted him walking through the
terminal only minutes before the first zombie turned up. Davis recognises the name,
remembering him as the man who was arrested for protesting violently against the new
WilPharma research facility. Angela is in complete turmoil. Curtis Miller is her older brother.
Back at his home, Curtis stands in the darkness and is looking at a picture of his family taken in
1997, one year before the Raccoon City tragedy. His wife, daughter, and sister Angela all look
so happy. He places the photo back on the mantelpiece and slides it around so it faces the wall.
He then picks up his suitcase and walks towards the door, lighting a match and tossing it on the
floor behind him which he has already doused with petrol. Immediately a fire spreads around
the room and Curtis leaves without looking back.
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Back on the airport tarmac, the group are still involved in a heated debate amidst the dying
embers of the burning WilPharma trucks. Angela is trying to defend her brother, stating that he
simply wouldn’t do anything like this. He just wanted the information about the company made
public and would never resort to terrorism. Davis challenges her to prove her claim by bringing
Curtis to them and letting him explain himself. Angela storms off and reloads her weaponry,
taking in a private moment to comprehend Curtis’ possible involvement in all this. She doesn’t
notice Leon watching her and he quietly comments that she is packing an awful lot of hardware
just to go and see her brother. She agrees to let him come along and they set off towards the
family home in the suburbs to see if Curtis has been back there.
Frederic decides to head back to the WilPharma facility and ensure the vaccine development
data is still secure. Curious, Claire offers to accompany him and ever the British gentleman,
Frederic extends an invitation for her to join him for a late afternoon tea. As they drive off
together, Davis watches them go and ponders Frederic’s motivations for taking Claire back to
the research facility.
Leon and Angela are driving in the S.R.T. van down
a dark highway near some woods. The atmosphere
is tense and an awkward silence lingers between
them. Suddenly, the dark void is penetrated by a
bright orange blur revealed to be a large fire in the
distance. They arrive to find Curtis’ house fully
ablaze and beyond saving. Angela collapses to her
knees in anguish, coming across the charred
remains of the family photo. She explains to Leon
that she hasn’t heard from Curtis in over three years
and that he lost his wife and child in the Raccoon City incident. They both stand in silence and
watch the flames burn into the night. This house was Angela’s lasting memory of her brother.
Meanwhile Claire and Frederic arrive at the
impressive WilPharma facility on the edge of
town. They arrive at the exterior gatehouse and
he uses his ID card on the reader. For some
reason it doesn’t work and he is forced to use the
master code to gain access. The complex and
neighbouring air dome look stunning all lit up in
the night sky, a magnificent piece of architectural
design. After leaving the car in the parking lot,
Frederic leads them past a clock tower and
towards the main entrance. He explains they are entering an air dome and that the roof is
supported by creating a difference between the interior and exterior air pressure. Inside they
emerge into a pristine lobby area with grey, tiled flooring and silver chrome support pillars.
Corridors run left and right and Frederic heads towards the deserted reception area where a
hologram projects the air dome research building.
He uses a touchscreen to display an overhead map. The map shows an inner courtyard in the
centre of the building surrounded by five donut shaped areas. Each area is labelled 0-4 which
indicates the danger level of the viral microbes stored inside. Level 0 has a danger rating of 0
and is used for the researcher’s private offices, conference rooms and the like. Level 4 is the
most dangerous. As he scrolls through each one, Claire spots a number of highly dangerous
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toxins including Marburg Virus, Smallpox, Yellow Fever, HIV, Avian Influenza and Anthrax to
name just a few. Frederic reassures her that stringent safety measures are in place in the
unlikely event a biohazard should ever occur. If any positives rose from the ashes of Raccoon
City, it is that security and safeguard standards have been elevated in order to avert any future
calamities.
He leads her down a long corridor that stretches
off towards the inner garden bathed in artificial
sunlight. Windows on either side show research
rooms and offices. Many WilPharma staff are
going about their work dressed in white lab
coats. Soon they reach Frederic’s private office
which is located on the third floor of Level 0. It
is lavishly decorated with oak panel furnishings
and bookcases, resembling more of an old study
area than a modern office. A window behind the
desk overlooks the beautiful indoor garden and Level 1, 2, 3 and 4 areas can all be seen. A
transparent elevator situated in the middle of the air dome runs all the way up to the roof. An
automated sprinkler tends to the grass on the garden. It is a mixture or natural and artificial
paradise.
Frederic makes Claire a cup of traditional English
Earl Grey tea before booting up his computer to
check on the development data for the t-Vaccine.
His phone suddenly rings and he sees the caller
ID is Ron Davis. Davis is calling because he
wants to know why Frederic has taken Claire
back to the research facility. It’s not like him to
feel sorry for anyone. Davis sees this outbreak at
the airport as a way for WilPharma to publicise
the t-Vaccine to regain public trust and rise share
prices once again. He has no knowledge of the G-Virus or the plan Frederic is about to enact.
Downing shrugs him off and ends the call. But Claire can tell from his demeanour that he is
not happy. She presses him for more and he stirs the pot by saying Davis warned him not to
show her anything. When she asks if that means anything in particular, Frederic watches her
closely and ponders his next move…
Meanwhile Leon and Angela are still sat outside the smouldering remains of Curtis Miller’s
home in the suburbs overlooking the rest of Harvardville. Angela talks about when she was just
a rookie cop she responded to a call about a small child stranded on a sandbank in the middle
of a flooding river. She jumped in to save the child without thinking of her own safety.
Although she was successful in saving the child, three S.R.T. members were badly injured
whilst dragging Angela out of the river. That incident left her feeling scarred and responsible
for those injuries. But Curtis had been the one to make her realise she had done the right thing
by telling her that if she didn’t try to save one life, she’d never save any. But in the end, his own
words came back to haunt him. She remembers back to the fateful morning of October 1st
1998, in the aftermath of the missile touchdown on Raccoon City. She and Curtis had been at
the army blockade, desperately trying to get inside.
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Back in Frederic’s office, Downing tells Claire that WilPharma have samples of the G-Virus
but spins her an elaborate lie by saying it was obtained through special means on the black
market, through a group someone in Senator Davis’s position could never be associated with.
Davis wants it to remain classified. It remains a
secret even within the company and the
government affiliates don’t know about it either.
But in reality, Davis has not even heard of the
G-Virus and the samples were stolen from
Raccoon City by Frederic himself, right before
the Raccoon City disaster occurred. Claire is
shocked, and demands to know what
WilPharma need the G-Virus for. Frederic
continues to scheme by saving their interests are
honourable and they want to create a vaccine. But Senator Davis could not adequately express
the threat G posed to the government, so the plans were shelved and the samples have
remained in Level 4 lockdown ever since. He also reveals Davis was part of the special
emergency committee that elected to bomb Raccoon City. Claire needs to tell Leon about all
this and reaches for her phone. But Frederic panics and wants to know if he will get into
trouble for all this. An alarm suddenly bleeps on his computer and he makes his excuse to
leave, saying there’s something wrong with the server.
Frederic leaves the building, ready for the bomb he planted to go off in just a few minutes time.
This explosion will allow him to fake his death and leave to negotiate with General Grande.
Curtis Miller already has access to Level 4 and will inject himself with the G-Virus. Claire’s call
to Leon will lure him here to engage the creature in combat, and he has set up the whole thing
to record. Data on the G-Virus is the final part of his deal with Grande.
Claire calls Leon and tells him to get over to WilPharma
immediately. They have the G-Virus here but Senator
Davis has told Frederic to get rid of it. Leon is sceptical
and wonders if Downing’s intention is actually to leak
the virus.
Outside the main building by the clock tower, Frederic
calls up his office in the hope Claire will answer. He lies
about his whereabouts and says he is in Level 4 after
following a suspicious person inside. He says a time
bomb is here and it’s already too late to stop it. If this thing goes off there will be another
biohazard. He then cuts the phone line and severs the connection. With everything on
schedule, Frederic gets into his car and drives off into the night.
Back in the office, Claire looks out of the window and catches a glimpse of Curtis Miller
emerging from the Level 4 area having just recovered the G-Virus sample. But before she can
do anything else, there is a colossal explosion.
The phone line goes dead and Leon and Angela immediately get back in the van and head
towards the WilPharma facility.
The explosion has caused severe damage to the research areas, causing the t-Virus to leak in
certain isolated sections and immediately infecting the unfortunate personnel trapped inside.
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The emergency situation also activates a remote alarm meaning the Army Rangers will be
deployed to the site to secure the area until the situation is contained.
Claire lies unconscious amidst the wreckage of
Frederic’s office. Rubble and glass shards are
everywhere and red emergency klaxons are
swirling. A computerised voice calmly
pronounces a system error has occurred and
everyone is to terminate all activities
immediately and evacuate the dome until safe
conditions are re-established and verified. The
entire back wall has caved in, leaving the inner
garden exposed. Level 1-4 research areas show
signs of significant damage. Sprinkler systems have activated to douse the flames and bits of
paperwork float and swirl downwards towards the floor. Claire slowly comes to and cries out in
pain when she tries to stand. She pulls out a jagged piece of glass shrapnel out of her leg and
tosses it away in disgust.
Curtis Miller begins his endgame and injects himself with the G-Virus, unaware he is just a
pawn in Frederic’s twisted game.
Soon afterwards, Leon and Angela arrive at
WilPharma and head into the lobby of the air dome.
As Angela scopes the room out with her rifle, Leon
heads over to the information hologram. It shows
the central elevator and an underground passage
labelled ‘AD-2’ to be used in case of emergencies.
Several sections are already blocked off. Angela
suggests splitting up and they can meet up again in
the inner garden. He agrees and tells her she is not
alone, and that they are together in this. She smiles back at him and hurries off out of sight.
Leon wanders down a darkened corridor by the Level 0 entrance. All the windows are
smashed and the power is down. Sparks fizzle and crack from ruined circuitry in the roof. He
passes a door labelled ‘0363 Conf. Room’ but a red light indicates it is locked. On the opposite
side is an elevator. As he moves to investigate, he senses movement to his left. It is Claire. She
has a bloodied cloth around her leg and is using a coat stand from Frederic’s office as a crutch.
He goes to help, asking about Frederic. Claire says she is okay and that she spotted Curtis
coming out of Level 4 where the G-Virus was kept.
Meanwhile Angela has emerged into the inner
garden from the Level 1 research block. As
she walks along the ruined wooden decking
she notices an injection gun on the floor. She
bends down to inspect it but the syringe is
empty. At that moment, a figure appears out
of the smoke. It is Curtis, and he is struggling
as if in great pain. She points her weapon but
when he suddenly collapses she hesitates and
rushes to his aid. He has been injured by the
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explosion and requires medical attention. She tearfully asks him why he has done all this. He
replies he couldn’t forgive the U.S. Government for covering up the Raccoon City atrocity and
letting them rewrite the truth as they saw fit. When he finally learned the full truth he swore to
make them pay. He also reveals the man he has been working with assured him he could not
make things worse and there was no chance of a biohazard engulfing Harvardville. That’s why
he left him here and blew up this place.
Suddenly a platoon of Army Rangers pour out of the Level 0 and Level 1 entrances, spreading
out into formation with automatic weapons at the ready. Curtis steps in front to protect Angela
and mutters that nothing can stop it now. His body begins to tremor and convulse as he begins
to mutate into the first stage of a G-Creature. In just moments, he will reveal the irrefutable
truth in his own personal way and the army rangers will be the very first witnesses.
Meanwhile Leon and Claire ride the elevator down to
sub-floor 2 of Level 0. In the corridor outside they
are greeted by a number of research staff that have
turned into zombies. Leon shoots them all down
before checking the way ahead is clear and hands
Claire his back-up weapon. If she heads to elevator
AD-2, it will lead to an outside exit. Before he leaves
he tells her to not get herself killed and she says the
same.
In the inner garden, the rangers have opened fire on Curtis who is now fully at G1 stage. The
gunfire slows his advance, but he uses his massive, mutated right hand as a shield. Out of
harm’s way, two rangers are holding a hysterical Angela back. Unbeknownst to everyone,
Frederic Downing has set up the whole incident to be video-recorded to form a showcase on
the G-Virus to present to General Grande. In the main office building opposite the air dome,
surveillance cameras are recording on multiple monitors, capturing the unfolding battle and
collating data on Curtis’ mutation.
The army captain gives the order to cease fire and
G-Curtis staggers and topples over. Angela is
frozen in shock and the captain reports back to
his command HQ that the target became hostile
and resisted capture so they had no choice but to
open fire and terminate it. An alarm suddenly
begins to sound and red klaxons flash as an
emergency announcement warns a lethal viral
strain has been detected in in the garden sector
and that feedback will be commenced. Whilst
everyone is distracted, G-Curtis rises up and skewers the unfortunate Army captain with his
enlarged claw.
Meanwhile after taking out a few more zombies and with the alarm still sounding, Claire
hobbles on and finally reaches the elevator which will take her up into the uninfected office
building. The building is comprised of 22 floors with the control centre located beneath the
President’s office at the very top. Rather than leave the building, Claire decides to head for the
control room.
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It is pandemonium in the inner garden as G-Curtis decimates the Rangers. Gunshots ring out
and there is agonised screaming as he swats them all away like flies, demonstrating his
incredible jumping power. One solider fires a grenade launcher but Curtis flips his clawed
hand to deflect the grenade up to one of the interconnecting bridges, causing it to explode and
collapse onto the hapless army operative. Amidst the carnage, time seems to move in slow
motion for Angela as she watches G-Curtis advance upon two more Army Rangers. Although
he faces away from her, the huge eyeball on his shoulder fixes firmly on Angela and he turns to
walk towards her, recognising her as a blood relative.
Leon suddenly appears behind her, brandishing
an M16 rifle from one of the fallen soldiers. He
tells her to get clear and aims at the crosscorridor structure above Curtis but instead fires
two grenades that hit the joint of the connecting
bridge. The whole structure sags under the
explosion and sets off a chain reaction, causing
numerous overhead structures to collapse. Leon
grabs Angela and they flee as rubble rains down
all around them and once the dust has settled,
there is no sign of G-Curtis.
A surviving Ranger calls out for help. He has fallen into one of the water tanks in the Level 4
storage room and Leon helps pull him out. The other surviving soldiers gather around the
rubble where G-Curtis disappeared, one of them is limping quite badly. Suddenly, an alarm
begins to sound and the automated sprinklers begin spraying anhydrous ethanol across the
whole area of the garden. Ignition devices are built into the sprinklers and an announcement is
made warning that incineration will begin in five minutes and that all exits are sealed. The
building is about to be sterilised. The Rangers begin to panic and Leon orders them all to the
central rest area where the transparent elevator is. There are six Rangers left in all, two of them
injured and they all gather inside the elevator ready to leave. Amidst the rubble and debris,
G-Curtis’ foot can be seen sticking out and it begins to elongate unnaturally as the G-Virus
within his body begins the next mutation phase.
There is no room for Leon or Angela in the
elevator so the rangers promise to send it back
down for them. As the doors close and the
transparent tube begins to rise, Leon and Angela
turn to see G-Curtis rise up out of the rubble,
larger than ever before. Angela raises her rifle to
shoot but Leon swats it down. If she fires now
she’ll ignite them all. They watch helplessly as
G-Curtis displays astonishing jumping prowess
and jumps up onto the walkways, chasing the
horrified Rangers trapped like rats in the slowly moving elevator. They are helpless as Curtis
waits for the elevator to reach the walkway he is on before charging at them. Leon and Angela
watch from below and dodge large glass shards and pieces of the connecting bridges as up
above G-Curtis swings his giant clawed arm and smashes the wall of the transparent elevator.
He rips it off the wall and debris rains down, forcing Leon and Angela to flee and dive out of
the way, the rubble separating them.
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The countdown to the facility incineration is now down to two minutes and Angela looks on in
horror as Curtis still holds the dangling elevator in his hand with the hapless Rangers still
trapped inside. The G-eye fixates on Angela and he hurls the elevator car down towards her,
and she only just manages to avoid it. Up above
Curtis lets out a huge roar as a dazed Angela gets
up to inspect the bloodied elevator car, but the
Rangers are all dead. Incineration is now down to
60 seconds and G-Curtis jumps down and lands
on the rubble behind her. He watches and begins
to chase her but is halted when Leon expertly
throws a knife into the giant eye on its shoulder.
Curtis reels back in pain, his field of vision
narrowed slightly. Leon explains to Angela that it
wants her because of their blood connection. It sees her as a breeding tool. All hosts infected
with the G-Virus look to breed with someone with similar DNA to themselves. This thing is an
abomination and isn’t her brother anymore; Curtis is dead.
The incineration countdown is now down to 30 seconds and the giant eye on G-Curtis has
healed and he pursues them once again. Leon grabs Angela by the hand and they flee with the
creature in hot pursuit towards the Level 4 building. As the countdown reaches zero the
ignition devices spark up and the whole garden area is enveloped in a massive fireball. Leon
and Angela dive into the cold water of the Level 4 storage tank before the flames reach them.
Curtis is not so lucky. The shock causes Angela to panic and expel all the oxygen from her
lungs. Leon presses his lips to hers and shares his air with her. Up above the surface of the
water, the air dome interior is engulfed in flame and several corresponding rooms are also set
ablaze, destroying any remaining zombies in the area.
11:35PM
Having used the master code, Claire arrives at
the control room on the 21st floor of the
adjacent office building. A large screen on the
back wall depicts a moving hologramatic image
of the air dome. The image extends
downwards more than twice the length of the
dome, dropping down 300 meters to an
underground pit. A warning message then
flashes up announcing that the inner garden is
falling. A ceiling surveillance camera shows the
whole air dome engulfed in flames and as it slowly begins to settle it reveals the fire has burned
down into the underground facility and sections of the pit are visible. The inner garden blocks
begin to sink one after the other, leaving the research buildings in place. The burning gardens
are soon lost in the abyss some 300 meters below.
Back in the Level 4 water tank, Leon and Angela are still unable to surface due to the fires
burning above. Instead Leon fires at the side of the tank, causing it to crack and shatter. The
torrent of rushing water puts out the fires and carries Leon and Angela towards the recently
opened pit. Angela manages to catch hold of a girder and grabs a hold of Leon as he comes
surging past, saving his life. Soaking wet, he hauls himself back up over the side and they both
watch as the water falls down into the deep blackness below. Red and green lights blink on the
sides of the pit and it is too dark to see the bottom.
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There is a sudden roar and they look up to see G-Curtis had safely ensconced itself in the
ceiling rafters to shield himself from the fire. He is now slowly lowering himself down using his
own tentacles. Suddenly another alarm rings out and the floor around them begins to give way.
When a biohazard occurs in the facility, an emergency control system is activated that causes
each section of the building to fall sequentially into the hidden pit below.
Back in the control room, that same alarm rings in
Claire’s ears as she watches the hologram filter
and change to demonstrate the system as each of
the research buildings drop away one at a time,
starting with Level 4. The time to Level 4
dropping is now 130 seconds.
Still on Level 4 itself, Leon and Angela wonder
what is happening as numerous mechanical
sounds spark up around them and the platform
they stand on slowly starts to descend. Leon looks up at the domes ceiling and spots Curtis still
clambering towards them. They need to go up. Quickly, they head for the stairs on the edge of
the building.
Back in the control room, Claire watches the unfolding situation on the monitors and looks
around the various control panels for a way to disable the system. She finds the system to
change the air pressure in the dome and she decides to decrease the pressure to lower the roof,
even though it will increase the risk of a further biohazard. Taking a gamble, she activates the
system in the hope Leon and Angela will be able to grab one of the hanging framework struts
from the lowered roof as the various sections of the inner garden fall away to reveal more of the
deep black pit beneath.
Meanwhile Leon and Angela reach the roof of the
Level 4 building. There is a significant gap
between them and Level 2 but it is lower down so
he takes a running jump and leaps off the edge,
tucking into a forward roll and landing safely on
Level 2. Moments later Angela joins him and they
can see the Level 0 building ahead of them which
is sinking the lowest. But as they break into a
sprint, G-Curtis drops down between them both.
As Leon raises his Silver Ghost to fire, G-Curtis
backhands him like a bothersome fly, sending him flying backwards so far he actually smashes
into a generator back on the room of Level 4. Dazed, he gets up to see Curtis advancing on
Angela on Level 2 below. As the computer begins a final countdown before Level 4 drops, he
turns and sprints the opposite way just as the support struts begin to detach from the sidings.
He ducks under pipes, jumps over obstacles and careers off the edge and lands on Level 3 just
as Level 4 drops away 300 meters down into the pit.
The Level 2 building can be seen directly across the fallen inner garden and G-Curtis pursues
Angela with deliberate calm as she makes her way towards Level 0. As she reaches her
destination, Leon decides to try and get back to her via Level 1 but cannot make it in time. He
looks up to see the airdome roof creaking and the support struts and gantries are buckling
under the weight of the pressure. The computer makes another warning countdown from ten
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to zero and Level 1 drops away, leaving Angela with nowhere to go. Because the electrical
systems are malfunctioning, the interior of the air dome is filled with flashes and arcs of
electrical energy and sparks as various systems
short and exposed cables crackle. As Angela
stands at the end of the deep pit with her gun
pointed at G-Curtis, the creature suddenly
hesitates and stops in its tracks. At first she is
puzzled by its actions until she realises she has
dropped the family photo she took from
Curtis’ house. The creature stops and picks it
up. Staring at the image on the picture seems
to spark an internal struggle and he partially
regains his human side. But as he begins to
speak his body convulses and parts begin to drop off his flesh. In a barely recognisable voice,
Curtis mutters through the pain washing through his rapidly changing body that he doesn’t want
to hurt her. But with nowhere left to run, Angela decides to stay with her brother so they can
both die together. She lowers her weapon just as Level 0 enters rapid descent mode and the
computer begins a ten second countdown. She closes her eyes just as Curtis prepares to strike
her only for Leon to grab hold of her from above where he hangs down from the handrail of a
catwalk that has come dislodged from the broken ceiling above. She opens her eyes in time to
see Level 0 and Curtis plummet down into the pit below, leaving she and Leon hanging in midair. As she gazes down into the pitch blackness below, Leon grits his teeth under her weight
and assures her that once the system verifies there’s no more virus present, the hole will close
and seal up the pit.
Suddenly, a tentacle from the falling G-Curtis shoots up and wraps around Angela’s trailing leg,
tugging her downwards and putting more strain on the crippled catwalk hanging down from
above. Leon almost loses his grip on her and has his legs wrapped around the catwalk railing
whilst hanging upside down. There is no way he can hold onto them all. Angela looks him in
the eye and tells him to let go of her, otherwise he’ll fall too. She tells him he has to live in
order to destroy all these viruses. But stubbornly Leon refuses and she begins to get upset and
begs him not to try and save her. But she is shocked when Leon repeats the quote Curtis once
said to her many years ago. “If you don’t try and save one life, you’ll never save any.” He then
uses his other hand to shoot G-Curtis in the forehead, causing it to release its hold on Angela
and plummet down into the blackness below.
They both watch it fall just as the incineration
process begins and flames begin to leap up from
the bottom of the shaft below. As the flames
increase up the tunnel, four separate panels slide
out from the walls and converge to form a lid
that completely reseals and covers the pit,
locking into place just before the fire reaches
them. The warning alarm then finally stops just
as the catwalk up above comes loose and they
both plunge downwards like a swing, bouncing
off a support strut and landing hard on the platform below. Quickly they both roll out of the
way just as the remainder of the catwalk comes crashing down from above. Still holding hands,
they share a moment together when Leon’s cell phone suddenly begins to ring. The signal is
coming through again and he leaves go of her hand to answer it. The phone call is likely from
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Hunnigan. General Grande’s communication’s man has cracked under interrogation and they
now have the full story.
11:55PM
Back in the control room, Claire watches Leon and Angela on the monitors, glad their ordeal
is finally over. It is now almost midnight so she hobbles on her wounded leg and begins to
make her way outside. But as she has one last glance at the central console, she realises she is
able to rewind the footage of the battle against G-Curtis and discovers the whole thing has been
recorded. She then picks up the sound of helicopter blades and gazes out of the window to see
a helicopter carrying Senator Davis approaching.
The helicopter lands on the concourse before the air dome
facility and two heavily armed U.S. Marines jump out and
help the Senator down onto the ground. He makes his way
towards the main building just as Claire steps out, distrust
written all over her face. Davis fails to notice and is as
arrogant as ever, demanding to know the whereabouts of
Frederic Downing. Claire bluntly responds Downing is dead
and now they have no vaccine data, nothing. Just the same as
Raccoon City. Davis looks puzzled and Claire accuses him
of being in on the whole thing. Frederic had explained to
her that even Senator Ron Davis himself couldn’t convince
other countries to invest in the development of the
insufficiently researched G-Virus. At first, she didn’t suspect
him, if for no other reason than him being trapped in the airport terminal with everyone else
when the event occurred. But then again, he has had a motive for causing all of this. Stocks.
Davis seems flabbergasted by her accusations but Claire keeps going, explaining that
WilPharma stocks tanked because of TerraSave’s accusations about them and he was fearful
the situation would turn out the same as it did for Umbrella Corporation. So he needed an
excuse to use the vaccine. But Davis angrily stops her and starts to defend himself. He admits
he’s a stockholder and that he fully expects WilPharma to regain the public’s faith after this
incident, but there is no way in hell he’d ever support terrorism to ensure that. He then flat out
says he has never even heard of the G-Virus. Claire doesn’t believe him and says she knows he
ordered Frederic to dispose of the G-Virus when he called him, but Davis rejects that claim,
and innocently protests all he said was not to show Claire anything she did not need to see, that
was all. At this point, Leon cuts in having arrived outside the air dome with Angela and
confirms it is unlikely Senator Davis knows anything about what has transpired. General
Grande’s communications man has talked under interrogation by U.S. Government officials
and everyone, including Ron Davis, has been fooled by Frederic Downing.
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 13TH 2005
At that moment, the ornamental clock in the parking lot chimes midnight, and Claire
recognises the sound from when she was on the phone to Downing earlier. She runs over to
the payphone next to the clock tower and realises the phone cord has been cut. She cannot
believe he is the mastermind behind this whole thing. They need to find him and Angela puts
in a call to Harvardville Police for assistance.
Meanwhile, sometime later in the outskirts of town in a woodland area, Frederic Downing
stands in darkness by his car on the phone to General Grande. This desolate area looks down
on the town and the lights of the sealed off airport can be seen in the distance. He asks Grande
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what he thought of the battle test with G-Curtis as the events play back on his laptop computer
set out on the bonnet of his car. Downing says that as of right now, only the General will be in
possession of a set of both the t-Virus and the
t-Vaccine. Nothing would offer a greater advantage
when the Republic of Bajirib wishes to hold future
negotiations with the United States; a country that
desperately wants to keep the existence of this virus
a secret. Downing also assures him he has everything
planned down to the last detail, including his own
escape arrangements. He also requires extra
payment from Grande for the G-Virus data and
advises him to forget about G. It is wickedly volatile
in its current form and cannot be controlled.
He ends the call just as a car approaches, but
rather than the contact he is expecting, it is
Leon and Claire. Frederic panics and raises his
weapon. He has the last of the t-Vaccine and the
development data. This is all that remains in the
entire world, the rest is gone. Leon and Claire
lower their weapons to prevent him doing
anything stupid and just as he believes he is
getting the upper hand, Angela appears behind
him and points her gun to the back of his head.
Frederic collapses in panic and has a total
meltdown. Angela struggles with her inner turmoil over what he did to her brother and pulls
the trigger… but the chamber of her gun is empty. He is too pathetic to kill. She places him in
handcuffs and arrests him as other Harvardville Police officers emerge from their hiding places
in the woods. Leon retrieves Downing’s attaché case containing the remaining t-Vaccine and its
development data. The Harvardville bioterrorist incident is over.
Frederic is placed into custody and put under heavy interrogation by the U.S. Government
which will last for several days. Claire Redfield checks into the local hospital to get her leg
looked at. Leon and Angela report back for a debriefing.
DAY:
The U.S. Government have the whole area of the
airport still sealed off and the clean-up operation
officially begins. Because the incident has taken
place within the United States and relates to the
government’s link to Umbrella Corporation, the
B.S.A.A. are not invited to assist and their
invitation of assistance is declined. Relations
between the U.S. Government and the B.S.A.A.
are still bitter over the incident that brought down
Morgan Lansdale and the F.B.C.
Chris Redfield hears about the incident and the involvement of Claire. He contacts her to
make sure she is okay.
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Frederic Downing remains incarcerated and is undergoing interrogation by specially trained
investigators.
By the end of the day the U.S. Government have completed their clean-up operation of the
airport and the B.S.A.A. are finally allowed access to the site. But there is not much for them
to go on in terms of evidence as the government have done a good job removing all evidence of
the biohazard. Chris notes his thoughts on the matter.

"The investigation into Harvardville Airport is done. However, the incident was tidied-up by
the U.S. government and we didn't get much. The involvement of the t-Virus and G-Virus were
confirmed in the incident. In the U.S., they have their own special counter-bioterrorism forces
that have been fighting bioterrorism for a long time since the Raccoon incident. Therefore, we,
the BSAA, are often forced to wait when an incident occurs in the U.S.
In the end, it wasn't until the day after the incident that we were deployed at this airport in the
area. From the investigation it seemed Claire was involved in this incident. I contacted her in a
panic but there didn't seem to be a problem, so I was relieved. There's no telling when
bioterrorism equal to the Raccoon incident will occur in the United States. Will a day come
when the BSAA and U.S. compromise...?"
-BIO6: BSAA File; 13/11/05.

MONDAY NOVEMBER 14TH 2005
The planned National Pharmaceutical
Conference takes place today and a weary
Senator Ron Davis spends the day deflecting
questions about the incident and facing strong
enquiries from board members of the Global
Pharmaceutical Consortium. He may have
been innocent in the whole affair, but his
public reputation now appears tarnished.
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 16TH 2005
After several days of intense interrogation, Frederic Downing finally cracks and confesses all to
U.S. Secret Service agents. He admits to being a former Umbrella researcher and associate of
the late William Birkin. He stole samples of both the t and G-Viruses and left Raccoon City
just before the major biohazard in 1998.
He later joined WilPharma and used his
pre-existing knowledge on the t-Virus to
create a vaccine. He sold the virus to
terrorists in India and used the staged
outbreaks that occurred to demonstrate
the virus's capabilities to General
Grande. WilPharma were then able to
move in and administer the vaccine,
improving their popularity with the
public and increasing stock value. This
helped WilPharma become the industry leader in pharmaceuticals, a position once held by
Umbrella until their downfall. He also used Curtis Miller as a pawn to showcase the G-Virus to
the General. As the perfected t-Virus was already available on the black market, its value would
soar if sold as a set with the vaccine, which is what Downing planned to do all along. Senator
Davis had no knowledge of any of this, and the only crime WilPharma are guilty of, is the
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human trials with the t-Virus and its vaccine in India, something the U.S. Government were
already aware of.
Angela Miller stands on a top of a hill in the
Harvardville suburbs looking down on the
WilPharma research facility in the valley below.
She looks at the aerodrome almost as if it were
Curtis' headstone. She has her hair down and
wears a flowery, purple dress. She watches in
silence for a few moments until Leon and Claire
approach from behind. Leon explains that
Frederic confessed everything. He was the one
who provided the t-Virus to the terrorists in
India and even acted as the black market broker. He stole the t and G-Viruses then escaped
right before the Raccoon City disaster. But Frederic decided he could only sell them as a set
with a vaccine. So he erased his past and found employment at WilPharma, gaining
unrestricted access to their research facilities. He had the luxury of searching for potential
customers whilst manufacturing the vaccine. That was how he stumbled upon General Grande.
All the terrorist incidents were demonstrations staged for General Grande’s benefit. The whole
thing was just one big twisted sales pitch.
Angela knows her brother was just a tool to them
and had been used right from the very start.
Claire tries to be sympathetic. Although these
revelations don’t absolve Curtis of what he did,
they all share something in common with him,
and that is his passionate desire to prevent any
further tragedies like Raccoon City. Angela turns
and her face shows a new resolve. She looks over
at Leon to find him looking right back at her.
Suddenly his phone goes off again and she
smiles. He shuts the phone off and looks at her again. He needs to go. They say their goodbyes
before he and Claire turn on their heels and walk away. A few seconds later Angela calls him
back and suggests they go diving together again sometime. Leon replies that he’d love to, then
continues on his way.
As they descend down the mountain road, Claire
becomes curious and asks Leon about when he
and Angela went diving. He skirts around the
question and instead asks what her plans are,
offering her a lift on his waiting helicopter. She
thanks him but insists he has a limousine waiting
and turns around to find Rani and her Aunt
stood by the car and waving at her. Leon smiles
warmly and suggests that the next time they
bump into each other, let’s hope it’s someplace a
little more normal. She is in agreement and he turns and runs off towards the helicopter
without looking back. Claire watches him go and the helicopter takes off and leaves the
mountain. She then turns and walks to Rani and her aunt, the helicopter carrying Leon away
receding into the distance behind her.
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LATE NOVERMBER 2005 ONWARDS
In the weeks that follow, global pharmaceutical conglomerate Tricell submit a formal proposal
to buy out WilPharma. Ron Davis publicly opposes this move, despite the decrease in
corporate stock value following the Harvardville
terrorist incident. He is not having an easy time
convincing the public of WilPharma's innocence in
the whole affair and the value of the stocks have
plummeted, resulting in him losing a personal
fortune. He is also publicly accused of insider
trading with WilPharma stock, finding himself
unable to disprove the allegations. His financial
loss, ruined reputation and accusations into his
integrity mean his political career is doomed and
so he resigns from his position as Senator.

"Senator Ron Davis announced his resignation after being accused of insider trading with
WilPharma stock, a company of which he is a major stockholder."
-REDEG: News Report; Nov 2005

Not long after tending his resignation. He returns to his office with a copy of The Washington
Times where the front page headline reads; 'Tricell Offers to Purchase WilPharma.' Not long
after this, Davis dies a mysterious death. Whether he committed suicide or was murdered by a
Tricell agent is unclear. All the protected files on his office computer are wiped.

Upon hearing news of Frederic Downing's arrest, General Grande backs down on his stance of
supporting terrorism and agrees to a gesture of goodwill by participating in a disarmament
conference in Asia in an attempt to hold onto power. The announcement is made on national
television and the reporter speculates that the real motivation behind Grande's sudden change
of heart and subsequent participation in the conference is his inability to produce biological
weapons thanks to Frederic Downing's failure.

"Next in international news, General Miguel Grande has suddenly decided to participate in a
Central Asian disarmament conference. But the real motivation behind his participation is not
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yet known. However, government sources seem to be optimistic about the turn around and say
that it is to alleviate economic blockades, while rumours state that it is because his ability to
produce biological weapons has been removed."
-REDEG: News Report; Nov 2005

Tricell complete their swift takeover of WilPharma
and send a research team to Harvardville to analyse
and study the remains of the air dome research
centre. Teams of workers in hazmat suits comb
through the rubble at the bottom of the pit. The
burnt tops of the research towers are connected at
irregular heights and a number of workers can be
seen carrying out reclamation work. One member
picks up something that looks like it could a claw
from the G-Creature. The face inside the helmet cannot be seen behind the reflection of the
faceplate but the person inside is fascinated. He carefully places the fragment into a silver case
emblazoned with the biohazard symbol and has essentially puts the G-Virus into the hands of
Tricell.
The t-Vaccine development data is now in the hands of the U.S. Government where it will be
replicated and mass-produced, severely decreasing the value of the t-Virus as a weapon on the
black market. With the vaccine readily available, the authorities believe it will put off terrorists
and rogue organisations from using it in another biohazard. Hopefully the days of bioterrorism
incidents with the t-Virus will now be over. Unfortunately thanks to its unique mutation
properties, many other t-Virus strains will still pose a substantial threat and continue to evolve
and mutate with the passage of time.
Ryan Howard has still been unable to locate his son’s remains, despite months of searching. All
he has been able to recover are Tyler’s personal effects and the DNA sample he gave when
enlisted into the Rochester City Police Department. He has tried preliminary experiments
using this but the sample is too small and the results are unsuccessful.
Despite having a common hatred of Umbrella and
a determination to eradicate bio-terrorism, Chris
Redfield and Leon Kennedy have still never
actually met face to face. But with Claire Redfield
being a mutual contact between them, and Leon
having helped Claire out again during the
Harvardville incident, an official meeting is set up
between the two as she loves her brother deeply
and considers Leon a trusted friend. The meeting
is arranged by Adam Benford as a way of
hopefully improving relations between the
B.S.A.A. and the U.S. Government. Usually, contact between the two organisations is highly
restricted and there is a little animosity due to the government’s reluctance to allow the North
American branch of the B.S.A.A. to get directly involved in bio-terrorism incidents on
domestic soil. Claire Redfield is called in to act as a go-between and the meeting is positive.
Both men are able to understand each other's deep convictions, particularly those related to the
eradication of bio-organic weapons. The meeting is short and the conversation between the two
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is kept confidential. Hunnigan transcribes the details into a report she sends to Adam Benford.
Below is an excerpt.

“TerraSave member, Claire Redfield, introduced the two and they shook hands firmly, smiling.
It looked almost like they were two friends who hadn't seen each other in 10 years. They didn't
say much and it was a short conversation, but I believe they came to understanding of each
other's hardships in their battles against bioterrorism. I believe this meeting was an important
step in breaking down the barrier between the U.S. Government and the BSAA."
-RE6: Chris and Leon; undated.

2006:
Undisclosed dates:
Following on from her university graduation the previous year,
Sheva Alomar joins the newly re-formed B.S.A.A. and trains under
Josh Stone's unit in West Africa. She will be with his team for the
next eight months and come to regard Josh as a close friend. She
will be known throughout his squad as 'the little sister of the team.'
Meanwhile, at Oswell Spencer's European residence, the old man is becoming frustrated with
the lack of communication from Alex Wesker and the immortality project. Although they have
successfully kept the project and its location a secret from the outside world, Spencer is
concerned about the lack of progress. The experiments have been running for nearly a year
now and as each day passes, he can feel his body becoming weaker and weaker. He has lost
count of the thousands of test subjects he has sent to Sonido de Tortuga Island as Alex and her
team go through them so quickly. Due to the time pressure and the almost desperate nature of
the experiments, Alex does not have time to study the virus in any great detail after a new
variant is produced, they simply test it on a subject and observe the results. It is proving to be a
long, drawn out process and the feedback Spencer is receiving becomes more and more
infrequent. Spencer is aware the passage of time is ravaging his body and knows his time is
short. He is a shadow of the confident and imposing man that first welcomed George Trevor to
his mansion in Raccoon Forest thirty-nine years ago. For the first time ever, he is relying on
someone else to save his life.

"I have waited, and waited, and still no word from the island. It's
been a year since they left, and I've sent thousands upon
thousands of test subjects for their research.
As soon as Alex makes an improvement to the virus, the team
administers it to another batch of test subjects. Unfortunately,
they do not have time to study the virus before testing it. If it
looks feasible, they proceed forward and see how the test subjects
react to it.
All of this is to be expected I suppose. It's not Alex's fault.
I have become impatient: true, but the situation is dire. Age has
not only worn down this worthless shell, but it has also attacked
my internal organs and rendered many of them virtually useless.
What little functionality I can eek out of them is only thanks to
the machines attached to my body. Time is a merciless enemy.
I'm counting on you, Alex! Only you can give me the key to eternal life!"
-RE5: Spencer's Memoirs 3; undated.
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On Sonido de Tortuga Island, the family of Marilou Mabou plan to wed her off to an older
villager named Lopez in an arranged marriage. But still being so young
and unsure about the idea, Marilou is frightened of Lopez’ advances.
Marilou’s older brother, Eliseo, steps in to protect her and he often
clashes with Lopez. Eliseo grew up on Tortuga before leaving to study
abroad. When he returned he was looking to help with modernisation
for the island, but now his concerns lie solely on protecting his sister.
protecting his little sister.
Sometime following their re-establishment under the U.N. (and before Jill’s incident), the
B.S.A.A. work with the U.S. D.E.A. (Drug Enforcement Agency) in operations to eradicate
drug cartels in Central and South America and exposing genetically engineered drugs. There
are rumours these classified missions involved many members of the ‘Original 11’ and
testimonies provided by DEA agents heavily praise their abilities, instantly spreading word of
their capabilities around the world and raising the profile of the B.S.A.A.
Over the last few years Chris Redfield and Jill Valentine have travelled the world together as
B.S.A.A. operatives arresting bio-terrorists, stopping bio-weapons in Asia, storming weapons
laboratories in South America and catching up with smugglers in Europe.
Over the course of the last 18 months, Albert Wesker has tried to track down Oswell Spencer
as the subconscious strings of Project Wesker continue to tug at him. Since taking complete
control of the rival company, he has spent millions looking for Spencer, utilising all of the
organisation’s power, resources and time. It has become an obsession and he has neglected the
running of the company. The organisation suffered during Wesker’s coup into power and their
secret plan to revive Umbrella’s assets as a PMC is still going through the courts. Every action
Wesker takes with seeking Spencer out is another delay to this ultimate goal, but he cares not.
All that matters to him right now is uncovering the true intentions behind Spencer and his
thinking behind biological weapon research. The rival company may now be a mess, but he
still has Excella Gionne and Tricell to fall back to when the time is right. He has spent the last
three years secretly supplying Excella with classified materials to solidify this alliance.
Ada Wong accepts a contract with an unnamed employer, crossing paths with Ricardo Irving,
known black market dealer and part of Tricell’s Natural Resource and Development Division.
Now 20 years old and still in Government confinement, Sherry Birkin
laments her lack of freedom. Derek Simmons remains her legal
guardian and she is still subject to regular experimentation as
researchers strive to unlock the secrets of the late William Birkin's
incomplete Golgotha Virus. The most notable result of the tests is her
incredible regenerative abilities, including an immunity to most other
viruses. Records show that since she turned 20 earlier this year, her
body has effectively stopped aging, or at least the aging process has
dramatically slowed down compared to other people. This youthful
appearance is thought to be down to her G-Virus exposure as well.
She is essentially becoming a G-Human, the original goal of William Birkin’s ambition. A U.S.
Government researcher notes down his findings and his sympathies with Sherry's situation.

"Sherry Birkin was the light from the darkness that engulfed Raccoon City. She is a miracle.
The small amount of G-Virus that remained in her body is still active, but produces no harmful
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effects. Only its regenerative properties have been activated, making her almost immortal in a
way. This also is what makes her look so young, since it has halted her aging processes from
around the age of 20. Plus, she now has a strong resistance to all other viruses.
Unfortunately, I don't think this comes as a blessing to Sherry. She will always be different from
everyone else which will probably cause her some pain. But I think she will pull through. She's
strong, kind, and has such a positive outlook on life, no matter what the situation.
I wish you nothing but happiness, Sherry."
-BIO6: G-Virus file; undated.

In the Eastern Slav Republic, the development of the country’s natural resources has
significantly widened the gap between rich and poor in the years since the end of the Soviet
Union. A separatist movement has formed under a council of elders and a number of disputes
erupt between the oligarchy-controlled government and the anti-government forces who have
the support of the people. Because of these disputes Eastern Slav is rejected the chance to
become an EU member nation until the matter is settled. But the situation in Eastern Slav
continues to degenerate and civil war breaks out across the country. The push for
independence explodes onto the streets, with armed freedom-fighters pitting themselves against
government forces.
LOCATION PROFILE: EASTERN SLAV REPUBLIC
The Eastern Slav Republic was a Sovereign State that became
independent of the Soviet Union following its collapse in
1991. It was located north of Hungary somewhere near the
border of Budapest and the capital city was Holifgrad, where
the central government and presidential palace was located.
Renaissance architecture was prominent in Eastern Slav and
agriculture was abundant with much of the geography made
up of rich and fertile lands ripe for the harvesting of natural
resources. Beekeeping was also popular and soon the small
country was famous for the honey it produced. Likewise it also had a market for precious stones and rubies.
The history of Eastern Slav is vague, although records date back to around the 9th century when a Russian tribe
from Northern Europe established a principality that would later lay down the foundations of what would
eventually become Eastern Slav. This settlement expanded rapidly over the next 200 years and in the 11th
century a Greek Orthodox Church was constructed. During the Polish-Muscovite War in the early 17th century,
Eastern Slav was caught in the brunt of the conflict. But the Elders of Eastern Slav managed to escape
unharmed as a Cossack presbyter named Boris Shevchenko had constructed a number of underground tunnels
beneath the castle to help his people cope with the ongoing invasion. Many of these tunnels still exist in the
present day beneath the streets of Holifgrad. When the war was eventually over the land of Eastern Slav
returned to peace and remained so for several centuries. But by the end of the 18th century the two great
empires of Russia and Austria dominated the small country.
It was around the beginning of the 20th Century shortly after the end of the Russo-Japanese war that it became
known Eastern Slav was blessed with many rich energy sources such as oil and natural gas. In 1911 the central
palace (later to become the Presidential Palace) was constricted in the capital of Holifgrad. At that time it was
the villa of the Russian Emperor and to commemorate its completion, a large, ornate, heavy table was placed in
the emperor’s office. Following the aftermath of the Russian revolution, the map of Eastern Europe was largely
reworked. The Eastern Slav council is formed and declares independence, but this is short-lived once the Soviet
Union’s role of governance began. Eastern Slav luckily escaped the brunt of the German air force attacks
during World War II and it was around this time the father of future President Svetlana Belikova served in the
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military. The country existed relatively unobserved for the next 50 years or so until 1989 when the inevitable
end of the soviet era brought up the topic of independence once again, finally electing a president and
becoming a republic two years later.
Although the people of Eastern Slav initially
embraced Capitalism, trade and industry being
controlled by private owners and corporations gave
rise to the Oligarchs. The prosperous development
of the country’s natural resources coincided with a
significant divide between the rich and poor, and
resulted in the formation of a separatist movement.
A number of disputes erupted between the
government, controlled by the wealthy oligarchy,
and the anti-government forces, which had the support of the people. In 2006 the country was plunged into
Civil War with the military prospering under government control, and the rebels being organised by the
Council of Elders. The outbreak of war put paid to any chance of the Eastern Slav Republic’s application to
become a nation of the European Union, despite President Svetlana Belikova’s attempts to stop the conflict.
After several years of brutal fighting, Belikova engineered a ceasefire between both sides, but this was shortlived when in November 2010 it was discovered that the rebels’ land contained valuable resources. This led to a
clandestine operation where Belikova’s government secretly supplied the Council of Elders with B.O.W.s and a
new synthetic strain of Las Plagas to help them fight the ongoing war. But this ploy was all a set-up to frame the
rebels as bioterrorists and allow the flawed Plaga strain to destroy the Elders from within as a Trojan horse. In
the end, the rebels prevailed and in 2011 intervention from both the U.S. and Russian Government’s brought
an end to the war. In the months that followed, President Belikova resigned and the private corporations that
had dominated the small country for so long were exiled. The Russians and Americans installed a temporary
government until stability was brought to the small country and a new regime was elected into power by its
citizens.
Professor Ryan Howard meets and becomes close to Ezra Sennett, the Dean of Philosophy
University in Western Australia. Ezra offers him a job and he becomes head of the archaeology
museum and has the Irish Giant remains installed there. Howard is interested in Ezra’s guiding
principle of wanting to increase human intelligence so that one’s desire to learn and better
educate themselves overtakes the need for conflict and self-destruction. Mary Gray goes to
Australia with him and will later be enrolled at the university.
Over time, Howard manipulates Ezra into sanctioning experiments
using the t-Virus with the belief that he can use the virus to
artificially improve and expand human intelligence, citing Mary
Gray as living proof it can be done as she now has an IQ of 230.
Howard says they can increase brain capacity and switch on
otherwise dormant areas of cerebral activity that will drive infected
subjects to obsessively want to expand their knowledge and educate
themselves further to fill up this extra capacity. In other words, a
person with an endless desire to learn – the culmination of Ezra’s
vision for the future of humanity. Ezra enthusiastically agrees to
this request, completely oblivious of the dangers the t-Virus poses.
Howard takes over the main laboratory in the fossil museum in the
university’s west wing. He also has a hidden room installed behind the Irish Giant statue. But
in reality, Howard has no wish to fulfil Ezra’s dream and will instead use the state of the art
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facilities and generous funding provided by the university to continue his fruitless quest to find
his dead son and revive him.
Back on Sonido de Tortuga Island, the Kodoku Project is progressing nicely. The B.O.W.s
the researchers have created are made to fight under various conditions so the in-development
virus can be made more powerful from the survivor’s DNA. Although the process is ongoing,
Alex Wesker soon realises the process could take years to complete and that is time she does
not have.
She also receives word from loyal subbordinate Stuart that after six
years of development, the laboratory facilities that have been under
construction beneath the mines on Sushestvovanie Island are finally
ready. The locals are full of praise for Alex thanks to the re-opening
of the mines revitalising industry and economy on the tiny island.
Thanks to the geology of the land being ideally suited to the
research of new medicines, the locals involved in the construction
of the laboratory all these years believe it is for the purposes of
pharmaceuticals production, yet in reality it will be Alex’s central
hub for ongoing viral research.
With her new empire ready and awaiting, Alex finally severs her ties from Oswell Spencer and
Umbrella Corporation. She will relocate to full time to live on Sushestvovanie, an island all but
cut off from the outside world and undocumented in a majority of history books. It is the
perfect place for her to carry on her work where Spencer will never find her. She will take all of
the research progress on immortality she has
made so far using Spencer’s resources and will
dedicate herself to curing her own terminal
illness. But in order to leave no footprints
behind, she must cull the research staff Spencer
sent to Tortuga to work alongside her. She does
this by applying the Kodoku principle to each of
them and making them take part in the ongoing
trials. The surviving champion will be crowned
as her worthy successor to continue the work
they have been doing here.
Following conclusion of the trials, Dirk Miller is the survivor and wins her complete trust. With
Miller now in charge, Alex takes Spencer’s remaining notes, records and research data before
departing Sonido de Tortuga Island behind for good and leaving the experimental Kodoku
Virus in Miller’s hands.
To mock her ‘father’, Alex sends Spencer one last message, explaining that the immortality
virus is a success. Upon hearing this news, Spencer is overjoyed and regains some of the fire in
his eyes. But when reports from Tortuga Island stop coming in, Spencer investigates and
discovers that Alex has disappeared along with his entire research team and all of the test
subjects. Spencer is livid, furious that Alex has turned out just like her 'brother' Albert. The
once ever-powerful Oswell E. Spencer is now truly alone, yet still he stubbornly refuses to give
up on his dream of becoming a god. He now delegates the task of the immortality virus to his
devoted and loyal butler, Patrick. But Patrick has no scientific background and realistically
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cannot help. Nevertheless, he carries out Spencer's instructions by injecting the test subjects
they have trapped in the estate's basement with an unspecified variant of Progenitor Virus.

"Finally! A report of success!
The experiment was a success!
The news alone has sent a new surge of
energy coursing through my veins. I feel
rejuvenated. Last night’s dinner even tasted
sweeter. The wine more excellent. My
butler, Patrick, is truly a culinary savant.
Unfortunately, that joy was short-lived. Alex
has disappeared! I would be less concerned
if that were the only regrettable report from
the island. The other researchers are also
nowhere to be found! Neither are the
thousands of test subjects!
And most importantly, all research materials including the final virus that was to make me a
god cannot be located!
I have been betrayed!
I have allowed myself to be betrayed again!
I should have learned from my mistakes with Albert!
Now my life stands on the edge of a knife.
The only person I can trust is my loyal butler, Patrick.
He is my last hope in locating the virus that will cure me of this wretched ailment.
But is time on my side?
That is the question that preoccupies my mind.
And only the god I am to become can answer that question."
-RE5: Spencer's Memoirs 4; undated.

JULY 2006 (Circa)
One week passes since Patrick first injected the prisoners with the
Progenitor variant. Since then, he has performed tests and several
experiments based on guidance and instruction from Spencer
himself. But his lack of knowledge means they are not getting
very far and Patrick begins to have moral doubts about what they
are doing to these people, but then relegates such thoughts to the
back of his mind when he reflects upon how long his family have
loyally served the Spencer household. He is also very proud that
Spencer has entrusted such an important task to him. Taking a
lantern, he moves to the main hall of the estate and uses the crank
to open the portcullis beneath the staircase. He then heads down
the damp, dark tunnel and down to the prison where the test subjects slumber. As rats scurry
along the floor by his feet, Patrick observes each of the tests subjects. They are severely
malnourished and have lost a lot of weight. Their skin tone has also turned a dull grey and a
few of them have died. Whatever they are now, they are no longer human. Time now to report
their condition to Spencer.

"I cannot stop thinking about the screams of those poor souls imprisoned in the basement. I
administered the virus to all of them as per Master Spencer’s instructions one week ago.
Whatever they’ve become now, they are no longer human.
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I have assisted with multiple experiments at Master Spencer’s behest. I do not know of what
use a simple butler not schooled in the sciences such as myself can be, but I should be proud
that the master trusts me with his important work. He usually has nothing but contempt or
distrust for those around him.
However, I cannot help but feel a disconnect between how I think I should feel and my actual
mental state. On the one hand, I am filled with joy at the chance to assist the master in any way
I can; on the other, I feel as if I am losing a bit of my soul with each experiment I assist with.
The only way I can preserve my mental faculties is by taking time off, or by trying to divorce
myself from all emotion.
Whichever the case, I must act and not question the master.
Duty and honour: that is what is at stake.
For generations, my family has been in loyal service to the Spencer household. I will not betray
my duties, and I will serve Master Spencer until the end. I have dedicated my life to serving
him, and there is no turning my back on that.
It is time to check on the test subjects and report on their current condition to Master Spencer.
I will carry out my duties, and I will do so honourably."
-RE5: Patrick's Memoirs 2; undated.
A side-effect of these experiments result in the creation of a strange new creature with features
not dissimilar to Lisa Trevor when she was subject to numerous injections from the Progenitor
Virus decades ago now. They are simply referred to as ‘Blobs’.
IRREGULAR MUTANT PROFILE: BLOB
These creatures are the direct results of Spencer’s reckless experimentation
on the prisoners kept at his European estate during his ongoing and
desperate search for immortality. These humans were subjected to
numerous injections of Progenitor Virus variants by Spencer’s butler
Patrick in a vain attempt to replicate the early Lisa Trevor tests which
resulted in her invulnerability. But without any skilled researchers at their
disposal, these experiments were primitive and misguided, and what
subjects did not die became horribly disfigured and mutated. Although
the subjects gained increased muscle mass, a majority of their faces were
no longer recognisable and were just a mess of tumours and boils hidden
behind a hood attached to a harness. What little is left of their mouths are
reminiscent of a leech or lamprey. Curiously this trait is not dissimilar to
facial features from the latter stage G-Virus mutations of both William
Birkin and Curtis Miller. This hood and harness supports an enlarged growth that has left the creature with a
hunched back and disproportionate shoulders. Two chains hang down from the harness with hooks on the end,
suggesting these creatures were once bound and restrained to the walls. They also wear iron anklets as further
evidence these creatures were originally shackled up whilst the experiments took place. The skin on their legs
have turned a dull, green with significant patches of rotten flesh. Their upper bodies are a shade of angry
purple with dark veins and capillaries signifying increased blood flow around these swollen areas. These
creatures also possesses great strength and are able to drag around a large iron anchor used as a club or axetype weapon. However their most telling trait is the large yellow eye that has formed on the creature’s back.
This again is reminiscent of Lisa Trevor who also developed an eyeball on her back. This trait is again similar to
the physical symptom of a Golgotha Virus infectant, although G subjects typically develop the eyeball mutation
on their right arm. Whilst the eye is more identifiable with the G-Virus, it is actually believed to be a
Progenitor-influenced trait, and something that develops when the subject is given multiple injections of
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Progenitor variants. The eye is also a weak spot and if shot or penetrated will cause significant damage to the
Blob. Another curious trait is their seemingly acidic blood. Like the bile secreted by t-Virus zombies, this
corrosive substance will burn and damage anyone in its radius. When shot, the Blob will spray this acid from
its wounds when injured. Finally the creature’s intelligence levels are inconclusive. Whilst it possesses no
means of communication, it is able to wield large objects as weapons and will follow a target relentlessly. It
does not have the intelligence to open doors or follow complex commands so B.O.W. application is limited.
Blobs would prowl the lower caverns of the estate and were unofficially referred to as Guardians of Insanity of
Keepers of Madness due to their grotesque appearance. But unfortunately, despite surviving multiple does of
Progenitor and developing a physical appearance somewhat similar to Lisa Trevor, these creatures did not
share her invincibility factor and could be taken down rather easily with conventional firearms. Unlike the
G-Virus they possessed only one mutation cycle and possessed no regenerative abilities.
As time passes, Spencer comes to realise that his hopes are
fruitless. As loyal as Patrick is, his lack of scientific skills makes
it impossible for his dream to be realised. He is now beyond
desperate and as a last throw of the dice, decides to put his faith
in the man who has already betrayed him once; Albert Wesker.
Despite his actions in betraying him, Albert is still one of
Spencer’s greatest creations and one of Umbrella’s greatest
success stories. His manipulative cunning had helped Spencer
bring down his bitter rival and once great friend James Marcus
and put the t-Virus into his hands. His work alongside William
Birkin at the Arklay Labs in the 1980s was invaluable in
improving the virus and initiating the Tyrant program to create
the perfect super soldier. Spencer believes it is Albert's own
ruthless ambition that made him desert Umbrella and it is that
ruthlessness that makes them so similar. If he can somehow persuade Wesker to come back
onto his side and assist him once more, he may still yet achieve his dream of finding the
immortality virus and become the god he was always destined to be. It is a long shot he knows,
but it is a chance nonetheless.
Spencer tells Patrick to locate the whereabouts of Albert Wesker and pass him of the location
of the Spencer Estate. Patrick is puzzled at his master suddenly requesting a visitor having
taken great pains over the last three years to remain hidden from the outside world, but
nevertheless he carries out the order without question. He can vaguely remember Albert
Wesker having met him once over ten years ago now. Doing some research, he looks for the
right individual who can put word on the street how to get in contact with him. He soon comes
across a black market weapons dealer named Ricardo Irving; an individual seemingly willing to
do anything for the right price. Patrick learns that presently Irving is under the employ of Ada
Wong, an independent female spy who has regular dealings with Wesker.
After fulfilling his duties, Patrick reports back to Spencer who suddenly and very abruptly
dismisses him from his duties. Patrick is flabbergasted and asks why, but Spencer responds
only with silence. Loyal until the end, Patrick takes his leave and collects his things, wondering
why things have turned out this way. He dismisses the notion outright that Spencer plans on
ending his own life as he is not that type of man and still has so many affairs left unfinished. He
surmises Spencer must have some grand plan that he is not privy too. After collecting his
belongings, Patrick takes his leave and exits the estate for good. As for Spencer, all he can do
now is wait for his ‘son’ to return to him…
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"I have been in Master Spencer’s employ for the majority of my adult life. As of late, however, I
find his actions to be inscrutable. For example, he has taken every possible precaution to
conceal his whereabouts from the outside world. For what reason, I do not know.
Then one day he asks me to find a certain man and make him aware of the master’s
whereabouts. I do not know why he would go to such lengths to contact this man, but perhaps
he wanted to see if someone could find him.
The man in question is one Mr. Albert Wesker,
a name I have not heard in a quite a long time.
I only met him once, and that was over ten years
ago.
I am ashamed to admit that I cannot recall his
face, because as head butler, it is my job to
remember people. The reason, I believe, is
because of his eyes – those cold, unfeeling eyes
that completely overshadowed his other
features. At any rate, I have endeavoured to get
the information into Wesker’s hands without
letting on that it was Master Spencer’s desire that he have that information.
I know of a certain unscrupulous individual who could put the information on the streets, for
the right price. He is the kind that does not care who he talks to. What made the individual I
found of such importance is that he is in the employ of a female spy who has regular dealings
with Wesker.
I paid this man (I forget if his name was Roberto or Ricardo) more than he deserved and gave
him the bare minimum of information necessary to fulfil Master Spencer's wishes.
I dutifully carried out Master Spencer’s directions to the letter. It was at this point that the
situation took an even more cryptic turn.
The master, he let me go, but I do not l know why. I asked him for a reason – the only time I
have ever questioned him – but he responded with only silence.
I do not know what to do now. I am filled with a sense of loss. Everything I have ever known is
gone. I dedicated my entire life to serving the Spencer household, and now that book has been
forcibly closed for no apparent reason. The only ones who remain will be these untrustworthy
security guards and the people imprisoned below the premises. I truly doubt the guards’ ability
to attend to all of Master Spencer’s needs.
Could it be that he plans on dying? No! He is not that type of man. He would not want to leave
all his affairs in such an unfinished state. Master Spencer must have some grand machinations
at work that are beyond my ability to comprehend.
At any rate, I can only obey his wishes and take my leave. I will be loyal until the end, even if it
breaks my heart to do so."
-RE5: Patrick's Memoirs 3; undated.

AUGUST 2006
As planned, Ricardo Irving passes the location of Spencer to Ada Wong who in turn makes
sure it gets passed onto Albert Wesker. Wesker immediately makes plans to head for the
Spencer Estate, ready to come face to face with his former master and discover his true
intentions after all these years.
Coincidentally a short time later (possibly anonymously via Ada?), the European branch of the
B.S.A.A. also receive intelligence about the possible whereabouts of Spencer, who is still on
the world's most wanted list following the demise of Umbrella. The European branch call upon
North American Special Operations Agents Chris Redfield and Jill Valentine and request they
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take the mission to apprehend Spencer given their personal experiences and extensive dealings
with Umbrella in the past. Chris and Jill accept he mission in the knowledge that arresting
Spencer is sure to give them some leads on finally tracking down Wesker himself.
THE SPENCER ESTATE INCIDENT: AUGUST 2006
Albert Wesker arrives alone at the Spencer Estate in Europe, intrigued at its remarkable
similarity to the old Arklay mansion in Raccoon Forest. He is impressed Spencer managed to
shield himself away from the world for so long but there is nowhere left for him to hide now.
After all those years Wesker had sat and pondered what the old man’s true intentions were for
the world, all those times he had agonised over what his connection to him was, tonight he is
finally going to get his answers.
He enters the mansion and is immediately surrounded
by Spencer’s security detail. Several man dressed in
sharp suits, sunglasses and armed with guns approach
him. Wesker uses his super speed and a spectacular
battle ensues. The whole hall is riddled with bullets as
Wesker blurs around the room, so much so that the
three giant windows set above the front door are all
smashed. He breaks the necks of some, thrust
punches others, and soon they are all lying dead,
twisted expressions of pain on their faces. Wesker
then takes the elevator on the first floor to the main part of the estate, breaking the controls in
the process to prevent anyone from following him. The elevator opens up onto the castle part
of the estate and he finds himself in a long stone corridor in one of the old towers. More
security guards await but Wesker quickly makes short work of them and at the end of the hall
is a set of double doors leading to the library. Inside, Spencer is waiting for him. But to
Wesker’s immense shock, his presence is expected. Even now, as a frail old man and a mere
shadow of his former imposing self, Oswell Spencer still possesses the ability to surprise.
Chris Redfield and Jill Valentine arrive at the Spencer Estate.
The events of RESIDENT EVIL 5: LOST IN NIGHTMARES begin.

"A few years ago, the B.S.A.A. received Intel as to the whereabouts of Umbrella's founder,
Oswell E. Spencer. Jill and I were ordered by the B.S.A.A.'s European Headquarters to
apprehend him. We accepted that mission in the hopes to uncovering some info that would
lead us to Wesker."
-RE5: Lost In Nightmares Intro; August 2006

Thunder rumbles and the wind rustles as Jill and
Chris cautiously approach the dilapidated old
mansion. There is no sign of life and all the
lights inside the estate seem to be off. The front
door is secured so Jill sets to work with her lock
picks as Chris gives a sit-rep to HQ. Command
tells them to proceed inside, confirming
overhead satellite scans of the area show nothing
out of the ordinary but they should expect the unexpected regardless. Once inside they are
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both struck with déjà vu as the main hall looks uncannily like the one from Raccoon Forest all
those years ago, albeit much older and the décor not quite as grand. The place shows early
signs of neglect and disrepair but is still a marvel to look at nonetheless.

The double doors to the dining room on the left are locked and the door on the right requires
an emblem for access. A large blood splatter stains the marble floor and a body suddenly falls
from the second floor balustrade and lands on the stairs. Several more bodies dressed in suits
and ties are on the upper landing. These are Spencer’s security detail and all of them have
been brutally murdered. Chris reports to HQ that all the security guards have been physically
assaulted and there are no survivors. HQ acknowledges and tells them to proceed with extreme
caution. They knew from the outset this mission wasn’t going to be a cake walk.
Both the east and west landings are blocked off by
barbed metal security gates. Searching around
back downstairs they locate a hidden lever behind
the main staircase that unlocks them. There is
also a door leading to the basement but it is
blocked with a portcullis and a crank is needed to
raise it. Chris muses about Spencer’s seemingly
endless fascination with cranks, given some of the
tricks that were installed at the old Arklay
Mansion and Jill sarcastically remarks he must be
a man of refined tastes.
With the security gates unlocked, they are now free to explore the upper east wing and make
their way back upstairs. Up here the floorboards are dusty and rotten in places and the paint is
cracked and peeling from the walls. A fine layer of dust covers everything and the darkened
corners are laced with old cobwebs. From this position they can see some of the windows
above the main entrance has been smashed. A door to the left takes them into the east wing.
Inside, a long corridor with peeling green wallpaper leads to the master bedroom. A portrait of
Spencer himself leers at them from the back wall as if he is watching them. Inside the bedroom
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a beautiful four-poster bed lies empty but unkempt as if it has been used recently. The bedding
is full of used medication. An open book lays on the bedside cabinet.

"May 9, 1998
Played poker tonight with Scott and Alias
from security, and Steve from Research.
Steve was the big winner, but I think he was
cheating. That scumbag.
May 10, 1998
One of the higher-ups assigned me to take
care of a new creature. It looks like a
skinned gorilla to me.
Scott said there'd been an accident in the
basement lab. I just knew something like
this would happen. Those bastards in Research never sleep, not even on holidays.
May 12, 1998
I've been wearing this damn space suit since yesterday. My skin's getting grimy and feels itchy
all over.
May 16, 1998
A rumour is going round that a researcher who tried to escape the estate last night was shot. My
entire body feels hot and itchy and I'm sweating all the time now. I scratched the swelling on
my arm and a piece of rotten flesh just dropped off. What the hell's happening to me?
May 19, 1998
fever gone but itchy today hungry and eat doggie food
4//
itchy
tasty"
-RE5 Lost in Nightmares: Pages from a Diary. {Some entries are missing}

Chris vaguely recognises these passages from a diary he found in the original Arklay Estate and
wonders how it ended up here. A note is placed within the last few pages containing the
scribble ‘PH-316-6224-CK’. The rest of the room contains fine, oak furniture and cabinets with
smashed glass casings. On display are various trinkets and ornamental plates. Opposite the bed
is a beautiful painting of the estate standing on the edge of the cliff overlooking an expansive
lake in moonlight. More medication is present and it is clear Oswell Spencer is not a well man.
The duo return to the main hall and decide to
check the western wing. Crossing over the
central balustrade they notice a gaping hole in
the dilapidated flooring so Chris has to help
toss Jill over to the other side. Now she can
reach the only door and emerges into the
upper balcony overlooking the dining room
below. She begins to explore as Chris moves
back downstairs and patiently waits for her to
unlock the door.
In the dining room, Jill is once again struck how strikingly similar everything is to that of the
Arklay Mansion. A blood-red carpet with a flower pattern drapes across the wooden
floorboards and some of the windows are barred. Peering out, she cannot make out anything
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beyond the thickening fog and dense treeline. She passes a corner unit with a vase of wilting
flowers and the rug beneath her feet becomes suddenly ruffled and veers off awkwardly to the
right as if something was dragged across it. The wooden banister has smashed and debris has
landed down on the dining table below. In the
corner she finds an H&K PSG sniper rifle; a
strange place to leave such a weapon but it
likely belonged to a member of Spencer’s
security detail. She updates Chris over the
radio that she is in the dining room and has
found a weapon she can use. There are no
other doors up here so she drops down onto
the dining table below, again experiencing a
sense of déjà vu as she takes in her
surroundings. Same looking dining table, an
old fireplace, grandfather clock, and the room
is lit only by candlelight. She speaks again to Chris, remarking how the situation makes them
think of the old mansion in Raccoon City, back where this whole thing started. Hard to believe
that was 8 years ago. She really is getting older and Chris responds she isn’t the only one.
She unlocks the double doors to allow Chris
access to the room. The dining table is set
out for one and the glass in the grandfather
clock has been smashed and the pendulum
does not move. A roaring fire burns in a
beautiful stone hearth on the right hand
side. Opposite is a small alcove behind two
archways either side of a wall bearing
another portrait of Spencer. Inside the
alcove they find a desk with a journal resting
next to a lit table lamp. The journal is
written by Spencer’s master servant, a man known as Patrick, and talks largely about his
master’s declining health and happier days from times long since past when James Marcus and
Edward Ashford came to visit the estate. Spencer has seemingly suffered in the years since
Umbrella’s demise and may not have long left to live. A hand-written note is slipped inside the
last few pages and bears another code, similar to the one they found in the master bedroom;
‘RS-439-2813-FZ.’ Chris slips it into his pocket.
They leave the dining room and follow another corridor with wooden flooring and wall panels
underneath peeling green wallpaper. Black and white photographs of the 1966 Kijuju
expedition are enlarged and preserved in frames, showing off the Ndipaya Sun Garden in
detail. There are also portraits of a woman in a dress but her face has been completely defiled
on each one. An empty, neglected bathroom is down a short passage and as they begin to climb
the stairs to the second floor, they hear a large scraping noise from somewhere up above, as if
something heavy was being dragged across the floor. Jill takes point and they run up the stairs
and through the only door, emerging into a music room with a grand piano. The room is
empty and disturbingly has no other apparent exit, leaving the source of the scraping noise
from moments ago something of a mystery. Jill walks over to the piano and almost smiles when
she sees ‘Beethoven’s Sonata No.14’ on the music sheet. Chris asks if she can still play so she
puts her skills to the test, her fingers soon dancing across the ivory keys. Just like Arklay, the
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music triggers a mechanism that reveals a hidden compartment in the wall. Inside they find an
emblem of a Centaur; the exact thing they need to open the door in the main hall to access the
east wing of the estate. They also find
another journal lying on a table, again
written by Patrick. This one seems to be
more recent and makes mention of a
number of people being held captive in
the basement and used as guinea pigs for
viral experiments.
Together they return back downstairs and
through the dining room back into the
main hall. Chris slots the centaur emblem
in place and the door clicks open. On the other side they find another corridor. Windows on
the right cast beams of silvery moonlight into the room and numerous cabinets and chairs are
dotted about. A lamp burns brightly on a table by the wall and that same portrait of Spencer
gazes down at them almost hypnotically. His gaze is very imposing. The corridor soon
branches to the left and they come across another locked door, but this one Jill can open with
her lock picks. She soon has it cracked and they emerge into a study with large bookcases
dominating three of the four walls. An ornate desk sits in the corner with a large old-style PC
and a small wooden globe. The PC requires three passwords to access the network. They type
in the two they already have which are accepted, leaving one more to find.

They search the rest of the lower east wing, finding an old storeroom full of old crates covered
in dust sheets. Small animal and bird cages are stacked up, as well as picture frames and bags of
compost and cement. Three candles are lit on top of a box and give off a warm, soothing glow.
Jill finds a locked door and whilst exploring an alcove round the corner, Chris finds a piece of
paper just like the other two they found, only this one is blank. Feeling the texture, he realises it
is light sensitive and they need to find a strong heat source to reveal its contents. They decide to
split up, Chris will take the paper back to the dining room and use it on the fire in the grate
while Jill elects to return to Oswell Spencer’s study and peruse the books stored there for
anything useful. They will remain in radio contact throughout and meet up again ASAP.
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Chris runs back down the east wing corridor, his feet creaking off the dusty old floorboards.
The whole estate appears deserted and has a very eerie atmosphere. He gets a shock when one
of the windows suddenly caves in and a screeching bat flies through and quickly settles on the
ceiling. The barking of a far-away dog can also be heard as thunder rumbles across the sky.
Quickly regaining his composure and supressing a shiver, he continues on to the dining room.

Back in the study, Jill looks over the countless leather-backed tomes on the shelves and finds
several old journals written by Spencer himself. He writes how time is a merciless enemy and
how age has taken its toll in his later years. He is confined to a wheelchair and only the
machines he is hooked up to are keeping him alive. He has grand delusions of ruling over
mankind as a god and believed the viruses developed by Umbrella held the key to immortality.
Spencer had entrusted everything to a mysterious individual named Alex, supplying her with
money, equipment and test subjects at a hidden location on an isolated island somewhere in
the southern seas. Spencer spent his days in this estate, waiting for Alex to send him progress
reports from the island regarding this fabled ‘immortality virus.’ She eventually called only to
request more test subjects and a report that the experiments were proceeding smoothly. The
next entry appears to have been written over a year later and Spencer had not had any further
updates from the project. He needed to be patient but felt as though time was catching up with
him. His frail body was fast deteriorating and he identified Alex was his last hope.
Meanwhile Chris returns to the dining room to find it just as empty as when they left it. He
hurries over to the fireplace and holds the paper out, watching as some scrawled characters
appear on the note as if by magic; ‘TQ-268-1147-SN.’ He is about to return to Jill when he
curiously hears the piano being played from upstairs. Cautiously he moves to investigate but
once in the adjacent corridor and at the foot of the stairs, the music suddenly stops. He slowly
climbs the remaining stairs with his weapon ready and is more than a little unnerved when he
finds the music room to be empty and the piano perfectly still. Spencer’s picture stares at him
once again, almost lifelike, and a shiver of fear runs through him. There is definitely a presence
here and he hurries to get back to Jill as soon as possible.
In the study, Jill stands under the glow of the table lamp and reads the next journal. This one
has Alex finally reporting back with news of apparent success. She has reportedly created a
working virus that grants eternal life. But shortly afterwards, she betrays Spencer, fleeing the
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island and taking all the research and test subjects with her. Spencer is furious at allowing
himself to be betrayed again, noting he should have learned his lesson when Albert Wesker
first turned his back on him. In his resulting desperation, Spencer goes on to describe how he
then began to instruct Patrick to carry on the research, albeit on a primitive scale compared to
what Alex could achieve.
Jill’s thoughts on the journals are interrupted when Chris suddenly comes back into the room.
He has the final password and together they log onto the computer. A small jingle rings out and
they are greeted by a spinning Umbrella logo. Most of the files are encrypted and unreadable
but there is one last report from Patrick. It describes how Spencer has gone to great pains to
conceal his whereabouts from the outside world, but now suddenly he wants Albert Wesker
made aware of his location. Patrick passed this information onto Ricardo Irving, who at the
time was in the employ of a female spy who had regular dealings with Wesker. Then Spencer
abruptly terminated Patrick’s services, releasing him from his employ and letting him go. One
last file contains a list of thirteen names.

"Test Subjects
001: Hans
002: Felicia
003: Marco
004: Jonah
005: Irma
006: Ken
007: Laura
008: William
009: Hiro
010: Derek
011: Miles
012: Alex
013: Albert
The number of candidates has been limited to the 13 individuals listed above."
-RE5: Test Subjects; undated.

Suddenly a secret compartment on the right hand
wall opens up. Jill moves over to investigate and
finds a square-shaped room with lots of dried
blood on the floor. But her weight seems to shift
something and she pushes Chris aside as a
portcullis suddenly comes down and traps her in
the room. Metal spikes protrude from holes up
above and the ceiling begins to lower. Frantic,
Chris looks for some way to shut it off and Jill
shouts that she cannot stop it and the controls
must be somewhere else. He leaves the room and
heads back to the storage room, remembering the locked door they found. Jill is now able to
shoot the lock off from the other side and Chris barges through, finding the lever that retracts
the ceiling trap just in time. Relieved, Jill jokes that he knows how to keep a girl waiting.
Judging from the amount of dried blood present plenty of people have fallen victim to this trap
in the past. A quick search of the room reveals a safe on the wall containing a crank. They can
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use this to wind open the door and access the basement and tunnel system beneath the estate.
Together, they return to the main hall.

In the alcove behind the staircase, Chris uses the crank to raise the barbed portcullis, granting
them access to a darkened tunnel beyond. The air down here is cool and damp, and several
human skulls are present as well as the remains of a rib cage on the floor. Dripping water can
be heard and single, grime-covered light bulbs light the way ahead at scattered intervals. The
stench of death lingers. Eventually they come across a sturdy, steel door which leads into the
prison area. A steep set of stairs lead further down into the foundations beneath the estate and
a small wooden walkway at the bottom ends abruptly with a 10 foot drop down to the next
level. The area below is covered in dried blood stains. Jill is repulsed at the smell and Chris
hopes they don’t run into whatever is making it, but they both agree experience has taught
them better. Shackles and manacles hang from the walls, all rusty and smeared in blood.
Wooden shelves hold all manner of primitive, rusted torture implements including hooks,
cleavers and barbed poles. Clearly some sadistic things have taken place down here.
As they move deeper down the passageway, they
can see rust everywhere and old chains hanging
from wooden beams on the ceiling. They pass
two empty cells on the left and ahead the
passage is blocked by a collapsed barred door,
too heavy to move. Beyond that they can see at
least 10 more cells stretching off into the
distance. They head down a stairwell to the
lower level and Jill recoils in horror when she
spots two human-sized burlap sacks drenched in
blood suspended from hooks on the ceiling.
Some of the cells down here contain emaciated human bodies and flies buzz around their
corpses. These people had been left to rot after Patrick had left the estate.
Further down is a storeroom where two more malnutritioned bodies are laid out across slabs.
The first has been impaled by four large hooks and looked as though he died in absolute
agony. The second has three spikes through his chest and another in his mouth. Suddenly they
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catch a glimpse of something moving on the upper floor but lose sight of it almost immediately.
Cautiously, Chris takes point as they move down the passage and take the stone steps on the
left up to the next floor. Here they meet a huge monstrosity wielding an axe known as simply as
a ‘Blob.’ These are humans following multiple
injections of a variant Progenitor Virus and
bear similarities to the Lisa Trevor specimen
from the Arklay Labs. They also have eyeballs
on their hunched back, a trait seen before on
G-Virus organisms. The creature swings its
heavy axe and Jill jumps back as it crashes and
reverberates off the floor. Chris wants to know
what its problem is and Jill concludes they
have found the source of the appalling smell.
Because the creature is quite large and cumbersome, they are able to give it the run-around
across the prison, jumping over gaps in the floor and through holes in the cell walls. Some of
the cells have more dead bodies, or so they think until one suddenly rises up and grabs Chris
by the throat. He grapples with it for several moments before punching it to the floor where it
withers and eventually lays still.
Some stairs at the other side lead back down
to the lower level, taking them inside the
cells to the right of the central corridor
where the walls have been knocked through.
Directly ahead is a mining tunnel built into
the rock formations and ends at a false wall
made up of mud, mortar and wooden sticks.
Looking round for an exit they see the back
wall next to the stone steps contains more
shelves, one of which holds another body in
a brown sack and a bloody, blunt meat
cleaver. Suddenly, another Blob comes stomping through the false wall, destroying it with one
blow from its axe. The creature lumbers after them, its axe making a sickening scraping noise
and sparking off the stone floor. Again, Chris and Jill use the environment to their advantage
and run down the left hand side of the tunnel, before ducking back in on the other side of the
Blob through a hole in the wall.
They run down the tunnel, passing another locked cell and around a few corners before
emerging outside into a small courtyard. Weathered stone steps encircle the courtyard and
directly ahead is a primitive wooden platform erected around an old tree with a broken ladder.
Chris gives Jill a boost up onto the platform and she readies her sniper rifle for the two Blobs
following them out of the prison. She provides cover and begins firing at the first creature as
Chris takes off up the steps. He passes a door that is locked from the other side so he
continues up the steps to the upper level.
Jill peppers the Blob with bullets which seem to go unaffected until she strikes the eyeball on its
back, causing it to roar with pain and secrete acidic toxicants from its body. At the same time,
Chris reaches an alcove where he discovers a chest on the other side of a spiked portcullis.
There is a hole to use the crank but he needs Jill’s help to get to the chest. She stuns the Blob
once more and watches as the second Blob emerges from the tunnel. Quickly, she jumps down
a ladder and tosses a flash grenade, disorientating both creatures long enough for Chris to raise
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the portcullis with the crank so she can retrieve the jail key from the chest inside. They run
back down the steps and unlock the door where the room beyond ends abruptly with an 8 feet
drop down to the next floor. With the creatures close behind they have no choice but to keep
moving forward and quickly jump down from the edge.
They are now in a narrow tunnel with an
arched ceiling. A bright, white lamp hangs
off the wall above and the floor below is
badly eroded, so much so that planks of
wood have been laid down to cover holes
and gaps in the brickwork. Lightning flashes
once more as they start down the tunnel,
emerging into another courtyard. A river
runs down the centre of the stone fixtures,
the calm water lapping the concrete sides
and the surface is speckled with leaves from fallen trees. Directly ahead of them is another
rickety wooden bridge and to the left a small iron drawbridge crosses over the water to a
concourse on the other side. Two more Blobs block the way here so they split up and crisscross along the wooden platforms and marble archways over the river, each collecting pieces of
an emblem needed to unlock the gate at the far end. Although powerful, the Blobs are slow
and awkward in their movement so they are able to keep one step ahead of them. Chris and Jill
run round a corner towards a set of stone steps when suddenly the wooden floorboards
beneath their feet give way and they crash through, falling some distance before landing in cold,
dirty water somewhere far below.
Groggy, Chris gets up and surveys his surroundings.
He looks to be in some kind of basement sewer
network carved out of the natural rock of the cliff
the estate is constructed on. Water trickles down
from numerous pipes on the walls, and the water
on the floor is knee-high deep. There are
numerous iron gates and alcoves full of candles,
suggesting this was part of the prison complex
before it became flooded. Bones and skulls lay
scattered around amidst wooden crates, barrels and
burlap sandbags. There is no sign of Jill so he contacts her over the radio. She confirms she is
okay, although she lost all of her gear in the fall. Chris pats himself down to find that he has lost
his gun as well. He tells her to try and find a way out and he will meet up with her. She tells
him to watch his back.
Chris sloshes through the water, following the rusted pipes that run down the wall and the
whole place is lit up by oil lamps and candles set into recesses in the damp stone walls. He
soon comes across an iron block with a triangular relief set into it. It is marked in green and
looks as though a crank can be slotted into it. Through the two barred archways set into the
wall he can see a whole area bathed in that same green hue. He moves on and searches the
labyrinth for a possible way out, moving past partially flooded cells full of old boxes with grime
and musk running down the old, weathered walls. He also finds many dead ends and false
walls made up of dried mud and mortar.
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Eventually he makes it to a large central area where the way out is blocked by a portcullis.
Numerous hooks and chains hang down from the ceiling and the remains of human bodies are
suspended on several of them. On the wall above the portcullis are six open tombs on display
with the skeletal remains of priests inside. Rags and flaps of something not dissimilar to human
skin hang from protrusions in the walls and ceilings. This whole place has a very macabre feel
and dust and cobwebs are everywhere. As he examines the exit, he hears a sloshing noise
behind him and turns around to find another of the Blobs coming at him. He leaps back as its
axe comes crashing down and sprays water everywhere. Chris runs away, passing another crank
hole, this time with a blue mark.

He hoists himself up onto a higher level and runs around several platforms, getting the shock
of his life when he almost literally bumps into Jill. Amidst some old boxes and crates is an
alcove to the left where they find a blue-handled crank in an old chest next to a shovel. Chris
takes it with him and they run off down the passage as the Blob continues to give chase. At the
end they jump back down, this time onto a platform with an orange flame burning in a lamp
above. They can hear the Blob dragging its axe along the stone floor in the tunnel above them
and so they jump back down into the water and head back to the central chamber. Chris heads
over to the stone relief and puts the crank in the hole, signalling Jill to turn it while he keeps
watch. She turns the crank and through the gap in front of them Chris can see the square
platform under the blue flame begin to lift up out of the water. As it slowly rises, he notices that
the underside is laced with spikes. Behind them, the creature comes sloshing into sight and he
backs away, making sure he has its full attention to protect Jill who holds the crank still. She
knows what he is thinking and shouts at him to lead the Blob into the trap.
Chris distracts the Blob enough so that it follows him. He backs away and into the space where
the spiked platform is now directly above. He waits for it to follow before ducking into a side
alcove and shouting at Jill to let go of the crank. Immediately the ceiling comes crashing down
upon the monster, but it uses its axe to jam the mechanism at the last moment. Just as Jill says
that move didn’t work out as well as expected, Chris suddenly runs out of his hiding place and
delivers a devastating uppercut to the creature. It sways unsteadily and he quickly runs for
safety as it topples over and the ceiling crashes down and crushes it to death. Chris moves over
to examine the ruined, concrete trap and amidst the shattered brick and rubble finds one
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section of a three-headed serpent stone. They move back over to the portcullis and slot it into
place. There are three more left to find…

Meanwhile, high up above in the grand library, Spencer and Wesker have been talking for a
good while now. As the thunder had raged around the tower, Wesker had listened intently as
Spencer explained the purpose of his true intentions, what Umbrella had been, and his desire
to rule over humanity as a god. The key to all of this was the Progenitor Virus, the location of
which is still a secret only Spencer alone knows. But the biggest revelation is Spencer’s
admission that Wesker has been the product of a secret experiment ever since he was a boy
that would have led to him becoming a part of Spencer’s new utopian world. This experiment
is known as ‘Project Wesker’ and the subjects were to be conditioned from an early age as a
superior breed of humans, given birth by the Progenitor Virus. As thunder and lightning
continues to crack and rumble around them, Spencer’s rasping voice goes on to say that the
Wesker Children were entrusted with endless potential, but only one of them survived…
Albert. Spencer does not tell him about Alex and keeps her existence a secret, making it sound
as though Albert himself is the sole survivor.
Wesker stops pacing the room and asks
Spencer if his whole existence has been
shaped and manufactured, but Spencer
ignores the question and defiantly announces
that he was to become a god, creating a new
world with an advanced race of human beings.
However, all was lost with the incident in
Raccoon City and the subsequent downfall of
Umbrella. But despite that setback, Albert’s
creation continues to hold great significance.
He bursts into a coughing fit before
attempting to rise out of his wheelchair. It takes all of his strength but he just about manages.
He acknowledges that his candle burns dimly and time is now precious. It is an ironic notion
for one whose accomplishments in science and virology have granted him the right to become
a god to now be facing his own mortality. He faces Wesker and looks him in direct in the eye.
Wesker repeats his words about the right to become a god before suddenly lashing out with his
right hand and penetrating Spencer’s frail chest until his fingers poke out of his spine in a spray
of blood. Spencer manages a shocked grunt of pain but no words come out of his mouth.
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Wesker leans closer and whispers that the right to become a god is now his before withdrawing
his fist and allowing Spencer’s lifeless form to drop down to the floor.
Oswell E. Spencer; the tyrant who orchestrated so many terrors within Umbrella, is dead.
Wesker chastises him for being so arrogant even right through to the very end. Only one truly
capable of being a god deserves that right and that person is him; someone who has already
cheated death once before and become something beyond human. He turns his back on the
old man and gazes out of the window at the stormy night sky, lost in thought as the rumbling
thunder overhead becomes even more angry and intense.
Meanwhile, back down in the dungeons,
Chris and Jill have managed to kill the
remaining three Blobs and recover the final
three pieces of the serpent stone emblem
needed to raise the portcullis. From there,
they are able to climb a ladder back up to
the surface. They continue to make their
way up the castle, climbing up a set of
weathered stone steps by a waterfall with ivy
and weeds growing out of cracks in the
fractured concrete foundations. They gain
access to a tower where they find several more dead security guards, all assaulted in the same
brutal manner. Chris and Jill help themselves to their weapons and move down a stone
corridor flanked with pillars on either side. Ahead are a set of double doors leading into the
library. They both brace themselves and burst inside, only to be confronted by Wesker
standing over the corpse of Spencer. Wesker turns around slowly and a wry grin crosses his
face when he recognises them.
They immediately open fire but Wesker’s speed
allows him to duck, dodge and cross the entire
length of the room in a manner of seconds.
They engage in a fight, but neither are any match
for Wesker who repeatedly fends them off and
sends both reeling with a series of attacking
blows. Jill is picked up by her throat and thrown
into a glass covering on a bookcase. Chris is
brutally slammed down onto the wooden dining
table and thrown off the other side by his neck.
He lies dazed on the floor and Wesker hoists him up into the air, ready to deliver the killing
blow only for Jill to dash over and rugby tackle him out of the window at the very last moment.
Both Wesker and Jill plummet down the cliff face towards the jagged rocks some hundred feet
below as Chris desperately gazes out of the shattered window and helplessly screams Jill’s
name…
Although death seems certain for both of them,
Wesker’s unique abilities manage to save them
both, although Jill is left unconscious with serious
life-threatening injuries. Wesker silently carries
her away from the estate. He has also managed to
acquire Spencer’s private notebook.
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Immediately following the incident, the B.S.A.A. arrive in force and secure the estate.
Spencer's body is taken away and the whole house is combed over for evidence into his
dealings and the remnants of Umbrella Corporation. The bodies of the prisoners are removed
from the basement and a detailed search is carried out for the bodies of Jill and Wesker with
diving teams going into the lake surrounding the estate. The rock-side cliff face and connecting
tunnels leading back into the estate from the nearby harbour are all fully checked but nothing is
ever found. Because Jill's body is not recovered, she is officially listed as missing in action.
At an undisclosed location, Jill is induced into a
coma and placed into a cryogenic sleep in order to
recover from her injuries. Wesker ponders
Spencer’s final words about becoming a god and
creating a new master race. The revelation of his
own past doesn't seem to concern him too much.
Whatever the Wesker Children project was,
Spencer himself had confirmed Albert as the only
survivor (meaning Wesker has no idea of Alex's
true significance) and so it is not worth worrying
about. But the revelation of Spencer's true motives
has touched him deeply. Ruling as a god over a master race of human beings seems like such
an arrogant view of the world, but the more Wesker thinks about it, the more it begins to make
sense. It also links in with his lifelong hatred of humanity. He begins theorising about creating a
new virus to weed out the insignificant, and bless those who are worthy enough to survive. In
many ways it reminds him of Progenitor his own ability to adapt to the Prototype Virus within
his own system. The fact it resurrected him from the dead with increased abilities proves he has
the god-like qualities Spencer had seen in himself. But unlike Spencer, Wesker had actually
earned this right by sacrificing his humanity to become this God. He decides to pick up
Spencer's plan where the old man left off using the Wesker Children as a template, only this
time the ruler would be a true god.
Reading through Spencer's notebook, Wesker learns the key to
his plan was the Progenitor Virus, the prototype base that led to
the t-Virus project and the only strain that Wesker never
obtained a pure sample of. The history of the Progenitor Virus is
shrouded in secrecy and even recalling his time at Umbrella,
Wesker was never privy to the source of the virus or where it was
produced. The clue in Spencer's notes reveal the secret lies
somewhere in Africa and so he decides to devote all his
resources into seeking out this location. But with the rival
company’s resources now exhausted thanks to his search for
Spencer, he will need to look elsewhere. He uses the worldwide
news of his death to veil his activities and aligns himself with
Tricell on a full-time basis. He will use Tricell's global empire to
find the Progenitor Virus and exploit his relationship with
Excella Gionne to get things under way, cashing in a chip he first
planted three years ago now. His newfound plan of creating a new master-virus to wipe out
humanity leaving only a chosen few behind now negates his previous goal and re-opening
Umbrella as a Private Military Company. He decides to name this grand project 'Uroboros' –
based upon the legend of a snake eating its own tail and symbolising infinity.
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Believing Wesker to be dead, the rival company are now free of his hold and can finally move
in a new direction, something that comes as a blessed relief for the former executives in charge
prior to Wesker’s forced takeover. However, those within the organisation loyal to Wesker
decide to press on with his original goal of resurrecting Umbrella as a PMC; a secret plan that
has been in the making for several years and is now in its final stages of Chapter 11
reorganisation through the bankruptcy courts. Once approved, the company will be run by
former ex-Umbrella employees who started the atonement movement and Wesker’s followers
will take up roles as the new executives of the company. None of his loyal followers are aware
Wesker still lives, but with his Uroboros plan and now Tricell to exploit, he has no further
need for any of them or Umbrella PMC.
Word also reaches Alex Wesker of Oswell Spencer’s death at the
hands of her ‘brother’ and records her feelings on the matter. She
bears no sadness and hates herself for being so loyal to him for so
long. She vows to take his work and succeed where he failed.

“You poor, decrepit old man.
You wanted to create a new world, and rule over that world as a
god. But for all your ambitions, you couldn't overcome man's
most formidable enemies-- age and disease. You had everything,
but your crumbling body betrayed you.
And then your own "son" snuffed out whatever pitiful entrails of
life you had left, leaving you to become nothing more than a
footnote in the annals of history. You failed, old man.
But fear not. Your dream will live on.
I will take the wealth of knowledge, power, and test subjects you
have given me, and succeed where you failed. I will create the
new world, and I will rule over it as a god. Your legacy will have
been long forgotten, but mine has only just begun.
May your soul - if you ever had one - rot in torment for all of
eternity, and let hell be filled with the sound of your teeth gnashing incessantly.”
-REREV2: Parting Words to my Dear Father; undated.

Now that Alex has left Sonido de Tortuga Island and taken all her
resources with her, Dirk Miller is forced to improvise to find new
subjects for the Kodoku Project and begins to disguise himself as
a religious shaman, appealing to the superstitions of the locals to
get them on side and become willing subjects. Nobody knows
who this Shaman is, but the people of Ague Village speculate that
he is obviously well acquainted with the island’s past.
Before long, The Shaman begins to gather the villagers under his
control by performing ceremonies and rituals at the villages under
the vestiges of protection. He practices animal sacrifice and
promotes voodoo and witchcraft superstition in a bid to control
the villagers through fear. This ploy eventually works and he quickly gathers a band of
followers. He supplies them with firearms and will use them to gather further human resources
for the next round of Kodoku trials.
Albert Wesker hands over all his Las Plagas research and samples over to Tricell’s
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Pharmaceuticals Division. Excella Gionne is initially highly sceptical about the value of the
Plagas, but has faith in Wesker thanks to all the data he previously supplied her from
Umbrella's stolen archives. This research is passed onto Ricardo Irving for review. Irving
makes his trade as a black market weapons trader and is
officially employed by Tricell in their Natural Resources
Development Division. But this is simply a ruse to fool
the B.S.A.A. and other authorities for he actually works
exclusively for the pharmaceuticals division. Irving
studies the Plagas and is fascinated by their potential as
biological weapons, particularly their method for
controlling their drones. This alone makes them more
attractive than the likes of the t-Virus which nine times
out of ten simply creates mindless zombies with no means of controlling the infected or
programming them with orders. However, what stops Las Plagas being a marketable bioweapon in their current state is the high probability of mutation to the host. If someone in
possession of a Dominant Plaga triggers their mutation they will forever lose their human form.
This process is irreversible and will be off-putting to potential buyers. Additionally, Las Plagas
are very weak against bright light. Irving needs to address these two issues before he can make
them a viable for sale on the world’s black markets. But once these problems are overlooked,
Tricell will be in possession of one of the most advanced biological weapons available. The
potential is limitless.

"Las Plagas -> Possible mutation in the body. Low probability but evidence is compelling.
Possible sales point? Weak against bright light. Address problem immediately!!"
-RE5: Irving's Note on Las Plagas; undated.

SEPTEMBER 2006
The 8th annual memorial for the victims of Raccoon City takes place in America.
UNDATED FALL 2006 CIRCA
On Sonido de Tortuga Island, people soon begin to
vanish from Ague Village, amongst which is Lopez,
who is still regularly clashing with Eliseo over
Marilou. Lopez is brought to the hidden facility
beneath the army base ruins and initiated into the
Kodoku Project. He is made to fight to the death
against other island inhabitants, either captured
against their will or lured down here by The
Shaman and his evil practices. They are made to
fight to the death in a number of trials under various
simulated conditions. Lopez demonstrates excellent
combat prowess and soon emerges as the victor. Samples of his blood are taken and added to
the virus, which is then injected into more test subjects. Lopez himself is administered and
develops increased muscle mass and aggression. It soon becomes clear he is a unique mutation
when he secretes an abnormal amount of growth hormone that enlarges his overall size. Miller
performs more inhumane experiments on Lopez, including surgically grafting an extra pair of
arms onto its body. With the subject’s vitals stable; experiment no: 228546 is the most
promising subject yet and Miller has him placed into a culture tank full of bio-organic fluid for
further development. Over the years more experiments will be performed, and this creature
will eventually become known as the ‘Schraube Dämon.’
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B.O.W. PROFILE: SCHRAUBE DAMON
The Schraube Dämon is what became of a human test subject known only as Lopez. Lopez was a resident of
Ague Village on Sonido de Tortuga Island in the Caribbean Sea. He showed an attraction to a girl named
Marilou Mabou and through their respective families an arranged marriage was planned. But Marilou was
much younger than Lopez and frightened by the idea, causing her older
brother Eliseo to step in and protect her. Lopez and Eliseo often clashed
until one day Lopez suddenly vanished and was never seen again. Lopez
had fallen under the sway of a mysterious Shaman that had suddenly
appeared on the island in 2006. He was brought down to a hidden research
facility beneath an abandoned military base and initiated into the Kodoku
Plan; an R&D project originally begun by former Umbrella researchers
Alex Wesker and Dirk Miller to create the perfect B.O.W. based upon
Charles Darwin’s ‘Survival of the Fittest’ ideology. The project was
originally funded by Oswell E. Spencer who was looking to unlock the
secrets behind immortality, but Wesker eventually left Sonido de Tortuga
as part of her pre-planned betrayal of Spencer and took all of his resources
to Sushestvovanie Island where she had been setting up her own operations
in secret for a number of years. The project was left in the hands of the remaining research team and Wesker
left behind orders for them to apply to Kodoku principle to themselves, removing them one by one until only
the ultimate survivor remained. The victor would gain her complete trust and that person was Miller. But
without the assistance of the other researchers and Spencer’s backing, Miller was forced to improvise to
procure further guinea pigs, which in turn led to his sudden appearance as The Shaman. Under this guise, he
was able to take control of the islanders.
Lopez was one such subject and was brought down to the research facility in isolation. He was one of a large
group of men placed into a secure room and made to fight to the death. This was one of a number of tests and
the guinea pigs were made to fight under various conditions. The idea behind the project was to create the most
powerful virus from the sole survivor. Lopez was in excellent physical shape and demonstrated superb fighting
skills. He was the ultimate victor and soon stood in a room surrounded by his fallen compatriots. He was
isolated and experimented on further, with samples of his blood extracted and combined with the experimental
virus originally developed by Wesker. Further tests ravaged his body and he underwent strengthening surgeries
and was grafted with an additional two arms. He was suspended in a tank of bio-organic fluid and programmed
to target the most powerful fighters. As a directive to keep the island itself as the ‘Kodoku Pot, it was also
imprinted on Lopez that no one be allowed to leave the island. In later years two motorised boat propellers
were surgically attached to his arms and his body was laced with electrical wiring and a portable battery to
power them. The combined weight of the propellers coupled with his increased size and bulk thanks to an
abnormal secretion of growth hormone caused the creature to develop a hunched back. It retained Lopez’ long,
black hair but its face was concealed by a tribal mask. Miller named this B.O.W. the Schraube Dämon which
literally translates to ‘Screw Damon.’ It would be set loose periodically to deal with its rivals in the Kodoku
Project but when inert was left in slumber in the temple ruins, hooked up to computers for data download.
Miller had perfected a technique to activate the Dämon by way of a special keyword he imprinted into its brain
patterns. At the time researchers from many differing organisations were looking at new and improved ways to
control B.O.W.s to make them more marketable. These methods ranged from primitive arena training, to
individual handlers, organic parasites, control chips and now subliminal programming. But the fact B.O.W.s
could now be activated by simple codes and keywords was something the likes of the B.S.A.A. and TerraSave
tried to cover up as part of their ongoing quest to prove that B.O.W.s could not be controlled and needed to be
eradicated. Miller’s key word for the Schraube Dämon was ‘wife’. This was in relation to Lopez and his desired
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partnership with Marilou Mabou. As soon as the Dämon heard this keyword, it would immediately activate
and go on the rampage. Its combat abilities were phenomenal. It was capable of tactical thinking and was
intelligent enough to use its propellers as a moving shield to protect its body from gunfire. It also had the
ability to detach and fire off its propellers as a projectile. It could
then replace any missing attachment with other specially
designed weapons such as a rock drill. It also had astonishing
agility and jumping prowess, and was capable of leaping up high
enough to bring down an airborne helicopter.
By 2014, the Schraube Dämon was one of only two remaining
subjects in the Kodoku Plan. It was kept in slumber in the ruins
of the old temple, a sacred place The Shaman had taken as his
shrine to ward away intruders. Throughout the years Tortuga
Island had been raided by several groups looking to find
Umbrella Corporation’s hidden legacy without success and yet
rumours had spread to the underworld about a powerful B.O.W.
residing there. This ensured the Dämon was a target for Chinese
conglomerate Shen-Ya Pharmaceuticals who hired a spy named Mike Seaman to steal it as a cheap, but effective
B.O.W. to showcase to terrorists. But it was eventually set loose by Miller and murdered Seaman. It later
attacked a B.S.A.A. support team and eventually clashed with Subject 001193; the other finalist of the Kodoku
Plan and Marilou’s former brother and Lopez’ rival, Eliseo. Miller believed the Schraube Dämon would be the
ultimate victor of the Kodoku Plan but it was finally defeated in mortal combat by 001193.
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 23RD 2006
After three months of searching without success, Jill
Valentine is officially declared as killed in action by
the B.S.A.A. A private funeral is held in a grave that
contains no body. Chris leans down by the grave and
makes a number of silent promises he reveals to no
one else. But he will not let her death be in vain and
vows to fight on until the bitter end in order to wipe
the threat of bio-terrorism from the world.
DECEMBER 2006
Albert Wesker advises Excella to use her new influence to take over as Director of Tricell
Africa. Secretly he wants to exploit her and Tricell to further his new plan. He will use their
resources to find and excavate the old Umbrella Africa facility where the Progenitor Virus was
discovered. Once the virus is in his hands, the Uroboros plan can begin. Excella's adroit use of
flattery and intimidation soon lands her the powerful position of Tricell Africa CEO and they
begin their search for Oswell Spencer’s last hidden secret.
In late 2006, whilst Jill still lies suspended in her coma, the equipment monitoring her vital
signs begin to show some irregularities. Wesker is puzzled as to why this is. However, her
condition remains stable and she is slowly recovering from her injuries. He wants her to live so
he can use her as the first test subject for his new virus. This will be his ultimate revenge on
Chris Redfield.
In the Eastern Slav Republic, the military prosper thanks to financial investment from the
oligarchs controlling the central government. Advanced weapons and equipment quickly
provide them the advantage over the anti-government forces. Ivan Judanovich, a member of
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the Council of Elders leading the resistance, makes the decision to relocate the rebels’ base of
operations to a hidden location; a more suitable place from which they can launch their
guerrilla war against the government.

2007:
In order to free himself of the burden of Jill's death, Chris Redfield drowns himself in his work,
taking on as many B.S.A.A. missions as possible in a bid to wipe his mind of the guilt he
carries. His travels take him all across the world and he soon becomes the most decorated
B.S.A.A. agent. But despite his achievements, there is still no end in sight and he begins to
question if everything he is doing is really worth fighting for. For every weed he removes,
another two seem to pop back up in its place.
Back on Tortuga Island, more and more people continue to vanish from Ague Village and
other settlements, including now Eliseo Mabou, in similar circumstances to his great rival
Lopez, who disappeared without trace only several months ago. Eliseo is brought down to the
lab and made to compete in the Kodoku trials. He and all
the other subjects are rendered unconscious before Dirk
Miller appears dressed in full biohazard gear and injects
each body with the experimental virus. The virus begins to
mutate them all into zombies and they fight to the death
until only Eliseo remains. After testing the virus on
hundreds of subjects, Eliseo is unique and finally Miller
has found a subject that demonstrates tenacity and intellect.
Eliseo is in a zombie-like state, but his behaviour and
attributes differ greatly from the other infected subjects. He
is intelligent, can follow orders and was much more
aggressive. He has all the qualities and physical traits of a
Tyrant. He is given the same biological imprints as the Schraube Dämon and programmed to
target opponents with superior combat abilities and not to allow anyone to leave the island.
Eliseo is designated ‘Subject 001193’ and further tests reveal his only flaw is that periodically,
memories of his former life as a human will surface, leading Miller to declare it a failure.
Because he is working on his own, Miller is unable to fully control this experimental body and
eventually it escapes the laboratory and gets loose across the island. But its biological imprint is
in place and Miller can still rely on its future participation in further Kodoku Plan trials by
releasing strong opponents from the laboratory and into the surrounding jungle. Subject
001193 will automatically hunt them down and engage as part of its programming. Just as he’d
originally envisioned, the whole island will soon become the Kodoku ‘pot’.
B.O.W. PROFILE: SUBJECT 001193
The creature known only as Subject 001193 was once a man called Eliseo Mabou. Eliseo lived on Sonido de
Tortuga Island with his younger sister, Marilou, and their parents. In around 2006, Marilou was due to wed a
fellow villager named Lopez in an arranged marriage between both families. But being so young, Marilou was
frightened and upset about this engagement and this led to Eliseo stepping in to protect her. Eliseo and Lopez
clashed many times, until one day Lopez suddenly vanished without trace. Several of the residents of Ague
Village had gone missing recently and this coincided with the sudden appearance of a mysterious Shaman on
the island. This Shaman used black magic and voodoo rituals to gain control over the villagers and made them
do his bidding in exchange for protection. His identity was Dirk Miller, a former Umbrella Corporation
researcher working from a hidden facility beneath the ruins of an old military base. Miller had been working
alongside Alex Wesker who had been sent to the island several years earlier under orders of Oswell E. Spencer
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to conduct immortality experiments. Together they had worked on the Kodoku Plan to create the perfect virus
from the perfect B.O.W., but Wesker eventually abandoned the project and fled the island as part of her
planned betrayal of Spencer. This left Miller alone and under Wesker’s orders, he applied the Kodoku principle
to the remaining research team and one by one they all died until only he remained. Symbolically this earned
him Wesker’s complete trust and her permission to continue the experiments alone. But without the resources,
funding and test subjects previously supplied by Spencer, Miller had to use the island’s local resources in order
to acquire new guinea pigs. He posed as the Shaman to
manipulate the villagers of the island and soon amassed a
small band of followers that allowed him to abduct several
subjects. Lopez was one of the first to disappear, and Eliseo
followed shortly afterwards. Now inside the Umbrella lab,
the captured subjects were divided up into differing pots
and made to fight to the death until only one such subject
survived. The victor would have a sample of blood
extracted and recombined with the experimental virus
created by Wesker and Miller. Then the next round of
combatants were injected with the virus and made to fight
again, over and over until finally only one subject would
remain. Eliseo was one subject that showed tremendous
promise. He was injected with the special virus and became
a zombie, albeit with tremendous strength. A majority of
his face nectrotisized and his mouth rotted to leave his
teeth on display in a permanent sneer. He was extremely aggressive in this form and demonstrated tenacity and
intellect. His increased strength was one of many physical characteristics similar to that of a Tyrant. Like the
Schraube Dämon and other promising candidates, the Eliseo-creature was imprinted with a number of
keywords to allow Miller to retain some form of control and to prevent any of the locals from leaving the
island. But despite all this promise, the monster destroyed all those around him and eventually escaped because
he was too aggressive for Miller to control, even with its imprinted programming. Despite now being a
monster, memories of when Eliseo was still human would periodically resurface, leading Miller to conclude he
was a failure. This escaped B.O.W. had no name and was known only as ‘Subject 001193’; its numerical
designation in the Kodoku experiment.
Subject 001193 roamed the island unopposed for the next several years, following its biological imperative to
seek out and attack tough opponents and not to allow anyone to leave the island. It donned a tribal mask
painted with decorative symbols to hide its horribly disfigured face and wig to give it the illusion of long,
stringy hair. It wrapped its body in a battered, blue trench coat and its immeasurable strength allowed it to
wield such weapons as a large ship anchor and harpoon, covering its body in chains. Despite Miller having no
control over the creature, it still participated in the Kodoku Plan because of its imperative to fight opponents
with strong combat experience. Thus Miller would release opponents onto the island and 001193 would track
them down and defeat them one at a time. Curiously, 001193 made its home in a network of caves near the
beach. Any infected subjects roaming the island with inferior combat prowess ensured he had no need to
destroy them. Instead he would gather them up and take them to his cave, where over time he had constructed
a small settlement for the zombies to live. It seemed 001193 was trying to recover its former life as a human or
alternatively wanted to bond with those it saw similar to itself i.e.: other Kodoku Virus infectants. 001193 could
still utter a few words to communicate, but his most unnerving feature was the permanent false grin on his
mask and a habit of incessantly gnashing his teeth.
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In 2014, 001193 was one of only two surviving subjects of the Kodoku Plan. He was still roaming the island
unopposed whilst his rival, the Schraube Dämon, was still under Miller’s control and locked up in the temple
ruins. When the cast and crew of Idol Survival arrived, 001193 began hunting them down because they were
outsiders and even sabotaged the White Castle cruise liner to prevent any of them from leaving. It also attacked
the B.S.A.A. when they arrived, recognising them as strong opponents with superior combat training. The
creature also seemed to recognise Marilou and would collapse in pain and refuse to attack her. Its intelligence
levels were retained enough for it to remember its own sister. Eventually 001193 was confronted by the
Schraube Dämon, the other experiment finalist and in an ironic twist of fate, was revealed to be Lopez, the
villager he had originally tried to protect Marilou from. The two clashed in an awesome final battle, and 001193
emerged as the victor, becoming the sole survivor of the entire Kodoku Plan. 001193 was immobilised and a
sample of its blood was extracted into an ampoule. This blood was the key to the perfect virus and Zǐlì, an
agent of Shen-Ya Pharmaceuticals, planned to steal it. 001193 was eventually killed in an explosion as it tangled
with Monster Zǐlì on the beach. Marilou survived the incident and took comfort from the fact that her
brother’s final act was to save her life.
Rumours about the disappearing people and
the mysterious Shaman reach the
neighbouring island of Sanahoria which
features a busy fishing port. Locals begin
referring to the Shaman as ‘the devil’ who
many times brings demons across to the
island and rumours spread he has the
appearance of a human but with the blood
of the devil coursing through him. The
Shaman has claimed the ruins of an abandoned temple as his sacred shrine and no one is
allowed inside. He has loyal followers armed with guns to patrol and protect it.
Since Alex has been on Sushestvovanie Island full time, the research facility newly constructed
in the mines is now fully operational, providing even more employment opportunities for the
local populace. They are so in awe of Alex they refer to her as the ‘messiah.’ A resident of the
town notes her thoughts on how much life has changed since Lady Alex arrived all those years
ago. There are more jobs than ever now in the mines, and with the completed research areas,
scientific researchers are also needed.

“(Written in Russian)
Things have changed so much since she came here. It is
almost like a completely different island now.
There's new equipment in the mines. And the jobs! Not
just labourers, but she's employing people as researchers
as well. There are so many employment opportunities.
I cannot express my gratitude to her deeply enough.
Despite this, there are those who doubt her. Such
ingrates! If you don't like it, you're always free to leave
this place.”
-BIOREV2: Town Resident’s Memo; undated.

All the residents remain blissfully unaware that Alex’s
ploy to gain their complete trust will enable her to use
them all as guinea pigs for future experiments as she
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continues to search for ways to beat the terminal disease in her body and extend her own life.
She oversees all operations from a tower at the heart of the island and the town is full of
propaganda posters featuring Alex with the slogan ‘Devotion, Unity, Labour: Rich Island.’
Using the stolen Archives within UMF-013, Albert Wesker is able to bring up rosters of former
company employees and their relevant clearance levels. According to Spencer's notebook,
there are only five people with Level 10 access and seven with Level 9 access. Wesker uses his
resources to track these people down in a bid to discover the location of the Progenitor Virus
source. The entries in the notebook explain the site of the lab was Spencer’s biggest secret,
hence why there is purposefully no record of it in UMF-013. Unfortunately, Wesker's search
for the former Umbrella employees proves fruitless. All Level 9 employees including Brandon
Bailey are already dead, presumably killed by Spencer's men in order to preserve his secret.
Level 10 employee Masaki T. is dead as is Spencer himself. Henning P is serving a long prison
term for Umbrella's crimes and Wesker will not be able to gain access to him easily. Jenny K is
still a wanted fugitive but try as he might, he cannot find any leads on her location. This leaves
one other person, Carlos M.
Wesker succeeds in locating Carlos and kidnaps him, placing him under interrogation for
information until he eventually reveals the location of the lost site; Kijuju, West Africa, beneath
the mountain range. Carlos begs for his life but Wesker
eliminates him before setting to work to uncover the
African lab. Once he has the Progenitor Virus in his
possession, work can continue on the Uroboros Project.

"Personnel with Access to Company Secrets:
Level 10
Oswell S. - Deceased
Henning P. - Imprisoned
Masaki T. - Deceased
Jenny K. - Whereabouts unknown
Carlos M. - Found -> information obtained -> eliminated
Level 9
Brandon B. - Deceased
Frank E. - Deceased
Isabella C. - Deceased
Greg A. - Deceased
Lee D. - Deceased
Michael K. - Deceased
Ethan W. - Deceased"

-RE5: Printout stuck inside Spencer's Notebook; undated.
After locating the site, Excella Gionne’s first order of business as Tricell Africa’s new CEO is to
restore the abandoned Umbrella facility. She also puts aside the profits generated from Ricardo
Irving’s weapon sales ready to fund the Uroboros Project. He has long used Africa as a staging
ground for B.O.W. demonstrations and is one of the few people who knows the full extent of
Tricell’s biological weapons program. The massive profits he makes in his black market deals
are used to fund further B.O.W. development for the African branch and as cover Irving is
registered with the Natural Resource Development Division rather than the Pharmaceuticals
Division to hide his connection to Tricell from the B.S.A.A.
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Irving’s showcase of the Las Plagas parasite means they quickly come under review by several
interested parties. But as Irving already suspected, their true value is only worth half as much
until he can address the problems of high-risk mutation and their weakness to bright light.
After eight months of training under Josh Stone's unit, Sheva Alomar becomes a fully qualified
Special Operations Agent for the West African branch of the B.S.A.A.

FEBRUARY 2007
Archaeologists and excavation teams from Tricell Africa begin work in the Kijuju Mountains
near the marsh lands. Many of the researchers are tremendously excited at uncovering the
famous lab where Umbrella discovered the template all their subsequent viral and biological
weapons work was based on. The only way into the cave system is by boat as the entrance is
partially submerged. After moving through the
subterranean network of tunnels they arrive at
the ancient stone door that marks the entrance
to the lost city of the Ndipaya. The team
carefully negotiate through the city and its
various traps and puzzles, moving past the
worship area and into the ancient temple
leading down to the sun garden. After finally
making it down to the very bottom, they arrive
at the entrance to Umbrella’s African lab. The
place is an old relic, full of dust and grime. No
one has set foot here now for almost ten years. Amazingly, the pumps irrigating the Stairway to
the Sun flowers are still in working order, though they are in bad need of repair. The plants are
still thriving thanks to the constant fresh water source and a shaft of sunlight beaming down
from a large hole extending all the way to the top of the mountain hundreds of feet above.
Inside, the lab is practically an empty shell, and most of the equipment has either been
removed or broken, and left covered in dust sheets. It is all very basic and certainly not the
state of the art laboratory they were expecting to find.
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 8TH 2007
In one of the laboratories run by The Family, Carla Radames performs a C-Virus-based
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human experiment as part of her ongoing quest to fulfil Derek Simmons’ every wish. File 0094
refers to an unfortunate test subject by the name of Thomas Harris. His fate remains unknown.
MONDAY FEBRUARY 19TH 2007
At the African lab, a researcher named Miguel and his team finally culture their first samples of
the Progenitor Virus from the Stairway to the Sun flowers. Work on the Uroboros Project can
now formally begin as Progenitor will be the key component. Miguel cannot wait to uncover its
secrets, hoping it will raise his spirits after having his hopes and dreams dashed by the decrepit
state of this former Umbrella lab.

"When I heard it was THE laboratory used by
Umbrella in Africa, my expectations were
raised, to say the least. But when I saw it, well,
it's a lab in name only. I don't know how
Umbrella ever used it, and Lord knows how
Tricell could possibly have any use for it. The
place was abandoned long ago, so there's
nothing there of any value to us. Not one piece
of lab equipment remains, at least nothing that
still works. I can't say I'm surprised because I
half expected this.
Anyway, the important thing is the Progenitor virus. If we didn't need that virus for our
research, there would have been no need to come to this run-down Umbrella facility anyway.
We already have samples of the t-Virus, the G-Virus, the
t-Veronica virus and even the Las Plagas parasite. We have everything we need for our
research. We just didn't have that damned Progenitor virus.
But we finally got our hands on it. Hopefully this will give us that much needed breakthrough
in our research. I can't wait to start working on it."
-RE5: Tricell Researcher Miguel's Journal - No.1; 19/02/07

LATE FEBRUARY 2007
After completing an extensive survey of the whole site, a Tricell administrator notes they need
to urgently repair the pumping units irrigating the water to the Sonnentreppe flowers in the
garden. He has found some old documents from the Umbrella construction teams from back
in the sixties and notes they used Fabiano pumps. Tricell's Natural Resource Development
Division has a current contract with Fabiano so the administrator makes a note to contact
Ricardo Irving and arrange for newer pumps to be constructed and fitted as soon as possible.

"The pumps are properly irrigating the Progenitor flowers, but
they require a lot of maintenance.
Umbrella installed these pumps over thirty years ago. It's a
wonder that they still even work. The tank that filters the water
is barely holding up. We need to replace these pumps as soon
as possible.
In a lucky turn, I found the log of Umbrella's construction
supervisor. It said the pump system here was designed by a
company called Fabiano.
I think we use Fabiano pumps in our natural resources
development division.
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I'll talk to Mr. Irving, the foreman at the oil plant, and see if we can't get some newer pumps
from him."
-RE5: Administrator's Log; undated.

WEDNESDAY MARCH 7TH 2007
For one of the first Progenitor experiments as a test, and due to their high demand on the
B.O.W. market, Tricell scientists use the t-Virus to create a pack of Lickers and keep them
under observation in the holding cells of the African lab. Once the specimens have matured,
the Progenitor Virus is introduced to see if there are any sudden changes. But initially the
difference is minimal with no apparent difference to shape or size. However, there seems to be
a slight improvement in their hearing and they now have the ability to reproduce. The
specimens will continue to be monitored as Lickers still carry high value on the black market.

"I wonder who came up with the name Licker for those creatures. I mean, when you see its
long tongue you just know that it's the perfect name.
But for researchers like me, B.O.W.s like Lickers are just a pain in the ass. If I said Lickers
were too perfect, I'd probably be going too far in my praise. But they're pretty much an
evolutionary dead-end. There's no room left for improvement.
B.O.W.s that were created using the t-Virus don't seem to show much improvement when the
Progenitor virus is administered.
I mean, their abilities show some slight improvements. For example, their sense of smell seems
more or less improved.
But that's all we've got so far. They're still blind as an old lady, and they're ugly as shit. The
biggest jump in their evolution seems to be their ability to reproduce.
I hate when things don't go according to plan, but since there's still a demand for Lickers on the
B.O.W. market, I guess things aren't all that bad."
-RE5: Tricell Researcher Miguel's Journal - No.1; 07/03/07

B.O.W. PROFILE: LICKER BETA
The Licker Beta was an attempt by Tricell researchers to improve
upon the original creature through application of the Progenitor
Virus. But despite some notable improvements, the final result
was considered unsatisfactory. The Licker gained improved
muscle mass and superior vitality, allowing it to sustain more
damage than the original model. Likewise its olfactory sensory
organ became somewhat sharper, further evolving its already
impressive sense of smell and hearing. A unique trait observed
by researchers is that a breeding capability between the creatures
has been introduced. However, the Licker’s already poor eyesight
degenerated even further with this new design, and application of the Progenitor Virus had triggered further
mutations, pushing the Licker’s heart through its chest until it was exposed. Although it moved on all fours, if
the Licker was damaged it would flip onto its back like a spider, leaving its vulnerable heart open to attack. Like
its predecessor, the Licker Beta retained the ability to climb and cling to walls and ceilings, using its sharp
talons for clawed attacks and its infamous lance-like tongue for longer-range offence. Its intelligence levels
were minimal yet it knew to retreat if it sensed its life was in danger. Although deemed unsatisfactory, the
Licker Beta became a popular bio-weapon on the black market and this same species was used to great effect in
the latter stages of the Eastern Slav Civil War in 2010/2011. The creatures’ sharpened sense of hearing allowed
them to pick up the ultra-high frequency sound waves the Las Plagas parasites use to communicate with each
other and through this method, the Lickers were trained to be completely obedient to their human masters.
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As principle development of Uroboros gets under way, Tricell make plans to rapidly expand
the old Umbrella facility. There is quite a stretch of land where the Umbrella Lab abruptly
ends at the middle of the mountain to the other side which meets the coastline. There is a
small dock on the coastal line Tricell plan to convert into a large port for supply and transport
ships to dock. A facility will be built on the side of the mountain primarily for communications
and satellite receivership and tunnelling will also begin in the mountain to connect with the
Ndipaya caves that meet the current end of the lab. Once these structures meet and building
work is completed, the new lab will be over five times bigger than the original Umbrella
Research Centre. Construction workers on the coast also discover that the Ndipaya caverns
extend much further into the mountain than previously thought and not far in have discovered
a king's chamber or 'Monarch Room'. This is where the Ndipaya kings would sit in ancient
times. Two curved staircases lead down to a larger chamber with murals on the walls
documenting the downfall of the mysterious tribe by 'Ancient B.O.W.s', which were animals
and livestock believed to be infected with Las Plagas. An elevator is constructed in the solid
wall at the back where the King sat and travels down to a door leading out of the mountain to
the dock.

The aim of the Uroboros project is to create the perfect virus, free of the weaknesses that
plagued previous weaponised strains, such as excessive mutation, mental atrophy, and
instability. The virus will recognise and bond with the subject's DNA, effectively judging their
genetics to see if they are worthy of accepting the virus into the system. If accepted, the host
subject will theoretically gain super human powers and become practically immortal. But if the
host DNA is incompatible, Uroboros will run rampant and turn the organism into a horrible
monster comprised of black viral cysts. However, at this early stage in development, much of
this is purely theoretical. Tricell have already made arrangements for many human test subjects
to be brought to the lab in the near future and the research teams are told not to be concerned
about casualties and rejection rates.
SPRING 2007 CIRCA
Now 15 years old, Jake Muller signs up as a mercenary and joins a team in Edonia having
honed his combat skills from an early age. His terminally ill mother is becoming weaker by the
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day and is no longer strong enough to provide for him. Although he has no love of politics,
Jake sells his services to the insurgents fighting the government as it becomes more and more
apparent that Edonia, like the Eastern Slav Republic, will soon fall into full scale civil war, and
hopes the money he makes can pay for his mother's ongoing
medical treatment. Jake has no fear of fighting or death and all he
cares about is the welfare of his mother. He is spurred on by his
hatred of his unknown father he believes abandoned them both
at an early age. Only Jake's mother knows the secret that his
father is Albert Wesker, but even she has no idea Wesker has
gone on to be a leading bio-terrorist and one of the world's most
dangerous individuals. During their brief time together in
America in the early 1990s, Wesker was working for the now
defunct Umbrella Corporation in their Information Department.
She never knew about his secret past as a researcher. However,
she grew to learn that there was something amiss about him and when he ended their brief
relationship, she fled back to Edonia whilst in the early stages of pregnancy. Wesker still
doesn't know of Jake's existence.
Not long after Jake starts out life as a mercenary, he is away when his mother’s condition
suddenly degenerates. Now bed-ridden and having no way to reach her son, she writes him a
letter expressing her final wish for him not to hate his father. Shortly afterwards she passes away
in her sleep. The note is left by her bed which a distraught Jake finds upon his return.

"I love you, Jake. I'm so sorry to have to leave you like this. Please forgive me. And please,
don't hate your father. I'm sure he loves you and is thinking about you, and I know you two will
find each other someday.
Stay strong."
-RE6: Jake's Childhood; undated.

Now alone, full of bitterness and having no one to rely on but himself, Jake’s heart turns cold
and this hardens him. His only concern in life becomes material gains and money, even though
he no longer has a pressing need for it. His cynicism creates an unapproachable aura, and even
his fellow mercenaries consider him moody and distant. Soon the only thing he trusts is cold,
hard cash, and he has no time for the concerns of others. He becomes the consummate
mercenary, selling his services to the highest bidder without any concern for the ideologies of
the groups that employ him and begins to earn quite a reputation on the battlefield.
TUESDAY MAY 8TH 2007
As work continues on Uroboros, the research team are close to a
first working prototype. Miguel has ideas to negate problems
found in previous viral strains such as excessive mutation and
mental degradation. The premise behind the virus is that it will
enter the host then destroy it and rebuild it from within, providing
consistency in simple terms by either adaption or rejection, leaving
only two possible outcomes. Uroboros will feed on the host’s
tissue, and the DNA and genetics of the subject will determine
their ability to metabolise the viral cysts of Uroboros with the
result either strengthening the host or consuming it completely.
Further tests still need to be done but Miguel firmly believes that the only reason they are
progressing so quickly is because of his own individual genius.
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"Our current aim is to develop a virus that surpasses the potential of both the G-Virus and
t-Veronica virus.
We need to eliminate any extreme mutations, mental atrophy, and instability in the virus.
We were told not to be concerned with retention and rejection rates, but even still, overcoming
these three problems is going to be a challenge.
Of course, all that is really only a problem for regular researchers.
I'm already on the cusp of overcoming two of the problems. The third is proving to be a bit
trickier, so I may have to resort to some alternative methods.
Sometimes I frighten myself with my own ingenuity! Tricell is fortunate to have someone of my
intelligence on their payroll."
-RE5: Tricell Researcher Miguel's Journal - No.2; 08/05/07

SUMMER 2007
Wesker finally makes a breakthrough with his monitoring of Jill Valentine who still lies in an
induced coma. Jill, otherwise known as Subject no. 1, had started to show signs of abnormality
in late 2006, and at the time Wesker was perplexed as to why this was. Six months later and the
instruments monitoring her vitals clearly show that something is definitely happening within
her. Wesker discovers that traces of a mutated form of
t-Virus is still present in her body. This dates back to
her infection at the hands of the Nemesis T-Type in
Raccoon City nine years ago now. Jill had supposedly
been given a vaccine developed by staff at Raccoon
General Hospital. There are several known types of
t-Virus vaccines in existence today, most notably the
one developed by Tricell's own acquisition,
WilPharma. But Jill's vaccine was one of the very first
prototypes. During the early stages of the Raccoon
disaster, doctors at the hospital worked furiously on this vaccine based on reference material
provided by Douglas Lauper, the then Head of the North American branch of Umbrella's
Medical Services Department. After the composite machines' operation was stabilised by
sufficient electrical power, a culture fluid base was placed in the machines. The bulk of the
Medical Devices Manual provided by Lauper explained how the combination of this base with
the proper vaccine ingredients would create antigen bodies to treat those infected with the
virus. But the doctors at the hospital were all killed before they could produce large amounts of
the vaccine, and Umbrella never supplied it themselves at the time because they wanted to
keep their responsibility for the disaster a secret. A majority of the materials explaining the
process were lost when the city was destroyed. Clearly this antigen has not destroyed the t-Virus
in Jill's body, and has instead placed it into a dormant state. For reasons unknown, the
cryogenic sleep Wesker placed Jill in to recover from her injuries has somehow reactivated the
t-Virus in her body. Wesker's interest is piqued and with the virus active once more he
wonders if she will become a zombie. Her vital signs confirm the virus is active in her body
despite the vaccine she had been given. Yet with hours of being reactivated, the virus in her
system suddenly disappears completely. It is as if she was never infected in the first place as
there is no evidence of infected cells in her system whatsoever. Puzzled, Wesker will conduct
further investigations.
Wesker later discovers because the mutant t-Virus had been present and dormant in Jill’s body
for such a long time, her immune system had developed powerful antibodies to the virus. It is
an astounding defence system. As soon as the virus was reactivated in her body, these
antibodies were able to neutralise and kill it within a matter of hours.
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The research team report that the initial prototype Uroboros Virus is ready for testing. A
number of human experiments are performed but each subject is killed within minutes. It soon
transpires the virus has a 0% adherence rate with humans and is deemed far too poisonous for
the human body to cope with. These difficulties are
beyond predicted expectations and linked back to the
properties derived from the Progenitor flowers being
too toxic. Instead of spurring the next stage of
evolution as Wesker envisioned, it only invites death.
What they were not expecting was just how aggressive
the Uroboros Virus is when it rejects its host. When
Uroboros runs rampant, it grows by enveloping nearby
organisms one after the other. Living things given the
virus are included in these organisms. The body selfreproduces through continual destruction and
regrowth, and indiscriminately attacks any living things
around it. Black viral cysts form on the organs inside
the body which then violently eject outwards through the skin. These viral cysts have primitive
intelligence capable of detecting nearby organisms, as well as capturing, hunting or breeding.
Single viral cysts are not particularly long-lived and are easily destroyed. But a collection of
cysts will aggressively surround any active living organisms and continue to feed and grow until
destroyed. These organisms are also extremely hard to kill and highly resistant to gunfire. The
subjects will continue to be monitored.
Wesker turns his attentions back to Jill and wonders if he can extract the antibodies that
destroyed the t-Virus from her body in order to reduce the poisonous nature of the Uroboros
Virus. With this in mind he decides to Jill alive solely to produce antibodies for the research.
This would also mean that when the virus is eventually completed the high purity antibodies
from her biochemistry would make her unsuitable as a test subject, which was his initial plan to
gain revenge upon Chris Redfield. He will have to find a suitable use for her elsewhere. Jill, still
unconscious since that fateful night at the Spencer Estate, has reviled bioweapons and devoted
her life to eradicating them, yet was now ironically being used to create the most terrifying
bioweapon of them all.
Over the next few months Jill’s priority is elevated and
the extraction of numerous blood and cell samples, as
well as the various electronic devices connected to her
body which took away her freedom, are recording all
the details related to her body. Her body information
is totally exposed due to the inspection from the
various devices. Unknown chemicals are injected into
her body continuously, some make her heart pump
excitedly, others make her feel as if she's at the calm
before death... some make her feel confused. These
medicines will not only cause people to have illusions, enhanced nerve sensory, but also false
feelings where they will treat a second as a few minutes. Her spirit is being played with, her
body continuously being tortured. For the Tricell scientists who have long abandoned human
sense, she's not a human, but a toy identified now as Test Subject 0084-6237.
During the development of Uroboros, work continues simultaneously on the Progenitor Virus
in a bid to unlock all its secrets. Tricell has so far optimised research on the t-Virus, G-Virus
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and the t-Veronica Virus. They are also close to significantly improving the Las Plagas parasite,
with Ricardo Irving finding a way to overcome the parasite's inherent weakness to sunlight.
Work is ongoing on two new variants of Las Plagas, dubbed Type 2 and Type 3, in a bid to
make them more marketable and attractive to potential buyers. But the Progenitor Virus
remains the biggest mystery of them all. The only person to ever really unlock the mysteries
behind it was James Marcus and to a lesser extent Edward Ashford. There's no doubt that had
Ashford lived longer the work he would have done could have been truly ground-breaking.
Evgeny Rebic’s wife dies on Sushestvovanie Island, leaving only him and their daughter Irina
behind.
At Philosophy University, Ryan Howard becomes frustrated at his
lack of success in finding his son’s remains and reviving him. His
increasing despair is also allowing himself to be manipulated by
his surrogate daughter, Mary Grey, the only person in history to
adapt perfectly to the t-Virus, and is therefore doing everything
she asks. Mary has now had the virus flowing in perfect harmony
with her body for four years with no ill effects. But over time she
has slowly become bitter towards humanity because she has come
to see herself as something superior to human. This has made her
feel very isolated because she cannot relate to anybody and
cannot build relationships because everyone else is inferior. She
also feels depressed because she has no purpose. Purpose only
comes through accomplishment, and so far she has none. She is completely alone and because
of this she harbours thoughts of destroying inferior humans and ‘resetting’ the world to start
over.
At Mary’s continued behest, Professor Howard gives up on his goal of bring Tyler back alive
and instead changes his focus into resetting the world that killed his son and brought him so
much misery. He wants to take revenge on those who destroyed his family and believes
changing the order of the world is the only path left open to him. Over time his passion for
bringing his son back gradually transforms into the continued development of human
biological weaponry, siphoning resources from Ezra Sennett and Philosophy University in the
process. This is part of Mary Grey’s plan to punish the inferior breed of humanity.
SEPTEMBER 2007
The ninth annual memorial service for the victims of Raccoon City is held in a nearby town.
2007 UNSPECIFIED
After years of planning and negotiation, the Chapter 11 reorganisation plan for the revival of
Umbrella Corporation is completed and the post-confirmation phase now begins. The
confirmed plan, under heavy U.S. Government sanctions, is for Umbrella PMC to atone for
the sins and redeem the original corporation’s dark legacy. Although there is no specified time
period, typically, it takes from three to five years to carry out and consummate the Chapter 11
plan of a small business debtor. If Umbrella PMC achieve their specified goal in that time, the
Chapter 11 order will be consummated and the case will be filed by the court. But if they fail to
win back public trust and atone for the original corporation’s crimes, then the possibility
remains of the PMC being dissolved and the Chapter 11 order dismissed completely. This new
PMC is run by Albert Wesker’s loyal followers and former executives of the rival company as a
means of continuing his original vision before he switched his attentions to the Uroboros Plan.
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It was these executives that made the reorganisation of Umbrella possible by funding this
endeavour, but the majority of company personnel are made up of well-intentioned former
Umbrella employees unaware of who their true masters really are. The name Umbrella is
retained which is seen as a controversial move, though it symbolises the organisation taking full
responsibility for their crimes of the past and their determination to clean up their mess. A new
logo is devised with the colours changed from red and white to blue and white. When news of
Umbrella’s reorganisation is made public, it is sure to attract extreme global scrutiny and
opposition. They will also be operating under heavy sanctions and there will be much work to
do before they find themselves in any role of influence.
ORGANISATION PROFILE: UMBRELLA CORPORATION PMC (BLUE UMBRELLA)
Umbrella Co., is a private military company run by former employees of the original pharmaceutical
corporation and is more commonly referred to as ‘Blue Umbrella’. The first Umbrella Corporation, created by
Oswell Spencer, James Marcus and Edward Ashford, was the world’s leading supplier of pharmaceuticals and
health care until the Raccoon City incident of 1998 brought everything crashing down. The destruction of the
town and rumours of Umbrella’s link to the creation of illegal biological weapons saw a business suspension
decree placed upon the parent corporation. Umbrella eventually lost the ongoing court case and were found
guilty of being responsible for the incident and the deaths of 100,000 people. They filed for bankruptcy in 2003
and were formally dissolved a year later. But since that time, rumours persisted of Umbrella’s impending
resurrection.
The genesis of Umbrella Corporation’s revival harkens back to Albert Wesker,
the same man partly responsible for both the creation of illegal biological
weapons within Umbrella’s t-Virus program and also the ultimate destruction of
the original company. With the emergence of the t-Virus as an agent capable of
creating viable and profitable biological weapons, Wesker could foresee a time in
the near future where B.O.W.s would eventually reform the very nature of global
conflict. He believed conventional firearms would be replaced by ever-improving
biological weapons, and human soldiers replaced by organisms with astounding
combat prowess and refined intelligence, capable of tactical thinking and
following complex orders on the battlefield. Newly engineered viruses would overtake the fear of standard
chemical and doomsday weapons, with improved strains surpassing even that of the t-Virus itself. It would
become a cyclical arms race with countries, powers and governments from across the world striving to produce
better biological weapons and superior technologies.
Wesker’s had spent his whole life prioritising abstract thinking over emotions with no qualms about using or
betraying anyone for the sake of his own objectives and profit. This was how he was able to envisage such a
future scenario in great detail. Wesker possessed an absolute ambition of standing at the top of the world and
surpassing humanity. He even used his own body as a tool and this personal experience with the t-Virus led
him to believe he could realise his ideals. His DNA adapted to a special t-Virus variant leading to superhuman
and regenerative powers. Whilst enjoying these bio-enhancements, he began envisaging situations of facing
t-Virus equipped enemies in combat and began exploring countermeasures, breaking down everything from
counter combat styles, tactics, weapons and fire-arms, to total anti-B.O.W. suppression. Based on his future
predication of a cyclical arms race involving high-powered biological weapons, Wesker privately researched an
abundance of sublime countermeasure tactics against a variety of viral weaponry. In a war scenario, he
considered neutralising not only one side’s viral weapons, but both sides, meaning he could control the
direction, result, and overall control of global warfare. He also researched existing firearms and differing
ammunition types, wanting to create effective anti-B.O.W. weapons. His ultimate goal to enable him to stand
on top of the world would be to possess effective countermeasure weapons under any circumstances for any
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situation. This research took him years, was kept strictly private, and never shared with his colleagues and
followers at the rival company. It was the ultimate egotist’s plan that only he possessed these countermeasures.
Wesker accelerated the ‘B.O.W. arms race’ in 2003 by purposefully leaking the perfected t-Virus onto the black
market, effectively putting it into the hands of terrorists, rogue states and clandestine organisations across the
entire globe, all of whom began researching and extrapolating for their own benefits. At the time, Wesker was
rising in power within the rival company having played an anonymous hand in bringing down Spencer’s
original Umbrella and stealing its data archive. He planned to take total control of the rival company and
evolve it into a new Umbrella Corporation based on his own image. But the key difference is that this new
Umbrella would not focus on pharmaceuticals, but instead be solely dedicated to the production of biological
weapons and anti-B.O.W. technology. The essence of his seemingly contradictory research on physical weapons
and total neutralization was to prepare effective countermeasure weapons under any circumstance - in other
words his goal was to mitigate the "contradiction." Because of this, his Umbrella would be a Private Military
Company ready to ignite the fuse on bioterror warfare, then control both sides of the conflict. This would
eventually make Wesker’s Umbrella the most dominant and powerful organisation on the planet, allowing him
to reshape the world and stand above humanity as he had always envisioned.
Consequently, not long after the original Umbrella Corporation had collapsed,
a movement began made up of ex-Umbrella employees who had no knowledge
of the organisation’s dark side, wanting to atone for Umbrella’s crimes. This
movement quickly gained momentum and watching from the shadows, Wesker
saw them as an opportunity to spearhead the resurrection of Umbrella, using
their sincere and good-willed intentions as the public face of the enterprise.
Using an alias or a trusted associate, Wesker arranged for a Chapter 11
reorganisation petition to be submitted to the bankruptcy court to preserve and
build Umbrella’s assets through the process of reorganisation, joining forces
with the growing movement of former Umbrella employees. They were confident that if they could appease the
creditors and the courts, they could become new chief executives and begin work creating anti-B.O.W.
measures solely for cleaning up the mess the original company made. Wesker’s pseudonym or chosen source
became the debtor responsible for all the red tape and legal costs to finance the ongoing reorganisation
proposal. But once the new organisation was active, the former Umbrella employees would perform the bulk of
the plan, working on new technologies and anti-B.O.W. weapons based on Wesker’s research whilst remaining
completely unaware their good intentions were once again being used for more nefarious purposes. It was a
very audacious and ambitious plan, and something that attracted extreme public scrutiny. A controversial
decision was made to retain the name ‘Umbrella’ for the new PMC, aimed at being a statement of intent in
accepting full responsibility for the original corporation’s crimes and a promise to clean up the mess they
made. But the key aspect of the entire plan hinged on persuading the U.S. Government of their honourable
intentions, for they still held the seized Umbrella assets indefinitely.
Once the controversial Chapter 11 application was submitted, the pre-confirmation phase began and the plan
was looked at in extreme detail. A long waiting game took place whilst the reorganisation application was being
considered and it was during this time that Albert Wesker was allegedly killed during an incident in Europe in
2006. By this point he had also completely drained the rival company’s resources during a personal quest to
locate Umbrella’s last remaining founder, Oswell E. Spencer. This was down to subliminal imprints placed
upon him as a child when he was inducted into a clandestine eugenics program called ‘Project Wesker’ as part
of a plan to create superior human beings. Wesker’s ‘death’ left the rival company in disarray, with his loyal
followers in limbo left in charge of a crippled company and a new ‘Umbrella PMC’ empire that was almost
forged but now without a leader waiting to sit on its throne. With nowhere else to turn, Wesker’s followers
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decided to continue with the plan to revive Umbrella, becoming its new chief executives once the Chapter 11
plan was approved.
In reality, Wesker was still alive, but had faked his death and aligned secretly with global pharmaceutical
conglomerate Tricell, having been in need of their resources and influence in Africa to locate the Progenitor
Virus source. His meeting with Spencer in 2006 and revelations at being a part of Project Wesker had changed
his thinking profoundly. Now he wanted to take up Spencer’s mantle and rule as a god over humanity. He was
already biologically superior to the rest of the world thanks to the t-Virus, and he now saw humanity as a
disease, needing to be wiped from existence completely
with only a worthy chosen few to remain behind.
Because of this new vision, Wesker had no need of
Umbrella PMC or the means to control global warfare.
Therefore he would remain in the shadows and work on
his doomsday Uroboros Project, paying no heed to the
emergence of Umbrella PMC or the actions of his
former subordinates carrying on his mantle.
By 2007, the pre-confirmation phase of the
reorganisation was completed and Umbrella PMC were formally established. For the post-confirmation phase,
the new management of the PMC were charged with redeeming the dark legacy of the original Umbrella
Corporation. This was their mission statement and only when this target had been achieved in the eyes of the
public would the post-confirmation be confirmed and the case be finalised in the bankruptcy courts. If Blue
Umbrella failed in this objective, they risked dissolution. Since the company’s trademark was changed
following rehabilitation, the primary colours were changed from red and white to blue and white. ‘Red
Umbrella’ commonly referred to pre-rehab and ‘Blue Umbrella’ to post-rehab.
Despite the purpose of Blue Umbrella, they understandably came under extreme public scrutiny and
opposition based on their history and their initial existence was kept as low key as possible. They were forced to
operate under extreme sanctions and several conditions were imposed by the United Nations. One of them was
to expand support to handle anywhere in the world within 24 hours after a biohazard incident occurred. This
was a complicated problem for Blue Umbrella when it was re-established because of their strict operating
sanctions giving them limited resources. Another clause was an article forbidding the possession of private
organisations able to exercise armed force, meaning the PMC could have no established paramilitary forces of
its own. There was considerable consultation between Umbrella Co. and the United Nations concerning this
article. Umbrella appealed the decision on safety grounds for its members, but they had to concede that
without this article in place, under normal social conventions it would be difficult to approve their reestablishment in the first place given their dark history. Umbrella Co. requested humanitarian considerations
in reaction to facing hazardous field sites unarmed. The resulting answer issued by the UN was support with
military force by the B.S.A.A., the leading anti-bioterror military unit under the UN. Although it was political
talk, the cooperation of Umbrella Co. was also essential within the UN. The global threat of illegal biological
weapons was growing and establishing countermeasures against increasingly complex B.O.W.'s hadn't been
completed, meaning UN forces were exposed to severe criticisms from each country. In addition, the
organisational operation costs of the ballooning B.S.A.A. were also a cause for concern. But understandably,
the B.S.A.A. were extremely wary of any partnership with a company calling themselves Umbrella. It became
apparent that Umbrella had to prove their intentions and earn their trust through the anti-B.O.W. technologies
they created.
In 2009, Albert Wesker was finally killed for real after a B.S.A.A. mission in Africa which also exposed Tricell’s
illegal B.O.W. program and the Uroboros project. An investigation was launched into Wesker’s dealings and
his personal effects were seized, leading to the exposure of all his secret anti-virus weapon research. These
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findings also included detailed studies of many existing physical firearms. A lot of these products and
experimental data were passed on and inspected in-house by the rehabilitated Umbrella Co. Wesker’s antiB.O.W. research results in particular mesmerised the researchers, and the fruits of that research became the key
components in the development of specialised anti-B.O.W. firearms known as the ‘Albert System Weapons
Series.’ Wesker had compiled studies and Part of the research envisioned combat in an unaffected state;
alongside much conceptualizing of practical use by skilled combatants not equipped with weapons of mass
destruction like viruses. In a paper among his personal effects, Wesker argued that weapons of mass
destruction didn't necessarily lead to improving the situation. Unbound to the old regime, the "Blue"
researchers summed up those research results and conducted physical development based on mass-production;
with the resulting weapons to be supplied for testing to anti-biohazard units such as the B.S.A.A. Over a period
of several years this went a long way to securing the trust of these organisations and the effectiveness of these
weapons in combat situations only further strengthened that bond, reducing casualty rates and operating costs.
Although not used for the reasons Wesker personally intended, his research was ironically extremely effective
in redeeming most of the old Umbrella Corp.'s dark legacy.
However, Umbrella Co. didn’t just use Wesker’s research
just for their honourable anti-B.O.W. work. Its new
executives, now comprised of Wesker’s former
subordinates within the rival company, launched a secret
branch of the corporation unknown to its regular
employees. This branch focused solely on the continuing
production of biological weapons and built up contacts
within the B.O.W. underworld. It also launched its own
paramilitary sub-division known as ‘Umbrella Corps’, which was essentially an illegal outfit given the sanctions
imposed on Blue Umbrella PMC by the United Nations. These soldiers were sent into quarantine zones across
the world to steal and gather remnant data and also to demonstrate and test prototype weapons and equipment
for corporate sponsors involved in similar shady business practices. In a somewhat sinister move, all activities
pertaining to ‘Umbrella Corps’ saw the corporate logo switched back from its distinguished blue and white to
its original red and white colours.
As early as 2011, the illegal side of Umbrella Co. spearheaded ‘The Experiments’, a series of combat tests
located in controlled environments to showcase new weapons, combat tactics, and equipment. Mercenaries
with combat experience were beckoned to Umbrella Co. by extraordinary payment though the identity of the
paying organisation was undisclosed to them. Under a strict monitoring system, these mercenaries were sent
into quarantine zones. The battles taking place there were clearly for some sort of experiment, but the
mercenaries were never told the details or purpose. The guinea pigs were given a few weapons and endured
repeat tests in blockades where zombies, B.O.W.s and Plaga-based infectants roamed. There was no guarantee
of survival and they had to rely on their own abilities and the equipment provided to succeed. The researchers
overseeing The Experiments didn’t mind the participating mercenaries being killed either, as the number of
guinea pigs were plentiful. Occasionally, a rare, exceptional soldier would beat all the trials, and their reward
was a place in the elite ‘Umbrella Corps’ unit itself. Although real-time quarantine environments were used,
Umbrella Co. also constructed replicas of certain portions of Raccoon City and had access to previously closed
off Umbrella labs. The executives’ knowledge from their previous existence as Umbrella’s rival company also
meant they were privy to classified information such as the location of the South Pole base and the final resting
place of Alexia Ashford, an operation where H.C.F. had been directly involved.
The man who conceived ‘The Experiments’ was a top executive and a former close associate of Wesker who
shared many of his ideals. He was acutely aware of the rival company’s involvement in the Southern Europe
incident in 2004 involving the Las Plagas parasites and ensured new experiments took place at that still
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quarantined village site. In 2012 he personally came to observe several trials and requested top-secret data be
gathered on the now mutated Ganado specimens thanks to a new form of ‘Recessive Plaga’. The unnamed
executive held legendary status and everyone within the PMC who knew of his existence were intimidated and
afraid of him. He tried to show off his power whenever an opportunity presented itself and his past
achievements captivated the researchers monitoring the trials. To this day the executive’s identity remains a
mystery, and one curious researcher who tried to find out via a lock of hair and the organisation’s DNA data
archive paid for that curiosity with his life. All that is known is that he was close to Wesker and knew a great
deal about the South Europe incident.
Another purpose of The Experiments was to evaluate
and revive what was known as ‘CQBZ’ or Close
Quarters (Quarantined) Battle Zone; a unique
fighting style incorporating virus infectants into
close quarters battle within urban areas and
buildings. CQBZ and the equipment associated with
it was originally devised by legendary U.S.S.
operative Hunk and also championed by Wesker.
Since the era of bioterrorism was triggered with the
release of the t-Virus onto the black market, incidents occurred across the world and these damaged zones and
remains of Umbrella’s research facilities were forbidden to enter as quarantine zones, but CQBZ was a fighting
style adapted to quarantine zones. Most battles occurring within quarantine zones were close proximity
combat in buildings like urban areas and research labs, therefore default firearms were not long range weapons
like rifles but things of relatively short range like PDWs and shotguns. The executives wanted the ‘Umbrella
Corps’ to become a dominant fighting unit, and perfecting CQBZ combat training would help them achieve
this. It is speculated the Corps were being trained to eventually rise against and destroy the B.S.A.A. and other
organisations that would oppose Umbrella PMC once its true nature was revealed to the world.
Throughout 2012/13, a skilled mercenary known only by the code name 3A7 survived The Experiments. He
achieved this thanks largely to the prototype firearms and equipment supplied, amongst which was the Zombie
Jammer. The Zombie Jammer was a device developed by Umbrella Co. that expelled electromagnetic radiation
designed to disorientate nearby zombies and stop them attacking. It was so successful it became standard
operating equipment for the Umbrella Corps and a variant was sold to Shen-Ya Pharmaceuticals in 2014. ShenYa was one of several secret corporate sponsors to the dark side of Umbrella Co.
The Umbrella Corps kept operational for the next several years, evolving their CQBZ techniques and further
perfecting their weapons and equipment. Whilst observing from afar, the mysterious executive spoke of
creating a new world order where only the chosen ones would be worthy of survival. He saw the battles as
nature’s way of culling the rubbish from the gene pool and believed CQBZ to be the future of modern warfare.
He also spoke of their resurrection being close at hand, a reference to the post-confirmation phase of the
Chapter 11 order being completed, thus making Umbrella PMC fully sustainable and finally ending the court
proceedings.
By 2017 this was indeed the case as Blue Umbrella had developed exceptional anti-B.O.W. technologies and
were successful in their original mission of redeeming the original Umbrella’ dark legacy. The Chapter 11 order
was completed, the case was filed in the courts and the PMC was finally fully sustainable. They had also won
the trust of the B.S.A.A. after their supplied resources helped reduce casualties, operational costs and improved
mission success rates. The resulting answer to Umbrella PMC’s problem of not being allowed to have their own
legal military force resulted in the creation of a unique joint enterprise known as the ‘Special Cases and
Disposal Team.’ This unit was comprised of elite B.S.A.A. soldiers invited as Blue Umbrella advisors and being
equipped with Umbrella Co. weapons and equipment. Their aim was to conduct various anti-bioterrorism
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measures. They had access to the latest resources and also the ‘Umbrella Arsenal System’; a database of
classified research available to members and B.S.A.A. advisors with authorised access.
By 2017, journalists had noticed B.S.A.A. teams operating and field testing new weaponry, most notably the
Albert 01 Samurai Edge and the ‘Thor’s Hammer Albert 02 shotgun. As a consequence, a Japanese journalist
was invited down to Blue Umbrella’s headquarters in the
United States to interview an engineer from the Anti-Bio
Weapon Development Bureau. There he learned of how
Blue Umbrella utilised Albert Wesker’s secret research to
craft exclusive new firearms. This answered the question of
why these guns were strangely named after one of the
world’s most notorious bioterrorists. In a series of papers
entitled ‘Umbrella Corporation Confidential Reports’, the
journalist explained in detail the process behind the Albert
01, the Albert 02, and the Albert 01P which became standard issue for the Special Cases and Disposal Team.
Throughout that time, Blue Umbrella were tracking down leads on a notorious criminal enterprise known as
The Connections. Umbrella Co. actually had an indirect link to this group as their former guise as the rival
company saw them work in partnership with The Connections upon discovery and initial study of a fungal
superorganism later known as Mutamycete. The rival company had supplied technical assistance back in 2000
through their H.C.F. unit, but later left the project for undisclosed reasons. Only the top executives of
Umbrella Co. who formerly worked for the rival company
were aware of this link and this information was never
passed onto regular personnel, although data provided on
what they knew of the Mold was handed down to the
Anti-B.O.W. staff. This data resulted in the development
of a special type of ammunition known as Rapid-acting
mycetoxic rounds (RAMRODs) which were designed to
combat fungal-based bioweapons.
Umbrella Co. had been aware that The Connections had
developed a new human biological weapon based off an
E-Type Mutamycete. She had the appearance of a 10 year
old girl and was named ‘Eveline’. The Connections had
originally developed this bioweapon in 2014, but fears she
would be captured by rival organisations led the syndicate
to transfer her to a secure facility somewhere in Central
America. During that journey, the ship she was being
transported on fell afoul of a hurricane and was lost at
sea. Eveline was presumed lost but turned up at a small
plantation estate on the outskirts of a small parish town
in Louisiana. In July 2017, Blue Umbrella began monitoring the estate, believing Eveline was present and loose
in the plantation. They suspected she had taken control of a local family and that one member, Lucas, was in
league with The Connections. Blue Umbrella launched ‘Operation Lurking Fear’ and assigned the Special Case
Processing Team to lead an operation to apprehend Lucas Baker and destroy Eveline. Elite B.S.A.A. operative
Chris Redfield was assigned as strategic advisor and team leader. He was given access to the Umbrella Arsenal
System and carried Albert series weapons. Chris made it clear he was only there at the behest of his orders. The
B.S.A.A. may be convinced of Umbrella PMC’s intentions, but he was understandably less so. He even joked
that Umbrella wanted to recruit Lucas, rather than arrest him for his crimes.
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The mission was eventually a success, Eveline was destroyed and Lucas was killed. Umbrella also saved civilians
Ethan and Mia Winters and stopped the E-Series data being uploaded to another unknown organisation Lucas
had been in contact with. With Eveline gone, the Mutamycete continued to spread into the surrounding forest.
Blue Umbrella quarantined the entire area to ensure the infection did not reach the neighbouring town. The
soldiers left on site also developed a vaccine and were able to save Zoe and Joe Baker, the final members of the
tragic family destroyed by Eveline.
In secret, Umbrella Co. also recovered plentiful samples of the Mutamycete to forward their own bioweapons
research. They also repurposed all the fried hard drives and computer systems in The Connections’ laboratory
that Chris Redfield had destroyed. The executives were also aware that Mia Winters, one of the two civilians
they had rescued, was actually an employee of The Connections, and could be in possession of valuable
information relating to their operations and projects.
At the time of writing Blue Umbrella’s intentions remain unclear. They have seemingly won back public trust
and gained positive public relations by forming a working alliance with the B.S.A.A. and having renowned
heroes such as Chris and other top B.S.A.A. elites working for their tactical teams. A majority of the
corporation does have honourable intentions of wanting to right the wrongs of the past. Their new company
motto is ‘Make the World safer with Umbrella’ and they promise to fight for everyday people and world peace.
However, underneath the shadow of Blue Umbrella lurks a malevolent evil slowly biding its time before rising
to the surface ready to strike when the time is right. It remains to be seen when Umbrella PMC will make their
true intentions known to the world but they are currently engaged in a major positive PR media campaign.
FALL 2007
Whilst studying Progenitor, Tricell research teams discover a special derived chemical they
refer to as P30. When administered to test subjects, it not only gives them super-human
strength, but also renders them highly susceptible to control. P30 is inconsequential to the goals
to the Uroboros Project but it could be marketed as new product to garner additional funding.
Research is already well under way using Las Plagas to create soldiers who don’t resist orders
and so the same tests are applied with P30. Unfortunately the chemical has a severe drawback,
the effects only last for a very short time. An injection of P30 is metabolised and expelled by
the body at an expeditious rate requiring administration of the drug at frequent intervals. This
greatly lessens the viability of such a product as a long-term performance enhancer. The only
counter to such a drawback is to attach a device to the subject that can continually administer
the drug. While P30’s effects are brief, it is still a powerful and effective drug. The effects of
continual administration are untested, and in order to research this aspect further an
administration device will need to be attached to a test subject in the near future.
CHEMICAL PROFILE: P30
P30 is an ancillary chemical discovered through Tricell’s
research into the Progenitor Virus. It renders the subject
highly susceptible to control whilst also bestowing them
with super-human abilities. It is the ultimate performance
enhancer. Though fully aware, the subject will lose their will
completely, forcing them to act as a loyal soldier. A
sharpening of the nerves combined with increased muscle
tissue grants the subject incredible reflexes and also makes them capable of spectacular feats, such as running
up walls. The subject’s compulsion to follow orders resembles that of a person infected with a Subordinate
Plaga, but has two major shortcomings. For one, it only remains in effect for a short time after being
administered, which makes it unsuitable for the creation of an eternally loyal soldier. Secondly, while a Plaga is
almost impossible to remove once the parasite has reached maturity, P30 metabolises quickly and can be
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flushed from the system with almost no aftereffects. In 2008, Wesker decided to use Jill as a test subject for P30,
and attached a device to her chest to administer a near-constant dose of the chemical. His plan was to see how
long it could be administered without adverse side effects to the body, and measure how long mental control
could be sustained. But the device on Jill’s chest was eventually removed by Chris Redfield, and the experiment
ended prematurely before any definitive data could be obtained.

2008:
On Sushestvovanie Island, Alex Wesker has combed through
years of collated research on the concept of immortality with the
work she did for Spencer and then later on the Kodoku Project
and concludes that achieving biological immortality seems an
impossibility. She has looked at every aspect of artificial genetic
engineering, DNA strengthening, and virus application all without
success. Creating an immortality virus does not seem possible,
despite what Spencer had always insisted, and is certainly not
something she can achieve in the limited time she has left before
her illness claims her life. Instead she starts exploring radical new
alternatives including digitising and copying her consciousness into another body. The chosen
subject would obviously be younger and physically healthy. They would also have to be
extremely strong mentally and able to withstand even the most extreme psychological stresses
to the brain. Alex theorises how to measure this boundary and soon equates this threshold to
an individual’s tolerance of fear. If a person conquered their fears and were incapable of feeling
fear, then they would be the most promising subject to survive such a radical new procedure.
Her research continues.
In the year since Tricell took over the Umbrella Africa facility deep within the subterranean
labyrinths of the West Kijuju Mountains, they have completed their extensions of the original
lab. Extensions include a state-of-the-art atrium to house thousands of Uroboros test subjects
and in order to process the guinea pigs, an expansive conveyor belt and incineration system has
been constructed amidst several warehouses and storage facilities. The complex now stretches
across the whole of the mountain to the coastline.
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LOCATION PROFILE: TRICELL AFRICAN RESEARCH CENTRE
The basic layout of the old Umbrella facility remains largely untouched save for a few improvements and quick
fixes to some of the crumbling sections. The Sun Garden remains exactly the same except that the Fabiano
Company created a new set of pumps that Tricell installed to irrigate the Sonnentreppe flowers more
effectively. They have also installed artificial lighting around the area and erected green tents bearing the
Tricell Africa logo. The interior of the lab also remains largely unaltered to the extent that packing crates with
the old Umbrella logo still litter the hallways. Tricell replaced most of the computer equipment and installed
their own high-tech hardware in the computer room. The animal holding cages have all been retained in the
main warehouse and now hold a variety of local wildlife for use as guinea pigs and food source for the B.O.W.s.
The B.O.W. holding cells have also been kept and now mostly house the Licker β specimens.
On the second floor past the remaining cages is where the facility expansion begins. Where there was once a
dead end in the solid wall now contains an elevator leading
a few levels down. The elevator opens into a corridor of
gleaming metal chrome. Directly ahead as the corridor
turns to the right is an ammo storage unit. There are four
main units each containing four slots for differing
weapons. To the right the corridor runs to a metal gantry
where the chamber suddenly opens up into a huge atrium
extending all the way up to the surface of the mountain.
This atrium contains hundreds of stasis pods for the
Uroboros Virus research. It also has a giant turntable that acts as an elevator to various levels of the facility.
At the very bottom, a metal walkway leads to a network of cramped corridors full of generators, machinery and
large metal pipework. This leads through to the main power room for the facility. At the back of this room a
security door leads to a small factory area. In here is another elevator heading to the incineration plant. This is
a colossal warehouse full of conveyor belts and machinery as well as huge furnaces where failed test subjects are
disposed of. The upper warehouse is where the Uroboros missiles are stored. Further on is the main culture
laboratory where the development of the virus takes place. Up above is an observation room through a glass
window. From here access can be permitted to the upper levels of the warehouse and overlooking the whole
plant is the control room full of panels, stations and even a grey sofa. CCTV and monitoring equipment are
also present. A back door in here runs down a dark corridor with green lights on either side heading back to the
main atrium on an upper level.
Riding the turntable up to the highest floor, a metal
staircase leads to a corridor which emerges into more
Ndipaya ruins at the back of the mountain. In front of a
beautiful temple-like structure, scaffolding and
makeshift elevators litter the sandy ground where a
control booth operates a mechanical drawbridge
crossing over a deep chasm to the temple. Inside a metal
door bearing the Tricell logo is the fabled Ndipaya
monarch room where the ancient kings would sit. This
room has been left largely untouched by Tricell and remains a marvel of archaeological splendour. Murals are
carved onto the walls, documenting the Ndipaya's fall from grace at the hands of 'Anicent B.O.W.s' and
upstairs at the top of two grand stone staircases are treasure rooms still containing ancient relics and jewels
from the fabled tribe. At the back of the monarch room, Tricell have installed an elevator that leads down to
the back of the mountain and to their new satellite and receiving station by the dock.
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After stepping out of the elevator built into the mountain, a small metal platform overlooks the valley and
harbour where Tricell have constructed this station. A set of stairs lead down to the bottom. Cargo containers
and scaffolding platforms surround several satellite and receiving relays. Giant cranes stand tall to continue the
construction and powerful spotlights look up into the sky after nightfall. The place is basically a giant
construction yard with building materials everywhere. Generators, large fans and cooling equipment are also
present. The main communications outpost is constructed on a large stone platform acting as a bridge on top
of the water between the two mountains. There are lookout posts, radar towers and rail tracks leading into
caves in the mountain where further mining operations are taking place. At the very back of the construction
yards is the main communication facility next to a transport yard where cargo containers are kept On top of
the communications building is a helicopter landing pad. At the docks is a huge shipping tanker belonging to
Tricell for transporting large materials. There is even storage room for a stealth bomber to be housed here.
Over the last year Tricell have gathered hundreds of human test subjects for Uroboros
experiments which have been kept in the stasis pods in the giant atrium. Jill Valentine is also
kept here.
After several years of research, Ricardo Irving and the
pharmaceutical division have successfully created two
improved variants of the original Las Plagas parasites
provided by Wesker. Both variants are quite different in
terms of characteristics yet are marked improvements over
the original strain. When Las Plagas were originally studied
by Tricell they became a source of much interest. The idea
of being able to retain the intelligence of the host organism
and obey orders was most appealing yet their adverse
reaction to sunlight was a major drawback. The other
problem was the nature of the control aspect. It is possible
to control almost anything infected with a Subordinate Plaga by ingesting a Dominant Plaga,
allowing the host to fully retain their consciousness. But the downside to this is the subject
possessing the Dominant Plaga being at risk of serious mutation without the ability to revert
back to human form. This mutation could be controlled and was only to be used as a last
resort, giving the host extreme strength, but it was highly dangerous and proved unattractive to
potential buyers as a result. Originally Irving wanted to see if he could improve Las Plagas by
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enabling Subordinate Plaga holders to follow the orders of someone not necessarily in
possession of a Dominant Plaga. Now several years of conditioning and genetic modifications
to the base Plaga organism have finally made this a reality. Although a Dominant Plaga can still
be used, it is now possible for the Subordinate Plaga hosts to obey and follow commands
without one. But the important distinction here is that the subjects are merely following orders
rather than being actively controlled.
Both new Plaga types have differing characteristics. The first are
the Type 2 Plagas. The primary improvement of Type 2 is the
time required for the Plaga to take control of the central
nervous system has been drastically reduced. Standard Plagas
must be injected in the egg stage, and can take hours to hatch
then reach maturity and take control of the host. Type 2 Plagas
are administered to the host orally whilst already in a mature
state, making control almost instantaneous. Type 2 will tear
through the oesophagus to control the medulla oblongata, then
the brain proper and spinal cord. This process takes less than
ten seconds to complete. After infection by a Type 2 Plaga, the host's intelligence and physical
abilities remain roughly the same as before infection, and very similar to standard Plagas. But a
key difference is they are highly aggressive in propagating themselves among new hosts. The
second strain are Type 3 Plagas which is an attempt to bestow the host with enhanced physical
abilities to create the perfect soldier. Type 3 was created by splicing a gene from a dead
Dominant Plaga into a subordinate Plaga. The new breed has brought about its own set of
challenges. For one, the compatibility is low: There is a 92% adherence rate among grown
males - roughly the same as a standard Plaga - but a 0% adherence rate among women and
children. Another side-effect is the change in the physical appearance of the subjects, with
some growing to 3 meters in height. This is a far cry from the 'side-effect free' super soldiers
Tricell desired, and Irving attributes this failure to the over-dominance of the Dominant Plaga
gene. The tests are not without merit, however, as test subjects show extreme increases in their
jumping ability. Like the original strain, Type 3 Plagas have to be administered via an egg,
meaning propagation time is longer.
These experiments are deemed within the realm of
acceptability and preparations are made to proceed to the
next stage which is an exterior field test on the Ndipaya and
Sodibayan villagers in the marshlands near the oil refinery.
Type 2 Plagas have so far only been tested in laboratory
conditions and with their potential to spread so quickly, an
outdoor field test involving Type 2 needs to be planned out
much more carefully. These evolved Plaga strains need to be
successful as revenue generated from their sales will be used
to fund the Uroboros Project which is proving extremely
expensive. Infected human subjects are known as 'Majini',
meaning 'evil spirit' in Swahili. Through genetic splicing, the both new Plaga types are also now
completely impervious to sunlight and can leave their hosts in bright conditions without being
affected.
B.O.W. PROFILE: MAJINI
Majini are humans under the influence of the modified Type 2 and Type 3 Las Plagas parasite. Like their
Ganado predecessors, they are under complete control by the parasites and as such will act under the orders of
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a specific human. They have lost their personality and ability to reason, but maintain their human intelligence,
allowing them to communicate basic ideas through speech, wield tools and weapons, and employ group tactics.
Type 2 infected humans become ‘Majini’ in just a matter of seconds, allowing the improved Plagas to fetch a
higher price on the B.O.W. market. Unlike the Ganados created by the original Las Plagas parasite, Majini had
the ability to expose their parasites in daylight.
Known Variants:
Standard Majini: - These are the people living in and
around the Kijuju Autonomous Zone and were
deliberately infected as a test case in the study of a
Majini’s practical usage as a B.O.W. They were very
aggressive and liked to gather in large groups. As
common with Plaga infectants, their day to day living
soon decreased, personal hygiene standards fell and
their behaviour became stranger. They would mutilate
and display local animals, eat raw food and partake in strange rituals. They used everyday items for weapons
such as tools, sticks with some possessing axes, kukris and crossbows. They took an instant dislike to strangers
and any discovered in their midst were either brutally murdered or publically executed. Some have also been
documented driving vehicles and motorcycles, demonstrating impressive co-ordination and throwing motalov
cocktails whilst in pursuit of their targets. The Majini who wear red shirts take a leadership role among them,
and have a higher endurance rate than usual.
Cephalo: - When enough damage is done to the host’s body, the Type 2 Plaga will suddenly mutate and burst
from the Majini’s neck. This occurrence is similar to the base-strain Plaga found in Southern Europe. Although
still weak to bright light, it now has some resistance to natural light and can replace the host’s destroyed brain
to control it. This large parasite possesses greater endurance and attack power than it did before its
transformation. It can extend and retract freely to attack at long range from the host’s neck. The origin of its
name comes from the word Cephalopenrandra which is a native African plant.
Executioner Majini: - This incredibly powerful Majini is
the result of the implantation of the Type 2 Plaga
parasite into individuals with a superior physique.
Implantation increases the individual's original strength
and endurance several-fold, allowing them to wield an
enormous axe-like weapon made by chaining a
guillotine blade to a pole. The axe is brought down on
anyone foolish enough to refuse Plaga implantation
themselves. Its entire body is massively fat and wrapped
in thick layers of muscle strengthened with a chemical
substance secreted by the parasite, meaning it can continue to fight even if shot repeatedly with bullets.
Big Man Majini: - The "Big Man Majini" is not the same kind of giant as the "Executioner", but it is stronger
and bigger than the normal natives and very tough to kill. However, when the Plaga parasite is injected into
this kind of host superior in body strength, it shows inadaptability especially on their brain functions.
Compared to the normal Majini, it has almost no verbal communication so the exchange of intentions is
impossible for it. Although it has high resilience, its intelligence makes it of only little application value as a bio
organic weapon in cases where organisational behaviour is necessary. They are useful only as cannon fodder,
built like wrestlers and using their overwhelming strength to crush their targets to death.
Chainsaw Majini: - These tall Majini conceal their faces with cloth bags, speak very few words and tend to be
lanky in stature. They are extremely resilient and the threat they pose is increased exponentially by the
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chainsaw that they wield. No target, no matter how strong, can survive a hit from these deadly warriors. Its
increased strength and resilience is a direct result of the host human being a highly adaptive host to the Plaga
parasite. This Majini has a strong desire to kill any uninfected humans and will cut them into pieces
mercilessly. The scars on its hands are caused by the constantly shaking chainsaw. In some sense, these scars
tell a story about the countless number of this creature’s unlucky victims.
Wetlands Majini: - These unfortunate humans are the native inhabitants
of the wetlands surrounding Kijuju and were originally proud
descendants of an ancient, highly-civilised culture. They were infected
with the Type 3 Plaga which enacted changes in their DNA. This caused a
reduction in brain patterns that caused them to regress to primitive ways
similar to that of their forbearers. They discarded their clothing and
covered themselves in war paint before taking up the weapons of their
ancestors. They are highly-capable combatants with incredible jumping
power and endurance. Because Type 3 grows from an egg inside the body
just like the original strain found in South Europe, this new Plaga variant is not compatible with females.
Giant Majini: - These are members of the Ndipaya tribe whose height grew to around three meters due to an
unexpected side effect of experimental Type 3 Plaga implantation. They are able to summon their companions
with a war cry and wield crude handmade clubs fashioned from skulls and spikes. Both their offensive and
defensive abilities are far superior to those of regular Wetland Majini. In the same way that certain creatures
and individuals display exceptional compatibility with viruses, Giant Majini display exceptional compatibility
with Plagas. The main sign of high compatibility with the Type 3 Plaga is gigantism, although this only
manifests itself in mature individuals possessing both X and Y chromosomes (i.e., adult males). Although this
effect is thought to be mostly due to the influence of the original dominant-strain Plaga, the number of test
subjects is exceedingly small and the details are still unclear.
Base Majini: - These highly-skilled Majini have been organised into elite
squadrons and their main duty is to guard and protect Tricell facilities. They
have been given training that far surpasses normal Majini, and can skilfully
wield handguns and grenades, in addition to heavier firepower like stun rods
and rocket launchers. They can supplement their already high resilience with
armour and shields, making them tough enemies to beat from any angle. They
are capable of tactical thinking and will quickly close in on their targets.
Gatling Gun Majini: - Among the elite Majini superior at using guns and
explosives deployed in Tricell's research facility, this large soldier acts as
captain. It is based on elite soldiers with great combat skills and because the
modified parasite enhanced its strength, it can use Gatling guns originally
equipped on vehicles. Its habits still remain after being infected by the parasite, so it always shows itself with
cigars. It still wears a gold necklace, a gold vest, and possesses gold teeth, suggesting he lived an extravagant
lifestyle before becoming a host of the Plaga.
Like the original Plagas from Southern Europe, the Type 2 are capable of leaving their hosts
and operating as independent creatures. The tinkering done to the modified strain has resulted
in the birth of a Kipepeo.
B.O.W. PROFILE: KIPEPEO
When a Majini takes enough damage, the Type 2 Plaga will sometimes spontaneously mutate and eject from
the body as an independent creature. The name Kipepeo means ‘butterfly’ in Swahili, and appropriately these
creatures are capable of flight. The Kipepeo has slender and light bones with a four wings composed of thin
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involucrum. Although it is not very agile, this creature boasts an extremely dangerous tail-whip attack to slash
at victims and can even drag them up into the air whilst strangling them. Kipepeo like to attack in swarms and
can even bring down a large helicopter. They possess high mobility when in the air.
Rebecca Chambers takes part in an undisclosed field mission as part of her role as advisor to
the B.S.A.A.

MONDAY MARCH 17TH 2008
Jill Valentine is removed from her cryo-stasis tube and regains consciousness. Wesker plans to
use her as a test subject for the P30 chemical and a device is surgically attached to her chest to
administer a near-constant dose. Although Jill is still self-aware, once the device is activated she
is powerless to resist and forced to obey Wesker’s orders. He wants to see how long the
chemical can be administered without adverse side effects to the body and how long mental
control can be sustained. Her physical abilities are increased and she is dressed in a skin-tight
blue battle suit for maximum flexibility. When outside she is disguised further in a black cape
and mask akin to that of the 16th century plague doctor. This is to hide her identity and instil
fear in those she comes across. Soon she will be assigned to work with Ricardo Irving as his
bodyguard when he attends black market weapons deals.
In the meantime, Irving makes preparations to conduct a field test with the Type 3 Plagas. His
target is the local Ndipaya community living in the wetlands.
SATURDAY APRIL 5TH 2008
Ricardo Irving holds a meeting with the elders of the Ndipaya village located on the marshlands
near to the Tricell oil fields. He tells them that a disease has been released and everyone in the
village must visit the nearby oil plant to receive the vaccine. In reality, Irving plans to infect the
entire village with the Type 3 Las Plagas. The villagers are wary to trust him, knowing that
Tricell stole their land a generation ago, but they eventually agree after Irving reminds them all
that Tricell have provided the villagers with resources in the past.

“A man who said he was the foreman of the oil plant came to visit us today. He said he wants
to inoculate everyone living near the oil field against some type of disease. In my parents’
generation, they tricked our people and stole the land to turn it into their oil field. They must
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feel guilty about that because they are always trying to help our village now. When we couldn’t
get across the swamp, they built a gondola on a rope for us.
Sometimes they’ll even give us alcohol from foreign countries. This medicine is probably
something like that. Everyone in our village is glad to receive this medicine, but I don’t want it.
I don’t have a reason for not getting it, I just didn’t like the way the foreman looks, that’s all.”
-RE5: Village Youth's Diary; 04/05/08

TUESDAY APRIL 8TH 2008
The villagers travel to the oil refinery where one
by one they are all injected with the Type 3 Plaga
eggs, believing them to be a vaccine for an
unknown disease spreading through the region.
After everyone is injected, they return home and
Irving orders the village to be closely monitored
and all the results catalogued. They have time to
prepare as it will take a few days for the eggs to
hatch and the parasites to fully mature.

“Everyone went to the oil field to get this inoculation. The village is usually never this quiet.
The only thing to do today is sleep.”
-RE5: Village Youth's Diary 08/04/08

Later that night all the children in the village fall ill.
WEDNESDAY APRIL 9TH 2008
At the village, all the children have died as the maturing Las Plagas parasites are too powerful
for their small bodies to cope. The village leader meets once again with Irving, who tells him
the children have died because of the disease.

“I slept too much during the day, so I
couldn't sleep at night, and it was noisy
outside. Everyone was talking with serious
voices in the middle of the village. All of
the children in the village had come down
with a fever. The mothers all drew water to
cool their bodies, but it didn't help. By the
next morning they were all dead.
In the morning our leader went to the oil
field. He wanted to know if they medicine
they were given killed the children. When
he came back to the village, he said the children died because they had the disease. He told
everyone that they needed to go back for more shots. I didn't want to, but everyone in the
village was worried about catching the disease. They forced me to go with them and get the
shots.”
-RE5: Village Youth’s Diary; 09/04/08

THURSDAY APRIL 10TH 2008
Infighting takes over the village as the parasites begin to do their work, echoing the events that
transpired at the Spanish Pueblo in 2004. The villagers grow angry and become hostile towards
one another as the Type 3 Plagas take hold of their central nervous systems.
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“People are fighting in the village. All the men are very angry. It might be because all the
children died, but I think it's something else. The women just sit around and don't move. I
wonder if the disease is spreading?”
-RE5: Village Youth’s Diary; 10/04/08

FRIDAY APRIL 11TH 2008
The maturing parasites inside the villagers has caused them to regress to their primal instincts
and the ways in which their ancient ancestors used to live. One villager, his Plaga egg yet to
hatch, wonders just what is happening to his people.

“I couldn't sit still today. It felt like something was moving
around inside me. Outside I saw a man who looked
strange. He was naked and had a weapon. His entire body
was covered in war paint. It wasn't even a festival day.
I tried to talk to him, but when he turned around, I saw his
face...
He didn't even look human!
What is happening to the people of my village!?”
-RE5: Village Youth’s Diary; 11/04/08
SATURDAY APRIL 12TH 2008
The infighting at the village continues.

“The screaming has not stopped since yesterday. The men are all dressing like our ancestors
and fighting each other. Most of the women have died.”
-RE5: Village Youth’s Diary; 12/04/08

SUNDAY APRIL 13TH 2008
The diary writing villager finally succumbs as the Las Plagas parasite takes over control of his
body. He also witnesses one of the first unique Giant Majini mutations.

“Head hurts. Fever... Feel angry. Saw big man outside window. Very tall. Must be vision.”
-RE5: Village Youth’s Diary; 13/04/08

MONDAY APRIL 14TH 2008
As the village degenerates into complete chaos, the hidden Tricell researchers observe and
record the unfolding events.

“Feel good...
Screams... stop...
Looks fun...
Want to... kill...”

-RE5: Village Youth’s Diary; 14/04/08
MONDAY APRIL 21ST 2008
A week after the conclusion of the test, the
research team observing the downfall of the village compile and present their findings.

"One week has passed since the initial field test of Type 3 Plagas. Type 3 was designed to
display dramatically enhanced physical abilities over previous versions.
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The original Las Plagas had a special Plaga known as the control Plaga that would provide a
host with enhanced physical abilities. These control types were limited in number, and they
always caused severe physical changes in the host, and thus it was not always expedient to use
them.
From a business standpoint, this was undesirable. The idea was to create super soldiers without
any side effects, something consumers wanted.
The teams are currently working on developing a similar product to Las Plagas for commercial
use, but given the affinity Las Plagas has for human hosts, it seems advantageous to continue to
develop it. Other methods may produce superior super soldiers, but if they do not render the
host completely controllable, their effectiveness would be limited. Taking a subordinate Plaga
(the base Las Plagas) and implanting a gene from the control Plaga created a new type of Plaga
- the Type 3.
It is believed that if Type 3 can be perfected, it will become the new standard on the bioweapons market. But that day is still in the offing. During a recent field test, a number of issues
came to the fore. The chief problem is its ineffectual adherence rate. In adult and adolescent
males the adherence rate is approximately 92 percent, the same for normal Las Plagas. For
women and young children Type 3 has a 0 percent adherence rate.
With these disappointing results, it is obvious that in its current state, Type 3 would not render
an adequate product. In addition, superficial mutations were invariably fatal. This is thought to
be due to the dynamic influence of the control Plaga gene. The test, however, was not without
some favourable results. Our goal to realize dramatic physical enhancements were somewhat
realized. The jumping power of hosts has shown remarkable improvement.
Another point is one we hadn't predicted: size increase in the hosts, with some reaching a
height of almost three meters. This could also be due to the gene from the control Plaga, but it
is within acceptable parameters. With this field test, we did not achieve all our initial desired
results, but the test was not a complete failure. It may be possible to use the information
garnered from the current tests and use them to make improvements in any future tests.”
-RE5: Type 3 Plagas Field Test; undated.

MAY 2008
The next prototype of the Uroboros Virus is ready for testing.
VIRAL AGENT PROFILE: UROBOROS VIRUS
The Uroboros Virus was the master plan of Albert Wesker after he
assumed Oswell Spencer’s mantle of becoming a god over humanity.
Wesker was a born sociopath who harboured a life-long hatred of
humanity, believing they were orchestrating their own selfdestruction through sheer stupidity and were not worthy of living.
Wesker believed the human race required judgement to sort the
wheat from the chaff and Uroboros was designed specifically to single
out those worthy of survival through superior genetics and DNA. All
the insignificant others would be killed by the virus. Uroboros was
conceived with simplicity in mind, therefore dispensing with flaws of past viruses such as random mutations
and multiple mutation cycles, streamlining everything down to one of two outcomes; adaption or rejection.
The adaptability factor of the virus was very precise and the mortality rate extremely high, even in its perfected
state. Uroboros is an RNA retrovirus and variant of the original Progenitor. It was engineered flawlessly,
undergoing several iterations before becoming almost perfect. Inherent weaknesses found in the G and
t-Veronica viruses such as stability, mental degeneration and excessive mutation were eliminated.
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Once the virus was administered to a live host, Uroboros would recognise and adapt to the subject’s DNA.
During this time initial symptoms include sweating, disordered breathing, delirium and confusion. The virus
fed into the subject’s genome and developed an external core resembling a pulsing, orange nacelle. It extracted
internal nutrients from the host’s body to develop black viral cysts which fed on organic tissue. These snakesized pustules began devouring the body from the inside out. If the subject had the required superior DNA, the
pustules and the core would retract back into the body and be completely metabolised by the subject. Following
this, the virus entered a period of dormancy as it reshaped the internal genetics and recognised and adapted to
its host’s DNA. This process was ongoing until the virus was fully absorbed by the body, and if completed
successfully, would bestow the host with superhuman speed, strength and regeneration abilities, drastically
slowing the aging process and essentially rendering them immortal. One defining trait of a successfully adapted
subject was a permanent change to the pigmentation of the eyes to a yellow-red colour and the pupils becoming
vertical like a cat. However, during the process of adaption, Uroboros could still overcome and consume its
host, meaning the subject had above average genetics but were still not superior enough to fully adapt to the
virus. An example of this would be Uroboros Mkono who initially was able to part control and metabolise the
black viral cysts for a short time until the virus eventually overloaded his body and completely consumed him
in black tentacles.
It was also possible for successfully adapted subjects to
overdose on Uroboros, such as Albert Wesker who punched
his way into an entire missile containing the virus. Due to
sudden exposure to such a large amount, Uroboros would
constantly try to take control and this resulted in spasming
of the body, extreme aggression and loss of reason. The
body’s healing factor was also lost and any significant
damage to flesh and tissue would see them be overcome by
more black pustules. Critically the central orange nucleus would conform and transform with the subject’s
heart. Although the subject remained in complete control of the pustule collective, taking further damage in
this state caused more pustules to generate in the injured areas, even replacing entire body parts.
If Uroboros was injected into a host with an inferior genetic make-up, the virus ran rampant and the generated
black cysts were completely out of control, growing rapidly and multiplying quickly. Unlike the yellow colour
effect with vertical pupils, a rejected subject’s eyes would turn completely black. The pustules were quickly
expelled from the body and assimilated organic matter from the nearby environment to fuel their growth. The
host body self-reproduced through a continual cycle of destruction and regrowth, and indiscriminately
attacked any living things around it. It grew further by enveloping nearby organisms one after the other. Living
things that had been given the virus were included in these organisms. These viral cysts had primitive
intelligence capable of detecting nearby organisms as well as capturing, hunting and breeding. Single viral cysts
were not particularly long-lived and were easily destroyed, but a collection of cysts would aggressively surround
any active living organisms. The organic core for the propagation of these cysts was a glowing orange nucleus
that was also a fundamental weak point. The resulting creature would search for further prey to consume more
organic matter and fuel its growth, living or dead. The Uroboros cells were capable of regenerating indefinitely
which made these beings extremely resistant to conventional gunfire. These masses of Uroboros virus would
merge together, further growing and expanding until they were too large to be destroyed. If the virus ever
broke out of a contained facility its rate of organic propagation ensured it could spread over a large area very
quickly.
Due to these characteristics, it was decided to handle live human subjects with extreme caution, and dosages
were strictly controlled according to the subject's body weight - 1 vial for body masses over 60kg 2/3 vials for
body weights between 40 and 60kg, and so on. Even the slightest miscalculation of dosage would significantly
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increase the chances of the subject's death. Since symptoms such as sweatiness, breathing difficulty, or
confusion would occur. Even with the correct dosage, subjects were thought to be under significant physical
burden.
Because gunshots are not capable of delivering sufficient
damage to fend off an attack, incineration at high
temperatures was considered to be the most efficient
method of repulsion. However, this was only true if the cyst
mass was of sufficiently small size to be able to burn the
entire mass - it became too difficult to incinerate organisms
that have grown to extremely large masses. Thus, the
Uroboros Project prepared a high-powered laser attack
system called 'Shango' in preparation for a worst-case scenario. Uroboros was very heat sensitive, with even
direct targeting from a simple heat source such as a powerful flashlight being enough to generate a reaction.
When exposed to heat, a partial Uroboros adapter who retained some intelligence would look to seek out any
means of cooling itself down such as a nearby water source.
When injected directly into a corpse, Uroboros generated an entirely different reaction. The virus made no
attempt to bond with the inactive genetics of a dead host and as a result was incapable of developing the
trademark large black cysts to consume the body. Instead the virus took root in the organic material and
created a core. It then reorganised the organic material around that core and reanimated the corpse. The result
was like an aggressive marionette. This line of research led to Uroboros based B.O.W.s to be created such as the
Revenant and the Durga. The virus still absorbed organic matter, but at a much reduced rate due to the lack of
cellular activity in its host. It effectively used the created nucleus to ‘jump-start’ viral activity in a dead host.
Because creatures in this state were made up of dead cells with no capacity to divide and multiply, Uroboros
lacked its original capacity in a live host of being able to infinitely replenish cells to aid durability and
regeneration. This meant reanimated Uroboros infectants could be killed much quicker than their live
counterparts. Propagation of the virus relied on the central core as a centre and if the core was destroyed, virus
activity could not be maintained and the host would cease to function completely.
There have also been documented cases of secondary infection from Uroboros, though this is only possible if
the host is exposed to very trace amounts of the virus. In 2008 a small arthropod was infected and it grew in size
until it was bigger than a human adult. Although no trademark viral cysts emerged, it developed a very-hard
epidermis. It remains the only creature of its kind.
When originally created, the first prototype strain of Uroboros derived from the Progenitor flower was much
too poisonous. It could not be used in its natural state and resulted in a 100% mortality rate. Thankfully his
study of Jill Valentine during her cryostasis revealed a constant build-up of powerful antibodies in her system
thanks to the dormant t-Virus still in her body. These purified antibodies miraculously exposed the method to
weaken Uroboros, allowing for more compatible hosts. The application of these antibodies allowed for the
virus to be perfected. Despite this, Uroboros was still extremely potent and so far only Albert Wesker remains
the only successfully adapted subject. Alex Wesker was also close as her body was able to supress growth and
consummation of the Uroboros pustules. Although this reaction was somewhat suspected given her position as
a Wesker Child with superior genetics, she failed to fully adapt thanks to her body being riddled by a terminal
disease and also mutations and degeneration brought on by the effect of t-Phobos manifestation. TerraSave
executive Neil Fisher also possessed genes boundlessly close to an adaptable individual. Despite becoming
deformed, he was able to supress the propagation of viral cysts and maintain a near human form. He also
maintained his intelligence but became motivated by a strong desire to kill and his reason was equally lost. It
remains possible the complete consummation of Uroboros was kept in check thanks to Fisher being previously
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infected with a dormant strain of the t-Phobos virus, however this remains pure speculation and cannot be
verified as he was killed shortly after exposure.
The name Uroboros is taken from the Greek myth of the snake devouring its own tail. It is a symbol of a perfect
creature without beginning or end, and also represents ‘destruction and rebirth’ and ‘infinity’. It is also
sometimes referred to as ‘dark blood.’
Contained testing takes place inside the warehouses of Tricell Africa to load the virus onto
surface to air missiles. However, trace amounts of the virus contaminates an unknown
arthropod resting in the facility and mutates it.
TUESDAY MAY 6TH 2008
Whilst a test is being conducted using the latest variant of Uroboros, a fire breaks out in one of
the research zones, causing the warehouse area to be evacuated and a quarantine put in place.
All workers are evacuated until the fire is extinguished. The last thing they need at this stage is
an uncontrolled biohazard, but thankfully, the missiles remain secure.

“A fire broke out during the test for loading Uroboros Virus onto the missiles. This required a
temporary Level 4 (BL-4) quarantine for the immediate area.”
-RE5: Regarding the Mutant Organism Found in the Facilities; 06/05/08
SUNDAY MAY 11TH 2008
The researchers investigate reports of sightings of a
strange new creature at the research facility. It does not
appear to be related to any known B.O.W. and shows
physical symptoms of being related to the Uroboros
Virus. The workers decide to put a team together to try
and capture a specimen for further study.

“It's been five days since the area was put under
quarantine. There have been reports of an animal
undergoing a strange and rapid mutation. Eye-witness accounts indicate the creature possesses
a very hard epidermis. No viral cysts related to Uroboros have been reported, however. I
speculate that we are dealing with something that has been influenced by the Uroboros Virus, a
rare occurrence to be sure. Perhaps tomorrow I will put together an investigation team to
procure a sample specimen.”
-RE5: Regarding the Mutant Organism Found in the Facilities; 11/05/08

MONDAY MAY 12TH 2008
A team is armed and sent into the quarantined missile bay to try and locate the mutant
creature. However, they are attacked and all killed. A second team is quickly mobilised and
sent to recover the bodies of the first team. By studying the corpses, the researchers begin to
make educated guesses at the origins of the creature and its abilities.

“I sent a lightly armed team to investigate the sightings of this strange creature. Unfortunately,
another team had to be deployed to retrieve the corpses of the first team, which had been
dismembered by something extremely sharp. There were also multiple stab wounds that
appeared to be made by a giant spear. Trace amounts of a peculiar chemical substance were
detected on the eyes of some of the corpses. What kind of mutant organism we are dealing
with is still unknown at this time. According to the initial investigation, we could be dealing with
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a new type of B.O.W. Based on the creature's style of attack; I have codenamed it "Reaper" for
the time being.
Of course, more data on this creature is still required before a thorough analysis can be
submitted.”
-RE5: Regarding the Mutant Organism found in the Facilities; 12/05/08

SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: REAPER
The Reaper is the final form of an unexpected mutation to a small
arthropod infected by the Uroboros Virus. The specific base organism is
unknown but resembles both a cockroach and a mantis. Its size became
even bigger than a human adult and it developed a number of interesting
mutations. These creatures emerged from their cocoons mounted with
blade-like protrusions on each of their arms, and it is from these ‘scythes’
that the creature takes its name. The Reaper possesses a very hard
epidermis which can defend itself from gunfire and it uses its reap-hook
like giant forelimbs as weapons to attack enemies. These limbs are very
sharp and able to penetrate or dismember a heavily-armoured soldier's
body very easily. It can also secrete a gaseous chemical to affect an animal’s
optic nerves and releases this gas to disorientate the vision of its target
when close to it. Its only weak point is a small white sac on an exposed area of its chest. When under fire, the
Reaper will lean back and leave this vulnerability exposed. It is the only weakness to an otherwise hardened
carapace exoskeleton. What interested Tricell researchers about the Reaper is that a key improvement the
Uroboros Virus had over past strains was eliminating random mutation cycles. Organisms exposed to
Uroboros were expected to fully adapt or be rejected depending on their genetic make-up. Researchers
theorised Reapers were able to survive thanks in part to being exposed only to minute traces of the virus and
also because the base organism is thought to resemble a cockroach; a creature capable of withstanding exposure
to radiation and being naturally extremely versatile.

WEDNESDAY MAY 28TH 2008
A broken video camera depicts live images from Kijuju. A man walks over to an old bus that
has been converted into a building. Seconds later, he walks out of shot back the way he has just
come. The whole place seems eerily quiet.
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LOCATION PROFILE: KIJUJU
Kijuju is a small country in West Africa. In late 2008, the country was subject to a devastating civil war and
regime change, resulting in a new government taking hold. The country quickly turned into a haven for
terrorists and became a prime location for black market sales. Armed guards patrolled many of its streets and
remote cities remained ignored by the provincial government for long periods of time.
Beginning in 2009, a small
region of Kijuju known as the

"Kijuju Autonomous Zone"
became the stage for a new
threat of bioterrorism and since
the change in government,
Kijuju became an environment
hostile to stranger and native
alike, with rampant corruption
infesting even the lowest levels
of government. Citizens had to
always be ready with bribes, and
crimes were often committed in
broad daylight with no one
bothering to interfere.
Kijuju is geographically diverse, featuring vast plains, wet marshlands, an extensive network of caves, and even
an active volcano. Its natives live in cities and villages throughout the region. While its cities are significantly
more advanced than the villages, the lax government has allowed both to fall into a state of disrepair.
There are also a number of different cultures existing side-by-side in Kijuju, including Arabs and various
indigenous African tribes. Notable among the tribes are the Sodibayans and Ndipayans. While they co-exist
peacefully, these two peoples remain mostly segregated. The Ndipayans live in and around caves, which they
are fiercely protective of, while the Sodibayans make their living in the marshlands. Generally, most people in
Kijuju are able to speak Swahili in addition to their local tongue. Transportation links are limited, although
there is a rail network and boats in the harbour. There are fishing businesses on the coastline and services in
the towns also include veterinary surgeries, butchers, produce markets, and computer repair shops.
There is also a significant industrial presence in Kijuju, with some businesses having operated in the country as
far back as the 1960's. This presence has provided much-needed capital to postcolonial Kijuju, allowing it to
exist, if not thrive, over the years. The factories tend to be very important to their immediate area, as they hire
employees from the local population and pour valuable resources back into the city. Umbrella Corporation had
maintained research facilities in Kijuju for decades. The pharmaceutical division of Tricell Incorporated reopened a facility that closed in the wake of Umbrella's bankruptcy to use for its own research, and employed
heavily armed security to protect its facilities in the time of strife. Tricell also own a large mine in the area and
employ a large percentage of the local workforce although they also employ Americans from overseas. Tricell’s
presence in Kijuju is viewed as a mixed blessing. Although they provide jobs and boost the ailing economy,
they controversially drove Ndipayans away from their homes and deeper into the Marshlands in the 1980s in
order to construct a large oil refinery. Tricell later appeased the tribe by constructing a large gondola so the
local inhabitants could traverse the swamplands and also supplied them with rare supplies such as alcohol and
tobacco.
Visitors to Kijuju should expect to find a somewhat unwelcome atmosphere and attitude. Outsiders are viewed
with suspicion, due in part to the recent upheaval, and should consider looking for a local host or guide to
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facilitate travel in and around Kijuju. People should expect to devote a certain amount of time, currency, and
energy to navigating its dangers and corruption.
In a bid to obtain valuable data on the newly developed Type 2 Plagas, Tricell began to infect the local
population of Kijuju with samples of the parasite. These samples were provided by Ricardo Irving, who was
also responsible for administering the Type 3 Plagas to the Ndipayans in the marshlands. Gradually, chaos
and madness descended upon the population. The infected populace were then evaluated for how well they
could be controlled, and were given the directive to attack agents of the B.S.A.A. From this, combat data was
also derived. During the chaos, the army was deployed on February 20, 2009 and a quarantine zone set up
around the Kijuju Autonomous Zone to prevent the infection from spreading. However, no action was taken to
eradicate the threat. Instead, a huge wall was erected around the zone with guards patrolling the outside
perimeter to prevent anyone from escaping or entering without authorisation. The KAZ became the sight of a
bio-weapons deal between unknown American buyers and Ricardo Irving, a matter which piqued the interest
of the B.S.A.A. who quickly launched an investigation. Three teams were deployed to handle the matter; Alpha
Team led by Captain Dan DeChant which was sent to the supposed site of the deal, Bravo Team which
consisted of Special Operations Agents Chris Redfield and Sheva Alomar, and Delta Team led by Captain Josh
Stone. Bravo and Delta team were to provide backup with Alpha making the arrest of Irving. But the operation
was doomed from the beginning, as thanks to an information leak the deal location was changed at the last
minute to a mine on the outskirts of Kijuju. Instead,
a sample of the Uroboros Virus was unleashed
against Alpha Team, decimating them completely.
Delta Team was quickly deployed to provide
backup, and handled a large clean-up operation of
Kijuju. However, an Ndesu specimen wiped out the
team. An evacuation order was put through, and the
KAZ was eventually evacuated. In the Aftermath of
the incident, TerraSave were called in to help all the
civilians affected.
In 2012, another Plaga outbreak was recorded in
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Kijuju district 12, albeit on a much smaller scale. The details of this second outbreak remain unclear but it is
possible it emerged from Plaga remnants from the 2009 attack. The B.S.A.A. were again called in to deal and
the area was contained. This quarantine zone was breached by several mercenary teams hired by clandestine
organisations who were all trying to obtain a Plaga specimen of their own. Additionally, the newly reorganised
Umbrella PMC used the site for one of their top-secret trials to train new operatives of their illegal but
specialised ‘Umbrella Corps’ unit.

SUMMER 2008 CIRCA
On Sushestvovanie Island, Alex Wesker’s trusted disciples continue to work on the early stages
of the new immortality project, abandoning achieving biological immortality in favour of
focusing on the ambitious process of copying their master’s consciousness to a super-powered
computer system and then downloading it into a new, stronger human vessel. Alex is very
much influenced by ‘The Metamorphosis’ by Franz Kafka and believes their personalities to be
very much alike. Like Kafka, she was struck down by illness in her prime and they shared
common feelings about starving off the fears of death, the unknown and loneliness. Kafka used
these emotions as the driving force behind his remarkable literary works, creating worlds and
characters with calm analysis and concentrated insanity. Through his works, Alex has come to
believe that fear arises from a person’s survival instinct as something that serves as a reference
to measure vitality. Kafka’s visions survived to be experienced by future generations, spelled
out in fear with a vitality transcending time itself. He gained the eternal power of abstract
immortality. Fear is infectious, and through her work she will create that same everlasting
legacy.

“As I read Kafka's "The Metamorphosis," I can't help but feel that's it's an autobiographical
account of the author's life, with Gregor Samsa representing Kafka himself.
Kafka worked an ordinary job and lived a very mundane life. Despite this he wrote fantastic
works filled with madness and despair. His writing was his outlet as he toiled away at everyday
life. But his family and friends couldn't understand his works, couldn't relate to him. I'm sure
he must have felt lonely, and isolated from the rest of the world.
Kafka would eventually fall ill and spend his final days wasting away in a hospital bed. When
his body experienced agonizing pain, his mind was tormented by fear: The fear of death, fear
of the unknown, and the fear of isolation. It is this fear, and the emotions born from it, that
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made Kafka's works so rich, as he could critically examine madness and suffering and make
these concepts the driving force behind his works.
Very few of Kafka's numerous works were published while he lived, and upon his death he left
them to a friend with the instructions to burn them, unread. Fortunately that friend saw the
value of Kafka's legacy and preserved them for the future, ignoring Kafka's final request. Even
today, Kafka's works continue to enchant us with their vivid depictions of fear.
It is that fear that drives us. Compels us. Fear is born from human instinct, and it's the basic
emotion that keeps us alive. The fear of death...the fear of failure...fear of isolation and
loneliness. Fear is the most powerful motivator. Those who control fear, control life itself.
Though his life came to an abrupt end, Kafka's name lives on through his works on fear and
madness. He has obtained the greatest power man can hope to achieve--immortality.
I, too, will harness the power of fear, and infect this hellish world with it. And in the process I
will be resurrected as one who has mastered fear. While Kafka merely lives on through his
work, my work will help me live on.”
-REREV2: Alex’s Thoughts on Franz Kafka; undated.

As ideas are pitched for the new project, one researcher
combs through old archived paperwork pertaining to
Umbrella’s research and finds information on an
unclassified prototype variant of the t-Virus known as
t-Phobos. This is a strain with a unique delivery system
that reacts to a natural chemical produced in the body
called noradrenaline, secreted when a person
experiences heightened levels of stress and fear. The
researcher writes a report on the prototype virus and
passes it to Wesker. Although the other senior
researchers are unimpressed, Alex is intrigued by the
characteristics of the viral delivery system, comparing it
to her ongoing fascination with fear, the works of Kafka
and the idea of using fear to measure a person’s vitality.
Instead of dismissing the idea, Alex signs off on the
virus and orders research to commence immediately to
complete a viable strain.
In order to generate a large quantity of human guinea pigs for the t-Phobos research, Alex
decides to use the large workforce that has spent a majority of the last decade working and
expanding the mining facilities underground to accommodate the research laboratories and
pharmaceuticals production factory. In order to avert suspicion from the other residents of the
island, Alex makes the mine employees sign one year contracts ensuring they have to leave
their families for a significant amount of time before anyone would realise they were missing.
Thanks to the mining industry on the island being completely revitalised, there is no shortage
of workers waiting to sign up. They will each disappear into the mine convinced of Lady Alex’s
good intentions and remain blissfully unaware of the horrific fate that awaits them inside.
LOCATION PROFILE: THE MINING FACILITY
The mining pits of Sushestvovanie Island have a long history and were integral to the functionality of its society
and economy. Resources were limited across the island because of largely sterile land and severe climate that
led to poor crop production, but deep beneath the barren surface lay an abundance of resources, including
large coal reserves. Mining operations soon began in the early years of the Soviet Union and many Russians
migrated to the island to work in the mines and enjoyed a rich life appropriate to the labour. The mining
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operations led to the island experiencing a period of prosperity, despite Sushestvovanie being in such a remote
location. Eventually however, the mines were overworked and its natural resources were eventually depleted.
By the late 1970s the mines were empty and the island soon fell into poverty.
In the year 2000, Alex Wesker and her team of subordinates arrived to scout the island looking for a permanent
settlement to set up future operations separate to Oswell Spencer and Umbrella. Alex appealed to the
inhabitants and promised to revitalise the economy, using syphoned funds from Umbrella to reopen and
expand the mines, constructing an expansive underground facility for the alleged purpose of producing and
developing new pharmaceuticals. This new opportunity provided jobs and rebooted the island completely,
leaving those still living there in complete admiration of their new ‘saviour.’

Whilst construction was underway, Alex returned to Umbrella and Spencer under a false pretence of loyalty so
she could continue to have complete access to his wealth and resources. She left her loyal subbordinate, Stuart,
behind on the island to oversee operations. By 2006, the new mine facility was completed following six years of
development and boasted a new research laboratory and several new levels. Upon completion of the mines,
Alex abandoned Spencer and relocated to Sushestvovanie Island full time so she could further her own plans.
With a new research facility, she was able to begin viral research and an ambitious project to extend her life by
transferring her consciousness into a new human ‘vessel’. The research facility was used to research and perfect
the t-Phobos virus, using the unfortunate miners and their families as guinea pigs. From 2008, everyone who
worked in the mines had to sign a contract to work and live on site for 12 months indefinitely, meaning their
families would not become suspicious when they did not return home. In later years the laboratory and factory
facilities were repurposed and used to research the deadly Uroboros Virus. The mines were also connected to
an expansive tunnel network that led out of the cliffs and onto the rear coast of the island.
FACILITY LAYOUT:
Surface Quarry: - The entrance to the mine is located in a clearing at the top of a cliff overlooking the landfill
and water treatment yard. Access is permitted by a large crane platform and sluice gate constructed across a
large ravine. Passing through an outbuilding leads to a large quarry which is where the main colliery is
installed. Left abandoned since the 1970s, this whole area has rusted and overgrown with grass and weeds. The
buildings and walkways have long since rusted with the gantries and stairwells declared unsafe. The remnants
of mine cart tracks can be seen on elevated platforms above large wooden stilts and many old tunnels have been
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sealed, gated off and filled in. Directly beneath the colliery is a transport elevator that leads hundreds of feet
underground.
Upper Mining Levels: - A large subterranean network of mining tunnels. These areas are at risk from
poisonous gases being emitted from nearby fault lines. Prolonged exposure could lead to breathing difficulty,
loss of consciousness and even death. Many tunnels cris-cross through this area with many sections sealed off
and tunnel entrances deliberately filled in after all the resources were depleted. Eventually the tunnels lead to a
large atrium with large construction installed and another freight elevator leading down to the lower levels. A
lift activation key is required to operate the elevator. On the opposite side is a large ventilation system with
large extractor fans which need to be activated to clear all the gas from the area before safe access is permitted
lower down.
Lower Mining Levels: - The freight elevator at the
central atrium descends some 200 feet further
down before eventually arriving at the lowest
level. Directly underfoot beneath a large circular
grate is a nasty pool of chemical waste and
corrosive liquid. Further down the tunnel a
reinforced door blocks further travel unless
access is permitted via a fingerprint scanner.
Only researchers and those making up Alex
Wesker’s staff were allowed beyond this point. Regular mine workers were forbidden from venturing into this
restricted area. Beyond this door a concrete tunnel slopes down before ending at a blue door and a rusted steel
shutter. Through here are some old coal deposits and a control room.
The ‘Mansion’: - A weathered stone bridge crosses over a large chasm split across the heart of the mountain.
Carved into the rock on the other side is a castle-like entrance with main door and ornate lamps giving off a
relaxing warm glow. Inside is a grandiose mansion house with chequered tiled floors, fine paintings and
pristine golden candlesticks. This place was where the head researcher of the t-Phobos project was based and
was created to help those cope with constantly living and working underground. The mansion contained a
study room, lounge, bathroom, and a library amongst others, all decorated with antique furniture and
traditional oak panels. An emblem key is needed to access certain rooms.
The Research Facility: - Located directly beneath the mansion and constructed over two floors, this laboratory
is where a majority of the t-Phobos and Uroboros experiments were carried out. This facility is very run down
and looks rusted and weathered beyond its years. Experimental specimens are kept in large culture tanks full of
fresh bio-organic fluids and monitored by large machines. There are numerous experimentation chambers,
torture rooms designed to monitor fear and pain tolerance levels, and a morgue for storing frozen cadavers.
The laboratory has two levels of security and both Level 1 and Level 2 security key cards can be issued from the
chief researcher’s office in the mansion above. The lowest level of the lab was later converted exclusively for
Uroboros research and Level 2 security access was needed to gain entry to the factory area. This was a large
warehouse full of steel crates and cages. This was where the most dangerous experiments were performed and
the whole room was illuminated blood red thanks to numerous orange-tinted light bulbs hanging down from
above. Another freight elevator in here leads even further down into the deepest part of the mine. A long,
winding tunnel leads to another large chasm with a trail running across a black abyss to the final
experimentation room. Banks of supercomputers are hooked up ready to observe and record experiments and
an extensive ventilation system is installed above. Sealed refrigeration units store viral samples and Alex
Wesker also had her grand piano installed here. This room is also connected to another tunnel network leading
out to the cliffs on the rear coastline of the island.
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WEDNESDAY JULY 2ND 2008
Carla Radames conducts another classified human based C-Virus test. File 0101 refers to a
female guinea pig named Lise Figeroa.
SATURDAY JULY 19TH 2008
Evgeny Rebic updates his journal once again, celebrating daughter Irina’s 20th birthday.
However, he is apprehensive as she is due to begin a new job working in the mines very soon.
He doesn’t trust the things that go on in there and is one of the few islanders that doubts Alex
Wesker’s true intentions, but Irina is too stubborn to listen to him. He also laments the loss of
his wife who left him one year ago now.

“19-07-2008
It is Irina's 20 years today. I should be celebrating. But I'm worried. Next week she will go work
in mines. I was against it, but kroshka will not listen to me. Has not listened for years. Why
start now?
Irina is stubborn. Just like her father, she used to always say. I guess she was right. Has it
already been a year since you left us, my darling...?
I don't trust the people in the facility. There's something wrong about them. But everyone else
thinks me stubborn, old man. Maybe now Irina too. But I know I'm right. I just hope Irina will
realize this too soon.”
-REREV2: The Old Man’s Journal; 19/07/08

A week later, Irina leaves her father behind and goes to work in the mines for Lady Alex.
Evgeny will never see her again.
LATE SUMMER 2008 (CIRCA)
As time goes on, Tricell Africa's production of biological weapons using Type 2 and 3 Plagas as
a base begins to bear fruit.
B.O.W. PROFILE: BUI KICHWA
Bui Kichwa is a Plaga parasite grown within a human that is eventually able to discard its host completely and
operate independently. A spider-like Plaga was documented in the South Europe incident that was able to leave
its host, but it could only live for a short time before expiring. The Bui Kichwa has been given several
improvements by Tricell scientists allowing it to survive a much longer life-span independent of its host. Like
its predecessor, this species takes the form of a spider-like creature, with a pulsating abdomen that resembles a
human organ. They like to hibernate underground but will soon burrow up to the surface when they sense prey
is near. They draw near to their target and then spring, clinging with their legs to ensnare. They always move in
packs and are incredibly fast and agile. Their name comes from a combination of the Swahili ‘buibui’ which
means ‘spider’ and ‘kichwa’ which means ‘head.’ They are able to burrow quickly through earth thanks to
singular large talons on each of its six limbs. Its legs are full of spines
and it has a large circular mouth with four razor-sharp teeth. Bui
Kichwa often attack in swarms and will lie in wait a few meters under
the surface. It is not known how they sense their prey but movement
and vibrations in the earth may be a factor. Practical use as a B.O.W. in
on itself is limited as the Bui Kichwa rarely inflicts serious damage on a
host, instead focusing on restricting their movements and leaving them
vulnerable to attack from other sources. With this in mind, Bui Kichwa
could prove more effective in the field when deployed alongside more
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combat effective B.O.W.s. In extremely rare cases, a fully formed Bui Kichwa will become entwined with a
human host whilst trying to escape, sending the Majini body into frenzy and making them difficult to kill.
B.O.W. PROFILE: DUVALIA
The Duvalia is the result of a unique Type 3 Plaga mutation that triggers
upon the death of the host. But unlike the Cephalo that protrudes from the
neck, the Duvalia bursts out of the host’s upper half, leaving the Majini’s
entire torso dangling uselessly below. The Duvalia is covered by a
hardened exo-skeleton to protect the fragile parasite beneath. When it gets
too close, the exoskeleton retracts enough to reveal a mouth-like
protrusion, which it uses to try and swallow its enemies. These creatures
take their name from a type of succulent plant that grows in Africa and
blossoms into a similar shape. The Duvalia mutation mimics this flower
thanks to its five appendages surrounding the central bulb. The hardening
of the exoskeleton adds significant weight to the creature, which still uses
its human legs to move. This extra weight causes the creature to lose its ability to run and jump. The Duvalia is
named after a succulent plant which means ‘carrion flower’ in Swahili.
In case Uroboros ever gets out of control, Tricell develop a safeguard system via a particle
beam laser system installed in a satellite. Although the virus can be weakened by fire, this is
only true if the cyst growth is sufficiently small enough to be able to burn the entire mass. It is
too difficult to incinerate organisms that have grown to extremely large masses and therefore
the high-powered laser attack system called 'Shango' is prepared for a worst-case scenario. It is a
technologically advanced firing system that works by receiving target location data using a
rocket launcher location measuring and transmission device called 'L.T.D.'. Because the
recharge time is significant, the target must be continually tracked with the target scope.

"The Shango satellite laser is operated by using a rocket launcher style laser targeting device
{L.T.D.} that sends targeting coordinates to the satellite. The satellite is then capable of firing a
highly concentrated laser to within centimetres of the target.
Operation Procedures:
1. Aim the L.T.D. at the target to relay the coordinates to the satellite.
2. Once the target has been ascertained, the coordinates will be relayed. During the
transmission, the target ring will appear red on the targeting scope.
Note: If the targeting sensor’s AI perceives that the target is no longer being tracked by the
targeting scope, transmission of the coordinates will be cancelled.
3. When LOCK ON appears on the scope, it means the transmission mission has been
successfully sent. Pulling the trigger will activate the laser.
4. The firing cannon must be given time to recharge before it can be re-fired.”
-RE5: Satellite Laser Shango Operating Manual; undated.

SEPTEMBER 2008
A memorial is held commemorating the 10th anniversary of the Raccoon City tragedy.
OCTOBER 2008
An explorer begins prepping his next adventure and in a dusty old history book discovers the
alleged existence of Sushestvovanie Island in the Baltic. Intrigued, he begins researching to
obtain more information and discovers the island is not listed on any official maps and there is
nothing about it on the internet. The idea of exploring a potentially uncharted island is even
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more exciting so he makes plans to set out immediately, spending a small fortune to charter a
helicopter.

SATURDAY OCTOBER 11TH 2008
The explorer finally locates Sushestvovanie Island and after circling around, lands in a field
near to the fishing village by the beach. After moving outside to have a look around, he is
surprised to find people living on this island and the village populated by residents. But instead
of a friendly welcome, the islanders seize him and lock him away in one of the empty buildings.
Bemused, the explorer notes down his thoughts in his diary.

“2008.10.11
The island exists on no map.
I learned of its existence from a certain document and, seized by curiosity, have landed on the
island.
Things went sour soon after I arrived.
When I got ashore, I was seized by islanders who confiscated the helicopter.
I'm now imprisoned in a deserted house.
The islander's reaction to me was messed up.
Hard to describe, but something's off.
I wonder...?”
-BIOREV2: Traveller’s Diary; 10/11/08.

The island’s inhabitants are fearful that an outsider has found them, especially as they know
Lady Alex wants this place to remain a secret from the outside world. They believe the
explorer may be a spy.
SUNDAY OCTOBER 12TH 2008
A day later and the traveller is still trapped inside the rickety old house near the beach. Many
people have come to visit but none will set him free. He keeps protesting his innocence but is
getting nowhere.

“2008.10.12
The islanders seem to be talking about my treatment.
I desperately appealed that I wasn't shady, but they pay no heed.
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I wonder what will happen to me...”

-BIOREV2: Traveller’s Diary; 12/10/08
SUNDAY OCTOBER 19TH 2008
A week later and the traveller is still incarcerated. He is fast losing patience now and all the
inhabitants of village seem bothered about is how he came to find the forgotten island in the
first place. The islanders are in their own bubble and so isolated from the rest of society they
know nothing about the internet, GPS and satellite mapping.

“2008.10.19
I wonder what an outsider ignorant of this island would find.
I deeply regret letting my curiosity bring me here.”
-BIOREV2: Traveller’s Diary; 19/10/08

In the weeks that follow, the residents of the fishing village receive further instructions from
Alex insisting they all head up to the mine. They follow her every word on good faith, not
releasing they will be used as test subjects for continued t-Phobos research. One by one, the
villagers all leave, choosing to leave the unfortunate traveller behind still locked up in the shack.
In less than one month’s time the village will be left mostly abandoned.
NOVEMBER 2008
A girl called Allyson and her boyfriend come to live in Kijuju.
DECEMBER 2008
A political coup takes place in Kijuju and the government is overthrown and replaced with a
new regime, leaving the locals on edge. Kijuju soon turns into a hotbed of black market sales
and a haven for terrorists. Part of the country is sealed off and becomes known as the 'Kijuju
Autonomous Zone' or 'KAZ' for short.
Chris Redfield picks up some intelligence about a known weapons dealer who buys and sells
B.O.W.s on the black market. This information points the B.S.A.A. intelligence office in the
direction of Kijuju and they begin to monitor the area after making contact with the West
African branch. Soon B.S.A.A. Intelligence Analysts begin gathering information in the area.
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One of their leads is a weekly blog written by an American working in the KAZ named Adam.
The B.S.A.A. begin to monitor the blog in order to learn more about the local area and its
people.
Chris has also being hearing rumours that Jill
Valentine may somehow still be alive.
Ricardo Irving is in negotiations with
undisclosed American buyers involving
several new prototype B.O.W.s. It is hoped
the funds generated through these sales will
be used for the Uroboros project.
Before putting the Type 2 Las Plagas onto the black market, Irving stages a small
demonstration by releasing a small number of Plaga into the KAZ and observing the effects.
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 10TH 2008
Back on Sushestvovanie Island, the traveller is still locked up in the run-down building at the
now abandoned fishing village. He has lost a lot of weight and has been living off rodents and
rainwater in order to survive. The locals have stopped coming to visit him and he can hear
strange howls during the night. Now the village is abandoned, the local wildlife has descended
upon the town.

“2008.12.10
Things look strange outside.
What on earth's going on?
I occasionally hear beastly growls with
no signs of human life.
I... Have I been left behind?”

-BIOREV2: Traveller’s Diary; 10/12/08
SUNDAY DECEMBER 14TH 2008
An American living in Kijuju named Adam sets up a new host to update his personal blog on
the internet. He is working in the Tricell-owned mines on the edge of town and plans to post
updates much more frequently from now on. As part of their intelligence gathering of the area,
B.S.A.A. intelligence analysts at the West Africa branch are monitoring this blog.

“Adam is back!
Hey everyone! Sorry I haven’t updated my blog in a while. It’s not easy
hooking up a computer in Kijuju. (That’s where I’m working for those
of you who haven’t been reading!) I finally got a new network
connection (Thanks http://kijuju.blogspot.com!) so now I can update
you all with my exploits as a “stranger in a strange land.”
Work is getting better, or I should say I’m getting used to working
here now. I finally got some order in my life. Now I can get back to the
things that matter: drinking and women. Or even better, drinking with women!
Just a quick update for now. I’ll write more soon.”
-Kijuju.blogspot.com; 14/12/08

Since the hostile change in government, many foreigners have been driven out of Kijuju.
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TUESDAY DECEMBER 16TH 2008
Adam updates his blog again, this time detailing his experiences working in the local mine,
describing how his boss is useless, and meeting an attractive, mysterious blonde girl. He also
talks about how he and his workmates enjoy a few drinks after their shift at the local bar.

“My Job
Everyone keeps asking me, “Adam, what’s it like
working in Kijuju?” I always tell them that it’s
like being a garbage man at the beach. The work
itself isn’t the most glamorous, but the place is
great. Well, maybe it’s just OK. I work in a
mine, and as you can imagine, there aren’t many
pretty faces to distract you down there! What
usually passes the time while I’m at work is
trying to predict how my boss is going to screw
up. This man’s idiocy knows no bounds. He
actually told us we could use the waste water for bathing or drinking! Sure, if I wanted my skin
to fall off and become some kind of monster, then that’s what I would do.
The best part of the job is quitting time, because then me and some of the guys can go get our
drink on. As long as I can get that ice-cold beer at the end day, I can put up with anything. (I
don’t even want to tell you about the riot that ensued the one time we lost power and they only
had warm beer for two days straight. That was a living hell.)
Anyway, I found a new bright spot to focus on (and it’s not more beer! LOL). I saw a pretty
sweet-looking blonde girl today. It’s like I’ve been wandering through a desert for a year and
then someone offered me a glass of cold water (or beer!). We got a lot of foreign workers here
like me, so I don’t know what she does – yet. Hell, I don’t even know if she speaks English!
(Most do, except for that French guy. I think he does speak English but I can’t understand him
for the life of me. He just sounds angry all the time.) I will keep you updated on how things go
with this woman. First order of business is finding out who she is. If you have time, don’t be
shy and leave a comment.”
-Kijuju.blogspot.com; 16/12/08

FRIDAY DECEMBER 19TH 2008
Adam continues to think about the blonde girl he met a few days ago. Apparently she is here
with her boyfriend, but he never shows up for work. Adam may turn up late occasionally to the
mine, but at least he is there every day. He hopes to find out more about her in the coming
days.

"Thinking about Her
Score!
Well, kinda.
I saw that woman I wrote about in my last blog (and shame on you if you didn’t read it!) out in
the town again. Unfortunately, I was on my way to work and I didn’t want to be late since I was
already late twice this week. I think it’s a good thing not to show up at work with a hangover, so
I like to sleep it off. My boss, however, doesn’t agree with me. I guess he’d rather have me
show up on time and put everyone’s lives at risk with my reduced reaction times. I wish we had
safety standards here.
But I digress.
Even though I wasn’t able to talk to her, I did find out a few things. She didn’t grow up here;
she came here with her boyfriend who, if the rumours are to be believed, doesn’t like to show
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up regularly for work. I might be late from time to time, but at least I’m there every day. This
jerk can’t even be bothered to show up! But with drinks being so cheap, I can hardly blame the
guy.
I know she has a boyfriend in theory, but if this guy is missing work all the time, he’s probably
neglecting her as well. It might be time for Sir Adam to save the princess in distress. If anyone’s
got any ideas for how I might go about this, leave a comment and let me know. Life in Kijuju is
looking better every day. It’s Friday, so time for another night of drinking! Maybe I’ll run into
my mysterious blonde princess...”
-Kijuju.bogspot.com; 19/12/08

On Sushestvovanie Island, the incarcerated traveller has all but given up any hopes of escape.
He has been living off rodents to survive but no longer has the energy to catch them. A recent
downpour at the village has allowed him to capture some rainwater through small holes in the
roof, but this will only prolong his suffering.

“2008.12.19
Food and water out.
I wonder if I'll die here like this.”

-BIOREV2: Traveller’s Diary; 19/12/08
TUESDAY DECEMBER 23RD 2008
As the first few villagers become victims of the
Type 2 Plagas, Adam notices that the
atmosphere has changed within the town. Whilst walking through the square, he comes across
a decapitated dog and suspects the crime has been committed by the local butcher. He doesn’t
appear to be friendly so Adam decides to keep his distance in future.

"Something In the Air
I saw something pretty disgusting today. I don’t
know if I can even bring myself to describe it. I
was walking down one of the back streets in
Kijuju, and I saw a dead dog lying there. I’ve
seen dead animals here and there before, so
that in and of itself wasn’t so shocking. (The
first time can be a tad unsettling, but it’s not
like I’ve never seen road kill back home. I’m
trying to keep an open mind here.) This time,
however, the dog was missing its entire head! I
don’t know who or what decapitated it, but
whatever took the dog’s head off didn’t leave it on the ground. It was just not there. Why would
someone just want the head of a dog? And did they take it before or after it died/was killed?
I get squeamish around dogs with missing heads, so I circled back and found myself behind the
butcher’s shop, and what do I find? It’s the butcher himself washing off a huge, blood-stained
meat cleaver. I don’t think he’d kill a dog for no reason, but if he did, then why take just the
head and leave the body? He may not even have had anything to do with the dog, but he’s not
the friendliest person in the neighbourhood. He just kind of grunts when I say hi to him. I
don’t have many dealings with him as a rule of thumb because, let’s face it, who wants to buy a
dead goat that’s been hanging out in the air for three days? A butcher without a freezer. That’s
what happens with no rules and no health inspectors.
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You know, as I type this, I can’t help but feel something is different in the air of late. I can’t put
my finger on it, and I couldn’t explain it if you asked me to, but I just know. I think I need a
drink.”
-Kijuju.blogspot.com; 23/12/08

THURSDAY DECEMBER 25TH 2008
Adam has to work on Christmas Day and is upset when the mine supervisor selects several of
his friends to go and work at a different mining site half a day’s drive away. But his day
improves when he goes for a drink after work and finds the mysterious girl also there. After a
few drinks the alcohol gives him the courage to go and talk to her. They chat and learn more
about each other. As outsiders they have something in common and both of them feel
something is not quite right about Kijuju at the moment. The girl also tells Adam that her
boyfriend has disappeared and they discuss all the weird things that have been happening in the
town of late such as the animal carcasses appearing and people turning all angry and moody.

"Merry Christmas!!
Of all the days to show up to work on time! The
boss wasn’t even there all morning! When he
finally came in, I really wished I hadn’t come in
at all. He said he was taking five of us to another
work site, and then he pulled out a scrap of
paper and read off their names. I don’t know if
this was random or someone specifically chose
them, but what I do know is that a couple of my
drinking buddies were among them.
Wonderful. Now who do I go drinking with
after work? The new work site is about a half a
day’s drive from here, so who knows when or if I’ll ever see them again. They were good guys.
It’s not going to be easy to drown my sorrows by myself. I’ll do a shot for you guys!
Man, today was probably the best day of my life! I went to one of my favourite watering holes
after work, but my heart wasn’t into it at first since a couple of my buddies had been transferred
out of the mine. I did a few shots in honour of the good times we had together.
I would have sat there all alone for the rest of the night if SHE hadn’t walked in. Yes, it was the
mysterious blonde I’ve been writing about in my posts! Since I had a few drinks in me, I
decided to let the alcohol do the talking (love that liquid courage!) and asked her if she would
join me for a drink. Naturally, she agreed.
She was quiet at first, and I wasn’t really sure what I should say to her, but after she ordered a
whiskey and water (my type of woman!), she turned chatty and I knew things were going my
way. She started telling me all about her life in Kijuju. She’s seen some strange things lately, like
animals that have been eviscerated or carcasses that look like they had been dragged around by
something. She says she’s only been in Kijuju for several weeks, but since the beginning of this
month it’s started to feel like a different place from when she first arrived. She can’t explain it,
but she said she feels scared at times for no reason at all. If I’m reading her right, I think she
was indirectly letting me know she wants to spend more time with me.
I didn’t want to look desperate by asking questions, so I just agreed with everything she said. I
tried to add to her conversation by describing my experience with the dog the other day, not to
mention the butcher who had been acting strangely. I also told her how I’ve seen trails of blood
without any bodies. There’s also been an increase of areas with graffiti, as well as strange
posters thrown up around the town. (I didn’t focus too much on that graffiti part since some of
it might have been done by me on one of my wilder nights out.) The place has definitely taken
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on a different air since I came here all those months ago. It’s like the town is changing right
under my nose but no one is bothering to let me know it’s changing.
I told her not to worry, and most of the things that have happened could be attributed to a wild
tiger or something. She seemed to find comfort in my words, so I moved my stool a little closer
to hers. That’s when she really opened up to me. I don’t know if it was because of the alcohol
or because she felt comfortable with me, but she started complaining about her boyfriend. (It’s
always a good sign when a girl complains to you about her boyfriend.) Apparently, he went off
to work one day and he hasn’t come back since. Everyone keeps telling her he’s busy. I don’t
think work could ever keep me so busy that I’d neglect such an attractive woman as this.
I told her if she needed anything, she could always count on me. She thanked me and smiled
before getting up and walking out. I probably should have followed her, but I think I need to
play a little hard to get in order to keep her interested. Like I said, best day of my life! And the
best Christmas gift I’ve ever had!! Remember, comments are always appreciated!
P.S. I completely forgot to ask her what her name is! I’m just going to have to wait until next
time.”
-Kijuju.blogspot.com; 25/12/08

FRIDAY DECEMBER 26TH 2008
The traveller makes his final diary entry. He is desperate for water and dying of thirst. He
knows now the end has come.

“2008.12.26
water only need”

-BIOREV2: Traveller’s Diary; 26/12/08
Shortly after writing this, the traveller dies. Because the fishing village is now abandoned, his
body will remain here, decomposing and rotting undisturbed for over two years.
LATE DECEMBER 2008
Adam returns to America to see his family over the New Year’s holidays.

2009:
Throughout the year more locals from Sushestvovanie Island are recruited to work in the in
the mines, signing one-year contracts and believing they are securing their financial futures. But
in reality they are signing their lives away to become unwitting test subjects for the ongoing
t-Phobos project; a virus designed to react upon a person experiencing feelings of fear.
By now, there are over 3000 reported incidents of bioterrorism every year. Since establishing in
2004, the B.S.A.A. have conducted over 1000 deployments to stop terrorist attacks.
JANUARY 2009
Adam returns to Kijuju after spending time with his family. Over the holidays he told them
about the strange things he witnessed and his stories had disturbed them so much that they
tried to talk him out of returning to Africa. But he needed to return, partly because of the
excellent wage working in the Tricell mine, and because of the blonde girl he is so curious
about. But within days of being back he gets that same feeling that all is not well in the area.
FRIDAY JANUARY 9TH 2009
Adam heads to the market to buy dinner and has reservations about the local butcher. He also
spots Reynard Fisher, though is unaware of his true identity. There is a sinister air afoot in
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Kijuju and he feels as though someone is watching him.

"Am I being watched?
I finally got some time off, and I was able
To spend the New Year's holidays with my
family. As many of you have probably
experienced, spending holidays with
relatives can either be quite enjoyable or
excruciatingly maddening. I was looking
forward to just sleeping in, eating, and
having a few drinks, but if you spend time
with my family, the last thing you get to do
is relax.
They kept asking me questions about
Kijuju, but the more I told them about life here, especially in regards to recent events, the more
they started to look worried or angry. I can't understand why. You tell people about a few dead
dogs and they think danger is lurking around every corner. My mom was especially worried,
and she just shook her head and begged me not to go back to Kijuju. My father was no better,
and told me to listen to her before I made her worry anymore. As much as I hate working,
Kijuju is the only place that offers work at a decent wage, and because I keep sending money
home, my family is able to enjoy a better life than they could normally. Life ain't easy out here
in the sticks. There's hardly any work to be had here, and what jobs are available don't even pay
half as well as the mine.
I tried to explain that to them, but they wouldn't hear of it. I didn't even get to tell them about
the blonde woman. She's another reason why I want to be in Kijuju, but they wouldn't
understand that either.
When I came back to Kijuju, part of me started to feel like my family might have been right.
The air was oppressive, if not downright stifling. I hurried to the market to buy dinner, but I
felt like someone was watching me the entire time. I turned around and I saw the butcher
talking to a man with a turban. It didn't look like they were having a friendly chat, but more like
they were discussing something grave. All the while they kept casting furtive glances in my
direction.
I don't want to jump to conclusions, but the first time I found that dog, the butcher was nearby.
If my memory serves correctly. I'm sure I've seen multiple dead animals in the vicinity of his
shop. Maybe he's selling dog and cat meat as a delicacy. And you know what? I'm fine with
that. If that's how he wants to make his money, then he's welcome to it. But what if it's more
than that? What if he's been spraying graffiti and putting up strange posters? What if he's
starting a revolution or something? Unfortunately, there's no one I can tell here. Even if there
were, they probably wouldn't do anything about it anyway.
I wonder what my girl thinks about all this. {I know she's not my girl yet, but she will be!} I also
want to know what you think, so please leave a comment."
-kijuju.blogspot.com; 09/01/2009.

THURSDAY JANUARY 15TH 2009
BSAA Analyst ‘Reidy’ sends a colleague an image of the
standard-issue SOA handgun; the M92F Beretta.

“(SPECS)
Calibre: 9mm
Action: semi-automatic - double action
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Magazine: double-stack
Weight: 970g
[CORRESPONDING EQUIPMENT]
General corresponding equipment.
[NOTES]
Uses NATO standard calibre, suitable for actions in
developed country areas. Caution is advised due to the
weight and slide intensity.”
-BSAA Desktop: M92F Management Code 0090M9

“01/15/09 18:17
I sent you the desired file.
As the request was urgent, it's only the code with "00" (handgun) for the time being.
From now on, give me some more notice next time!”
-BSAA Remote Desktop: WRD: Reidy Messenger; 15/01/09
FRIDAY JANUARY 16TH 2009
At 15:31, Reidy sends two further weapon
files; this time covering the AK-74 assault rifle
and the VZ61 Škorpion machine pistol.

“[SPECS]
Calibre: 5.45mm x 39
Action: semi, fully automatic
Magazine: single-stack
Weight: 3300g
[CORRESPONDING EQUIPMENT]
＊ Limited to suppression equipment, assault equipment
[NOTES]
Caution is advised due to both the size and weight. Maintenance excels. Same series as the
7.62 calibre version. NATO standard calibre.”
-BSAA Remote Desktop: AK74 Management Code: 0254K7

“[SPECS]
Calibre: .32ACP
Action: semi, fully automatic
Magazine: double-stack
Weight: 1280g
[CORRESPONDING EQUIPMENT]
Concealed 1
Special duty 2
[NOTES]
Small, lightweight. Unsuitable for aggressive action.
Short range effective.
Uses minor calibre, due to the nature of the equipment, caution is advised in operational areas
and concerning proof of identity during the infiltration.”
-BSAA Remote Desktop: VZ61 Management Code: 0332V3

“01/16/09 15:31
I sent you the codes with "02" and "03".
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As there were many requests for "03", we had a hard time selecting it.
Because that one is on loan!”
-BSAA Remote Desktop: WRD: Reidy Messenger; 16/01/09

At 21:17, Adam updates his blog once more after another eventful week in Kijuju. Since the
last update he has gotten even closer to the blonde girl after they were caught up in a bar fight
together. The resulting aftermath finally allows him to get her name; Allyson. The bar fight
started because the locals are seemingly becoming more aggressive with each passing day. The
bar was completely ransacked and the owner was killed. What Adam doesn't know is that the
B.S.A.A. are subscribing and are very interested in his descriptions of the local people.

"Tear in My Beer?
I'm sorry for not giving you any updates sooner. I've had so much stuff going on in my life lately
that I haven't had a chance to post. Remember the blonde girl who was slowly falling in love
with me? We're now on a first-name basis, and her name is Allyson. I thought it was awesome
that both our names begin with an A!
That's the good news. The bad news is that Kijuju is getting crazier, even borderline dangerous.
I met Allyson at our favourite watering hole for a few drinks. I thought things were going well:
She was having a double whisky and I was drinking the mini-barrel of beer. I was enjoying
myself {How could I not?} when some guy I've never seen before starts talking really loudly. He
was wearing sunglasses, and he kept slamming his beer glass down on the table while he talked.
Actually, it was more like shouting. He kept saying things like "Foreigners should be thrown out
of our land!" and "We will take back our town!" He was spilling beer all over the place! Allyson
kept giving me the eye as if to tell me I should go over and say something to him. I would have,
but I didn't want to leave my beer unattended.
In the corner I saw I wasn't the only one watching this guy. That creepy butcher had his eyes
glued to the shouting man. Then out of nowhere I heard someone yell "Shut the hell up!" and a
bottle went flying through the air and all hell broke loose. Pretty much the entire bar just
started to brawl, so I grabbed Allyson's hand {or did she grab mine?} and we ran for our lives!
I ran with her back to my place since it was nearby and she lives all the way on the other side of
town. {Pretty smooth, eh?} We got back to my place, and I tried to hold her hand to comfort
her, but she had her face buried in her hands. I settled for placing my arm on her shoulder. I
didn't know what to say as she sat there. We spent the rest of the night like that. In the morning
she said to me, "I can't stay here any longer. This isn't the life I want to live.
I'm going to find my boyfriend and tell him to get us out of the country. I want to go home."
I tried to convince her to stay with me, that I would protect her, but she just left without saying
another word. Tell me - is this normal behaviour for a woman? Should I have followed her?"
-Kijuju.blogspot.com; 16/01/2009

SATURDAY JANUARY 17TH 2009
At 1700hrs, Reidy sends the forth
confidential weapons file; this time
detailing the M37 ‘Ithaca’ shotgun.

“[SPECS]
Calibre: 12-gauge
Action: pump-action
Magazine: tube style
Weight: 2300g
[CORRESPONDING EQUIPMENT]
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General corresponding equipment.
＊ It is indispensable to follow the request for bringing additional cartridge equipment.
[NOTES]
There's an extreme lightweight and shortened model in the shotgun shipment.”
-BSAA Remote Desktop: Ithaca Management Code: 0412M37

“01/17/09 17:00
It's code "04".
What's up with the remaining code "05", you ask?
You'll have to wait for it a little longer.
I'm torn because of the many possibilities and it takes some time to make a choice.
Please wait and don't worry, I'll certainly send it to you by the beginning of next week, at the
very latest.”
-BSAA Remote Desktop: WRD Reidy Messenger; 17/01/09

SUNDAY 18TH JANUARY 2009
Whilst on the night shift, Reidy sends across the final confidential weapons file to his colleague.
This time the focus is a retro S75 sniper rifle.

“[SPECS]
Calibre: .223
Action: bolt action
Magazine: built-in
Weight: 3700g
[CORRESPONDING EQUIPMENT]
Special duty 5
General suppression equipment
General assault equipment
[NOTES]
Warning: Outdated equipment. It is indispensable to utilize the alternative recommendations,
management codes 0676HP and 0676KD, per request of the management department.”
-BSAA Remote Desktop: S75 Management Code: 0622S7

“01/18/2009 03:30
It's code "05".
It took some time to get the boss's approval as it is an old-fashioned firearm. But that time paid
off!
The boss didn't know its true virtues, but he soon did, all the way.
I wonder if he shot the rifle.
Well, is that all the firearms you requested me to choose?
I'll do some more on Monday if you want me to.
...I'll go to sleep now.”
-BSAA Remote Desktop: WRD: Reidy Messenger; 18/01/09

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 21ST 2009
The B.S.A.A. begin to build their case on the strange events going on in Kijuju. West African
Intelligence Analyst Ryan publishes a classified report on Umbrella's t-Virus onto the
B.S.A.A.’s secure network. The report is given a Level 6 security access rating.

"A virus to which improvements were added for military use of the "Progenitor Virus."
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The initial letter "t" is said to be an abbreviation for "tyrant."
If a human is infected with this virus, mutations will be caused.
The main mutation contents are as follows:
*rotting of the skin, haemostasis
*muscle fibre deterioration
*extreme degeneration of intelligence
*paralysis of pain sensations
*metabolic activation
Humans that have reached such a condition are referred to by the common name "Zombie."
Although they seem weak at first glance from their slow movements and decaying appearance,
their vitality is several times above that of normal humans.
To stop them, nothing else can be done but to destroy their heads.
And because of their active metabolism, we assume they are in a permanent state of starvation.
This effect leads them to attack (eat) humans.
In the event of being attacked and bitten, there is a high probability of the victim being infected
with the t-Virus.
In case of a Zombie encounter, you should not approach it and aiming firearms at the head
and hitting it from a considerable distance is considered to be the safest and most effective
countermeasure.
(For detailed countermeasures, refer to paragraphs 13 to 17 of combat training file "t-15")
Moreover, the "Progenitor Virus" is said to be the raw material, but except for the name we
know nothing about this virus.
Furthermore, we can say that in the future, the Progenitor Virus will be an investigation object
of the highest priority.”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop, t-Virus Report; 21/01/2009.

The global threat of the t-Virus has reduced thanks to Leon Kennedy and Claire Redfield
intercepting the WilPharma vaccine development data from covert black market trader
Frederic Downing back in 2005. The data they handed over to the US Government resulted in
the vaccine becoming available worldwide to all those who required it. This ensured any
potential terrorist attack with the virus was no longer the serious threat it once was. The
‘Daylight’ vaccine developed by Greg Mueller and Peter Jenkins is also available. However, the
virus still remains a threat due to the multitude of variant t-strains that have been genetically
modified by various organisations. Scientists also continue to work and dissect the t-Virus and
its many variants in order to uncover more about its originator - the Progenitor Virus. Strains of
t-Virus still infecting quarantine zones in various parts of the globe are also naturally mutating
expeditiously, potentially resulting in vaccines eventually becoming ineffective.

“A B.O.W. (Bio Organic Weapon) is a living biological weapon. It refers to something
improved upon as a weapon by administering viruses and such into organisms.
The "t-Virus" that leaked into Raccoon City in 1998 is a typical virus able to produce a B.O.W.
The "Tyrant" is said to have been the best B.O.W. created with the t-Virus. Many records
remain of it attacking the survivors in the Mansion Incident in 1998 and the Raccoon Incident
that same year.
The Tyrant, with its high intelligence and combat abilities, is an interesting subject of research
to B.O.W. researchers and records also remain in the BSAA.
--"The Tyrant's name is from the "t" initial of the "t-Virus", which stands for Tyrant. It was the
ultimate humanoid B.O.W.
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It possessed overwhelming combat abilities and very high intelligence as a B.O.W., and at the
time of the Raccoon incident, they continued to pursue this goal with the G-Virus recovery
order. In the future, will a B.O.W. emerge that surpasses it...?"”
-RE6: B.O.W. File; undated.

THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND 2009
The B.S.A.A. update their records by releasing two subsequent reports on other viruses
created by Umbrella, specifically the G-Virus developed by William Birkin and the t-Veronica
Virus created by Alexia Ashford. There is also a general message put out warning staff against
accessing information they do not have access to.

“The difference between the G-Virus and t-Virus
is that while the t-Virus puts a person into the socalled Zombie state, similar to a mutation, a living
organism infected with the G-Virus is able to
"evolve" into a completely new life-form.
Therefore, a life-form infected with the G-Virus
(commonly called a "G-Creature") possesses a
"reproductive ability" which a Zombie does not.
In other words, a G-Creature can leave behind descendants beyond the second generation.
This is something terrifying.
In addition, the G-Virus has another characteristic to revive the dead.
The G-Virus gives birth to new life, and after it is taken away, once again breathes the fire of life
back into it.
That's why it is safe to say it requires more precautions than the t-Virus.
In the event of confirmed bioterrorism employing the G-Virus, the precaution level at the
BSAA will be increased to "10", including all branches outside the outbreak area.
As no predictions can be made about the extraordinary irregularity of evolution caused by the
G-Virus, its reproductive speed is not foreseeable either.
Thus, the moment bioterrorism employing the G-Virus is confirmed, the reproductive progress
of the G-Creature is an unknown.
If the reproduction remains in the first generation only, measures from just the branch in the
area concerned are possible, but should the situation progress to reproduction of the third
generation or beyond, military operations exceeding those of just one branch are necessary.”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop, G-Virus Report; 22/01/2009.

“As with the t-Virus, t-Veronica was created using the "Progenitor Virus" as the raw material.
The creation method has become relatively clear and it's been said that queen ant and plant
genes were incorporated into the Progenitor Virus.
Not only are the cells of organisms infected with t-Veronica rapidly affected, an extreme
rejection also destroys brain cells.
It is less dangerous in comparison with the t-Virus which creates mutational mutants and the GVirus which creates new life-forms, but in terms of deadliness to humans, there's no difference
and the viruses are equally dangerous.
※ WARNING: The following information is to be handled with care!
It's off the record, but symbiosis with t-Veronica is possible by allowing the body to adapt via
delaying virus erosion and cryogenically preserving an infected individual.
If successful, the infected person will gain incredible abilities.
Although it's said that an infected individual in this condition possesses a reproductive ability
similar to a G-Creature, this is unconfirmed and remains a matter of speculation.
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Because there is a possibility of the aforementioned information being misused, it hasn't been
made public.
Handling of this information is restricted solely to Level 5 or higher analysts belonging to the
Intelligence Analysis Office, some permitted researchers belonging to the Technology
Research Office and high-level BSAA personnel with Level 8 or higher information access
privileges.
If information is leaked without the permission of officials and necessary procedures, note that
you will be subject to punishment.”
-BSAA Remote Desktop: t-Veronica Report; 22/01/09

FRIDAY JANUARY 23RD 2009
In Kijuju, Adam is awoken early this morning by a loud disturbance going on outside. The
townsfolk have gathered up in the town square and are performing some kind of ritual led by
the black man with sunglasses who was involved in the bar fight last week. They are piling up
sacks which seem to be seeping out blood and then setting fire to them. Adam admits he is
really afraid now and believes something more is going on than simple political unrest following
the change in government.

"Ok, Now I'm Scared.
I was awoken early this morning by some ruckus outside. {I really hate being woken up before
my alarm clock goes off.} Kijuju is always noisy in the morning because everyone is usually up
and about by the crack of dawn. I'll never understand that. This morning I didn't hear the usual
hustle and bustle that always grates on my nerves in the morning. I heard shouting, angry
shouting. I reluctantly got out of bed to see what all the fuss was about.
What I saw I don't think I’ll ever forget. This was a hundred times more bone chilling then
seeing that dead dog. There was a mass of people in the assembly place, and they were stacking
these sacks of god-knows-what in the middle of it. I saw a black viscous substance oozing out of
some of the sacks. It wasn't oil. Blood perhaps?
When the pile was about two meters high, that guy with sunglasses from the bar the other day
came out and started speaking through a megaphone. I don't think 'speaking' is the right word.
It was like his words were fire and he was spitting them out. I couldn't make out what he was
saying clearly {too many people shouting, not to mention my heart was beating in my ears}, but
I heard him spew out words like 'justice' and 'celebration of death.' The hair on my neck stood
on end every time I heard him say 'death.'
The crowd was riled up good, but then I saw them clear a path as a man carrying a torch made
his way towards the pile. He set it alight and the whole mob burst into cheers. I never thought
people cheering could fill me with so much dread. It made me shudder. As the fire consumed
the pile, one of the sacks rolled off the top. The fire had eaten through the sack, and the thing
inside it fell out. I couldn't make it out clearly, but it looked like the body of the butcher
himself! Just what in the name of God's green Earth is going on around here!
I quickly pulled my curtains shut and ran back to bed. I only worked up the nerve to write up
this post after I was fairly certain the mob had dispersed. Needless to say, I won't be making an
appearance at work today."
-kijuju.blogspot.com; 23/01/2009

10:42
The B.S.A.A. continue to build their file and a Special Operations Agent for the Asian branch
named M. Suzuki forwards a set of virus photos they have obtained, requesting their
identification. The information is password protected.
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"Thank you for your efforts. This is S.O.A. Suzuki.
We received these virus photos during an operation. I forwarded them to the Intelligence
Analysis Office because there were no hits although several database matches were performed.
Also, as I don't know the security level, I sent them in a locked folder just to be on the safe
side.
Best regards!"
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: SOA M. Suzuki Personal Messenger; 23/01/2009

10:42
M. Suzuki quickly gets back in touch having forgot to send on the password to access the file.

"Sorry! I forgot to tell you the password. The password is 'GREEN HERB'
Best regards!"

-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: SOA M. Suzuki Personal Messenger; 23/01/2009

A few hours later, the Intelligence Analysis Office respond with their conclusions. Results are
inconclusive but the analysts speculate this could be from the elusive Progenitor Virus.

"Similarities between the forms of the t-Virus and t-Veronica were found, but nothing can be
confirmed as there is too little information. No way, that specific...? Although predictions are
frowned upon in my role as intelligence analyst, my intuition is highly reliable at times.
Either way, by means of these photographs alone I can confirm the virus fusion and erosion.
Information sharing with all relevant locations might be a necessity."
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Analysis Regarding Photo Pictures; 23/01/2009
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The B.S.A.A. are sent an interesting photograph via an anonymous source and attempts to
track down the sender are unsuccessful. Judging by the blurred and poor quality of the shot, it
was likely taken via concealed means and or by someone in a hurry. After close inspection,
analysts manage to identify the flowers growing in the cultivation tank. They are Sonnentreppe,
a flower that is grown throughout the world and contains no special significance. Unknown to
the B.S.A.A., these flowers are the sacred Stairway to the Sun flower worshipped by the
Ndipaya people centuries ago that contain the Progenitor Virus. This picture was taken in the
Tricell research lab at the underground sun garden site.

"Untitled.jpg 37.64kb 429x288 pixel
It is assumed that someone took this blurry
photo in a bio-lab. The acquisition route was
concealed, but we can tell just by information
from credible sources that the matter is to be
categorised in object rank A of our
intelligence assessment.
It is possible that the main research subject is
the plant contained in the central cylinder.
This is a plant from the Asteraceae family,
the ‘Sonnentreppe' native to Africa. Until the
1960's, it was a plant only ever seen in Africa. Since the 1970s, it has come to be grown all over
the world due to the ease of its cultivation and its strong vigour.
So far, there are no reports about the 'Sonnentreppe' containing substances that possess a
unique compound or substances of toxic or narcotic nature. It's hard to believe that this could
be used as raw material to develop bio-weapons, but we cannot conclude by means of just this
photograph.
We recognise the necessity of the continuous assessment and collection of information."
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Photo Analysis; undated.

LATE JANUARY 2009
Throughout the week, Adam keeps a low profile at his home in Kijuju as the locals continue to
act strangely and the man with the megaphone gives rousing speeches to gathered crowds,
inciting hatred and urging them to drive foreigners away.
THURSDAY JANUARY 29TH 2009
18:30hrs
Reidy receives another information request from a colleague. This time they are wanting to
know about the various specialised vehicles utilised by the B.S.A.A. Although annoyed that his
previous request to be given more notice next time was obviously ignored, he agrees to send
over some files, the first of which detailing the B.S.A.A. Airboat.

“01/29/09 18:30
Didn't I tell you this before?
If you ask me to do something, say it to me a bit more in advance!
Or I'll just start to ignore these sudden requests.
...well, I'm still the king here because I do stuff properly.
I'll send you this first.
You'll get the rest tomorrow.”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: WRD Reidy Messenger; 29/01/09.
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“Total length: 7500mm
Total width: 2500mm
Total height: 2600mm
Engine displacement: 6162cc
Engine: V8 supercharger
Crew size: 2
Not suitable for mass transportation of SOU
members, but it is possible to use it in places with
a shallow depth of water and will become an
effective means of transport when invading the
autonomous area of Kijuju from its port district.
Moreover, it is feasible that it becomes even more useful when reaching the marshes near the
operational area, the autonomous area Kijuju.”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: BSAA Airboat Attachment; 29/01/09.

FRIDAY JANUARY 30TH 2009
12:20AM
Adam continues to update his blog and documents how Kijuju continues to crumble as more
and more people succumb to the spreading Las Plagas parasite. He also notices that more and
more people seem to be coming into the area, meaning the number of Majini are increasing.

"Lost Friends.
I hadn't opened my curtains to look outside since I saw that crazy mob and their bonfire last
week. It doesn't help that I keep hearing the man with the megaphone delivering venomous
speeches to get the people riled. I wish someone would shut him up. Not me mind you. I'm
not one to stir the pot.
Eventually my curiosity got the better of me, and I drew back the curtain just a smidge to look
outside. This time I saw tons of people just milling about, almost twice or three times as many
as last week! I didn't even know there were that many people living in this part of Kijuju to
begin with. I don't think they're foreigners given Mr. Sunglasses' disdain for them, but God only
knows where they've been hiding. I wasn't too focused on the individual faces in the crowd until
I saw one that made me shout out in surprise: It was one of my old drinking buddies from
work! I haven't seen him since he and some other guys were 'transferred' to another work site.
Every time I asked my boss about them, he just gave me the old run-around. Now I see one of
them here of all places. I so wanted to open up my window and call out to him and say, "Hey,
let's go and get a drink - my treat!" but I didn't want all those other people tagging along.
At night the crowd dispersed so I thought I'd check out the old watering hole we all used to go
to on the off chance that he or any of my other former drinking buddies would be there. The
bar was in complete shambles. I had no idea that fight a couple of weeks ago had completely
demolished it. Now that I think about it, I heard that the owner had been killed during the
melee. Poor guy. That's probably why the bar had been ransacked as well. There wasn't a thing
left in there that wasn't broken. Every last bottle of alcohol had been cleaned out.
I turned around to go home. You know what they say: Never fall in love with a bar. I should
have heeded that advice. Now I have no bar and no friends and no woman. Worst of all, I
don't even have anything to drink.
As I started to walk away, my foot kicked something hard. I bent down to pick it up. It was my
lucky day. I had stumbled upon an unopened bottle of whiskey! Today turned out to be better
than I thought it would be. I'm sitting here enjoying the spoils of my little expedition. Anyone
else drinking as they read this?”
-kijuju.blogspot.com; 30/01/2009
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04:10AM
Reidy sends a second attachment to his colleague; this time detailing the ‘Gambit’ all-terrain
vehicle used to transport SOU’s into the mission zone. A civilian model will be put on general
sale soon.

“01/30/09 04.10
Kept you waiting!
I didn't understand the model the West African Branch used, so it took some time and effort
to confirm it.
Because each branch uses a customized model, the confirmation alone gave me a hard time.
By the way, did you know that?
It's still off-the-record that a general use model of it will be sold soon.
What do you think they bought this replacement from Boro HB for, now?”
-BSAA Remote Desktop: WRD Reidy Messenger; 30/01/09

“Total length: 4900mm
Total width: 2300mm
Total height: 2200mm
Engine displacement: 6459cc
Engine: V8 turbo
Drivetrain: 4WD
Crew size: 6
The high mobility operation purpose vehicle of the BSAA.
Nicknamed "Gambit".
Mainly used for the transportation of SOU members.
Equipment and weaponry can be changed depending on the
operational purpose and the environment it is used in.
It is equipped with a machine gun and a snorkel as seen in
the photo of the vehicle.
Moreover, there is a type where the loading area on the roof
is covered and one that is equipped with a smoke discharger.
Due to its robust construction and because it runs very long, it is suitable for use in antibioterrorism operations and local areas, but in contrast, not for normal city districts.
For the device choice, it is necessary to thoroughly consider the purpose of the operation and
the ground conditions of the areas it is used in.
However, it is assumed that the vehicle will show that its capabilities are satisfactory in this
operation.”
-BSAA Remote Desktop: High Mobility Operational Purpose Vehicle Attachment; 30/01/09
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 1ST 2009
04:10AM
Reidy is still in conversation with his colleague about the practicalities of using an all-terrain
vehicle like the Gambit in civilian life.

02/01/09 04.10
>Too big
Do you think so, after all?
...well, I agree.
Though you could probably use it for everyday stuff, like dates or something.
But the gasoline prices are terrible, at least with my low salary.
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No way.
I'll continue to consort with Boro HB for a while.”

-BSAA Remote Desktop: WRD Reidy Messenger; 01/02/09.
FEBRUARY 1-5TH 2009
Things in Kijuju continue to worsen as the locals speed up their attempts to drive all foreigners
out of the area. Allyson’s hotel comes under siege when a large group of infected locals turn up
shouting racist remarks. Some are dragged into the street where they will be infected with Type
2 Plagas, but Allyson manages to escape and makes straight for Adam’s house where she can
hide safely. Adam has been drinking and is overjoyed she has come back to him. Allyson stays
with Adam every night from now on and they don’t dare go out.
Every day the man with the megaphone (Agitator Majini) gathers with his flock in the public
assembly to preach his hateful sermons, attracting more and more followers. With Adam’s
house being nearby Allyson becomes terrified every time she hears his voice.
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 6TH 2009
01:18AM
Adam updates his blog on the week’s events, documenting about the attack on Allyson’s hotel
and how she came to stay with him. Despite their situation in Kijuju being frightening, he is
very happy Allyson is with him all the time now.

"A Welcome Surprise?
There was a furious pounding at my door that gave me such a start that I almost dropped my
glass of whiskey. Thankfully my quick reflexes spared me from any unfortunate loss. I wasn't
sure if I should open the door or not. I don't want to say that I feared for my life at this point,
but given the general state of craziness in Kijuju, one can never be too careful. To be sure, I
was wary of opening up the door, but my curiosity got the better of me - again.
I couldn't believe my eyes when I opened the door. It was Allyson! She looked haggard, like
she hadn't slept in a week, but I didn't care because she's still my princess. I hurried her into
the room and sat her down and gave her a watered down whiskey to calm her nerves. I couldn't
follow what she was saying exactly because I was happy just to have her back. To the best of my
understanding she wasn't able to find her boyfriend, and that the hotel she was staying at came
under attack by locals shouting anti-foreigner slogans. Some people were dragged into the street
and disappeared into the sea of hands of an angry mob. What became of them is anyone's
guess. Allyson was able to sneak away and she made a bee line for my place. Since I was born
in this country she thought it'd be safer here than back at her hotel. I couldn't fault her logic,
but even I don't feel safe here anymore.
Allyson's been staying with me ever since, so I can't say the current situation in Kijuju is all that
bad. :) Unfortunately she gets jumpy every time that guy with the megaphone starts up with one
of his rants. There's just no end to them. Every day more and more people come to listen to
him. No, that's not true. They come to act like a drunken biker gang at a rock concert.
What is wrong with this place?"
-kijuju.blogspot.com; 06/02/2009

18:20
Reidy posts a quick message regarding his thoughts on Adam's blog. Things seem to be
escalating out of control quickly and they must plan the operation soon. The time for simple
intelligence gathering is over.
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">Look at 'Blog Kijuju'
This is...The situation progressed further than what I expected. We'd better hurry up with the
operation planning, it's not just about gathering information.
But that guy Adam, he's so carefree in this situation. Well, if he feels like yummy-scrummy
alcohol and beautiful girls though. I strongly agree that he should go for it."
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: WRD: Reidy Personal Messenger; 06/02/2009

FEBRUARY 7-10TH 2009
Adam witnesses a number of horrific things across Kijuju. A gallows has been built in the
Public Assembly and he and Allyson have watched in horror as an ‘outsider’ was brutally
beheaded by a huge man carrying an axe.
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 10TH 2009
Over the last several days the Intelligence Analysts have been sending out various classified files
on the original Umbrella Corporation to various SOA’s. M. Suzuki notices a small error on
one of the documents and requests it be rectified.

“02/10/09
Thank you for your efforts.
This is SOA Suzuki.
I received the copy of the "UMBRELLA site" you sent before, but it says "the Raccoon City
incident in 1999", but shouldn't it say "in 1998"?”
-BSAA Remote Desktop: M. Suzuki Messenger; 10/02/09

Suzuki receives a response stating the copied files were taken from archived website pages that
have been preserved. Suzuki concedes the mistake must originate from Umbrella Japan, but
stresses it still be corrected to avoid further confusion.

“02/10/09
>This page of the site was only preserved
I see.
I'm fairly sure Umbrella Japan confused it.
Anyway, as this is obviously a mistake, please correct it before sharing the information and
notify all people concerned.
Thank you!”
-BSAA Remote Desktop: M. Suzuki Messenger; 10/02/09

FEBRUARY 10-12TH 2009
On the rare occasion Adam ventures outside, he can feel angry stares from the infected beating
down on him. He witnesses one Majini infect an innocent with a parasite and a strange wild dog
with tentacles growing out of its face. He tells Allyson to stay indoors whenever possible.
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 13TH 2009
02:34AM:
Adam updates his blog once again detailing all the horrific things he has witnessed over this last
week. The details he describes in this entry are enough for the B.S.A.A. Intelligence Analysts
monitoring the blog to really sit up and take notice.

"My World Is Crashing Down around Me
For those of you keeping track, Allyson has been living with me for the past week. And while I
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should be dancing in the streets for joy, it's actually been just one nightmare after another.
Everything you are about to read is true, as horrific as it may sound. And no, the fact that I'm
making this post on Friday the 13th is not
lost on me.
They were building some type of
scaffolding/platform in the assembly
place where the man with the sunglasses
and megaphone delivers hate-filled
tirades almost daily. I couldn't figure out
what it was for until one day they dragged
one of us up there. {When I say 'they,'
I'm talking about anyone in Kijuju who
has the crazed look of a rabid wolverine
in their eyes. 'Us' refers to anyone like me
who still thinks, looks, and acts like a
normal person, someone who is just confused by the madness gripping Kijuju.} That poor
man; he struggled to free himself from the horde as they dragged him to the top of the
scaffolding. Two men held him down at the top, and then the largest mountain of a man I've
ever seen walks up out of nowhere carrying an exe the size of a small car! He had a black sack
or hood covering his head, and just looking at him filled me with dread. I felt my legs go weak.
I knew by the pit in my stomach what that axe was for. This was an execution. I turned away
from the scene just as that giant beast started to swing his axe into the air. There was a moment
of silence {maybe I imagined it}, and then a hard THUD. I knew it was over when I heard the
mob's wild shouts start up again. I looked back and saw the decapitated head roll down to the
bottom of the scaffolding. At that point my legs gave out and I just collapsed on the floor.
Allyson ran over to me. She tried to look outside to see what had given me such a fright, but I
pulled her away from the window. There's no need for her to see that.
When I have dared to venture outside, usually after the mob in the square had dispersed, the
only people I see are 'them.' They talk listlessly, without much vigour, but their eyes...their eyes
are filled with what I can only describe as rage. They stare me down something fierce every
time I pass them. I can feel them drilling holes into the back of my head. Everywhere I go, I
know their eyes are on me. That's why I tell Allyson to stay indoors as much as possible. It's not
safe for her.
The people are no longer the only oddities around here. Every other wall is covered with
graffiti, usually the same one or two words written over and over again. Animal corpses that
have been savagely ripped apart are so common that it's become impossible to walk without
tripping over a rotting carcass. I'm pretty sure that some of the body parts I've seen were
human, but I didn't want to get close enough to find out.
One day I saw someone being dragged behind a building. He was struggling to escape, but the
man who was dragging him was too powerful. I half wanted to know what was going on, half
wanted to just ignore it. Unfortunately, I couldn't leave well enough alone, so I carefully made
my way toward the alley where the two men disappeared. When will I learn to stop letting my
curiosity get the better of me? There was blood all over the walls and it looked like the stronger
man was eating the weaker one. I'm not sure if that's what I saw, but it looked like his head was
wrapped around the other man's. I just ran from there as fast as I could.
I saw a group of people kicking something in a large burlap sack, just like the ones that they set
on fire a few weeks back. When I passed near them, they stopped kicking it and just stared me
down. I could have sworn the sack was moving. Was there some kind of animal in there...or
was it a human? I also saw someone throw a human corpse down a well. Then there's this crazy
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guy running a food stall who just waved his carving knife around wildly. It looked like he was
selling intestines or some paste-like substance. I almost vomited in my mouth when I saw it.
The weirdest thing I've laid eyes upon recently has to be the dog I saw with some leeches or
tentacles on his face. I don't know if it was sick or had gotten infected by a parasite, but it was
the strangest thing I've ever seen. When the dog looked at me, it growled, and all the tentacles
stood on end before it ran off. Don't ask me to explain it, because I don't know what it was.
As I type this they're dragging another one of us up the scaffolding. What the hell is wrong with
this place!? What the hell is going on!? If there's anyone out there who can help me and
Allyson, please come and save us! Anyone! Please hurry!"
-kijuju.blogspot.com; 13/02/2009

The infected dog Adam saw is a creature known as an Adjule; and the executioner was
originally a well-built man whose muscular structure has been enhanced thanks to a special
chemical secreted by the Plaga.
SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: ADJULE
The Adjule was originally wild dogs found in Kijuju and the
wetlands that were secondarily infected by a Type 2 Plaga
parasite and became monsters. These creatures retained
their canine characteristics and hunted ferociously in tight
quarters. From the outside they resemble regular dogs but
cases have been confirmed wherein their heads split open to
reveal the Plaga itself. When this happens the head literally
splits in half and extra fangs have grown down the inner
tissue of its now exposed neck. Like the Colmillos from
Southern Europe, they also had the ability to sprout tentacles from its body as an added defence and attacking
mechanism, though Adjules only did this when their heads split and the tentacles emerged from its neck.
Their speed and agility increased and they were able to attack and bring down an enemy very fast and
effectively. But field observations determined the Adjule has much lower intelligence than its human-Majini
counterparts and was less effective during combat. Because of this, Adjules were not taken forward as
biological weapons. Their name comes from a mythical cryptid animal called ‘Adjule’, which is believed to live
in the deserts and savannahs of North Africa.
18:30:
The B.S.A.A. have been monitoring Adam's blog and the unfolding events in Kijuju for a while
now and it is apparent some kind of biohazard is occurring there. Upon studying the blog,
Level 6 Intelligence Analyst Ryan from the B.S.A.A. North American branch believes the
presence of Las Plagas is possible based on known information shared by the U.S.
Government after the Southern Europe incident in 2004. Ryan makes his initial report which
he will forward on to his colleagues at the West African Intelligence Office. He wants one of
their local field agents to head into the KAZ and gather more information. The B.S.A.A.
cannot intervene with any kind of military operation until solid proof is obtained.

"Up to now, I have continuously observed the 'Kijuju Autonomous Region' in Africa as I was in
charge of the follow-up investigation to the incident. According to news reports, there has been
ongoing chaos in this country just after the regime had changed. They say that part of that is a
movement that opposes foreign nationals, though I don't think this is the only cause for the
situation in the Kijuju Autonomous Zone. But only by intelligence from hearsay, occasional
signs of bioterrorism can be seen here.
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The headless dog carcass in Adam's blog, for example. And the corpses stuffed and burned in
burlap sacks. It is a well-known fact that the signs of the Raccoon City tragedy, like the body of
a murdered woman, began several months before. Normally, not many cases of corpses are
thought to be caused by bio-weapons such as viruses infecting humans or animals.
However, if this is the work of a single human or animal, a certain pattern has to exist here, but
it can't be recognised. In other words, it is natural to think that multiple humans or animals are
involved in the incident that is occurring in Kijuju.
And Adam's blog was updated today. For the first time, concrete signs of bioterrorism can be
confirmed.
>Speaking of which, the weirdest thing I've seen recently might has to be that dog I saw with
some leeches or tentacles on his face. <
The 'leeches or tentacles' are probably the tentacles of a 'Plaga' or so it is assumed. And it
seems to be the 'Plagas' in the 'Kennedy Report'.
At this moment, we should increase the observation level for the Kijuju Autonomous Zone and
consider a proper investigation. And as soon as enough evidence was collected, we should
inform the West African Branch that is responsible and request the execution of a military
operation. However, evidential material is still insufficient at present.
Our first co-operation request for the West African Branch will be the introduction of an agent
at the site. Furthermore, chances are high for this matter to be approved as a formal operation
at a later stage. For the record, I kept a journal of this matter today."
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Report 090213; 13/02/2009

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 14TH 2009
15:05
The West African Branch receive Ryan’s report and respond. They will send a field agent into
Kijuju named Reynard Fisher to gather more intelligence. They forward Fisher’s background
file and agree to feed his reports from the area to the North American branch from now on.

"Agent on the ground in the Kijuju Autonomous Zone.
This is AMADI, one of the intelligence analysts of the West African Branch. Let me introduce
the agent on the ground that will conduct the follow-up investigation of the incident that
originated from the North American Branch. Please have a look at the attached file for details.
Moreover, as we are the branch responsible for the Kijuju Autonomous Region, we also
gathered information here and are going to share it."
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: AMADI Personal Messenger; 14/02/2009

"Reynard Fisher
Age: 35
Affiliation: West African Branch
Classification: Infiltration Agent
Notable facts:
He was a member of the Ministry for State Security
of an unknown African country. Back then, he was
sent out to various places as an infiltration agent and
now carries out similar duties after having entered
the B.S.A.A. office and having been persuaded of
this career. He is well-versed in adapting to the people of the area he is to infiltrate and this
talent is expected to be concentrated in the future. At the moment he is operating within the
Kijuju Autonomous Zone."
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Reynard Fisher Profile; 14/02/2009
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SUNDAY FEBRUARY 15TH 2009
Reynard Fisher arrives at the KAZ and takes up his undercover position as a butcher working
at the ‘Corner Pyamy Butchery.’ Within his first day on site he is able to find evidence that
something is very wrong in this place. He also uncovers signs of a Plaga infestation.
MONDAY FEBRUARY 16TH 2009
Reynard Fisher submits his initial finding to the North American Branch, which Ryan collates
into his next report. He suggests that if Las Plagas is present in Kijuju and conclusive proof is
obtained, the B.S.A.A. must intervene immediately before it is too late. He will send the West
African branch all specialist information they have on the Plaga organism.

“18:13
I received a mail from Reynard Fisher, our agent on the ground in the Kijuju Autonomous
Zone. I'd say its contents were well within the range of my expectations. Rey detected signs of
the Plagas, so the West African Branch should probably take action ahead of us. It is important
to communicate this possibility to them. If they observe the target assuming that possibility,
they may well start to realise what they did not notice before.
However, this state of affairs probably does not allow the situation to be taken lightly. The
assumption that the Plagas are spreading significantly advances the planning of the operation, it
might be wise to take action the moment we obtain overwhelming evidence."
-B.S.A.A. Desktop: Report 021609; 16/02/2009

Ryan immediately begins digging through their classified files for intelligence on Las Plagas he
can send on to his colleagues at the West African branch.

"Regarding the Plagas
The parasitic Plaga organisms were sealed underground,
below the castle the old European Salazar family ruled over.
Those Plagas parasitize human beings and merge with their
central nervous system. The humans then lose their reason
and come to attack people by order of another kind of Plaga
called the dominant species (or other parasitized humans.)
Even though the parasitized humans lose their reason and
even some of their intelligence, it is still possible for them to
communicate with each other via speech. Moreover, they are
using tools, basically everything at their fingertips, and cunningly corner their enemy in groups.
Leon S. Kennedy wrote in his report that a human in such a condition is called a 'Ganado'.
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Plaga Report; 16/02/2009

19:23
Fisher sends another update from the KAZ, explaining the situation is much worse than any of
them feared. Tensions are high because of the recent change in government and the locals
stepping up their movements to try and drive foreign nationals away. The residents are divided
into two groups; those who support the movement and those who shy away. But things are
changing too fast. He still cannot verify whether the murders and disappearance of locals is
down to simple infighting or something more sinister related to bioterrorism. He is still looking
for definitive proof Las Plagas are involved. He also confirms his information source, the
previous butcher, was killed during riots last month.

“This is Reynard Fisher from the West Africa branch.
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The Kijuju autonomous zone is definitely a terrible situation.
It is economically impoverished as a result of a long civil war, leaving the hearts and minds of
the people devastated.
The war stopped and the government recently changed,
but chaos still persists.
Since there's a mine in the area, the comparative
economic conditions were quite stable, but for the Kijuju
autonomous zone itself, the situation from the area
began to change at the end of last year.
Slaughtered bodies of animals matching the blog you
mentioned is one and particularly noticeable is a
xenophobic movement.
I think it was inspired as the current government pushes extreme ultra-nationalism, although
the situation's odd variables are too sudden.
Even among the residents in the autonomous zone, they're divided into factions of residents
and non-residents riding the flow, the trouble between them never-ending.
Among them, murder hasn't been rare.
In fact one of our sources, the butcher shop owner, was killed last month too.
(There are notes on Adam's blog about this too)
I think this movement may also involve something religious, not just something political.
But I can't find the reason for the spread of the "Plaga", which as you said, has no possibilities
for bioterrorism.
The country's political situation is unstable, making it a suitable headquarters for terrorists.
I haven't seen anyone in this area who'd likely participate in bioterrorism, but that doesn't mean
there isn't a possibility, and rather I'm here at the moment because it's very likely.
That's all the information I have in mind.
Contact me if you have any as well.”
-BSAA Remote Desktop: Reynard Mail_bk; 16/02/09

Later that evening, Ryan consults with his colleague Mike regarding his theory of Las Plagas
being present in Kijuju, but Mike is sceptical as everything they know about the parasites tell
them they are indigenous to Europe.
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 17TH 2009
The North American branch continue to theorise about what is happening in Kijuju. Are Las
Plagas really present, or is it really simply the locals in violent upheaval following the change in
government? Some agents are highly sceptical, arguing that Las Plagas were discovered in
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Europe and have an extreme weakness to bright sunlight, making it very unlikely that they
would be found in the desert heat of Africa. Not to be deterred, Ryan wonders if they have
been unleashed in Kijuju as part of an experiment, but wonders who would be capable of such
a thing? He writes up his theories into his next report.

“21:04
I consulted with chief intelligence analyst Mike about the matter yesterday. He was sceptical
about my theory that the Plaga is being used in the Kijuju Autonomous Zone.
Of course it's unnatural that the Plaga, confirmed to be only in Europe, to suddenly appear in
Africa. One explanation to consider is that someone brought them in, though I couldn't think
of a reason to do that. If you think of the Plaga as a B.O.W. product, they are not very
lucrative.
The reason I say this is because mass production is difficult, the parasitism takes time and it is
much more cost-effective and faster for a group to use a virus for bioterrorism. The fact is there
are far less reports of bioterrorism involving the Plaga than reports of bioterrorism employing
other B.O.W.s.
However, if we only cling to precedents, we won't be able to deal with new facts.
What if someone overcame these faults of the Plagas, what if someone developed them
further?
If you rob people of their reason and spare only their intelligence, you are able to create the
perfect soldier of absolute obedience, following the orders of the dominant species.
And could the Kijuju Autonomous Region have been chosen as an experiment, simultaneously
serving as a demonstration?
And...
…no, I can't. If I go on like that, I'll only repeat conclusion after conclusion. The only thing we
need now are facts. I'll continue observing the Kijuju Autonomous Zone."
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Ryan's Report 090217; 17/02/2009
No further progress is made during the remainder of the day.
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 18TH 2009
Ryan writes up another daily report. He needs to be careful his speculation about the Plagas
doesn’t get the better of him. As an intelligence analyst his business is facts, not rumours. He
contemplates taking a short break before he drives himself mad.

"18:43:
There was no particular progress yesterday.
I advanced the investigation and observation of the Plaga, but turning to that thought proved to
be difficult at any case.
No, I'd say it’s closer to delusions than thoughts. Though inspiration is sometimes necessary for
intelligence analysts to accumulate facts, they must not derive new facts from it.
However, stress might build up if I fall into the spiral of such thoughts.
I wonder if I need to rest a little..."
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Ryan's Report 090218; 18/02/2009

20:58:
Panic sets in when Reidy sends through a communication of a possible t-Virus outbreak in the
United States. However the enclosed attachment reveals all is not as it seems…

“This is absolutely horrible!
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A huge amount of zombies seems to have appeared!
Is the t-Virus involved in this?”

-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: WRD Reidy Personal Messenger; 18/02/09
Subsequent investigation of the attachment Reidy sent reveals it to be just a wind up.
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 19TH 2009
16:58
After a so-far uneventful day, Reidy gets in touch with Ryan and confirms his communication
yesterday was a joke and hopes people did not take it seriously.

“>I beg to differ...
It was a joke!
Don't take it so seriously.
But even if so many zombies appeared, it probably wouldn't be too risky with all unit members
of the BSAA dispatched. Shudder, shudder (^_^)”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: WRD Reidy Personal Messenger; 19/02/09
18:24
A message comes through from Reynard. It seems he has come across a breakthrough in his
undercover investigation of the Kijuju Autonomous Zone. He has spotted a man he believes to
be Ricardo Irving; a known weapons dealer currently affiliated with Tricell working for the
Natural Resource Development Division. If it is him, then there's a good chance he could be
responsible what is happening in Kijuju. But Reynard needs ID confirmation and discreetly
follows him before managing to photograph him and transmit it to Amadi at the West African
Branch Intelligence Office. He also sends a quick message to Ryan at the North American
Branch to warn him of a possible breakthrough and to standby for more information.

"It's me. I'm not sure, but I might be able to gather some huge info. I'll contact you again
tomorrow evening. Please look forward to it."
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Reynard Fisher Personal Messenger; 19/02/2009
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 20TH 2009
Amadi has positivity identified the individual in
Reynard’s photograph as Ricardo Irving. He is a
shrewd businessman with a history of involvement
in black market weapons sales. He may be the
reason why Las Plagas have suddenly shown up in
Africa. His background check proves most
unnerving, and the B.S.A.A. conclude
unanimously that an operation must be planned
immediately to apprehend him. Due to Kijuju
being in their jurisdiction, the operation planning
will be executed by the West African Branch.

"The man depicted here is confirmed to be
Ricardo Irving. Urgent measures are requested."

-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Photo in Kijuju; 20/02/2009
Adam continues to hear the daily torment as all outsiders in the KAZ continue to be pillaged.
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16:27
Amadi uploads all their intelligence on Irving to the North American branch. Ryan also
ensures that Chris Redfield is notified as it was he who provided the Intel that Irving may have
been in Africa in the first place at the end of last year.

“Sending you the material on Irving. We have been following his movements perpetually.
Fortunately, I was able to confirm his whereabouts within our area of jurisdiction. We intend to
execute a military operation here, to arrest him.”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Amadi Personal Messenger; 20/02/09

"Ricardo Irving
Age: Unknown
Affiliation: African Branch Office of Tricell Natural
Resource Development Department.
He has a haughty and arrogant personality. His
demeanour is rough, rude and wild. He is a
worshipper of Mammon, through and through.
Officially, he is the director of the oil field run by the
Resource Development Department of the African
branch office of TRICELL, but recently, it has become apparent that, in reality, he is a
merchant of death supplying the black market with bio-organic weapons {BOWS}.
However, it is not a fact that TRICELL develops B.O.W.s, and furthermore, as he is in the
Resource Development and not the Pharmaceuticals Department, it is more reasonable to
think that the black marketing of B.O.W.s is his personal tort.
Moreover, there are questionable documents claiming he was in Raccoon City during the
tragedy in 1998, though it is difficult to confirm that because the large majority of records has
been lost."
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Ricardo Irving File; 20/02/2009

The army arrive at the KAZ to deal with all the civil unrest. A perimeter wall is erected to seal
off large sections and they have orders not to let anyone leave.
18:06
Using the new information, Ryan attempts to uncover the truth behind the rumour that Irving
was in Raccoon City during the biological disaster. He uncovers some interesting information
and ensure it reaches all relevant parties in charge of planning the upcoming Kijuju operation.

“There was no progress for the last 2/3 days, but it was worth the wait.
The man depicted on the photo sent by Rey is that Ricardo Irving.
It seems like he pretends to be just some businessman, but in reality, he is B.O.W. trafficker.
He's a so-called "merchant of death".
It's safe to say that the possibility of bioterrorism in the Kijuju autonomous zone has increased
because he was seen there.
I know that further investigation will be very interesting.
I tried to examine the country's emigration and immigration records and traced a person who
looks like Irving, who entered the country before the incident and left America after it.
Of course, there's no certain proof as he used a fake ID when he entered the country. It was
almost a bit misleading, but I comprehensively analysed the incident records from all BSAA
branches and each country's emigration and immigration records, as well as the fact that Irving
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is said to have dealt with B.O.W.s in the past, with a tendency toward B.O.W.s used in
bioterrorism, and furthermore, his physical traits remaining in the records.
According to the follow-up investigation of the incident, there are signs of Irving having arrived
before it. Moreover, he's suspected of participating in the incident.
I think each event might be connected to one and the same string, no, there's no doubt about
it.
I'll immediately communicate this information to the agent in charge of the incident.”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop; Report 090220; 20/02/09

18:26
Reynard Fisher sends Ryan a quick message to confirm he has received the information from
Amadi.

"Kept you waiting?
As expected, I was able to land a huge fish. I let Amadi here send the exact details."
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Reynard Fisher Personal Messenger; 20/02/2009

21:47
Adam updates his blog and explains how the local army have arrived and sealed off whole
sections of the KAZ including the town, the mine and the wetlands area. People are still
allowed access into the zone, but no one is allowed to leave. Adam and Allyson are trapped
and they decide to stay inside his house from now on. It is far too dangerous to venture
outside.

"The army his here. I thought help was here at last, but all they did was hastily erect a wall to
keep us all trapped inside this hellhole. They patrol the outside perimeter, automatic firearms
in hand. They're not going to let us out. They have no problem with letting people into Kijuju,
but anyone who even thinks about climbing over that wall...well, may they rest in peace.
They're not here to help us; they're here to contain us. They hope they can just trap us inside
and watch us destroy ourselves.
I can't even look outside my window anymore, let alone bring up the courage to venture
outside. I still know what is going on. I know because the blood-curdling screams of victims
being murdered ring in my ears every day. Then I hear the cheers of that wild mob, and I
know another one of us - a human - has been lost. I try to block out those sounds, the kind
where you know flesh is being ripped apart and bones are being crushed. They chill me to the
very core. And the army doesn't do a damn thing. They just stand guard outside their wall
hoping we stop being a problem for them. I can't trust the government anymore.
Please, if you're reading this, don't give me any more advice. Help me!
Tell anyone to report on the madness here. You have to get word out! Let them know that
there are still good people in Kijuju - people need to be rescued! We need help now!"
-kijuju.blogspot.com; 20/02/2009

Irving's current dealings in Kijuju are to sell bio-weapons created by Tricell Africa to earn
substantial funds to pay for the continuing research on the Uroboros Virus. He is assisted in
these dealings as ever by Jill Valentine still in her guise as the Plague Doctor. Because of her
enhanced powers thanks to P30, she acts as a bodyguard to Irving, ensuring he never gets in
harm's way.

"According to official reports, Ricardo Irving is the overseer of the oil refinery owned by Tricell
Africa Division's Resource Development Department. Crude and arrogant, he possesses an
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insatiable desire for the accumulation of wealth. It is these traits along with his unique
resourcefulness that have most likely made him Tricell's ideal agent in dealings with selling
B.O.W.s to black market individuals.
The money gained from these dealings is then invested by Tricell Africa back into their bioweapons research and development. The demonstration of those weapons for clients acts as
operational tests. Given the degree of Irving's involvement, it is believed that he is only one of a
handful of people that know the full extent of Tricell's bio-weapons business.
Irving's activities and their connection to Tricell, however, has been carefully kept under wraps.
Adding to the misdirection is the fact that he is officially employed with the Resource
Development Division and not the Pharmaceutical Division that sponsors the BSAA.
Tricell is a conglomerate comprised of shipping, natural resources of development, and
pharmaceuticals. Each division runs on its own capital, and, as such, could all be considered
separate entities under one parent company. Also of note are the divisions that exist between
each of Tricell's branch offices.
When the BSAA learned of Irving's latest deal, they viewed it as illicit activity conducted on his
own and without support from Tricell. BSAA's mission, therefore, was not to fight biological
weapons, but to apprehend a smuggler involved in an illicit deal."
-RE5 No. 6: Ricardo Irving File; Archived 2009

"The Hooded Figure, is, as the name implies, shrouded in mystery.
The blue cloak obscures any details of the Hooded Figure's shape
or form, while the Plague Doctor-esque mask hides any facial
features, instilling a feeling of fear in any onlooker.
The scant intelligence gathered on the Hooded Figure seems to
imply a connection with Ricardo Irving, overseer of Tricell's oil
refinery in Kijuju. This connection suggests that Irving is serving his
own interests, rather than those of his employer, by participating in
black market deals and using the Hooded Figure to further his own
plans.
Reports indicate that the Hooded Figure has displayed an inhuman
level of strength and speed, suggesting exposure to an enhanced
strain of the Progenitor Virus. Additional reports out of Kijuju say
that many of the citizens have already been infected, rumoured to
be due in part to the Hooded Figure's actions, and seem to retain
most of their cognitive faculties and mobility.
Accurate information on the Hooded Figure is understandably
hard to come by, given his secretive nature. The information that
has been gathered thus far is composed of facts gathered from
conjecture, vague hints, and outright guesses in some circumstances.
The true nature of the Hooded Figure remains to be seen."
-RE5 Declassified-The Hooded Figure; Archived 2009

Irving’s upcoming deals in Kijuju include possible sales involving B.O.W.s labelled
Popokarimu; a creature involving the fusing of Las Plagas and a bat. Then there is Ndesu; an
evolved version of the El Gigante based on research recovered from the Los Illuminados. Also
for sale is the highly successful U-8; an advanced version of the spider like creature Los
Illuminados leader Lord Saddler once referred to as 'It'. {U-3}. The U-8 has proved popular to
date on the black market and Irving has made several successful sales in the recent past.
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B.O.W. PROFILE: NDESU
The Ndesu is an improved version of the El Gigante B.O.W. originally created by the Los Illuminados. Unlike
its predecessor which was controlled via a single, enlarged Plaga, the Ndesu was implanted with five individual
parasites to achieve maximum durability. This affords the creature superhuman strength allowing it to
nonchantly pick up and fling incredibly heavy objects such as telephone
poles and military vehicles. Because of improvements made to the base
Las Plagas by Ricardo Irving and his research team, the Type 2 Plagas
implanted into Ndesu were improved to the point where the host could
faithfully carry out orders, and the control mechanism for the creature
was vastly improved. This alone was a massive success over the original
El Gigante which was completely out of control and could only be
contained in a secure environment. Originally human, Ndesu retained
some aspects of its former personality and its key characteristic was its
facial hair and beard. It had no pupils in its large, white eyes and it also
wore a belt of skulls and hung a human corpse from its waist as a badge
of honour. Only one Ndesu specimen was ever recorded and it was due
to be sold to some undisclosed American buyers before it was destroyed
by the B.S.A.A. in Kijuju. The name Ndesu derives from a huge creature
from Central African folklore, which is said to feed on humans.
B.O.W. PROFILE: POPOKARIMU
Tricell created this creature by implanting the Plaga into a bat and
undergoing a program of extensive genetic remodelling thanks to
the base organism’s symbiosis with the parasite. The aim was to
create a combat B.O.W. effective both in air and on land. In
Swahili, ‘popo’ means ‘bat,’ and ‘karimu’ means ‘generous.’ The
creature’s flexible tail is the Plaga body itself, covered by a tough,
fire-arm resistant carapace similar in nature to the Duvalia.
However the soft interior of the tail is vulnerable, but even on the
ground it is clever enough to keep it hidden away from would-be
attackers. It scuttles along using its two legs and its wings to
increase the number of limbs to four. For its own attacks, it uses
the glistening talons at the end of its four limbs, as well as blows
from its own body. The Popokarimu can also shoot a sticky
substance from its tail to immobilise its prey. The creature’s ability to switch rapidly between ground and flight
make it truly an enemy to be feared. It has enhanced strength and its enlarged wings can support its massive
bulk with ease. It is fast and agile whilst in the air and capable of dangerous swooping attacks. It is also
extremely resilient and is able to survive a fall from a great distance. The Popokarimu will announce its
presence with a signature screeching-noise. Only one specimen was produced, but instead of its intended sale
to a group of American buyers, it was unleashed by a desperate Irving on his pursuers Chris Redfield and Sheva
Alomar.
B.O.W. PROFILE: U-8
U-8 is name of the B.O.W. born from a weapons development project involving Las Plagas. The creature is
comprised of the refined DNA of multiple organisms, specifically the DNA of shelled organisms. The
alterations to this aspect of the creature is reflected in its dark colouring. The carapace has an unparalleled
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durability, and was shown to be resistant to a direct hit from RPGs in tests. U-8 is some tens of meters tall, and
its pincer legs are even three meters in length, which it uses as a weapon in close combat. These pincer attacks
are not especially quick, but they are powerful
enough to pierce the armour of a tank.
Flying drones reside in the part of U-8's abdomen
originally intended for the maturation of eggs in
an unaltered specimen. These drones are not
larval U-8s, but completely different creatures
entirely. In a close-quarter, one-on-one fight, U-8
is an overwhelmingly powerful adversary, but
when it has to combat more than one opponent,
its large size becomes somewhat of a liability. Its
considerable bulk also makes it vulnerable to long-range attacks. To compensate for this weakness, it uses the
flying B.O.W.s in much the same way an aircraft carrier uses jet fighters. Although initially promising, the U-8
does have its flaws. U-8's size can be a detriment because it requires massive amounts of sustenance to maintain
functionality. Because it is so large, the specimen can be problematic when transporting to the deployable
destination. As such, U-8 is not suitable for long-term assignments. The creature was designed to be effective as
security for a facility or when used in attacks of limited time. Also, U-8 is designed to reach a large size very
rapidly, and this breeds imperfections in its carapace. These imperfections are limited to a certain area of the
carapace, but a direct attack on this area will severely damage U-8. But even with these flaws, U-8's
functionality, combat effectiveness, and relative ease to control have made it popular in the bioweapons
market. Records indicate that Ricardo Irving has sold a multitude of both the original U-8 and the upgraded
version, U-8 Prime (which has a multi-layered carapace for extra defence, along with shell covering formerly
exposed areas).
There were plans at one point to design a lighter, faster U-8 that could maintain functionality for longer
periods of time, but this would result in a significant downgrade in its defensive capabilities. This plan was
codenamed ‘U-8 Turbo’ but was ultimately scrapped. The ‘U’ designation stands for ‘Ultimate.’
FEBRUARY 21-22ND 2009
Ryan spends the next few days exchanging communications with his counterpart Amadi. The
West African branch want to arrest Irving and catch him in the act of B.O.W. trafficking. It is
imperative they nail down the locations of where these transactions will take place. Reynard
Fisher is working diligently from within the KAZ but he is struggling to find solid intelligence.
MONDAY FEBRUARY 23RD 2009
18:32
After the information on Irving is sent out to all Special Operations Operatives, Chris Redfield
acknowledges receipt of the file sent to him by Ryan. Because he has Level 10 clearance for all
B.S.A.A. operations, he decides to intervene and get personally involved in this investigation.
He was the one who first brought in intelligence Ricardo Irving may have been in Kijuju at the
latter end of last year.

"This is Chris.
I received the information on Ricardo Irving. I definitely suspect him of having participated in
the incident. I'm worried about what this guy could be doing in Kijuju. I'll expedite the original
investigation.”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Chris Redfield Personal Messenger; 23/02/2009
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21:06
Ryan writes up another report, pleased Chris Redfield is now becoming actively involved in the
investigation. With the KAZ sealed off by the local army, it will make it problematic for Irving
to try and leave the area.

“I gave the information on Irving to Chris Redfield.
He's one of the few agents in the BSAA with level 10 action authority.
He can conduct investigations exceeding the limits of his branch as to his independent
judgment.
I also believe him to be able to obtain information other agents can't get their hands on.
I frequently exchanged information with AMADI from the West African Branch. They want to
arrest Irving, catching him in the act of B.O.W. trafficking.
Therefore, we need to obtain information on where he's carrying out transactions in Kijuju.
Rey seems to be actively gathering information as best he can, but regrettably, the expected
results haven't shown.
In such a case, an intelligence analyst unfortunately isn't in the position to place himself at the
location of the event, but "Mister BSAA" Chris Redfield will take the matter in his own hands.
Though he probably doesn't want to.
But this matter is urgent.
Looking at Adam's blog conveys the seriousness of the situation.
There's no conclusive proof, but as expected, this is not just some riot or radical nationalist
movement.
It can be said that Irving, he and he only, is the key to this situation.
I guess the answer will appear on its own if we understand his purpose.”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Report 090223; 23/02/09
Ryan opens up a personnel file on Chris.

"Name: Chris Redfield
Age: 35
Affiliation: North American Branch
Classification: S.O.A. {Special Operations Agent}
Career: United States Air Force
S.T.A.R.S. {Raccoon City Police Special Forces}
Notable facts:
One of the BSAA founding members. Because he was given Level 10 action authority, he is
allowed to participate in investigations and operations in other branches. So far, he took part in
the prevention of bioweapon terrorism, in operations to destroy illegal production plants and in
arresting black marketers all over the world.
The number of operations he actively participated in proudly elevates him to the top among all
unit members."
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Chris Redfield Profile; 23/02/2009

Later that day, a computer virus begins to infect the North American B.S.A.A. network,
shutting down the firewalls. The virus is located inside an attachment entitled ‘This is
information on Irving’. This prevents Ryan from completing his work.
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 24TH 2009
A Japanese journalist has managed to hack into the B.S.A.A.’s North American network and
monitors the activities and communications coming in and out of Kijuju. He is trying to
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ascertain whether the B.S.A.A. are going to launch an operation there. He is concerned about
the numerous references to Las Plagas, the parasitic organism that was the cause of the incident
in Southern Europe five years ago in 2004. Clearly this journalist is skilled at accessing
confidential information. The fact that Ryan is communicating with Chris Redfield, an original
eleven founding member of the B.S.A.A., suggests that something major is brewing. From the
reports he has already read, he has confirmed the B.S.A.A. have already sent a local
undercover agent into Kijuju and that the main source of their intelligence comes from a
weekly blog written by an American civilian named Adam living in the area. The journalist is
translating a summary of Adam’s blog and will continue to monitor the B.S.A.A. network,
hoping for a major scoop.

“SIGNS OF A NEW OPERATION BEGINNING?
2009/2/24
Looking at Ryan's desktop, it appears preparations are quietly being made for the proposed
operation No. 849276. Please see the mail sent on February 16 by the undercover agent
Reynard Fisher. He describes the terrible state of the town of Kijuju and offers his opinion that
it's impossible to deny that a bioterrorism incident involving a parasite known as the Plaga
could be occurring.
Based on this report, he's gained confidence that the mutations in Kijuju are due to the Plaga
and is continuing his analysis. The Plaga is a creature that was key to an incident that happened
in a European village town in 2004. Leon S Kennedy, an agent under the jurisdiction of the
United States President, acted to put an end to the plans of Los Illuminados, a cult that had its
sights on world domination through the use of the Plaga. But on confronting the real possibility
of the same kind of bioterrorism in this distant African land, one can only be horrified at the
depth of the roots of this "biohazard" (biological disaster).
Also starting this week he appears to have been communicating with Reynard Fisher, receiving
photos of the man thought to be the target of the operation, and communicating with Chris
Redfield, who earned notoriety in the infamous Mansion Incident. If he, a member from the
time that BSAA was first established, were to jump into action, this might signal that the
operation was beginning.
Also of interest is "Adam's Blog," which shows up in several files (http://kijuju.blogspot.com).
This is the blog of Adam who is currently living on-site in Kijuju. Adam, who went to the mines
in search of work, writes this blog covering his day-to-day activities. Even BSAA personnel have
shown interest in his site, which shows that they're attempting to elucidate local conditions.
However, the blog is unfortunately all written in English.
Below I've tried to copy a summary of the contents of Adam's blog. First is a summary of his
entries last year. I hope it's helpful for you all to understand what's happening in Kijuju.”
-Biohazard 5 Famitsu Blog: BSAA Observation Diary; 24/02/09

Ryan spends a majority of the day working with MJ from the Technology Research Office to
scrub the virus from their systems.
18:02
Ryan and MJ have finally gotten rid of the virus and systems are back to normal. But they could
not trace the original source and with no signs of a network breach it raises an alarming
possibility the virus was sent by someone inside the B.S.A.A.

“A virus was sent by a mysterious person.
Because of that, I could not do my work yesterday.
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Thanks to MJ from the Technology Research Office, I could get rid of the virus somehow.
The question is, who sent it?
Even with MJ's skills we couldn't identify the original sender. It seems like there's no traces of
an illegitimate intrusion from the outside.
That is to say, that the message was sent from within the BSAA.
And the content of that message.
It just said "This is information on Irving."
In other words, that person knew that I want information on Irving and that I would get
infected by the virus for sure.
Who on earth...
In the North American Branch, I only talked to Chris Redfield about the Irving matter.
But it's hard to think that he did this.
Does this mean that someone will look troubled if the Irving matter is brought up in the
BSAA...?”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Report 090224; 24/02/09
18:56
Less than an hour later an unknown source
contacts the B.S.A.A. once again, claiming to
have information on Ricardo Irving. It is a
supplement to the original virus that was first
detected yesterday.

"ATTACHMENT:
This is information on Irving."

-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: 'Unknown' Personal Messenger; 24/02/2009
The sender of these attachments is actually SOA M. Suzuki who, like Jessica Sherawat before
her, is a double agent working for Tricell. She has been feeding information back to Irving
about the B.S.A.A.’s plans, ensuring he will always be one step ahead of them. Irving has an
upcoming weapons transaction scheduled in the region with some American buyers. The virus
sent by Suzuki was designed to delay the B.S.A.A.’s possible deployment into the KAZ area.
Thankfully on this occasion the attachment is not opened and Reidy suggests it be forwarded to
the Technology Research Office immediately. Their network security has already been
breached once.
18:57

"A virus was sent!
Waah, waah, now don't send this message to me! Communicate it to the Technology Research
Office quickly! However, the guy who sent the virus broke the BSAA's security. Unbelievable."
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: WRD: Reidy Personal Messenger; 24/02/2009

The Japanese journalist monitoring the B.S.A.A.’s communications has his own computer
infected with the virus after he clicks on the ‘unknown’ attachment.
Late that night, Chris Redfield contacts Ryan with more information he has uncovered about
Irving. Apparently his clients for the upcoming bio-weapons black market deal are confirmed
to be Americans. This gives the North American branch leverage to get involved with the arrest
allowing Chris to take part in the operation. He wants to speak to Irving, not just about illegal
bio-weapon sales, but about the possible whereabouts of Jill if she is indeed still alive.
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WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 25TH 2009
The journalist decides to submit official interview request with the B.S.A.A. and documents his
thoughts about the cyber-attack on the organisation network. He wonders if it has something to
do with Irving and intends to ask the B.S.A.A. for more information. He will also continue to
follow Adam's blog very closely.

“SUDDEN VIRUS ATTACK
2009/2/25
The situation is grave.
It happened just after I finished writing this monitoring
blog last night. My screen started acting up as I was
checking the BSAA site again! During the panic, the
site restarted all by itself and appears to have returned
back to normal. It happened exactly at the moment I
opened a chat window from someone who showed on
my screen as "UNKNOWN," and I tried to receive a
file about a man named Irving who was marked by the
BSAA. Based on the behaviour, it certainly appears to
be due to a virus. The virus could also have an effect on me, who was looking at the site...
^ The guy at the far right is Irving. The thing that he's holding worries me.
Even so, the sudden virus attack happened right after this exchange involving Irving. It's too
perfect to be a coincidence. This should be considered an intentional attack carried out by
someone. But who? As a journalist, I intend to formally interview the BSAA about this sudden
virus attack incident, even though I may not be successful. Below is the record of my inquiry
mail.
Early this morning, I asked about the possibility of someone launching a virus attack from your
servers:
1) Did an attack actually happen?
2) Can you think of anything that might have caused the attack?
3) Will this have any impact on future bioterrorism counter-strategies?
4) Who is Ricardo Irving?
I don't know if I'll receive a response, but if I do, I'd like to report on the BSAA's reaction here
in this blog.
Below is a summary of the continuation from yesterday for the blog of Adam, who lives in
Kijuju. I've provided a summary for all of January... it reflects a considerably restless mood. An
agitator wearing dark sunglasses.... I wonder if it's that man I think I saw before.
Also, after starting yesterday's blog, I was excited to read a comment from a reader of this
blog that they would like to read the entire Kijuju blog. I hope to be able to report soon.”
-Famitsu Biohazard 5 Blog: BSAA Observation Diary; 25/02/09

18:26:
Ryan has been collating with Amadi from the West Africa branch for most of the day going
over their latest information. Following Chris Redfield’s request, they have decided that the
operation to apprehend Ricardo Irving will be executed jointly by the North American and
West African divisions of the B.S.A.A. However, as the target location is in African
jurisdiction, the West African branch will be at the forefront, with their SOU teams leading the
incursion. The role of the North American branch will remain in the background monitoring
and planning. Chris Redfield will be sent into Kijuju but his role will as back up to the main
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strike team. To avoid further information leaks, Ryan intends to communicate with Chris
directly from this point on.

“Chris Redfield brought some information late last night.
3/5 of Ricardo Irving's transactions are carried out in the Kijuju autonomous zone.
The trading partners are Americans.
The West African Branch requested to execute an independent operation, but because the
trading partners are Americans, because there's a possibility of Irving having a connection to
the incident here, because Mister Redfield obtained this information and, above all, because of
his burning desire to participate in the operation himself, this will be a joint operation between
the North American Branch and the West African Branch.
As expected, the strong influence of the original eleven counts a lot in such a situation.
However, the West African Branch will do the fundamental planning of the operation and
execute it. Mister Redfield will stay and participate as an observer of the operation. He seems
to agree with this.
I'll analyse intelligence received from the West African Branch and take on the task of
communicating it to Mister Redfield.
Well, looks like I'll be busy.”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Report 090225; 25/02/09

"After informing the BSAA African Branch about Irving, Chris urgently requested permission
to participate in the operation to arrest Irving.
As for the reasons why he wished to participate in this mission, Chris would not comment.
Whether he is withholding information or not is unclear. As one of the most respected BSAA
agents, his presence in this operation greatly increases the chances of success, thus his request
has been granted."
- RE5 No.4 Chris Redfield file; Archived 2009

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 26TH 2009
Now Chris Redfield is confirmed on board for the mission, operation planning can move onto
the next stage. Amadi uploads the details of the key front line Special Operations Unit from
the West Africa branch who will be leading the operation. Experienced combat veteran
Captain Dan DeChant will be in charge of Alpha Team. Delta Team led by Captain Josh
Stone will be on standby.

16:32
"The outline of the operation is almost set in stone. The actual work remaining is the selection
of the unit members. With that intent, we first installed this man as Captain of the invasion unit
that will be sent ahead."
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Amadi Personal Messenger; 26/02/09

"Name: Dan DeChant
Age: 53
Affiliation: West Africa branch
Classification: SOU (Special Operations Unit)
One of the BSAA unit members to enter the highest
senior class. In the beginning, he served in the United
States Army as an excellent non-commissioned officer.
After his early retirement, he was enlisted in a PMC
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(Private Military Company) whose activities centred on Africa. Thereupon, he participated in
the BSAA because of his righteous indignation from having witnessed the disastrous scenes
caused by B.O.W.s. He became a member of the Special Operations Unit (SOU) affiliated
with the West African Branch.
In this operation, he will lead the "Alpha Team", the invasion unit that will be sent ahead.”
-B.S.A.A. Desktop: Dan DeChant Profile; 26/02/09

"Name: Dave Johnson
Age: 27
Affiliation: West African Branch
Classification: SOU {Special Operations Unit}
As he has unmatched driving skills, he often holds
the position of the main driver during operations.
His driving techniques especially excel on unpaved
roads.
Before he joined the BSAA, he entered the
Worldwide Rally Championship as a privateer and
even experienced becoming champion. In this operation, he will participate as a member of
the Delta Team lead by Josh Stone.”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Dave Johnson Profile; 26/02/09

Pilot Kirk Mathison is already familiar with Chris Redfield having worked with both him and
Jill Valentine during the Queen Zenobia incident four years ago.

"Name: Kirk Mathison
Age: 28
Affiliation: West African Branch
Classification: Helicopter Pilot
A helicopter pilot affiliated with the SOU Air
Support Platoon. Unusually for a BSAA unit
member, he joined the BSAA directly without any
prior experience and gained all his skills whilst in the
BSAA. He is a so-called genuine BSAA member.
In this operation, he will be in charge of the
transmission to the headquarters and the backup of the ground forces, providing air support.”
-B.S.A.A. Desktop: Kirk Mathison Profile; 26/02/09

"Name: Josh Stone
Age: 35
Affiliation: West African Branch
Classification: SOU {Special Operations Agent}. A
veteran soldier affiliated with the West African
Branch of the BSAA.
Although he holds rules in high regard, he tends to
respect individual judgment according to the
situation. He depends very much on the
surroundings, but his skills as a soldier are reliable,
too. Due to his excellent leadership skills, he also commands teams. In this operation, he will
participate as the leader of the backup team.”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Josh Stone Profile; 26/02/09
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Acting as back-up pilot for Delta Team is a pilot named Doug, who is a good friend of Captain
Josh Stone. Little is known about his background or training but he is known for his excellent
piloting skills and prowess with automatic weapons.
17:11
The next course of action is to choose a partner for Chris Redfield. Special Operations Agent
M. Suzuki of the Asian branch had earlier put her name forward to be Chris’ partner but is
rejected as she is still relatively inexperienced. Due to Chris being American, his presence in
Kijuju will not sit well with the locals as tensions are still really high following the regime change
and Adam’s blog documenting the locals’ attempts to drive all foreigners away. To ease
tensions, he will be teamed up with a local agent from the West African branch and the person
chosen is 23 year-old Sheva Alomar. She joined the B.S.A.A. several years back and trained
under Josh Stone. Like Chris, she has a history with Umbrella and is also very familiar with the
Kijuju Autonomous Zone. Ryan reads through Sheva’s profile but notes that certain sections
are restricted. This is due to the incident with her parents at Umbrella Plant 57 in 1994 and
also her relationship to an undisclosed member of the Original 11.
Now that Chris Redfield's participation in the operation has been decided, the selection of a
partner became necessary.

“Two-man cells are standard when SOAs take part in an operation.
As this is an operation in a region Mister Redfield is unfamiliar with, it is better to choose from
the SOAs of the West African Branch rather than the North American Branch. AMADI is of
the same opinion.
(on another note, Suzuki here wanted to participate, but she is probably not experienced
enough yet)
As a result of our discussion, SOA "Sheva Alomar" of the West African Branch was chosen as
his partner.
I requested her profile in another matter.
She's pretty young with her 23 years, but still, she is a highly-capable SOA.
There will be no deficiencies if she is Mister Redfield's partner.
Though I can't get that thing about her career out of my mind.
The restrictions regarding the disclosure of that information are far too strict for a single SOA
unit member.
Although it is just a persistent rumour, I heard from a member of the Bioterrorism Assessment
Committee that there is a personal connection.
I guess there is some relationship.”
-B.S.A.A. Desktop: Report 090226; 26/02/09

"Sheva Alomar
Age: 23
Affiliation: West African branch
Classification: SOA {Special Operations Agent}
Career: Undisclosed due to the adaption to a
protection programme.
Notable facts:
In addition to her flexibility when dealing with
various situations, she is well versed in combat and
always achieves top level results during firearms
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usage training. Moreover, she uses taijutsu due to her elastic postures and was given the highest
rank evaluation from the teacher that trained her in the martial arts.
Something in the past supposedly made her bear an intense anger against bioterrorism, though
her career is undisclosed due to the adaption to a protection program. To disclose this
information, the approval of three higher rank members that have information access rights of
level 8 or higher is necessary.”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop; Sheva Alomar Profile; 26/02/09

Although the journalist has yet to receive a reply to his interview request from Ryan, he is still
optimistic. Getting into the B.S.A.A. network again today he notices that new anti-virus software
has been installed. Thankfully, there is no evidence the B.S.A.A. are aware he has access to
their network, but the question remains just who did send that virus? A background check on
Irving reveals him to be an employee of Tricell's Natural Resource Development Division and
yet he is also a black market dealer in biological weapons, which is why the B.S.A.A. are after
him. Of interest is a report that Irving was allegedly in Raccoon City during the time of the
infamous biohazard in 1998. The journalist is very interested to know if this is true.

“IRVING
2009/2/26
It looks like the BSAA site's unusual behaviour yesterday was in fact caused by a virus. I'm
pretty sure it's the case because a vaccine program launched as soon as I connected to the site
again today. Considering the strong security systems in place, Ryan thinks it may have been an
attack within the BSAA launched by an insurgent element. (Having said that, I'm also sneaking
a peak at his desktop).
According to the file sent from AMADI to Ryan, a man named Irving is being followed by the
BSAA and belongs to the Africa Branch Resource Development Division of the conglomerate
TRICELL which has moved into the pharmaceutical business, and he supplies B.O.W.'s (Bio
Organic Weapons) to the black market.
The BSAA in question was founded through the investments of the Global Pharmaceutical
Consortium which feared societal condemnation after the Umbrella Corporation's collapse,
and TRICELL has created both problem and solution by deploying B.O.W.'s (Bio Organic
Weapons or live bioweapons). It's impossible to eradicate all traces of traitors.
Other than the above, there is an unconfirmed report that Irving was in Raccoon City at the
time of its demise in 1998. This raises questions about the source of this information. It should
be possible to find more information by probing the BSAA some more...”
-Famitsu Biohazard 5 Blog: BSAA Observation Diary; 26/02/09

Ryan is pestered by his colleagues for him to send them photographs of Sheva in action.
Back in Kijuju, Adam awakens to find Allyson has gone. She has left a note behind and
appears to be trying to escape the KAZ, possibly via some underground passages in the mine.
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 27TH 2009
02:15AM
Adam updates his blog once again which is now attracting a lot of attention. Unfortunately, this
latest entry concentrates more on his personal anguish following the revelation that the girl,
Allyson, has left him. It seems she is making her own bid for freedom, but Adam is still too
afraid to leave the confines of his house.

"I'd drink...If I Could Find a Bar
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I woke up this morning to find that Allyson wasn't lying next to me. I thought she might have
ventured out to see if she could find some food or something.
I was angry that she would have been so stupid to go outside. Then I noticed a note addressed
to me sitting on my keyboard. It was from her. She said that she'd gotten fed up with me just
sitting at my computer. She can't stand being cooped up in here not doing anything, and she
can no longer stand the fact that I'm not trying to help us get out of here. That's not true
though! I've been looking up important information and trying to find someone to help us. It's
not like I'm sitting around all day reading celebrity gossip! I want to tell her that so she'll
understand.
I should have told her that.
It's too late for regrets. She's gone now, probably off to find a way out of Kijuju. Now that I
think about it, she kept asking me about the mine and any underground passages it might have.
I told her everything she wanted to know, not questioning why she wanted me to tell her about
that stuff. Things had been tense lately, and we've been arguing a lot, so I was happy just to
have a night without any fighting. I had no clue she was going to do something like this...
Why would she leave me? She was safe here. I was here. She was better off here with me, but
now she's out there on her own. I want to go out and find her - bring her back. I'm torn. I want
to go and find her, but I can't bring myself to go outside. I know I'll be killed if I do. I hate
myself for giving in to my fears, but my fear is stronger than any sadness. I pray that she makes
it back to me OK. It's all I can do.
If there is anyone out there that can help her, please, do it! Tell her to come back to me! I will
protect her."
-kijuju.blogspot.com: Adam's Blog; 27/02/2009

Now that SOA Sheva Alomar has been brought on board, the Information Analysts spend the
morning exchanging training photos of her in action, swapping banter and commenting on her
general fitness and how attractive she is.
11:26

"Sending you a photo of Sheva Alomar during the training. I don't worry about sharing it with
you as the security level of this photo is low, but I can't allow you to redistribute just for that
reason."
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Amadi Personal Messenger; 27/02/2009
11:31

"Aren't you into women like her? What a woman! Hot, huh! She's my type, but then again, I've
got lots of types! You wouldn't happen to have more?"
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Reidy Personal Messenger; 27/02/2009
12:22

"Of course. I took this photo for myself. Of course, I kept it a secret from her for that reason."
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Amadi Personal Messenger; 27/02/2009

The West African branch begin to strategize where the best place is in Kijuju to launch the
ground invasion, based on Reynard Fisher’s intelligence reports. They have narrowed down
three possible incursion points; the port, the train yard and the main street. Based on the
information brought in by Chris Redfield, the intelligence analysts seem to have pinpointed the
exact building where Irving partakes in his black market business deals. The SOU will need to
get as close to the building as possible in a short space of time to surround it and cut off any
escape access for Irving and his buyers.
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The building is an abandoned storage warehouse problematically located right in the middle of
the Shanty Town district, meaning access is limited and the roads are extremely narrow.
Transport by Gambit will be the quickest and most effective method.

"Kijuju_smc001.jpg
53.14kb
533x358 pixel
Topographical evaluation report concerning
operation 849276
The port of the Kijuju Autonomous Zone.
It is impossible to use large ships due to the
shallow depth of the water, but an invasion
with airboat is feasible. That place is one of
the candidates for an invasion point when
the operation is executed."

-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Operation Matters Report 1; 27/02/2009
Incursion point 2 is the old train yard
located at the entrance to the Tricell mine.

"Kijuju_smc002.jpg
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Topographical evaluation report concerning
operation 849276
The domestic railway network was
destroyed in a civil war and there haven't
been any intentions to restore it. It is not
thought to be serving the purpose of a supply or invasion route during the operation."
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Operation Matters Report 2; 27/02/2009

Another possible incursion point is the main street located just inside the perimeter of the
KAZ. Reynard Fisher's shop is located here. But given the narrow streets it would be a more
suitable entry point for Chris and Sheva’s Bravo Team. They will be in civilian clothing and
unarmed in order to gain entry. Once inside they can rendezvous with Reynard at the butcher's
shop to get their weapons.

"Kijuju_smc003.jpg
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Topographical evaluation report concerning
operation 849276
The main street inside the autonomous
region. Due to heavy traffic of the
townspeople and because the street is
narrow, it is not suitable for team units, but
lends itself to an invasion with some people dressed as civilians."

-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Operation Matters Report 3; 27/02/2009
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The storage facility is an ideal place to store and secure the vehicles bringing Alpha Team into
the zone. It is linked to the deal location by a series of tunnels so it may be possible for Alpha
Team to secure the building and apprehend Irving without having to fire a single shot or
engage any of the locals.

"Kijuju_smc004.jpg
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Based on the information brought by Chris
Redfield, it has become apparent that the
transactions are carried out in this building.
Considering the situation of the
surroundings, an invasion of the Alpha Team
near from here is thought to be impossible.
As there is a storage facility in the back, I propose an invasion from there."
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Operation Matters Report 4; 27/02/2009
It is provisionally agreed that Dan DeChant’s Alpha team will deploy from the storage facility.
Chris and Sheva’s Bravo Team will head in via the main street and rendezvous with Reynard.
Ryan is expecting confirmation of this plan from Amadi tomorrow.
The journalist monitoring Ryan’s computer obtains the provisional date of March 5th for the
mission the B.S.A.A. will launch into Kijuju Automous Zone. The mission will be a joint
operation between the West African and North American branches with Chris Redfield on
board as an observer. The journalist comments how Chris is a skilled soldier but suffered a
great loss when his long-time partner Jill Valentine was allegedly killed three years ago. He has
also heard rumours that Jill may not actually be dead.

“A CLUMSY FELLOW
2009/2/27
A deal with Irving, who the BSAA has been following recently, will apparently occur in Kijuju
on March 5. This day will likely become X-DAY, the day the operation commences.
Chris's attitude toward the operation has grown clear. This operation is a joint operation of the
BSAA West Africa and North America branches. Chris will be brought on-site as an observer
in order to ensure the objectives are fulfilled.
Even so, being called "Mister BSAA" and being one of the Original Eleven, Chris appears to be
held in extremely high regard. The Original Eleven refers to being one of the BSAA's founding
members. The straight-arrowed Chris, even after joining the BSAA, probably continued to
earn trust through his diligent work.
Chris was originally a U.S. Air Force pilot. It's obvious his flying skills remain strong from how
he deftly maneuvered the VTOL aircraft that was kept on-site in the 1998 Rockfort Island
incident. When he was a member of S.T.A.R.S., his shooting skills were considered to be
world championship class. This should be obvious from his activities since then. However, this
skilled individual left the military after a difference of opinion with his superiors. Then, seeking
his excellent combat skills, the Raccoon City S.T.A.R.S special ops unit scouted him.
Chris is a trustworthy but clumsy man who doesn't compromise his principles for any reason.
The agents who met up at Kijuju would be expected to be good partners who understand
Chris. For this reason, his S.T.A.R.S. comrade Jill Valentine was the ultimate partner. There is
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information floating around about this Jill that the public would find difficult to accept... The
truth may be revealed someday.
Meanwhile, it appears that members are gradually being chosen to participate in the tactical
operation as an advance force. Dan DeChant is one member of the SOU/Special Operations
Unit. He is a very experienced individual. He should be valuable to Chris when they meet onsite.
There has since been a lot of progress in translating Adam's blog, detailing the tense situation in
Kijuju. I should be able to report on the extreme situation there by this weekend.”
-Famitsu Biohazard 5 Blog BSAA Observation Diary; 27/02/09

21:06:
Later that night, Ryan is contacted by a journalist claiming to have an interest in the B.S.A.A.
with a proposal to exchange information. Ryan does a background check and he appears to
have excellent credentials with a vast knowledge of the B.S.A.A. He claims to have information
on the virus attack that corrupted the North American network a few days ago. Intrigued, Ryan
consults weapons analyst Reidy on the matter. He is dubious as doesn't want to compromise
the upcoming operation but is eager the same time to know who uploaded that virus.
Unfortunately, Reidy is not much help and only succeeds in angering Ryan.

“Due to the photograph of Sheva Alomar, I was continuously urged to desire photos all day
long yesterday.
In reality, it was another guy, Reidy... to whom I distributed it.
Although there really was another one, I didn't pass it on to him.
And one more thing:
There was a journalistic request.
It came from a journalist managing a blog called "BSAA Observation Diary".
http://www.famitsu.com/blog/biohazard5/
It seems like he obtained information on the virus attack lately made against my PC, though I
don't know how.
He has a profound knowledge of internal BSAA affairs like this. Apparently, he's an excellent
journalist.
It's reassuring if you have an excellent journalist as an ally, but if he becomes an enemy, it might
be more of a threat than bioterrorism.
I guess the situation would become serious if he misinterpreted this correspondence.
I consulted with Reidy about this matter and what I got back was "Can't you just answer what
you feel like, then?"
Although he's an excellent weapons and equipment analyst, he's completely unsuitable for such
matters.
I consulted him and this guy would have told me exactly the wrong way to carry on the
correspondence.
Well then, this is strike one.”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Ryan’s Report; 090227; 27/02/09

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 28TH 2009
Amadi uploads the final mission planning report to Ryan who notes down his thoughts.
Although the number of resources being deployed to this incident feels like overkill for the
sake of arresting a single bioterrorist, Ryan believes the information Irving will provide under
interrogation and bargaining could destabilise entire bioterrorism networks.
15:06
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"The outline of the operation from the West African Branch has arrived. Up to now, the
information I've gathered about Kijuju and the topographical evaluation reports I've presented
seem to have been useful. If an operation progresses smoothly because of that, you couldn't be
happier as an intelligence analyst.
This operation will first of all be the Alpha Team led by Dan DeChant driving the Gambit and
storming the transaction location. Chris Redfield and Sheva Alomar will be the two-man Bravo
Team. In their observing position of the operation, they will invade from the marketplace side.
Furthermore, the helicopter controlled by Kirk Mathison will be used to act as a relay to
headquarters, while Josh Stone's team will be on standby as the backup team.
Even though one could think this is an excuse to arrest one single black marketer, it has to be
considered that Irving does business across continents and that his trading partners are
Americans this time. There's a high possibility that we'll get elucidation on the bioterrorism
network if he is arrested. If you think about that, you could probably say that this battle array is
not necessarily an excessive use of military power."
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Ryan’s Report 090228; 28/02/2009

“KIJUJU BLOG - FULL TRANSLATION - FIRST PART (12/24 to 2/6)
2009/2/28
The African region called the Kijuju Autonomous Zone, where the BSAA's target Irving is
planning to make some kind of deal. The BSAA is now making hasty preparations toward
taking action against this deal, thought to be planned for March 5.
Today and tomorrow, I plan to introduce the complete contents of Adam's blog, a man who
lives in Kijuju. Even in this information age, little information about Kijuju is available to the
outside world, and even the BSAA seems to be using his blog to gather information about the
place. (...although they've also currently inserted Reynard Fisher, the skilled undercover
investigator, on-site.)
Adam’s blog began on December 14th last year, continued throughout January and the last
update was on February 27th. Adam is a 28 year-old man working as a chief officer at a mining
site. His hobbies can be understood by reading the blogs; he likes to have fun by talking with
women, drinking and playing cards. He is a cheerful, everyday man – until this situation began.
The following is a translation of 10 out of the 13 entries thus far. I hope you will appreciate the
atmosphere and deterioration as the days go by and the increasing fear of Adam.
(English-Japanese blog translation follows)
How about that?
Starting from the next update, Friday the 13th, the frenzy surrounding Adam’s town
accelerates.”
-Biohazard 5 Famitsu Blog: B.S.A.A. Observation Diary; 28/02/09

MARCH 1-4 2009 {CIRCA}
Thanks to Tricell sleeper agent M. Suzuki, Ricardo Irving has been made aware of the
B.S.A.A.’s plans to apprehend him all along. Because his planned deal is now compromised,
he secretly contacts his buyers and changes the location of the transaction to the mining area
beyond the old train yard. He will allow the B.S.A.A. to deploy and storm the original deal
location and set a trap using a sample of Uroboros.
Meanwhile, his Type 2 Plaga field test has yielded pleasing results but the impending arrival of
trained military combatants presents an ideal opportunity to record plentiful amounts of
combat data before Type 2 is given final evaluation. Although a majority of the populace are
already infected, ten previously infected individuals are given further Type 2 samples and
ordered to further spread the infection, ensuring there will be enough Majini to engage the
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B.S.A.A. when they arrive. Thanks to their modified status, a Dominant Strain Plaga is not
needed to program the infected with commands. They are simply ordered to attack all
B.S.A.A. operatives and infect as many people as possible with the exception of Albert
Wesker, Excella Gionne, the hooded figure and himself.

"Type 2 Plagas differs from its predecessor in
that it is administered in its matured state,
and from that point the host can almost
immediately be controlled.
Type 2 is administered orally, or more
specifically, it is forced into the mouth of the
host. It's an indelicate method, but it's also
the most effective. After oral administration,
Type 2 rends the oesophagus and moves
first to the medulla oblongata, then to the
brain proper, and finally the spinal cord.
Once it has taken control of the central nervous system, the host can be controlled.
Under a laboratory setting, we recorded complete control of a host within ten seconds of
administration of Type 2. Aside from the reduced infection time, the Type 2 Plagas appeared
to share all of the characteristics of the original Las Plagas, which made it more than suitable
for commercialization.
All that remains now is to accumulate field data from the Kijuju Autonomous Zone.
Listed below are three key experiments for the evaluation of Type 2:
1. Infection
Administer Type 2 samples to 10 previously infected individuals and observe the rate at which
they spread the infection. These 10 test subjects must be given enough Type 2 samples to
create measurable results.
2. Control
Observe to what extent the barbaric behaviour induced by the Plagas can be controlled. This
will be ascertained by witnessing the results of the directive to engage the BSAA operatives
within the area.
3. Fighting
Accumulate data on Type 2 in combat. Type 2 hosts will battle BSAA operatives deployed in
the area.
This experiment will be the last stage for evaluating the effectiveness of Type 2 Plagas."
-RE5: Type 2 Plagas; undated.

At the Umbrella/Tricell African facility located deep in the ruins of the Ndipaya Kingdom, the
researchers prepare to power everything down now that the Uroboros Virus is finally complete.
Every researcher involved in the project is gathered and thanked for their hard work. As a
reward for their diligence, they are told they will all be getting some extended time off. In
reality however, Wesker plans to kill everyone involved in the project so it cannot be replicated
by outsiders and other companies. This extreme measure will preserve the secrecy of the
Uroboros Virus. A Tricell researcher named Ryan working in the same office as Miguel, emails a friend back in America to say he will be coming home soon.

"Hey,
I know this is sudden, but I'm going to be getting some time off soon. We've completed most
of our work on the new 'project' {sorry, you know I can't talk about work} so they're giving us
some time off as a reward for all our hard work. All the staff are leaving tomorrow and we'll
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finally be getting out of this country. I'm heading straight back to Arizona, and I can't wait to get
home and see everyone. More than that, I think I'll just be happy to get away from 'the high
and mighty' Miguel. Guy thinks he's some sort of
super genius.
Miguel's a guy that sits next to me at work, and he's a
good research and all, don't get me wrong. He's got
some good ideas and is good at noticing details, but
every time he opens his mouth he just goes on and on
about how great he is. You can't even begin to imagine
what torture it is to hear that day in and day out. I wish
we made a sedative I could use on him.
But forget all that.
What matters is that I should be back home within the next few days. When I get back, I'll give
you a call. We gotta go out and get smashed. I could use the break.
Talk to you soon,
Ryan."
-RE5: An E-Mail to an Acquaintance; undated.
All staff at the facility are told they will be picked up by bus the following day and driven to the
airport. Most of them have been in Africa for a long time now and are desperate to leave. It is
just over two years since Tricell first came to the facility and took it over and Ryan has been
here for all of that time. But neither he, Miguel, nor any of the other research personnel have
any idea what is really in store for them.
The following morning the researchers all assemble in the parking bay where a bus arrives and
they begin their journey through the mountain tops of Kijuju towards the airfield. Roughly half
an hour into the journey, sleep gas canisters are released, rendering all the passengers
unconscious. They are then all dragged outside and shot. The bodies are loaded back up and
transported back to the research facility where they are incinerated in the furnaces inside the
missile construction warehouse. A log of the operation is then sent to Excella and Wesker.

"The following report details the execution of your orders.
08:53
All research personnel boarded a bus.
08:57
Left research facility and headed towards airport.
09:22
Sleep gas was released and targets for elimination all fell into a coma.
09:25
Bus was stopped and targets were all brought outside the bus to be eliminated.
09:44
Elimination of targets finished.
11:03
Targets' bodies were collected and brought back to the research facility.
11:35
Bodies disposed of in the underground furnace along with all personal effects.
13:10
Completed immolating all bodies and personal effects. All orders successfully carried out.
End of report."
-RE5: Report on Implementation of Information Leaks; undated.
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The Type 2 Plagas continue to spread at an alarming rate throughout the KAZ. Almost
everyone has succumbed and the standard of living has collapsed entirely. Even Tricell
manufactured facilities such as the mines and oil refinery are now swarming with Majini.

Kijuju's Shanty Towns have fallen into disrepair under the new government. The buildings and
bazaars are no longer flooded with citizens. Instead, the citizens of Kijuju have fallen prey to
the Type 2 Plagas and turned into Majini; malevolent beings that only wish to bring harm on
any outsider.
The Shanty Town is claustrophobic and foreboding. The buildings appear empty from the
outside, but often hide fearsome enemies. Many paths have been blockaded with debris or
locks, forcing visitors to travel down certain paths and into traps set by Majini. Visitors to the
Shanty Town must be wary. The almost complete lack of law enforcement means that you
should expect to witness street crime, and possibly even become a victim yourself. Reports out
of Kijuju have suggested that there are angry mobs that are ready to boil over at a moment's
notice. Traveller's must keep their eyes open and travel in groups, as there is no mercy to be
found in Kijuju's Shanty Towns. As with the Shanty Towns, the Assembly Place in Kijuju has
crumbled and decayed due to numerous strives and other mad activities by Majinis. An
execution table is placed at the Assembly Place, and anyone who doesn't accord with their rules
is daily executed there.
Some of the buildings in the town serve as little more than mausoleums now as they contain
only Majinis and death. Entering them is ill-advised, as Majinis can and will attack any intruders
who cross their path. Be wary of dark corners and seemingly empty rooms. Uninfected
humans should steer clear not only of the Assembly Place but of the surrounding area. The
area around the Assembly Place is shockingly dangerous. There are bands of Majinis jumping
from shadow to shadow of the buildings, and they pose a very real threat to unwary visitors.
They strike in groups and without warning, often throwing Molotov cocktails or bladed
weapons at their targets.
Over the years, the mines have been excavated and explored in order to harvest precious
minerals and jewels. Jobs created there brought abundant wealth to Kijuju in the past. But now
there is little reason for a civilian to enter the mines. The tunnel is bumpy and dark without any
lights installed. Upwelling water created puddles here and there. A gate blocking the pathway
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wears sharp needles as if it is to hurt unexpected visitors. The beautiful scenery outside of the
mine will steal your mind away, but never take your guard down. Watch out for your footing.
Once you lose your balance off the sheer cliff, there will be no chance of survival. The mines
are not the place for tourists to visit.
The Majini of the marshlands use spears and blunt weapons to attack their enemies. Some
Majini grew to an enormous size after their exposure to Las Plagas and have fitted themselves
with large masks. These hostile beings are very durable, able to withstand a large amount of
gunfire, and brutal, as they wield their weapons like a club.
Other Majini are normal-sized, but no-less dangerous. They use shields and spears to defend
their land and attack all outsiders. The shields afford them special protection from gunfire, as it
obscures their shape and can absorb a few shots before it is destroyed. The spears give them a
longer reach than most Majini, making them dangerous from a distance.
There is no reason for a civilian to enter the marshlands. It’s wet, swampy atmosphere is
littered with crocodiles, as well as Majini. The crocodiles are hostile to humans, and have been
known to strike a man dead in one bite. At best, crocodile victims are going to lose the use of
one or more limbs. The marshlands are to be avoided at all costs.
Kijuju's oil reserves once served as a valuable source of income for Tricell. It has now turned
into Majini' haven. It poses a threat to anyone who happened to be wandering nearby.
Travelling through the refineries is not recommended for any civilian, and particularly not for
civilians without a military escort. Majini lurk throughout the refinery, and their crazed actions
can easily resort to injury or worse for uninfected humans. There is another danger in entering
the oil refineries. The lack of control and security in the refineries has caused pipes to burst,
barrels to rust over, and loose canisters of fuel to leak. A stray spark, flame, or bullet can easily
ignite a monstrous fire or, in the worst-case scenario, a deadly explosion.

SUNDAY MARCH 1ST 2009
The journalist translates the remaining three entries of Adam’s blog into Japanese, ensuring his
readers are fully up to date on events. Tomorrow he will return to monitoring the B.S.A.A.’s
actions.

“KIJUJU BLOG - FULL TRANSLATION - SECOND PART (02/13 to 02/27)
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03/01/09
The following is a translation of the rest of Adam's blog continuing on from yesterday. The
reason I translated this blog in the first place was so I could to see all the people’s reactions to
watching the devastation of the outbreak in Kijuju and Adam's sorrowful pleas. If you feel
anything at all, I’d like you to take action however you can. You can comment on his blog, say
something powerful to give him strength and of course hopefully get to Kijuju and help him.
(English-Japanese blog translation follows)
From tomorrow I will return to monitoring the B.S.A.A. site.”
-Famitsu Biohazard 5 blog: B.S.A.A. Observation Diary; 01/03/09

MONDAY MARCH 2ND 2009
13:29
Intelligence filtering through from Kijuju mentions something about the ‘Uroboros plan.’
Thanks to further information provided by Chris Redfield, the B.S.A.A. use satellite imaging to
pinpoint the location where Irving plans to make his weapons deal.

“Have you heard of the "Uroboros Plan"? If it is executed, the balance of the world will be
changing; it will end, though it sounds exaggeratedly dangerous.”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Reidy Personal Messenger; 02/03/2009

13:32
Worried that the B.S.A.A. have red-flagged Uroboros, spy M. Suzuki quickly responds
dismissing the whole thing as just a silly rumour not to be taken seriously.

“I'm sorry for the interference. I have also heard rumours to that extent. But why should the
world end in the first place? If you think about that, you'll see this rumour is just a fake.”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: M. Suzuki Personal Messenger; 02/03/2009

The journalist is surprised to receive a response to his questions from the North American
B.S.A.A. Information Analysis Department, though their answers are very vague and not
entirely helpful. As expected, they categorically deny that they are investigating Ricardo Irving
at all. But thanks to his secret hacking of the BSAA website, the journalist is able to put
together quite a strong picture of how the Kijuju operation will play out, including dates, times,
personnel and locations.

“A TOUGH COUNTERPART
2009/3/2
I'm surprised.
I got a response from the BSAA to the questions I tossed them about the virus scare that
happened early February 25 to the BSAA website. I had honestly given up hope that they
would give any kind of reply. The fact that it took so long for them to reply suggests that they
hesitated to respond out of difficulty dealing with the situation.
My questions and the BSAA's responses are shown below.
--Early this morning, I asked about the possibility of someone launching a virus attack from your
servers.
Q1) Did an attack actually happen?
A) Unfortunately, yes. However, it was not a large-scale attack targeting our servers, but instead
an extremely limited attack on an individual's PC.
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Q2) Can you think of anything that might have caused the attack?
A) As you know, there are currently around 3000 B.O.W. terrorism incidents each year, and
the BSAA has made over 1000 deployments to stop such terrorist attacks. Therefore, we
believe the reason behind the attack exists within the organization itself and that this attack was
related to this.
Q3) Will this have any impact on future bioterrorism counter-strategies?
A) As I mentioned above, we face a variety of threats every day, not just limited to computer
viruses. However, we have made all necessary preparations to deal with such threats. Even if
we're the victim of a computer virus attack such as the most recent case, the fact is that our
security systems activated normally to prevent the damage from spreading. Therefore, I can
assure you that our bioterrorism counter-efforts will not be impacted by this or any other
attack.
Q4) Who is Ricardo Irving?
A) Unfortunately, we have no information on this person.
BSAA North America Branch, Intelligence Analysis Office, Communications Section
--...such a ‘canned' response. A tough counterpart. However, we are now starting to put together
detailed information about Irving, little by little. A merchant of death who belongs to the
TRICELL Resource Development Division. We can even see a photo of the building where
his deal is expected to happen soon.
The interesting thing here is that a photo of the woman that Chris chose as his partner, Sheva,
has been passed around considerably within the BSAA since February 27. Especially
interesting is Training_Photo2 (left edge of the photo below) obtained from the intelligence
officer AMADI. This photo is noteworthy for showing her tranquil expression, shot during a
lull in training. However, even more interesting is Training_Photo3 (right side of the photo
below), sent without any word on the following day. It's believed to be a photo of the valiant
Mr. Redfield during training... Was this also taken by the intelligence officer!?”
-Famitsu Biohazard 5 Blog; B.S.A.A. Observation Diary; 02/03/09

18:29:
Looking at the satellite pictures, Ryan notices the KAZ is a lot more crowded that what they
expected and successfully securing the town square will be pivotal to the success of the
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operation. He has also been hearing the rumours about Uroboros. No one knows what it is,
but it seemingly has something to do with the end of the world. He decides to investigate once
the mission to apprehend Ricardo Irving is complete.

“A satellite image of the Kijuju Autonomous Region has been sent. It's from the town square
Adam wrote about in his blog. There are more people gathering than expected. To get to the
building, the transaction location from
Bravo Team's invasion route, they have to pass this town square by all means. It can be said
that it is pivotal to be more careful there. Moreover, I frequently heard a term called "Uroboros
Plan" in the last few days.
There is insufficient credibility as to its content, but as the rumour has spread so far, there
could quite possibly be some hidden facts. When the operation in Kijuju is finished, I'll try to
gather some information about that.”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Report 090302; 02/03/09

TUESDAY MARCH 3RD 2009
The journalist is getting apprehensive as the day of the operation approaches. With the amount
of resources the B.S.A.A. are sending into the Kijuju Autonomous Zone, it’s hard to see how
Ricardo Irving has any chance of escape. But what piques his interest the most is a conversation
transcript he read between two B.S.A.A. analysts. They kept mentioning the world ‘Uroboros’
and mentioning phrases such as ‘changing the balance of the world’, ‘doomsday’ and the ‘end
of the world’. He is worried about what exactly this means.

“A SERPENT BITING ITS TAIL
2009/3/3
Only two more days until March 5, X-DAY. It seems the operation to shut down Irving has
been largely planned out.
Alpha Team (led by Dan DeChant) will attack the deal location using the highly mobile
manoeuvrable vehicle "Gambit." Bravo Team (Chris Redfield and Sheva Alomar) will infiltrate
the deal location from the market. Delta Team (led by Josh Stone) will be their backup. With
the addition of Kirk Mathison's helicopter, Dave Johnson's automobile, and Reynard Fisher
who is already on the ground, and Irving all alone by himself, it seems nothing can go wrong.
But overconfidence would be dangerous. I pray for their safe return.
The above is an account of the operation in Kijuju, but of equal interest is an instant messaging
conversation between BSAA analysts. Uroboros? They have a considerably dangerous
discussion about things such as changing the global balance, or causing the end of the world.
The normal meaning of Uroboros is a symbol that looks like a snake with its tail in its mouth.
The continuity expressed by this symbol represents a grand cycle beyond the realm of humans,
such as an infinite cycle of life and death. Hearing these words with this timing, it seems a little
dangerous?
After yesterday's favourable reply, I think I'll ask the BSAA about this Uroboros as well.
- It appears people are quietly talking about this word Uroboros. What does the BSAA know?
- Will the operation be affected?
The operation might already begin before I receive a reply. Only God shall know the true
meaning of these floating words. Or, if there is some being that's attempting to supplant God,
there may be a hint there.”
-Famitsu Biohazard 5 Blog: B.S.A.A. Observation Diary; 03/03/09

21:13:
Whilst overseeing the final preparations, Ryan suddenly realises the West African B.S.A.A.
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office have planned their front line operation merely as an arrest of a singular bioterrorist and
are not planning for the possibility of a biohazard in the area, despite the overwhelming
evidence courtesy of Adam’s blog. Ryan complains to Amadi and the Director of the operation
planning office but they dismiss his concerns, citing a single civilian blog as too unreliable to
confirm the possibility of a biohazard in Kijuju. Ryan curses their stubbornness and decides to
break the rules and pass on the intelligence about possible Las Plagas in the KAZ to Chris
Redfield himself before he leaves for Africa. But being only a Level 6 analyst, he could get into
trouble for doing this, but he deems it necessary so the B.S.A.A. does not head into the KAZ
unprepared. He also receives more questions from the journalist, this time asking about
Uroboros. Unaware the journalist has full access to his personal computer, Ryan simply
believes the rumours about Uroboros have now reached the public domain.

“The operation is about to begin and I uncovered a staggering fact. I recognized this matter as
bioterrorism and expedited the investigation on that assumption. Although it resulted in a joint
operation with the West African Branch, they didn't seem to have realised that and thought this
is just an operation to arrest Irving. Naturally, the unit members there were neither informed
about the possibility of bioterrorism. In light of this course of action, I strongly objected to
AMADI from the West African Branch and, thereafter, even to the director of the Operation
Planning Office. But they argued that Adam's blog only is too weak a basis for bioterrorism
occurring. Even if I clung to passing on this possibility, it would cause confusion. The other
side is also stubborn which is why it is not possible to carelessly unload information onto the
location. This is my mistake. I was arbitrarily convinced that the West African Branch was
thinking the same as me. The correspondence was mistaken.
And with that, strike two.
At least I'm going to communicate this possibility to Chris Redfield only. Because he is already
taking action in the operation and I'm a level 6 intelligence analyst, I don't have the authority to
directly pass on information to him. There is no choice but to do this.
Although it is a violation of the rules, I guess I can only pass on this information by using a
personal connection. At the moment, it's best to only do what I think. By the way, there were
questions from that journalist today. It seems even he heard something about "Uroboros". I
thought the rumour had only spread in the BSAA, but apparently, it looks like it has spread to
the general public level. It's probably necessary to hurry up with that investigation.”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop; Ryan’s Report 090303; 03/03/09

WEDNESDAY MARCH 4TH 2009
11:40:
Following Ryan's concerns yesterday, M. Suzuki contacts him and agrees to send the Las Plagas
intelligence onto Chris Redfield using the SOA network so that Ryan does not breach the
rules.

“>Please pass on the information
I understand the matter of the request.
Using the SOA network, I certainly should be able to communicate the information to Chris.
Please leave it to me!”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: M. Suzuki Messenger; 04/03/2009

However, Suzuki deliberately does not give the information to Chris and he leaves for Africa
none the wiser. He will link up with Sheva Alomar and enter the KAZ with no idea about the
Las Plagas infestation in the area. He will operate under the briefing package of the West
Africa branch, which is an operation to arrest Irving with no confirmed biohazard in the area.
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The journalist receives a faster response from the B.S.A.A. this time. They try to dismiss
Uroboros as just a rumour although it will be investigated further. The department also states
that B.S.A.A. activities will not be affected by these rumours in any way. The journalist then
decides to get a good night's sleep. With the operation in Kijuju beginning tomorrow, he wants
to be fully alert to monitor the all activities.

“RESTRAINED REPORTING
2009/3/4
Have you seen the satellite image
of the Kijuju plaza? From the
sky, we can see Adam, as well as
the hopeless plaza.
I'll leave the details to the BSAA
site, but Chris and Sheva of the
Bravo Team can be seen
crossing here. I don't think they'll
be able to just nonchalantly pass
through.
What happened to Adam after this entry has me concerned. This was the last post, in which he
cries in pain. I await his next blog update. Or...
After then, I got another response to the questions I sent to the BSAA. This time was much
faster than last time. It seems I may have struck a nerve. My stinging words seem to have set
them aback.
--Q1. It appears people are quietly talking about this word Uroboros. What does the BSAA
know?
A. We have of course heard of this word "Uroboros." However, it's believed that all
information obtained up to this time is merely gossip, and we don't find it credible. However,
we plan to carefully consider whether more detailed investigation is required.
We'd like to ask the mass media to, as much as possible, avoid creating a situation that would
cause confusion by spreading unverified information. Such confusion would cause social
anxiety, which could be the trigger for bioterrorist incidents. In order to build a peaceful society
where bioterrorism has been eliminated, we hope the mass media will engage in restrained
reporting of factual information only.
Q2. Will this impact the BSAA's activities?
A. We don't feel our operations at the BSAA will be impacted by whatever this thing called
"Uroboros" is. Therefore, we respond that they "will not be impacted."
BSAA North America Branch, Intelligence Analysis Office, Communications Section
--Even so, I heard a rumour about Uroboros from another journalist who was talking about this
subject. It seems Ryan is also starting to worry. Like the BSAA headquarters says, should we
just discount this as gossip? I hope that Ryan takes action soon.
Whatever the case, the operation starts tomorrow. I hope it goes off without a hitch.
Hopefully nothing unexpected happens...”
-Famitsu Biohazard 5 Blog: B.S.A.A. Observation Diary; 04/03/09.

THURSDAY MARCH 5TH 2009
The journalist is up early and logs onto Ryan’s hacked computer but is disappointed there are
no updates. Nothing has been said if the operation has started or not so he laments the time
difference and reviews the previous day’s reports. He is concerned about the West African
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branch’s dismissal of the Las Plagas problem and hopes this does not impact on Chris, Sheva
or the mission outcome.

“THE OPERATION'S D-DAY
2009/3/5
Today is "D-Day." Are the BSAA members really about to infiltrate? Or, have they already
done so under someone's order? No information has trickled in yet. I wish there was no time
zone difference.
As far as can be determined from Ryan's entry yesterday, it appears the operation about to be
launched in Kijuju (or already launched) hasn't considered the possibility of a counterbioterrorism attack. That's a problem. I hope that Chris and Sheva's especially small Bravo
Team hasn't been isolated. Ryan's use of the term "Strike Two" suggests the possibility of a
worst-case scenario caused by one unexpected event.”
-Famitsu Biohazard 5 Blog: B.S.A.A. Observation Diary; 05/03/09

THE KIJUJU INCIDENT: MARCH 05-07TH 2009
Under the protection of the hooded figure, Ricardo Irving prepares to meet with his buyers.
Chris Redfield makes his way across the Savannah towards the KAZ where Sheva Alomar is
already waiting for them. Reynard Fisher has already smuggled their weapons inside and will be
waiting for them at the Corner Pyamy Butchery.
In order to stall Alpha Team, Excella Gionne entrusts a sample of Uroboros with the hooded
figure, ordering her to subdue and infect an individual and have him engage with the B.S.A.A.
at the original deal location.
The events of RESIDENT EVIL 5 begin.
Wearing her plague doctor’s outfit and still dosed
under the effects of P30, Jill Valentine injects a
local with Uroboros and slowly paces round him
as the virus takes hold. After several convulsions,
the virus rejects the man as having incompatible
DNA and black pustules begin to emit from
every orifice in his body. Jill then leaves the building as the man transforms behind her,
becoming a horrific black mass of tendrils. This creature will be the trap for Alpha Team.
Dan DeChant leads Alpha Team in towards the Kijuju Autonomous Zone, built upon the
parched earth of the savannah. Though not a modern city by any means, it is large and holds a
dense and diverse population within its borders. The team is travelling in two HMMWV
Gambits; a four wheel drive all-terrain vehicle, used to transport the SOU and can carry up to
six soldiers at a time. Highly versatile machines, their weapons and armaments can be changed
to suit the mission and environment they are used in. Variations include a snorkel-equipped
truck bed, a covered truck-bed, and a smoke discharger. The vehicle's superior durability and
horsepower make it well-suited to anti-bioterror activities in even the most extreme climates.
Inside the two vehicles, the team are apprehensive as they make their way into the sun-baked
town. Cramped, narrow roads, and dust-ridden shanty buildings make up the golden
environment. Already in town Alpha Team have a spotter on the roof of a building looking
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down and observing their route to the storage warehouse. Once safely inside the location,
DeChant and his men disembark and lock the warehouse down. Heading towards the elevator,
they prepare to head underground, looking to apprehend both Irving and his buyers.
Meanwhile, Chris Redfield drives alone towards the outskirts of the town. He is due to pair up
with a local West African agent who will accompany him to the mission location. As he travels
along the dust-ridden track of the savannah, he ponders if all his years of fighting and personal
sacrifice has truly been worth it. The original Umbrella Corporation may be long gone, but the
world now lives in fear and paranoia thanks to the emergence of global bioterrorism.

"I should have seen it coming. It didn't take
long after the fall of the Umbrella Corporation
for their bio-weapons to end up in the hands
of terrorists. A new era of bio-terrorism
descended upon vulnerable countries, shifting
the balance of power throughout the region.
People in the destabilized areas soon feared
that another incident like Raccoon City was
inevitable.
As panic spread, governments of the world
turned to the Global Pharmaceutical Consortium, which formed the anti-terrorism unit
B.S.A.A. Operatives of the B.S.A.A. were sent in to infiltrate and neutralise bio-terrorist
hotspots, restoring safety and stability to various regions around the globe."
RE5 Intro; 06/03/2009

When Chris eventually arrives, he drives slowly
through the town. The streets are busy with the
hustle and bustle of everyday life and the local
populace pay no heed to this outsider. He parks
up and is approached by Sheva Alomar who
introduces herself and is honoured to be working
with such a legend. Chris plays down her
expectations of him and Sheva explains that
tensions have been high ever since the change in
government. Intelligence suggests the area has
become a haven for terrorists keen to take
advantage of the political instability. She stresses the locals will not be happy to see an
American, BSAA or not, and that is why she has been chosen as his partner, to help put them
at ease. Chris nods, but is secretly uncomfortable as having a new female partner brings
memories of Jill rushing to the surface of his mind. Sheva notes his distraction but he shrugs it
off and gestures for her to lead the way.
Sheva leads them towards the entrance to the sealed off area under guard by the local army. As
they walk, the locals pay no attention to Sheva but Chris is greeted with constant, lingering
stares. The metal gate is barbed and over 12 foot high. An army officer speaks in Swahili and
frisks Sheva for weapons before she presents him with a pass that will get them inside. A
rugged-faced black man with a concerned expression watches them closely as they pass through
the gate. From that moment on, Chris puts his doubts to one side and focuses solely on the
mission at hand.
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"Casualties continue to mount over the long years I have struggled. More and more I find
myself wondering if it's all worth fighting for. Maybe one day, I'll find out. There is one thing I
do know. I have a job to do, and I'm going to see it through."
- RE5: Intro; 06/03/2009

As soon as they are through, the massive gate
behind them is sealed and they are trapped
inside. At first glance, the KAZ looks no
different to the outside of the barricade. The
locals are milling around, getting on with
everyday business and nothing looks out of the
ordinary. There are ramshackle buildings on
either side with telegraph poles and wires
zigzagging in between. Crates and boxes are
scattered around as well as the husks of several
old vehicles. Smoke rises in the distance and
there is an unnatural atmosphere in the morning heat. They both receive a radio transmission
from Kirk Matheson who briefs them on what lies ahead. Alpha Team have already infiltrated
the area where the weapons transaction with Irving and his buyers will take place. Chris and
Sheva will be going in as back-up, but first they need to meet their contact, Reynard Fisher, at
the butcher’s shop to collect their weaponry.
As they begin to move forward, Chris and Sheva begin to feel the atmosphere change almost
immediately and witness several strange events. Four locals are having a conversation outside a
shop and immediately turn to stare at the B.S.A.A. agents as they come past. One of them sits
on a bench holding a bottle and stares menacingly. A little further up they find a man slumped
against a pole outside a wooden shack to their left with numerous flies buzzing around him in a
frenzy. He is not moving and they cannot see him breathing. In the building above in the
distance, Chris can make out a man watching them. He wears a green shirt and sunglasses, and
carries what looks like a megaphone.
Further on they catch a glimpse of a man
dropping to the floor, only to be grabbed by
two others and dragged off out of sight. Chris
and Sheva run past a burned out minibus
and round the corner only to find nobody
there. However, they spot a hole in the fence
and can see two men holding another man
down. The man on the floor is clearly
struggling but they cannot get involved. A
rancid smell draws their attention and they
see another villager stood inside a small stall
chopping up some meat that is clearly rotten.
Flies are buzzing about everywhere and the smell in this heat is almost overpowering. Nearby,
another topless man is gouging on a chunk of rotten meat like an animal. Something is
definitely not right here. Sheva asks Chris if he would rather be back in America, but he replies
that America has its own dark side. It’s a capitalist society and although opportunities are to be
had, when someone gains, someone else always loses.
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Further on, a group of five villagers are gathered round a large burlap sack squirming around
on the floor. Three watch with interest as the other two relentlessly kick and beat at it with
wooden sticks. They all stop as Chris and Sheva approach, saying nothing but staring at them
both with menacing eyes. As they move on down the golden sand, they can see more villagers
sprawled in the sun watching them. One sits on an old tyre with a bottle of beer and opposite
another sits in the shade of a nearby building. A radio plays from one of the mountain stalls,
sprouting hateful propaganda in Swahili about banning all outsiders. They can see the Corner
Pyamy Butchery straight ahead and behind smoke rises from a large building amidst two large
water tanks. Tyres protrude from the ground and a large tree sways in the breeze amidst several
more structures with slat-tin roofing and mottled fences. Suddenly, a siren begins to wail and
moments later Chris and Sheva spin around to find that all the villagers have disappeared. The
whole marketplace is suddenly deserted.
At the entrance to the butchery, three large
slabs of meat hang down from hooks in the
shade. It all seems quiet until Reynard Fisher
appears in the window and tells them both to
head round to the side entrance. As they
enter, Fisher is waiting for them with his arms
folded and most of his face concealed by a
turban to block out the stifling sun. He is
pleased they are both here and bids them
both into the back room. As he leads them
through the back kitchen, Reynard explains that tensions are high and the locals are all on edge
because of the political instability and recent change in government. He urges them to
complete their mission with haste then get out of Kijuju and go home immediately. He
indicates two silver attaché cases on the worktop which contain their weapons.
As they check their guns, Sheva requests the destination co-ordinates and Reynard tells them to
head straight to the town square. Alpha Team are already in position at the deal location. He
wants to know if they have heard anything about the term ‘Uroboros’, and Chris admits they
have, although mainly just in unsubstantiated rumour – something about visions of a doomsday
project. Reynard concurs but the latest intelligence would suggest it is no rumour and is in fact
very real indeed. He urges them to find Ricardo Irving at all costs as he is their only lead. He
then turns to leave, stopping only to tell them to be extremely cautious when going back
outside. Kijuju is not a safe place to be.
Once Reynard has left, Chris prepares to take
point, reminding Sheva that they are a team and
that they stick together, whatever happens. She
reassures him that despite her small size, she can
still hold her own in a combat situation. They
head out the back of the butcher’s shop and into
the bright sunshine. Down a small alleyway they
spot several crows pecking on the carcass of a
mutilated animal. Closer inspection reveals it to
be a goat and its head has been severed off. This
was killed recently. Soon they enter a dilapidated
wooden shack with a sign reading ‘Wood Furniture’. Inside they find a shelf full of lit candles
and several human skulls. Another door leads into a bigger room where a large table has
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another animal corpse laid out across it. Its body has been stretched out and tied up via hooks
on the roof. It looks like a ritualistic pose as if it were used in a ceremony. Maggots and flies
are swarming all over it. On one of the side tables, Sheva finds a note written in erratic
handwriting.

“All outsiders will receive the blade of punishment!
We will bless them with a sacred death!
We will release them from their bonds of wickedness!”
-RE5: The Writing is Erratic; undated.

Moving on, they follow the room round until a
red door takes them back outside into the sun.
A sudden high-pitched scream rings out and
Sheva believes it came from the building up
ahead. They burst inside to find two men
holding another down and shoving a Type 2
Plaga into his mouth. They quickly leave and
the other man convulses and begins to bleed
from his orifices as the parasite takes control.
The man shrugs Chris away when he goes to
help and suddenly lunges at them both, his
eyes glazed over with pure evil. Chris manages to fend him off after a brief struggle and Sheva is
forced to shoot him dead. She is unsure about what just happened and Chris concurs. He
certainly didn’t move like any zombie he’s ever seen.
The door they came in by is now locked, evidently someone doesn’t want them to leave. Old
furniture is dotted around including an old-style television and half the roof has caved in. The
only other door leads to a room full of piled up mattresses and some shelves. With no other
way out, they are forced to smash the window and jump down to the ground below. Sheva
stresses they keep moving as the locals will surely find them again soon. Sure enough they soon
hear the angry cries of the local populace and several are trying to climb the chain-link fence
behind them; armed with knives, clubs and other sharp implements. A load more seem to be
gathering on the opposite side.
Sheva points to a nearby house and shouts that
they need to get inside. They will have a better
chance of fighting back from there. She leads the
way down the sandy dirt track and past a small
chicken enclosure. Chris chances a look behind
and sees there are too many Majini to fight.
Together, they pile inside the door and Sheva
barricades it shut behind them. The Majini soon
begin pounding on the other side as Chris
contacts Kirk over the radio, explaining that the
locals have become hostile and they have had to
use force. There are no contingency plans in place for this type of situation. Kirk
acknowledges, but stresses that their orders still stand. Sheva is confused; it is as if B.S.A.A.
HQ were expecting the locals to be all crazed, yet why were they not told before being
deployed? (In reality, it is because Tricell sleeper agent M. Suzuki deliberately withheld the
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information about Las Plagas being present after promising to pass it onto Chris on behalf of
Ryan the North American B.S.A.A. Intelligence Analyst.)
As the banging on the door gets louder, they head through the opposite way, emerging into a
room full of enormous steel axes. They are all stained with blood and human and animal
organs and intestines are all over the floor. The only way out is via a trapdoor that leads
underground where primitive foundations have been laid using wooden beams and sheets of
tin. Two decomposed bodies are down here, including one strung up by its ankles near a well
leading back up to the surface. A small path to the right leads to a ladder that takes them back
up to ground level and into a shed. From there they get back outside. Smoke billows into the
sky from several small fires burning in the distance. Burning tyres have become a potent
symbol of conflict in this part of the world. Ahead the path snakes round to a small drop where
another ramshackle building awaits.
From inside they can see across into the main
public assembly area where a large crowd is
gathering. Their attention is focused on a small
gallows erected atop another building. Addressing
the hordes is a man wearing sunglasses Chris
glimpsed earlier. He is shouting through a
megaphone. Also present is a giant of a man
wielding a large axe with his face hidden under a
black mask. This is The Executioner. A man is
then brought out onto the gallows to be executed,
and to Sheva’s horror they recognise him as Reynard Fisher. As the megaphone man continues
to preach, Reynard is laid on the block, defiantly shouting that they can all go to hell. From the
safety of their building, Sheva gasps but Chris knows they are in no position to help. They are
vastly outnumbered. Moments later, the faceless Executioner does not hesitate and brings his
huge axe crashing down, severing Reynard’s head and sending the crowd into a frenzy.
As the megaphone man observes his disciples
cheering in rapture, he looks over and spots
Chris and Sheva through the window.
Shocked, he quickly barks out his orders in
Swahili and all at once, the crowd directs their
attention towards the two hapless B.S.A.A.
agents. In a crazed fury, they suddenly rush
towards the building, anger on their faces and
herding like a giant stampede. As the Majini
scale the wall and fence to get to the hut they
are sheltering in, Chris and Sheva fortify it as best they can by pushing wooden shelves against
the door and windows. But before long a relentless banging begins on the other side and glass
smashes as the windows are put through. Chris and Sheva open fire through the gaps in the
wall and see a horde of Majini gathered outside the building.
Chris contacts Kirk and confirms all the locals are hostile and the gate leading out of the public
assembly area is sealed. They are trapped and need back-up right now. Kirk acknowledges and
tells them to sit tight, he’s on his way. The bookshelves are soon tossed away and the door
destroyed as the Majini begin filing into the small hut. The two B.S.A.A. agents fight them off
as best they can but it won’t take long until they are overwhelmed. A hole in the roof is kicked
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through and more Majini jump down inside. Sheva uses a flash grenade to temporarily stun
them all while she and Chris jump through the window and back outside only to see the large
executioner swing his axe and destroy the massive gate blocking their way to the public
assembly area.
They run past the huge man and back into the
morning sun and golden sands of the
marketplace. There are more Majini out here
and Chris shoots and ignites several fuel
barrels to keep them at bay. A game of cat and
mouse ensues as they duck inside buildings
and run up and down wooden walkways. The
remnants of a ruined bus sits abandoned in
the middle of the square and several bodies
have been strung up and left on display. The
Executioner is also soon back on their tails,
swinging his axe and destroying fruit stalls and concrete walls alike in his relentless pursuit of
them. In addition more Majini scale the fences on either side of the public assembly. There is
seemingly no end to them but they have to hold out until Kirk arrives.
Chris and Sheva scale hastily erected wooden structures and duck underneath large umbrellas
as all around the square, great plumes of black smoke can be seen where the locals have been
burning tyres and setting up road blocks. Kirk gets back in touch to say he’ll be there very
shortly as they take shelter in an old house full of old wooden furniture, barrels and sandbags.
But they don’t stay for long as the Executioner destroys one of the concrete walls and barges
his way inside. Quickly, Chris and Sheva dive out through a thinly-paned glass window and
back outside.
But just as they are about to be overwhelmed, Kirk’s
helicopter comes into view. He apologises for
keeping them waiting and says he will take out the
door. They take cover as Kirk’s companion aims his
rocket launcher at the gate and destroys it in a single
blast. The explosion causes all the remaining Majini
to retreat from the immediate area. Chris thanks
Kirk who reminds them that it is almost time for
Alpha Team to storm the warehouse building and
confront Irving. He tells them both to hurry to the
deal co-ordinates right away. He will go on ahead
and meet them there.
Meanwhile, Adam has watched the entire battle from his house which overlooks the public
assembly. The shockwave caused by the missile fired from Kirk’s helicopter rocked his house
like an earthquake. Still peering from behind the curtain, he uses his binoculars to get a closer
look at Chris and Sheva, and notices the B.S.A.A. patches on their uniform. He deduces now
that some kind of biological agent may be responsible for the local populace going mad. He
plans to hole up and hope that help will find him.
Meanwhile, Dan DeChant leads Alpha Team up the elevator and into the upper levels of the
warehouse building where Irving is supposed to be meeting his buyers for the B.O.W.
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transaction. However, thanks to the information leaked to Irving from rogue S.O.U. agent M.
Suzuki, he is not here and has left a trap waiting for them in the form of the Uroboros creature
the Plague Doctor infected earlier. DeChant’s team find a computer and download its hard
drive onto a portable device. This data can be fed back to HQ via the laptops kept inside the
Gambits. But first they continue to search the area for Irving.

Chris and Sheva move out of the Public Assembly and down a small track by a stream and
sewer. A rusted car has been dumped inside the water and a wooden hut erected over the top
of the canal. They move around another small building amidst rotting wooden fencing and
sheets of tarpaulin and tin. Some washing has also been hung out to dry in the midday sun. As
they move into the main marketplace they receive a garbled transmission from a frustrated
DeChant, explaining that their route ahead inside the transaction location is blocked.
Moving on, the market is full of tightly-packed together buildings. Far away screams can be
heard and they come across a female villager infecting another hapless victim with a parasite.
At that moment, inside the warehouse, Alpha Team are attacked by the Uroboros creature as
part of Irving’s trap. Many are killed and some badly wounded. DeChant desperately gets on
the radio saying that they have engaged the enemy and are in trouble. They need back-up right
now. Kirk contacts them and asks for Captain DeChant’s current status and whether they can
see the enemy, but all he gets back is muffled screams and sounds of gunfire.
Sheva and Chris also try to raise Alpha Team, but get no joy. The radio is worryingly silent.
Quickly, they hurry on through the market, passing electrical distributors and veterinary
buildings. Beyond one fence they spot a villager savagely hacking another man to bits on the
floor. A little further down they witness a blonde-haired girl in a red dress desperately trying to
escape her captors. This is Allyson, the same girl local mine worker Adam had grown close to.
Unfortunately, she is on the other side of the fence and Chris and Sheva cannot prevent her
from being dragged away out of sight. The Majini converging in the area swarm around them
both but luckily their number are quite few and far between. Many of the alleyways have been
blocked off with crude barricades and old cars have been set on fire to block their way.
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After passing through a gate, they see Allyson appear again on the upper floor balcony of a
nearby building screaming and pleading for help. But she is grabbed by several Majini who
drag her back inside and slam the door. Chris and Sheva immediately run to her aid, bypassing
two large piles of rubber tyres that have been set
on fire. But by the time they get upstairs and
enter the building, they are too late and Allyson
has already been infected by the Type 2 Plaga.
She attacks Chris without warning and Sheva
shoots her dead, only for Allyson’s head to
explode and reveal a Cephalo Plaga mutation; a
huge root-like appendage sprouting from the
ruined neck stump. The Cephalo continues to
control Allyson’s ruined body and it attacks the
two B.S.A.A. agents. After a short struggle,
Sheva eventually shoots it down but it takes a substantial amount of bullets to destroy.
Moving on, they get another radio transmission from Kirk who is contacting HQ directly. He
confirms they have lost contact with Alpha Team who were under attack by an unidentified
hostile. Reinforcements need to head towards the deal coordinates immediately. Sheva
responds they are almost there. They soon fight off more Majini in a small courtyard amidst
swaying palm leaves and another wrecked car before managing to make it inside one of the
warehouse entrances.
It is quite dark and musky inside, full of old sandbags and bare concrete walls. The occasional
puddle has formed on the floor and old cables dangle down from up above amidst light bulbs
smeared in grime and dust. As they move forward, a single, agonised scream from somewhere
up ahead puts them on guard. They pass through rooms containing old, discarded furniture
and blocked drains and sinks. Everything is so dirty and the air is thick and musky. Rats and
mice scurry about the floor and shafts of light are projected through from the floorboards up
on the next floor.
As they climb some stone steps up to the next level,
they spot a black, treacle-like substance emanating
down from cracks in the ceiling above. This is
residue given off from the Uroboros creature that
still stalks the corridors and rooms above. On the
next floor they spot a member of Alpha Team
stagger towards them before dropping to the floor
and succumbing to his injuries. Upon closer
inspection Sheva concludes his trauma wounds
were not caused by bullets. He has a black, oily
substance around several large puncture wounds across his body. A little further on, sunlight
pours into the room from where the ceiling has collapsed. Looking up, they spot another dead
Alpha member hanging awkwardly across a cable suspended across the length of the room.
They use a ladder to climb up to the next level where they find a third body sprawled out
across the floor. A single door blocks their way and Chris kicks it off its hinges and they burst
inside. This room is full of boxes and other junk. A ceiling fan spins lazily up top and there has
been a massacre in here. Five bodies lay sprawled out, including Captain DeChant who is
barely clinging onto life. Chris hurries over to him and asks who did all this. Although weak
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and in a lot of pain, DeChant tells him that something attacked Alpha Team and Irving got
away. The whole thing was a set-up and the B.S.A.A. walked into a trap. At that moment,
Sheva catches a fleeting glimpse of someone
running past outside the room. It is Irving, who
quickly makes his escape from the area.
DeChant passes Chris the portable hard drive
containing data regarding Irving’s deal with the
American buyers he downloaded from their
computer. It needs to be given to HQ
immediately. With a final wheeze, DeChant then
succumbs to his injuries. Sheva comes back over
and confirms she just saw someone, but they got
away. Chris contacts Kirk with an update, stating that they recovered the data, but Alpha Team
is down and Irving escaped. Kirk acknowledges and tells them to head to the storage facility
where the Gambits are parked and relay the data to HQ from there. Sheva isn’t happy about
the situation, but they need to keep moving.
They leave via a blue door and find another dead Alpha in the passage outside. That makes
nine dead team members so far and hopes of finding any survivors are continuing to diminish.
They follow the corridor around, sunlight illuminating the musky atmosphere from the
windows on the left side. Old sheets of tin and bags of cement are dotted around. At the end of
the passage they arrive at an elevator which takes them down to the basement. Down here the
walls are covered in greasy tiles and pipes and valve handles run down along the sides. More
Uroboros slime drips down from the roof above. The creature is still around here somewhere.
They pass through a door at the end and into
another room where the main entrance to the
storage facility lies. Another B.S.A.A. body is on
the floor here. The main door is locked, so they
are forced to detour down a side passage towards
an old incinerator. Another body leans against
the wall here near more of the oily, black residue
and just outside the furnace itself they find the
12th B.S.A.A. member on the floor. He has on
him the furnace key, which should grant them
access to the storage facility. But as they double
back by the door, they are attacked by the Uroboros monster which had been nestling inside all
the pipe and duct-work on the ceiling. Writing, black pustules drop to the floor and dark roots
coil out and absorb the nearest fallen body, causing the main creature to swell in size. Chris
and Sheva open fire but their bullets have little effect. No doubt this is the creature that got
Alpha Team. They quickly retreat back towards the furnace and Chris rips off several gas
cylinders off the walls.
The creature follows their scent, and their only chance seems to be to use the incinerator.
Sheva activates the controls whilst Chris lures it inside. The creature tries to consume one of
the gas tanks and Chris waits for the opportune moment to shoot it. Once the creature is fully
inside, he shoots the canister, causing the creature to explode into hundreds of tiny pustules.
Sheva then activates the incinerator and warning klaxons begin to wail. Chris watches in
fascination as Uroboros slowly begins pulling itself back together before he dives out of the
door before it closes. With the creature trapped inside, jets of ultra-high temperature flame fill
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the incinerator, soon destroying the creature and causing it to dissolve into a pile of black slush
on the floor. Sheva is alarmed by the monster and says they need to report this to headquarters
as soon as possible.
They double back and use the furnace key to gain access to the murky corridor beyond. In
here they find the last two bodies of the Alpha Team Special Operations Unit, confirming that
all 14 members have been completely wiped out with no survivors. An elevator at the end of
the passage takes them back to ground level and the parking garage where the two Gambits
have been left. The room is empty although both vehicles have been sabotaged and cannot be
used. Chris finds a portable communications device and uses it to upload the recovered data to
headquarters.
At the same time, Irving is picked up by the
Plague Doctor in a red jeep outside the
warehouse. He watches via his laptop a live
CCTV feed of Chris and Sheva exploring the
garage. Having B.S.A.A. survivors was not
part of his plan but he worries not, and gives
Jill the order to drive on and head towards the
mining area.
Back in the warehouse Sheva asks again what the Uroboros creature was, and Chris believes it
was a B.O.W. left behind by Irving as a trap. Considering what it did to Alpha Team they are
lucky to still be alive. When she laments that they didn’t arrive to help sooner, he counters by
saying it wouldn’t have mattered for if they had they would likely be dead too. He eventually
establishes contact with HQ who commends them on their work so far. They have received the
data and will get it analysed immediately. Chris reports that the whole KAZ has gone to hell
and all the residents are acting just like the Ganado detailed in the ‘Kennedy Report’. Aside
from that, there is something new here they have never encountered before. Sheva adds that
their transportation has been taken out and requests
a mission update. HQ responds that their mission
still stands and that capturing Irving is top priority.
Intelligence suggest he has now fled to the mines on
the other side of the train station. Chris is
concerned that he and Sheva are the only two
survivors yet are still being asked to go in alone. HQ
confirms that Delta Team have been dispatched and
are currently on their way to the KAZ. They will
assist in locating and apprehending Irving. When
Sheva protests, HQ insists that their mission stands, they cannot afford to let Irving get away.
They are to proceed to the mines beyond the station immediately. Sheva calls the situation
insane and Chris seems disgruntled that HQ obviously consider them expendable. But they
have no choice but to carry on and stay alive until Josh Stone and the rest of Delta Team
arrive. At least Kirk is still in the area to provide air support.
The back door of the warehouse takes them out onto the waterfront where waves lap gently in
the midday sun and the top of a partially submerged shipwreck can be seen protruding from
the surface some 50 feet offshore. They are near the docks and have to pass through a mass of
tightly packed shipping and cargo containers. Several Majini lurk around here and have set up
traps including C4-laced tripwires. Some stand on top of the steel containers and shoot down
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flaming arrows via crossbows. They also come across a pack of Adjule; African wild dogs
secondarily infected by the Type 2 Plagas. They are highly dangerous and their skin tears and
splits their face in two. Sheva and Chris make a quick escape up a ladder and run through
several containers, before dropping back down and emerging into a small yard. A Majini
launches Molotov cocktails at them from atop a shipping container and a Big Man Majini
requires several shotgun blasts before he goes down.
They are now overlooking the river where a huge
steel bridge extends across to the other side. In
the distance beyond they can see a large
construction area and chimneys bellowing out
black smoke marking the start of the industrial
zone. The river is serene and tranquil, with reeds
on either side lapping gently in the wind and the
shimmering water reflecting waves of sparkling
sunlight from above. The bridge itself has been
damaged and they have to jump over a large gap
above the water. At that moment, a truck appears
on the other side and heads straight for them, blaring its horn with the clear intention of
mowing them down. As Chris instinctively targets the driver, Sheva takes aim at several red fuel
drums dotted around either side of the bridge. She times it perfectly and the resulting
explosion tips the truck onto its side and it rolls to a halt just in front of them.
On the other side of the bridge are several old and very dilapidated warehouses that have seen
better days. Some steps by the shore line lead to an old sewer tunnel and their eyes need to
adjust to the sudden darkness. There are more Adjules down here and they take them out
from a distance as they slosh ankle deep through the murky sewerage water. They soon emerge
back out the other side in the bright sunshine and into the sewer canal. Here they witness
another mutation as a dead Majini gives way to a Kipepeo; the first Plaga organism with the
ability to fly. Like a Plaga C, it has the ability to live independently from its host and will free
itself when its host organism is near death. After taking care of these new mutations, they break
the lock on the next sewer access door and move down through the channel before emerging
up a wooden ladder and out the other side onto the port.
A couple of palm trees sway lazily in the breeze
and this place is chock full of fishing and
rowing boats. At first glance it appears deserted
but Sheva urges caution when she spots a single
Majini running away, likely to warn others of
their impending presence. They head down
onto the beach by the water and investigate the
surrounding area. There are a number of fruit
and market stalls set up with fresh produce and
seafood on display as well as bags full of grain
and some other ramshackle buildings. A gate
leads down to the main jetty but it is locked. A sign above reads ‘Welcome Kijuju.’ They
search the buildings and all are empty, although they do find a dead body strung up from the
roof inside a shed. He has a key on him that looks like it will get them access to the jetty.
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But as soon as they retrieve the port key, a horde of Majini swarm into the area. Chris and
Sheva make a hasty retreat outside. The way ahead is blocked so they use the port key to
unlock the gate and head down the wooden jetty. They jump onto a moored ship and off the
other side, down more of the jetty and finally climb up the wall back onto the other side. The
Majini are everywhere, hiding on rooftops, firing flaming crossbows and coming out of
buildings. There are too many of them to handle but the sound of an approaching helicopter
can be heard and they are relieved to see Kirk is still keeping an eye on them. He confirms
HQ have sent him to help and Chris is amazed HQ still even cares. The firepower from the
helicopter soon clears a path and they are able to move on. Kirk reassures them they are
almost at the train station and just to keep going.
They are now in another cramped shantytown
district. Broken bottles and rocks pepper the
sand-laden floor and trees and bushes obscure
the bare, concrete stone of the houses. They
investigate inside one of the dwellings and find
flies buzzing around a rotting animal corpse
on the table with a large axe embedded into it.
They also find a rusty, double-bladed
chainsaw and a burlap sack. Several human
skulls hang from meat hooks and it is all very
unsettling. As they move on, somewhere close
by, Kirk’s helicopter is attacked by a swarm of Kipepeo and the engine is damaged. Chris and
Sheva see him pass by overhead with the creatures attacking and black smoke coming from the
engine. As the chopper disappears from sight, Kirk sends a mayday to HQ that he is under
attack by flying B.O.W.s and that he is going down. Seconds later there is an almighty scream
before everything goes quiet. Chris tries to contact him but gets no response. HQ then sends
out an alert that the helicopter has been downed and all nearby units are to proceed to the
crash site immediately.
Quickly, they pick up the pace. Chris boosts Sheva
up onto the roof of a nearby building so she can
get a better vantage point. She immediately takes
up position with her sniper rifle and spots several
Majini bursting out of a door in the distance. Chris
follows the gravel path round, in time to see Sheva
expertly take out a Majini about to hurl a Molotov
cocktail at him. Its head explodes and out emerges
another Kipepeo. Soon they reach the next
ramshackle building where many of the interior
brick walls have been kicked through. The door
leading back outside onto the street is locked from the other side so they are forced to head
upstairs. They move up to the third floor and look over across to the next building which is
named ‘Ken’s Mart.’ The gap seems short enough so Chris gives Sheva a boost over onto the
other side. Hopefully she can run down to the bottom and unlock the door to let him outside.
Unfortunately this move triggers a new wave of Majini attacks, and with each of them separated,
they have to fend for themselves. Chris sprints back downstairs and begins furiously
hammering at the door, but he can’t get through without Sheva’s help. He can hear her shout
for backup in his earpiece. There are too many of them. Sheva fights her way down the
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opposite building and is able to unlock to unlock the door to let Chris out. Together, they are
able to take down the Majini until the area is quiet again.
Moving on, they head towards the gate only to find
a single Majini wearing a sack over his head and
wielding a chainsaw cut through the lock. He
chases after them both in a crazed rage and they
lead him on a merry chase through the buildings
of the shanty district, ducking through a wrecked
bus and through an abandoned animal health
centre. Sheva shoots an electrical conduit to shock
him and detonates several red fuel barrels to
finally finish him off. Inspecting his body, they
find the Guard key and move on.
Using the key, they head into the next area and can see the smoke from the helicopter
wreckage in the distance near some electricity pylons. They pass overturned wooden carts full
of sandbags and an old garage with a water tank on top. Rusted old trucks and cargo containers
litter the area and old rubber tyres are half buried into the ground. Several crows can be heard
cawing off and on.
They open up a gate into a large square where amidst a pile of burning tyres, they find the
smoking wreck of the helicopter. Kirk’s body has been impaled on a nearby wooden pole, his
body blackened and charred by the flames. Dozens of crows circle overhead, attracted by the
stench of death. A nearby buzzing sound puts them on guard and it soon gets louder and
louder until they are accosted by a gang of Majini riding motorcycles and brandishing chains.
One biker manages to catch Chris’s foot and drags him along the floor until Sheva manages to
shoot and snap the chain free. They are soon surrounded but are saved at the last moment by
the arrival of Captain Josh Stone and Delta Team. Snipers position themselves on the rooftops
of nearby buildings and take out the Majini. Ground troops soon flood into the square,
protecting Chris and Sheva and when Sheva’s gun jams at a crucial moment, Josh himself takes
out the last of the hostiles.

With the area secured, Josh introduces himself to Chris who is grateful for their assistance.
Sheva reacquaints herself with her former teacher and informs Chris that she trained under
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Josh and he taught her everything she knows. Josh smiles, reaffirming that Sheva was known as
the ‘little sister’ of the team. He stresses the need to continue their search for Irving. According
to the data they retrieved from the recovered hard drive, it is believed he has moved on to the
mining area. He hands Chris a small memory card saying there is more information inside.
Delta Team will catch up with them after taking care of business here. There are still areas to
be mopped up and uninfected civilians to evacuate. He tells them to keep their radios handy,
just in case.
After Josh and his colleagues leave, Chris
inputs the memory card into his PDA and
scans through the data. But he gets the shock
of his life when an image flashes up of Jill
Valentine, who appears to be asleep in some
kind of suspended animation. He briefly
flashes back to that fateful night at the
Spencer Estate when she saved his life at the
cost of her own by hurling Wesker and
herself out of the castle window and off the cliff. Sheva picks up on his uneasiness and Chris
starts to say something before quickly changing his mind. They need to move out.
In the next room, they find a document left behind on the wooden table detailing the recent
development of the Type 2 Plaga, which were designed to address several flaws in the original
Las Plagas parasite which prevented them from being marketed as a viable biological weapon.
The infection has spread across Kijuju as previously infected individuals have been given
enough samples to infect others. It takes less than 10 seconds for the Type 2 Plaga to take
control of its host. But perhaps most concerning of all, is that the Plagas seem to have been
intentionally released to deal with the arrival of B.S.A.A. troops in the area. Chris and his
colleagues have been used as guinea pigs to test the effectiveness of the new Plaga and the
Majini it creates.
Members of Delta Team begin evacuating civilians
near the Public Assembly. One of those safely
evacuated is Adam. The team also comes under
attack and one of the B.S.A.A. operatives is Brown
Anderson.
Chris and Sheva soon emerge outside and into a
deserted train yard full of old carriages and cargo
containers. The tracks have long rusted and straw and dried grass have grown across the floor.
Several large electricity pylons cross over the area and the mountains and savannah can be seen
in the distance. The yard is also home to another pack of Adjules and several trip wires have
been laced amidst the densely packed together carriages. In order to avoid the infected dogs,
they haul themselves up onto a stack of wooden planks and climb up onto one of the rusted
train cars. There are several Majini in position up here armed with flaming crossbows. Chris
and Sheva are equal to them, but when the host bodies are destroyed, the ejected Plaga takes
flight in the form of more Kipepeo.
From here they jump across the carriages and through the chain link fence towards the mine
entrance. They can see the wheel and colliery in the distance and the entrance is booby
trapped with explosives they have to shoot to get past. They can then drop down into a small
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mine cart that glides along the tracks a short distance until they reach the entrance of the main
shaft. Here a small elevator takes them down underground into the foundations of the
mountain and the mining areas owned by Tricell. This is the same mine that Adam has been
working inside.
It is pitch black down here and Chris has to pick up a large lantern in order to light the passage
ahead. It is so big he has to hold it with both hands so only Sheva can shoot any enemies that
may lurk ahead. They follow the mine tracks, avoiding loose planks of wood and mining
materials packed up by the bare cavern walls. Some branching tracks lead off to dead ends
where the rails are all buckled and broken and an underground waterfall rushes down the stone
walls. Further down they hit water and slosh ankle-deep through the coldness. They soon hear
voices from somewhere up ahead and come across several more Majini. Chris illuminates their
faces with the lantern and can see all sense of reason has gone from their faces. They come at
them armed with spades and pitchforks but Sheva is able to put them down with some
impressive shooting.
They move on, passing sandbags and wooden beams holding up the ceiling. Water drips down
from cracks and recesses in the rock and they cross over a bridge with water cascading down on
either side, bouncing off the cavern rocks in a torrent of spray. Eventually they come to an area
with enough overhead lights to enable Chris to ditch the lantern. He has to turn a crank on the
wall to raise a barbed portcullis to get through to the next area. Sheva has to do likewise on the
other side to keep it open for him. From there they emerge into a huge cavern which houses
the central mining pit dominated by a large structure consisting of the steel headframe and
sheave wheel. Numerous wooden scaffolding platforms have been erected and several ladders
are dotted around enabling the miners to access the higher levels. Each level has several
offshoot shafts supported by timber beams.
This place is crawling with Majini who all focus
their attention on the two B.S.A.A. agents.
Chris and Sheva decide to charge through the
melee, shooting their assailants in the knees to
buckle their movements. Several explosions
rattle as the crowd throw sticks of dynamite
down from elevated positions. They make it
up the ladders and down one of shafts, heading
up the slanted narrow tunnel towards one final
Majini ambush awaiting near some barrels and
old sandbags. Chris shoots one Majini in the
leg, causing him to drop his dynamite and
blow him and his friends to pieces. As they hear angry voices coming closer up the tunnel
behind them, they quickly jump into the cage and head back up towards the surface.
By the time Chris and Sheva emerge from the cave they are now into the twilight of the day.
The sky is a beautiful golden orange thanks to the dust and sand from the floor. Up ahead is a
quarry with a number of rickety old buildings made up of tin sheets and metal girders. They
head up the stairs to the nearest one and burst inside only to catch Irving rifling through a stack
of papers. He quickly grabs his gun and turns to face them. Sheva identifies him and Irving
congratulates their perceptiveness. She calls him a terrorist but he retorts he is simply a
businessman with standards. He ignores Chris’s order to drop his weapon and a brief standoff
ensues. But as Chris and Sheva spread apart to gain the upper hand, a smoke grenade
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suddenly goes off and Chris dives to the floor as Irving begins to cough. Suddenly the Plague
Doctor comes smashing through the window and drags Irving away to safety. By the time the
gas clears enough for Chris and Sheva to give chase, there is no sign of either of them. It looks
as though Irving has a partner.
Chris goes back to the table Irving was hunched
over when they first entered. There has to be
something here he didn’t want them to see. He
peruses through a file and comes across a map
with a large area circled and marked ‘Test Case
1: 2.25’. There are also several black and white
photographs of an oil refinery and pumping
station. Sheva recognises the area as the
marshlands on the other side of the Savannah.
Chris contacts Delta Team, confirming that they
caught up with Irving, but that he got away. Josh asks if they know where he went and they
explain they believe he is now heading for an oil field in the marshlands. Josh confirms he will
send someone after Irving now, but he needs Chris and Sheva to meet back up with him.
Quickly, they set off up the quarry.
Having to cancel his weapons deal with the Americans, Irving instead makes arrangements to
have the Popokarimu B.O.W. be transported to the mine via truck so it can be unleased to
take care of Chris and Sheva in retaliation for disrupting his weapons transaction. It is
becoming apparent by this point that his mental stability is in question. Whether his irrational
behaviour has been brought on by the interference of the two agents or if the increased stress is
only bringing out his true tendencies is unknown at this point. He also makes preparations to
release the Ndesu B.O.W. to ambush B.S.A.A. Delta Team.
Josh Stone sends Dave Johnson in a Gambit to pick up Chris and Sheva and bring them back
to rendezvous with the rest of the team in the town.
As the sun continues to creep towards the horizon, the
two B.S.A.A. agents make their way up the dirt tracks,
using buildings, portakabins, trucks, and large
conveyors for cover. There are several Majini in the
area, including one mounting a Gatling gun installed
on the back of a flatbed truck, but nothing they can’t
handle. At the top of the cliff they have a great view
looking back down into the mined out valley and the
sound of an approaching vehicle puts them on guard
as a nest of bats suddenly flee the area. It turns out to
be a truck driven by a Majini that spins out of control on the dirt track as the Popokarimu
writes in the cage on the back. The truck skids towards the side of the mountain and ends up
teetering on the edge of the cliff.
As they move to investigate, the rear compartment opens up and the Popokarimu escapes,
taking flight into the air. Sheva watches it with awe, not sure what the hell it is, but there’s no
doubting Irving is the one responsible for it. The creature itself is the result of a Plaga
experiment with a bat with several gene modifications. It is enlarged and the Plaga protrudes
from its tail, giving the appearance of extra legs and talons. As Chris and Sheva fire upon this
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monstrosity, it swoops down from above and prefers to crawl after them on the floor. A
majority of its skin is hardened and acts as a natural armour-plating although the interior of the
tail exposes soft flesh and is a major weak point. Chris and Sheva target this area and the
Popokarimu tries to slow them down by secreting adhesive threads that stick to their skin and
trap them in place. After an intense battle, the Popokarimu is weakened to the point where it
takes to the air and crash-lands back down on the very truck from where it first emerged,
sending them both off the edge of the cliff and plummeting several hundred feet down to the
valley floor far below.
At that moment, Dave Johnson arrives in the
Gambit to pick them up. Once they are both on
board, they quickly retreat back down the road
before they attract any more attention. As they
drive down the dirt track, Dave laments the fact
that Irving slipped away from them once again,
but Sheva is confident there will be other
opportunities. She contacts headquarters who
request a situation update. She tells them there
is a high probability Irving is headed for an oil
field near the marshlands. They are going to
re-join Delta Team and head there now. Suddenly, Dave spots a horde of Majini on motor
bikes drive off the bluffs and pursue them down the sun-baked savannah track. He tells Sheva
and Chris to do whatever they can to get rid of them so Chris climbs onto the mounted AK47
turret and Sheva on the chain gun. Dave warns them not to get too trigger happy otherwise the
guns will overheat and they will be an easy target until they cool down. Dave’s skills as a former
rally driver come into play here and he puts his foot down, expertly skidding around the dirt
track corners and giving a head’s up whenever they approach a sharp turn on the uneven road
surface.
Josh contacts them over the radio, saying he just received word from HQ. They have analysed
the data Chris uploaded from the recovered hard drive. Based on the information contained
within, most of the townspeople have been infected by parasites known as Las Plagas. The data
refers to the infected as Majini. Sheva asks what all this has to do with Uroboros but
unfortunately there were no references to it in the recovered data. The only way they will get
their answers is to find and question Ricardo Irving.
The Majini continue to pursue the Gambit and the
sky is turning ever more golden as the sun sets in
the horizon, bathing the whole savannah in
stunning twilight, broken only by the staccato of
automatic gunfire, muzzle flashes and the relentless
upheaval of dust from the pursuing bikes. Dave
tries a new trick and goes off road, warning the
others as he takes off over a small rise and using
the trees for cover. Chris notices a truck full of
Majini approaching from the left and swings the
gun in that direction, aiming for the tyres. Just as the truck gets too close for comfort and the
Majini start hurling Molotov cocktails, Sheva fires a burst that ignites the fuel tank and the
whole thing explodes. Chris mows down another horde of bikers and Dave takes a sharp right
hand turn up ahead with some skill.
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Meanwhile, back in the town at the port, Delta Team surround Ricardo Irving and he is forced
to unleash the Ndesu B.O.W. in order to make his escape.
In Dave’s Gambit, Josh comes over the radio again. Delta Team are under attack and there are
too many of them to handle. HQ cuts in to announce that reinforcements are en route and
Delta are to hold their position until they arrive. B.S.A.A. strategic command deploy a third
S.O.U waiting on the fringes of the KAZ to aid Delta Team, but they will not arrive on time to
save them.
They are attacked again by trucks on both sides and Chris and Sheva focus on one vehicle
each. The Majini throw axes and fire crossbows at the Gambit but Dave shouts out defiantly
that they won’t even scratch the paintwork. More Majini have gathered up ahead and have set
up road blocks using trucks and barricades. Dave brings the Gambit skidding to a halt, shouting
to the Sheva and Chris that there’s no getting past unless they do something about it. They both
target the red fuel drums and several explosions later they are back on their way.
The sky above continues to darken and night is
approaching fast. They move back onto the main
road next to the river on their right hand side.
Another truck approaches from the left and Dave
shouts a warning that the Majini are trying to ram
them into the river. Dave turns on his headlights
and has his foot fully on the accelerator. He spots
the bridge crossing the river up ahead but it has
been damaged and the middle part has fallen
through. With too many Majini still in pursuit,
Dave floors the Gambit and heads straight for it, telling the others to hang on. The Gambit
clears the gap without any issues but the Majini are less fortunate, some managing to stop their
bikes just in time and one hapless individual plunging down into the river below. Now free of
pursuit, Chris and Sheva relax as Dave heads towards the next town to meet up with Delta, a
full moon now glowing brightly in the sky ahead.
The town is eerily quiet and laced in darkness
with no electric lights on whatsoever.
Apprehension soon turns to dread when they
soon come across the fallen bodies of Delta
Team. They have been slaughtered by some
unseen force and Sheva looks on solemnly
through the windows of the Gambit which
Dave has now slowed to a crawl. Eventually
they stop and get out to have a look around.
Dave draws his sidearm and goes to check the
bodies, but there are no survivors. Suddenly
they are put on their guard by a sudden far-off rumbling sound. It soon becomes louder,
closer, and more frequent. Something large is approaching. It is the Ndesu; the second
B.O.W. released by Irving in his bid to get rid of the B.S.A.A. once and for all. It picks up one
of Delta’s Gambits and hurls it at Chris and Sheva, who only just manage to roll out of the way.
Dave is not quite so lucky and only manages to look up in horror as the Ndesu tramples him to
death with its huge foot. Chris and Sheva immediately hide behind one of the wrecked trucks
as Ndesu searches them out amidst the glare of a single street lamp. It knows they are here.
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Very soon, Ndesu hurls the truck they are hiding behind away like a discarded toy and roars in
fury. Chris provides covering fire as they both desperately run back towards the Gambit. Sheva
once again gets on the chain gun and Chris on the AK-47.
Ndesu stomps towards them and seems only
vaguely annoyed at the hail of bullets striking its
hardened body. It seems to feel no pain but the
relentless fire does just enough to put it off as it
swipes and tries to stamp on them. Numerous
scars litter its body that have been sewn up when
the Plagas were implanted and eventually several
burst out from the flesh. Sheva spots them and
suggests they target the parasites. This seems to
do the trick and one by one the Plagas inside
Ndesu are destroyed as the creature tries to smack them down with a telegraph pole and hurl
giant boulders at them. When they eventually cause enough damage, the main enlarged Plaga
parasite bursts from the Ndesu’s back and the monster collapses in pain. Chris and Sheva
target their weapons on the writhing mass and before long the parasite is destroyed and Ndesu
staggers towards them. They are forced to dive off the Gambit for cover as the Gigante drops
onto the vehicle and crushes it completely before laying still.
With the town all quiet once again, Sheva moves to search the bodies of her fallen comrades
only to find Josh’s body is not among them. Chris tells Sheva to back out now and retreat to
safety, but he needs to continue on alone as he has a personal stake in this. Sheva thinks he is
mad and tells him to observe all the dead bodies of their teammates. They need to get the hell
out of Kijuju right now. But Chris isn’t here just for the mission. He explains while back he
received some Intel that his old partner Jill Valentine was still alive. At first he didn’t know what
to think, but when he saw the data file from Delta Team he knew for sure… She is still alive.
Sheva is sceptical, asking how he can be sure it’s even the same person, but he is certain. He
and Jill were partners for a long time.
He turns and walks away but Sheva angrily tells him he
cannot go on alone and is adamant she goes too
because these are her people that are dying here. Chris
watches her closely and asks if she is really sure as a
minute ago she was ready to cut and run. But she will
not just turn her back and walk away. Chris admires
her bravery and gives her one last opportunity to walk
away, there are no more orders from here on in and
it’s just the two of them alone. But she remains
absolutely sure of her decision. They are partners, till
the end. Chris again admires her tenacity and the two
of them climb on board a boat and set off into the night.
The B.S.A.A. back-up team are already ahead of them, moving into the marshlands and
tracking a beacon from Delta Team that still transmits an active signal. The active signal is Josh
Stone who managed to get away and make it to the oil field in his pursuit of Irving.
Ricardo Irving has also escaped the area and fled to the oil field. The frustration of losing two
large, valuable B.O.W.s in quick succession is keenly felt by him.
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Back at the B.S.A.A. North American HQ, systems analyst Ryan is deeply worried that he has
received no mission progress reports from the KAZ.
Excella Gionne in her guise as a G.P.C. officer, makes an official order for all surviving
B.S.A.A. agents to pull out of the Kijuju Autonomous Zone with immediate effect. The safety
of all outstanding agents is her public reason, but privately she does not want any further
B.S.A.A. interference in the areas so close to the Progenitor source and Uroboros factory.
Usually when B.S.A.A. HQ issues any order of retreat, it means the situation is so bad they are
considering carpet bombing the biohazard zone as a final solution.
18:02:
Back at HQ, Intelligence Analyst Reidy wonders if anyone has received any updates about the
mission in Kijuju.

“At last, the operation has begun. Hey, are you receiving situation reports?”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: WRD Reidy Personal Messenger; 05/03/09

18:59:
Almost an hour later SOA Suzuki confirms she has received no updates.

“No. Nothing.”

-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: SOA: M. Suzuki Personal Messenger; 05/03/09
Amadi is not concerned. It is normal to have temporary communications blackout when
missions begin.

“I see. Once an operation begins, the leadership role shifts from the Analysis Office to the
Planning Office. Anyway, we can do nothing but to wait and pray for everyone's safety.”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: WRD Reidy Personal Messenger; 05/03/09

20:59:
The NA Intelligence Office receive an empty messenger. There is no link or attachments, but
the anonymous source appears to the same as the Irving attachment containing the computer
virus.
Ryan receives no mission updates for the remainder of the evening.
FRIDAY MARCH 6TH 2009
One day into the operation and there still remains a communications blackout from mission
command. The journalist has been monitoring the B.S.A.A. server all day without any word on
the mission’s outcome and Adam’s blog also remains silent. He is glad Special Operations
Agent M. Suzuki relayed the information about the possibility of bioterrorism to Chris and the
others before they set out, so that is something at least. He updates his blog with some of his
thoughts, including addendums on the operational history of the B.S.A.A. and some
background on Tricell.

“WHY NO NEWS?
2009/3/6
It has been one day since the operation launch. But there is no news. That is too long, even
with the time zone differences. All we can do is sit and wait. The one good thing is that M.
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Suzuki of the SOA has been tasked with notifying the strike team(s) of the possibility of
bioterrorism. This should also make him a little relieved. Even the instant messaging
conversations between BSAA analysts are all conversations about "not hearing a word.” This
was supposed to just be an operation against a single black market dealer. Perhaps the
operation has already ended and they are just celebrating their success.
I can’t help but think about the latest situation surrounding Adam as well.
Let us use this opportunity to review about BSAA a little bit.
We start from the time that the infamous Umbrella Corporation
was ordered by the United States government to suspend
business operations, and all but collapsed. The B.O.W. (Bio
Organic Weapons) that the company had secretly manufactured
spread throughout the world. Their spread caused bioterrorism
and the tide of world opinion turned against pharmaceutical
companies that were in the same line of business. The
pharmaceutical consortium, out of fear for being held
responsible, immediately established a bioterrorism task force.
It was named the BSAA. With the growing threat of
bioterrorism, BSAA would become reorganized as a special strike force, under the jurisdiction
of the U.N.
A pharmaceutical company inserting a private army resembles the case of Umbrella
Corporation inserting U.B.C.S. in 1998 at the time of the Raccoon City incident. However,
Umbrella’s objective at the time was not to save lives, as it appeared on the surface, but to
gather information about world's biggest B.O.W. disaster. Anti- B.O.W. force. This was the
optimal case for knowing the devastating power of B.O.W. as weapons.
By becoming a sponsor and establishing BSAA, it seems unlikely that the goal of the
pharmaceutical consortium was to gather B.O.W. information, like Umbrella in the past.
However, the target of the current operation, Irving, belongs to Tricell, the multi-conglomerate
that is one of the BSAA member organizations, and has a considerable voice in the
organization.
Incidentally, Tricell is descended from a famous trading firm from the age of exploration.
Since the late 1800s, separate divisions were established for resources development and for a
pharmaceutical division that performs proprietary research on materials gathered from African
plants. It is named “Tricell” for its status as a multi-conglomerate, with three divisions of sea
cargo, resources development and pharmaceutical.
This discussion is meandering. I am still waiting for information to come in from Kijuju.”
--Famitsu Biohazard 5 Blog: B.S.A.A. Observation Diary; 06/03/09.

02:07:
Now safely out of the KAZ having been earlier evacuated to the borders by Delta Team, Adam
is free to update his blog for the first time in weeks without having to look over his shoulder.

“Help at Last!
I heard another man being dragged up the scaffolding to meet his death today. It’d become so
commonplace that I learned to just cover my ears to block out the curses of the doomed men
whenever it happened. Even with my ears covered, I could still feel the thud as the axe robs
one more individual of life. And the cheers of the crowds continued to fill me with fear and
dread. I might have said a prayer in my heart for this poor man (at least I thought I did), but I
didn’t give him anymore thought. I couldn’t believe how numb I’d become to it now. Another
day, another execution. Or so I thought.
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This time didn’t end with the cheers of the mob. Instead I heard gunshots. Confused by this, I
carefully drew back one of the curtains to see what was happening outside. (I did this at a great
risk to my own life, mind you.) I saw a man and a woman inside an adjacent building
surrounded by that mob. I thought they were goners for sure, but then I noticed that they were
the ones holding guns. It must have been them that fired those shots! The two of them worked
as a team as they ran into the square and took out as many of those crazies as they could. I
should have been shocked to see more death, but I think I was more shocked just by the
presence of those two.
While I was watching them, I heard a helicopter come out of nowhere and fire a missile at a
huge steel gate. The shockwaves rocked my house like an earthquake. I don’t think anyone
near the blast could have survived. When I looked out of my window again, I saw that
everyone except that man and woman had disappeared. I guess they’re afraid of missiles.
It looked as if things had calmed down, so I grabbed my binoculars to get a better look at these
two crazy people. I mean you have to be crazy to think you can take on thousands of people
acting like rabid dogs! The woman looked like she was from around here. She was wearing
sporty clothes, and she had a gun belt and a large knife. It looked like she knew how to use
them. The man was wearing similar clothes, but underneath his gun belt he wore a shirt that
looked like some kind of uniform. He looked pretty beefy, like an 80s action movie star. I saw
he had a badge on his sleeve that said BSAA. When I saw that badge, so many things just fell
into place for me. To the best of my knowledge BSAA only gets involved in situations dealing
with bioterrorism. I bet you somebody unleashed a virus or something to make everyone start
acting so out of control. It could be like a super version of mad cow disease.
Whatever it really is, I’m sure the BSAA brought some vaccines to help everyone. Thank God
for that. I also hope they brought some whiskey with them, because I haven’t had a drink in
forever. Wouldn’t mind sharing a drink or two with that cute female BSAA agent either. I’m
sure she knows a few good moves.
At any rate, I’m going to be OK! Thanks to everyone out there who got the word out. Now I
can go back to writing about the important things – booze and babes!”
-Kijuju.blogspot.co.uk

Still in the dead of night, the B.S.A.A. back-up team arrive at the marshlands, still some hours
ahead of Chris and Sheva. Unwittingly, they are now right in the middle of the experiment test
area mentioned in Irving’s papers. This area is inhabited by tribes of people known as the
Ndipaya. But because of Irving’s manipulation, all the nearby villages have been infected and
converted into Majini camps. The entrance to the main village is blocked and they will need to
find several pieces of emblem in order to progress. The leader of the team makes a quick
report on their situation.

“Schedule Report;
From the evidence gathered thus far, it would appear that most of Delta Team was wiped out
between the time they requested backup and the time we reached the area. One of their
beacons was still transmitting an active signal, so we moved to intercept due to the possibility of
survivors.
While en route, the beacon’s transmission ceased. Judging by the last transmission the beacon
should be just ahead of our current position. There’s a sealed door currently blocking our
route, so infiltration may prove difficult.
End report.”
-RE5: Schedule Report; undated.
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Not long afterwards, the B.S.A.A. team are attacked by the infected Ndipayans and
slaughtered. The schedule report message has not been sent back to headquarters. Some of the
bodies are displayed as a warning to ward off other outsiders who might come into Ndipaya
territory, and others are led away to be sacrificial offerings for the large alligators that infest the
marshes.
After working throughout the night at the North American branch, systems analyst Ryan finally
receives a mission report from B.S.A.A. central command and the news is not good.

“No progress report of the operation reached me last night and I didn't sleep at all. This
endeavour was rewarded at daybreak, but the content was the worst. Alpha Team led by Dan
DeChant was wiped out completely. The relay helicopter controlled by Kirk Mathison crashed.
Yesterday, operation headquarters decided to deploy Josh Stone's unit, the backup team. The
only relief is that Chris Redfield and Sheva Alomar of the Bravo Team are safe.
The information in headquarters complicates and the location deepens the degree of
confusion.
It seems like the situation has reached the worst development.”
-B.S.A.A. Desktop: Report 090503; 06/03/09

By daybreak, Chris and Sheva finally approach the
central marshland area identified on Irving’s map.
It is beautiful in the dawn of the morning with the
gentle, lapping water reflecting the golden beams
of the sun like a mirror and reeds and lushes of
green foliage break up the areas amidst several old
and long since abandoned wooden structures.
Sheva decides to ask Chris what happened to his
previous partner and he tells her of him and Jill’s
ongoing pursuit of Albert Wesker. He explains
Wesker was formerly a top official with Umbrella Corporation and a plant inside their old
S.T.A.R.S. unit as team captain. After the Raccoon City disaster, Chris unexpectedly bumped
into him again on Rockfort Island and realised he was still alive. Since then they have been
trying to track him down. Then a few years ago they received a tip from a reliable source about
the possible whereabouts of Umbrella’s only surviving founder; Oswell E. Spencer, so they
paid him a visit hoping he would lead them to Wesker…
He briefly relays the story of how they found Spencer’s dead body at his estate’s library with
Wesker standing over him. A brief fight took place only for Wesker to easily overpower them.
But just as he was about to deal a killing blow to Chris, Jill had saved his life by taking hold of
Wesker and plunging them both out of the window where they fell some 100 feet down the
sheer cliff face. He goes on to say that Jill’s body was never found and she was presumed dead.
But the person he saw in the data recovered from Irving’s computer looked like her and he has
to know if she is somehow still alive.
Sheva asks if they were close but Chris only responds that they were partners. The memories
are still painful for him and he tries to change the subject, asking why Sheva joined the
B.S.A.A. She explains that her parents were involved in an accident caused by a
pharmaceutical company when she was just a girl. That company was Umbrella Corporation
and she later found out that the accident was to cover up the manufacturing of biological
weapons for terrorists. They were using Africa as a test bed for their experiments. Bioweapons
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were responsible for the deaths of her parents and someone had to pay for that. She later
joined the B.S.A.A. because there is only so much one person can do on their own, even
superheroes like Chris Redfield. Chris scoffs he is no superhero, but together he promises they
can both end this. She agrees and wants them to make a last stand for all their fallen brothers.
Chris tells her to hang on as they use a broken
wooden fence as a ramp to vault over some reeds
and land deeper into the marshlands. They soon
moor up at the site of a primitive wooden
structure amidst the many reeds and lily pads
laying on the sparkling water. There are
decorated totem poles and wooden stakes carved
sharp and pointed for defence. As they move off
the wooden jetty and onto the sandbanks they
find decorative shields and masks made from
animal skulls. Flames are lit in several torches and amidst the dying embers of a campfire is the
body of a B.S.A.A. soldier with two large wooden spears protruding from his back. Chris
checks his PDA and discovers the unsent schedule report message. Lying on the floor is part of
a stone emblem with a carving of a beast which Sheva picks up.
Together they return to the boat and traverse the lake. They are right in the middle of the test
zone documented in Irving’s papers so there should be several waterside villages to explore.
Wooden poles have been hammered into the water and are joined up by thick ropes enabling
gondola transport across the marshes, likely to keep the local populace safe from any beasts
lurking below the water line. Large reeds extend some six feet out of the water and there are
several rocky bluffs surrounding the shoreline. Further up the riverbank they find the entrance
to the main settlement but it is locked and must be the sealed door the B.S.A.A. member
mentioned in his report. The beast slate slots into place but it seems there are three more
pieces to find. Handily a scrawled map has been left behind which may aid their search.
They visit each village in turn, with the first
one being artificially constructed, finding
primitive fashioned houses built on wooden
foundations above the water and watchtowers
with thatched roofing. Fires burn on wooden
mounts and dried fish and animal skins hang
from washing lines in the morning sun. The
villages appear deserted at first but once their
presence is felt, the locals come rushing out
of their hiding places, some jumping up out
from under the water. These Ndipaya people
are all infected with the Type 3 Plaga, and it has caused them to regress back to the times of
their ancestors and regain that natural predatory savagery. They have discarded a majority of
their clothes and decorated themselves in war paint and carry primitive weaponry including
barbed spears and spiked wooden shields. They are lithe and boast superior athletic skills
compared to the regular Majini found back in the towns. Chris and Sheva work hard and
recover the warrior slate from one of the huts before quickly retreating back to their boat. The
remaining enemies try to halt their escape by blocking the exit to the village and firing down
flaming crossbows from the watch towers, but Sheva expertly clears a path with her sniper rifle
in order for them to progress. Once they are underway again some more infected lurk under
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the water and pop their heads up at the last minute to fire more arrows only for Chris to gun
the boat and run them over.
The second village is on the opposite side of the lake. After landing on the jetty, they have to
wade through the water and avoid several alligators in order to reach the settlement which again
is wholly constructed on wooden scaffolds above the water line. Here they are attacked by
more infected but manage to starve them off long enough to find the Raptor slate and return
unscathed to their boat.
The next village is located on the shore and it is good to be back on natural dry land. This is a
bigger settlement with decorative emblems on display and fires burning and human skulls
present. Chickens are kept in small enclosures and decorated clay pots are on display. But
when Sheva takes the Shaman slate from its resting place, the wrath of the villagers descend on
them. There are too many to handle so Chris and Sheva employ flash grenades to stun them
long enough to get back to their boat. With all the remaining pieces of emblem recovered, they
head back to the settlement entrance, stopping momentarily to investigate an old ship wreck
protruding out of the water.
Once the gate is open, they move on into the
depths of the jungle, dropping down and
wading through a mud-brown river,
negotiating past gnarled wooden tree trunks
and thick green foliage. They can hear the
rich abundance of wildlife in song as slowly
they wade through the water with their
weapons ready. A single Ndipaya Majini
awaits in a watch tower, ready to fire down
flaming arrows but Sheva soon takes care of
him. With Chris in the lead, they get out of
the river and head up some wooden steps
towards the main village enclosure. This village is by far the largest, with numerous wooden
huts and structures spread throughout and dominated by a fiercely burning bonfire in the main
square with another dead animal hanging front and centre. Some of the huts are decorated with
painted cloths and pottery, and somewhat disturbingly several human and animal skulls are on
display. They are soon attacked by more Ndipaya, flanked by two impossibly large warriors
known as ‘Giant Majini’. These are the result of the Type 3 Plaga causing drastic physical
enhancements to their human host. Eventually, once they have secured the village, they search
around and find another corpse from the B.S.A.A. back-up unit leaning against a wooden
beam. He has a Smith and Wesson magnum that Sheva takes with her.
Moving on, they find a small chasm laced with spiked poles blocking their way so Sheva moves
off alone to find the mechanism to lower the bridge so Chris can get across. Once on the other
side, he can then unlock the door to allow Sheva inside. Searching around, they find more
burning wooden torches and ancient tribal masks and artefacts on display. They find a diary
belonging to one of the village youths which documents the infection of his brethren. It talks
about how the ‘foreman’ of the nearby oil field has inoculated all the villagers to protect them
from a local disease. But it killed all the children and made all the men unusually aggressive
and violent. Fights broke out and the men regressed to their ancient traditions and dressed up
in war paint like their ancestors. Most of the women were killed and the rest degenerated into
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mindless savages. This ‘inoculation’ is actually the Type 3 Plaga and the foreman of the oil field
is Ricardo Irving.

Disgusted at the mindless cruelty of it all, Chris and Sheva board the gondola and ride it down
back over the marshes towards the sacred execution ground. This is another set of wooden
structures erected above the water at the base of a large cliff. Several Ndipaya surround the
corpse of a B.S.A.A. member which has been strung up above the water as an offering for the
large alligator that dwells in the depths. Chris and Sheva watch in horror as the alligator
swallows its meal whole and the infected Ndipaya roar in celebration. It is now mid-afternoon
and a light rain falls but it is still swelteringly hot. The Ndipaya set several traps to stall their
progress by raising the wooden bridge and attacking with spears and crossbows. Some wear
animal skulls and burlap sacks to conceal their faces. After clearing a path, Sheva turns a crank
to propel Chris along the water in a wooden raft. He scans the waterline carefully for the
alligator, watching the numerous impact tremors on the surface of the water from the rainfall
amidst the lily pads and reeds. The alligator attacks several times but Chris manages to evade it
long enough to climb up onto the walkway on the other side. From there he can lower the
wooden bridge allowing them both to reach the cave at the base of the cliff.
Inside, burning flame mounted in unique torches
made up of human skulls light their way and they
soon emerge out the other side into a small
clearing. The rain has now stopped and amidst
the tall grass are two green tents with the Tricell
logo written on them. Chris recognises them as a
major pharmaceutical company that help fund
the B.S.A.A. and wonders what they are doing
here. A flame erupts into the sky from an
unsecured oil valve and several barrels have
spilled their contents onto the floor. Inside the
tents they find hospital beds and the smell of medicine. Antiseptic products are also found.
One of the beds is a document describing the Type 3 Plaga field test which was carried out on
the local populace of the marshlands. The goal of Type 3 is to develop a super solider with
enhanced physical abilities but without the mutation defects brought on by a Dominant Strain
Plaga. Type 3’s adherence rate to male humans is 92%, but women and children is 0%, which
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is currently not good enough. Random superficial mutations brought on by the implanted
Dominant Plaga gene can also sometimes prove fatal to the host. The field test has not been
entirely successful, but increased physical prowess such as jumping power and host size have
been documented.
They move on past some rusted pipework and
broken fencing, until a gap in the cliffs brings them
out to the entrance of a large industrial complex full
of tall structures and flaming chimneys. Sheva
remarks they have finally arrived at the oil field and
Chris vows that Irving will not escape them this
time. They move towards the main doors past some
dumped sheets of tin and a pile of burning tyres
and move inside. The oil refinery is fully automated
and pumping at maximum capacity, although oil
reserves are severely depleted and the storage tanks are almost empty. Amidst all the steel
girders, gantries and latticework, several Majini are on guard. Sheva spots Irving on the other
side of the plant, moving along one of the walkways towards a building at the far end.
As Chris and Sheva begin to navigate through the steel labyrinth, the Majini attack, armed with
crossbows, Molotov cocktails and dynamite. A number of burst pipes are spewing ignited gas
and blocking many routes so they need to be shut down via red valve handles to reduce the
pressure. They use zip lines to access restricted areas of the station and pass large tanks with
the Tricell Africa logo emblazoned across them. They are attacked by two more chainsaw
Majini and the confined conditions makes it difficult to evade them. Eventually however, Chris
and Sheva forge a way through and shut off the gas valves to disperse the flames blocking their
way. After taking care of one last pocket of Majini resistance, they make it to the building where
Irving disappeared.
Inside, the place is run down and empty, with an
exposed roof and an old-style elevator in the
centre of the room. Sheets of rusting tin are
dotted around and the place is surrounded by
fencing. The whole place is eerily quiet and
Chris and Sheva carefully probe every corner
with their weapons. Suddenly they sense
movement behind them and whirl round to find
Josh Stone. He looks somewhat confused to see
them but Sheva is relieved to see he is still alive
and okay. She asks how he ended up at the oil field but all he can tell them is that Delta Team
were still at the port when they were attacked and that somehow he has ended up down here.
He asks where the rest of the team is but they are all dead, with Sheva confirming it is just the
three of them left now. Josh asks them both why they have not followed orders and pulled out
of the area, for they are no match for the hordes of Majini infesting the KAZ. But Chris states
he has unfinished business and Sheva explains to Josh that the hard drive containing data on
the B.O.W. experiment had a picture inside of Chris’s friend and former partner. Josh seems
confused but Chris replies he is not leaving the area until he catches Irving and finds out just
what the hell is going on in Kijuju.
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Suddenly they come under attack by more Majini and Josh says they can talk later. Back to
back, they protect each other and fight off the assault from all angles. Josh tells Sheva to cover
him whilst he accesses the elevator controls and tries to disable the lock. Chris urges him to
hurry as more Majini begin to scale the fences and drop down from the higher levels. Chris
and Sheva demonstrate impressive team work to take them all out and Josh congratulates them
on a nice job, but warns to keep their guard up as there are bound to be more of them around.
As if on cue, more of the infected appear and climb in through the windows, armed with
machetes and axes and with a crazed look in their eyes. They hold them off long enough for
Josh to get the elevator working and he quickly beckons them both inside as several Big Man
Majini enter the fray.
They ride up to the next floor and Josh takes the
lead as they navigate round the walkways and up
the ladder to the third floor. They engage more
Majini head on and Josh shouts there should be
an exit somewhere up ahead. After moving
around the circumference of the building, they
arrive at a door but it is electronically locked.
Josh surveys the controls and announces it will
be a pain in the ass to crack. It will take several
minutes so Chris and Sheva are forced to defend
him once again. As they fight off the hordes of infected, the elevator they rode up on emerges
once again and releases another chainsaw Majini. They watch with trepidation as it runs round
the walkway on the other side of the room and they have about a minute before it will be on
them. Luckily, Josh breaks the code on the door lock and they quickly rush through, closing
and locking it on the other side and giving them a temporary reprieve. Josh suggests Irving is
trying to blow up the oil refinery and make his escape. They need to stop him before it is too
late. He will try and find them a way out of here whilst Chris and Sheva go after Irving. There is
a dock up ahead where he will likely try to make his break. Sheva tells Josh to be careful before
they split up once again.
Meanwhile, an increasingly desperate Irving has boarded
his boat having rigged the oil refinery to explode. He is
ready to cut and run now and has a suitcase full of gold
bullion. But before he can leave he is accosted by the
Plague Doctor, who slams him against the wall and
demands to know what he is going to do about the
remaining B.S.A.A. agents. Irving tries to mock her,
saying she is nothing more than one of Excella’s
playthings, but when she threatens him again he assures
her he will handle it. She hands him a vial containing a
Dominant Strain Plaga and tells him to use it. This Plaga
differs from the Subordinate form in that it does not take over a host’s rational thought process
but can cause extreme mutation transformation to the host, meaning they will never be able to
live as a normal human again. This is to be Irving’s punishment for his failure and he is to
administer this on himself in order to fight the two agents.
Chris and Sheva emerge outside onto the dock and spot Irving’s boat moored up to the jetty.
As they make their way down they spot him patrolling the deck looking deep in thought. They
also see the Plague Doctor who jumps down into a speedboat. She glances coldly at the
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B.S.A.A. agents before speeding away into the distance. Irving shouts over to them both,
giggling and announcing they are just in time for the fireworks show. His boat begins to move
away before they can stop him and they only have
two minutes to escape before the charges
detonate and the oil refinery will be no more. All
seems lost when a horde of Majini swarm the
platforms surrounding the dock but then Josh
makes contact over the radio. He is on the other
side and has secured a boat. He needs them both
to get over to him on the double.
With renewed resolve, Chris and Sheva battle
through the hordes of infected. Several Adjule join the fray and some of the walkways have
been booby-trapped with explosives. Josh comes to their aid and shouts that they are running
out of time. Quickly the three of them sprint down the wooden jetty and jump into the boat. As
Chris unties the moorings the oil refinery begins to detonate behind them in a series of
sequential explosions. Josh fires up the engine and they soon set off down the river at full
speed. When they are a safe distance away one last thunderous explosion takes place and a
huge fireball spreads out into the sky, destroying several structures and causing a huge tower to
groan and topple over. Had the oil tanks been at a fuller capacity, the explosion would have
been much bigger.
Josh steers them out across the lake and back into the marshlands. They ride in silence for a
while until he asks what happened to Irving. Neither Chris nor Sheva can bring themselves to
admit that he escaped once again but Josh is optimistic, suggesting he cannot have gotten too
far. Chris and Sheva both thank Josh for saving them once again. Suddenly, their boat is
attacked by Majini in two flanking speedboats armed with crossbows and flaming arrows. Josh
fires up the engine and they take off whilst Chris and Sheva try to ward off their attackers. The
swamp area of gnarled, partially submerged tree roots and large reeds soon gives way to an
industrial area with artificially constructed platforms holding oil pipelines moving over the
water line. Majini are positioned in sniping positions yet there are a number of flammable tanks
for Chris and Sheva to target.
They are soon forced to stop when the Majini
lower the gates, preventing passage through.
Josh brings the boat to a stop by the platform
and tells Chris and Sheva to disembark and
open the gates. Majini close in from all sides
and several that are killed expel Kipepeo
from their ruined shells. Once they have the
gate open they proceed to the next area, only
to find the exit gate closed once again. Josh
moors them up at the jetty and Chris and
Sheva climb off and separate to activate the
switches on either end to lift the gate. Turret mounted Gatling guns rain bullets down towards
them which ping off the water and the metallic walkways. When the final gate is opened and
Chris and Sheva climb back on board, Josh guns the engine forward and shouts out his
determination for them to catch Irving once and for all. Once they are well clear of the
industrial zone, Josh brings the boat to a canter and they ride over the lily pads and reeds in the
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midst of the swamplands. The sky has clouded over but the air is still uncomfortably warm. A
distant rumble of thunder can be heard and lightning occasionally crackles in the sky above.
Sometime later, they get a shock when Irving’s
boat suddenly materialises out of the gloom up
ahead. It is so close that their little boat slams into
the hull of the patrol ship. A single Majini mounts
a turret gun and sends a hail of bullets in their
direction in an attempt to sink them, but Chris
demonstrates his expert marksmanship skills and
takes out their aggressor with a single headshot.
Josh guns the engine and they pull up alongside
the ship. Once they are close enough, Chris and
Sheva are able to climb on board. Ricardo Irving stands on the deck, an angry look on his face
as he replays his fateful meeting with the Plague Doctor when she handed him the Dominant
Species Plaga sample. A light rain has begun to fall when he spots the two B.S.A.A. agents. He
begins to walk over, asking why they won’t just die already as they are making him look bad.
He asks them both who they think got this entire operation off the ground in the first place.
The Uroboros Project has been phenomenally expensive and such research doesn’t fund itself
at the end of the day. He has worked tirelessly these last few years yet he remains
unappreciated and everyone still looks down on him… But not for much longer. He raises the
Plaga sample to his neck and despite Sheva’s warnings, injects himself.
Within seconds, his entire body begins to convulse
and massive mutations begin to take place as the
Plaga does its work. Huge tentacles sprout from
his back and his pain senses dull as still he laughs
hysterically, mocking Chris and Sheva that he is
transforming into something far greater than they
could ever hope to become. As Chris opens fire,
the tentacles propel Irving off the deck and he
plunges under the water. Adapting to its
environment, the Plaga continues the mutations
and transforms Irving into a giant aqua-creature; a
30-foot long leviathan with armoured scales for skin. The huge creature opens its mouth and
the human remains of Irving can be spotted inside. Still he laughs and yells he has just had an
extreme makeover before launching his attack and disappearing back beneath the surface of
the water. Josh calls Chris over the radio for an immediate status report, wanting to know what
the giant leviathan is but Chris tells him to back away as it is too dangerous. Sheva adds that
they will try and stop it and they both head for automated turrets on either side of the patrol
boat. Josh acknowledges and tells them both not to get themselves killed. He then retreats from
the area.
Every so often the Irving monster surfaces and although they lace it with bullets, they seem to
have little effect. Sheva argues that something that undergoes such a rapid transformation must
have a weak point somewhere. The skin of the creature is armoured, yet there is an exposed
area in the centre of its head and the tentacles are also vulnerable. Every so often the creature
will open its mouth and they can see the remains of Irving clustered inside forming part of the
central nerve structure. He cackles manically at them but after firing a salvo of explosive
rockets from the turrets, Sheva aims the rapid-fire guns at the creature’s mouth and severs the
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length of tissue connecting the remains of Irving to the rest of the creature. This causes Irving
to spiral out and collapse on the deck of the ship whilst the bulk of the monster now sinks
beneath the surface.
What is left of Irving lays splattered on the deck
and he writhes and convulses in a pile of his
own blood with the whole ghastly sight brightly
illuminated in the searchlight of the ship. Chris
asks about his plans but instead Irving curses
Excella Gionne for not giving him the good
stuff. Sheva picks up on the name Excella as
Chris shoves his PDA and the picture of Jill in
Irving’s face, demanding to know where this
facility is and what the Uroboros project is.
Irving starts to laugh and mocks that the B.S.A.A. are on top of everything it would seem. The
balance of the world is changing and they are completely oblivious to it. Sheva demands to
know what he is talking about and if it is linked to Uroboros, but Irving chillingly states it is too
late and nothing can stop it now. Uroboros is about to change everything humanity has ever
come to know. Another bolt of pain shoots through him and he screams out loud. Sheva
shouts at Chris to move away but Irving recognises his name and starts laughing again. Chris
demands to know just what is so funny and how he knows his name. Irving cryptically responds
that all the answers he seeks lie ahead in a nearby cave system, if he can survive long enough to
get there. He then bursts into another laughing fit as what little remains of his body begins to
shut down. He laughs that dying is not so bad and it won’t change anything as they will soon be
dead as well. Chris prepares to shoot him as they have wasted enough time but Sheva stops
him. Moments later, Irving finally lays still. She asks what their next move is and Chris insists
they keep going. They return to Josh and head for the nearby caves. Soon the storm clouds
subside and the sun shines once again.
They ride in silence for a while as they enter the
cave system, admiring the quietness and the
stillness of the atmosphere and taking in the
natural caverns that must be thousands of years
old. This is the place Irving was talking about and
up ahead Sheva spots the speedboat the Plague
Doctor used to get away moored up to an old
wooden jetty. They pull up alongside and
disembark. Josh asks if they are really willing to go
through with this and Chris confirms they are,
with Sheva adding that it’s not just about Jill, but finding out about the Uroboros project as well.
Josh knows it is pointless trying to stop them. He will contact HQ and try and get the
withdrawal order rescinded. He will also try and get them some backup, and in the meantime
asks that they simply try to avoid getting themselves killed. He then turns the boat round and
retreats back out of the caves.
After watching him go, the two B.S.A.A. members head up the jetty and investigate a small
wooden shack, noticing that the key for the Plague Doctor’s motorboat is missing. The hut is
rotten and full of old cobwebs with several moths dancing round a rusting lantern. Sheva
ponders the name Irving mentioned; Excella, and Chris asks if she’s heard it before. She
knows Excella Gionne is the director of Tricell’s African division and they ponder if there is
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any connection to Irving. If there is a connection between Irving and Tricell, what does that
mean for Africa? The only way they’ll find out is to keep moving forward. They pass a small
cairn of stones with a fire and what looks like a human or animal rib cage burning within.
Further down the cavern gets smaller with shafts of bright sunlight beaming down from sparse
holes in the roof.
They come across more skeletal remains, this time purposefully posed on wooden stakes
either for decoration or as a warning. Suddenly they are attacked when dozens of spider-like
creatures sprout up from the ground known as ‘Bui Kichwa’. These are adult Plagas that have
abandoned their host and gone on living independently. Due to improvements to the Type 2
variant, they can survive much longer without a host than their predecessors in Southern
Europe. Chris and Sheva use an old ladder to climb onto a natural rock bridge that crosses
over a deep chasm where a beautiful waterfall rolls down from cracks in the cavern ceiling up
above. From here the tunnel descends downwards and becomes darker. Several natural lamps
have been lit to illuminate the way ahead and eventually they arrive at an ancient and very
weathered stone door that leads into the fabled ruins of the Ndipaya kingdom.

They emerge onto an ancient concourse overlooking a marvel of eons-old architectural
wonder. The stone ruins of an entire civilisation lies before them, carved into the heart of the
mountain. It is a city full of recognisable buildings and structures. A contingent of bats swirl up
above it and fresh waterfalls rain down from cracks and recesses in the walls above. Vegetation
grows on the walls and what looks to be an ingenious system of mirrors and prisms provide a
natural light and heat source across the whole spectacle. Sheva is somewhat taken aback and
had no idea such a place even existed. Chris scans the area and notices all the burning torches.
There has definitely been some recent activity here and Sheva hopes Irving was telling the truth
when he said they would find answers in this place.
A section of the concourse has eroded and collapsed up ahead, allowing them to drop down
amongst the remains of the habitat below. All the stone is weathered and dry and much of the
detail has become lost over time, but it is still a sight to behold. Grass grows underfoot and
there are signs of thriving vegetation thanks to the heat and light source from the prisms and
they can see freshwater canals running through the rocks below. Flaming torches mount the
walls and further in they see signs of ritual sacrifice with bloodied altars and skeletal remains.
Large body-shaped meat-sacks are strung up from the ceiling with nails hammered into them.
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They move further inside and so far the place seems deserted and a relic of times long past.
But when Sheva starts to cross over a small walkway above the underground canal, Ndipaya
warriors hiding up above push a loose stone pillar down off the wall and she only just manages
to get out of the way in time. But the bridge is now collapsed and Chris and Sheva are
separated. This is when the Ndipaya launch their attack, emerging from their hiding places in
the shadows and attacking with spears, giant shields and arrows mixed with combustible
powders. Chris is forced to take them head on whilst Sheva can only assist from a distance with
her sniper rifle.
When they are eventually reunited they explore
an old burial ground full of chambers with
sarcophagi and mummified remains on display.
Further down a walkway they try to open one
of the tombs and this springs a trap, causing the
floor to give way and make them fall to the
lower level. Here they are attacked by more
Ndipaya warriors and Bui Kichwa until
eventually they overlook a large arena-type area
in front of a beautiful temple with the mirror
prism affixed to the roof. The door to the
temple is closed but there is a mechanism to open it in front of them. Two large caldrons burn
fiercely on either side of the temple and as they work together to activate the mechanism, they
see it is on a timer and the door is already beginning to close. But as they run for it, the
Ndipaya release another trap by releasing a succession of wooden spheres, pushing them down
through the cauldrons to ensure they catch fire. The flaming spheres roll around the arena,
crashing and bouncing into each other. Sheva suggests they give them a wide berth and hurry
for the door. Thankfully they just make it in time and a pressure pad causes the door to retract
once again, meaning they could at least get back out if they needed to. Moving inside the
structure, they head down some steps and through an ancient stone door to the next area.
They are now in another cavern and hit sand
underfoot as another torch on the wall causes
shadows to flicker and dance ominously off
the ancient walls. A corridor stretches out
before them and on each side are statues of
ancient Ndipaya god-kings. Many of the finer
details have been worn down over the time
but the craftsmanship in each one is still
staggeringly finite. However, they soon trigger
another pressure pad, causing the statues to
topple over like dominoes. Chris and Sheva
run for their lives, jumping over pits that appear in the floor and only just managing to stay
ahead of the rumbling statues behind them before finally diving through an old doorway
seconds before it closes. These traps are all part of the elaborate defences the Ndipaya set up
to defend their kingdom during ancient times and with that last trap sprung, there is little
chance of Chris and Sheva making it back out the way they have come. The only way left now
is onwards.
They drop down into another pit and a torch on the wall illuminates two human skulls carved
out of stone, beneath which are two bell-push ropes which need to be pulled simultaneously to
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open the door and cause an ancient stone staircase to drop down to the next level as part of an
ingenious security system. How the Ndipaya achieved such sophisticated building techniques is
a mystery. The labyrinth itself is consisted of a massive square area with a bell-push statue in
each corner. Each time they activate one of
the statues, the stone steps in the middle of
the room reconfigure and open up a path to
the next section. This is all part of an
elaborate labyrinth that was used thousands of
years ago by Ndipaya elders in the trials to
choose their next king. This place was also
visited in 1966 by Oswell Spencer and his
research party. More Ndipaya hide in the
shadows and dozens of Bui Kichwa under the
soil but Chris and Sheva battle through.
When the last statue is activated the steps realign to lead all the way up to a temple carved into
the cavernous rock of the labyrinth. Here they are attacked once again by the screeching
Popokarimu who comes down via a hole in the roof where lush vegetation grows and a
beautiful waterfall cascades down. Chris and Sheva run up the steps and the B.O.W. follows
them, only for the ceiling to partially collapse at the top and crush it to death.
At that exact moment, in the upper level of the
Uroboros production factory, Albert Wesker
sits on a sofa in the observation room whilst
Excella Gionne administers a shot of
PG67/AW to his arm. She confirms that
preparations are almost complete and that they
can leave soon. Wesker is satisfied by this.
Excella remarks she is surprised Las Plagas has
been such a success, when Wesker had first
brought the parasite over from the rival
company she had expressed her doubts. And
now that Uroboros is complete her position at Tricell is secure. But she confesses she has her
eyes on something much bigger and wants to be Wesker’s queen in his new world when
Uroboros has judged the human race. She believes everything she has done for him so far has
proved her worthiness. Wesker ponders this for a moment before taking hold of her face and
pushing her away in a gentle but firm manner, reminding her of her place.
The Plague Doctor arrives and confirms the B.S.A.A. are here. Excella has done her research
and it seems Wesker’s old friend Chris Redfield has come to pay him a visit. Wesker’s face
shows the slightest hint of concern and she picks up on this before he curtly announces that the
Uroboros plan is in its final stages and he will not tolerate any further delays. Excella smiles and
packs away the PG67-AW samples into her attaché case and leaves along with the Plague
Doctor. Once they have gone Wesker gazes out of the window at the stocks of Uroboros
missiles. He thinks back to that fateful night at the Spencer Estate three years ago now when his
destiny changed and thanks Spencer for putting him on this path…
Back in the ruins, Chris and Sheva continue their way through the labyrinthine maze of the
ancient Ndipaya city, full of artefacts and relics of the time. Another huge reflective prism can
be seen up ahead with schools of bats flying around it. It is catching sunlight from a perfectly
positioned hole in the cavern wall behind them. Their way ahead is blocked by a locked gate
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that requires three emblems to unlock. They can hear the infected Ndipaya muttering and
chanting somewhere in the distance. One of the tribal warriors activates a switch that turns a
number of mirrors to catch the rays reflecting off the main prism, creating a scorching hot laser
that can be directed down many of the stone passages and leaving a blazing trail of fire in its
wake. Sheva marvels at this level of sophistication and cannot believe they have the ability to
harness the sunlight to create laser-like beams as a method of defence.

Together, the two B.S.A.A. agents navigate around the ruins, dodging highly-skilled Ndipaya
warriors and Big Man Majini as they search for three flaming totem poles that each contain one
of the emblems they seek. They have to avoid the sunlight laser beams and numerous booby
traps to recover the sea, sky and earth emblems, each located at opposite ends of the labyrinth.
When all three are finally in place, the ancient stone door retracts and they are bid safe passage
through to the next area. A long set of stairs ends at a massive stone door depicting two
tribesmen worshipping an ancient flower.
They are now inside a sacred temple. Flames
dance and crackle from mounted torches on the
wall and ivy and green foliage poke down through
cracks and holes in the ancient stone making up
the walls. The walls are decorated with murals
and the first one on the left depicts the Ndipaya
as a peaceful, agrarian society who harvest their
own crops and grow and nurture their own cattle.
The detailed drawing shows the whole city and it
is all based around their religious practice of sun
worship. However, somewhat disturbingly, on the
opposite wall a very similar mural shows the same city only this time it is being ransacked by
strange, mutated beasts. They look almost like dragons but with tentacles sprouting out of their
backs. These are the ‘Ancient B.O.W.s’ which were animals infected by the Las Plagas
parasites thousands of years ago and developing strange mutations. These drawings show these
creatures massacring the Ndipaya and documenting the downfall of the very kingdom they are
standing in now.
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Stone steps lead deeper down into the structure ending at a door with a jewel embedded into
the centre carved into a picture of the sun. The door opens to let them into a large squareshaped chamber full of movable stone objects with reflective jewels. These are criss-crossed
with a protective beam of energy that is
harnessed down from a circular shaft in the
roof thanks to an ingenious system of
mathematical calculation. Chris moves to
inspect the central stone pillar and notices
fossilised remains of Las Plagas parasites
embedded in the rock. This discovery changes
everything they have come to know about the
parasites and means their true origin lies here
rather than Southern Europe as originally
thought. It would also tie in with the ‘Ancient
B.O.W.’ carvings and the Plaga-tentacle like depictions.
Sheva moves round the beam and inspects each object, realising they are going to have to
redirect the beam to find a way out. She also warns that the beam is sharply focused and highly
dangerous. She stands on an elevated platform and watches carefully as Chris turns the objects
to refocus the sunlight beam until it lights up a jewel encrusted statuette affixed to a moveable
stone platform. When the trick is solved, the platform reveals itself to be a primitive stone
elevator that descends to the next floor down. Together they ride down to the next level.

They are now in a similar area with another laser trap. This room is well lit thanks to several
flaming torches and a nest of twisted, entangled tree roots penetrating through the crumbling
stonework that has caught fire. Again, Chris realigns the laser and kicks down a few stone
obstacles until the beam powers up the next platform to take them even further down into the
inner sanctum of the temple. The final laser room has a number of hidden chambers. One
holds the skeletal remains of an unfortunate intruder who activated a hidden spear trap.
Another holds some kind of altar that has been ravaged by fire. Finally there is a hidden
treasure room containing all manner of jewels, coins and riches as well as ceremonial shields
mounted onto the wall. Sheva expresses relief when Chris activates the final platform that takes
them down to the very bottom.
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They are now in a cavern with moss and weeds growing up through the floor. However,
modern electrical lighting has been installed on the roof of the cave, connected up via cables.
They follow it down and emerge into a beautiful chamber containing the sacred Ndipaya sun
garden. It is a large circular room filtered by sunlight coming through from the hole above.
Stone steps and flower beds contain numerous plants with orange petals. It is a beautiful sight
and is surrounded by tents and artificial monitoring and filtering equipment. Chris wonders
what this place is as they both gaze around in wonder. They climb up the steps and stare at the
flowers that are being carefully nurtured. Sheva wonders how these can survive underground
and Chris soon realises they are no ordinary flowers. Something catches his attention and he
runs down to a rusted storage box. He rubs the dirt and grime off its surface to reveal the
Umbrella Corporation logo. Sheva wonders why Umbrella would be here and Chris admits he
isn’t sure. Looking around, all the tents and lighting equipment is covered in dust and it doesn’t
look like anyone has been here in a while. Sheva is certain they would have wanted to keep this
place a secret. They notice some of the equipment has the Tricell logo on and Chris wonders if
they were working in collusion with Umbrella.

As they gaze in wonder around the serene sun garden, Chris ponders if this place is what Irving
meant by answers. Sheva is not sure, but there is an obvious connection here to Umbrella and
that is never a good sign. They decide to worry about all this later as the priority for now is
finding out about Jill. The old generators and collapsed tents bearing the Umbrella markings
look years old and they wonder if the company was conducting research on the strange flowers
growing here. However, the water purifying and pumping equipment looks much newer and
likely belongs to Tricell.
Together they head inside the tent and down a concrete tunnel towards the entrance of the old
Umbrella African laboratory, stopping to pause by a rusting metal crate where they find a
journal written over 40 years ago by the facility manager, Brandon Bailey. The diary documents
a research expedition to this place following Oswell Spencer’s claims that a special flower could
bequeath a person who consumed it with incredible abilities. His colleague James Marcus also
hypothesised that a virus may exist somewhere in nature that could alter DNA. This led to the
discovery of the Progenitor Virus on December 4th 1966. The diary then moves into 1967 and
tells of how shipments of the flowers were taken back to America for study and new seeds
planted. But once bloomed, these flowers mysteriously contained no trace of the virus. It was
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also at this time that Oswell Spencer proposed building their own pharmaceutical enterprise.
These flowers were the very genesis of Umbrella itself.
Inside the facility looks very grimy and run down.
Old packing crates are dotted about covered in
white plastic tarp bearing the Umbrella logo. As
they move on they catch a glimpse of a creature
on the ceiling that crawls away before they can
identify it. They are not alone here. A door to
the left leads to an old archives room used for file
storage and record keeping. They find another of
Brandon Bailey’s diaries inside, this one dated
from 1968 and explaining how Bailey and James
Marcus prepared to return to Africa to gather
more samples of the flowers. Spencer had hired
mercenaries to get rid of the local Ndipaya and in the end, Bailey travelled alone as Dr. Marcus
was asked by Spencer to become General Manager of the new Executive Training Facility in
Raccoon Forest. Over time, the very facility they are standing in now was built and eventually
completed in April 1969. There are a couple of old computers in here and one of them still
has power. It boots up the old Umbrella ROPLS operating system and displays another memo
from Bailey; this one dated thirty years later in November 1998, after Raccoon City had been
destroyed. This was when Umbrella decided to shut down the African facility and Bailey notes
he felt indifferent about the whole thing, an attitude sparked by the death of his mentor James
Marcus a decade earlier in 1988.
Moving back into the corridor outside, they pass some shelves full of old papers and Chris
notices an old invoice dated 15th December 1977 for five cases of Progenitor to be shipped to
James Marcus at the training school in Raccoon Forest. Around the corridor the passage is
blocked by more crates so they step through a door and into a laboratory that unlike the rest of
this place, is full of high-tech, modern equipment. Samples of the flowers from the sun garden
are sealed in transparent tubes filled with liquid and Chris surmises they must be using them to
somehow create biological weapons. He is certain that this facility is definitely the same one
from Jill’s picture. Sheva agrees and it looks like they are finally getting somewhere.
The computers in here are far more advanced and
belong to Tricell. They boot them up and find
files belonging to a researcher named Miguel. His
notes confirm that Tricell looted this place for the
Progenitor Virus and took over all of Umbrella’s
leftover research. Rather chillingly he also
confirms they are now in possession of the t-Virus,
G-Virus, t-Veronica Virus and the Las Plagas
parasite. Miguel also explains how they have
created a batch of Licker B.O.W.s due to their
popularity on the black market and further
enhanced them with Progenitor Virus experiments. On a second computer they find an e-mail
from another researcher named Ryan. It seems the science team are completing their work on
a top-secret project and are being given some time off to return home as a reward, but there is
no mention of what this project might be. He also talks about what a general pain in the ass
Miguel is.
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They step back out into the corridor and find a huge bloodstain on the walls and floor with
large gouge marks scraped into the concrete brick. The route round is blocked off via security
shutters so they are forced to open a steel door leading into the back of an empty holding cell
covered in blood-splatters. After raising the shutter,
Sheva urges caution after catching a glimpse of a
Licker scuttling away on the other side of the glass.
Chris uses his knife to smash it and they step out
into a large warehouse full of cages with trapped,
malnourished animals inside including goats,
sheep, rats and wild dogs. They look as though
they have been here a while and are probably used
for B.O.W. research. They pass another specimen
-holding cell only for a Licker to smash the glass
and attack them. These are the Licker-Beta
variant; stronger and more powerful than their predecessors found in Raccoon City, but Chris
and Sheva are equal to them.
They continue to move deeper into the facility, stopping to investigate the monitoring room
which is full of banks of CCTV screens and video-audio equipment. Most of the monitors are
offline although Sheva does find a weapons case containing an AK-47 assault rifle which she
takes. They continue down the deserted corridor and take the stairs up to the upper level.
Chris is relieved they haven’t come across any more Lickers and Sheva agrees, suggesting they
wouldn’t last in a fight against a whole horde. However, moments later they pass through a steel
pressure door and emerge into a corridor with a viewing cage full of Lickers. They are growling
to themselves and crawl all over the glass and ceiling, their claws making horrible scraping
sounds. Chris notices their senses may be weak and Sheva suggests moving as quietly as
possible so they are not noticed. This works for a time, but the door into the next passageway is
jammed to the extent they have to kick it open. This alerts the Lickers’ heightened hearing
sense and they begin to get agitated and smash the glass to get out of their pen. Sheva runs on
ahead and calls the elevator but it takes several moments to reach their floor. Chris has to use
heavy weaponry to keep the Lickers at bay long enough for the elevator to arrive and take them
further down.
They emerge out into a sleek, high-tech corridor
full of reflective chrome wall panels. An
ammunition locker has been left open and they
are able to replenish their weapons. A gantry
then leads out onto a walkway amidst a giant,
expansive circular atrium that extends deep
below ground and all the way up to the surface.
On the walls are hundreds of cryo-stasis pods,
each one holding a human test subject in
suspended animation. Sheva looks around,
completely awe-struck. The technology in here
is too modern for when this facility opened back in 1969 so this massive storage complex must
have been part of the facility expansions recently made by Tricell. Sheva recognises this place
from pictures in the data file download and Chris realises that Jill may be kept in here.
Suddenly, an alarm sounds to signify a problem with one of the test subjects. One of the many
thousands of capsules suddenly flashes red and is extended out from the wall. Pressure seals
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break and the pod opens, releasing a torrent of preservation fluid. The person inside is dead
and his body all withered. His restraints suddenly retract and the corpse tumbles out,
plummeting hundreds of feet down into the depths below. Sheva is disgusted by the sight.
Chris jogs over to the central platform where
the main computer system is housed. He
inputs Jill’s details into the search query and
watches as the computer searches through
hundreds of names signifying all the test
subjects. It locates Jill’s pod somewhere on a
lower floor and her picture flashes up on the
screen. She looks more or less the same
except for the fact her hair is now blonde.
Suddenly the whole platform jerks and
begins to lower as it takes them down to
locate the storage pod where she is held.
Unbeknownst to them both, the search query for Jill has triggered an automatic alarm which
has released a U-8 specimen, programmed to guard the storage facility.
As they continue to ride down, Chris notes that Tricell must have been kidnapping people
from all over the world to experiment on. Suddenly, the lift abruptly stops and an ‘access
denied’ warning flashes up on the main computer screen. As they move to investigate, they are
attacked by the U-8. This is a large crustacean made up of multiple shelled creatures and
administered with a Plaga parasite; an improvement upon the old U-3 model originally devised
by the Los Illuminados. This is a standard
model specifically designed to guard this
facility and it uses its massive bulk to grip
hold of the cylindrical shaft and propel itself
down towards Chris and Sheva. The carapace
of its natural armour has an unparalleled
durability, and is resistant to a direct hit from
RPGs in tests. Its pincer legs are even three
meters in length and double as a weapon in
close combat. These pincer attacks are not
especially quick, but they are powerful
enough to pierce the armour of a tank. But the creature’s massive bulk renders it slow and
Chris able to weaken it with his shotgun, causing its legs to give way and its mouth to collapse
on the revolving elevator. Whilst stunned, both Chris and Sheva take turns to toss grenades
into its mouth and let them detonate inside. Flying B.O.W.s reside in the part of U-8's
abdomen originally intended for the maturation of eggs in an unaltered specimen. These flying
B.O.W.s are not larval U-8s, but completely different creatures known as drones. They attack
in numbers and Sheva distracts them until a final grenade from Chris finishes off the
gargantuan creature for good.
With the U-8 dead, the elevator suddenly resumes its descent and stops at one of the bottom
floors. A single storage pod is picked out from the wall and pushed towards them on a piston.
The pod releases its seal and opens up only to reveal it to be empty. Chris cannot hide his
disappointment and wonders where Jill could be. At that moment, Excella Gionne appears on
the monitor behind them and says it’s good to finally meet Chris. Sheva recognises her face
immediately and Excella is impressed they have done their homework. Sheva asks why she is
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involved in all of this when she is an appointed officer of the Global Pharmaceutical
Consortium, but Excella sees no reason to explain herself to them, only confirming that she
was the one who issued the retreat order to any surviving B.S.A.A. operatives in the KAZ area.
Chris asks her about Jill but she is in no mood to tell, simply saying that once they are done
with their little vigilante mission, they should leave. There is nothing in this facility worth
throwing their lives away for. She then severs the connection.
Sheva knows Excella is lying and Chris says its time they got some answers. This is the facility
she was talking about and Chris realises she must have them under surveillance and sent the
U-8 to eliminate them. But they can ask her about that and about Jill when they find her. They
move back to inspect the centre console and find out some more information on Jill’s fate.

“Test Subject
Caucasian female
Eye colour: Blue
Subject has been in a medically induced stasis for an
extended period. All vital signs including heart rate,
respiration, blood pressure, and temperature are within
normal values.
A pigmentation abnormality has been observed. Effect
of abnormality is limited to cranial hair follicles.
In addition, slight skin whitening (etiolation) has been observed.”
-RE5: Test Subject Data; undated.

Further computer readouts appear to show that Jill was awakened on 17th March 2008 at
16:24, meaning there is a possibility she has been up and about somewhere for the past year.
However there is no sign of her here so quickly they move on, heading ever deeper into the
facility. A metal gantry on the opposite side of the central platform takes them into a network
of utility tunnels full of pipes, mesh coverings and power conduits. This area is guarded by
several Majini but unlike previous types, these infectants are armed and carry AK-47 assault
rifles and stun rods and are known as base Majini. Several fire fights break out as Chris and
Sheva work their way forward up the tunnels, using crates and machinery for cover. They head
through construction areas and up onto the next level where more Majini lay in wait.
After finally clearing the area they come to an
elevator which will take them back up to the
upper levels. But as they ride up in silence, their
earpieces pick up part of a radio conversation that
is occurring elsewhere in the facility. They
recognise a woman’s voice to be Excella and she
is talking about Uroboros being loaded and that
the reserve supply is almost ready. Chris hears the
name ‘Albert’ and his hair immediately stands on
end. Wesker is still alive. His worst fears have just
been confirmed, although he always knew that if
there was a possibility Jill survived her fall, then Wesker could have too.
The elevator leads out into more construction tunnels where the bare concrete walls are
covered in blood splatters and gouge marks. Round the corner they see a group of Lickers
climbing all over the walls and ceilings. The passageway is dark and a large strobe light rotates
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round, shining a bright light down the corridor every few seconds. Keeping as quiet as they can,
Chris and Sheva cautiously move forward, stepping past the Lickers and heading round the
corner so they do not sense their presence. There has been a massacre here and Sheva spots
more blood dripping from an exposed ventilation shaft. They freeze once again as a grille cover
falls to the floor and more Lickers emerge from the ducts and crawl all over the mesh
coverings protecting the internal pipework. Holding their breath, Chris and Sheva continue
slowly onwards, careful not to disturb the creatures and reach the door at the far end.
They emerge onto a platform overlooking a large
warehouse full of automated machinery and
conveyor belts moving metal packing crates into
a large furnace. This area is well guarded by
more Base Majini who hide amongst all the pipes
and conduits and fire suppressive bursts with
their rifles. Sheva and Chris hang back from a
distance and pick them off with sniper rifles
before moving forward. The warehouse is
cluttered and they have to physically run across
the conveyor belts to get to the next area. This
time flammable gas bottles are moving down the
conveyors and Majini are throwing grenades down from walkways overhead. One slip and they
will be sent tumbling into the furnace.
After eventually clearing the area, the two B.S.A.A. agents emerge onto the other side of the
warehouse. Behind some large oil drums a deactivated conveyor runs into another large
furnace and is loaded with dead human bodies for incineration. On the desk they find a
weapons case containing a SIG 556 (MG) machine gun and some documentation regarding a
strange mutant organism that has been found in the facilities. During a test for loading the
Uroboros Virus onto the missiles last year, the area had to be temporarily quarantined and eyewitnesses reported an animal undergoing a strange and rapid mutation, potentially related to
Uroboros but displaying no viral cysts. A team was sent out to capture a specimen but it
massacred them all. The creature was codenamed ‘Reaper’ and seems to be a new type of
B.O.W., despite initially just being a curious secondary-infectant.
They need to find a way to get the conveyor
moving again and set about trying to restore the
power. A little further in they find a curious,
organic growth ensconced within the mesh
panels on the wall. A thick, gelatinous substance
drips down the surface like treacle and appears
to house several cocoons that pulse ever so
often. Further down they find launching pads
and storage bays for dozens of missiles, all
marked ‘Uroboros.’ Sheva questions what they
would need these for and Chris wonders if they
are planning to start a war.
Soon they locate the switches to restore power and head back towards the conveyor. One of
the cocoons on the ceiling hatches and spills out a Reaper, who immediately attacks with its
chitinous hide. Chris and Sheva open fire and when hit the Reaper emits a gas that causes their
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vision to blur. They target a small white sac that appears on its chest and soon the strange
creature is put down. Returning to the control panel, they activate the conveyor and watch as
the dead bodies are cremated. Sheva comments that these must be the discarded test subjects
from the research facility. As they move up the conveyor they get the shock of their lives when
these ‘dead’ test subjects actually start attacking them. They are still alive and extremely
malnourished but fortunately easy to dispatch.
Eventually they make it out of the warehouse areas
and come across a large steel door that leads into a
sleek-looking, high-tech laboratory. Large glass
tubes contain individual Uroboros pustules and an
intense bright light shines up through the grille on
the floor. Numerous lights come from control
panels and monitoring stations. As they look
around, Chris spots a man sitting in a chair and
hooked up to some monitoring equipment and a
medical drip. He is completely hairless and wears
nothing but shorts. His skin is a pale white and
there are black blotches all over his body. Excella suddenly signals their attention. She is
watching them from the observation booth up above with the Plague Doctor alongside her.
Chris angrily demands to know where Jill is but Excella mocks him for sounding like a broken
record and being just as single-minded as Wesker said he was. But as they have spent so long
trying to track down Uroboros she decides to let them see it first-hand.
As if on cue, the pale man rises from his chair
and begins to walk towards them. His skin
begins to convulse and move as if something
is writing around beneath the surface.
Sections of his flesh explode and sentient,
black tentacles begin to emerge. He has a
look of pure hatred on his face and Sheva
watches with amazement. Uroboros is a new
B.O.W. after all and she concludes Excella
and Tricell are planning on selling it to
terrorists. Excella commends her thinking but
corrects her. Although this organism does
resemble the B.O.W.s based on the Progenitor Virus, she has no intention of selling it to
terrorists. Chris asks what they are using it for if not for bioterrorism and watches in horror as
all the pustules suddenly retract back into the man’s body, his eye pupils now cat-like slits
common to Progenitor Virus infection. Excella answers that evolution is the key. It’s a
philosopher’s stone and one that will choose through DNA who shall proceed to the next
stage. This is her and Wesker’s vision combined, now made a reality. Sheva asks what she
means but Excella cryptically replies that they will find out soon enough. Everyone will. Despite
looking to regain control and seeming to momentarily adapt, the hairless test subject suddenly
convulses and the Uroboros cysts begin to consume his body completely. Excella watches and
deems this test subject not worthy. Only the chosen ones with superior DNA will be fit for the
coming new world. She and the Plague Doctor then leave the stage as the hapless test subject
becomes nothing more than a writing mass of oily-black tentacles and attacks Chris and Sheva.
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An announcement rings out across the lab that a biohazard threat has been detected. Clean-up
personnel must incinerate all contaminated materials. Chris comments that it is the same type
of bio-weapon that wiped out Alpha Team and Sheva agrees, noting that this one seems much
more aggressive. It is known as ‘Uroboros Mkono’ and is named after the Swahili word for
‘arm’. The pulsating black mass slithers after them both and Sheva shouts a warning to watch
out for its arm as it launches a flexible mass of tendrils as a whip to get at them. Chris pushes
over a gas canister and shoots just as Uroboros Mkono tries to absorb it. This causes the whole
creature to shudder in flames and several glowing orange nacelles appear which Sheva
identifies as its weak spot.
The automated biohazard alarm has released a
flamethrower used to burn contaminated
material and automatically refuels. Chris
provides covering fire whilst Sheva picks it up
and begins torching the monster, screaming at
it to burn in hell. They spent the next several
minutes running round the lab in between all
the control stations and experiment tanks as
the weakening Uroboros Mkono slithers after
them, sometimes falling apart only to reemerge and recombine on the other side of the
room. The creature squirms and retreats from the fire Sheva lays down upon it and eventually
it can take no more and comes apart in a cluster of writhing oily tentacles on the floor.
With the creature defeated, Chris sets down the spent flame-thrower and they regroup. Sheva
wonders what Excella meant when she was talking about evolution and being worthy. Chris
remembers something about a philosopher’s stone and selecting DNA but it doesn’t matter
what she meant, she’s just a terrorist, plain and simple. Whatever happens they cannot risk
Uroboros getting out of here and infecting people.
They leave the lab via a side door and emerge into a
room where a couple of giant fans spin and provide
cooling air into the lab. A ladder takes them up to a
passage leading down to the observation room
overlooking the lab where Excella and the Plague
Doctor were stood watching them. The room is
now empty but they do find a computer and a
machine for storing virus samples. Numerous x-rays
hang on the wall and they find an interesting
document has been left behind.

“Attention!
•This instruction manual contains important information concerning the proper handling and
use of the Uroboros virus.
•Using the virus for anything outside the uses listed in this manual may result in the expiration
of the handler.
•Using the virus for anything outside the uses listed in this manual may result in the expiration
of those within the handler's vicinity.
•Administration of the virus to a test subject usually results in the dissolution, so carefully
select your test subjects.
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•When using the virus, please follow the instructions in this manual carefully.
Virus dosage is proportional to the subject's weight. Please use the following chart:
60 kg of above......................1 bottle
40 - 60 kg...........................2/3 bottle
20 - 40 kg...........................1/2 bottle
20 kg or less........................1/3 bottle
After injection of the virus, a test subject may experience some or all of the following
symptoms:
- Sweating, laboured breath, delirium and/or confusion.
After being administered, the virus will recognize and adapt to the test subject's DNA. During
that time, the virus will enter a state of dormancy. If it is unsuccessful in adapting to the
subject's DNA, it will begin to assimilate organic matter from its immediate environment in
order to fuel its growth.
The immediate vicinity around an unsuccessful adaption is extremely volatile. Researchers
should be advised to evacuate the vicinity of the test subject's corpse or incinerate it to prevent
its spread. The virus will transform the cells inside the test subject's body into black leech-like
pustules, then expel them through the skin surface, consuming the subject completely.
The creature displays only primitive intelligence and will search for and prey upon organic
matter to fuel its growth. Individually these pustules are not a threat, but as a collective mass
they become dangerous to other living organisms and will try to feed on them. Please take
extreme caution when handling the virus.
If the virus does adapt to the test subject's DNA, you are required to report it to the proper
section immediately.
In the case of rejection of the subject's DNA, or if there are complications disposing of the
corpse, please contact the section listed on the attached paper. You will then be instructed on
how to deal with your situation.”
-RE5: Directions for Use of Uroboros Virus; undated.

Leaving the room, they head down the opposite side of the corridor, passing many bare
concrete walls and with exposed pipework and wiring in the ceiling. Several floor panels are
loose or missing and there appears to be oil leaking across the floor. They head up some stairs
to the next floor and pass through a succession of bland, empty corridors until they emerge
into the upper floor of the same production factory they passed through earlier. A series of
lattice walkways affixed to the ceiling cross over the warehouse below where the conveyors,
furnaces and stocked Uroboros missiles can be seen.
Several armed Majini soon rush down to attack and
Chris and Sheva are forced to hide behind metal
struts as gunfire pings and ricochets all around
them. As they fire back and slowly work their way
down, the walls and ceiling soon begin to display
signs of the same glutinous, slimy resin that make
up Reaper cocoons. Looking up, Sheva can see the
pulsing mounds stuck to the ceiling, ready to
release their offspring at any moment. They slowly
battle their way across, engaging Reapers and
armed Majini before reactivating power to an
elevator platform on the other side. Chris is able to manually transfer Sheva across to the
opposite platform and then provide covering fire as she locates the controls to send the
elevator back to him. More Majini pour out onto the walkways, including several armed with
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rocket launchers. Swift headshots cause Cephalo Plagas to emerge from their ruined neck
stumps and provide a secondary threat.
Eventually, when the area is clear, the two BSAA
agents reach the now empty observation room.
A large control panel and viewing port looks out
across the factory floor and overhead monitors
depict various computer readouts and CCTV
images of the facility. The black sofa where
Wesker and Excella were sat earlier is now
vacant and Sheva notices a file on the table
which explains the disappearance of the factory’s
former workforce. It is a report on the
implementation of preventing information leaks
and explains that all the Tricell researchers that
helped create the Uroboros Virus were falsely led to believe they were getting time off. But the
buses taking them to the airport all released a sleep gas that knocked everyone into a coma.
The comatose staff were then all shot and their bodies brought back to the research facility and
incinerated in the furnace alongside all personal effects. This is why the development of the
Uroboros Virus has been nothing but rumour to the outside world and remained a strict secret.
It also explains why they haven’t come across a single survivor inside the facility.
A door at the back of the observation room takes them into another empty concrete corridor
with hazy green lights on the walls and one small utility corridor beyond. Soon they realise they
have come full circle and emerge back out onto the large central atrium where all the test
subjects are kept locked in cryogenic pods. Moving down onto the central platform they both
hit the switches to start up the turn table and begin a slow ascent up towards the surface. But
their journey is soon interrupted several times by armed base Majini who appear out of
pressure doors and access corridors at scattered intervals, activating control stations to slow
down the ascent of the turn table. But Sheva in particular displays some impressive shooting
with her sniper rifle to get rid of the threat and they are also able to use the central computer
station as cover.
Eventually the turn table docks somewhere
near the very top of the facility and after
taking care of a final few Majini, the pair
are able to run up a spiralled metallic
staircase and through a door at the far end.
Soon the corridor gives way to more
natural caverns and they find themselves
back in the Ndipaya ruins overlooking
another majestic-looking temple thousands
of years old. It is a truly stunning sight,
although one that has been desecrated by
modern construction. An artificial bridge
has been constructed to cross over a deep chasm leading to the temple and numerous
scaffolding and walkways have been erected throughout the chamber. Construction materials
lay dotted around and there are piles of sandbags and traffic cones everywhere. Sheva is
impressed by the ruins and wonders if Excella is here. If they want to find out, they are going to
need to find a way to lower that bridge.
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There is a control room up ahead so they decide to look inside. Unfortunately the door is
locked so they reactivate the power for the construction elevator and Sheva volunteers to ride
to the top. She navigates the walkways and gains access to the temple, admiring the ancient,
weathered stone pillars and articulate carvings.
Chris keeps a close watch on her progress and
is alerted when their movements disturb a nest
of Lickers slumbering in and around the
temple. The sinewy creatures begin to emerge
from holes and gaps in the rock, clambering
up the vertical walls to try and get at Sheva.
Chris shoots as many as he can off the wall,
causing them to plummet down the chasm as
Sheva is forced to push a heavy load of
construction materials aside in order to jump
down onto the roof of the control room. Once
inside she is able to unlock the door and flip the activation switch to lower the bridge and
enable them to reach the temple door on the other side of the chasm. They cross over and
move towards the sacred structure, although the natural stone entrance has been replaced with
a reinforced metal door bearing the Tricell logo. Steeling their nerves, they head inside.
They emerge into a beautiful chamber flanked with murals on either side and matching,
articulate stone staircases leading up to an elevated platform. This is the sacred monarch room
where the Ndipaya king would sit. Standing alone in the middle of the room next to a small urn
with her back to them is Excella Gionne. Sheva immediately calls out and they hold her at
gunpoint but Excella just turns round and mockingly applauds their progress. Evidently she has
been expecting them. Chris again asks about Jill and Excella continues to play games by
debating that maybe she’ll tell him where she is, but maybe she won’t. As if on cue, the Plague
Doctor suddenly drops into their midst with a stunning display of aerial acrobatics. She assaults
both Chris and Sheva and a brief struggle ensues until a lucky gunshot from Chris dislodges her
face mask. She retreats back to Excella using a series of stunning backflips, easily dodging the
bullets Chris and Sheva continue to fire.
Chris demands they stop playing around and wants
some answers. But then his blood runs cold when
he hears a very familiar voice as Albert Wesker
emerges and remarks that Chris hasn’t changed at
all. They look up to see him standing there on top
of the stairs, briefly nodding in mockacknowledgement. Chris is angry, but not surprised
to find his old nemesis somehow still alive.
Wesker begins to walk down the stairs and recalls
how they last met at the Spencer Estate and this is
now one big family reunion. He wonders why
Chris isn’t happier to see them both and picking up on his confusion, chastises him for being
too slow to catch on. He slowly removes the Plague Doctor’s cowl and reveals the brainwashed
Jill Valentine. A wave of emotion rushes through Chris at this moment but Jill just stares at him
blankly like a drone. He calls out to her and Sheva seems confused, only for Wesker to
reaffirm it really is her. But then Jill suddenly rushes at Chris, kicking him to the ground and
disarming Sheva in one quick movement. Chris soon recovers and but Jill is on him in a
second and proceeds to choke him with superhuman strength. Sheva tries to come to his aid
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but Wesker displays his own speed abilities to elbow her aside. Both parties soon separate and
Wesker announces it is time to finish this, once and for all. He believes the odds are fair now
that it is a two on two fight.
Excella leaves the room via the elevator at the back
as Wesker cracks his knuckles and announces he
has seven minutes to play with them as Jill begins
to athletically retreat back across the room. Chris
immediately opens fire on Wesker but he dodges
the bullets with ease. Sheva takes off after Jill who
runs up the stairs and prepares to fire her rifle
down at both of them. Chris cannot get anywhere
near Wesker, his super speed and agility means
his punches hit nothing but air and in return
Wesker delivers a devastating set of blows and kicks that send him crashing to the floor.
Wesker insists Chris’s future hinges upon this fight and kicks him through a nearby door,
knocking it off its hinges and opening up a new set of tunnels. Chris turns and retreats, shouting
out to Sheva that they will never win like this and need to change tactics. Sheva agrees and
insists they go stealth but Wesker just mocks and says there is no point in hiding.
Chris runs down the narrow passageways, trying to put as much distance as he can between
himself and Wesker. Flaming torches cast flickering shadows off the crumbling brick and more
Ndipaya murals are present on the weathered rocks amidst cracks, dust and old spider webs.
There are several chambers to hide in, all containing sarcophagi with hidden Ndipaya royal
treasure. As he hides, Chris can hear Wesker searching nearby and mocking him for being
deluded and loving his precious self-righteousness. Sheva suddenly comes through on his
earpiece; she will take care of Jill whilst he handles Wesker. Easier said than done.
In the main arena, Sheva momentarily gets the better of Jill and is able to restrain her. They
tussle for several moments until Jill eventually wriggles free and Sheva dives for cover before
she is riddled with machine gun fire. In the tunnels up above, Chris continues to hide and can
hear Wesker’s footsteps not far away. He suggests Chris is simply postponing the inevitable and
calls him out as a self-righteous fool. Chris knows he stands no chance in a head on fight and is
forced to keep low and on the move, moving quietly between the various chambers and
ignoring the large spiders crawling down the ancient stone.
After several more minutes of searching, Wesker
tires of wasting his time and retreats back up to
the main throne room towards the elevator. By
the time Chris and Sheva regroup, they spot
Wesker looking down on them both from above.
There is no sign of Jill. Wesker concedes he
expected more of a challenge from Chris after all
this time and admits to being very disappointed.
His phone suddenly rings and as he answers the
call presumably from Excella as Chris and Sheva
dash up the stairs to confront him and order him to stop. Wesker puts the phone down and
looks Chris in the eye only for Jill to sneak up from nowhere and expertly disarm both of
them. She holds Chris in an arm lock, ready to snap his bone and crush his throat in a second’s
notice. He tries appealing to her again and explains who she is, telling her to snap out of it.
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Wesker applauds his attempt and begins to take his leave. Now that Chris’s ‘partner’ has
arrived, he’ll leave them both to catch up.
Jill’s grip tightens on his arm and Chris screams
out in pain. He grits his teeth and again tells her
to wake up, calling out her name repeatedly.
This seems to work and for a moment Jill looks
confused and seems to remember who he is.
She leaves go of him and stumbles back,
beginning an internal struggle with her own
body for control. Wesker looks on and is
impressed that she can still resist at such an
advanced stage. Her efforts are commendable,
yet futile as he pulls out a control pad and administers another dose of the P30 chemical. Jill
screams in agony and collapses to the floor. Wesker tells Chris he has no more time for games
and has work to do. He tells him to have fun watching Jill suffer before walking into the
elevator. Chris demands to know what he has done to her but the doors soon close and
Wesker is gone. Jill convulses and screams for several more seconds before ripping open the
top of her bodysuit to reveal the glowing red implant surgically attached to her chest. Sheva
wonders what it is and Chris says they have to get it off her just as Jill looks up at them both.
Her convulsions have passed and she has pure hatred in her eyes.
Jill goads them to chase her before back flipping off the platform and landing back downstairs.
Sheva believes that if they can catch up to her and remove the device from her chest she may
return back to normal and Chris is in agreement. They have to be careful as Jill is still armed
with her machine gun, but by splitting up and presenting two targets she can only focus on one
of them at a time, meaning the other can sneak up and restrain her. Chris shouts at her again,
asking what she is doing and telling her to wake up. He grabs her back and holds her still whilst
Sheva tries to prise the device off her. But Jill is able to escape and runs up the wall before
vaulting up onto the higher platform. The P30 chemical being supplied to her body is fuelling
her superhuman abilities and she is as lithe and nimble as a cat. Chris shouts at her again and
asks if she recognises him. This causes the device on her chest to spark and she gasps in pain
before recovering to fire her weapon down upon them. Bullets riddle and skitter off the ancient
stonework as Chris and Sheva both roll out of the way. Jill jumps down again to confront them
and this time Sheva manages to restrain her. Chris holds her down and wrenches the device off
her chest, making her cry out in absolute agony.
Jill stumbles for several moments before
collapsing to the floor. Chris takes her in his
arms and eventually she comes round and says
his name, telling him she is so sorry. She is
physically and emotionally exhausted and the
top of her chest is horribly disfigured with
surgical scars. She recognises Sheva and asks
them both for forgiveness. The implant meant
she couldn’t control her actions but she has
still been self-aware throughout the whole
ordeal. Chris helps her to her feet and she
insists she is okay, but implores them both to stop Wesker. Chris says they can’t just leave her
here but Jill says they will have to. This is their only chance because if Wesker succeeds with
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his plan, Uroboros will be spread across the globe and millions will die. Chris still isn’t sure but
Jill pleads with him to go. He is the only person who can stop Wesker before it’s too late.
Uncertain and reluctant to leave her behind having only just gotten her back, Chris agrees and
steps into the elevator. Jill tells Sheva to take care of him before she watches them both
disappear as the doors close. They are humanity’s only chance to survive what is about to
happen. Now alone, Jill turns to leave but another wave of pain suddenly shoots through her
and she comes across all dizzy and collapses down to the floor. She says Chris’s name before
falling unconscious.
Meanwhile, somewhere below, the elevator opens
and Chris and Sheva find themselves back outside
in the cool, early evening air. It is the twilight of
the day and the whole valley is bathed in a golden
glow from the setting sun. They are on a platform
constructed on the side of the mountain by the
coastline and can see a dock down below where a
huge Tricell Africa tanker is moored. Chris seems
distracted but insists he’s okay when Sheva shows
concern. They look down at the large
construction yard where large cranes have
recently finished loading up the tanker with dozens of containers. Sheva points down to the
docking platform where they can see Excella and Wesker boarding the ship, flanked by armed
Majini at the entrance. Chris grits his teeth and insists its time they put an end to this. They
begin making their way down the staircase and prepare to infiltrate the ship before it leaves.
Meanwhile, unable to get the B.S.A.A. withdrawal order overturned, Josh has gone against
orders and called in a favour with a friend of his named Doug, who is a helicopter pilot for the
West African branch. They commandeer a helicopter and return to the entrance of the cave
system where Josh had originally dropped off Chris and Sheva hours earlier. They do a full
sweep of the mountain range and discover the dock and Tricell monitoring station on the other
side. Josh has Doug drop him off so he can infiltrate the ruins underneath the mountain and
hopefully locate his colleagues, unaware they are already on the tanker. Doug will wait to
extract him on the other side of the mountain range.
The Tanker soon pulls away from the dock, headed towards an undesignated location known
only to Wesker, Excella and Jill. Chris and Sheva are safely on board and hide on the deck
amidst all the steel containers until night falls and they are out to sea before infiltrating further.
The events of RESIDENT EVIL 5: DESPERATE ESCAPE begin.
NIGHT:
Some hours later Jill slowly regains
consciousness in the Monarch Room to find
Josh Stone standing over her. He asks if she
is alright before realising who she is. Jill is
one of the Original 11 and he never believed
he would have had the chance to meet her.
She asks his identity and he introduces
himself before explaining he is looking for
Sheva and Chris. Jill confirms they both went after Wesker and will now be on a tanker. Josh
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admits he saw one anchored off shore a little earlier and asks if she knows where it is headed.
She says she does but it will be long gone by now and it is too late to catch them, but Josh isn’t
so sure and says he has a helicopter waiting. He is going after Sheva regardless. Jill asks to tag
along and he is more than happy to have the company of a beautiful lady. Together, they head
to the elevator at the back of the monarch room and ride down to the dock outside.

They soon emerge out onto the gantry overlooking the tracking and receiving station. The
tanker is long gone from the dock but the station is a hive of activity and several large
searchlights sweep the area and armed Majini on patrol. Together, Jill and Josh begin their
infiltration. Josh confirms their helicopter is waiting on the other side of this mountain range
and suggests they hurry, Sheva might need their help.
Having successfully infiltrated the tanker undetected, Chris and Sheva have laid low until
darkness had fallen. With the sky now pitch black and the ship well away from the African
coast, they begin to move across the large and expansive deck which comprised of a labyrinth
of shipping containers and cargo crates. They briefly discuss the sheer size of the ship and
Sheva wonders if they are going to use it to spread Uroboros, but Chris isn’t convinced as using
a ship this size would give away their position too quickly. He believes Wesker must have
another plan. At the very front of the ship, a large Tricell flag flaps in the wind and the sea is
calm all around with moonlight sparkling off the surface.
The decks are crawling with base Majini, most of them
wearing body armour and armed with shock-sticks. It
is not long before they are spotted and one Majini in
the lookout on the main mast hurls grenades down
from above. As they work their way along, Chris and
Sheva are also attacked by packs of Adjules which are
being transported in the cargo containers. The Majini
also lay a trap by dropping a large cage down from a
crane above and trapping Sheva inside. Chris has to
survive an ambush from a group of Majini and Duvalia
to recover a key card and access the crane himself. He is then able to release the cage and get
Sheva out. Reunited, the duo continue moving across the ship deck until they finally reach a
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hatch door that gets them inside. Now they can infiltrate the lower decks.
Meanwhile, Jill and Josh are combining well to
move through the docks back on the mainland.
Doug re-establishes communication and Josh
confirms he is headed towards his position and
that he is bringing a lady. Doug cannot
remember picking up women as being part of
the mission and asks if she is cute. Josh tells
him to show a little respect as he is travelling
with Jill Valentine of all people. Doug doesn’t
seem intimidated and apologises to Jill for her
being stuck with Josh instead of him, offering
his own services if she wants to talk to a real man. Josh tells him to knock the chatter off and
they will be with him soon. Together, they continue heading for the communications station.
Back on the tanker, Chris and Sheva find themselves in a room full of instrument panels and
readouts. A map on the wall of the layout demonstrates just how large the tanker is. There are
a couple of gas canisters affixed to the wall and multiple gauges and pressure readouts. A
stairwell also leads down to the lower levels. A small passageway leads to an opening on the
floor that drops down to the next deck. From there, more stairs lead down towards the holding
area. As they move down, Sheva suggests it won’t be easy finding Wesker on a ship this big, but
Chris is pretty confident that once he knows they are here, he will find them. He’s not the type
to let grudges go. Sheva concludes Chris must have done something to really piss him off and
he replies it goes a bit beyond that. They have a long history together and he contemplates
telling her all about it, but only after they put an end to all of this first.
At the bottom they emerge into a small
laboratory where more of the Stairway to the
Sun flowers are being cultured. Excella is here
replenishing stocks of PG67/AW into two
attaché cases and they are able to get the drop
on her. Sheva asks what is going on but she is
not for telling. Chris promises she won’t get
hurt if she cooperates and demands to know
where Wesker is. Excella contemplates telling
only if they can behave themselves before
suddenly grabbing both cases and making a
bolt for the door. Chris and Sheva open fire but the instruments and desks block their shots
and they only hit one of the cases, causing Excella to drop it. Soon she is through the hatch
door and locks it from the other side. Chris is beyond frustrated and slams his fist on the door.
They cannot follow Excella this way. Out of curiosity, Sheva picks up one of the PG67/AW
samples and sees it is manufactured by Tricell. Whatever this is, Excella seemed protective of it
so she decides to take it with her. There is an abundance of computers and storage equipment
in here. They check some of the files and find another log entry by Tricell researcher Miguel
stating their current aim is to develop a virus that surpasses the potential of both the G-Virus
and the t-Veronica, needing to eliminate extreme mutations, mental atrophy and general
instability. Miguel is already on the verge of solving two of the problems and insists Tricell is
lucky to have a talented individual like him on their payroll.
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The hatch opposite leads down another corridor full of heavy pipework and exposed wires
before emerging out onto a mesh gantry that overlooks the main cargo docks. Dozens of
Tricell branded cargo containers are stored here including steel shipping containers, packing
crates, boxes and parcels. A huge crane is suspended above for sorting and a circular shaft in
the ceiling leads up to the main deck. The whole area is illuminated by powerful halogen
lighting installed in each corner of the massive room. Several armed Majini are on patrol and
Chris and Sheva silently take out as many as they can before their presence is detected and a
general alarm is sounded. More Majini pile out from a hatch on the floor and take up offensive
positions using the many crates and boxes as cover. Gunfire suddenly echoes across the room
and Chris and Sheva use their elevated position to their advantage and shoot several flammable
canisters, sparking several fires.
With the area in chaos, they drop down onto
the hangar floor and make for the hatch which
leads down into a small tunnel snaking round
to the other side of the dock where another
ladder takes them back up. Several more
Majini wielding AK-47’s are lurking down
here and sparks rain down from a shortcircuited conduit in the ceiling. After suffering
enough damage, one Majini mutates into a
Duvalia, making for an awkward opponent in
such confined conditions, but a timely flash
grenade from Sheva soon sorts the problem.
On the other side a Gatling Gun Majini awaits. He is captain of his armed subordinates and the
Type 3 Plaga has increased his strength to the point where is able to carry a Gatling gun
designed exclusively for vehicles. Once he is defeated, a quick search of his body reveals him to
be in possession of hangar keycard A. Sheva finds keycard B in a nearby safe and they are able
to unlock the door and finally get out of this place.
They are now in another storage area stocked with weapon cases marked with the Tricell logo.
Several more Majini lay in wait in here and Sheva shouts a warning they are all armed with
rocket launchers. Together they duck and hide amongst the heavy boxes and tarpaulin and
work their way close enough to take the enemies out as rocket fire detonates all around them.
A cargo container holding live Bui Kichwa is damaged and opens up, spilling the arachnidcritters onto the floor who immediately scatter and attack. Once the area is eventually clear a
door in-between four large spinning fans leads to a utility corridor with an elevator at the end
that takes them all the way back up to the top deck.
At that moment, Wesker is stood on the bridge
and watches their progress via CCTV on the
monitors. He is impressed they have made it
this far but they won’t make it much further.
He thinks back to that fateful night at the
Spencer Estate three years ago now when
Oswell revealed to him the secret behind his
own manufactured existence through the
Wesker Children program. This was all part of
a greater plan to create a master race of human
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beings that Spencer himself planned to rule over as god. The mastermind behind Umbrella
had arrogantly believed he had the right to become a god and Wesker had taken away that
right by savagely murdering him in an act of revenge. Now he realises that with the Uroboros
Virus, the right to become a god is now his.
Having no further use for her, Wesker betrays Excella and forcefully injects her with the
Uroboros Virus before locking her outside on the main deck. If she rejects the virus, her
mutation will cross paths with Chris and Sheva and get rid of them once and for all.

Meanwhile, back on the mainland, Jill and Josh find themselves overlooking a huge
construction area and train yard with large cranes and individual structures built into the rock
of the mountain. Huge spotlights waver through the air and an alarm sounds and more Majini
deploy to defensive positions. In the far distance they can see a radio tower and satellite dish
making up part of the communications array. Jill tells Josh she needs to get to the
communications facility as there is something urgent she needs to tell Chris. Josh insists on
going with her and explains Doug’s helicopter is waiting beyond the comms tower, meaning
they are heading in the same direction regardless. This area is heavily fortified with crossbow
wielding Majini lying in wait behind sandbags and a gaping chasm beneath an unstable looking
train track. Several turrets are mounted with rocket launchers and they need to get through a
sturdy red gate into the next area. There is no way of opening it and Josh admits is going to
take a hell of a lot of firepower to take it out.
At the same time back on the tanker, Chris
and Sheva once again emerge out into the
night air of the main deck and make their
way forward through a vast maze of cargo and
shipping containers. They soon come across
a huge pile of discarded human bodies that
seem to have all been piled up here for a
reason. There are dozens of them, all from
Kijuju and Chris wonders aloud just what the
hell has happened here. At that moment,
Excella comes struggling towards them, her body weakened and fighting the imminent
manifestation of the Uroboros Virus which is attempting to adapt to her her DNA. She is in
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obvious pain and cannot understand why Wesker has turned his back on her after she has
done so much for him.
Wesker’s voice suddenly reverberates around them, coming from the speaker systems
mounted on the sides of the ship. He is pleased Chris is here. Uroboros is on the eve of its
appearance and six billion cries of agony will very soon birth a new balance. Excella screams to
Wesker that he had promised they would change this world together and cannot understand
why he has done this to her, but Chris knows that Wesker has never given a damn about
anyone other than himself. Wesker continues on, saying it will only take one glimpse of his
new world for even Chris to understand why he is doing this. Everything will soon make perfect
sense. But unfortunately, it is already too late for them. Neither he nor Sheva will live to see the
dawn.
Wesker then mock apologises to Excella and
judges that Uroboros is rejecting her. He
commends her for being an excellent asset but
now he has just one last task for her. As if on
cue, Excella screams his name one last time
before the ‘dark blood’ bursts from her mouth
in a sea of oily, black tendrils. The sentient
pustules immediately go on the hunt for fresh
organic matter to consume, enveloping the
nearby pile of dead bodies, taking them in one
by one and absorbing them. Chris and Sheva can only watch in horror as the remains of
Excella vanish beneath a black mass or pulsing, writing organic matter that grows ever larger
with each corpse that is consumed. Soon the creature has risen to over 30 feet tall and the
lower deck is sprayed with a black rain. This is the Uroboros Aheri and Wesker’s latest
attempt to kill them. Aheri means ‘end’ or ‘limit’ in Swahili.
With a creature this large they have no chance in
a straight fight so they quickly bid a hasty retreat.
Uroboros Aheri searches for its prey with
lightning fast efficiency as huge tentacles lash out
and move at astonishing speed. Chris and Sheva
dash down walkways and gantries, diving out of
the way of the black tendrils constantly stalking
them. After helping each other over a shipping
crate, Sheva spots a hatch leading back inside the
ship and they both dash up the stairs and lock
themselves inside.
Although safe for the time being, Sheva is doubtful their weapons will do much damage to the
creature and Chris agrees. But they have to get off the ship before it is destroyed. Already,
Uroboros residue is seeping through the rivets and seals of the bulkheads and every so often
the whole tanker reverberates as Uroboros Aheri searches for a way inside. They start to warily
make their way down the corridor, keeping an eye on the pipes and the dripping black ooze
running down the walls. They pass a noticeboard and several memos are pinned on the
opposite wall near a warning light giving off a red glow. Up ahead is an open ventilation shaft
on the ceiling and as they approach, Chris spots a single black pustule fall to the floor, giving
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him enough chance to duck out of the way when a sudden, large, black tentacle made up of
infused tendrils plunges out of the vent and swipes at them before retracting back inside.
Moving on, they see another tentacle hanging
out of another vent and blocking the corridor
ahead. The whole thing glistens and writhes in
frenzy. Uroboros Aheri is somehow sensing
their movement and is trying to trap them as
Sheva realises it is tearing through the ship.
They cannot stay here. Together they take a
detour through the records room, where
numerous shelving racks are stacked with
various files and archives for ship operations.
Paperwork is strewn along the floor and more
of the dark blood drips down from another exposed vent on the ceiling. A door on the other
side takes them back out into the corridor. Several windows look out onto the main deck and
they can see individual pustules crawling along the glass on the other side, looking for a way in.
A single dead body lays on the floor beneath another vent, a trap for another tentacle that
swoops down from above.
Another swirling mass of oily tendrils block the corridor ahead so they open a hatch to their
left and move through the crew quarters. This is comprised of two rooms full of lockers and
crew berths. There is another dead body in here and he holds a proximity mine, which Sheva
takes. Another hatch leads back into the corridor and beyond the Uroboros mass that was
blocking their way. Another window affords them a proper view of Uroboros Aheri out on the
deck and they can see now just how gigantic it is. Sheva cannot comprehend how big it has
become. The creature makes one last grasp for them through another ventilation duct before
they reach the stairs and head up to the next floor.
The corridor now runs ahead and to their left.
The way left is blocked by the Aheri tentacles
and so they move forwards where a Base
Majini body is prone on the floor. They stop
briefly to investigate a room to the left which is
a meeting room. Two tables have been pushed
together in the centre of the room surrounded
by chairs and is full of binders and ring-back
folders containing numerous reports and
documented information. There is also a row
of lockers and two whiteboards with numerous
post-it notes and memos attached, but nothing
of any use. The tanker continues to reverberate around them as they move back into the
passage and step around the corner where they come across a group of incapacitated Base
Majini. Ahead the corridor turns left by a rusted shutter bearing the Tricell Africa logo where
more Uroboros resin seeps down the walls. The bodies soon emerge from their slumber as
they step past and a brief fire fight ensues. Only one Majini poses a threat when it further
mutates into a Duvalia and uses its hardened shell as a shield. But once they take it down,
Chris discovers it is in possession of the key card for the bridge.
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An automated door takes them into the main control room where all kinds of panels, monitors
and readouts are on display. They check the controls and find the automatic navigation has
been engaged and cannot be changed. The readouts display a map of their current position off
the coast of West Africa alongside numerous radar
and sonar readings. The damage Uroboros Aheri
is doing to the tanker is affecting the electrical
systems and several circuits have shorted and
sparks crackle from cabling on the ceiling. Chris
finds an interesting document on one of the
control panels dating back to August 1998
concerning a report on ‘Project W.’ It explains
how Albert Wesker was a test subject for this topsecret program and his apparent ‘death’ in the
mansion incident had put the current success rate
of Project W down to 18%. The report is written
by an Umbrella Information Department employee named ‘Alex W’ and seems to further
elaborate on documents they found on Oswell Spencer’s computer at his estate several years
ago. They also find an open briefcase and inside is a notebook belonging to Spencer himself. It
was written shortly after Raccoon City was bombed and laments how the U.S. Government
went to such extremes to destroy the town. If the truth of the incident was ever brought to life,
support for the Presidential administration would plummet. It goes on to discuss the
Progenitor Virus and the secret of its source and cultivation at the African lab. Spencer planned
to close the facility and kill anyone that knew of its existence. That way his secret would be
preserved. Hidden inside the notebook is a printout of key Umbrella employees. These were
people Wesker has been hunting down to obtain the location of the hidden lab.

“Personnel with Access to Company Secrets:
Level 10
Ozwell S. - Deceased
Henning P. - Imprisoned
Masaki T. - Deceased
Jenny K. - Whereabouts unknown
Carlos M. - Found -> information obtained -> eliminated
Level 9
Brandon B. - Deceased
Frank E. - Deceased
Isabella C. - Deceased
Greg A. - Deceased
Lee D. - Deceased
Michael K. - Deceased
Ethan W. – Deceased”

-RE5: Printout found within Spencer’s Notebook; undated.
It seems one man, Carlos M, gave Wesker the information he needed before he was
eliminated. The lab’s hidden location in Africa explains why Wesker has allied himself with
Tricell Africa and Excella Gionne. With some of the puzzle pieces finally slotting into place,
they use the key card on the door that will take them up to the main bridge.
Upstairs the bridge is empty with no sign of any crew. Through the windows they can see that
Uroboros Aheri has grown even larger. If they don’t find a way to take it out soon it will destroy
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the entire ship. The controls seem to be in working order but it the automatic navigation
cannot be disabled. Whilst looking around, Sheva spots an interesting memo attached to a
noticeboard on the wall by the stairs. It concerns a weapon built by Tricell as a failsafe should
there ever be an unscheduled outbreak of Uroboros.

“The Shango satellite laser is operated by using a rocket launcher-style laser targeting device
(L.T.D.) that sends targeting coordinates to the satellite. The satellite is then capable of firing a
highly concentrated laser to within centimetres of the target.
Operation Procedures:
1. Aim the L.T.D. at the target to relay the coordinates to the satellite.
2. Once the target has been ascertained, the coordinates will be relayed. During the
transmission, the target ring will appear red on the targeting scope.
Note: If the targeting sensor's AI perceived that the target is no longer being tracked by the
targeting scope, transmission of the coordinates will be cancelled.
3. When LOCK ON appears on the scope, it means the transmission has been successfully
sent. Pulling the trigger will now activate the laser.
4. The firing cannon must be given time to recharge before it can be re-fired.’
-RE5: Satellite Laser Shango Operating Manual; undated.

With a weapon such as this, they might just have a chance. The targeting device is on the roof
so Chris leads the way upstairs with Sheva right behind him. They soon emerge back outside
onto a gantry. A large crate is wrapped up in wet tarp and several planks of wood lean against
the railings alongside two life rings. They head through
a gate onto the roof of the bridge where powerful
searchlights on the main deck below illuminate the
glistening black mass of Uroboros Aheri. As if sensing
their presence, the roots of the creature pull
themselves up to attack, and in a typical characteristic
of the virus, develops four large bulbs that glow a fiery
red. These are its weak points. As Sheva takes pot
shots at the bulbs, Chris uses the bridge key cards to
release the laser targeting device. When enough
damage is done to the glowing nacelles, a central core
is exposed and Chris targets it with the laser, locking
on targeting co-ordinates for the orbital satellite to fire.
In a blinding flash of light that briefly turns night to day, the satellite rains down a fiery blast
from above, striking the central core and severely damaging the creature. Aheri rages and swirls
its massive root-like tendrils at Chris and Sheva who are forced to duck and swoop out of the
way. Aheri also projects several smaller Uroboros masses onto the deck and Sheva is forced to
switch to her rifle to get rid of them. The targeting device takes several moments to reload and
whilst waiting, they concentrate fire on the smaller bulbs. The battle is tense, but two further
blasts from the Shango laser and Uroboros Aheri is destroyed.
They watch the remains of Uroboros Aheri smoulder into a grotesque statue in the night
flanked by the probing searchlights on the deck. Sheva seems disturbed now that they have
witnessed the full force of Uroboros and fears for the world should it ever get out. Chris
laments that Wesker actually seems to be serious about trying to destroy the entire planet.
With the wind whistling in their faces, they quickly return to the bridge where warning klaxons
are reverberating around the ship. Uroboros Aheri has caused significant damage, the ship is
taking on water and a fire has broken out in the engine room.
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SATURDAY MARCH 7TH 2009
Meanwhile back at the Tricell port, Jill and Josh reach the front of the main communications
building. The road connecting to the tunnel leading to the other side of the mountain is
damaged so Josh contacts Doug and explains the bridge is out and that he needs him to come
to them instead. Jill says there is a landing pad on the roof of the communications building and
asks if he can meet them there. Doug is only too happy to oblige and says he’ll be waiting for
Jill with open arms, prompting her to remark that Doug seems quite a character. Josh agrees
that is one way of putting it. Before the Majini can regroup, they quickly head inside the facility.
Once they reach the main communications room, Josh commences his technical wizardry and
starts typing on the control panel, explaining he is setting the broadcast to the same frequency
as Chris’s PDA. They can only hope that he answers their call.
Back on the bridge of the tanker, Chris and Sheva are preoccupied with a CCTV feed from the
lower hangar showing a stealth assault bomber. Jill had warned them earlier that Wesker was
planning to spread Uroboros throughout the world, and now they know how he plans to spread
it. The bomber will fire Uroboros missiles into the
upper atmosphere. The image switches and they see
Wesker himself stood by a railing, deep in thought.
They need to get to him quickly. They head for the
elevator when Chris suddenly receives a call on his
PDA. It is Jill. She explains that Wesker’s superhuman
strength comes from an experimental virus, but it is
unstable and in order to maintain a balance he must
take regular injections of a serum she’d heard Excella
refer to as PG67-AW. If they can cut his supply of
serum he will lose his strength, but he only recently
took a dose. However, the amount administered has to
be precise and if he injects too much it will act like a poison and weaken him. Jill says she is
going to try and escape and insists Chris needs to concentrate on finding that serum. Then the
signal is lost. Recognising the name, Sheva looks over the vial she took from Excella’s briefcase
earlier. It is the PG67-AW and it might just be there only hope. Chris looks over the
computers and finds a memo written by Wesker only hours ago. The end game is
approaching.

“The Uroboros Virus will have a direct and
substantial impact on human DNA. Those who
possess inferior genes will find exposure to the
virus fatal. Most of those infected will be unable
to withstand this winnowing. The handful of
survivors will be limited to those who possess
superior DNA.
There is no room in this new world for those
who do not qualify. A new day will dawn only
for the chosen few. Tonight Uroboros and I
shall awaken the best of this world.
Everything is on schedule. When the bomber reaches the tropopause, the missiles carrying the
Uroboros Virus will be deployed.
Once released, the virus will enter the upper troposphere and spread using the wind currents.
It is then that humanity will receive its final judgment. A virus possesses no emotions, and
therein lies its beauty. It will select only choice humans from around the world. The ones who
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are not chosen, will become hosts for Uroboros, and their existence will consist only of
searching for new hosts.
Once set into motion nothing can stop this chain reaction. The din of six billion screams will
close the book on humanity's ignoble past.”
-RE5: Uroboros Plan; undated.

As they head for the elevator, Sheva cannot understand Wesker’s thinking. He cannot fly
around in a bomber equipped with missiles without getting shot down by the authorities but
then Chris counters by saying it won’t get shot down because if it did it would initiate a
biohazard. He really is planning on spreading Uroboros worldwide. Things are worse than they
thought and Chris reiterates they need to stop him here and now.
In the communications facility, Josh explains he cannot
regain the signal to Chris’s PDA; the frequency is being
deliberately jammed. But Jill says she told him what he
needed to know. Josh suggests they get moving as Doug
should be on the roof by now. Together they step into
the elevator and ride up all the way to the top of the
building. But when they arrive, there is no sign of Doug
and within minutes the rooftop is swarming with Majini.
Josh gets back on the radio and Doug explains he is
almost there. He tells Josh to concentrate on keeping Jill
safe and let him worry about getting them both out.
They both take up defensive positions and try to repel
the attack, using strategically placed flammable gas canisters and fuel barrels to aid them.
At the same time, Chris and Sheva arrive in the
bilge area of the tanker to find severe flood and
fire damage. A computerised warning blurts
out that a fire has been detected in the Engine
Room. Secondary bulkheads are sealing off the
area and evacuation is advised. Several
walkways have collapsed and the Uroboros
missiles are perilously close to the flames. The
hold is packed with the remaining Majini on
board and they fire at Sheva and Chris, who
take cover and sprint along the metal gantry.
One Majini is engulfed completely when a
spew of flame erupts from a gas pipe. Dropping down to the lower levels they find evidence of
flooding and more Majini attack. Sheva quickly takes care of them while Chris locates the
switch that will open the first primary bulkhead blocking their path. The bulkhead doors take
an eon to open and on the other side they find Reaper cocoons encased in secreted sticky resin
on the ceiling. There are more Majini armed with assault rifles and even a couple aiming
rocket launchers from the upper walkways. Green laser-sights dance around them and bullets
richoet and whine off the metal bulkheads and gantries.
More explosions rock the tanker and the whole ship vibrates as Chris and Sheva duck into
cover and return fire. The lower floors of the hangar are now inches deep in water and they
slosh along before climbing a ladder on the left hand side to the upper walkway. Sheva takes
out the Majini armed with rocket launchers and Chris shoots several more, some of which
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erupt into Cephalo mutations. The primary bulkhead door requires two levers to be pulled
simultaneously and once the area is clear they hit the switches, again forced to wait as the heavy
steel doors open up painfully slowly. As they anxiously wait, two of the Reaper cocoons behind
them hatch and two insectoid monstrosities drop
down into their midst. Ahead of them, two
Gatling Gun Majini arise from raised platforms
and begin spraying the area with bullets. They
are each in possession of a hangar key card and
Sheva and Chris will need them both in order to
progress. The B.S.A.A. both use flash grenades
to stun their enemies, allowing Chris enough
time to reach an automated machine gun turret
and return fire. The Majini are eviscerated and
although they possess unmatched strength, they
cannot move fast enough to reach Chris’s
position and are soon taken down in a hail of bullets. With the key cards now in their
possession, they can progress to the main hangar where Wesker awaits. They both use their
access cards on the reader either side of the main door which permits them into a small
corridor with Tricell logos written on each bulkhead. Sheva comments that something seems
off and doesn’t feel right. Chris agrees, warning her to not let her guard down for a second.
In the airspace above the docks near the
communications facility, Doug’s helicopter
comes under attack from a horde of flying
Kipepeo and he is forced to make a detour.
He informs Josh and Jill that he’s going to be a
little late and they need to hold out for just a
bit longer. The battle on the rooftop is
becoming intense with both chainsaw and
Gatling Gun Majini using the elevator to ride
up to the landing pad at the top.
Back in the depths of the tanker, Chris and Sheva emerge into the main hangar where Wesker
still stands, waiting. He is not surprised to see them and asks if they ever tire in failing with their
mission. He admits they have become quite the inconvenience for him before suddenly
launching his sunglasses at Chris who catches them
in a distraction. Wesker’s super speed means he is
on them before they even register what is happening
and Chris is elbowed aside as Wesker snatches his
shades back and Sheva is thrown to the floor. Chris
tries firing but Wesker easily evades the bullets and
again pummels Chris, throwing him into a bulkhead
before incapacitating Sheva and using her as a
human shield. Chris asks why Wesker is resorting to
this extreme action and what he seeks to accomplish
by unleashing Uroboros. His former commander
calmly replies that every day the human race comes
one step closer to self-destruction. His actions with Uroboros will not destroy the world, but
instead save it. All those unworthy will not have a place within the new world order.
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Sheva suddenly wriggles free and a brief tussle plays out, only for Wesker to again easily block
their attacks and overpower them both before throwing them over the railing where they fall for
several feet and land hard on the floor. The PG67-AW sample falls out of her pocket and
Sheva scoops it back up. This might be their only chance…

Wesker jumps down to engage them just as the hangar doors open and the cool, night air
floods inside. He mocks Chris, asking if he really believes he can defeat him. But Chris is
defiant, stating he won’t stop trying until he is dead. Wesker laughs, suggesting he’d better just
kill him quickly then. He immediately advances on them both, shouting that he will see them
both dead and immediately opens fire with his S.T.A.R.S. Samurai Edge, forcing Chris to dive
out of the way. Sheva is there to cover, and Wesker dodges her gunfire with astonishing speed.
The whole hangar is bathed in halogen spotlights and littered with construction for the
Uroboros missiles. The launching pad for the stealth bomber is on a raised platform and
illuminated with underside lighting. Both of them run for cover to hide behind the various
obstacles with Sheva suggesting they might actually be able to hit him if they take advantage of
the dark. Wesker calmly walks after them and Sheva fires off a few more rounds, forcing him
to dodge and buying them precious seconds as Chris deactivates the first of the floodlights,
plunging an area of the hangar into darkness. Wesker shouts out that they are both ignorant
cretins and asks if it ever occurred to them that this planet is overpopulated? Only a handful of
humans truly matter. Everyone else is just so much chaff and it is up to him to separate the
chaff from the wheat. Now thanks to Uroboros, he can finally accomplish this.
Chris and Sheva separate, providing two separate targets
and forcing Wesker to target only one of them.
Naturally he goes after Chris and talks as though Sheva
doesn’t even exist. His super speed brings him close
enough to punch Chris twice in the stomach before a
devastating leg sweep sends him spinning to the floor.
Wesker doesn’t seem interested in a killing blow and
again goes off on another rant to try and make Chris
understand his rationale. Only those with superior
DNA will be chosen by Uroboros and only those fit for
survival will be allowed to carry their genes into a new
age. Chris shouts back that he guesses Wesker is going to rule this new age and compares him
to a comic-book villain before firing off several rounds and causing him to disappear into a blur
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as he dodges the shots. They are never going to beat him like this. Their fate seems inevitable.
Sheva meanwhile deactivates another of the
floodlights and now two-thirds of the hangar
space is in darkness. She shouts again that every
time they shoot, Wesker dodges. Fighting in the
dark might be their only chance. She then turns
and lays down more covering fire so Chris can
scramble away. Wesker then uses his superior
agility to leap across the hangar and land
perfectly beside the stealth jet. He announces
that their struggle is over and proceeds to pick
up individual missiles and throw them with
devastating speed and accuracy. Chris cowers
behind a scaffold and the metal on the other side buckles and strains with each missile impact,
making the whole place vibrate and shake. Wesker jumps back onto the hangar and
momentarily loses track of them, shouting out there is no point in hiding and that they are
merely postponing the inevitable. He sprints over to each floodlight and kicks the lever to
switch the lights back on.
Chris and Sheva meanwhile scramble up a nearby ladder to the upper gantry overlooking the
hangar and stick to the shadows. Wesker continues to search for them downstairs and
announces he wishes to clarify something for Chris. He doesn’t think of himself as a king, but a
god. And even kings bow to gods. Sheva thinks Wesker really has lost it and Chris argues that
he never had it to begin with. They need to stop him. They break cover but Wesker spots
them and within seconds he has crossed the length of the hangar floor and up the nearest
ladder. He backhands Sheva out of the way and launches into a backwards roundhouse kick to
send Chris spinning to the floor. He barely has time to get up before Wesker is on him once
again. He throws a punch but Wesker dodges with ease and backhands him to the stomach,
squeezing all the air out of his chest then another punch sends him back to the floor. He tells
Chris to just accept his fate but again Sheva distracts Wesker long enough with her assault rifle
for Chris to desperately scramble away.
Simultaneously, Doug finally reaches the
communications building and spots Josh and
Jill fighting for their lives on the rooftop. He
radios through to say he has visual contact on
their position and that they both sure know how
to throw a welcoming party and to prepare for
extraction. Josh and Jill stand back to back
using the last of their ammunition to
incapacitate as many of the Majini as they can
when suddenly they are bathed in the bright
lights of Doug’s helicopter. He apologies to Jill
for keeping her waiting so long and moves to set down on the landing pad. Jill runs over but a
stray rocket detonates near her position, sending her flying backwards onto a shipping
container where she falls to the floor dazed and semi-conscious. Josh goes back for her and
helps her to her feet, half-carrying her towards the helicopter, but the Majini are closing fast.
Doug spots their peril and quickly grabs hold of his SIG 556 rifle before heading outside to
provide covering fire, killing several Majini before they can get to Josh’s position. Doug helps
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Jill climb up onto the landing pad before telling Josh to move it. He continues to fire whilst
Josh pulls himself up then helps Jill into the helicopter.

A lone Majini on the opposite side of the building is armed with a rocket launcher. He takes
aim at Doug just as Josh shouts back to him that they are clear to go. Doug begins to retreat
back towards the helicopter just as the Majini fires. Josh can see the rocket homing in on its
target but is powerless to do anything as it explodes and kills Doug instantly, his ruined helmet
skittering along the deck. Josh curses and moves inside to the controls. He will fly and tells Jill
to cover them both. Jill fires down with her rifle as Josh lifts them into the air. Jill spots the
Majini with the rocket launcher reloading and lining up a second blast to destroy their
helicopter, but she takes him out with a precision headshot and the rocket goes awry, exploding
back down onto the rooftop.
Josh flies them out of the area and beyond the
coastline to safety. Jill commends his skills but he
laments that Doug would have done better. Jill is
sorry and says he was a brave soldier. Josh
confesses that he was his friend and if they don’t
help Sheva and Chris he will have died for
nothing. She agrees and suggests they go and try to
help them. Josh sets a course out to sea where
they track the co-ordinates of the Tricell tanker.
Back on the hangar deck, both Chris and Sheva evade Wesker once more and drop back
down to the lower level and deactivate the lights again. Sheva finds a rocket launcher and fires
at Wesker as he jumps down off the ladder. Astonishingly he is able to grab hold of the rocket
in mid-flight but its propulsion still fires meaning he struggles to keep hold of it. Chris takes the
opportunity to shoot the rocket and it detonates in Wesker’s face, temporarily stunning him.
Chris dashes over and lands several punches to Wesker’s face before Sheva grabs him from
behind and tries to restrain him. She shouts at Chris to inject him with the PG67A/W and he
quickly steps forward and jabs the syringe into Wesker’s chest. Wesker staggers back in
obvious pain and drops to his knees, wrenching the syringe out of his chest. Sheva asks if it
worked and Chris believes so. Wesker is in agony as bolts of pain shoot through his body and
into his brain, making his vision go hazy and the veins bulge on his face. He writhes in pain for
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several moments before pulling off his sunglasses and tossing them aside. His pupils glow red
with anger and he warns Chris that this fight isn’t over before turning and bidding a hasty
retreat. Although weakened, he is still incredibly strong and within two huge, in-human leaps he
has crossed the hangar and landed by the stealth jet. Chris tells Sheva to hurry and they give
chase before Wesker has chance to get away. The stealth jet fires up and turns on the rotating
landing pad before its thrusters fire and it begins to launch. Chris and Sheva sprint behind it
and Chris is able to get hold of the cargo bay door and swing up inside. He turns to help Sheva,
pulling her inside before the doors close and the jet takes off into the night sky, soon leaving
the Tricell tanker and the rest of the Majini far behind.
In the rear bay of the bomber, Chris and Sheva spot
Wesker over by the door to the pilot’s cabin. He is
bent over and recovering from the overdose of the
PG67/AW and the bomber is on an automated
course for the earth’s troposphere. Wesker wheezes
as he regains his breath and admits to Chris he
seemingly underestimated him. Chris tells him to
save it, there’s no one left to help him now. But
Wesker insists he doesn’t need anyone else because
he has Uroboros and despite his weakened
condition, still demonstrates incredible strength by banging a huge dent into the wall behind
him. In less than five minutes they will reach the optimum altitude for missile deployment.
Then the virus will be released into the atmosphere, ensuring complete global saturation.
Wesker suddenly lunges at Chris, crossing the entirety of the cargo bay in a split second and
punches him to the chest, then back hands his chin before finally delivering a powerful
roundhouse kick that sends him spinning to the floor in a daze. Sheva barely has time to react
before Wesker turns his attention and opens fire on her. She quickly ducks behind a support
strut as Chris recovers to shoot at his former commander, causing Wesker to duck and weave,
firing blindly at Sheva and missing his target. He
mocks their feeble attempts at only delaying the
inevitable, the entire world will soon be infected.
He moves from side to side in a blur, dodging
bullets until he is close enough to press his
Samurai Edge against Chris’s forehead. But
instead of just pulling the trigger, he explains
that a new genesis is at hand, and he will be the
creator. This delay is long enough for Sheva to
come at him with a bladed shiv, causing Wesker
to backflip acrobatically out of the way and up
onto the ceiling. This time he goes to shoot but Chris is a second faster and fires a lucky shot
that impacts with Wesker’s hand, knocking his gun away. Despite his still impressive strength,
he is definitely slower and that was a hit he would not normally have taken. But Wesker
recovers quickly enough to deliver a devastating upside down spin kick to send Chris reeling
once again. This time Sheva attacks with her knife, and in another clear sign of weakness,
Wesker does not dodge the blow but instead holds up his arm as a shield, with the knife
plunging deep and drawing blood. This enrages Wesker who grabs her neck and begins to
squeeze the life out of her. But Sheva is able to use her athleticism and her legs to make
Wesker lose his balance and topple over, allowing Chris to proclaim he has had enough of his
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bullshit and hit him with another dose of PG67/AW. He is nothing but just another one of
Umbrella’s leftovers.
Wesker glowers in pain just as an automated voice announces they will arrive at the tropopause
in three minutes. Sheva realises they need to bring the bomber down and tells Chris he knows
what they need to do. He agrees and goes for the override lever to open the cargo bay door
and depressurise the aircraft. Wesker realises what Chris is trying to do and dashes over, still
impossibly fast but nowhere near as formidable as he once was. Sheva provides covering fire
and Wesker leaps onto the wall before diving
at Chris, who pulls the lever and ducks out of
the way just as Wesker’s fist smashes into the
wall. Immediately an alarm sounds and the
cargo bay door opens, forcing the plane to
lose altitude. Wesker’s eyes glow fiery and he
promises Chris will pay for that, but the
increased turbulence and suction of the air
being pulled out of the plane forces him to
stagger back. Chris shouts at Sheva to grab
hold of something as Wesker topples back,
managing to save himself by grabbing one of Sheva’s flailing legs. She struggles to hold onto the
support beam and locks eyes with Chris, the look on her face turning from one of struggle and
fear to acceptance and determination at what she must do. With horror, Chris realises exactly
what she is planning and has a brief flashback to when he lost Jill at the Spencer Estate. He
desperately lunges forward just as Sheva deliberately leaves go of the support strut in a bid to
sacrifice herself and kill Wesker. He barely manages to grab her arm and is now holding onto
them both. Wesker vows to take them both with him but Sheva has other ideas and draws her
gun. Her shot misses but is close enough to make Wesker leave go and he goes flying out of
the back of the bomber, soon lost in the darkness and wind. With the bomber losing altitude
fast, Chris and Sheva hold on for dear life and brace themselves as the jet crash lands in the
midst of an active volcano and more warnings blare out that the emergency landing protocol
has been activated. The jet clips off a rocky outcrop before sliding along the jagged surface and
coming to a stop. They have survived, but only just.
Wesker has also survived but the second overdose of PG67/AW has caused him to lose more
of his superhuman strength.
Chris and Sheva emerge from the wreckage and
are immediately hit by the intense heat. Pools
of hot lava and rising steam are all around,
making the temperature almost unbearable.
They won’t last long on here without help.
Boxes and crates have spilled out the back of
the burning jet and its payload has scattered but
most of the wreckage is intact and thankfully the
Uroboros missiles seem to be secure. But as
they walk away, Wesker appears on the roof of
the bomber, unsurprisingly still alive but now minus his shirt and coat. He mockingly tells
Chris that he should have killed him years ago. Chris retorts it was his mistake tells him to
surrender but Wesker states he is only just getting started before punching straight through one
of the missiles. The black tendrils of Uroboros soon swarm out and envelop his arm, but
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unlike other subjects, Wesker adapts perfectly with the virus and remains in total control of the
pustule collective. However, he absorbs a large amount of the virus, causing him to partially
lose his natural human appearance. His mutated right arm fuses with part of the shrapnel from
the crash and he jumps down to confront them, sneering at Chris that it is time for him to die.
Wesker advances towards them, using his mutated
arm as a whip-like appendage which is flexible
enough to expand and retract at will. Chris and
Sheva open fire but their bullets have absolutely no
effect and they are soon forced to retreat up the
rocky pathway, closer to the intense heat of the
numerous lava flows. Wesker saunters after them,
asking Chris why he cannot understand and if he
really believes the world is worth saving. Natural
selection will leave the survivors stronger and better.
Humans have escaped this winnowing for far too
long. Suddenly the rocks underneath Chris give way and he plummets to the floor, leaving
Sheva stranded on the higher pathway. He has hurt his leg and waves Sheva to go on without
him. She complies but warns Chris to get to higher ground as Wesker jumps down to confront
him from behind. Chris scampers away and yells at Sheva to shoot Wesker in the back from
her position. The Uroboros merger has caused an orange nacelle to form on his back which is
his only vulnerability.
Chris clambers up a small outcropping and fires down as Wesker batters the rocks out of his
way with his mutated arm. Sheva confirms she has Wesker in her sights and targets the nacelle
with her sniper rifle. This triggers a further mutation, causing Wesker’s left arm to shatter and
be enveloped by the Uroboros tendrils. He curses and propels himself some 50 yards across to
land on the elevated pathway where Sheva still stands. She turns and runs as Wesker
purposefully strides after her, going on about
war and pestilence being present wherever you
go and everywhere is filled with nothing but
loathsome humans. She runs across an unstable
shelf of rock, steam rising all around her and a
flowing sea of lava beneath. The rising
temperature has weakened the structure of the
rock and the platform gives way beneath her
feet, leaving her perilously hanging on the edge.
Chris can see Wesker gaining from his position
but he cannot get to her. He shouts at Sheva to hold on for dear life whilst he shoots at Wesker
from a distance, trying to slow him down and buy enough time for her to recover and pull
herself up. This seems to work and Wesker instead stops to fire Uroboros projectiles at Chris,
forcing him to duck down below the rocks. He can see Sheva pull herself up and run down the
slope back towards his position, but another lava flow blocks their way so he quickly shoves a
large boulder off the edge of the platform to create a stepping stone.
They are soon reunited but Wesker is not far behind and screams out that the human race
requires judgement. Chris scoffs that Wesker thinks he can judge them all and accuses him of
getting all his ideas from comic book villains. They continue to fall back, but soon come to a
dead end on a large circular platform as the rising lava cuts off all nearby escape routes.
Wesker propels himself up onto the platform, screaming out Chris’ name. Here the final battle
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takes place and Wesker launches attack after attack with his whip-like arm appendage and
Chris and Sheva repel him as best they can to stop him casting them both into the lava. The
damage caused to Wesker has caused a second orange nacelle to sprout on his chest, fusing
with his original human heart. However, this nacelle closes
periodically and is closed up by a swarm of black
Uroboros tendrils. He also attacks by plunging his arm
into the ground and sprouting up numerous tentacles
from beneath the rock, spinning them in quick succession
and churning the ground to form a whirlwind that drives
Sheva and Chris even closer to the lava flow. With time
running out, Chris takes a chance and humps onto
Wesker’s back, reaching round and prising the black
pustules apart to expose his glowing chest nacelle. He
struggles to hold on and he shouts at Sheva to shoot, but
she can’t without hitting him so Chris desperately tells her
to shoot through him if it means killing Wesker. But
instead she draws her combat knife and plunges it blade first into the heart nacelle, stabbing it
repeatedly and covering herself in glowing internal fluid. Wesker screams in agony and
manages to shrug Chris off. But before he can recover, Chris sprints forward and plunges his
own knife into the second nacelle on Wesker’s back.
Wesker screams again but manages to get himself free. He grits his teeth and prepares another
attack only for the ground to give way beneath his feet and he falls through into the molten
rock, screaming in agony as his body begins to burn. At that moment, Josh’s helicopter appears
overhead and Jill drops down a rope ladder and tells them both to grab on. Sheva goes first and
Chris quickly follows as the rocks beneath their
feet are soon swallowed up by the rapidly
swelling lava flow. They scramble up and Jill
helps them both on board just as Wesker
screams out Chris’s name in pure rage and uses
the last of his strength to whip-lash his arm and
extend the tendrils long enough to grab hold of
one of the helicopter’s landing pads. He is
trying to bring the helicopter down into the lava
with him so Jill quickly tells Sheva and Chris to
use the rocket launchers and they each load up
and take aim. They fire simultaneously and both rockets impact with Wesker’s bulk and
detonate in a thunderous explosion sending up waves of molten rock. Wesker’s form
disappears beneath the lava and he is finally gone for good. For Sheva, Wesker’s death avenges
all her fallen brothers and Chris and Jill share a brief look as if suggesting their long ordeal
dating back 11 years may finally be over. Josh pilots the helicopter out of the furnace of the
volcano and away out to sea. The rising lava flow will soon consume the rest of the Uroboros
missiles and the wreckage of the stealth bomber.
They ride in silence for several minutes. Chris contemplates the events of his life ever since the
original mansion incident and Jill looks mentally and physically exhausted. Her
experimentation means she will need to be quarantined in isolation and undergo an intensive
program of physical rehabilitation. Chris finally breaks the silence by concluding that their
struggle is indeed over and Sheva agrees. Jill smiles and Josh gives them an approving glance as
they head back towards the mainland.
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“More and more I find myself wondering if it’s all worth fighting for. For a future without fear…
Yeah, it’s worth it.”
-RE5: Chris Redfield closing narration.

“Tomorrow will come without fail----.
Someone said that to believers the lives of people are like flowers, fleeting like a dream. The
night storm laid waste to the flowers that were supposed to have bloomed the next morning.
The death wind blowing the life out of the flower petals could be compared to a cruel twist of
destiny. An untold number of flowers would die in a single night in the event of a sudden
natural disaster or war. Powers that can't be fought by single individuals can easily steal the
morning before the night is over. It is said that the world could completely change before you
open your eyes in the morning. Deep tears could be shed, thinking about the future that's been
lost.
This might be a somewhat pessimistic viewpoint. People would be unable to live if they were
always in fear of what happens tomorrow. Those people who believe in tomorrow are the
people who work together to build the world for people.
But...
This storm was a vicious one, unlike any seen since the dawn of man. Anything caught up in
this night storm would be totally destroyed. It was a massively destructive wind that not only
extinguished six billion flowers, but also ripped up the roots of the trees to which they were
affixed - the world itself.
The thing that brought this day of reckoning
was the will of one man - the crazed will of
Albert Wesker who hoped for a virus to
separate and judge all mankind, continuing the
will of the now dead Umbrella Corporation.
All of the viruses until now that had over and
over again threatened the world with
biohazards - the t-Virus, G-Virus, t-Veronica,
were all made based on the Progenitor Virus
extracted from the mythical flower "Stairway to the Sun," passed on by the Ndipaya tribe. The
founders of Umbrella, noticing how the virus rapidly modified the DNA of living creatures,
were delighted at this and imagined it as the hand of god or a divine medicine to lead Homo
sapiens to the next level of evolution. The world-class pharmaceutical corporation was just a
front for hiding all traces of B.O.W. development to sell on the black market, the company's
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true objective. They created Umbrella solely to modify the Progenitor Virus to complete the
"ultimate" virus to turn the world into their own Shangri-La.
However, creating the virus called "Uroboros" took nearly half a century from the discovery of
the Progenitor flower called the "Stairway to the Sun." The creators, envisioning themselves as
gods, descended into mutual distrust, conniving and backstabbing, and perished from this
world before seeing its completion. It was Albert Wesker who took the virus himself and
evolved into a super-being and continued their work like nothing had ever happened. He made
it his job to spread the Uroboros Virus around the entire world and bring the world into a new
age. He hoped to rid the world of the inferior modern man and be the god of the new man.
It had been a long time since predictions of a world collapse in the not too distant future, due
to global warming, pollution, rampant selfishness and runaway population growth. According to
some, Umbrella's plan offered quick salvation to this world. One could imagine it as a quick
remedy for the sickening planet, not unlike derailing a runaway train in order to save it before it
runs off a cliff.
But, this ideal had devolved into a more
aggressive selection of the species. The
Uroboros Virus was a powerful drug –
no, not a drug, a poison - that would
only let those humans with superior
DNA evolve to the next level. And as
far as can be determined, only one man
had successfully completely adapted to
the virus out of an uncountable number
of victims in prototype experiments.
Or, at first, maybe none of the six billion humans were suitable to becoming the new human
species. This wind of death, this virus, was about to be released upon the entire world.
Mankind would not wake up to the next morning...
In the sky above the rising sun, Chris remembered the same question again.
---Is there any value in putting one's life at risk to protect this world?
There is, he thinks now.
The world with its civilization and six billion souls truly seemed to be heading for final
destruction. There were wars around the world and countless problems that needed to be
quickly resolved. Bioterrorism incidents would happen again and again. The flowers would
eventually wilt and die.
But even so, Chris felt that the idea of killing the flower
so a new one can be born, of killing the tree all the way
to its roots, was a crazed idea. He felt that Wesker had
followed extreme logic and become intoxicated by the
great power to destroy the world using Umbrella's deadly
assets.
The volcanic island, which was the scene of the battle,
was now glowing in red and billowing volcanic ash. This
flame of purification had cleansed the Uroboros Virus
once and for all and burned and destroyed this man with
crazed ambition. Wesker's fate, which began in Raccoon City, had finally come to an end.
The world was saved from the brink of destruction and witnessed a new dawn. Its six billion
inhabitants were none the wiser with almost no one knowing that Chris fought off the terrible
storm that almost formed the final night, fighting up to the death.
However, Sheva was in the wings fighting out of a belief in good. Even while being taken to the
realm of the yellow line, Jill had finally returned to him. Smiles returned by friends - there was
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value in winning, even if just for that. There was a reason for continuing the world they
belonged to.
"Someday, the world may learn how to avoid destruction. Until then, I'll protect it again and
again."
The heroes will close their eyes and rest in order to be ready for the next battle against evil...”
-Biohazard 5 Kaitai shinsho; novella epilogue; 07/03/09.

When the survivors eventually arrive home, news of Jill Valentine’s dramatic return soon
spreads like wildfire. However she is still very weak and due to her viral exposure over the last
three years, will need to be isolated in quarantine.
The B.S.A.A. halt a proposed carpet-bombing of the Kijuju area and instead request assistance
from TerraSave to provide humanitarian aid.
Once word of Albert Wesker’s death reaches the public domain, there will be a severe
fluctuation across the B.O.W. underworld and global black markets.
SUNDAY MARCH 8TH 2009
19:04
The day after the mission, Ryan is reviewing the data collected from Kijuju when he notices a
startling fact. Going over the communication transcripts he reviews a transmission from March
5th where Chris and Sheva contact Kirk Mathison shortly after their first contact with the
infected Majini. According to this transcript Chris and Sheva had not been warned of any
potential danger in the KAZ. Ryan is puzzled at this because SOU M. Suzuki had promised to
relay information about the Las Plagas threat to Chris before he went into the field. Angry, he
tries to contact M. Suzuki for clarification but cannot reach her.

"I obtained worrying data via a certain route.
‘[C. Redfield]
Come in, Kirk.
The locals were hostile and we had to use force.
We don’t have any contingency plans for this situation, do we Kirk?
[K. Mathison]
Roger on the locals. But your orders still stand.
[S. Alomar]
What does that mean? Was HQ expecting this?
It is a log of the communication between the Bravo Team and helicopter pilot Kirk Mathison,
but what is that? The possibility of bioterrorism in the Kijuju Autonomous Region that was
supposed to be communicated was not passed on at all. I requested an assured communication
of the information from M. Suzuki and she also took it on. I'll probably need confirmation on
this.”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Ryan’s Report 090308; 08/03/09

19:27:
M. Suzuki responds to Ryan’s latest enquiry, not making any attempt to hide her annoyance at
the accusation she deliberately did not pass on vital information about the possible existence of
B.O.W.s in Kijuju to Chris Redfield.
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“>What the hell is this?
What are you talking about?
I have not heard such a story. Have you not made any misunderstanding?”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: M. Suzuki Personal Messenger; 08/03/09

19:28:
Suzuki panics when she reviews logs about a possible investigation and a review of the MJ’s
master network log which will prove conclusively if any such communication was made. She
tries to convey that an examination of the master log will be pointless.

“> Logs are also left here
> Master network log of MJ
> You may ask me to investigate
I am sorry, I think it is innocent.”

-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: M. Suzuki Personal Messenger; 08/03/09
19:29:
Suzuki is asked why such an examination of the master log would be a
waste of time and for this she has no response.

“>Waste? What do you mean?
………”

-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: M. Suzuki Personal Messenger; 08/03/09
An examination of the master log will prove M. Suzuki never passed on the vital mission
intelligence to Chris when she promised she would. Knowing her cover is about to be blown,
Suzuki gives up her undercover position in the B.S.A.A. and breaks off all contact.

MONDAY MARCH 9TH 2009
As the B.S.A.A. begin updating their mission reports, the journalist is able to gain his first
proper mission update since the operation launched. The reports detail the unfortunate fate of
Alpha Team, though information delays mean he still hasn’t learned the eventual outcome of
the mission and the fate of Chris and Sheva. The journalist is at least pleased Adam made it
out of Kijuju alive and translates the final part of his blog in the interests of his readers.
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“WHAT'S THIS!
2009/3/9
For crying out loud.
The first information in days is about the fate of the BSAA's elite unit. What enemies did they
encounter? We can only pray for the safety of Chris and Sheva's Bravo Team, as well as Delta
Team led by Josh which was deployed to the frontline as backup.
Meanwhile, I was concerned about Adam, but his blog has been updated. He is OK. Here is
the hastily translated content of his blog.”
-Famitsu Biohazard 5 Blog: B.S.A.A. Observation Diary; 09/03/09

20:56:
For most of the day Ryan tries to get in contact with M. Suzuki without success. Annoyed she
has seemingly gone off the grid or is deliberately not responding to his communications, he
proceeds to take the matter further.

"It has become impossible to contact SOA M. Suzuki since yesterday. This can't be, did I pass
on information to the wrong person?
I don't want to admit it, but with that, it's strike three...”
-B.S.A.A. Remote Desktop: Report 090309; 09/03/09
TUESDAY MARCH 10TH 2009
Before the master log check is conducted, M.
Suzuki bursts into Ryan’s office and shoots him in
the back of the head. She then deletes all
information from his computer relating to the
Kijuju operation then flees the B.S.A.A.,
reporting directly back to Tricell.
The journalist has been unable to contact Ryan
all day. He knows of M. Suzuki’s actions and
wonders if she was a traitor and responsible for the virus that was uploaded to the B.S.A.A.
mainframe on February 24th. If so, he fears for Ryan’s wellbeing.

“UNABLE TO CONTACT
Ryan’s fears have been realized. His prediction of the possibility of bioterrorism in the quiet air
of Kijuju Autonomous
Region did not reach Chris via M. Suzuki.
It is like M. Suzuki had a sudden change of attitude.
Was there already a mole in the midst of BSAA at the time of Ryan’s memo dated February
24? Grey without limit. It would be impossible to contact M. Suzuki now as all contact is cut.
Where did M. Suzuki disappear to? I hope that Ryan is safe….”
-Biohazard 5 Famitsu Blog; 10/03/09

WEDNESDAY MARCH 11TH 2009
The journalist hacks into Ryan’s computer once again and is surprised to see that all data has
been erased and that the B.S.A.A. system’s analyst is still not contactable. More worryingly is
an image captured on web camera that may suggest Ryan has been murdered. Given what he
knows of the operation, the journalist decides to cut his losses and break off all contact with the
B.S.A.A. network before Ryan’s murderer can find him. Before he logs off, he screen grabs the
blurred image of the assailant.
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“STRIKE THREE
Something happened to my screen as I opened
BSAA’s website to read the Ryan’s last
communication. Next might be my turn, for being
too deeply involved. I’ll withdraw myself now. As a
last ditch effort, I will document what was briefly
shown on the monitor. Somebody, somebody
please defeat Ryan’s enemy…”
-Biohazard 5 Famitsu Blog; 11/03/09

MARCH 2009 – POST KIJUJU INCIDENT
Once the Kijuju Autonomous Zone has been deemed safe by the B.S.A.A., operatives and
medical specialists from TerraSave are sent in to aid survivors and local residents. Amongst the
workers sent in are Pedro Fernandez, Gabriel Chavez and team leader Neil Fisher. It is
unknown if Claire Redfield is with them.

Albert Wesker's long-time former partner Ada Wong learns of his demise and notes her
thoughts on the matter. Although his death is without doubt a good thing for the world, Ada is
tinged with a little regret as she relished manipulating him when they were together just as
much as he did to her. But with the most dangerous bio-terrorist on the planet finally gone, she
can now focus all her energies on United States National Security Advisor and Presidential
aide; Derek C. Simmons and 'The Family'. Ada knows all about them from when she was in
Simmons’ employ back in 1998 and is aware of how their history and influence has shaped the
world into what it is today. They are definitely a group worthy of investigation.

"Information has come in that Wesker’s been killed following a battle with the BSAA. In order
to fulfil my true purpose, I was in league with him for quite a while. I'm not sad, but in regards
to such a powerful entity vanishing, I can't deny that I have just a slight feeling of emptiness.
I infiltrated the B.O.W. underworld, and the death of Wesker, who'd taken the lead in that
hegemony, will repaint the pictures of various forces regardless of their side. For the time
being, The Family led by Simmons requires attention.
But no matter what happens, my true purpose won't change now. Or anytime soon."
-BIO6: Ada and Raccoon City; undated.
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Alex Wesker also hears of the death of her ‘brother’ and goes into mourning. She is now the
last living subject of the Wesker Children but has her own mortality growing ever closer thanks
to her deliberating illness.
Upon returning to America, Jill Valentine is placed in immediate quarantine and undergoes
daily medical testing to ensure she is not infected and that the P30 chemical has caused no
lasting damage to her body. She accepts she will be isolated for some time and will undergo an
intensive rehabilitation programme. Her colleagues within the North American branch are
overjoyed that she is still alive after three years believing otherwise.
The B.S.A.A. conduct an internal investigation into the murder of Level
6 Systems Analyst Ryan. The chief suspect is MIA Special Operations
Agent M. Suzuki who had been working with Ryan in the build up to
the Kijuju operation. The investigation reveals that an insider leaked
information of the operation directly to Ricardo Irving, which was how
he was able to change the deal location and ambush Alpha Team with
the Uroboros creature. Someone also uploaded a virus into the
B.S.A.A. information servers. Finally a full audit check of MJ’s network
from the technology officer conclusively proves Suzuki did not pass on
vital intelligence about the possibility of bioterrorism onto Chris
Redfield, despite insisting she had done so. What is even more worrying
is that Suzuki initially requested to be Chris’ field partner for the
mission before Sheva Alomar was chosen. Had that request been
granted she would likely have succeeded in her sabotage mission. So far all attempts to trace
Suzuki have failed and further evidence indicates she has been a spy working for Tricell all
along.
Barry Burton sends an e-mail to Chris expressing his relief on a safe return and congratulations
on taking down Albert Wesker. As expected, Barry is thrilled that Jill is alive and hopes that
after they have recovered from their ordeal in Africa, they will both meet with him for a drink
very soon.

“Hey Chris,
I heard you just got back from Africa. Some crazy shit went down there. Glad to hear you're
OK.
And better yet, you brought Jill back! When I heard the news I was so happy I could've done
cartwheels down the streets! Not that my knees would allow for that kind of thing anymore.
Can’t believe it’s already been over a decade since we were part of the audacious spec ops unit
S.T.A.R.S. protecting Raccoon City… It’s become a link we don’t speak of with other friends
and colleagues. I mean, after all the shit the three of us have been through... Y'know, we gotta
look out for each other, watch each other's backs. But I don't have to tell you the value of
having a good partner now, do I?
Well, you just got back so you need some time to recover. Take it easy, you hear? If I hear
you're hitting the gym again, I'm gonna come down and kick your ass personally!
I know things are gonna be a bit crazy for a while for you and Jill, but when you're both settled
in let's all go out for a drink or something. It's been too long.
Barry”
-BIOREV2: Secret File 2: E-Mail from Barry to Chris; March 2009
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Still under quarantine in isolation, Jill sends Barry a quick e-mail to see how he’s getting on and
catch up after her three years away. She wonders if he has patched things up with his daughter,
Moira and suggests they all have a get together when she is released.

“Hey Barry,
How's it going? I hope you're up to your usual wisecracking self.
I'm back from Africa. I heard from Chris that after our
fight with Wesker three years ago, the BSAA listed me
officially as KIA, and that you took the news pretty hard.
I'm sorry to have caused you such grief. I'm alive and
none the worse for wear! Although I do look a bit
different now. Well, you'll see.
So how are Kathy and the girls doing? Have you
managed to patch things up with Moira yet? Girls in
their teens can be a nightmare to deal with. I know
because I used to be one. You just have to be patient and understanding. And sometimes you
just have to give them their space. I know you want to protect her, but you have to be sure you
don't become overbearing.
But hey, that's just my two cents. I can already hear you saying, "Yeah yeah, I'm the one with
the kids." I'll leave it at that. But I do hope you've managed to smooth things over. Since you've
become a consultant for the BSAA, well, I don't have to explain the job and its dangers to you.
So every minute you can spend with those you love is valuable time.
As for me, ever since getting back I've been locked up in this lab as they run tests on me day in
and day out. It's every bit as boring as it sounds. Rehab should be starting soon, so that's
something to look forward to. At this point I'd take a battlefield full of B.O.W.s over looking at
another test tube again.
We should all meet up when I'm back on my feet again. It'll be a blast!
Jill
P.S. I heard I didn't even get a funeral. So that means I should be getting one hell of a welcome
back party...right, Barry? ;)”
-BIOREV2: Secret File 12; E-Mail from Jill to Barry; March 2009

Brown Anderson quits the B.S.A.A. after struggling to get over the
deaths of his comerades. He will later go on to carve out a new
career as a survival expert.
After recuperating, Chris reflects on his years in battle. After finally
killing Wesker he feels as though he has achieved his main
objective, but deep down he knows another worldwide threat will
emerge via other sources sometime in the future. The Kijuju
mission and recovering Jill alive has certainly restored his appetite for the fight against bioterrorism. Pondering his future, he considers transferring from being a SOA to the SOU and
leading a team. The B.S.A.A. will need a new generation of soldiers to continue to take the
fight to bio-terrorism long after he is gone.

"Defeating Wesker will undoubtedly be a big turning point. This battle finally made me realise
the purpose behind what I had been fighting for. But then again, at the same time, defeating a
monster like him really made me feel like I had accomplished all I had set out to do.
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I don't intend to stop my war on bioterrorism. But, from this point on, a younger generation
with the same aspirations as me should bear it at the forefront. The possibility of someone like
Wesker showing up again someday isn't zero.
At that moment, comrades confronting bioterrorism after me will be needed. I'll resign as an
agent and move to a unit. For the future of the BSAA, I must raise my young comrades on the
frontlines."
-BIO6: Chris and Wesker; undated.

As speculation spreads about what really happened in Africa, Tricell brace themselves for
some tough questions from the world’s media and the Global Pharmaceutical Consortium, but
thanks to the work of their secret operative M. Suzuki, any hard evidence the B.S.A.A.
collected implementing their possible involvement has been destroyed. Or so they believe…
With Albert Wesker dead and Tricell set to be the latest
pharmaceutical company to be exposed with involvement in illegal
biological weaponry, the danger posed to Sherry Birkin is no more.
Sherry has been in full-time custody of the U.S. Government for 11
years now. During that time scientists and researchers have
continually studied the remnants of the G-Virus inside her body
but another reason for this incarceration was to protect her from
Wesker. Various After Wesker had been confirmed to be still alive
by Chris Redfield following his mission on Rockfort Island, he was
working at the time for Umbrella's main rival company and they
were very interested in Sherry Birkin and the unique healing
abilities the G-Virus had given her. This threat then moved onto Tricell when Wesker aligned
with them behind the rival company's back. There was a suggestion Wesker would try to seize
Sherry given the opportunity and this was one of the main reasons why she was never granted
any freedom following the events of Raccoon City. But now Wesker is dead, she is finally able
to walk free.
Experimentation on Sherry has long since ceased and with no
reason to hold her but still wanting to keep her close, her guardian
Derek Simmons offers her a deal. She will be offered extensive
training and a position as a special agent in the employ of the
United States Government. If she agrees to this offer, she can
finally leave the protective care of the Government. Sherry is aware
of the global rise of bioterrorism that has caused the deaths of
countless people around the world, and cannot bear to think of
others enduring what she experienced as a child. She readily agrees
to this request in order to escape her life of forced imprisonment,
even though in practice she would still be under the watchful eye of the government. Once her
training is complete she will act as a special agent serving under the direct supervision of
Simmons. After Sherry accepts this offer, Simmons notes down his thoughts on the subject.

"Sherry has agreed to become an agent under my supervision in exchange for a little more
freedom. I bet she thought this was her big chance to help others in need. Her overly kind and
ultimately naive, charitable nature makes me sick. As an agent she will work exclusively for me.
Although the experiments on Sherry are generally finished and she has outlived her usefulness,
she could yet still be of some use. Keep something close and you won’t lose it.”
-BIO6: A Deal with the United States; undated.
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SUNDAY MARCH 15TH 2009
Carla Radames performs another human-based C-Virus experiment for a program cryptically
named ‘Unknown Boosted Man – J’avo’. File 34 relates to Jason Bowers. His fate remains
unknown.
WEDNESDAY MARCH 18TH 2009
Ryan’s PC is restored by the B.S.A.A. Administrative Affairs Internal Audit Division and all
data pertaining to the Kijuju operation and Uroboros has been recovered. Whilst the case
investigation is ongoing, any operation such as additions, modifications or deletion of data is
strictly forbidden.
LATE MARCH 2009 (CIRCA)
An investigation is launched into the activities of Albert Wesker following his death and all his
personal assets are seized and examined. Many private research papers are confiscated and it is
discovered that Wesker had been studying t-Virus countermeasures after exploring what
exposure to a special variant had done to his own body. He had also been extremely interested
in physical weapons. Long before the era of global bioterrorism hit after Umbrella’s weapons
were leaked onto the black market, Wesker had predicted development of high-powered
weapons, armaments and viruses that would vastly surpass the t-Virus and its many variants. He
foresaw a cyclical arms race from various powers and organisations across the world and
evidently prepared for that eventuality. To the surprise of the investigation team, Wesker’s
private research findings hold an abundance of sublime countermeasure tactics against a variety
of viral weapons, with the goal of total neutralisation. He considered not only neutralising one
side’s viral weapons in a conflict, but also situations where all side’s weapons were neutralised.
This anti-virus research coupled with his seemingly contradictory research on physical weapons
was to prepare effective countermeasure Anti-B.O.W. firearms that would be effective under
any circumstances. Investigators speculate that Wesker had been researching these aspect for
his own private goals rather than for the profit of his own organisation, the rival company. It
would fit with his egotistical personality that only he hold these countermeasures to asset his
dominance.
All of these private research papers are passed onto the recently
revived Umbrella Corporation PMC, who are still severely restricted
and operating largely in the background under heavy sanctions. All
this experimental data and product left behind by Wesker were
inspected in-house by Blue Umbrella and the anti-B.O.W. research
results in particular mesmerises their researchers. There is also basic
research into renouncing biodiversity and part of Wesker’s research
envisions combat in an unaffected state; alongside much
conceptualising of practical use by skilled combatants not equipped
with weapons of mass destruction like viruses. In a paper amongst
his personal effects, Wesker argues that weapons of massdestruction don’t necessarily lead to improving the situation. The fruits of all this research
contain the blueprints for developing the ultimate handheld weapons. This provides the
starting point for Blue Umbrella to begin development on a series of specialised anti-B.O.W.
weaponry. This will be a major step in their mandate of redeeming the original ‘Red’
Umbrella’s dark legacy.
APRIL 2009
Jill Valentine begins an extensive rehabilitation programme in the United States.
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After nine years of work and thousands of experiments, Carla Radames continues to apply the
C-Virus to numerous test subjects in a bid to successfully clone Ada Wong. By now Project
Ada has gone through well over 12,000 human test subjects, but unfortunately none are a close
enough genetic match for the cloning process to be successful.
VIRUS PROFILE: CHRYSALID VIRUS (C-VIRUS)
The Chrysalid Virus was the work of gifted researcher Carla Radames who began the project in 2001 as a means
to create a viable clone of Derek Simmons’ once close associate, Ada Wong. Once this goal was successfully
achieved years later, the C-Virus was used for weaponisation and countless biological weapons were produced,
making use of the virus’ key characteristic of completely breaking down the host body and reconstructing it as
a ‘Complete Mutation Species’. The basis for these weapons was to achieve Simmons’ goal of monopolising and
controlling the global B.O.W market and thus strengthening The Family’s hold over global power shifts.
The C-Virus was a completely artificial, RNA retrovirus that caused the deterioration of red blood cells and
inflicted a host of bizarre and random mutations. Its creation was down to a successful combination of both
the t-Veronica and G-Virus. For the initial phase of development, Carla Radames succeeded in extracting the
‘DNA Mutation Attribute’ – a key component of the original Progenitor Virus that allowed it to serve as a base
template for many improved, weaponised strains that Umbrella specialised in developing. The many variants of
t-Virus that were created only further strengthened this attribute through recombination. This was then
combined with the t-Veronica virus which by now had been largely detoxified and scheduled for disposal. The
resulting fusion allowed for the creation of the ‘T-02’ strain of Veronica that completely negated virus rejection
by the brain cells and the necessary 15 year adaption period. T-02 was later successfully combined with the
G-Virus to form the base C-Virus prototype.
After years of further refinement, the virus was ready
for testing. Direct injection into a human host would
cause them to mutate into a B.O.W. known as ‘J’avo’;
a human biological weapon and the result of average
compatibility with the virus. J’avo retained enough
intelligence to carry out complex instructions and
were capable of extended injury thresholds and
bizarre mutations to make them stronger.
The C-Virus had the ability to repair and restore
significant tissue damage and injury, but in doing so
caused further mutation – a common trait of the
G-Virus. The more severe the injury, the more
excessive the resulting mutation could be. Because
the C-Virus was originally based on Veronica, the
C-Virus strengthened and improved the mutagenic
effects of its predecessor – an effect demonstrated in the insect and plant-like mutations it produced. Those
infected with the C-Virus undergo self-combustion upon death due to their abnormally high body temperature
and this is also believed to be a trait inherited from the t-Veronica Virus which also gave its victims flammable
blood. Additionally when a body part is significantly damaged, the C-Virus attempted to restore the
incapacitated cells and as a result the damaged area would mutate into something resembling the form of an
insect. Because the C-Virus successfully overcame severe brain cell degeneration, it allowed the J’avo to carry
out orders and operate complicated implements such as weapons and vehicles. When a J’avo suffered enough
damage and overcame its bodily threshold, the C-Virus would activate and mutate the skin into a form
resembling a pupa. Soon the entire body would be covered by a tough, cocoon-like structure. Inside this
chrysalid, the virus will dissolve the host body’s composition and reform it, thus giving birth to a completely
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different creature from the J’avo. These creatures are known as Complete Mutation Species and are a
completely new organism. During development of Project Ada, Carla Radames was able to use the virus as a
retroviral vector to preserve the feminine aspect in her test subjects. Based on this work, researchers also added
animal genes to the C-Virus and noted the mutant creatures produced from the chrysalids reflected the
characteristics of these animals. The virus reacted particularly favourably to reptiles and mammals, preserving
the strong features of both species and it was soon confirmed the C-Virus automatically tries to replicate
whichever third party DNA is being introduced. Being able to determine the final outcome for the complete
mutation was a key component of creating reliable bio-organic weapons. This research was instrumental in
stabilizing the C-Virus and creating something that would birth multiple bioweapons. Many J’avo and
Complete Mutation Species develop numerous eyeballs when wounded, another trait believed to have been
adopted from the G-Virus fusion process. Creatures born of the C-Virus become more humanoid in
appearance as they evolve, losing more and more of their bestial and insect-like traits. This is why Complete
Mutation Species such as the Lepotica have minimal insect components and are visually closer to a human.
Different strains of C-Virus can be manipulated to create different CMS species, meaning any potential
outbreak can be manipulated to ensure the right creatures suited for that environment will be in play.
B.O.W’s created with the C-Virus were given further durability when classified Neo-Umbrella experiments
extracted magma from below the ocean floor to gather microbes and bacteria that thrived in such conditions.
These traits were then applied to the virus to create creatures also able to survive under severe environments.
Like previous viral strains, the C-Virus reacted favourably to hosts with an ideal genetic makeup. This resulted
in a human Tyrant-like creature known as ‘Ustanak’.
The C-Virus is spread via two main forms; direct
injection into the bloodstream, and via airborne toxin
which has the appearance of a black cloud of gas.
Direct injection into a human will result in
manifestation into a J’avo. Due to the speed in which
the C-Virus works, transformation from a human
into a J’avo can take less than a minute. If the C-Virus
is injected in a dead or severely injured host, they will
immediately chrysallise and their bodily composition
will be broken down and reconstituted ready to be
reborn as a CMS. Alternatively the airborne strain of
the C-Virus was originally created by the Complete
Mutation Species Lepotica. Exposure and ingestion of
the gas will not create J’avo, but instead cause the
infected person to regenerate into a zombie. The
incubation period varies from less than a minute to
several hours depending on the exposed person’s
proximity to the gas. Inhalation causes the body to
necrotise from within and destroy the brain cells. The skin will visibly turn pale and eye pupils will blur and
discolour. The gas-based strain of C-Virus is also capable of revitalising dead cells and will reanimate any
corpses exposed. C-Virus zombies are slightly more durable than their t-Virus counterparts and although their
intelligence is all but degraded, they retain enough about them to operate basic machinery and wield objects
and tools as weapons. This strain of C-Virus is also trans-species and can infect animals, though it remains to
be seen if plants and vegetation can also become exposed.
One unique difference with the C-Virus compared to previous viral weapons is a complete lack of secondary
infectant transmission. This is believed to be a deliberately engineered trait to prevent outbreaks from
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spreading indiscriminately and allowing The Family to retain more control when using it as a weapon. It also
ensured keeping unnecessary casualties to a minimum. Derek Simmons conducted a detailed case study into
the Raccoon City incident and discovered both the Arklay Mountains murders leading to the mansion incident
and later the biohazard in the city was the cause of zombies spreading the t-Virus via secondary infection,
meaning Umbrella were never in control of the outbreak. But with the C-Virus, more control is retained
because if a group of humans are exposed to the gas they will all become zombies, but should a zombie escape
the outbreak zone and bite another uninfected human, the virus will not be transmitted. Likewise other
animals will not become infected by feeding off contaminated corpses.
Enhanced C-Virus:
The C-Virus was further strengthened through application of blood samples from Jake Muller; the son of
Albert Wesker and inheritor of an extremely special and unique blood type. Jake’s blood had a powerful
immune system which led to him having a high resistance to many viral strains. In 2013 Carla Radames
adopted this characteristic and used it to re-engineer the C-Virus into a more potent strain. The enhanced
C-Virus bypasses the chrysalid stage completely and not only strengthens the host, but allows them to mutate
indefinitely into new forms without compromising its cellular integrity. The enhanced C-Virus was incredibly
difficult to manufacture and only Carla Radames knew the exact process, meaning it is unlikely to be replicated
by outside sources and her death in 2013 ensured the chances of mass-production remain minimal. As such,
only a limited amount of the Enhanced C-Virus is known to exist. Humans infected with Enhanced C-Virus
will largely retain their original form with examples including Bindi Bergara, Piers Nivans, and Simmons
himself. But in the case of Carla Radames who was fatally injured when she injected herself, her body threshold
was too far gone and she mutated almost instantaneously. Despite the endless mutation cycles, enhanced
infectees are able to retain intelligence and communicate until their vocal faculties are lost. This is a key
improvement over the original G-Virus which further degenerated its host’s intelligence with each mutation
cycle. If the human host has only minor injuries when initially infected, the host’s genetic material is preserved
and they are able to revert back from excessive mutation to their original form until injury threshold is
overloaded. This is another t-Veronica trait first documented with Steve Burnside’s mutation but now made
much stronger.
Vaccine:
A vaccine known as ‘Anti-C’ was later developed by the U.S. Government using antibodies taken from Jake
Muller; the same individual whose blood was used to create the enhanced strain and someone who was
completely immune to the base C-Virus. The government used Jake’s blood to manufacture Anti-C and
therefore reduce the risks of a serious biohazard. Administering the vaccine before infection will immunise
against the C-Virus, and even those already infected have a chance of survival if the vaccine is applied before
J’avo mutation is complete, though the success rate for this is still very low. The vaccine is also capable of
completely neutralising J’avo, chrysalids and Complete Mutation Species and will kill them immediately. AntiC is by no means perfect, but it is effective. But given its potent mutagenic properties thanks to incorporation
of the G-Virus, there is a high chance the C-Virus will mutate and it is only a matter of time before a new strain
evolves that is completely resistant to Anti-C.
As news of Albert Wesker's death continues to reverberate around the B.O.W. underworld,
Derek Simmons is busy supervising the latest round of human experiments for Project Ada,
which has now hit over 12,200 subjects. He is in Tall Oaks laboratory to watch the next live
birth as the matured chrysalid cocoon hatches. But the result is yet another failure. Frustrated,
Simmons snaps and loses his temper. He barks at his research team, yelling that their results
are not good enough and they have failed to create a proper Ada Wong. He is livid that the
one thing he so desperately wants is seemingly beyond his grasp, despite his immense power.
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He orders his team to combine the DNA sequence with the cocoon’s bio-structure and start
again by finding him another test subject. He then storms off out of the lab.
Weeks later, a researcher approaches Simmons with a bold idea of using C-Virus creator Carla
Radames as the next test subject as an analysis reveals her DNA bears a close match to Ada
Wong. After some thought into the matter and desperation creeping in, Simmons agrees to the
idea. He warns the researchers to be careful what they say around Carla as he doesn't want her
catching on to their plan. In the end Simmons is able to trick Carla because she believes he
values her and the work she is doing too much. Unfortunately his blind obsession towards Ada
Wong overrules any loyalties he has for Carla, despite everything she has done for him.

WEDNESDAY APRIL 22ND 2009
Unaware of Simmons plotting behind her back, Carla Radames continues her C-Virus human
experiments, this time using an unfortunate male named David Campos. His fate remains
unknown.
LATE APRIL 2009 (CIRCA)
Towards the end of the month, Carla is captured and subdued by the research team. The CVirus alongside a sample of the real Ada Wong's DNA is injected into Carla. The researchers
observe and watch as her body undergoes seizure before morphing into a chrysalid cocoon.
Immediately, the cocoon is hooked up to all the monitoring equipment. She will be test subject
number 12235.
THURSDAY APRIL 30TH 2009
Simmons arrives early at an undisclosed
location designated 'C-Virus Test Centre 14'
for the birth of ‘Project Ada C-Virus
experiment no. 12235.’ The metamorphosis
of the Chrysalid is complete and the cocoon
is ready to hatch. With the lab in total
darkness save for a single light focusing on
the pupa, researchers wearing white lab coats
and carrying clipboards gather round to watch the resulting birth which is being recorded.
Within moments, the cocoon begins to crack as the life form within begins to push itself out.
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Covered in thick mucus and slime, the organism inside continues to slide out from the top of
the egg. For a moment it is still unrecognisable and covered in an embryotic sac before it
suddenly bursts and the floor is splattered with fluid. The life form is now identifiable as a
human female. She arches her back and flops backwards like a butterfly before toppling out
onto the floor, her skin is slimy and covered in mucus. Simmons watches with anticipation as
she raises up a head full of dark hair. It is her, it is Ada Wong. A perfect copy at long last.
Naked and beautiful, 'Ada' raises her head and looks directly into the camera that records this
famous moment. Simmons is overcome with joy and unable to hide his delight.

"Yes, yes! This is it! She may have left me but now I have her back! Happy birthday, Ada
Wong."

'Ada' is quickly covered up and ushered to the next room where a number of medical checks
are carried out, but her vitals appear stable and the experiment is an apparent success.

After ten years of work, Simmons finally has what he has always wanted. Carla Radames has
achieved his dream, albeit not in the way she would have liked.

"After 10 years and 12,235 experiments, it's finally complete.
Thank you, Ms. Radames. I owe it all to you.
4/30/2009"

-RE6: Tall Oaks Cathedral and Underground Lab; 30/04/09
Already Simmons is thinking of how he will get this clone to acquire Ada Wong’s skills and
personality. He can barely contain his glee at the
prospect.

"I've finally created the perfect replacement for
Ada. I'll have to make sure she is like the original
in every way, not just in looks, but in intelligence
and habits, as well. This will require some training.
I'll also have to teach her never betray to me.
My very own Ada--so exciting.
Now, where should I start..."
-RE6: Two Ada Wong’s; undated.

MAY 2009
Still lamenting the loss of her ‘brother’, Alex Wesker decides to investigate his legacy. Because
she always held the late Oswell E. Spencer’s complete trust and confidence, she is one of the
few left alive who knows of the secret location for the Progenitor Virus source in Africa and
therefore makes it her goal to recover samples of the Uroboros Virus. However, since the
incident in Kijuju, Tricell, who own the site, are under extreme scrutiny and will soon be under
investigation by world authorities and are likely to be implicated in the creation and production
of the virus. It may take significant time and patience, but when the opportunity arises Alex will
send a team of loyal subordinates to Africa and is confident they can recover samples of
Uroboros undetected.
After undergoing weeks of cognitive and psychological testing, Carla begins an intensive
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training program to make her look, act and sound exactly like Ada Wong. It is equally
important for Simmons that she not only look like the real thing, but that she has the same
unique abilities, intelligence and personality, otherwise the whole thing is pointless. No expense
will be spared during this training.
As Carla's training continues and her skills become more
impressive, Simmons himself begins to convince himself
that this is not a duplicate and he actually has the real Ada
Wong under his control once again. But unknown to
everyone is that whilst Project Ada was an apparent
success, internally there is a fatal flaw that has been
overlooked. An unexpected and unwelcome side effect of
the experiment has left Carla retaining a tiny portion of
her previous subconscious. Somewhere deep inside her
brain is a regressed memory of her identity as Carla
Radames and that Simmons, the man she idolised and
looked up to, had betrayed her. Right now these
memories are very deeply supressed, but over time they
will gradually move to the surface and she will eventually remember who she used to be and
the terrible experiment that was done to her. While she now looks and behaves similar to Ada,
there is still a piece of her that remains Carla. Derek's relationship with Ada had only been
professional, so he cannot see that this clone is not the real Ada. Whether through misguided
affections or a desire to revenge himself on Ada, he ignores any nagging doubt and continues to
train and treat Carla as if she is the real Ada Wong. Carla, having lost most of her personality
during the experiment, behaves as Derek wants. But in the depths of her soul, there is still a
spark of her original self. She notes down some doubt and discomfort beginning to develop in
her mind that she doesn't understand.

"I am Simmons' loyal servant, Ada Wong. I will do anything he asks, and in return, he does
whatever I ask. We are the perfect match and no one can come between us.
But recently, I can't help but feel some horrible emotion deep down every time I look into his
eyes. I don't understand how I could feel this way when we are meant to be together. Some
voice is screaming, "Kill him! Destroy his dreams! Don't let him get away with this," and it gets
louder every day, but why? What's wrong with me? He loves me so much and I love him back.
There's no reason for me to feel any of this. I can't imagine a world without him.
I've given everything to him. I would never want to destroy his dreams. Ever."
-RE6: Derek and Carla; undated.

As time moves on, Carla begins to feel these feelings of hatred towards Simmons more often as
ever so slowly the memories of her former existence come back to the surface of her mind.
LATE SPRING 2009 ONWARDS
Back on Sushestvovanie Island, development of the t-Phobos Virus has progressed enough for
clinical trials to begin. Once a suitable device is developed to monitor a host’s fear level, the
experiments will begin in earnest. For now, a series of mock trials are planned out.
SUMMER 2009
Now 17 years of age and oblivious to the death of his father earlier this year, Jake Muller has
honed his skills on the battlefield with over two years fighting as a mercenary. He has fought on
the front lines in countless conflicts the world over. The group he has been with have taught
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him everything he needs to know about armed and unarmed combat. His trainer is strict and
demanding, but treats him almost like a son, and Jake finds himself able to feel a sense of
attachment to him, something he only ever previously felt for his mother.
Currently, Jake's group are fighting in a conflict in South
America. However, the man Jake has all but adopted as a
father, turns out to be a double agent and betrays his own
team, selling out the whole unit by leading them into a
deliberate ambush. The mercs are surrounded and all
killed with only Jake and one other soldier left alive. Being
cocky and overconfident, the attackers put away their guns
and move to finish off the two mercs with knives, but Jake
puts up a fight and astonishes everyone with his hand-tohand combat skills. He is able to hold the attackers off until
reinforcements arrive and he and his team mate are both
rescued. However, the betrayal of his father figure has a
deepening impact on Jake and he becomes severely withdrawn and unable to trust anybody.
From this moment on he decides to put his faith in the only person who has never let him
down--himself. Any compassion in his heart is lost in South America, and he continues to drift
from war to war as a soldier of fortune.
Piers Nivans graduates from military academy with excellent results. He was recognised for his
extraordinary advanced sniping skills and is recruited into the Green Berets under the U.S.
Army. He has now achieved his goal of following his father and grandfather as a military man.
In order to continue research into the C-Virus,
Derek Simmons has a portion of the
underground chambers beneath Tall Oaks
Cathedral fully refurbished into a modern
research laboratory. Carla Radames aka: 'Ada
Wong' will be based here with a full research
team at her disposal. Now Project Ada has
successfully concluded, thoughts turn back to
using the C-Virus to create biological weapons,
focusing on the Complete Mutation Species
aspect. The process to recreate an Ada clone
resulted in many unsuccessful by-products and
after combining animal genes with the virus,
Simmons noticed that the mutant species it
created reflected the characteristics of these
creatures. Therefore he now wants to
incorporate many differing genes into the
C-Virus, including reptiles and mammals, and
consider using the Complete Mutation Species
as weapons.
Domestic politics in the Eastern European Republic of Edonia reach a crisis point some twenty
years after the country first achieved democratisation in the build up to the collapse of the
Soviet Union. The Edonian military stage a Coup d’état in the capital and seize control of City
Hall, forcing the government to take immediate action. The Prime Minister, who is rapidly
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losing public support, dissolves the parliament immediately. A political party whose manifesto
calls for Edonia to be allied with European Union nations soon becomes the dominant party in
the bid to install a new leadership administration.
Over time the domestic politics of Edonia soon begin to recover, slowly but surely. However,
anti-government forces still remain and many politicians believe they can use unstable political
conditions in neighbouring countries such as the Eastern Slav Republic to their advantage and
could still yet lead to civil war in Edonia.
On Sushestvovanie Island, a sickness is sweeping over the land as more and more people
disappear to be used as unwilling guinea pigs for t-Phobos research. The rural settlements are
all but abandoned and people are vanishing from the town. Families awaiting the return of their
loved ones from the mines after a year are disappointed when no one comes back. But despite
these occurrences, none challenge the rule of Alex Wesker.
SUNDAY 19TH JULY 2009
Evgeny updates his diary once again and laments how he has not seen or heard from Irina for
almost a year. She is due to complete her one-year working contract in the mines very soon,
but her father Evgeny Rebic already believes she will not be coming back. Something evil is
afoot on Sushestvovanie and his suspicions lie firmly on the island’s so called saviour, Alex
Wesker. Believing things are only going to get worse, Evgeny decides to leave the town and
relocate to the sewers. Once he is safely hidden away, he vows to find his daughter.

“19-07-2009
I have not seen Irina in almost one year.
Something bad is happening to our home. People become sick.
More things I cannot explain. I know is all because of that woman.
She smells of evil.
This was to become Irina's home. But too late now. I leave this town.
Everything. But island is my home. I will not leave. No place to go.
So I go to sewers. Things will get worse, I know it.
Irina...be safe. I will find you. I promise, kroshka. You are all your
father have left.”
-REREV: The Old Man’s Journal; 19/07/09

LATE SUMMER 2009
At the Technology Research Centre of the B.S.A.A. Far East
branch, promising young scientist Merah Biji is completing the
final phase of one of her projects. She sits in the middle of a
laboratory surrounded by expensive equipment and slurps
from a bowl of noodles at her desk. A photograph from when
she was just a child stood with her parents is framed by her
computer. She is oblivious to two of the senior staff watching
from the other side of the room and discussing how
Merah is researching effective ways to kill bio-organic weapons,
revealing that she joined the organisation because her parents
were killed in the Raccoon City tragedy and this was her form
of revenge. She is highly regarded by the Far East branch and the two scientists are shocked
when Mera suddenly announces that her research is all but complete and she is requesting a
transfer to the Special Operations Unit effective immediately.
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Scientists working under Alex Wesker have successfully created a device that can monitor the
fear levels of the test subjects. Each guinea pig will be fitted with a sensor bracelet, displaying
the subject number and a colour-coded light indicating the condition of the subject based on
recorded amounts of adrenaline and noradrenaline levels pumping round their bodies. There
are four stages ranging from Green for normal to Red for metamorphosis of mutation
symptoms. Once these bracelets have been comprehensively tested and approved, and the
virus completed, the real t-Phobos trials can begin in earnest. The goal of the project is to find
a test subject that can successfully win over and conquer their innermost fears. This would
cause them to essentially begin to adapt to the virus rather than mutate, and result in a stable
mind-set that will provide a suitable candidate for the mind transfer ceremony.

The first set of trials will begin using inmates at the prison. They will be subject to a wide
ranging set of scenarios to monitor their fears, ranging from torture to psychological stimulants.
All guinea pigs are fitted with a sensor bracelet and injected with the prototype t-Phobos Virus.
As the virus is still in-development, any mutations that occur in the subjects as a result must
result in their immediate elimination. A memo is sent across to staff at the prison with
instructions about the handling of the experiment.

“The sensors showing the condition of the test subjects change colour with the degree of "fear"
dependent on the secretion volume of adrenaline and noradrenaline.
Green: Normal
Orange: Stress
Blinking Red: Fear
Red: Pathogenesis
If a test subject's sensor is "red" or more specifically "pathogenesis" during the experiment, shoot
them dead immediately.”
-BIOREV2: Caution for Experiment Handling; undated.

A further set of instructions are sent to all personnel working in the prison who are to monitor
and record the experiment. The test subjects will be tortured and exposed to varying elements
of danger and fear. All results need to be thoroughly assessed and recorded.
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“Those participating in the experiments must observe the following rules:
・ The subjects must be monitored 24 hours a day.
・ Monitor the sensor for any changes; log its status every 10 minutes.
・ Dispose of any subjects showing signs of abnormality immediately.”
-REREV2: Rules for Monitoring Test Subjects; undated.
AUGUST 2009
Trials for the sensor bracelets begin using guinea pigs incarcerated at the prison complex near
the radio tower. As per standard procedure all are given sensor bracelets then tortured and
experimented on to measure their response to fear and pain stimuli. The collected data and
results will be fed back to Lady Alex.
THURSDAY AUGUST 5TH 2009
A new prisoner is detained and brought into the detention facility. He has not committed any
crime and given no reason for his incarceration. He will be subjected to daily torture.

SATURDAY AUGUST 7TH 2009
Locked in his cell on the second floor of the prison wing near the control room, one of the
prisoners writes in his journal about the miserable existence they all endure here. They are
subjected to daily torture routines and are referred to by the staff as experiments rather than
prisoners.

“How many days has it been since I've been locked up here?
They torture us daily. "Experiments," they call it.
To what end?
I hope they didn't get anyone else.”
-REREV2: Prisoner’s Journal; 07/08/09

SUNDAY AUGUST 8TH 2009
Today the prisoner’s brother is subjected to several horrific experiments. His arm is burned off
and his left leg amputated to test his fear responses.
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“My poor, poor brother is trapped in this hell with me.
Today they burned off his left arm with some fire-breathing contraption, and then used a
bladed one to chop off his left leg.
Said they're gonna do the same to his remaining limbs tomorrow.
He begged me to put him out of his pain. Can't get those words outta my head.
I'm pretty shaken up. Doesn't help that the damned guard said if he dies, I take his place. Is
there no end to our suffering?”
-REREV2: Prisoner’s Journal; 08/08/09

TUESDAY AUGUST 10TH 2009
The prisoner’s brother has finally succumbed to his injuries and now the prison guards come
to take him from his cell as the next guinea pig.

“Looks like the day I have dreaded has arrived.
I can no longer hear my brother. But the guard's footsteps--he's coming this way!
I should have prayed for death when I had the chance.”
-REREV2: Prisoner’s Journal; 10/08/09

As the weeks go buy and the cries of pain and anguish continue to swirl around the prison,
another captive writes a desperate letter to his mum, longing to see her again.

“Dear Momma,
I dunno if you'll ever get to read this. But I need you...
They call us experiments. They torture us every day. Every. Day.
What did I do to deserve this? Why is this happening?
It hurts so bad. Every day I'm scared of what will happen next.
Momma please, please help...”
-REREV2: Prisoner’s Letter; undated.

SEPTEMBER 2009
A memorial service is held across mid-western American to remember the victims of Raccoon
City lost in the tragedy that took place 11 years ago now.
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WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 7TH 2009
Carla Radames, now fully reborn as Ada Wong,
conducts another C-Virus experiment. The aim is to
create a human biological weapon and as of now is
known as ‘Unknown Boosted Man Pyrokinesis –
J’avo.’ Today’s test subject is a male named Andrew
Cooper. His fate remains unknown.
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 8TH 2009
Researchers report back to Alex Wesker and the senior science team with the results of the
latest t-Phobos mock trials conducted at the prison. The collated data has seen them able to
refine the sensor bracelets and results seem promising enough to prepare for the next stage of
testing. Today 11 subjects are subject to extreme psychological stress and although none
overcame their fear, the bracelets work accurately and once the virus is complete they are one
step closer to beginning the real thing.

“The latest mock moved us even closer to the real test.
This time 11 candidates were fitted with the sensor bracelets, then subjected to extreme
emotional stress for varying lengths of time.
Results: Three died immediately. The remaining eight eventually mutated at some point and
were disposed of. The trial ended with none of the subjects overcoming their fear.”
-REREV2: Mock Experiment Results; 08/11/09.

FALL 2009
At the B.S.A.A. Far East Branch SOU Training
Centre, Merah Biji is finding her sudden
acquisition from scientist to field agent tough
going. She has begun rigorous physical fitness
and hand-to-hand combat training. Her activities
have attracted the attention of Professor Doug
Wright; a bacteriology professor working at
Bennett University in Singapore. He is also a
personal acquaintance of Chris Redfield and an
advisor to the Far East branch. As Merah is
thrown to the floor once again on the sports field, one of the assessors confers with Doug and
admits she is the talk of the whole Far East branch. Doug is amused and admits her drastic
career change from the lab to combat is quite a leap. The instructor gives her a month before
she’ll either quit or get kicked out but Doug isn’t so sure and remarks that researchers can be a
tenacious bunch. On the field, Merah drips with sweat and her body aches all over as she picks
up her glasses. She is still someway off the pace but promises herself she will be the strongest
field operative given enough time.
Not long into his army career, Piers Nivans quickly becomes disillusioned
after struggling to carve out his own identity and finding a clear reason to
fight. He continues to partake in drills and field operations without a
hitch and never complains, though deep down he yearns for a greater calling.
SATURDAY DECEMBER 12TH 2009
Carla Radames conducts another human-based C-Virus experiment for her Unknown Boosted
Man Pyrokinesis J’avo program. The subject is called Brian Bethel. His fate remains unknown.
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Late 2000s: (Unspecified)
In the Eastern Slav, a young university student named J.D. is captured after taking part in a
protest against the movement. J.D.s tuition up to that point was paid for by a Presbyterian
movement whose members include the company exec of the successful ‘Honey Boy’
beekeeping business. J.D. is arrested and branded a terrorist, later sentenced to the death
penalty. But the ‘Honey Boy’ executive uses his influence to negotiate his release as he is a
secret supporter of the fight for independence.
With no end in sight for the civil war in Eastern Slav, an elementary school is attacked and
burned to the ground by government forces, under the mistaken belief they believed it to be a
hidden base for the rebel fighters. During this tragedy a number of school children are killed,
including a 10 year old boy named Makar. Also killed is the fiancée of Alexander Kozachenko,
Irina. Both were teachers at the school and childhood sweethearts due to be married in the
near future. Buddy is found alive under the rubble two days later. He wakes up in hospital a
week later only to be told Irina has died. Now embittered and with his heart broken,
Kozachenko joins the resistance movement and joins the fight against Svetlana Belikova’s
government and the Oligarchs, burning for revenge.
Despite all they have achieved, the B.S.A.A still come under criticism. Because it can be
instantly deployed for urgent humanitarian rescue activities with a United Nations resolution
being made after the fact, it possesses rights to take action beyond the law, based on
agreements between each nation's government. But due to the fact that a majority of the budget
for its establishment originally came from the Global Pharmaceutical Consortium, among other
factors, there are some accusations that its purpose is to manage accidents caused by
companies that invested in it. As things stand there are currently around 3000 B.O.W.-related
incidents reported each year and the B.S.A.A. have made over 1000 deployments to deal with
such attacks. But as these numbers increase it will inevitably lead to the B.S.A.A. losing control
of the situation over the next decade. As a consequence, this will help give rise to the reborn
Umbrella Corporation PMC who as of now still operate exclusively in the background.
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